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LETTERS
Atvard

Sms:

At the executive meeting of the Judging

Committee for the 1947 AAAS-George
Westinghouse Science Writing Awards,

the article entitled "Life of the Water

Film," published in your June, 1947, is-

sue of Natural History and written by
Dr. and Mrs. Milne, was cited for honor-

able mention.

The judges were very high in their

praise of this article and expressed great

satisfaction that it was possible for such

an article to appear in print through tlie

medium of your publication. In considera-

tion of the excellence of the article and

its presentation, the Judging Committee

voted to award a citation to Natural
History Magazine for distinguished sci-

ence joumahsm in magazines during

1947
• Theo.

J.
Cristensen,

For the Managing Committee.

American Association for the

Advancement of Science,

Washington, D. C.

Giaciers at Home
o Sms:

We certainly enjoyed Professor Flint's

article on glaciers in the October issue.

And his pictures were superb. May we
add a postscript in defense of the many
smaller glaciers in the United States and

Canada?

Recently we visited a few that were

within driving distance and found them

well worth the trip. One, the Columbia

ice fields between Alberta and British

Columbia, occupies 150 square miles of

territory straddHng the Continental Di-

vide, and it sends down tongues of ice

that melt to gush into three oceans: by

way of the Columbia River to the Pacific,

via the Saskatchewan River and Hudson

Bay into the Atlantic, and through the

Mackenzie River into the Arctic.

One of these tongues is the Athabasca

Glacier, 80 miles from Lake Louise up

the Banff-to-Jasper highway, reached by

a fairly good road. We parked within

calling distance and took a good look at

it. In fact, you can climb up on the

Athabasca Glacier and observe the clear

streams that gurgle down the ice on simny

days. Or you can cUmb down and peek

under the end of it, into huge ice caves

Continued on page 42

> Between two jagged mountains, the

Athabasca Glacier extends a tongue to

within a few hundred yards of the high-

way between Banff and Jasper, Alberta.

Small streams cut into the snow top of the

ice field, but it is easy to walk up on the

slanting shelf of ice

A Mount Rainier is a stump-shaped remnant of an old volcano, capped with a

great glacier having tongues down all sides. One of these melts to form the greenish-

gray Nisqually River which rushes past the campground of the National Park area
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
This spectacular flower is one of sev-

eral tliat receive the name "night-blooming

cereus." The term is rather loosely used

for several genera of cacti that open their

large flowers at night. The cactus shown
{Hylocereus) is one of those most com-
monly grown in warm regions. Perhaps
the most famous of these plantings is the

half-mile hedge of Hylocereus undatus in

Honolulu, where as many as 5000 flowers

open in a single night, producing a spec-

tacle tliat draws hundreds of visitors.

It is unfortunate that such a splendid

flower lasts but a few hours. The tre-

mendous buds do not unfold until dark-

ness has arrived. Then comes the brief

period of almost breath-taking beauty,

with the graceful, satin-textured petals

and golden stamens exposed to form a

bloom of startling size. It seems incredible

that the sprawling, angular stems armed
with scattered spines could produce such

a flower. The one photographed was
grown by Mr. and Mrs. Louis M. Roberts

of Encinitas, California, who specialize

in unusual and interesting flowers of this

type.

The species of Hylocereus are native to

the West Indies, Central America, and
northern South America. Because of their

attractive flowers, these cacti have been
carried around the world. This has re-

sulted in the strange fact that the original

specimen of H. undatus on which the

scientific description was based was found
in China! tt t- »Harold E. Anthony.
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YOUR NEW BOOKS
BIRDS • CACHE LAKE COUNTRY • DESERT

SUNSPOTS IN ACTION • MIND AND BODY

L.ACHE LAKE COUNTRY
- by John J.

Rowlands

Illustrated by Henry B. Kane

W. W. Norton and Co., $3.50

272 pp., 36 full-page illust. and

numerous spots

\ /TANY people are frustrated in their

•'--' desire to live for a while in tlie

wilderness where they can enjoy the wild-

life and the beauty of forests unspoiled

by man. The fact tliat hunting, fishing,

and camping are such popular pastimes is

evidence of the fact that many of us en-

joy this type of life.

Fortunately, for those who cannot find

the time or means to go to far-away

places, there is some solace in reading

about the experiences of people who have

hved in the wilderness. Both die stay-at-

homes and the travelers Vidll enjoy the

story of life in the North Woods as it is

told in this book.

The author includes a wealth of wood-

craft information. The reader will learn

how to build various types of shelters,

how to make camp gadgets (including

many clever devices that can be made
with scraps of material found about the

cabin), and what food to take along.

Sportsmen and Boy Scouts vidll find such

information very useful. Henry B. Kane's

attractive drawings will delight the reader

and assist him in e.xecuting the author's

"how-to-^lo-its
."

The pleasing manner in which the au-

thor combines his explanations of camp-

lore with his well-expressed observations

of life in the woods makes Cache Lake

Country a book that can be appreciated

by all nature lovers. The drawings capture

perfectly the feeling of the North Woods.

George F. Mason.

Field guide to birds
of the west indies

- by James Bond

Illustrations by Earl Poole

The Macmillan Co., $3.75

257 pp., 211 illust.

TAMES BOND, our leading authority
*-^ on West Indian birds, has based this

field guide on his earlier, more technical,

and now unavailable volume on this sub-

ject. All the numerous North American

birds that migrate to or through the West
Indies, as well as the resident species, are

briefly described, and most of the latter

are figured. The songs, call notes, and

habits of the native birds are given, and

where unknown, the need of further ob-

servation is emphasized. In addition to

the scientific and English names of the

birds, the names used by the residents of

the islands are given. In recognition of a

common plea of field students, subspecies

are omitted from consideration altogether.

With tlie exception of a few secretive or

obscure species, this guide should make

identification relatively easy even for the

novice making his first visit to the West

Indies.

Two families and many species of birds

are found only in the West Indies. Many
of these have very limited ranges. The
Zapata Swamp in Cuba, for example, is

the home of three peculiar species found

nowhere else. These localized birds are

highly vulnerable to such adverse factors

as deforestation, hunting, and the intro-

duction of cats and mongooses. Several

West Indian species are already extinct,

and others, including some beautiful par-

rots, are endangered. Fortunately, some

of the most distinctive species, like the

curious httle Tody, figured in a colored

plate, are more widespread and common.
This excellent book, as its author hopes,

should awaken interest in the conservation

as well as the study of West Indian birds.

Dean Amadon.

Poisonous dwellers
OF THE desert

by Natt N. Dodge

Southwestern Monuments Association,

Sante Fe, New Mexica, 50#

44 pp., 28 illust.

ASSEMBLED in this bulletin are read-

able and accurate accounts of the

venomous animals of our southwestern

deserts. Descriptions and illustrations of

the animals, the symptoms of their bites

or stings, and recommended treatments

are included, as well as various precau-

tions that can be taken to prevent injury.

Such occasionally bothersome insects as

ants, honeybees, and kissing bugs are

treated and also a few completely harm-

NATURE LOVERS' LIBRARY
( volumes 8'/] x 11, 2000 pages, weight 23 lbs..

Lives & habits 3000 species birds and animals

described by renowned Naturalists; 1000 species

Illustrated, 300 In color. The literary Mart, 8 East

33rd St., New York, offers this set to members for

$29.50, payable S4.50 with order $S monthly; full

refund for return in 5 days.

less creatures mistakenly believed to be

poisonous.

The deservedly notorious animals are

the rattlesnakes and scorpions, and these

latter are reputed to cause more deaths

in Arizona "than the bites and stings of

all other creatrues combined." Few peo-

ple realize that two Arizona scorpions

are capable, as are similar kinds in Mexico,

of causing death in young children and

grave symptoms in adults. The rattle-

snakes and other venomous reptiles are

relegated to secondary importance, a con-

clusion to which the vmter would not

subscribe without published statistical

evidence. The bringing together of much
authoritative information on poisonous

animals, -with the aim of dispelling un-

warranted fears among prospective park

visitors, may well have the opposite effect

of magnifying the importance of the rela-

tively few noxious or dangerous inhabi-

tants of our deserts.

W.
J.

Gertsch.

Mind and body: psycho-
somatic MEDICINE

by Flanders Dunbar

Random House, $3.50

263 pp.

PSYCHOSOMATIC medicine is a new
name for a very old thing. As far back

as Hippocrates, and no doubt farther if

records were available, the influence of

unresolved and sustained emotion and

mental conflict upon the health of the

body was a recognized reality. In the

Middle Ages, the devil was exorcised

from the soul in order to reheve the body

of its physical ailments. It is only in

modem times that this ancient wisdom

has fallen into neglect and that the source

of all physical diseases and disturbances

has been sought in the disorganization of

the bodily functions themselves. Recently,

a group of psychiatrists, primarily con-

cerned with emotional and mental con-

flicts, have once more become impressed

by the unity of mind and body and have

traced various bodily sicknesses to mental

origins. The branch of medicine that has

developed around this conception has

been called psychosomatic—literally, mind

and body.

Dr. Dunbar is one of the leaders in

this field, which is young enough for her

to be also one of its pioneers. She has

presented in this witty, freshly written

book a popular summary telling what

NATtlRAL HISTORY, JANUARY, I<



ences in ionization in these layers upon
radio transmissions of both high and low

frequency, and he points out how it has

become possible for radio engineers to

predict the frequencies that may be used

for long distance transmission and those

that will be affected by sunspot activity.

But he does all this in such an inter-

esting and entertaining manner—well, let's

Gordon A. Atwater.

Flashing wings
by Richard M. Saunders

McClelland and Stewart, Toronto, Ont.,

$4.50

388 pp., 37 illust.

pv R. SAUNDERS, a professor of history

^-^ at the University of Toronto, is also

one of Canada's most ardent hard watch-

ers. In this handsome volume he has

brought together from his extensive note-

books the more significant or unusual

observations recorded over a period of

several years. One chapter is devoted to

each month of the year, perhaps the best

method of arranging such material. The
result is virtually a guide to birding in

the Toronto region, interspersed with ac-

coimts of occasional trips to northern

Ontario or to the United States. Two maps
designed especially to include the areas

mentioned aid in reading the book. There

is a table of migration dates and another

that summarizes the results of annual

Christmas bird censuses in and about

Toronto over a period of 20 years. The
illustrations are the work of the well-

known Canadian bird artist, T. M. Shortt.

From the above it is evident that Flasli-

ing Wings will be of greatest value to

residents of Ontario. The Toronto region

has an unusually varied bird life (327

species have been recorded). Lake Ontario

moderates the cUmate, permitting Cardi-

nals, Carolina Wrens, and other southern

species to survive. Many water birds are

also attracted to this area. In the winter,

Three-toed Woodpeckers, Canada Jays,

and other boreal birds occur, at least in

small numbers. Nesting HolboeU's Grebes

and Leconte's Sparrows add a western

element absent elsewhere in the east. Dr.

Saunders' notes on the habits of many
of these infrequently observed birds will

be read as eagerly by field ornithologists

of the northeastern United States as by

those of Canada. p Amadon.

Desert parade
A Guide to the Southwestern Desert

Plants and Wildlife

by WilHam H. Carr

The Viking Press, $2.50

96 pp., 26 pp. of illust.

T ET it be said at the outset that this is

-*—
' a book for those who do not want to

know all about the desert plants and ani-

mals. It was drawn up with the avowed

SEA AND LAND SHELLS
If you are a buyer of this class of invertebrates
send for my Cenchological Chatter which ap-
pears monthly listing choice Mollusca from
every part of the world. Collections for sale of
any size up to 5000 species. Also Books on
Mollusca.

WALTER F. WEBB
2515 Second Ave. North, St. Petersburg 6, Fla.

intent of hitting the high spots. In less

than 100 pages, including 26 of photo-

graphs, it deals with slightly more than

90 animals and about half as many plants.

These include mammals, birds, reptiles,

a few insects, and such miscellaneous in-

vertebrates as scorpions, centipedes, and
spiders. Approximately a third of the

book deals with the common trees, shrubs,

and flowers, with a chapter devoted to the

cacti.

By and large, Mr. Carr has selected the

common animals and plants that the des-

ert traveler is Likely to note or to be
curious about for one reason or another.

In many instances they can be identified

by means of the 74 generally excellent

photographs, and additional notes in the

text may help. When there is only a brief

description and no photograph, the user

is likely to have difficulty. The "keys to

species" that usually characterize hand-
books are omitted, probably on the cor-

rect assumption that they are used only

by the initiated.

The text includes brief notes on animal

survival, the characteristics of deserts,

modern living in such regions, and a not

very inclusive list of "some useful books."

The reader is quite properly referred to

one of these, the Field Book of Snakes

by Schmidt and Davis, for information

concerning the treatment of snake bite.

It is evident that Mr. Carr did not consult

the book very carefully himself, since the

snake he depicts as a diamond-back is a

Mojave rattlesnake. Nevertheless, the book

is generally accurate. It may satisfy the

needs of the traveler who wants some

vmderstanding of the desert but hasn't the

time or the incfination to learn all that's

known.
C. M. BOGERT.

Tihe amphibians and
reptiles of the pacific
states

by Gayle Pickwell

Stanford University Press, $4.00

236 pp., 85 illust.

IT has often been pointed out that the

student of natural history is interested

in four principal questions concerning an

animal: (1) What is it? (2) Where does

it hve? (3) What does it do? (4) How
does it do it?

Most of the handbooks that have ap-

peared during the last decade have at-

Continued on page 42
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A The fruiting branches of Cinchona

calisaya, native to southern Peru and

Bolivia. A rich strain of this species was

the parent of the monopolistic cinchona

industry of Java, in the Far East

the government had gathered be-

fore Pearl Harbor. But the war

might be a long one, so it was

imperative to explore all possible

sources outside the Netherlands

East Indies.

Luckily for us, cinchona trees

are immigrants in Java, having

originally come from South Amer-

ica, where they are to be found

growing wild in the wet forests

that cover the eastern slopes of the

lofty Andes. It was from trees in

Peru and Bohvia that Java received

tlie tiny, winged seeds from which

her famed plantations were de-

veloped in the middle of the last

century. With a wartime crisis in

quinine, field parties, under the

direction of the U. S. Office of

Economic Warfare, were quickly

fonned and sent into this old cin-

chona territory. A botanist and a

forester formed the backbone of

each of tliese groups. Their job was
to search the eastern slopes of the

Andes for wild cinchona trees, to

determine the types of trees pres-

ent, to estimate the quantity and
quahty of bark available, and to

give suggestions for the best meth-

ods for its quick exploitation. These

groups were in the field for nearly

three years (1942-1945), and they

combed inaccessible mountain for-

ests from Venezuela to BoHvla.

For many years certain of the

Andean countries ( especially Ecua-

dor, Peru, and BoUvia) have har-

vested insignfficant amounts of cin-

chona bark. The grade of bark se-

lected has necessarily been the best

wild type available, because it has

had to compete with the exceed-

ingly rich strains developed through

careful selection and breeding on

the plantations of Java. Even so,

the very best wild barks, ranging

up to an 8% content of quinine

sulfate, could hardly match the

cultivated forms, which at times

reached a content of 1S%, or 15

pounds of quirune salt per 100

pounds of dry bark.

The result was that the finest

grades of cinchona bark in South

America had largely been depleted,

and in the war emergency the low-

grade barks from normally non-

commercial species (of which very

fortunately there was a bountiful

supply) had to be used. These

species served as able "pinch hit-

ters" for Java bark.

They included pitayo bark {Cin-

chona macrocalyx) and cupreine

bark—the only quinine-yielding non-

cinchona (Remifia spp.). The lat-

ter originally came from Colombia.

Then there was the famed redbark

(C. succirubra), native of the An-

dean slopes near the foot of Ecua-

THE bark of the cinchona tree

is the only known natural

source of quinine, renowned the

world over as the original drug for

treating malaria. Java, in the Neth-

erlands East Indies, produces over

95% of the world's quinine bark.

When this island with its cinchona

plantations was conquered by the

Japanese early in World War II,

the United States faced a possible

quinine shortage. Never before had

the need for this antimalarial been

so great, for thousands of our troops

would be fighting in tropical or

subtropical regions where this fever

is rampant. Cinchona bark thus be-

came a high priority commodity.

The War Production Board re-

quired all major distributors to

turn their quinine over to the gov-

ernment, and a considerable quan-

tity was added to the stock pile

CHKHONA
HUNTER

Adventures in the far forests of the Andes

in search of emergency sources of quinine

Bij Walter Heneicks Hodge
Associate Professor, University of Massachusetts

All photos by the author
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dor's giant Chimborazo and the

gray barks called huanuco and

monopol (C. micrantha) of Peru.

The latter species did not even pro-

duce an ounce of quinine in its

bark, but it was rich in cinchonine,

a related alkaloid, valued in the

manufacture of totaquine. But the

best of all wild quinine-yielding

species, calisaya (C. calisaija) of

southern Peru and Bolivia—the spe-

cies from which many of the Java

strains were developed—existed in

such small quantities that its im-

portance in the wartime industry

was negligible. Of more interest for

the future of cinchona breeding on

present plantations was the dis-

covery in northern Peru of a little-

known species whose bark runs

higher in quinine than wild calisaija.

Peru's best cinchona stands are

located in the southeastern corner

of the country where the gold-laden

waters of the Tambopata and Inam-

bari Rivers—Peru's twin "Yukons"—

first begin to tumble and plunge

down through the precipitous can-

yons dissecting the high Andean

country east of the Titicaca basin.

It is the type of breath-taking and

scenic country that the United

States Park Service would insist on

being made into a National Park.

The best commercial species of cin-

A A PATH near Huancabamba, in
|

northern Peru, gives one a glimpse

of the spacious scenery encountered

in Peru's rugged cinchona country I

< Collecting the tiny, winged cin-

chona seeds for use in developing a

New World industry. Nearly a cen-

tury ago, smuggled seeds from Bo-

livia and Peru became the basis of

the fabulous plantations of the East

Indies, source of 95% of the world's

quinine. World War II forced the

United States to repeat the long,

slow task of collecting new seeds and

setting up cinchona plantations in

the Western Hemisphere



< Sampling cinchona bark. Samples were taken

from different levels of the trunk to allow for varia-

tions in the distribution of the alkaloids. If the bark

proved good, exploitation of the region was started

choua grow from about 3000 feet

up to timber line, around 10,000

feet. Thus one is in fairly high coun-

tr%% far above the not-so-distant

lowlands where the wartime search

for wild rubber went on.

The ri\ers here are not yet deep

enough to aid in water transport;

in fact, one can get about only on

foot or with mules. There is abun-

dant precipitation; the rainfall mav
a\erage 150-200 inches a )'ear. The
forests are lushly \erdant, with in-

numerable tv^es of evergreen trees,

pakns, and tree ferns, all supporting

abundant epiphytic plants. This is

true mountain rain forest, the foun-

tainhead of most of the main west-

ern tributaries of the Amazon. The
air, though humid, is tempered by
the elevation, so that there is a

beautiful climate in which to work.

And as though unable to exist in

the \icinitv' of quinine-producing

cinchona trees, malaria and other

lowland tropical fe\ers are gen-

erally absent.

\\'hat was a typical day like on a

wartime cinchona survey? Let's

transplant ourselves to a forest bor-

dering the rock-tmiibled banks of

the Huari-Huari, one of the ulti-

mate tributaries of the Inambari. It

is daybreak: "Daylight in tlie

swamp," savs the forester. I grunt

and doze ofiE again until he adds,

"Fire in the mountain; roU out or

roU up!" Re\eille for the quinine

hunter, and it's just as bad as a

bugle call when it comes at 5:30

A.M.

Dawn in the Peruvian Montaiia

(the tropical forest area of eastern

Peru ) , much as I have hated to ad-

mit it, is really the best time of dav.

From out of the wet forest behind

the tent comes the squawk of a

tunki (Rupicola peruviana), a red-

and-black version of the cock of the

rock. A pair of parrots, silhouetted

black against the Kghtening sky,

pass by in a typical tight-wing for-

mation.

"This hour, though beautiful, is

made for sleep," I think, remember-

ing the grueling 30-miles, up-and-

down mountain hike of the pre\'ious

day. Nevertheless, I push back the

blanket and sit up very cautiously.

One has to be cautious, for our

poorly constructed camp cots col-

lapse at the slightest suggestion.

Our forester found himself on the

ground the first time he sat on

his cot, and now he sleeps each

night with the expedition hammer
propped under the weaker corner.

The forester abeadv has the pres-

sure stove set up, and the "Quahker"

( as Quaker Oats are universally

known in Latin America ) our stand-

ard breakfast dish, is gurghng away
in its pot hke lava in a volcanic

crater. Our Peru\'ian assistant is half-

way inside his duffel bag looking for

something; a standard joke of om-

group is that fully half our time is

spent inside the duffel bags hunt-

ing missing articles of apparel. Out

by the brown-colored river stands

another member of the party, half-

dressed, looking himself over care-

fully for fleas, which he says are

"as big as footballs." Inseparable

companions in many parts of Latin

America, they are die principal dis-

traction during the night.

At 6 A.M. breakfast is served.

Soon afterwards our Quechua Indian

carriers appear from their near-by
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A A VARIETY relatively poor

in alkaloid but very common

:

"colorada" (C. ptibescens), a

large cinchona of the Andean

forests of northern Peru

bivouac. They are anxious to get

theii- loads ready for the day's trip.

These are not lowland forest In-

dians but rather a highland race—

big-chested descendants of the an-

cient Incas, as sure-footed and

almost as strong, it would seem, as

mules. They speak their own dia-

lect, and in order to communicate

with them our foreman, or capitas,

must speak both Spanish and Que-

chua. Besides their baggage and

food (chiefly parched corn, dried

banana chips, dessicated potato

chuho, and a locally salted, dry

mutton called chalona
) , each Indian

daily backpacks up to 70 or 80

pounds of our camp equipment. He
will lug this for 20 to 30 miles oyer

as rough a mountain country as one

would ever want to see—all for a

daily wage of about 32 cents ( U.S.

)

plus a ration of dried coca leaves.

When our group was first initiated to

cinchona-land, we were so worn out

after the first day that we were al-

most tempted to adopt the Indians'

coca-chewing habit. Coca leaves

contain the narcotic cocaine, and

the chewing of them deadens fa-

A To TRAVERSE impassable mountain

torrents, cinchona hunters use a mod-

ern cable (o»oj'^), which has replaced

the old Inca type woven from fibers.

Inambari River

> A FORESTER measured the trees to

estimate the quantity of bark avail-

able from a given area. C. jiiicrantha,

photographed in the mountain for-

ests near Tingo Maria

CsS9i/?iwiiay ~m

C//fCHO/f/l
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A 0:.-z

A 12

. Indian rarrierg ir^-iir-i -i.'.ina flour from his

; ; a erode "rockiog-iype" gdndsEOoe. He is

r^cho and stDddng ha^ or cbtMo

•<]VIany days in the saddle were

often required to reach the cinchona

country. This mile-deep chasm, the

Urcubamba Gorge of northern Peru,

h.ad to be crossed several times en

route to and from cascarilla cotintry

A Wasteful exploitation. Cascarilleros

of the Inambari region harvested only a

small proportion of the bark of this speci-

men of Cinchona micrajjtha and in so do-

ing have lost money. The alkaloidal con-

tent in this species is more concentrated

higher up on the trunk

tigue and htmger on long jatmts

through rough mountain countr>'.

With camp disbanded and our In-

dians loaded, 7 a.m. has drawn

around again! We will hike through

the forest recording on special form

sheets all cinchona trees spotted

within a ten-yard limit along one

side of our path. The trees will be

listed according to species and esti-

mated diameter of the trunk at

breast height. In this fashion we
make vrhat is known as a strip

traverse—a sort of narrow sample

of a given area. Bv means of this

we can get a rou^ estimate of the

amount of bark available from each

of ihe species of cinchona native to

the region, because from previous

work we have learned how much

XATX.TL\I- HISTORY, JANUARY, 1 94
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<Back in Arequipa, bark samples

were dried as shown here. The hu-

midin' of the forest made thorough

driing in the field camps impossible.

Zl !Misti. Arequipa's guardian peak,

is seen in the distance

bark anv given diameter of tree ^^"il]

\-ield. Usinsi; these simple but ef-

fective methods, we are able to

estimate fairlv well the amomit of

drs" cinchona bark that an\" area

wiH ^ield. .\nd bv kno%\"ing the local

costs for harvesting and transport-

ing it, we can definiteh" state

whether a newlv discovered area

is commerciallv worth-\\"hile or not.

As a botanist whose task it is to

spot and identify.- the \'arious spe-

cies on our dailv grind. I start out

ahead. Close behind me is the tally

man, who keeps written record of

all trees noted. Filling in the rear

is the forester, who b\- means of an

automatic counter carefullv paces

the amount of territorv" daily tra-

versed. ''Monopol [Cinchona mi-

crantha], fourteen inches." I call

out, and the taMv man repeats it

as he enters it on the sheet.

At ever\" kilometer, altitudinal or

other data are recorded, and a new
sheet is be^un. In this wav we not

only learn the exact location of es-

pecially \-aluable stands but also

gain an idea of the natural habitat

and preferred altitude of tlie vari-

ous species encormtered.

Like aU other trees in a tropical

rain forest, cinchona trees are ne^"er

evenl\" distributed but grow in iso-

lated httle groups, wliich the In-

dians call manchas. These are often

distant from one another. For long

inten'als, therefore, there is often

silence in the partv", broken only by

the soimds of hobs striking stones

or of the squish-squash of \^"et

leather in a muddv stretch. Our

dail\" sur^e^' invariabl\' has its ups

and do%^Tis, for forest trails, when
existent, foUow the whims of the

hunters that made them—now close

to a ri^"er, now up a nearlv \-ertical

slope, over a mountain ridge, and

then down. It w"as not uncommon
to chmb and descend the equi%"a-

lent of three or four 5000-foot ridges

in an average day's traverse of

fifteen to twent\"-five miles. A single

t^vo-week trip coidd co^"er over

200 miles in a countn" that one old

-\merican miner has described as

""a land of vertical plateaus." It is

httle wonder that shoes finallv give

up the ghost. On the rock\" trails

of southern Peru, a tough pair of

.\rmv GI shoes lasted a cinchona

litmter for httle more than two

weeks to a month. The feet enclosed

usualh" felt "done out" long before.

But we were h\±i2 on the west-

em fringes of the great unspoiled

-\mazon ^^ildemess, a land that

harbored inexhaustible N-et largeh"

unkno\%"n material for the nature

lo^"er or scientist. -\nd to us who
had to keep on the mo^e, the great-

est dis.^ppointment was to have to

^ The cinchon.\ bark is stripped

from the Living trees v,ith machetes,

pardy dried in the sun. and bound up

in 50-pound bundles as shown here.

High-grade bark like this is 'W'orth

about fifteen U. S. dollars per hun-

dred pounds to the bark hunter

pass up this or that exotic plant, ^^'e

could not give the time we w'anted

to the queer animals of the forest

aroimd us or to the lore of the

forest aborigines who occasionally

wandered into our Hves. Some of

our forest companions were mere

sounds to us, such as the troops of

red Howler monkeys, whose con-

certed roars echoed and re-echoed

at davbreak through the narrow

%aUevs Hke a bloodcurdling alarm-

clock. The Howlers kept well out

of sight, but no\^- and tlien \\'e

REMIXISCENXES OF A CIN'CHOXA HX'X'TER



A A MULE with a load of cinchona bark from the forest country

crosses a crude bridge over the upper Inambari—the start of a long,

hard climb over the Sierra

would catch glimpses of a tumbling

treetop assemblage of black VVooly

Monkeys, often accompanied by lit-

tle Capuchins, traveling through the

forest. Again we would see the

bold imprints of the inquisitive

tiger cat, or ocelot, or the worn

trails of the dantci, or tapir, leading

in unvarying regularity to and from

the rushing streams, where these

large animals apparently love to

submerge, possibh' to get away
from insects.

Our daily surveys were not with-

out their amusing incidents. Two of

>is with a guide came around a

liend in a forest trail one day to

find a glade crowded with a herd

of White-Upped Peccaries, called by

the natives icwaJi. There were cer-

tainly a hundred of the beasts, yet

not one of them had noted our ap-

' w '• u.*^ ""ik
^^ "L '•*?~v*ste_' clea

y\ '•:,-'if57' V. -V- ^^^ wor

A Sierra Indians carrying 85-pound packs for cmchona sur\ey groups

A A BURRO weighed down with "quills"

of cinchona bark, wrapped in crude packs

proach. Being short of meat rations,

we mentally chastised ourselves

for not having our guns with us.

As we stood watching all those nice

rk tenderloins root around in the

taring with not a care in the

Id, the herd suddenly became

aware of our presence. The air filled

with doglike growls and with the

clicking and gnashing of their short

little tusks, as they crashed off into

the forest. All but one, that is. We
had advanced to the glade when

we spotted what appeared to be an

14 NATURAL HISTORY, JANUARY, 1948



old boar, probably a sentinel for

the herd, standing in the trail 100

yards from us. He didn't remain

still long after sensing our presence

but started streaking toward us at

top speed.

None of us was in an arguing

mood. The guide and I climbed a

steep bank at the side of the trail

and when safe turned to see what

was happening. Our forester was

breaking all records for short dis-

tance sprints as he navigated that

stretch of trail, his rain cape whip-

ping in the breeze behind him. But

from our position we could see it

was no use. The old boar was gain-

ing on him rapidly. He said later,

"First thing I knew there was a

pig racing beside me making it

look as though I was standing

still." That animal possibly had no

desire to do any attacking, despite

many tales of the peccary's pug-

nacity. He had probably been con-

fused as to our exact position, but

all at once his weak little eyes

suddenly noted the racing forester

beside him, and so he veered off the

trail, hit a stump, and somersaulted

into the forest. That scene, tense

at first, ended with a five-minute

interval of laughter, after which we
resumed the business of quinine

hunting—minus pork.

The meat problem was often a

real one. Because of the difficulty

in securing carriers, we were al-

ways limited in our ability to carry

much tinned material. We had to

fend for ourselves, as well as for our

men, who seldom brought along

more than the most meager rations.

A shotgun was essential and sup-

plied us with what are called gall-

inas, or pavos del monie—various

types of abundant wildfowl else-

where called curassows and guans

and belonging to the family Cra-

cidae. Nor were tiinkis and toucans

exempt from the cooking pot. These

lovely creatures usually proved far

more tender than the tough domes-

tic fowl of the Andes. Red meat

was not as easy to obtain, and one

would have needed a full-time

hunter to search out game.

A big commotion among our car-

riers one evening, while encamp-

ing on a beach along the Tambo-

- •.*<*,

A Peruvian mule trails art often hewn out of solid rock and traverse ter-

ritory impassable to all other types of travel. Cliffs are numerous, and many

a mule has fallen thousands of feet to its death

pata, advised us that something was

up. In a canebreak the Indians had

surprised a Giant Armadillo and

were chasing it as best they could

through the thick underbrush, all

the while pleading for a gun. At

length they caught hold of the ani-

mal by its strong tail, and this was

a signal for the armadillo to bury

itself. So strong was it that it all

but pulled the men along with it,

to say nothing of throwing great

quantities of earth in their eyes as

it excavated a hole. Machetes

were of no value against its strong

armor, and only a close shotgun

charge finally was able to pierce its

plates. The meat was beautifully

REMINISCENCES OF A CINCHONA HUNTER

tender and provided us with thick,

juicy steaks, while its skin became

a prized possession of one of the

Indians.

On all our survey trips, samples

of bark from different species of

cinchona were taken, from which

analyses and estimates could be

made. Local names for these species

were also recorded, for naturally

the natives exploiting the bark were

unfamiliar with the technical names

of plants. In Peru and Bolivia, all

types of cinchona are called cas-

carilla, and from this word the In-

dian bark cutter receives the ap-

pelation cascarillero (or quinero).

In Ecuador and Colombia, the name
Contiitned on page 41

If;



fe TREES
m

You might think that these utterly fantastic

stumps would stump the experts, but there is

enough evidence upon which to base a plausible

theory of their origin and even their age

By Lewis W. Walker
All photographs by the author

GHOST TREES, curious me-

mentos of an ancient forest,

can be seen on the desolate, wind-

swept islands of San Nicolas and to

a lesser extent on San Miguel, two

small bits of desert surrounded by

the Pacific Ocean off the coast

of Southern CaHfornia. The odd

shapes and sandy texture of these

trees compel even the most unim-

pressionable tourist to stop to ex-

amine them and wonder how they

were formed.

Several theories have been sug-

gested in an endeavor to unveil the

mystery of their origin and to ex-

plain why the vegetation of only

i6

San Nicolas and near-by San Miguel

were preserved in tliis way until the

present century. Other islands in

the same climatic zone and with

almost the same type of soil are

strangely barren of similar sand-

stone casts.

Factually we know that real tiees

once grew on these islands, that

they died and were eventually cov-

ered by wind-blown sand. After

their burial, the rotting ti-unks ab-

sorbed water containing an abun-

dance of hme and other chemicals

which not only impregnated the

wood but also the adjacent soil. As

the moisture evaporated, the chemi-

< Broken remains, of a once

verdant forest, these sand-

stone casts are the haunting

mementos of large trees, some
with eighteen-inch trunks

> The relationship of early

dian remains indicates that

trees of sand were probi

formed just prior to the timt

Columbus

^ Standing like stalagmites, the naked ti ;l

of tree trunks have survived centuries of '

and drought. The jackets of sand were fori

by the chemical action of lime dissolvec

rain water

cals hardened and fomied into hol-

low casings.

Now, hundreds of years later, the

winds have uncovered these strange

tubes and have left them standing

like stalagmites. But the wind that

brought them to light is also sand-

blasting them into oblivion. Trees

that must have been forest giants

with eighteen-inch ti'unks are now
short and stubby—victims of an un-

ceasing, relentless attack by the

weather.

San Nicolas, wartime site of an

air strip and radio station, is now
deserted except for a species of

dwarf fox, mice, and several hardy
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birds. But at least three times in

the past, according to investigations

by Malcohn
J.

Rogers, the island

was populated by Indians who
eked out a living from marine mol-

lusks and fishes. The remains ot

shellfish, no longer available on the

tidal rocks, are to be found at the

camp sites of the ancient people,

and Mr. Rogers believes that these

species were probably eliminated by

over-fishing. There is also strong

evidence that the now barren island

was once covered by a verdant

forest.

In these cultural remains there

is a clue to how these sandstone

trees may have been formed, and

by correlating the evidence a calen-

dar of sorts may be formulated.

First, before the time of Columbus,

these coastal islands, now arid, had

sufficient rain to support an abun-

dant growth of trees and shrubs.

Then came the drought. Wind-

swept sand buried the vegetation.

But in time changing conditions

brought another luxuriant growth,

this time in the form of low bushes

which carpeted the ground.

Land snails thrived, living on

the vegetation and increasing to

such an extent that I wonder if

they were not mainly responsible

for denuding the islands of plant

life. At the present time, their life-

less, weather-beaten shells literally

cover the ground, a condition not

to be seen on other near-by islands,

where the sandstone trees do not

exist. Great numbers of these tiny

mollusks died, perhaps suddenly,

perhaps over a long period of time.

Rains disintegrated their shells and

carried the resultant lime in solu-

tion to the hidden forests beneath

the surface. In this way, in theory

at least, countless particles of sand

were cemented togetlaer to form the

tree-casts that are now being ex-

posed and destroyed.

Without the three stages of In-

dian culture on San Nicolas, any

attempt to date the trees would be

TREES OF SAND



pure guesswork. However, the

earliest people left tools of the

crudest design, made simply of what

tlie island offered, shell and bone.

The time of occupation by the sec-

ond people can be determined by

their use of objects comparable to

those of mainland Indians of the

same period, which dates them at

about the fourteenth or fifteenth

century. Next came the Shoshone

tribe, which was later conquered

bv the Spaniards. The trees grew

upon the debris of the first island

people but under the campgrounds

of tire second. Thus, tlirough the

relationship of the early Indian re-

mains, a partial calendar can be

deduced for these trees of sand. It

indicates that they were formed

just prior to the time of Columbus.

^ Like a dog guarding his

charge, this crooked remnant

tries to hold its ground

against the relentless fury of

island winds

^ A DISTORTED SKELETON of

a stump throws eerie shad-

ows on a blanket of barren

wasteland
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Breeding
AND THE

Sun AND Mod

The factor of light in the facts of life

THE breeding season and the

corresponding habits of ani-

mals and plants have fascinated

mankind for longer than recorded

history, for human life has always

been closely mingled with events

in the world of nature. From ancient

time men have been greatly con-

cerned with the success of their

crops, the abundance of animals to

hunt, and with their own produc-

tivity. As their concern deepened

they looked for the forces control-

ling fertility and made gods or re-

ligious rites of anything they

thought responsible. So came the

corn spirit, who had to be slain at

harvest time to replenish the soil.

Often a human victim, crowned as

the corn king died a violent death

in the character of the god.

Sunshine obviously influenced

the earth's fertility and many sav-

age races have employed charms

for making sunshine. It is no won-
der that primitive man in the cold

and cloudy climate of northern

Europe did the same. It is no acci-

dent that the dates of the two

most important festivals coincide

with the summer and winter sol-

stices. The midwinter celebration

of Christmas was instituted by

the church to supersede an old

heathen festival of the birth of the

sun, which was thought to be

born again on the shortest day of

each year and to grow until reach-

ing full maturity at midsummer.

The yule log was originally meant

Bij N.
J.

Berrill
Dcfartmcnt of Zoology, ilcGill Uimrrsity

to help the weakening winter sun

rekindle its expiring light.

From worship of the sun sprang

religious ceremonies involving fire.

In the Vosges Mountains people

believe that midsummer fires help

to preserve the fruits of the earth

and ensure good crops, while many
European peasants believe corn

will grow well as far as the blaze

of a bonfire is visible. There is an

Irish custom of driving barren cattle

through the midsummer fires; and

a girl who jumps three times over

the bonfire will soon marry and have

many children. The mythical "fern

seed" of Bohemia is supposed to

bloom like fire on Midsummer Eve,

and whoever has it will find a vein

of gold or treasures shining with

a bluish flame. The "fern seed" is

supposed to come from the sun's

fire at its two turning points in sum-

mer and winter, and a hunter is said

to have caught some by shooting

at the sun on Midsummer Day at

noon.

The old myths and legends of

more primitive people are often

looked upon as foolish imaginings,

but when the subject is one of vital

concern, it is apt to have a core of

truth, no matter how much of the

supernatural has gathered around it.

So in the present century we have

come to recognize the close control

the sun actuallv has not only over

BREEDING AND THE SUN AND MOON

the growth of vegetation but its

actual flowering. The warming tem-

peratures of spring and summer

force the growth of plants of all

kinds, but the flowering is deter-

mined by the length of day. It is

not a question of needing light for

the green photosynthesis of plant

substance but a much more subtle

influence. According to their reac-

tions, plants are grouped into

"short day" plants, which flower

only when day-length is short and

change to vegetative growth dur-

ing the long summer days; "long

day" plants, which will only flower

after the days have lengthened; and

a group which is independent of

the length of day. This relationship

is rapidly being exploited by horti-

culturists and others, and under the

controlled lighting conditions of

greenhouses both the shape of a

plant and the time of its blooming

can be closely governed.

However important it may be, the

reaction of plants to Hght is less

spectacular than that of many ani-

mals. Animals, with their many va-

rieties of eyes, respond to Hght not

only from the sun but from the

moon and even to the unearthly

"starlight" of many Uving animals

themselves.

In the poultry world, artificial

hght has been used to increase egg

production for over a century.

Lengthening of the daylight period

in autumn has this effect. In wild

birds, on the other hand, the dura-
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tion of the laying period cannot be

altered, but the lajdng season maN'

be shifted readily from spring to

autumn or to the middle of winter.

In Japan, the use of artificial hglit

to stimulate the reproductive or-

gans of birds has been in use from

fairly ancient times and is known
as the practice of Yogai. In this

way, pet birds are exposed to arti-

ficial light for three or four hours

after sunset toward the close of

the year in order to bring them into

singing condition in January instead

of in the spring. It was an old cus-

tom in Holland to use a similar

method for catching song birds in

autimin. Live decoys were placed

in darkness in June and exposed

to hght again in September, so that

they would be in full song during

the autumn and attract the wild

birds.

It was realized that dayhght

might be a factor in inducing the

annual migrations of birds as earlv

as the days of the Swedish poet

Runeberg, in the 1870's. But it was

another half centun,' before two

ideas were brought together to

give a more detailed explanation,

namely that migrations are the re-

sult of developmental changes in

the sexual organs and that Hght

influences breeding. Even from the

time of Pliny the extreme regularity

with which birds migrate north

had been noted, and temperature

fluctuations were too variable to

be held responsible. Observations

of many migrating species now
show that lengthening days bring

the reproducti\'e organs to full de-

\elopment, and this maturity itself

gives the urge to migrate and sing.

The mechanism involved is the eye,

through which Hght enters and by

nerve connection stimulates the

pitmtary gland. This is the master

gland of the body, and too much
or too Httle secretion in childhood

produces giants or dwarfs. It also

stimulates the growth of the repro-

ducti\e organs, and so the Hght

from the sun finally gains control

of the sexual cycle. A similar chain

reaction of sunHght, eye, pituitary

gland, reproductive gland, and

breeding season also holds for many

of the mammals, one of the best

known examples being the fer-

ret. Experiments with the brook

AUNH photot

Shorter days cause some animals to change from a darker to a

lighter coat, as in the case of the weasel, or ermine, shown here.

Thus their protective coloration is only indirectly related to the

approach of colder weather ; the seasonal sunlight cycle controls both

trout indicate that its breeding sea-

son may be determined in the same
way.

For all the primary importance of

the sun to the welfare of human
beings and animals and plants, the

influence of the moon, where it is

apparent at all, appears more mys-

terious and spectacular. It is no

coincidence that the Easter and

Har\'est festivals are held every-

where at the full moon of the spring

and autimin equinox. The moon's

influence is most obvious on the

oceans. It does not in itself make
the tides, but it is responsible for

the big differences between the

neap tides occurring at the half

moon and the spring tides of the

full and new moon. Sea animals re-

act to the tides and to the Hght of

the moon and the sun in various

ways. Perhaps the most famous are

the palolo worm of the Pacific Is-

lands and the grunion fish of the

California coast.

The palalo, a small marine worm
living in the tropical seas near

Samoa, is a reHable sea calendar.

All year it Hves in holes and

crevices among rocks and coral

growth on the sea floor. But every

year, true to the day, the worms

come to the surface of the sea in

vast swarms for their wedding

dance. This generally occurs at

dawn for just two days in October

and two in November. They come

the day before the first quarter of



A The grunion is a smelt about six or seven

inches long. It is relished by throngs of

Californians, who park their cars bumper to

bumper along the beaches to catch them

the moon, but they are most nu-

merous on the second day, when
the surface of the ocean appears

covered with them. Actually only a

part of the worm joins in the spawn-

ing swarm—the hind part, which

swells with the sexual cells and be-

comes specially modified for swim-

ming. On the morning of the great

day each worm creeps backwards

out of its burrow, and when the

sexual half is protruded it breaks

off and wriggles to the surface. The
head end of the worm crawls back

into its hole, where it grows a new
hind region. The swimming sexual

parts are several inches long, the

males being light brown and the

females indigo and green. At the

time of spawning the whole sea

around is discolored by the millions

of floating eggs. The Samoan na-

tives wait for the spawning period

and relish the worms as food. They
catch them in special baskets and

prize them so greatly that native

chiefs send them as presents to

people living inland. The worms

are cooked either in breadfruit

leaves or without garnishment and

are said to resemble spinach and to

taste somewhat like fresh roe.

It has been the custom of island

natives from ancient times to watch

for these worms. The natives of

Fiji, who call them "Mbalolo," have

come to refer to the October and

November swarming periods as

Mbalolo lailai ("little") and Mba-
lolo levu ('large"), the November

swarms being the larger.

The approach of the season is first

noted by the appearance of the

scarlet flowers of the Aloalo. The
natives next watch for the flower-

ing of the seasea and then look for

the moon to be just on the horizon

at dawn. And on the tenth morning

the palolo worms appear. In the

Savaii Island the coming of the

r <^^.- X
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A On the second, third, and fourth nights after full moon from March to

June, myriads of grunion swim to California beaches to spawn. An hour
earlier on the same tide, the eggs would probably be washed out and destroyed

palolo is heralded three days in ad-

vance by the appearance of the

malts, or land crabs, which march
down from the mountains to the

sea in swarms to breed in the ocean,

a migration Hkewise related to the

moon and as mysterious.

There are other palolo wonns
that swarm at different times of the

year, but their wedding dance is

just as closely correlated with the

moon. In the case of the Japanese

Bachi, it is the front end that breaks

off and swarms just after the new
and the full moon of October and

November. Fishermen catch them

by attracting them with lights.

Around Fort Jefferson on the Tor-

tugas, in the Gulf of Mexico, an

Atlantic species generally appears

within three days of the moon's

last quarter in June and July. Two
hours before sunrise the sexual por-

tions rise to the surface; and when
the sun strikes the water, they burst

and scatter the eggs. The dying

bodies sink down again into the

mouths of the eagerly awaiting

fish. It might be thought that the

spawning periods were determined

by the state of the tides, but ex-

periments have disproved this, and

there is little doubt that the light

of the moon, however it may act, is

directly responsible.

Just as spectacular are the habits

of the grunion, a smelt about six

inches long, abundant off the coast

of California. The spawning periods

are holiday times for tremendous

numbers of southern Californians.

Cars are parked bumper to bumper

along the coast highways for many

mUes, and the moon and thousands

of beach fires light the scene. The

fish are caught with everything

available, from hats to bare hands,

and are roasted over the fires, mak-

ing excellent fare.

The extraordinary spawning hab-

its of the giunion are about as

perfectly timed as those of the

palolo worm and just as mysterious.

On the second, third, and fourth

nights after the full moon (that is,

on the highest spring tides in the

BREEDING AND THE SUN AND MOON



months of March, April, Ma)', and

June), the fish swim up the beach

with the breaking waves to the

highest point they can reach. They

come in paii-s, male and female.

The female digs into the sand tail

foremost and deposits her eggs

some tliree inches below the sur-

face. Dming the brief process the

male arches around her and fer-

tilizes the eggs. With the wash of

the next wave, tlie fish shp back to

tlie sea. Normally the eggs remain

tliere, high and diy, until they are

washed out of the sand by the next

high spring tides, about ten days

later. As soon as they are immersed

again, tlie eggs hatch and the larvae

swim down into the sea.

It is an astounding performance.

If the eggs were laid during any

other tide, or even an hour earlier

on the same tide, they would prob-

ably be washed out and so de-

stroyed. If they were laid at the

dark of the moon, they would have

to wait a month to be hatched, for

the intervening tides of the full

moon are never as high as those of

the dark of the moon. But the two-

week interval between the two sets

of spring tides is the proper period

for the gestation of the eggs and

the period that the grunion usually

manages to utihze. Incidentally,

the succeeding lower tides actually

bury the eggs deeper by piling up

the sand. The fish mature and

spawn at the end of the first year,

and they spawn on each set of tides

during the season.

Not only are worms and fish so

conditioned by the moon, but the

common European oyster, which

changes its sex every few months,

tends to "spat" in much greater

numbers after the full and new
moon than at other times. In Egyp-

tian waters there is a spiny sea

urchin that breeds only during the

nights when the moon is full.

The moon stimulus is clearly not

the same in all, for some marine

animals respond to its presence and

others to its absence. The fireworm

of the Bermudas and West Indies

is perhaps more understandable.

This is an animal that not only

breeds according to the phase of

tlie moon but produces hght of its

own—a light that cannot be seen

well if either the sun or the moon
is in the sky. In some ways it is

hke the palolo. The worms live in

rocky crevices on the sea floor or

in coral reefs and only come to the

surface to breed. This they do every

month throughout most of the year.

Each month for about a week,

starting the second night after the

moon is full, they leave their pro-

tected homes for their monthly

honejouoon. At exactly half an hour

after sunset on those nights, the

spawning trip takes place. It only

occurs in the dark. In the semi-

tropics it is not dark until the sun

has been set for at least half an

hour. The full moon always rises

as the sun sets but thereafter rises

later every night. So for two days

after the moon is full there is no
period of real darkness between

sunset and moonrise. After that,

the dark period gets longer and

longer, and it is with the beginning

of this darkness every night that

spawning occurs until the animals

are finally exhausted.

The first fireworms to appear at

the surface are the females. They
arrive punctually and flash bril-

liantly with an over-all greenish-

blue luminescent light that is visible

in the water for more than 50

yards. A few moments later the

males arrive, each with a pair of

minute luminescent headhghts, and
they dart about like tiny stars

caught in the blackness of the water.

As soon as they see a female shining

near by, the males in that region

dive toward her. The first to reach

her seizes her at the back of the

neck with his jaws, and the two
dive rapidly into the dark depths

below, shedding eggs and sperm as

they descend.

So between the moon and tlie sun,

during the month or the year, the

period of breeding among most
kinds of living things is influenced

directly or indirectly. And for that

matter, man himself reacts emo-
tionally to some of these things.

The scientist will attribute it to

social custom while the bride will

say tliere is romance in the air;

but who can deny that our lives are

influenced by the lengthening days

of spring, the full moon in June,

and by starlight at almost any time?

The

JacksNiPE'i
Wing-

Song

A bird that sings

without voice

By Ben East

THERE are few American out-

doorsmen who are unfamiliar

with the Wilson snipe. Although

this long-billed shore bird has been

on the closed list in recent autumns

as a result of a marked dechne in

numbers, he was for a long time a

favorite target of marsh gunners.

Wherever shotgun addicts meet,

he is known and discussed under

the name of jacksnipe and admired

for his twisting, zigzag flight and
for the role he once played on the

dun autumn marshlands. Birdmen
know him, too.

A. C. Bent, in his Life History of

North American Shore Birds, ven-

tures the opinion that more snipe

have been shot by hunters than any

other of the clan, and to prove his

point, he cites a kill of 69,000 by
one gunner in Louisiana from 1867

\7.
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A From the "wide blue yonder" comes a soft, haunting cadence

as the jacksnipe dives earthward toward his mate

Yet surprisingly few persons,

either sportsmen or nature lovers,

know that this erratic gamester ut-

ters one of the strangest, sweetest,

and most eerie courtship songs of

the bird world. Or perhaps it is

hardly accurate to use the word
"song," since the jacksnipe's music,

made on the wing, is strictly in-

strumental.

Country school children know
this queer wing-song well. Farmers

hear it as they widen the brown
strips of plowed land across their

fields. All who are afield in marsh

country in the warm, still days of

late April and May have hstened to

it. But few can identify and name
the maker of the high, far-off music.

The Wilson snipe has no power
to sing. His vocal accomplishments

are limited to the sharp "scaip!

scaip!" of alarm he utters when he

THE jacksnipe's WING-SONG

rises out of the wet sedges ahead

of the hunter in autumn and to a

few notes of curiosity or protest

heard on his nesting grounds. True

song is beyond him.

As he moves north on the spring

migration with his breeding season

near at hand, he mounts high into

the sky, fajr above the green-and-

brown checkerboard of fields and

woods and marshes. There he

circles hour after hour, and every

few seconds he interrupts his level

circling to dip sharply down like

a tiny, feathered dive bomber peel-

ing off for an attack.

It is on this downward dive that

he beats out the strange, pulsing

notes known to birdmen as winnow-

ing. Authorities did not at first agree

as to how he did it. And it might

seem impossible to find out, for the

snipe sounds his courtship serenade

far aloft, in the lonely solitude of

the "wide blue yonder," far from

man's eyes. But ever since 1858

European scientists have been ob-

serving the common European

snipe and experimenting to find

the secret.

Manson-Bahr mounted the outer

tail feathers on a cork attached to a

string and rod, and by whirling this

contrivance he made an almost per-

fect imitation of the music. Another

experimenter showed that the

tremolo effect was added by the

vibration of the snipe's wings, which

produced certain overtones modi-

fying ,the music of the tail quills.

The sound produced by the Ameri-

can subspecies is described as

slightly different in timbre from that

of tlie European snipes, but there is

no doubt that the mechanism is the

same in both.

The wing-song has, to humans on

the ground far below, the quality

of a far-off, soft whistle, broken into

short syllables, pulsing with a

haunting cadence. It floats earth-

ward like the music of a spirit bird.

The first time you stand beside

a strip of greening marsh on a

windless May morning and listen to

the distant "hoo-hoo-hoo-hoo-hoo-

hoo" coming down from the sky at

regular intervals, you are likely to

be puzzled about the identity and

the location of the musician. But if

you search the heavens carefully,

sooner or later you will locate the

bird—no more tlian a black speck

in the distance—wheehng in swift,

wide circles. In a few seconds you

will see him dip sharply, and then,

after the space of time needed for

the sound to travel down to you,

you will hear again the sweet notes

of the winnow.

At the end of the dip tlie snipe

zooms back to his original altitude

and resumes level flight once more,

only to dip suddenly earthward

again as if to gain the speed neces-

sary for the production of his wing-

song.

He keeps it up for hours at a

time, doubtless to the delight and

satisfaction of the shy hen snipe

waiting somewhere in the boglands

below. Even to human ears, spring

has no bird note more unusual and

mystic.
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A Over the ground is spread a robe of ermine that hushes

all the usual forest sounds. The trees in the foreground,

dressed in regal attire, seem to stand in silent awe of the peaks

of the White Mountains, California

24

> Sentinel Rock. Lightly dusted with

snow, the stalwart pinnacle stands guard

over the Merced River. Yosemite, Cali-

fornia
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WINTER
through the

CAMERA'S EYE
By Josef Muench

> Closed for the winter : a fire patrol look-

out on Mt. Pinos. With trees locked in ice,

the fire hazard is forgotten while the wind

whips about the lonely, little cabin under

leaden skies
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A Snow figures. Winter with

its snow and winds has used
these Jeffrey pines as a founda-

tion for grotesque figures popu-
lating a strange, white world.

Clouds add a theatrical touch
to the horizon and form a back-

ground that spells more of Jack
Frost's work before the thaw

* When everything that

will hold snow is covered

with it, and the air is crisp

and clear, the hardy natu-

ralist feels full zest for

winter's wonderland. Fra-

zier Mountain, California
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Defartment of Insects and Spiders.

The American Museum of Natural H

Photographs hij Richard L. Cassell

ONE of the easiest ways of

distinguishing an insect from

a spider, daddy longlegs, centipede,

or scorpion is by noting that it has

six legs. A butterfly is, of course,

an insect and therefore might be

expected always to have six legs.

However, these photographs, taken

by Richard L. Cassell about 30

miles inland from Tokyo, illustrate

something of which the layman may
not be aware. They show a butter-

fly that seemingly has only two pairs

of legs. No insects other than butter-

fhes show this peculiarity.

This is one of the brush-footed

butterflies, so-called because the

two front legs are reduced to brush-

like, clawless structures, as is clearly

shown in the close-up. The brush-

footed butterflies make up a large

family known as the Nymphalidae,

which includes some of the com-

monest and most conspicuous but-

terflies in America, such as the

painted lady, the mourning cloak,

the admirals, the checkerspots, and

the fritillaries. Throughout this

family the front legs of both sexes

are so reduced as to be useless for

walking, and sometimes they are

quite inconspicuous.

Other families of butterflies also

show this peculiarity to some extent.

The monarchs, the satyrs, and the

morphos, for instance, have reduced

front legs in both sexes, while only

those of the males are reduced in

the blues, coppers, and hairsti-eaks.

Butterflies with front legs fully

developed in both sexes include the

swallowtails, whites, sulfurs, orange

tips, and skippers.

A "four-legged" butterfly

A A Brush-footed Butterfly, photographed in southern Honshu, which has

only two pairs of usable legs instead of three, as is the general rule among insects

^ The point of a pencil here lifts one of the rudimentary front legs—a small,

hairy appendage that can only be discovered through careful examination



By William H. Carr

Photographs by Marvin H. Frost

A At home in a desert world of spines and

needles. The softly furred White-throated

Wood Rat is an attractive, gentle animal

with highly interesting habits

IT
is unfortunate that some of

our most interesting, native

American mammals are called

"rats." When many of us think of

this name, we immediately picture

the decidedly unpleasant and often

dangerous European invader, the

Norway Rat, carrier of pestilence

and destroyer of property in the

homes and storehouses of man. Al-

though we may grudgingly admire

his intelligence, fortitude, and un-

canny opportunism, we set our traps

in the fervent hope that we can de-

stroy him, for we regard him with

extreme disfavor often bom of fear.

28

Our North American species are

far more independent and attractive

than their imported cousins. They

shun cities in favor of forests,

plains, and deserts, seeking their

livelihood from the land. The rea-

son for the all-embracing name is,

of course, apparent. Our rats are

rats, members of a world-wide tribe,

and must bear the stigma accord-

ingly. Nevertheless, they deserve

a far greater degree of respect and

admiration than they usually re-

ceive.

The Western Hemisphere rats

that most closely resemble the Eu-

ropean invaders in superficial ap-

pearance are the Wood Rats, dis-

tributed in one form or another

throughout a large part of the

United States and southward to

middle America. They are more

numerous in western regions, rang-

ing northward to the Yukon. The

naturalists Audubon and Bachman

called attention to the attractiveness

of these animals and advocated

their domestication.

Wood Rats have large black eyes,

rounded furred ears, clean soft hair,

and long "whiskers." On examina-

tion they seem to be overgrowTi
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Home'Builder
Despite its name, the White-throated Wood Rat is

one of the most entertaining creatures of the wild,

and its skill in laying a "barbed wire entanglement"

to protect itself and its young is truly amazing

. Some White-throat dwellings consist of seemingly haphazard piles of

cholla cactus joints, built within the protective circle of prickly pear growths

white-footed mice, both in appear-

ance and disposition, for they lack

the furtive, aggressive, and obnox-

ious habits of the Norway Rat.

We have kept several of these

local animals as pets and have in-

vestigated their homes and be-

havior indoors and out. Our ac-

quaintance with them includes both

eastern and western kinds—the

Allegheny Wood Rat (Neotoma

pennsylvanica Stone ) and the White-

throated Wood Rat {Neotoma al-

higula albigula Hartley ) . The Alle-

gheny variety was for a time a

resident of the Bear Mountain

Trailside Museums, near New York

City. The animal was discovered in

the vicinity of the Hudson River

not far from the northern limit of

its range in the eastern section of

the country. We maintained him as

a pet and as an exhibit for museum
visitors. He proved a most tractable

and cleanly creature, but because

of his name, most people shunned

him, thus missing an opportunity

of becoming acquainted wdth a most

interesting and locally uncommon
animal. If the cage label had read

"Wood Rabbit" instead of "Wood
Rat," he would without a doubt

have received greater attention.

Duties connected with building

and operating a public museum
prevented us from spending much
time with our Allegheny specimen.

However, when we left the Hudson
shores and journeyed to live in the

desert region near Tucson, Arizona,

our opportunities for acquaintance

with the wood rat were limitless,

for here the animal truly comes into

its own. One might say they are

practically our neighbors. On the

near-by Santa Rita Experimental

Range of the United States Forest

Service, scientific investigation in

1940 revealed that there were some

200,000 wood rats in the 50,808 acres

of the entire range. The sinrvey was

conducted by Dr. Charles T. Vor-

hies, of the University of Arizona,

and Walter P. Taylor, then of the

Biological Survey.

Observant travelers along desert

roads often see mounds of debris

piled beneath cactus plants, mes-

quite, or paloverde trees, or stand-

ing alone. They may be as high as

five feet. These mounds, composed

of cactus branches, sticks, and other

similar material, are the homes of

the white-throated wood rat. Like

the houses of the beaver and the

muskrat, the wood rat's dwelling is

his castle, however unprepossessing

it may appear and regardless of the

fact that it is smrounded by sand

rather than a moat of water. The

desert resident must have protec-

tion from a host of enemies ranging

from snakes and owls to coyotes,

bobcats, and skunks. It must have

a place to rear its helpless young

and also a shelter from the intense,

direct rays of the desert sun.

Unlike its immediate neighbors

(the kangaroo rats, round-tailed

ground squirrels, and pocket mice),

the wood rat of the desert does not

burrow to any appreciable extent,

although it may dig open trenches

beneath its mound of sticks. There-

fore, its home must be made of

available materials and erected on

tlie hot desert surface. Thanks to

nocturnal customs and to the ade-

quate protection provided by its

dwelling, the wood rat is quite suc-

cessful in escaping daytime prowl-

ers; but at night, enemies ofiEer a

constant threat whenever the ani-
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mal is abroad in search of food or

home-building materials.

When the white-throated wood
rat selects tlie branches of the cholla

cactus as construction material, as

it frequenth^ does, the result is a

veritable fortress. The sharp spines

of this murderous plant must dis-

courage all but the toughest preda-

tors that might concei\ably be

tempted to enter or tear apart a

wood rat's nest. The fact that the

soft-footed wood rat is able to use

this cactus as building timber is

something of a minor miracle. Hu-

mans who take any liberties what-

soe^er ^vith the cholla are bound

to regret it and to spend consider-

able time removing the spines,

which drive deep into the flesh

upon the slightest contact.

Despite the excellence of the

house as a protective de\ice, we
have seen evidences that our wood

rats sometimes ha\-e their serious

troubles in dayh'ght as well as in

darkness. Once, while visiting the

Saguaro Cactus National Monu-

ment near Tucson, we were sur-

prised to see a full-grown wood rat

running about in mid-afternoon. It

appeared suddenly on the top of

its nest, which was placed amid the

branching tnrnks of a spreading

mesquite tree. We did not wait long

to discover the reason for the rat's

unexpected appearance.

In a moment a long, sinewy, and

swiftlv travehng Red Racer, or

^^^hip Snake, came rushing out of

the white-throat's house and darted

toward the alarmed and dispos-

sessed resident. The rat then ran

quickly up the tree, with the snake

in hot pursuit. When the unhappy

rodent, with long whiskers trem-

bUng, was almost touched by the

snake's nose, it flew down the tree

and popped into the nest again.

The snake paused for a moment and

then followed but witliout the speed

and intense interest it had formerly

exhibited. At this point we became

active, for we had a particular need

of a whip snake for purposes of

photography. We captured the rep-

tile and thus removed from the

scene at least one of the white-

throat's enemies. Yes, the desert

home builder has its alarms, and

doubtless many a narrow escape

from tooth, talon, or fang, in the

course of its frequently harassed

existence.

On one occasion we decided to

obtain a wood rat and keep it for

a time. We selected a large, promis-

ing mound and removed the roof

of the house with more speed than

ceremony, using a long-handled

shovel for the purpose. The day

was blazing hot. We wanted to

study and photograph the occupant

of tliis rustic home and if possible

to tame hun; and we were desirous

t" On the look-out: this large-eyed White-throat peers about

while one of her infants maintains a firm grip ^
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A With one baby carefull) grasped —
in her mouth and a little "straphanger" holding on
beneath, mother White-throat prepares for a dash to cover

of retvirning to town as quickly as

possible. As the dried cactus stems,

branches, and other debris were

tossed aside, we kept a sharp watch

for the actual nest, wherein we con-

fidently expected to find the animal.

We knew from previous investiga-

tions that this nest would be com-

posed of shredded cactus, grasses,

or other soft material, that it would

be roimd in shape and quite com-

pact, and located somewhere near

the center, close to the ground.

Soon we came upon it; and when
we opened it, we discovered not

only an adult white-throat but two

infants as well.

This mother was as faithful to

her maternal instincts as any mam-
mal we have ever encountered.

While greatly alarmed by the catas-

trophic demolition of her home, and

with her sides heaving in rapid

breathing, she did not sti-eak off

across the desert to the nearest

DESERT HOME-BUILDER

clump of shrubs as so many other

animals would have done. She

simply would not leave her family.

One of the little ones was attached

to its mother's nipples, a well-known

habit of these animals. During the

dashing about of its parent, this

voung one never for a moment re-

linquished its grip.

When the mother was first re-

\ealed, she lay with her blind in-

fants; but when the strong sun-

light reached her, she left the nest

and ran a few feet away, with the

young one maintaining its hold.

Then, without hesitation, she ran

back to the other, momentarily de-

serted baby and grasped it firmly

in her mouth. Thus, with one of

her ofiEspring clinging beneath and

the other held well off the ground,

the parent commenced to seek a

means of escape, running this way
and tliat as we sought to capture

her. Once she dropped the one

from her mouth but quickly re-

trieved it. After several minutes,

we had the family safely stored in

a wooden box with a wire top. We
put the box in the car and sped

homeward.

A fine, cool, roomy cage awaited

the trio. We installed several large

prickly pear and cholla joints and

carefully arranged the nest, which

we had also secured. Upon her in-

troduction to tlie cage, the mother

immediately carried one of her

voung into the nest, while the other

still hung on below. We left the

animals with a small pan of water

within reach.

That night soon after dark, the

mother, minus her young, peered

cautiously from the nest, then

slowly emerged and explored the

interior of the glass-fronted, wire-

topped enclosure. She walked right

through the water without drinking

a drop. Her long tail, covered with
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hair and quite unlike the naked

appendage of the Norway Rat, was

held off the ground as she stepped

daintily about. After a time she

sampled the prickly pear, eating a

section about as large as a half

dollar and one inch thick. We could

hear the young ones squeaking

within the nest. Soon she returned

to them and all was quiet.

In about an hour she once more

appeared. This time, in addition

to surveying the cage very dehber-

ately, she evidently was not satis-

fied with the exposed condition of

her nest. She climbed upon it many
times and moved the topmost cov-

ering slightly. Then she advanced

to the choUa joint, closed her teeth

gingerly on one of the sharp spines,

and tugged at it until she had suc-

ceeded in placing the entire joint

over the highest part of the globular

nesjt. It was a laborious, painstak-

ing job, and how she avoided be-

ing impaled by the adjoining spines

was a mystery, for the joint tumbled

about as she moved it.

We have seen a white-throated

wood rat perched in the midst of

a large, well-armed choUa plant.

How the animal managed to climb

the cactus without injuring itself is

siu-ely a remarkable thing. The
white-throat will line the pathways

leading to its house with rows of

cholla joints, thus discouraging

many a hungry predator, large or

small. One such pathway was Hned

for a distance of eighteen feet and
was so narrow that tlie builder must

have found it necessary to walk or

run as though on a tight rope in

order to avoid severe difficulty when
traveling to and from its well-con-

structed home.

The faithful parent hved in her

cage for about ten days while we
made photographs of her and her

young. We observed her habits

under the cramped and unnatural

conditions and gained a lasting im-

pression of a very remarkable httle

mammal. Though we placed our

hands very close beside her, she

never once attempted to bite, nor

did she ever assume a threatening

or belligerent attitude. At all times

her young were her first considera-

tion, and she cared for them as well
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as she possibly could under the

conditions she was forced to accept.

Eventually we decided to rebuild

the white-throat's desert home and

place her in it, nest, babies, and

all. A number of children and adults

had observed the wood rats in our

home and were decidedly interested

in the ultimate fate of the animals.

We had preached "live and let

live," and as one of our visitors ex-

pressed it, the patience, gentleness,

and devotion shown by our tem-

porary captive deserved some re-

ward. We agreed.

So we returned to the spot and

gathered the scattered cholla and

sticks, heaping a mound and secur-

ing additional building supplies

from a near-by, abandoned nest.

The original builder had accom-

plished a far better job than we.

Nevertheless, we completed the

project and carefully placed the

soft nest and its occupants within

the rehabilitated dwelling. Then

we added a few finishing touches,

chopped off some fresh and par-

ticularly succulent prickly pear

joints, and left them within easy

reach.

The ability of wood rats to live

in regions where there is absolutely

no standing or running water dur-

ing practically all the year has

caused many people to marvel. One
explanation is found in the succu-

lent cactus and other plant food

that supplies much moisture in a

land where the temperature reaches

112 degrees or more in the shade

and as much as 150 degrees in full

sunlight; where the dry, highly

evaporative desert winds sweep

across the landscape, and all is still

in the white heat of noon.

One also wonders how the fur-

covered animal endures the heat.

The loosely constructed home pro-

vides some measure of shelter from

direct sun rays, but the interior of

the house must be very warm in-

deed. Perhaps the grassy, fibrous

nest within provides better insula-

tion than the interwoven sticks and

desiccated cactus joints above. One
thing is certain, however, there can

be Httle circulation of air within

this small, compact structure. I do

not know whether the wood rat

spends most of its inactive time

within this hideaway beneath the

main structure of the home.

At night the wood rat is anything

but inactive. It is one of the busiest

animals one could imagine, equal-

ing if not surpassing the beaver in

its tireless activity. Apparently, it

never ceases to work on its house

and adds materials to the structure

constantly. The little animal is a

great collector of this, that, and the

other thing. It has earned the name
"Pack Rat" through its propensity

for picking up almost anything that

may be moved by its own efforts

and transported to its dwelhng.

One deserted home we disman-

tled contained an amazing assort-

ment of objects, including several

ancient tobacco cans, the handle

of a parachute rip cord, numerous

tin-foil wrappers, an oUve bottle,

chicken bones, a small coiled spring,

several magazine pages, tin cans,

a wrist watch strap, and a badly

burned-out tobacco pipe. It is not

uncommon for persons who sleep

peacefully in bedrolls to discover

that various possessions have been

removed from the camp site. Boxes

of matches, tin plates, cutlery, ciga-

rette packages, pocket knives,

wrapped sandwiches, and even

money—to mention a few items-

will be mysteriously missing in the

morning and often may be found on

or within a near-by white-throat's

nest.

Wood rats in mountain areas have

long been famous, or infamous ( de-

pending upon one's viewpoint),

for their behavior when invading

remote miners' or hunters' cabins.

Such things as watches and am-

munition, cartridge by cartridge,

have been taken away by the noc-

turnal explorers. One miner in

northern New Mexico, with a per-

fectly straight face, told the writer

that he had depended upon a pack

rat to provide kindhng for his fire

each morning. When he moved into

his cabin, he discovered that a

wood rat had a nest in the stove.

This nest was composed of small,

dry sticks. Upon arising the next

morning, the miner proceeded to

drive the wood rat from the stove

and then simply applied a match
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A Upside-down or right side up positions seem to make

slight difference at mealtime. Concern for the welfare of

her offspring marked the mother's every move

to the "kindling." In this way he

soon had a roaring fire and was

able to prepare his breakfast.

Then the miner went off to work,

taking care to leave the stove door

open. The next night the pack rat

proceeded once more to fill the

stove box with small sticks. Thus

again on the second morning there

was sufiicient kindling for a speedy

and effortless fire.

"Why," said the miner, "that old

DESERT HOME-BUILDER

pack rat filled my stove, and I

never had to gather a stick of kin-

dling all the time I hved in that

cabin! It's the first time one of those

fellows ever did me any good!"

My face was sti-aight too; other-

wise I should have missed a good

story.

The many and varied accompHsh-

ments of the wood rat need no

imaginative embellishments. We
feel that the desert would be a bar-

ren place without tliis intelligent,

attractive, and decidedly worth-

while creature. On close acquaint-

ance, its interesting and instructive

ways are sure to arouse one's ad-

miration. But more, the wood rat

symbolizes the remarkable ability

of some mammals to adjust to a

harsh environment and to Hve wher-

ever nourishment and shelter can

possibly be secured, regardless of a

severe climate.
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A The cattle egret wears a buff-colored

headdress that turns almost to tawny gold at

the height of the breeding season. This and

the buff-colored mantle down the back later

match the satiny white of the body

OUR port wing dipped low

over the Zamboanga Penin-

sula, and through the dusty windows

of the plane we watched inter-

minable rice paddy and swamp-

land rush past. Here and there

small open patches of standing

water captured and reflected the

rays of a near-equatorial sun, as

would the fragments of a shattered

mirror.

As we flew overhead, black and

shining water buffaloes, or carabaos,

plunged through the swamp grasses,

and above them, like flurries of

snowflakes, swarmed terrified flocks

of small white herons. This was our

introduction in the wild to those

constant companions of water

buffalo herds-the cattle egrets.

.14

Bedlam Arms
APARTMENTS

A visit to a colorful rookery in the Philippines, whose

raucous inmates were as interesting a group of bird

personalities as any tenement tree could shelter

By Ken Stott, Jr.
Curator of Mammals and Publications.

San Dicffo Zoo

Photographs by G. E. KirkpatricU, at the San Diego Zoo

We had known them pre\iously

in the San Diego Zoo flight cage,

where they lived and reared their

young. In Martin Johnson's fihns

we had watched them as they

perched on the backs of buffaloes

or elephants along sluggish African

rivers. Now, here in the southern

Philippines, we saw them for the

first time unconfined by the Hmits

of cage or motion pictme screen.

We arrived in Zamboanga in early

August, 1945, and in the months that

followed we were to become well

acquainted with these birds. They

were constantly in evidence on our

wanderings through the marshes,

often serving to warn us that a

herd of half-wild carabaos foraged

somewhere near by. Occasionally

cattle egrets even came into our

backyard, attracted by the lone

carabao cow that belonged to our

FiHpino neighbor.

During our first few days in

Zamboanga, we caught only mo-

mentary glimpses of the birds as

they flew over the citv on their way
from one rice paddy to another.

But as soon as our laboratory equip-

ment had been installed, we made

our first trip into the marshes over

which we had flown a few days

before.

Primarily our purpose was to de-

termine whether or not snails bear-

ing liver flukes were present in the

local swamps, but we hoped also

to estabhsh at least a nodding ac-

quaintance with some of the verte-

brate denizens of the area.

From the elevated roadbed, the

marshes about us appeared tame

enough, but once we began to pene-

trate them we found the going

rough. Marsh vegetation growing

high above the level of our heads

foiTned a soHd wall of green on

every side. The mud sucked and

gurgled at our feet. Rustlings in

the reeds close by and an occasional

unrecognizable squawk gave us

ample cause to wonder what beings

shared with us this murky labyrinth.

Sometimes we were fortunate

enough to see the creatures that

made these sounds, and never did

thev warrant the alarm they had

caused. Once a white-breasted

water cock scuttled into the vege-

tation ahead of us, and later we
flushed a pair of woolly-necked

storks. Rails of various species chat-

tered continually.

Soon the onlv emotion these

minor rustlings and vocaUzings

aroused in us was that of curiosity,

not fear. Such confidence was short-

lived, however. No sooner had we
begtm to feel there was nothing

near that could harm us than a

violent thrashing a few feet away

sent chills racing up and down our

backs. No creature we had seen

thus far could possibly produce

sounds of such proportions.

Suddenly the sky was filled with

cattle egrets, and from the mad

I
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A A SHELL-PINK BILL and olive

legs complete the delicate color

scheme

scrambling and stomping ahead,

we concluded that we had surprised

a heard of grazing carabaos. The
herons overhead careened in wide

circles, sweeping low to get a better

look at the invaders. We, in turn,

could clearly see their white bodies,

the buff coloration on their heads

and backs, their shell-pink bills,

and their olive-scaled legs.

Soon convinced that we meant

no harm, they dropped out of sight

beyond the reeds a short distance

away, and we began to move to-

ward the spot as quietly as pos-

sible. By craning our necks and

peering through openings in the

high grass, we could see them

perched on the broad, wet backs

of the water buffaloes. The birds,

well aware of our presence, at first

stood motionless, examining us in-

tently with snapping eyes. But

once accustomed to our proximity,

they resumed the activities we had

interrupted.

Some individuals pecked at the

backs of their appreciative hosts,

removing what were, no doubt,

annoying parasites. Others flew to

the ground and greedily devoured

grasshoppers and other large in-

sects. Their diet is composed almost

entirely of insects and ticks.

At this point, we changed our

course, being perfectly willing to

leave the field to the carabaos. We
continued tlirough the rushes for

some distance until at length we

emerged to find ourselves on the

edge of a swampy forest, reminis-

cent of those of the Louisiana

bayous. Cockatoos, gleaming white

and crimson vented, shrieked in

the treetops, and green-winged

ground pigeons maneuvered skill-

fully on fast-beating wings through

the underbrush.

Here we had our first unob-

structed and unhurried views of

cattle egrets. A group of small trees

before us was Hterally covered

with them. In fact, these trees

might best be described as com-

munal nmseries, for their branches

sagged beneath the weight of heron

nests. Each of six or seven trees

supported from fifteen to twenty

nests. Side by side two species of

heron, cattle egrets, and the bulkier

rufous night herons were rearing

their gnomelike young. The nests

had been constructed so close to-

gether that the occupant of one

could, and frequently did, reach

into an adjacent nest to remove the

eggs of an unsuspecting neighbor.

All adult cattle egrets were in

full breeding plumage. The buff

of their heads, necks, and backs

approached tawny-gold in color

and contrasted with the satiny-

white of the remainder of their

plumage. Further contrast was pro-

vided by the equally numerous

night herons, dusty-red with steel-

blue wings.

Social relationships among the

V The familiar companion of the water buf-

falo helps to rid its host of annoying parasites

aunng
isernn Illustrators Corp.
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birds were anything but harmoni-

ous. Verbal bickering was inces-

sant and often culminated in furi-

ous battles in which swift, darting

jabs were exchanged by the con-

testants. Such disagreements did

not occur only between different

species; a cattle egret was just as

inclined to quarrel with one of its

kindred as with a night heron. The
turbulent atmosphere of the rook-

ery caused us to dub it "Bedlam

Arms Apartments."

During the ensuing months we

revisited the colony regularly. Cat-

tle egret babies that we had first

seen as downy balls of fluff became

sleek and graceful, and night heron

youngsters exchanged their swad-

dhng clothes for the streaked and

spotted plumage of adolescence. By
November, even adult cattle egrets

had undergone a change of garb.

Their golden caps and mantles had
vanished, and their plumage was

now snow-white throughout.

In winter months the rookery

no longer served as a nursery, but

it was still frequented by cattle

egrets. Each evening, after a day

of following the carabao herds

through the marshes, the egrets

would return to what now consti-

tuted their roosting place. As the

last rays of the sun washed the tree-

tops, they would shimmer down,

hning each twisted branch. Once
again the harsh sounds of heron

conversation would fill the forest to

offer indisputable evidence that the

Bedlam Arms Apartments had been

well named.

<LlKE AN ANIMATED INTERROGATION POINT:

a cattle egret preening

^ The BIRD is about nineteen inches long. At its "mass meet-

ings" in the swampy forest, it makes more noise than many
larger birds
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BOUNCING along the narrow,

dirt road leading easterly to-

ward Wupatki from U. S. Highway

89, we saw nothing remotely sug-

gesting the excitement of a land

rush. There were no settlers scurry-

ing madly, no cities being born-

only rolling mesa, a sparse copse of

ragged junipers, occasional tufts of

bunch grass, and a few distant out-

croppings of red sandstone.

No wonder the lack of activity;

we had arrived on the scene too late

to participate in Arizona's great

land boom—not merely a few days

late but approximately 900 years.

Rolling back the intervening cen-

turies, we tried to visualize the

event. There were no newspapers,

of course, but even in the eleventh

century, word got around, and the

people were not slow in taking

notice of an agricultural plum. Over

the high Coconino plateaus and

across the Painted Desert the news

swept, down into the choya-grown

flats, where impoverished farmers

sat watching their corn leaves yel-

lowing and their half-filled bean

pods shriveling from lack of rain.

Fertile soil, free land!—magic

words, these, words whose power
is universal and timeless. Primitive

man packed his chattels, his cook-

ing vessels and baskets and pottery,

his digging sticks and stone hoes

and precious seed, and set forth for

this rumored Land of Promise.

Some of the Hohokam farmers of

the south left their irrigated fields,

where over-long tillage had stripped

the soil of fertility. The Pueblo dry

farmers came down from the north-

east. From the southeast arrived

the Mogollon groups; from the west

came a delegation of slow, back-

ward men, who had little knowl-

edge of agriculture but vast knowl-

edge of hunger. To that central

plateau between the snow-capped
San Francisco peaks and the Little

Colorado River, these eleventh cen-

tury immigrants brought their babel

of diverse tongues, their tribal

games and customs, their differing

modes of worship and burial and
pottery manufacture, their widely

divergent views on politics and
morals.

Surmounting their individual id-

iosyncrasies and foibles, and labor-

arizona's first land rush

ARIZONA'S
First

Land Rush
How a volcanic eruption brought many
diverse Indians together to produce a

thriving community nine centuries ago:

the story of Wupatki National Monument

By Nell Murbarger

ing together for the common good,

the beleaguered colonists soon

found themselves entering an era

of prosperity the like of which they

had never known. Cities rose upon

the hilltops. Fortiess apartment

houses two and three stories high

were erected of stone masonry.

Fields of corn and beans and squash

grew green and productive. Grana-

ries filled to overflowing.

Within a few years, a hitherto

uninhabited wilderness was trans-

formed into one of the country's

most densely populated areas. As

time went on, the sharply-etched

lines of tribal practices began to

disappear. Gradually a unique

blend of life and customs developed

in this Coconino county melting pot

—the only place in the Southwest

where archaeologists have found all

four of these pre-Columbian cul-

tural groups.

But whether the principals be

red man or white, history unfor-

tunately follows an all-too-familiar

pattern.

When 100 or 150 years had
passed, old men of the colony no-

ticed that the fields were not so

productive as they had once been.

The ears of corn were shorter at

maturity, the bean pods no longer

well filled. It was the old, old story

of drought cycles and over-cultiva-

tion—valuable topsoil lost forever

to the forces of erosion, broad fields

laid bare to the ravaging clutches

of the wind. It was a story as old

as Nineveh and as new as the

Dust Bowl.

Effort was made to check these

forces. But the long rows of stones

that had been placed along the

contours of the hills to hold and

spread the moisture that fell as

rain were not enough. The wind, as

though driven by mahcious spirits,

swept the fields bare, carrying the

topsoil across the plateau, piling it

elsewhere in deep, useless drifts,

and leaving the farm lands unable

to hold the rain.

By the middle of the thirteenth

century, the desert had reclaimed

its own. One by one the disillu-

sioned colonists drifted away, some
to Verde Valley, others to Monte-

zuma Castle, Tuzigoot, Hopiland.
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< Sunset Crater, a few miles

south of Wupatki National

Monument. Its eruption pre-

cipitated northern Arizona's

greatest land rush about 900

years ago by laying a moisture-

retaining blanket of volcanic

ash and cinders over the land

^ Portion of a ten-room pueblo

in Wupatki National Monument
known as Nalakihu, which

means "House Standing Alone."

Five rooms were excavated by

Hopi workmen under the Mu-
seum of Northern Arizona in

1933-34, and two were later re-

stored

George A. Grant photo, courtesy Xational Park Scrv

Behind them they left their stone

cities, their great communal dwell-

ings, their dreams of prosperits'.

When the first Spanish explorers

entered the American Southwest

some 300 \'ears later, thev found

the once-populous pueblos falling

into ruin, their only occupants the

creeping things of the desert and

the ubiquitous wind.

Four centuries have passed since

the first Em-opeans viewed these

skeletal remains of a decaved ci\'i-

lization. Yet, strangely, no great

change has taken place on the

plateau. Today, in Wupatki Na-

tional Monument, even the casual

student of archaeology can read

the well-preserved story of that

ele^enth-century land rush.

How was it, one might ask, that

this desirable farm land had been

overlooked so long, in a region

where even' tillable acre had been

cultivated for untold centuries? The

answer lies in the black heart of

Sunset Crater, a few miles to the

south.

Before about a.d. 1000, geologists

affirm, there was slight inducement

for a man to settle on that arid

wasteland between the San Fran-

cisco peaks and the Painted Desert.

While a few Indian families clus-

tered at the base of the peaks where

snows of winter made farming fea-

sible, the plateau proper was a re-

gion of scant rainfall and rapid

evaporation, with long periods of

unbroken drought.

About A.D. 1066, a series of sharp

tremors shook the land, causing the
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more prudent of the scattered in-

habitants to flee in terror from their

rude pit shelters, carrj'ing with them

such belongings as they might. The

shocks ushered in a final burst of

\olcanic activity in a region where

periodic disturbances had occurred

during milUons of years.

This final twitch of a dying tail

was eventually manifested in the

eruption of Sunset Crater. In com-

parison with the earlier cataclysmic

uphea\als that had given birth to

the San Francisco peaks, the affair

at Sunset was not a particularly

noteworthy e\'ent. But being per-

haps the only volcanic activity to

Kelt Murbarger photo

occm- during man's occupation of

the region, it may well have created

considerable excitement at the time.

We can picture the area's few

settlers emerging in frenzy from

their pit houses, jolted by recurrent

quakes and terrified into speechless-

ness by the thunderous rumbling

and roaring that suddenly engulfed

their world. Stealing fearful back-

ward glances as they fled, the

last to go probably caught brief

glimpses of the fiery hell that had

broken loose in their backyard.

Perhaps the\' saw white-hot lava

belching from cracks rent in the

earth or spouting into the air under
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terrific pressure.. Millions of tons

of fiery rocks, cinders, and ash were

blown skyward, while the heavier

material settled back to lie beside

the new volcano's retching mouth.

And the molten lava flowed down
the crater's sides until it engulfed

the crude shelters the people had
so lately called their homes. The
lighter cinders and ash, borne high

on the prevaihng southwesterly

winds, came slowly to rest, blanket-

ing 800 square miles of desert with

a rich black mulch.

It was this cinder blanket that

was later to touch off the land rush.

But for a century and a half there

seems to have been no need for

"Keep Out" signs to prevent the

people from settling in this terri-

fying area. Decades slipped by, and

the red men continued to give a

wide berth to the wild, black realm.

Then came a day when one of the

more bold actually dared to tres-

pass upon the region and discovered

that unexpected good might lurk in

this ominous-looking, black blanket.

Investigation showed that the

ground beneath was damp. Mois-

ture! And at a season when only

A An outstanding feature of

circular "amphitheatre"

tinder-dry aridity might have been

expected.

Intrigued by the revelation,

the eleventh-century agi'iculturist

doubtless gambled a handful of

corn and bean seeds, an experi-

ment that brought him a yield far

surpassing anything his people had

known. Thereupon he succumbed

to a trait as old as humanit)'. He
boasted of what he had discovered.

And Arizona's first land boom was

under way.

This account is admittedly largely

conjectural. However, it seems

likely that inspiration for the pla-

teau's settlement came about in

some such fashion. From the tree

ring method of dating, scientists

have determined in what year the

earlier pit houses were destroyed

by the erupting volcano. By the

same method it is known when the

plateau was settled and when it

was subsequently abandoned.

As for the extent of that eleventh-

century land rush and the peoples

comprising it, that record—written

the main Wupatki ruin is this

plainly in red sandstone and open

to anyone with eyes to see—is pre-

served today in Wupatki National

Monument, occupying 35,865 acres

in Coconino County, Arizona. With-

in the Monument are situated more

than 800 individual ruins, ranging

from single-family dwellings to

community houses of more than

100 rooms.

Leaving U. S. Highway 89 at a

point 28 miles northeast of Flag-

staff, we headed the car clown a

friendly, little dirt road which

wound tlirough the junipers, adroit-

ly skirting ravines and quite evi-

dently following the course of least

resistance. Like most unimproved

desert roads, it was no speedway.

Neither was it fringed by billboards

and tin cans—certainly enough com-

pensation for a few jolts!

Topping a short, steep rise five

miles from the highway turn-oif, we
found ourselves before the first of

the ruins. This was the ten-room

pueblo of Nalakihu, a Hopi word

meaning "House Standing Alone."
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In 1933-34, five rooms of this

low-ceiling building were excavated

by the Museum of Northern Ari-

zona, in co-operation with the Na-

tional Park Service. Two of these

five rooms were partially restored.

The flat, sandstone slabs used in

the construction of the pueblo are

laid without mortar. Its floors are

of hard-packed earth; its roof rests

on sturdy poles of juniper.

Personally, I am not too enthusi-

astic about restored ruins; to my
mind, they have their place—hke

mounted birds in a museum. A
thousand times more preferable is

the "real thing" in the rough. In

this instance, the "real thing" is

Teuwalanki—The Citadel—a mar-

velous, unrestored ruin that crowns

a low promontory immediately back

of Nalakihu. Only partially exca-

vated, this impressive old pueblo

contains a countless number of

priceless artifacts and long-guarded

historical secrets that date from its

75 years of occupancy.

Originally two stories high and

containing about 20 rooms grouped

about a central courtyard, Teuwa-

40

L Grant photo, courtesy National Park Service

A The fortified apartment house ruin known as Wnkoki, three

and one-half miles southeast of the main Wupatki ruin

lanki served primarily as an apart-

ment house. That the building

served also for purposes of defense

is indicated by its strategic position

commanding an unobstructed view

of several thousand acres and by

the "loopholes" in its sidewalls.

A stone's throw away is a sink

hole, believed to have been used

in prehistoric times as a water

reservoir. And on the terraced slope

beneath the ruin appear numerous

circles of lava boulders, all thought

to be the remains of one-time habi-

tations.

Wherever we looked we saw pot-

tery shards—among the rocks, in

the tumbled ruins of the rhighty

Citadel, on the rocky slopes below

it, and in the yard of the pueblo,

Nalakihu. They covered a fan-

shaped area a half-mile to the north

and east of the pueblo. The frag-

ments ranged from dime-sized wa-

fers to a few pieces nearly as

large as a playing card, and were

all in a remarkable state of preser-

vation despite the length of time

they had lain on those desert slopes

exposed to wind and rain and snow,

freezing temperatures, and blister-

ing sun. On many, the decorative

markings were as distinct as though

they had been wrought only yester-

day, instead of three centuries be-

fore Columbus reached America.

From Nalakihu our road rambled

on another ten miles to Wupatki

("Big House," in Hopi), one of the

most spectacular pueblo ruins in

northern Arizona and the one long-

est inhabited in this vicinity.

Located at the base of a rugged,

lava mesa overlooking the Painted

Desert, Wupatki's red sandstone

walls appear to be an integral part

of the sandstone outcropping upon

which it stands. Partly excavated

fourteen years ago by Hopi work-

men employed by the Museum of

Northern Arizona, the building was

found to contain about 70 ground-

floor rooms capable of accommodat-

ing an estimated population of 150
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to 200 persons. Its original height

was placed at not less than three

stories, possibly more. Its T-shaped

doors and small ventilators in the

outside wall of the first tier of rooms

are characteristic of the Third

Pueblo Period.

Wupatki was strategically lo-

cated and favored with an unfaihng

spring of pure water, and it was

more intensely developed than any

other pueblo of the region. At the

southeast corner of the building is

a rectangular kiva, or ceremonial

chamber; and in a hollow at the

base of the slope, protected from

the prevaihng winds by encircling

hills, is a large, circular amphi-

theatre, probably used for dancing

and rehgious ceremonies. By far the

most remarkable feature of the

place, however, is a so-called "ball

court," as yet unexcavated. Some-

what similar depressions situated

in the Hohokam country of south-

ern Arizona, are known to have

been used for game purposes, but

the Wupatki installation is unique

in being the only such pit yet dis-

covered employing stone masonry.

Three and one-half miles south-

east of the main Wupatki ruin

stands Wukoki, another fortified

apartment house ruin. Near the

banks of the Little Colorado is lo-

cated the "Crack-in-the-Rock" pueb-

lo, and scattered over the interven-

ing territory are more than 800

other ruins, the greater portion of

them unexcavated.

Although estabhshed in 1924,

Wupatki National Monument is still

undeveloped, with no accommoda-

tions for camping and no supplies

available for purchase. Eventually

the National Park Service plans to

install an archaeological display.

But until such time, visitors who
wish to gain closer insight into the

everyday lives of these ancient

people should not fail to visit the

veiy excellent Wupatki exhibits in

the Museum of Northern Arizona

at Flagstaff.

Poring over these interesting

displays after our visit to the Monu-
ment, we learned that the Wupatki

excavations yielded many skeletons

of parrots! Scientific examination

has identified these as the Mexican

military macaw, a type native to

Central Mexico below the Yaqui

River and approximately 500 miles

south of Wupatki. According to

museum authorities, the birds were

traded into the Flagstaff region.

Highly regarded by the red men
(possibly even held sacred), they

were painstakingly buried at death.

Many such burials have been dis-

covered in the ruins.

Flocks of gaudily-colored Mexi-

can macaw screaming from the red

sandstone housetops! The scene

must have been gay and lively in

this eleventh-century homesteader's

rush—this melting pot where the

Uon lay down with the lamb, where

pioneer Americans built a thriving

community in the fertile lap of a

volcano.

REMINISCENCES OF A CINCHONA HUNTER Conthuted from page 15

for the trees is quina. Many of the

forms of cinchona have useless

barks, and it was particularly im-

portant that cascarilleros did not

harvest such types and did not mix

them as adulterants with better

barks. If chemical analyses of our

samples showed a sufficient per-

centage of the bitter alkaloids to

warrant harvesting, the information

was forwarded to the region where

the tree occurred. So, along with

surveying went the job of seeing

that actual bark exploitation was

proceeding efficiently and that the

correct trees were cut.

Many of the manchas of cascarilla

were so remote that the cascarilleros

had to live on the spot in crude

shelters of thatched palm leaves.

Sometimes a small group of men
and boys would spend a consider-

able portion of the dry season liv-

ing in the cinchona forests. The
heavy work of felling the trees

went to the men, while others with

machetes or knives peeled off the

bark in strips, carried it to the dry-

ing area (often a river bank), and

spread it in the sun. Drying is a

Arizona's first land rush

critical procedure in the harvesting

of cinchona bark, for if it is not

carried out quickly and thoroughly,

some of the bitter alkaloids are

lost. Such loss is less important in

high-grade quinine barks, but in

low-grade barks it may make the

lot commercially unacceptable. Dry-

ing reduces the weight of fresh

cinchona bark by 75%. As quickly

as it is dried, it is placed under

shelter for protection and to await

transportation.

Transportation was one of the

toughest nuts to crack in the whole

program of wartime cinchona pro-

curement. The long, submarine-

menaced sea trip from the coasts

of western South America to the

processing plants of eastern North

j\merica was nothing compared to

the vicissitudes of transporting the

bark from the forests of the eastern

Andes to tlie Peruvian Pacific ports.

The first leg of this journey was the

worst, for few roads penetrate the

forested montafia. Those that do

usually failed to enter cinchona

country. At best the cascarillero

could move his product by mule,

bmro, or Uama; but often these

beasts were unavailable, or trails

were lacking. And so, as often as

not, the bark had to be carried on

human back to a place where pack

animals could be utilized. Even

then troubles could develop, and

it was not uncommon for a mule

packing cinchona bark to fall with

his load from one of the numerous

precipices with which all trails

into cinchona country abound.

Deaths from trail difficulties were

not Hmited to beasts, for at least

one cinchona hunter from the

United States died in Ecuador

through such an accident.

Eventually the terminus of one '

the rough roads would be reachei.

Here trucks could load the bar,

and caiTy it over the rugged Andean

backbone to the nearest railhead.

At collection depots it was re-

dried, analyzed, sorted, and baled

for export; and then one day, after

a long ocean trip from the Peruvian

ports of MoUendo or Callao, the

Isark would finally arrive in the

United States. Only then was it

ready for processing into the white,

bitter quinine sulfate which even-

tually found its way to GI Joe.
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BOOKS Continued from page 7

tempted to answer each of these questions.

Some authors have succeeded better than

others. By restricting his efforts to the

amphibians and reptiles of the Pacific

states—Washington, Oregon, and Cah-

fornia—Pickwell has limited the number
of species with which he has to deal, and

he has provided adequate means for the

identification of the salamanders, frogs,

lizards, snakes, and turtles of that region.

Notes, drawn largely from his personal

observations, supply generahzations con-

cerning the habits and habitats of rep-

tiles and amphibians, but for the indi-

vidual species there is Uttle precise

information. Countless interesting obser-

vations or experiments reported in the

scientific Uterature have been ignored or

scarcely mentioned.

For instance, the tongue of snakes and

of some lizards is described by PickweU

as a "very delicate sense organ—which as-

sists them in checking their environment."

He fails to make it plain that it merely

carries odorous particles to accessory or-

gans of smell in the roof of the mouth.

Since most reptiles shed their skins even

though they may not grow, and some

turtles do not shed, it is teleogical, if not

downright inaccurate, to describe the molt-

ing of reptiles as an "unavoidable neces-

sity, as the scaly covering [of reptiles] is

dry and not capable of expansion." Snakes

in the genus Hypsiglena do not have

grooved fangs, and the gular sac of fence

lizards is not "inflated."

The book is reasonably well illustrated,

despite the fact that two plates are up-

side-dowTi, and many of the photographs

are inferior. The range of individual spe-

cies is stated in brief descriptions that are

referred to in the key, although there is

only one map. On the whole, the questions

of what is it and where does it live

are answered. But PickweU's statements

of what amphibians and reptiles do and

how they do it leave much to be desired.

C. M. BOGEBT.

T!

Life histories of north
american gulls and terns

by Arthur Cleveland Bent

Dodd, Mead and Company, $5.00, 333 pp.

'HE early volimies of Bent's admirable

Life Histories, of which fifteen have

appeared as Bulletins of the U. S. Na-

tional Museum, are out of print. Yet each

of them is indispensable to a serious stu-

dent of North American birds. Last year

the first of the series, on diving birds, was

reprinted by Dodd, Mead and Company,
with few changes except the omission of

the colored plates of eggs.

Now a "trade edition" of the second

volume, on gulls and terns, first issued

in 1921 as BuUetin 113, has been pro-

vided by the same publishers. Again, they

have rendered valuable service to orni-

thologists who lacked this important vol-

ume, and no pains have been spared to

insure the accurate duplication of the

text. There, the divisions into pages are

exactly the same as in the original; the

type, if anything, is even clearer. That the

sixteen colored plates of eggs could not

again be included in the volume is

readily appreciated, but it does seem re-

grettable that the 77 plates in half-tone

which served so well to illvistrate the

original edition could not have been re-

tained, as were most of the corresponding

plates in the volume on diving birds.

As a work of reference on bird behavior,

especially during the period of reproduc-

tion, this volume on gulls and terns will,

nevertheless, remain extremely useful and

authoritative. Mr. Bent's wide personal

experience wdth these birds, from the

Atlantic to the islands of the North Pacific,

is supplemented by information drawn

from the works of many other investi-

gators. He follows each species through

the whole year, first its movements in

spring, then its courtship, nesting, and

the rearing of the young. Further notes

on distribution include the fall migration

and winter range. The work is a classic.

For life histories, consult Bent.

James P. Chapin.

LETTERS Continued from page 1

that would make any refrigeration expert

turn pale green like the frozen water. Or

you may choose to hike out on one of

the enormous moraines and see what a

load of land a glacier carries on its back.

Or just sit and shiver by the glacial lake

at the end of the line, where miniature

icebergs float and the lake water driven

by the wind slaps against the bergs in

waves that sound stone-hard.

We also fell into some glacial streams

while looking for animal Ufe. They're a

peculiar, turbid greenish gray from quan-

tities of rock flour—flat particles scraped

from the substratum by the glacier and

carried in the fast water. Glacial lakes,

including Lake Louise, have this amaz-

ing hue. They reflect the blue of the sky

but contribute a definite shade of their

ovsTi. In many places through the West,

where glacial water makes a lake in one

valley, rain a lake in the next, the two

may be studied from a near-by hilltop

and the source of each recognized with

ease. We did this between the Jackson

Hole country of the Grand Teton National

Park and the southern end of Yellowstone

National Park, both in Wyoming. We
saw the same thing in Washington near

Mount Rainier and in northern California

around Lassen Peak.

The glaciers on Mount Rainier, by the

way, are much more active and gave us

sometliing of a scare. We hiked a mile

to the foot of one on an afternoon when

no rain had fallen for a week or so.
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Without recognizing what it was, we
found a steep hillside at the end of the

valley. Before our eyes the whole thing

began to crumble away. Great boulders

tumbled down a muddy slope, almost to

our feet. Each must have weighed tons.

Litde rocks came even faster. There was

no sign of ice, but a glacial stream rushed

from below the semicircular bank and

showed that this was indeed the glacier,

hidden under a thick layer of transported

rock and earth. It showed no beautiful,

white snow or streaks like those in Pro-

fessor Flint's pictures. Then the follow-

ing night there was a hard shower; and

when we returned to this glacier at the

suggestion of a ranger, the mud had been

washed from its face. Although more
rocks were falling, leaving dirty streaks,

an enormous bank of green ice over 50

feet high glittered in the morning sun.

Natural History Magazine readers

with itchy tires will be glad to know that

there are good glaciers to examine within

the boundaries of our western states and
adjacent Canada, which can be reached

without boat, chartered plane, or pack
trip.

LoRUS
J.

and Margery
J.

Milne.

Burlington, Vt.

LETTERS

A A Study in Trees, by Ursula Meyer

Hummingbird Impersonator
Sirs:

Recently I read that tlie only humming-

bird found east of the Mississippi is the

Ruby-throated Hummingbird. This makes

me wonder what I saw last summer at

Lake Stockholm in Susse.x County, New
Jersey.

This little creature, hovering and dart-

ing about as hummingbirds do, appeared

almost daily in a near-by flower garden

during a good part of August. It seemed

rather small even for a hummingbird.

What held my attention was the com-

plete lack of protruding tail feathers,

which gave it a very stubby appearance.

When moving about, it seemed more like

a very large bee.

After a time, I waited for it with glasses

and was surprised to see that its beak

was bent downward at about the middle

to form a right angle. This arrangement

was not inconvenient; the creature simply

setded over a flower as would a tiny

helicopter, its wings a blur of motion.

With the glasses it was possible to see

that its head was like a hummingbird's

in shape and that there were no protrud-

ing tail feathers. Its back appeared to be

solid green, but it might have been iri-

descent.

Could someone identify this little

creature? ^ ^ Martin.

Ridgefield, N. J.

Dr. John T. Zimmer of the Bird De-

partment at the American Museum an-

swers tliis question by saying: "It is quite

certain that tliis was not a hummingbird

but a 'hummingbird-moth'—one of the

sphinx moths tliat are so often mistaken

for birds. Their actions in flower gardens

quite understandably confuse many ob-

servers, for they behave Lke humming-

birds and are much the same size. The

'tail' is stubby, and the 'bill' is a long

proboscis (much longer than a Ruby-

throated Hummingbird's bill). When
tlirust into a flower, it may be coiled under

the head or extended nearly straight. And
on occasion it may be half bent, giving

somewhat the appearance described. The

wing action is very rapid. Queries similar

to this one are fairly frequent."

Further information is offered by Wil-
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A Raccoon jumping from a hawk's nest

35 feet up in an oak, where it had been

sleeping. Upon alighting, the animal ran

away and disappeared in the palmettos

liam P. Comstock of the Museum's De-

partment of Insects and Spiders:

"The commonest moth in diis area

that would readily be mistaken for a

hummingbird is named Pholus pandorus.

Specimens with a wingspread of 2% to 3

inches may be seen. These moths can be

observed at dawn and dusk, particularly

around phlox. A larger and much more

brilhant moth that occurs more in the

South is Pholus labruscae. It is blue on

the hind wings and would appear big

for a hummingbird, measuring about 5

inches or more across the two wings."—En.

More on the Tarsier

In response to our one-page feature on

the tarsier in the December, 1947, issue

of N.\TURAL History Magazine, the fol-

lowing letter was received from Mr. G.

Ackley Brower of Birmingham, Alabama,

who poses some provocative questions.

The letter is interrupted at invervals to

give the answers of T. Donald Carter of

the American Museum's Department of

Mammals.

—

Ed.

Sms:

I believe it would be of great interest

to your readers if some authority wrote

an extended article about the tarsier with

more pictures. The photograph and brief

description you published were fascinat-

ing, but they left many unanswered ques-

tions. I looked up the articles in the

eleventh and fourteenth editions of the

Biitannica, but they gave little more in-

formation than your description. For in-

stance:

Question

:

What is the purpose of the reefing mus-

cles in the ears—to reduce air resistance

when jrmiping?

Answer:

Undoubtedly this reefing is for the pur-

pose of protecting the ears when the

tarsier is jumping and traveling through

the dense bushes that characterize their

habitat.

Question

:

The picture shows only three digits on

the left hind foot. Are there more?

Answer:

There are five digits on both the fore

and hind feet.

Question:

Are the bright spots to the left of the

pupils reflections of the sun? At night,

I would expect the pupils to expand to

cover the whole area of the eye.

Answer:

In darkness, the pupils would expand

to cover most of the whole eye area. But

the bright spots are reflections of a flash

hulh, which was used even though the

photograph was taken in the daytime.

Question

:

Is tlie creature timid in tlie presence of

man? And will it hve in captivity?

Answer:

In the wild state the tarsier is not

especially timid, but being noctural, it is

seldom seen. There are two live speci-

mens in the New York Zoological Park

where the picture was taken. The Zoologi-

cal Society in Philadelphia also has two

live specimens.

Question

:

Are the "adhesive" surfaces on the

fingers some kind of sticky substance, or

are they suction pads?

Answer:

There is serious doubt whether the

things generally referred to as adhesive

surfaces on the foot of the tarsier are

actually adhesive in any way. A thor-

oughly competent observer who has had

the opportunity to watch the animal

closely at the Zoological Park in The

Bronx, N. Y., informs me that they have

never seen the animal use these surfaces

for security in jumping or climhing. The

tarsier customarily holds to limbs by

grasping them.

Question:

How far can the tarsier jump?

Answer:

I do not know, but I have seen a galago,

a small lemur of about the size and build

of a tarsier, leap from a table to a tree

trunk over eight feet away. Undoubtedly

a tarsier could do as well or better.

Question:

Is the tail prehensile?

Answer:

No. It is long and nearly naked, with a

tuft of hairs at the end.

Question;

Is the animal becoming extinct?

Ansiver:

The tarsier appears to be quite local,

but it is fairly common in certain districts

of its range.

Conical Hailstones
Sms:

During a thunderstorm last August 28,

we were much surprised by a quite heavy

fall of cone-shaped hadstones, which to

us was a new experience. Inquiring among

friends and acquaintances, I could find

no one who had ever seen or heard of

hailstones in this form. So we are wonder-

ing if it is not an unusual phenomenon.

Toward evening of August 28, while

my husband and I and another party

were camping on Bear Creek, Crook

County, Oregon (the high plateau region

of central Oregon), a sudden thunder-

storm came up. A rather heavy rain with

thunder and lightning was followed by

hail of the usual small, round pellets.

After about ten or fifteen minutes of the

smaller hail there was a lull; and then a

real battering on the metal roof of our

trailer began, and the ground was quickly

covered with the large, cone-shaped hail.

The hailstorm subsided after about ten

or fifteen minutes, and my husband de-

cided to take a picture of one of the hail-

stones. He picked one up from the

ground and handed it to me. I was much

surprised to find that it was a perfect

cone, slightly rormded on the bottom but

with straight sides tliat tapered to a

fairly sharp point at the top. It measured

one inch in length after slight melting.

Our friends, who were camped in a

tent, reported that each hailstone made

quite a dent in the tent top as it struck.

The hailstones must have fallen with the

blunt end down, for had they fallen point

down, they surely would have riddled

the tent.

As I understand it, hail forms in con-

centric layers of ice because the hail-
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stones are repeatedly carried upward

and downward by air currents, and the

accumulation of moisture in warm strata

of air freezes in higher, colder strata.

Thus the stone grows in size until it is

too heavy to be supported by the air

currents and falls to earth. How do hail-

stones with a perfect cone shape fit into

this picture? They were quite hard and

firm.

I would appreciate knowing if cone-

shaped hail is not unusual and the whyfor

of it.

(Mrs.) Edith R. McLeod.

Klamath Falls, Ore.

The following information is offered by

Harry Waxier, Chief of the Special Sci-

entific Services Division of the United

States Weather Bureau:

Conical hailstones have been reported

and recorded a number of times, altliough

they do not occur frequently. In April,

1938, in Washington, D. C, hailstones

fell that were roughly hemispherical at

one end and conical at the other. They

measured somewhat less than an inch

and a half through the vertex of the

cone. Meteorologists described them as

triangular pyramids with spherical bases,

distinct faces, and dihedral angles of vari-

ous sizes.

The explanation ofiered at that time

suggested that in general tlie stones had

been formed as Mrs. McLeod has ex-

plained but around an initial, irregular

core. It was beheved that tlie hailstones

continued to develop unsymmetrically,

with the flattened face kept continually

against the air current that bore them.

However, this theory appeared to con-

tradict the actual facts, because the suc-

cessive layers of ice built up around these

stones were incomplete, and the centers

of curvature of the circular arcs of ice

were located at tlie apex of the cone.

In 1926, two Germans, Hann and

Siiring, wrote of similar hailstones which

had the appearance of being formed by

the explosion of larger balls of ice. Still

other observers believed that the same

effect might have been produced by the

colhsion of larger, rounded stones against

one another in the upper air. This hy-

pothesis—that conical stones were origi-

nally much larger and spherical—seemed

to explain satisfactorily the observed in-

ternal structure of the stones and to

satisfy certain mathematical requirements

involved. It is generally believed more
valid than the theory that presupposes

initial irregularity in the nucleus of the

hailstone.

A scientist at the General Electric Re-

search Laboratory viTTOte an article, pub-

lished in Nature Magazine in 1938, stat-

ing that the shapes of these stones and

their stratification showed plainly that

they were fragments of larger, spherical

stones about 300 milUmeters (Ilk inches)

in diameter, in which clear and cloudy

layers had alternated about every two

millimeters. He concluded that the frac-

ture of the large stones took place at high

levels, judging from their terminal veloci-

ties, but tlie absence of clear and cloudy

ice built onto each fragment seemed to

prove that the stones were fractured be-

low the region in which tiiey were

formed.

In the latter study, the fall of hail-

stones investigated was remarkable for

the fact that all the stones were conical

at the place of observation, whereas a

mere two miles away only complete

spherical stones fell. Another of the re-

search engineers at the Laboratory sug-

By Hugo H. Schroder

THIS photograph is one of a

series the writer took to illus-

trate the life history of the Florida

Burrowing Owl. The events that led

up to it were rather interesting. A
nest burrow near Lake Tohopeka-

Uga, Osceola County, was opened

in order to photograph the eggs in

the nest. The female owl remained

in the burrow, and it was therefore

possible to secure a photograph of

the bird with some of the eggs

showing.

After taking a number of pic-

tures, the nest chamber and tunnel

were given a light-tight and

weatherproof covering. On return-

ing to the owl nest some weeks

later in the hope of finding well-

grown young, we discovered that

the owls had not approved of our

covering for their home site. They

had excavated a new tunnel that

ran nine feet from the old nest, and

had constructed a new nest cham-

ber at the end of it.

In it we found five large young-

^Unlike many young
BIRDS, the Burrowing Owl
quintuplets posed patiently

for the camera

sters, just about ready to leave

home. A photograph was taken of

the quints as they huddled in the

nest chamber, after which addi-

tional pictures of them were taken

in the open. Many bird youngsters

are difficult subjects to keep before

the camera, but these owl babies re-

mained wherever they were placed.

After they had posed for the cam-

era, the five young owls were re-

turned to the nest chamber, and the

entire burrow was covered as on

the previous visit.

OWL QUINTUPLETS



When does a man start slipping ?

The moment comes to every man.

The moment when he realizes that he isn't the man
he used to be . . .

That the days of his peak earning power are over . . .

That some day not so very far away some younger man
will step into his shoes.

When does this time come?

It varies with many things.

But of one thing you can be sure. It will come to you
as surely as green apples get ripe- and fall off the tree.

Is this something to worry about? Well, yes. But . . .

constructively. For that kind of worrying can lead you
to save money systematically.

What's the best way to do this? By buying U. S. Sav-
ings Bonds . . . automatically. Through the Payroll

Savings Plan. Or through the Bond-A-Month Plan at

your checking account bank.

Either method is an ahnost foolproof system of

saving. It's automatic. You don't put it off. There's

no "I'U start saving next month"—no "Let's bust the

piggy bank."

And you get back four dollars, at maturity, for every

three invested.

So why not take this one step now that will make your
future so much brighter?

Get on the Payroll Savings Plan— or the Bond-A-
Month Plan—today.

Sure saving because it's automatic- U.S. Savings Bonds

Contributed by this magazine in co-operation with the Magazine Publishers of America as a public service.



gested at the time that the shattering of

the stones was possibly caused by a

pressure wave set up by a bolt of light-

ning that passed near them as they fell.

The fact remains, however, that a fall of

conical as well as otlier shaped hailstones

that took place in Williamstown, Massa-

chusetts, in August, 1938, was accom-

panied by almost no thunder and light-

ning. So it must be said that we are still

gathering evidence on which a completely

satisfactory explanation can be based.

Teaching Aid
SiBS:

As a teacher of biology, I find your

Magazine both stimulating and helpful.

During the past year, it seemed that each

issue contained an article that could be

definitely related to some phase of our

classwork. The covers are very fine for

bulletin board material. My students are

always interested in the new copies that

come to me and the school hbrary. Many
articles are an inspiration for our future

naturalists.

Burley, Idaho

MUSEUM ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD

Mahy LotnsE Babclay.

Sms:

The enclosed check for $4.00 is for

1948 membership. I am much interested

in all forms of Ufe, past and present.

Your magazine contains authentic infor-

mation for those who care to read it care-

fully. While I have been a member only

a year, I would regret not reading this

excellent magazine.

Clare G. Meyer.

Hastings, Neb.

Sirs:

I am changing the Associate Member-
ship of Dr. Arthur E. Lamb to Annual

Membership, and we would also appreciate

having it put in my name instead of Dr.

Lamb's, as I am really the interested

member of the Museum and reader of

Natural History.

As for the Magazine, it is utterly

impossible to express the keen delight

and anticipation with which I look for-

ward to each copy. Other publications

of a similar nature and in more or less

the same price group are not even re-

motely comparable to Natural History.

It always surprises me that the com-
bination of such fascinating reading mat-

ter, superb photography, and excellent

print and paper can be offered for the

low figure of $4.00 a year.

Perhaps my conscience is guilty for

my having had so much enjoyment for

so Utile money during the past thirteen

years and it now impels me to subscribe

to a slightly higher membersliip even
though I may not be able to take advan-

tage of the more extended privileges that

accompany it.

(Mrs.) Loretta De M. Lamb.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Exploration for Insects
Lack of space in the last issue of Natu-

ral History Magazine prevented a re-

port on the diverse activities of the

American Museum's insect scientists in

widely separated parts of the Western

Hemisphere. Early in October an expedi-

tion returned from northern Mexico with

the most comprehensive and varied col-

lection of insects and spiders ever ob-

tained from this area. Dr. Mont A. Cazier,

leader of the party and Chairman of the

Museum's Department of Insects and

Spiders, estimated the total number of

specimens collected at more than 100,000,

which includes at least several hundred

new species.

Among the unusual additions to the

Museum's entomological collections are

bizarre Velvet Ants, beautifully colored

Scarab Beetles, Trapdoor Spiders, the fa-

mous Durango Scorpion, whose bite has

proved fatal to many children, and fear-

some looking specimens of the Vinegaroon

or Whip Scorpion, which reaches a length

of almost half a foot. Of great importance,

according to Dr. Cazier, is the collection

of more than 1,000 Moneilema Beetles

(sometimes called Cactus Longhom
Beetles), an insect that hves in cactus

plants and represents an unusual type oc-

curring in southwestern United States

and northern Mexico.

This expedition to northern Mexico was
one of four organized for field work in

entomology by the American Museum.
The other tliree were detailed to Guate-

mala, Peru, and southern Mexico. Ac-

cording to Dr. Cazier, the work of these

groups during the summer has resulted

in one of the most successful periods in

Museum entomological history. The re-

search program was financed by Dr. Wil-

liam Procter, a trustee of the Museum,
Mr. Frank Johnson, and Dr. David

Rockefeller, as a pubhc service in the

interest of science.

Also completed is the expedition to

Guatemala, conducted by Dr. and Mrs.

Charles Vaurie of the Museum's orni-

thology and entomology departments re-

spectively. Their collection includes in-

sects from areas unexplored since the end

of the nineteenth century. The specimens

secured range in size from pin-point

beetles, barely visible to the human eye,

to huge ones 4 inches long.

Mr. John C. PaUister's expedition to

Peru, previously mentioned in Natural
History, netted the Museum collections

more than 28,000 specimens, including

many new and rare ones.

A fourth expedition headed by Borys

Malkin completed a successful expedition

to southern Mexico during which about

18,000 specimens of insects and spiders

were collected in the states of Guerrero,

Oaxaca, and Nayarit.

A search for the reputed deadly

Durango Scorpion was not without its

dangerous moments. Dr. Willis
J.

Gertsch,

one of the world's leading authorities on

scorpions and spiders, was nipped by his

prey in the Durango area. Luckily the

scorpion wound received by Dr. Gertsch

was delivered by a near relative of the

Durango Scorpion ratlier than the notori-

ous type itself. Nevertheless, Dr. Gertsch

was incapacitated for a nujnber of days,

with one arm temporarily paralyzed.

An extraordinary discovery of inter-

est to geneticists was the find by Dr.

Herman T. Spieth in northern Mexico

of a drosophila fruit fly with an entirely

new chromosome pattern.

Dr. Charles D. Michener was success-

ful in obtaining many interesting speci-

mens of the large Saturnid Moth, one of

the most colorful of all the insects.

On November 4 a field group from

the American Museum of Natural History

left for Panama to uncover secrets of

the carnivorous, marauding Army Ants.

Dr. Theodore C. Schneirla, Curator of the

Museum's Department of Animal Be-

havior and one of the world's foremost

authorities on the physiology of ants, is

leading the expedition, which will spend

five months on Barro Colorado Island in

Gatun Lake and in the Darien country of

eastern Panama studying the most preda-

tory of ants.

One of tlie most interesting phases of
'

Army Ant behavior which still remains

a mystery to science is the way in which

tlie queens of the ant colony are formed.

SUBSCRIPTION NOTICE
For several years, the mounting cost of paper, engravings, printing,

and other things connected with the production of a magazine have made
it increasingly difficult to publish Natural History at the annual sub-

scription price of $4.00.

It now becomes necessary to announce that, beginning February first,

the dues for Associate Membership will have to be $5.00. The American
Museum makes this announcement with great reluctance and only after

making every effort to avoid an increase. We trust that our Members, who
have shown such loyalty through the years, will realize that we are offering

the magazine at as low a figure as current conditions permit.

F. Trubee Davison, President,

The American Museum of Natural History.
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Dr. Schneirla suspects that the queen

ants become queens through the relatively

simple process of eating more than other

"female ants. He also plans to attempt to

determine how and why the queen ants

possess the abiMty to produce broods at

regular inter%'als of 36 days throughout

the year. AH of these broods except one

consist of appro.ximately 30,000 non-re-

productive workers. The one exception

to this huge brood production, however,

is a single male group of around 3,000

which is bom in the dry season. The

trood containing queens may prove to

he one more exception. As a result of

se\eral past seasons of study on Barro

Colorado, Dr. Schneirla believes that only

one brood a year contains queens. He
also feels that it is logical to suspect that

this smaller brood produces all or most

of the queens because there are few new

ants competing for the same food supply.

Dr. Schneirla has previously obseri-ed

huge colonies of 65,000 or many more

Army Ants marching through tropical

lain forests in narrow, hurrying columns

or large, sweeping masses. Some of the

ants in this highly military society go out

on forays for food and return with prey

for the central colony. The Army Ants

move in columns that are sometimes 300

yards long. They go on the march nightly

for about 17 days in a regular cycle. Then

the colony setdes down for a 20-day

stop. As the Army Ant column moves, it

destroys everything in its path and sends

out flanking columns in several directions

for scouting and for securing additional

food.

Dr. Schneirla is accompanied by two

other scientists. Dr. Ernest Enzmarm of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

and Dr. Robert Z. Brown of Swarthmore

College.

The expedition has established re-

search headquarters at Barro Colorado in

the Canal Zone, where for many years a

field laboratory for biological studies in

the near-by jungles has been maintained

through the co-operation of several scien-

tific institutions.

Expedition to Australia

The first major American expedition

to the remote Cape York Peninsula in

Australia will be conducted in 1948 by

scientists of the American Museum of

Natural History. The expedition, led by

Leonard Brass, botanist, will begin opera-

tions in the Cape York territory some

time in March, following a preHminary

Teconnaissance of the area.

Known as the 1948 Archbold Cape

York Expedition, this is one of a series

of biological investigations in Australian

and New Guinea areas conducted by

Archbold Expeditions, an organization

established by Richard Archbold and af-

filiated with the American Museum of

Natural History. According to Mr. Brass,

the group 'of scientists will concentrate

most of its attention on the collection of

mammals and plants, although am-

phibians, reptiles, and insects will also

be sought for the Museum's collections.

Dr. G. H. H. Tate, Curator of the

Museum's Department of Mammals, will

join the expedition in Cairns, North

Queensland, in mid-March. Dr. Tate is

already en route to AustraUa, where he

will conduct preliminary surveys and

studies as part of the over-all project in

New South Wales and in southern and

western Queensland. Dr. Tate wall be in

charge of the expedition's mammal col-

lection and field study and vnR be as-

sisted by Mr. Hobart M. Van Deusen,

also of the Museum's Department of

Mammals.

Geoffrey M. Tate, in charge of the New
York headquarters of Archbold Expedi-

tions, wiU supervise the expedition's trans-

port and supplies, in addition to collect-

ing reptiles and insects. Mr. Tate states

that plans for this latest Archbold E\-pedi-

tion have been under way for almost a

year. Its equipment and supplies fill

eighteen crates, and its purchasing and

organization have provided many unex-

pected difficulties.

According to expedition leader Leonard

Brass, it is quite probable that the group's

activities in the remote Cape York area

will uncover a number of new species,

previously unknown to science; and it

is almost certain, he believes, that many

new botanical species wdll be discovered.

The plant collections wiU be deposited

at the Arnold Arboretum of Har\ard

University. Seeds of palms and other

ornamental plants will be collected for

cultivation at the Fairchild Tropical

Garden in Florida.

In the mammal field, in addition to

wallabies, kangaroos, phalangers, and the

unusual tree-chmbing kangaroos, it is

expected that the group will probably

find new forms, particularly among the

small mammals.

The party will establish a series of

bases connected by water on the eastern

coast of the Peninsula. From prehminar)-

surveys, Mr. Brass beheves that the most

interesting and profitable areas for col-

lecting wiU lie in the more northern part

of the Peninsula, between Coen and

Somerset. The group will cover not only

the tropical rain forest areas of the east-

em coast but will work westward into

the open eucalyptus forest country, thus

making possible a wide coverage of the

different biological environments of the

Peninsula.

Mr. Brass left New York on December

8 for San Francisco, and from there he

will proceed by steamer to Sydney and

thence northward. Mr. Tate and Mr.

Van Deusen will sail in January to join

the rest of the party in Caims.

Australians, both in Government circles

and in the sparsely populated Peninsula,

have been most helpful and co-operative

in all preliminarv negotiations.

To Primitive Africa

A comprehensive program of scientific

work is planned for an American Museum
expedition to Equatorial Africa now as-

sembling in the field. Mr. Brayton Wilbur,

who is sponsoring the expedition, is

scheduled to leave the United States near

the first of the year for Nairobi, where Dr.

James L. Clark, Director of the American

Museum's Department of Preparation and

Installation, has been for some weeks

making preparations for the safari. Mr.

Wilbur, a prominent West Coast business-

man and President of the San Francisco

Chamber of Commerce, will be accom-

panied by his 10-year-old son.

The ex-pedition will penetrate the re-

mote southwestern Sudan and the adjoin-

ing area of southeastern French Equatorial

Africa—one of the few remaining parts of

unspoiled, native Africa that has never

been thoroughly explored by scientists.

The party ex-pects to bring back the first

motion pictures ever taken of some of the

remote tribes in this part of Africa and

to conduct studies on the almost extinct

white Rhino which, next to the elephant,

is the largest of aU land mammals.

Dr. Clark has always argued that it is

safer in Africa than on Fifth Avenue, but

a letter from him asserts that the Dark

Continent seems to be becoming a perilous

place with the inroads of civilization in

recent years. Robbery and violence have

become prevalent in some sections, and

post-war confusion has introduced new

problems in the outfitting of a scientific

expedition. He had not even been able to

secure a warehouse in which to assemble

the equipment.

On December 30, two other members

of the expedition were scheduled to sail

on the S. S. "America"—Dr. Neal A.

Weber of Swarthmore College and Mr.

Murl Deusing, a well-known photographer

and the Curator of Education at the Mil-

waukee Public Museum. They expect to

fly from London and arrive in Nairobi

Jan. 12.

Dr. Weber is one of the world's lead-

ing authorities on the biology of tropical

ants and other insects and a veteran of

tropical exploration. The major part of

his field work will center on studies of

tropical insects that play a part in the

transmission of diseases. Mr. Deusing will

direct the expedition's photographic ac-

tivities.

The entire expedition will comprise at

least 50 persons, including more than

35 natives for the specialized field work.

Dr. Clark's field manager will be Captain

Vivian Ward of Nairobi, who will also

serve as liaison officer between the ex-

pedition and native chieftains.

It is expected diat the forthcoming

venture, known as the American Museum

of Natural History's Central African Ex-

pedition, will uncover new species for

science, especially among the snakes,

insects, spiders, lizards, fishes, small mam-
mals, and birds.
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Original models by JULIUS FELEK

METAL ANIMALS OF YESTERDAY- ROYAL BRONZE FINISH

A menagerie of five, averaging three inches

in length, including the fascinating book, $5.00

Larger size averaging six Inches in length

$10.00 a set with book

INDIVIDUAL METAL ANIMALS AVAILABLE
Af 75 cents

(postage inci

each

jded)
At $1.00 ea.

At$1.25ea.

(postage included)
At $2.00 ea.

RHINO BAMBI CAMEL BUNNY COLT SCOTTIE—sitting SADDLE HORSE
DACHSHUND PENGUIN BEAR TURTLE RED LOBSTER SCOTTIE—playing ELEPHANT
YEARLING—head up OWL SQUIRREL RABBIT BLACK WHALE SETTER FOX
YEARLING—head down CAT SCOTTIE WIREHAIR ELEPHANT COLT SAILFISH
SEAHORSE LION RAM COLT DOBERMANN PINSCHER CIRCUS HORSE WATER BUFFALO
SETTER HIPPO LAMB GORILLA CHOW LOBSTER COLT—grazing

POLAR BEAR SKUNK COCKER FROG

Check with order—No C.O.D.

Dealers, educational institutions, and museums inquire for wholesale prices in quantity

ROYAL BRONZE
225 FIFTH AVENUE, ROOM 502, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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1,700,000,000 from investors

for new telephone facilities

in the last two gears

Ihere are one hundred and seventy bags in this pic-

ture. Suppose each bag contained ten milHon dollars.

That would make $1,700,000,000 — the amount

that investors have furnished for the expansion and

improvement of your telephone service in the last

two years. Further substantial amounts are being

invested this year.

Investors put their money in the telephone busi-

ness in the hope of security and a reasonable return.

Every telephone user shares the benefits in more and

better telephone service.

In the Bell System, the term investors means hun-

dreds of thousands of small investors in every walk

of life and in every section of the country—men and

women just like yourself. The telephone business

has been built by the savings of the many rather than

the wealth of the few.

The large sums that have been put into new

faciKties in the last two years alone give you some

idea of the cost of providing and improving telephone

service. The instrument in your home and the few

wires you sec are only a small part of the $257 in-

vestment behind every telephone.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Ice Shirt Front
Sirs:

Your readers may be interested in this

photograph of an "ice collar" held in

the air by two trees on the bank of the

Genesee River in Rochester, New York.

The "ice collar" was formed when the

ri\er was at that level. When the water

subsided, this curious formation was left

about four feet abo\'e the river le\'el as

shown here.

You may recall that in January, 1947,

you published a picture of some much
smaller "ice collars," taken by Mr.

Thomas F. Fisher of Schenectady, New
York. If Mr. Fisher's picture is of "ice

collars," mine is of an "ice shirt front."

Rochester, N. Y.

J.i^IES B. ClJMMINGS.

A "Magnetic" termite nests. The insects in Australia that build these slab-

shaped nests always place them in a north-south direction. Quite naturally

they have come to be called compass nests, but a more likely explanation is

that the termites act in response to the rising and setting sun. The photograph

was recently taken by the explorer Carl Vonhoffman

A An "ice collar" of remarkable size, four feet above present water level.

An unusual photograph taken by J.
B. Cummings of Rochester, N. Y.

Bag Shift tor the

"Nlght-Bloomtitg Cereua"

Dear Db. Anthony:

I read with considerable interest your

article in the January issue of Natural

History in connection with Hylocereus

undatus, or, as it is commonly called, the

"night-blooming cereus."

I think the current reproduction of the

flower on the cover of the magazine is a

magnificent job, which really shows the

flower in all its gorgeous beauty.

... I know you will be interested in

a successful experiment that I have made
in prolonging the time the flower stays in

full bloom. The procedure I have adopted

is as follows.

At dusk, just about when the top of

the flower commences to open a tiny bit,

I cut it ofiF about %. of an inch from

where the stem meets the vine. This is

done with a sharp knife and at an angle

of about 45 degrees. The flower is then

placed in a widemouthed container, filled

with water up to the base of the flower.

and put in an entirely dark room. In

about an hour and a half the flower has

completely unfolded. I then move it to

a lighted room so that its beauty can be

enjoyed. Before going to bed, the flower

and its container are placed in the Frigi-

daire about an inch away from tlie freez-

ing unit, where it remains all night. The

next morning it is taken out of the Frigi-

daire and is on display in the daylight

throughout the entire day, druing which

time it retains its form and all its beauty.

The second night the flower dies . . .

Bert W. Hendbickson.

Bradenton, Fla.

Dear Mr. Hendrkkson :

Your friendly letter has been received,

and it is very gratifying to learn that you

think the color reproduction of Hylocereus

is praiseworthy and that the explanatory

text is interesting.

Your technique for prolonging the fugi-

tive life of the blossoms interests me
greatly. As a hobby I grow quite a variety

of cacti and succulents in a small green-

house, which has to be heated during our

New Jersey vidnter . . .

In the New York Botanical Garden

there are several very large plants of

Hylocereus undatus and other species,

and many of the flowers open each year.

However, in this heated house the visitors

never see an open flower. By the time

they can enter in the morning, the large

collapsed mass is the only evidence that

something has happened during tlie dark

hours. I know because I have been the

first one in on some of these mornings.

An experience vidth an Epiphyllum late

this fall confirms the effectiveness of your

method of holding the open flower of

"night-blooming cerei." A large bud was
Continued on page 52
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This little Navajo girl is a member of

a tribe that makes up one-sixth of the

country's Indian population. They are

famous for their hand-wrought silver

jewehy and for their Navajo blankets,

such as the one on which she sits, which

are woven from the wool obtained from

their many flocks of sheep. Although

grazing is their main occupation, the

Navajos also raise com and other crc^s

where there is sufficient moist soil in their

arid reservation lands, in northern New
Mexico and Arizona.

Increase in the Navajo population

partly accounts for the fact that there

are now more Indians in the United

States than in 1492. Public protest about

the poverty of Indians on reservations

caused Congress last December to vote

S500,000 for emergency refief. Of tliis,

$250,000 has been allotted to Navajo

reservation funds to be used for increased

welfare services.

With the Navajo's present mode of

life and the funds ordinarily available,

the reservation lands can hardly support

the tribal population. However, the De-

partment of the Interior has plans for

a ten-year rehabilitation program, in-

volving $80,000,000, to develop the land

and provide better education and w^are
services. This would raise their living

standard and help them improve their lot.
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scheduled to open the evening I held a

conservation meeting in my home at

Englevfood, New Jersey. The potted plant

was in a room where the light was

subdued, and I called attention to the

only slightly open bud and suggested

that they glance at it occasionally. The

flower lived up to my prediction, and at

the end of our meeting was fully open—

a huge pink flower that was something

quite outside the previous experience of

these people. I wanted other friends to

see it, but I knew that if the flower went

back into the greenhouse it would be

spent in a matter of hours.

The pot was placed in the vestibule

where the temperature was decidedly on

the cool side, and the light was reduced

during the day. The flower lasted about

three days under these circumstances.

I have wondered what would happen

if I gave cactus flowers the ice-box treat-

ment; also when I could cut a bud with

the certainty that it would open. Your

letter tells me these two things, and my
next "night-blooming cereus" will get a

chilly reception!

Harold E. Anthony,
Department of Mammals.

American Museum of Natural History,

New York, N. Y.

A White pelicans in flight over the rookery. Bird Island

(National Audubon Society Sanctuary), Laguna Madre, Texas

Woodpecker's Roof?
SiBS:

I ventiure to ask you a question. I have

seen a woodpecker hole in a tree directly

beneath a semicircular fungus, which

projected like a roof over the hole. A
student of mine also reported a similar

case. Does the bird intentionally pick the

place under the fungus growth, or does

the fungus growth develop as a result

of the hole? „ ,, ^,
Dr. H. Hartwig.

Bielefeld (English Zone),

Prussia.

This phenomenon is interesting,

but I feel sure that it is purely acci-

dental. I have never heard of a

woodpecker deliberately choosing

such a site, although one might, of

course, do so without being influ-

enced one way or the other by the

bracket-fungus. If the presence of

a hole in some way caused the

fungus to grow there, we should

expect to find the two things to-

gether more often.

Since woodpeckers commonly

make their nests in dead wood, and

since some bracket-fungi also grow

on dead wood, the occasional juxta-

position of nest and fungus is not

surprising.

John T. Zimmer,

Department of Birds,

American Museum of Natural History,

New York, N. Y.

"Window-Fighting"
Sms:

Very rarely the Wood Thrush spends

a day or two in my garden when on

migration in autumn. It never lingers

here more than a few days. However,

this year I noticed a solitary thrush in

mid-October under a camellia shrub.

Early the next morning, he began hurl-

ing himself against my casement windows

—at his reflection probably, as the glass

is on the outside and the screen within

the room. For three weeks he kept up

these attacks from morning until dark,

barely snatching at food for a moment

now and then. Then, for a fourth and

fifth week, he attacked less steadily, but
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he never missed a day. Now in mid-

December, two days may pass without

attack; then, at dawn or in the late after-

noon, I again hear his heartbreaking at-

tack upon his reflection.

His mate was probably killed by a

neighbor's cat, for I hear that the cat

brought in a thrush several weeks ago.

Evidently he thinks his reflection is an-

other male who has robbed him of his

mate; does he not? But why does this

lonely, unhappy thrush not forget and

go on to find the other thrushes at the

end of its usual migration? How long

does it carry a memory of its mate?

What strength, what limitless vitality,

this lonely, unhappy bird must have to

stand its earlier unceasing assaults upon

the window! It left blood upon the pane!

I did not imagine a bird remembered

'° '°"g- Harriet Joor.

Lafayette, La.

The following comments are offered

by Dr. John T. Zimmer, of the American

Museum's Bird Department:

"Window-fighting" is a common trait

of many birds as a part of their defense

of territory from encroachment by males

of the same species. They mistakenly take

their reflection for such a rival. It has

nothing to do with the loss of a mate.

In any case, I think the Wood Thrush

does not mate for life and has no inter-

est in the opposite sex in nonbreeding

time.

The particular interest in the present

report is the season, since breeding time

is by then past and there is no territory

to defend. I have heard of no similar

case. Whatever the reason, I seriously

doubt its connection with any other bird

that was killed by a cat. It is highly

questionable that such another bird could

properly be considered as a "mate."

Xatural Bistory Travels Far
Sms:

It occurs to me that you may be inter-

ested in the following, which reflects the

wi-de influence of your magazine.

For several years I have given an As-

sociate Membership to a young lad who
is now teaching in a college in Georgia.

He has always enjoyed the magazine and

recently tells me that he is "now able

to share it with my kids, inasmuch as

I cannot take them through the institu-

tion as you used to take me. The maga-

zine helps immensely in making the natu-

ral sciences alive and appealing and not

just a lot of dry facts in a textbook."

This lad has been teaching in Georgia

since his war service.

Mrs. Robert Ridgway.

New York, N. Y.

N OT I CE—Readers are encour-

aged to submit their own pho-
tographs of natural history

subjects. Those selected for pub-
lication on these pages will be
paid for at $2.00 each, with full

credit to the photographer. Re-
turn postage must be included.

Sirs:

I send Natural History each month
to a British friend, an ex-college presi-

dent and a naturalist . . . My friend's

daughter writes in a Ghristmas letter as

follows

:

"Father thanks you very much for the

Natural History Magazines. He en-

joys them very much, and they are ex-

tremely well done. After we have all

enjoyed them, I send them to the Sea-

man's Hospital at Greenwich, where

there are patients of all nationalities . .

."

H. Ernestine Bulger Ripley.

Pelham Manor, N. Y.

Sirs:

... I find your magazine most inter-

esting and instructive. My brother-in-law,

Mr. A. M. Jabriskie of Plainfield, New
Jersey, subscribes to it and hands the

copies on to me. When I am finished

with them, I send them to my daughter.

Continued on page 95

^ "Chamois parade": a photograph taken in Switzerland by B. Schocher
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MEXICO • HUNTING AND ADVENTURE
NATURE HOBBIES • GUATEMALA i

ARABIAN HORSE
SIERRA NEVADA

N(low IN MEXICO
by Hudson Strode

Harcourt Brace and Co., $5.00

368 pp., 32 iUusts.

TN a series of essays, Mr. Strode writes
•^ in this book of his visits to Merida,

Acapulco, Patzcuaro, and Oaxaca, of his

experiences at a bullfight in Mexico City,

of his visits to the studios of Diego Rivera

and Orozco, and of many other of the

more interesting places and scenes in

Mexico. It is a pleasurable and instruc-

tive personal record of his travel and
observations with bits of history and
anecdote intermixed.

Although not explicitly labeled as such,

the book was obviously intended to serve

as an introduction and guide for the

American tourist in Mexico. With few
exceptions, the places selected for descrip-

tion are on the well-traveled tourist

routes, and the point of view is almost

always, as it would be for the tourist,

from the paved highway or from the

windows of a good hotel. These are not

exactly the vantage points to afford an

intimate inspection of Mexican life and
customs, but they have their advantages,

and they result in a point of view exactly

suited to the purposes of the tourist.

In speaking of this book as a guide

for the tourist, I do not mean that it is

a guidebook in the ordinary sense. More
important than that, it is the record of

a very perceptive traveler's impressions

and attitudes toward the things he has

seen and done. It will serve the necessary

purpose of awakening the tourist's inter-

est in many things he might otherwise

pass by without a glance and will orient

his thinking in regard to the bewildering

strangeness that always confronts a new-

comer to Mexico. It is a skillfully written

and sound book, which I highly recom-

mend to anyone planning a trip to Mexico.

Gordon F. Ekholm.

The book of nature
HOBBIES

by Ted Pettit

Didier Pubhshers, $3.50

280 pp., 133 illusts.

IV/fR. PETTIT, in this book, draws
-^ upon his background as nature en-

thusiast for twenty years, during which

time he has led boys and girls as well

as adults into the secret of making friends

with the world outside our windows.
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By a thoughtful and selective use of

tested nature activities, he has compiled a

book of easy-to-do hobbies. It is not a

textbook, nor is it a complete introduction

to nature study. There are more than two
hundred projects presented, covering such

subjects as fishing, wild flower gardening,

bird watching, natvu-e crafts, wild animal

pets, as well as many others.

The easiest and best "things-to-do"

that will help others find out how inter-

esting nature really is are simply de-

scribed in this one volume.

The author has been fortunate in his

choice of illustrations as well. The draw-

ings by Don Ross are informative and

easy to follow. They show in an interest-

ing manner consecutive steps in the con-

struction of many things, such as bird-

houses, bird feeders and blinds, collect-

ing nets, insect mounting boards, and

spray or spatter prints of leaves.

The basic idea of the book is to show

clearly the way a very small amount of

equipment can be utilized for all sorts of

nature hobbies—hobbies that on the sur-

face are fun to follow but at the same

time are basicallv educational in concept.

Mr. Pettit stresses the need for the con-

servation of our natural resovuces by show-

ing the relationship and dependence of

plants and animals upon factors such as

climate, soil, and water. The book is

completed with an excellent bibliography

of reference books for suggested reading.

The Book of Nature Hobbies vdll give

its readers a better knowledge and deeper

appreciation of how "nature works."

Marion B. Carb.

Halfway to heaven
- - - - by Jean Hersey

Prentice Hall, Inc., $3.75

259 pp., 30 illusts.

TF you have never been "Halfway to

Heaven," you will be when you read

lean Hersey's charming account of her

recent travels in Guatemala by plane,

bus, horse, and on foot. The title refers

to the mountains where the Indians carry

on their religious worship.

Here is a dehghtful personal adventure

against the background of mythology and

history, through which run the Quiche

Chieftain Tecum Uman and golden-

haired Alvarado, the story of whose con-

quest is realistically woven into the native

dances.

Humorous and informative, the book

reveals the author's deep insight into the

nature of the Indians, with their mate-

rial and spiritual independence. So in-

dustrious are they and so fertile the land,

that no one is ever hungry in Guatemala.

Customs, religious festivals, market

scenes, lakes, and volcanoes are all

brought vividly to Ufe—along with a

pleasurable week at a coflFee finca, the

Banos at Lake Atitlan, a hunt for the

elusive Quetzal bird, and an unforgettable

"meeting with Manana."

The author's style is simple and direct,

clear and sharp; and much of her charm
Ues in her ability to impart a vast amount
of information wdthout sounding pedantic.

One cannot help but be moved by the

sincerity of her writing.

Although there is much of value to the

tourist, this is not a guidebook to places

and things but rather an introduction

to the character of a people. For all who
read the story, the words of the Indian

Wizard vidll come true, "What you seek,

you will find . . . but only if there is

some of it small within you in the be-

gmnmg. ^^^ Barnxjm Brown.

The horse of the
DESERT

- - by William Robinson Brown

The Macmillan Co., $10.00

218 pp., 139 illusts.

'"p^HIS is an ururevised reprint of a book
-'- first published in 1929. Reduction to

$10.00 from $27.50 for the first edition

hardly justifies caUing this a "popular-

priced edition" but should make the book

available to a larger number of those who
love horses and the horse sports.

The Arabian horse is the aristocrat of

equines and has inspired in its breeders

and admirers a devotion that often ex-

ceeds reasonable bounds. Claims have

been made that this is the one original

breed, that all great horses have been

Arabians (pedigrees and history to the

contrary notwitlistanding ) , and that all

breeds from Shetland to Percheron in-

herit all their really good points from an

Arabian strain. Such flamboyant writings

make a dispassionate student approach

any book on this subject with misgivings.

W. R. Brown, long president of the

Arabian Horse Club of America and a

leading breeder, certainly does not mini-

mize claims for his favorites, but he keeps

these within the limits of possibility. His

book is, indeed, one of the most reason-

Continued on page 94
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from Brazil

PHANTOM QUARTZ CRYSTALS at S.75 $1.00 $1.50 $2.00

CHUNKS OF QUARTZ
WITH BLACK TOURMALINE CRYSTALS ai

CHUNKS OF QUARTZ WITH INCLUSIONS at

CHUNKS OF TOURMALINE CRYSTALS at

" GOLDEN TOPAZ
" AQUAMARINE
" EMERALD
" MORGANITE
" AMETHYST
" BRAZILIANITE
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from India

BEAUTIFUL SAPPHIRE CRYSTALS at $.50 $1.00 $1.50

from. Franklin, New Jersey

A large selection of splendid fluorescent minerals:

WILEMITE CALCITE AND WILEMITE

Large specimens $1.00 each

In red, purple, green, and combinations of colors, chosen especially from

thousands for their quality and brilliance. Inasmuch as these minerals can

only be viewed under a fluorescent lamp, we have the following lamps for sale:

NEW ULTRA-VIOLET MINERALIGHT—"BLACK LIGHT" at $12.50

Also others in sizes ranging from $12.50 to $165.00

Write for catalogue of lamps

The Book Shop
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
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WHEN I was a boy of about

twelve, I discovered that a

Hy could not fly if you removed one

or both of its balancers or halteres

(
pronounced hal-TEER-eez ) . My

discovery was not new; these tiny,

knobbed, rodUke organs (one on

each side of the thorax behind the

wings) had been called balancers

for more than 100 years. I learned

of them because an older brother

was required to make a collection

of insects of various kinds, and he

had given me the jab of collecting

them. Among the insects collected

was a large bumblebee-like fly, and

I noticed the knobbed rods. He
informed me that they were called

"balancers" but couldn't tell me
whether they really functioned as

such.

The next time I caught one of

these large fhes, I cut off one of

the balancers with a penknife and

found that the insect flew in a wide

circle until it hit the ground. It was

How Flies

High-speed motion pictures taken at the American

Museum shed light on the fly's gyroscopic organs and

lead to new inferences on the mechanism of flight in

some of the fastest creatures in the world

By C. H. CxjBRAN
Curator^ Department of Insects and Spiders,

American Museum of Natural History

no longer able to fly. Since then I

have demonstrated many times that

if one or both halteres are removed,

flight is impossible. I gradually be-

came more and more curious about

the working of the halteres but

realized that it would be very diffi-

cult to find out how they operated

in flight.

While airplane designers had

long been keenly interested in the

flight of all flying creatures and had

studied flies critically in order to

improve their knowledge of stream-

Courtesy Sperry Gyroscope Co.



lining, the aerodynamics of the fly

still remained a complete mystery.

Great impetus was given to this

study by an article that Dr. C. H. T.

Townsend published in 1927 in

which he estimated the speed of

the Deer Bot Fly at 815 miles an

hour and pointed out that at this

speed the insect could fly around

the world (westward) in daylight.

This article resulted in a great deal

of controversy, and each time the

subject is renewed, hundreds of

inquiries reach my office. I must

say that I do not know how fast the

Deer Bot travels, but I am inclined

to think that it may reach half the

speed estimated by Dr. Townsend.

In the autumn of 1944, Mr. R. W.
Gilmor, President of the Sparry

Gyroscope Company, was ushered

into my ofiice. He had a problem

concerning the fhght of flies, par-

ticularly the function of the hal-

teres. His company had secured

patents on an instrument that was

not of the rotating or gyroscopic

form but of a vibratory type, mov-
ing from side to side. He believed

that further information about the

action of the halteres of flies might

aid in developing the inventiS(n,

since these, too, were balancing or

"gyroscopic" organs.

It was obvious that such a study

could be made only by the use of

high-speed motion pictures. All of

the high-speed stroboscopic pic-

tures I had seen failed to show
clearly the movement of the wings,

and the halteres were practically

invisible. I had heard of Mr. Henry
M. Lester as an expert in high-

speed camera work and suggested

that he be consulted, but by the

time this could be arranged, the fly

season had passed. There was httle

to do until the following year.

However, I had already con-

cluded that the most satisfactory

subject would be the Drone Fly,

so named because it resembles a

drone honeybee. It apparently had
all the qualifications: it is a rela-

f The two knoblike organs are located be-
lind and below the wings of all flies. They
'ibrate as rapidly as the wings and produce a
lalancing effect by gyroscopic action

HOW FLIES FLY

tively large fly, and it is capable of

hovering in the air in a practically

stationary position for long periods

of time, which I thought it would

do in a very restricted place. This

I verified during the summer of

1945 at Bear Mountain, N. Y. Several

captured drone flies were placed in

quart jars. Every one hovered. So

did most of the related species

tested, but none of them were so

dependable as the Drone Fly.

It was obvious that at least 100

flies would be needed for our work,

but I did not capture 20 all summer.

By the end of August, it began to

look as though all the Drone FKes

within 50 miles of New York had
learned of our needs and taken off

for other parts. There were occa-

sional ones in September but still

not enough, and both Mr. Lester

and Mr. Gilmor were becoming

very impatient. Things changed

about the middle of October, and

toward the end of the month hun-

dreds of flies were available. We
caught all the Drone Flies we could

on the Museum windows, but these

were not enough. Miss Alice Gray,

of the Department of Insects and

Spiders, and Miss Lucy Burbank,

of the School of PubHc Health,

Columbia University, set forth on

an expedition to Cential Park and

Rockefeller Center, snatching every

Drone Fly they could find on the

flowers. Naturally, they attracted

much curious attention, and many
people probably thought they were

crazy.

Until we began shooting, we
were wholly unaware that some of

the flies were temperamental prima

donnas. The term is appropriate

because practically all the flies

caught were females. Miss Gray

prepared a fly for the first shot by
fastening the back of its thorax to

the head of an insect pin inserted

into an inverted cork. When the

camera was focused, the fly's legs

were freed, and it flew beautifully.

The signal was given, and there

was a flash of light that lasted one

second while 100 feet of film raced

through the camera at the rate of

a mile a minute.

The result was a rather poor pic-

ture of the Drone Fly in flight, but

it was much better than anything

yet produced. The second fly was a

prima donna. It refused to move a
muscle. Shot after shot was taken

over a period of days, including a

close-up of the halteres in action

with one wing mostly cut ofi: to

offer a better view. Of all the shots",

four were good. We thought we
had done an excellent job. How-
ever, Mr. Lester was not fully satis-

fied. He had become fascinated

with the problem, and the follow-

ing summer he suggested that we
repeat the program in the autumn.

I agreed, and both of us gave con-

siderable thought to improving our

methods.

Apparently our summer thoughts

were of little value; we did not do
well the first day. But with experi-

ence, we made progress. We did

learn one important thing—how to

recognize the prima donnas and
discard them. Unfortunately, most
of the flies were in this class. We do
not know the exact reason, but it

seems probable that they were old

and had lost the energy of youth.

Many of those captured had already

died, and their bodies lay in the

bottom of the cage.

On the following day everything

went well. Of four shots, three were

as fine as could be expected. We
had caught the wing motion from

the front and from the side, and
the movement of the halteres was
enormously enlarged. From these

pictures it was possible to verify

our earher results and to discover

other unknown facts about the me-

chanics of flight. One interesting

thing we found was that when the

fly is at rest, the knobs at the ends

of the stemlike halteres are col-

lapsed, but when the insect starts

to fly, the knobs fill with blood.

How a Fly Flies

In the flight of a fly there are

many things to study besides the

mechanical movement of tlie wings

and halteres. We possess a certain

amount of knowledge of some of

these things, but concerning others

we know too little to draw conclu-

sions, and of still others we are

probably entirely unaware. It is too

much to expect that all the secrets

of flight can be solved by the study

of the external organs of a fly.
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Photo by Daznd B. Eisendraih. Jr.

A Many of the flies proved to be prima donnas. With film racing through

the camera at a mile a minute, the Drone Fly would have been as expensive

as many a Hollwood star if results had not soon been forthcoming

Internally there are muscles belong-

ing to several categories; and there

is also the nervous system, includ-

ing specialized nerve cells that per-

form specific functions, such as

those at the base of the halteres.

The time may come when we find

a way to observe the action of in-

ternal organs, but at present we are

onlv able to consider them in a very

general way.

The fly's wings are always the

driving force that carries the insect

forward, vet they are extremeh-

\aried in their efficiency. Some fhes

with relati\"el\' large wings, such as

Crane Flies and many Pictured

Wing Fhes, are slow and ponder-

ous in flight. It is therefore evident

that a large wing area does not

mean rapid flight; in many cases it

indicates the opposite.

Almost ever)' student of entomol-

ogy has been taught that the wings

of flies and bees move upward and

downward in the form of a figure

eight. Anvone with good eyesight
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\\'ho has obsened flies hovering or

who has followed the flight of a

bee will verify this beUef . I thought

I observed the figure-eight move-

ment of the wings of both flies and

bees manv thousands of times. This

impression, however, is w^rong. The
wings move so fast that an optical

illusion is produced, and this is

clearly demonstrated in the high-

speed pictures of the Drone Fly.

The pictures show that as the

wings move up and down, there is

a definite swi^'eling action, so that

the strongly reinforced costa (the

front edge) is carried upward or

downward in advance of the fine,

membranous hind border. The
wings are tlierefore tipped at an

angle of about 45 degrees from the

horizontal during each stroke. There

is no apparent difference in the

dri\'ing power of the upward and

downward strokes.

Another important thing tlie pic-

tures disclosed is that the driving

power of the wing is greatly in-

creased by its flexibihty. As the

wing begins its downward stroke,

the membrane, which has been

moving upward at an angle of 45°,

now comes in strong contact with

air pressure, causing the center of

the wing to "balloon" shghtly up-

ward while its hind edge is still

curved in the other direction from

the previous upward stroke. The

reverse is true when the upward

stroke begins. The wing membrane

is never a flat surface but billows

upward on the dowTistroke and

do\vnward on the upstroke. But the

bulge is not so pronounced as in a

sad filled with wind, because the

middle part of the wing is rein-

forced with veins while the hind

border is quite fragile.

While this situation is found in

the Drone Fly and all other rapid

fliers and hoverers, it is only weakly

developed in the slow fliers. Never-

theless, it is sufficiently developed

in all flies to enable them to fly in

a straight fine. We know that the

wingbeat of the slow fliers is much
slower than tliat of the fast fliers,

but we do not have pictures to show

us what the difference is. The wing-

beat of most Crane Flies is probably

under 100 per second, and in tlie

House Fly it is approximately 180

at top speed. The various kinds of

mosquitoes undoubtedly have dif-

ferent wing speeds, but none of

them probably reach the wing

speed of the House Fly. The rapid-

ity of wing mo\ement is important

in developing driving power, but

other factors are also very impor-

tant. Some of these are:

1. Flexibihty of wing. The best

fliers have wings tliat are heavy in

front and weak behind. Poor fliers

do not show this marked difference.

It is therefore apparent that rapid

flight is obtained by the 'laillowing"

of the wing membrane.

2. Shape of wing. The best fliers

have long, somewhat pointed vyings,

but so do some of the poorer ones.

Long wings are not essential. Some

of the fast Syrphids have broad

\vings, and so do the Bot Fhes and

some of the fastest Horse FUes.

3. Weight of body. The Bot Fhes

and Horse Fhes are heavy-bodied

creatures, and because of this we

might conclude that a heavy body
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is essential to rapid flight. Such a

hypothesis is not supported by the

facts. Many of the Hover Fhes are

hght-bodied but can apparently fly

as fast as any of their heavy-bodied

relatives, at least for short distances.

One moment they are "hanging mo-

tionless in the air," the next they

are six or eight feet away. They

move so fast that you cannot follow

their flight; you only see the accom-

plished fact. On the other hand,

midges, mosquitoes, and many

other flies vwth relatively Hght bod-

ies are poorer fliers. So are the

Crane FHes, but these are handi-

capped by long, gangling legs.

4. Shape of thorax. A wide and

deep thorax (the part of the body

bearing the wings and legs) is es-

sential to rapid flight. The muscles

of the thorax furnish the dynamic

power that drives the wings and

rotates them at the end of each

stroke. All fast-flying flies have a

heavy chest. There are no speedy

ones vidth a long or narrow thorax.

5. Size of head. The fastest fliers

all have large heads, except the

Horse Flies, which have a broad

but short head. The conclusion is

that the head gives increased weight

and produces balance.

6. Speed of wing stroke. In order

to achieve rapid flight, the wings

must move rapidly.

These are the obvious factors in-

fluencing the propulsion of insects

at high speed. It would seem a

simple matter to devise a mathe-

matical formula that would show
at a glance the factors entering into

rapid flight. There are certainly four

essential things: flexibility of wing,

rapidity of vwng stroke, weight of

body, and direction of wing stroke.

The first three are an inseparable

combination. It is to be noted that

wing area does not enter into the

compilation although, strange as it

may seem, relatively small wing
area in comparison to body weight

is apparently necessary for high

speed.

Comparing Flight

Examination of the flight of the

Hummingbird in pictures taken at

3000 frames per second enables us

to compare this with the flight of

the Drone Fly. Although the Hum-

HOW FLIES FLY

^-The pictures showed that

the fly swivels its wings at the

beginning of each upward
and downward stroke. Thus
the heavier forward edge of

the wing leads at an angle of

about 45 degrees, with the

more flexible portion follow-

ing and billowing outward

Photos by Henry M. Lester

mingbird's wings move at only

about 80 beats per second, as com-

pared with 300 for the Drone Fly,

the wing action is remarkably simi-

lar in many respects. In the Hum-
mingbird the flexibility of the wing

feathers provides a similar "billow-

ing" action, and the front edge of

the wing is heavy, the hind edge

dehcate as in the fast flies.

The Hummingbird turns by

spreading tlie feathers toward the

tip of one wing. This permits the

air to pass tlirough and causes a

relative increase in the air pressure

on the other wing. In the fly, turn-

ing is accomplished by "feathering"

one wing. The fly greatly reduces

the speed of the wing in the direc-

tion in which it is going to turn.

Steering is different, yet the prin-

ciples are the same. The fly uses

its hind legs as a rudder. If the

wind comes from the right of the

fly, the left hind leg is dragged

toward the left while the right one

is neatly folded against the body.

The halteres also play a part in this

since they help tlie insect to "bank

on the curve." The Hummingbird

uses its tail to steer. When it backs

up, the tail is thrown forward in a

triangle with its apex behind, thus

reducing air pressure to a minimum.

When stationary, the tail is broad-

ened to full width to produce bal-

ance; and when moving forward,

the tail is again a V but with the

angle now in front.

The flight of butterflies and moths

is generally slow and cumbersome.

In most of them the wing surface

is quite large, and the front and

hind wings are hooked together

during flight. Their relatively large

wing expanse and the light weight

of their body naturally produce an

undulating motion. This undulating

flight is not a disadvantage; it un-
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doubtedly protects the flier from

natural enemies, such as bats, birds,

and predaceous insects. However,

there are some moths tliat are ex-

tremely fast fliers.

No one has any idea of how fast

the Hawk Moths can fly, but it

seems probable that some of them

are almost as speedy as the fastest

flies. They are sometimes kno\vn as

Hummingbird Moths because of

their habit of hovering before flow-

ers and sucking the nectar by means

of their long tubular mouthparts.

The}' are among the few kinds of

animals that can fly baclavards. My
hst of backward fliers also includes

the Hummingbirds, Simbirds (to

some extent), some large tropical

Damsel FHes that pick spiders from

their webs, and some of the Bee

Fhes, which are true flies with feed-

ing habits similar to the Hawk
Moths.

The fastest of the Hawk Moths

conform perfectly to man's idea of

streamUning. The head and thorax

have all the qualities of weight and

ruggedness that seem so essential

for rapid fhght in the insect world,

and the body tapers gracefull)' to

a narrow point. The ^vings, too, are

perfectly designed for rapid flight.

They are long and narrow, more or

less pointed, and very strong in

front; actually, they are so shaped

that they must function in the same

way as the wings of a fly. The
streamlining of the Hawk Moths

provides an ideal that students of

aerodynamics have long desired to

attain. However, no plane ap-

proaches this in streamline per-

^ The Hawk Moth shows a high degree of

streamlining, achieved by nature presumably

through age-long trial and error. The tail end, more
sharply pointed than most streamline forms de-

signed by engineers, is not part of the solid body
of the insect but is loosely made up of hairs

AMNH photo

fection, perhaps because perfect

streamlining does not produce best

results in conjunction with rigid

\\angs. Nature's streamhning is the

result of miHions of years of experi-

mentation, and it may produce op-

timiun restdts in eliminating air

resistance and vacuum drag only in

a fl)'ing mechanism with, movable

wings.

The flight of the Honeybee has

long been a matter of curiosity,

quite naturally, because this bee

has been associated with man for

untold ages as the producer of one

of our richest foods. The Honeybee

flies exactly Kke the Drone Fly,

except that it lacks halteres and

presumably depends upon wing

motion and the use of its legs to

provide natural balance. In flight

the front and hind wings of the

Honeybee and other Hjonenoptera

are locked together bv a series of

hooks on the front of the hind wing.

These hold the front margin of the

hind \\'ings tightly in place so that

both wings function as a single pair,

as do those of butterfhes.

As a general rule, insects with

two pairs of wings that are neither

hooked together nor shaped in such

a way as to function as a single

pair are poor fhers; but there is

one notable exception. This is the

Dragonfly, which is closely related

to the Damsel FUes. Like the heavy-

bodied fhes and Hawk Moths, the

Dragonflies are ideally adapted for

rapid fhght. They have a large head

and thorax and a slender or flat-

tened abdomen. In the most rapid

Dragonflies the abdomen is cylin-

drical or nearly so, but it is not

streamlined as in the Hawk Moths

and some flies. As yet, we have no

proof of the way in which the wings

of the Dragonfly function, but there

THE BOT FLY is believed

to be ihe most rapid flier

in nature and may travel at

more than 400 miles an

hour. It has a stubby, well-

rounded body and strongly

powered wings
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SPEED AND MANEUVERABILITY distin-

guish the flight of the Hawk Moth. It can

fly backwards

THE DRAGON FLY is no fly, so it lacks

the balancing organs; but it is a strong,

swift flier. Its fore and hind wings appar-
ently move in opposition



is every reason to believe that when

we obtain high-speed motion pic-

tures of this insect in flight, they

will show that the front and liind

wings work in opposition; in other

words, the front wing moves upward

when the hind wing moves down-

ward. This might be compared in

some ways to the use of propellers

that turn in opposite directions on

an airplane, in the latter case to

reduce torque, or corkscrew, effect.

It is thought tliat the wings of the

Dragonfly move slower than those

of the Drone Fly and that a motion

picture taken at 2000 frames a

second may produce extremely slow

motion. At the same time, it seems

possible that the nimiber of wing-

beats per second may equal that of

the fly, but the angle of the wing

surface in up-and-down motion may
be less than 45°, and the distance

the wings travel may also be much
less.

The poorest flight found among
insects is in the HepiaHd moths and

tlie adults of Ant Lions and some

related forms. These insects are of

special interest because they re-

semble a hehcopter in flight. In

both the Hepialids and Ant Lions

there seems to be no co-ordination

between the movement of the front

and hind wings. They seem to go

"every which way," and the direc-

tion of flight seems uncertain. I

have watched hundreds of adult

Ant Lions flutter into a circle of

hght and lumber around until they

found a suitable landing place.

Each time, I was reminded of a

hehcopter, and other bystanders

have often made the same compari-

son. I beheve that the Ant Lion

works on the same principle as tlie

hehcopter, whose wings rotate slow-

ly to maintain altitude and carry the

craft forward.

The Halteres

These are definitely balancing

organs, but there is very much that

we do not know about them. It is

difBcult to imagine how they can

be moved at such high speed with

such a small amount of muscular

tissue attached to their base. We
find that the front and hind edges

of the base are produced as a short

arm and that each fits into a socket.

The main stem of the halter is

produced somewhat below the two

arms; and muscles are attached

both to the upper and lower sides

of the produced stem and to the

lower part of the main stem. Some
of these muscles are so fine and so

intricately interwoven with other

muscular tissue that their presence

has not yet been reported in scien-

tific jorunals, but they have been

discovered by a student at Cornell

University. It seems probable that

additional muscles will be discov-

ered when morphological technique

is perfected.

There are extensive areas that are

at least partly sensory in function

at tlie base of each halter and in

the membrane that joins them to

the body wall. Those in the mem-
brane are rather lattice-like in

shape, and it is possible that this

lattice-hke structure produces an

elastic efi^ect through pressure and

stretching which may greatly re-

duce the amount of muscular power

needed to vibrate the halteres at

high speed.

So perfectly is the movement of

the halteres co-ordinated with that

of the wings during rapid flight that

we can assume that the stimuU

activating both are received at the

same time and from the same

source. However, the pictures show
that the halteres may continue to

move for an extremely short time

after wing movement has ceased.

One might suppose that they were

just "dying dowm" more slowly, ow-

ing to their momentum and the

flexibihty of their attachment to

tlie body. But sometimes the fly

stops them abruptly, so they must

be said to have some independent

action, which may help the fly to

adjust itself to its new surroundings

at the time it comes to rest. External

stimuh arq received from three

sources—the antennae, tlie eyes,

and from the feet through vibra-

tion. These stimuH are transferred

instantly through an extremely

priniiti\'e nervous system, and the

halteres begin to function as soon

as the wings do. Much additional

study will be necessary in order to

determine exactly how all this is

accomphshed.

Almost everyone is famihar with

the way a toy gyroscope resists

being turned and how it will hang
at right angles when suspended

from a string. The gyroscope's

BUTTERFLIES are slow and erratic, yet some of them
migrate thousands of miles

FHE ADULT ANT LION is

s slow and poorly powered
ilier, but it can hover like

s helicopter

HOW FLIES FLY

THE HOVER FLY has
great speed for sev-

eral yards or so but
has no endurance

Drawings life size, bv
Museum Illustrators' Corps
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A When a spinning gyroscope is

hung from a string as shown here, it

will hold this position against the

force of gravity. It is this property of

"rigidity in space" that makes it use-

ful in navigation

"rigidity in space" is what makes it

useful as a navigating instrument

in planes and ships.

This tendency of the gyroscope

to remain in a fixed position is uti-

lized in two ways—as a stabilizer

and for purposes similar to those of

a compass. If a very large and

heavy gyroscope is mounted im-

movably in a ship, the ship becomes

part of the gyroscope and takes on

its quality of rigidity in space. The

ship will move in a straight line

just as though it carried no gyro-

scope, but wdth the instrument it

resists the roUing action of waves.

If a smaller and more deUcate

gyroscope is mounted so that it

"floats" freely, it maintains its "com-

pass direction," regardless of how
the ship turns. Such an instrument

is now standard equipment in all

large ships and planes in place of

the magnetic compass. It is usually

connected with the steering appa-

ratus so that the unit becomes an

"automatic pilot." This enables the

ship or plane to go in a specific

direction without anyone at the

controls.

The balancing organs of the fly

are hke a stabilizing gyroscope ex-

cept that the Httle weights vibrate

back and forth, whereas in the

gyroscope the weight is distributed

around the rim of a spinning
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wheel. Otherwise the principle, and

the effect, are the same.

We naturally wonder whether

the halteres of the fly act as a

stabilizer or as an organ of direc-

tion. Do they simply prevent the fly

from being buffeted about and

turned upside down in flight by
their purely mechanical effect?

This effect would be produced even

if there were no connection be-

tween the halteres and the fly's

nervous system. You could fix a tiny

mechanical gyroscope to the fly's

back and get the same result.

Whether the halteres move fast

enough and are heavy enough in

comparison with the fly's body to

function in this purely mechanical

way might be computed mathe-

matically, but we have not done

this yet.

Or are they used as compasses

that telegraph messages through

the fly's nervous system every time

it changes the direction of its flight?

In this case, the force with which

they resisted the change of direc-

tion would indicate to the fly the

sharpness of the turn. In the first

instance, making a turn would be

somewhat hke going up a hill. The
insect would have to work harder

to fly in a ciu-ve ( steering, of course,

at the same time), because it would

be working against the resistance of

the gyroscope as well as against the

inertia of its own body. In the

second instance, the gyroscopic

force of the halteres might be much
weaker yet still perceptible to the

fly through delicate nerves in or

around the base of the halteres. The
difference is an important one be-

cause the second type of instrument

would be a much more sensitive

and intricate apparatus. It would

represent a speciahzation of the

fly's nervous system of no small

complexity and one of which we

GYROSCOPES ARE USED IN TWO WAYS

>-If a strong, heavy gyro-

scope is fixed to the hull of

a ship, it resists the rolling

action of the waves

^ When a gyroscope is set to point in a certain direction and

allowed freedom of motion in its mounting, it will hold its direc-

tion although the plane follows a crooked course

Drawings by Museum Illustrators' Corps
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Photograph of a living fly show-

ing location of balancing organs.

They can be seen by the naked eye on

any House Fly

A The knobbed rods of the fly's bal-

ancing equipment do not spin like a

gyroscope; they only vibrate. But they

do take on the same "rigidity in space."

The elastic effect of lattice-like tissue

near the base may facilitate their very

rapid vibration

ourselves can boast no exact coun-

terpart.

This leads to the fascinating ques-

tion of how the fly ever developed

these organs. The older view was to

assume that all creatures were cre-

ated with the equipment they now
possess. Modern evolutionary the-

ory, however, holds that the various

organs have developed gradually.

Any organ that was valuable to an

animal went through continuous

improvement through the ages. The
fishes' fins in time became feet and

legs, serviceable to reptiles on land.

The forearms of the bat have be-

come wings, and so forth. Students

of paleontology ( the science of pre-

historic animal life as revealed

through fossilized remains) can

trace all or nearly all of the inter-

mediate stages in these develop-

ments. A poor foot is better than no

foot at all to an animal living on

land. And at first a webbed fore-

arm and hand probably only helped

the bat to gUde from branch to

branch, not to fly. Only through

HOW FLIES FLY

further development of the organs

for flying and the muscles control-

ling these organs did the bats be-

come real fliers. The test of a de-

veloping organ throughout, accord-

ing to the theory of evolution, is its

survival value, and most of the

organs had utility even in their ear-

liest forms.

How does this affect our reason-

ing about the origin of the hal-

teres? It causes us to ask how the

earliest and simplest halteres could

have benefited the fly, because in

order to produce an appreciable

gyroscopic effect, they must vibrate

very rapidly, and rapid vibration

presupposes a certain degree of me-

chanical perfection. This question is

full of far-reaching philosophical

implications, and it can only be

answered when we have more

knowledge than we now possess.

Suffice it to say that one more or

less obvious explanation presents

itself. This is that the halteres did

not start as halteres but developed

from other organs whose purpose

was originally quite different—or-

gans aheady capable of rapid move-

ment. It has generally been sup-

posed that the halteres developed

from a second pair of wings, but

there is considerable evidence to

discount this theory.

In all flies there is an organ

called the squama, or calypter. This

organ lies a Httle below and behind

the wings, and it is always con-

nected with the wings by a much

narrower membrane. The squamae

are situated exactly where the sec-

ond pair of wings would naturally

occur. They are not found in four-

winged insects, but like the wings

of almost all flies ( and many other

insects ) , they are fringed with hairs.

Such a condition might be expected

in any modification of a second pair

of wings.

The halteres are situated far be-

low and behind the attachment of

the wings. Indeed, their location

precludes the possibiUty of their

ever having been wings unless one

accepts the principle of the migra-

tion of functional organs from one

part of the body to another. But

let us side-step this controversial

issue by pointing out that the de-

velopment of a stabihzing organ is

at the present time probably taking

place in an unrelated group of in-

sects, the Strepsiptera. These in-

sects, closely related to the beetles,

are developing sensory, bulging or-

gans in front of the wings that might

eventually develop into balancers.

As yet, they are merely knobs, but

in a few million years they might
Continued on page 95
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The Watch

that Lincoln ^j
Crave

A little-known story from the life of the Great

Emancipator, which takes the reader to the far-away

isles of the Pacific and to the plight of an American
seaman who was about to be killed and eaten

By WiLMON Menakd

IN 1931, when I was planning to

visit the island of Hiva Oa in

the Marquesas Group, I was told
that on going ashore to the palm
tree beach, I might be stopped by
a short, white-haired native with a
kindly face who would try to sell

me a watch. "Don't just shake your
head and hmry on," I was advised.
"If you do, you will miss a remark-
able story."

It happened almost exactly as
predicted. The barefooted man in

the white drill suit was Samuel
Kekela; and his wife was with him.
Samuel Kekela was the son of James
Kekela, the founder of the largest

mission station at Puamau, Hiva
Oa. When the elder Kekela died,
his son Samuel inherited this large
gold watch, which had been sent
to his father in 1864 by none other
than Abraham Lincoln. The watch
was an expression of Lincoln's
thanks to Kekela for his part in

saving the life of an American sea-

man who was about to be eaten
by cannibals at Puamau.

It happened in this way. The
wild cannibal tribes of Puamau had
long nursed a hatred for the white
sailors, a thirst for vengeance which
had started when a Peruvian whal-
ing ship sailed into the bay, firing

upon the defenseless villages, rav-

ishing the native girls, and carrying

off men to work in the mines of

Peru. The Puamau tribes took a

pledge then and there to eat the

next white sailor found ashore.
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A Samuel Kekela, son of

the missionary to whom
Lincoln gave the watch

One day the first mate of an

American whaler, having heard of

the astonishing beauty of the na-

tive girls, came ashore in Puamau.
With promises of a prize beauty

of their tribe, the bland-faced na-

tive men enticed the unsuspecting

sailor farther up the valley, away
from the mission station. He went
gaily and willingly, his arms locked

in those of the cannibals. Then the

natives leaped upon him, tied him

up, and threw him between the

roots of a large tree which over-

shadowed a paepae, or stone altar.

Faggots and logs were gathered for

the roasting, while the natives

called together other members of

their tribe for the big feast. The
victim was Jonathan Whalon, mate
of the whaling ship "Congress,"

commanded by Captain Stranburg.

James Kekela had been away
from Puamau when the ship ar-

rived. According to his own ac-

count, when he returned many peo-

ple told him, "A certain white man
is about to be roasted."

"Who is doing it?" Kekela asked.

He was informed that the leader

was a chief named Mato, whose
son had been kidnaped by Span-

ish seamen.

Kekela secured additional infor-

mation from his Hawaiian associ-

ate. Rev. Alexander Kaukau, who
had tried to dissuade the chief from
killing the white man. But Mato,

recaUing the kidnaping of his son,

only answered, "They are all one
kind, white men. This is all I have
to say to you, Kaukau, whether the

captain gives me a new boat or

not, I shall roast this white man."
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But this did not discourage

Kekela. He sent an emissary to

Mato oflFering his own boat and

anything else the chief wanted in

exchange for the hfe of the sailor.

Then, the next morning, he dressed

himself in his Sunday clothes and,

accompanied by Kaukau, rushed

up the valley with only the Bible

in his hand. When they arrived,

Mato and his men were ready to

start cooking the white man. Kekela

strode past the glowering natives,

knelt over the terrified victim, and

prayed for him. He then met with

Mato and talked with him. The
chief of the cannibals was no doubt

impressed with Kekela's composure

and sartorial distinction. Some sort

of transaction appeared possible.

At this point, another friend of

Kekela's stepped forward with a

gun and offered it to the chief. This

gesture, added to the impression

Kekela had aheady made and the

gifts he had promised, convinced

the chief, and Jonathan Whalon
was spared. Kekela at once led him
to his house where the seaman
would be safe from the young war-

riors, should they attempt to re-

capture him.

The dramatic circumstances of

Jonathan Whalon's capture and res-

cue were reported when his ship

reached America, and the incident

eventually came to the attention

of President Abraham Lincoln. Al-

though the President was engrossed

in the war between the States, he

was so moved that he sent $500 in

gold to Dr. McBride, U. S. Minister

resident in Honolulu, for the pur-

chase of suitable gifts that would
express his gratitude to those who
had participated in the rescue. Most
interesting among these gifts is

the large gold watch that is shown
here, and it is still in existence. The
inscription on it is translated from
Hawaiian as follows:

From the

President of the United States

to

Rev.
J.

Kekela

For His Noble Conduct in Rescuing

An American Citizen from Death

on the Island of Hiva Oa

January 14, 1864

THE WATCH THAT LINCOLN GAVE

A similar watch is said to have

been given to Kaukau, Kekela's as-

sociate in the rescue, but the writer

does not know its whereabouts.

Various other presents were given,

but they also seem to have become
scattered during the many years

that have passed since the occur-

rence of this interesting but httle-

known event.

Kekela acknowledged receipt of

his gift in a personal letter to the

President of the United States. "We
have received your gifts of friend-

ship," he wrote. ".
. . Ah! I greatly

honor your interest in this coun-

tryman of yours. It is, indeed, in

keeping with aU I have known of

your acts as President of the United

States . .
." Kekela signed the letter

:

"I am, Abraham Lincoln, President

of the United States, your ob't.

serv't., James Kekela."

When Robert Louis Stevenson,

who was not without bias against

Protestant missionary efforts in tire

South Seas, saw this letter, he was
moved to say, "I do not envy the

man who can read it without emo-
tion."

I first saw this watch in 1931,

during a visit to the Marquesas,

when it was offered to me for pur-

chase. I saw it again in 1933 at

Hiva Oa, when a friend of Kekela's

attempted to sell it aboard the

schooner I was on; he explained that

Kekela was in bed with rheumatism.

The watchcase was marred a Uttle

where, as Kekela had explained to

me, his father had banged it ve-

hemently on the pulpit as he ex-

horted his cannibal parishioners to

change their diet from pimka enata
( "long-pig" ) to just plain pig.

I was often sorry that I had not

been able to buy the watch. Surely

I could have placed it in the hands

of some wealthy collector of old

and famous timepieces. But now it

has found its proper home. It has

become the property of the Hawai-
ian Mission Children's Society in

Honolulu; and when the dream of

a historical museum for Honolulu

materiahzes, it is hoped that this

historic treasure will be placed

there on permanent exhibition.

Many changes have come to the

Islands since the elder Kekela ham-
mered the pulpit with his famous
watch. But for those who would
otherwise forget what the Islands

were like less than a century ago,

James Kekela's memorial tablet

bears this inscription as a reminder:
"".

. . in 1864 he was signally re-

warded by Abraham Lincoln for

rescuing an American seaman from
cannibals."

^ The historic timepiece as it appears today, bearing

Abraham Lincoln's inscription to Rev. J.
Kekela ""for his

noble conduct in rescuing an American seaman from

death. . .
."

Cottrtesy Ha'
Mission Children
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TOMB OF THE
Weaver

The story of a stirring discovery in Arizona's

-^anyon of the Dead" and how the clues it

gave fitted into the pattern of prehistoric

Indian life in the Southwest

Bt/ |E )<LRfc H. Morris'I

,

I

- .—^i!(M '

rl*iARfc--±l. MORRIS

r,f,

<A SCENE IN Canyon del

MuERTO, the picturesque gorge

in the heart of the Navajo
country where the Weaver
dwelt more than six centuries

ago

WE found the "mummy" near

the close of what had been,

up to that moment, a most dis-

agreeable day. Everything we had

turned our hands to had gone

wrong. By fotu: in the afternoon we
had accompUshed what should have

been done by eight in the morning.

One of our three cars, which we
had been able to tinker into run-

ning order, was at last out of hear-

ing on its 100-mile journey to Gal-

lup, New Mexico, to replenish our

food supply and bring back replace-

ments for the broken parts of the

other two cars. Homrs of minor

frustrations, piling one on top of

the other, had worn our nerves raw,

our tempers thin.

Oscar, the silent and indefatig-

able, my stand-by in any situation,

said, "Earl, I'm going to dig a while.

If I don't get rid of some steam, I'll

bite somebody's head off before

bedtime." He caught up a shovel

and started away; I did not notice

in which direction.

The five of us were an archae-

ological expedition, encamped in

Canyon del Muerto. Canyon del

Muerto is a mighty gorge, cut deep

into a red sandstone plateau in

northeastern Arizona. Crooked as

the path of a snake throughout the

many miles of its length, its sheer

walls are pitted with shallow caves.

These caves provided shelter from

"Born in New Mexico, Earl Morris

unearthed his first prehistoric pottery ves-

sel at the age of four. Before graduating

from the University of Colorado, he had

been on several expeditions to the South-

west and Central America. For the Amer-

ican Museum of Natural History, he di-

rected the development of the Aztec Ruin

National Monvunent, New Mexico, from

1916 to 1923. And between 1924 and

1929, he excavated and repaired the Tem-

ple of the Warriors at Chichen Itzd,

Yucatan, for the Carnegie Institution of

Washington. As Senior Archaeologist for

the Carnegie Institution, he is again at

work on the Basket Maker-Pueblo culture

area of the Southwest.—Ed.
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tlie elements and protection from

enemies for the Indians who dwelt

in the recesses of the Canyon from

near the beginning of the Christian

Era until about the year 1300. And

even today, the Navajo, in the heart

of whose reservation the Canyon

lies, raise their corn and peaches

on its bottom land and graze their

sheep upon its talus slopes. The

purpose of our excavations was to

learn all we could about the manner

of living and the history of the pre-

Navajo inhabitants of the great red

gorge.

It was my duty to record the

events of the days as they passed,

so I sat down at the coffee-box table

to account somehow for the crurrent

one, which it would have been a

pleasure to forget. The pencil had

accomphshed but a line or two

when a shout brought me to my
feet. The second time it came, I

caught the direction. There, straight

across the canyon from me, stood

Oscar at the top of the talus beside

the face of a thin promontory of

cliff that juts north toward Antelope

House. The acoustic properties of

the great curving wall of rock be-

hind me could well be the envy of

any architect. Though nearly a

quarter of a mile away, and speak-

ing in a voice scarcely raised,

Oscar's words came to me as plainly

as ff he were at my side.

"Bring a flashlight and come

over."

"What have you found?"

"Dunno. That's why I want the

light."

I grabbed one out of a duffel bag

and was off across the sand flat that

was a stream bed in times of flood,

through the shallow, ten-yard

trickle to which the stream had then

subsided, and up the talus beyond.

^- pd\ Canyon""" ~"~T
'^.

( ^ de Chelly ^f
/

\; Not. Mon. ^^/'

; . Gallup
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When I arrived, out of breath,

where Oscar stood, he silently led

the way to the spot where he had

scraped back from the foot of

the cliff not more than a bushel of

sand.

Protected from Rain

We were in a long, shallow cave

or, better, rock shelter, which was

incredibly dry because the rim of

the cliff leaned out so far that no

drop of rain could reach a strip

of varying width along the back

wall. In ground plan the dry area

might be hkened to a carpenter's

square laid flat, the tongue pointing

to the east, the blade to the north.

Into the tongue portion the sun

never shone, even in summer. Ap-

parently sunshine made no differ-

ence to the earhest aborigines thus

far known to have dwelt in this

region. For long they had camped,

buried their dead, and cached their

seed corn and other valuables in

the shaded portion. Centuries later,

descendants of the original colonists

had cluttered the blade part with

their masonry houses, where the

sun does strike until about noon.

We had dug tlie tongue from one

end to the other, because at the

time we were engaged in a study

of the earlier culture stages in Can-

yon del Muerto. Already we had
learned disproportionately much
about remains from the later pe-

riods, and so we had left the blade

portion alone. It was about mid-

way of the length of this that

Oscar had scraped aside his bushel

of sand to uncover a thick layer

of stringy bark of the Utah juniper.

He had pulled aside some of the

bark to reveal a crisscross of willow

stems, and where he had pried some
of these apart, empty blackness

showed beneath.

I thiTist my face as far as I could

into the opening, cast a beam of

light into the darkness, and was
staring into a D-shaped crypt, the

curve a wall of masonry, the straight

part the face of the native cUff.

So carefully had the roof been con-

structed that, though centuries had

passed, no dust or sand had trickled

through. Across the bottom of the

cavity lay a dark mass which I

knew at a glance to be the burial

bundle of a full-grown person. The

^ The tomb was discovered at the foot of the cliff below the rocks just visible

in the foreground. The author's camp is indicated by the black rectangle. This

picture was taken by Charles A. Lindbergh later the same season
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visible wrapping appeared to be

either a bear or buffalo hide with

rather curly brown hair. For bind-

ing cords, the bundle was en-

circled in every direction with thick

hanks of fine cord, white as if from

new-spun cotton. Between the bun-

dle and the cliff were stacks of

baskets and pottery vessels. Pots,

baskets, bundle were all tantahzing-

ly beyond arm's reach. It was now
past sundown and hence too dark

for pictures to be taken. All we
could do was to cover the peep-

hole carefully with a flat stone and

wait until the morrow to examine

what was, beyond question, a phe-

nomenal find.

We hit the bedrolls early. When
the lantern winked out, the dark-

ness down in the depths of the

canyon closed about us as if we
were at the bottom of a well—dark-

ness so palpable that one breathed

deeply as if to counteract its weight.

Silence, comparably intense, seemed

only deepened by occasional inter-

ruptions. Once an owl hooted, and

once a pebble, loosened from the

rimrock 600 feet above, whistled

as it clove the air and struck with

an ominous thud in the sand just

beyond our bedding place. One
belated Navajo rider passed, sing-

ing to fend off the demons of the

night a chant so shrill and eerie

that the diabolical laughter of a

far-off coyote seemed but an an-

swer to his song.

How Old 7

One misgiving was slow in being

crowded from my mmd. The burial

bundle was so wonderfully pre-

served and the binding cords so

new looking that I suspected we
might have come upon the body

of a Navajo interred within the

last century or so. But the pottery

vessels in the pit were undeniably

of ancient make. It would be with-

out precedent to find handiwork of

an older people laid away with a

representative of a more recent

tribe and time. Surely, despite its

freshness of appearance, the shroud

concealed what was mortal of an

American entombed before Colum-

bus had been born. Long I specu-

lated as to the sex, age at death,

and probable appearance of the

withered form that within a few

hours we were to behold. Black lay

tlie ragged lines of the canyon rim

against a star-flecked vault, their

gnarled spires tortured by eons of

wind and rain and sun and frost

into contours so fantastic that

among them might be found re-

semblance to anything imagination

might devise. That ancient brain,

quiet and shrunken in its case of

bone! What forms, real or mythical,

had it discerned on those nights of

long ago when it had stared through

eyes as widely open and as sentient

as my own at these same phantas-

mal silhouettes?

Sunrise found us beside tlie crypt.

One by one we removed the several

elements of the cover, recording

every significant feature in both

notes and photographs. First, there

A After removal of sand,

stones, and juniper bark,

a plaited mat covered the

Weaver's tomb

> The dark bundle con-

taining the body of the

Weaver is here visible be-

neath the skeins of white

yarn, the broken bow, and

the digging stick. At upper

left are baskets and pottery

vessels
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<The Weaver sur-

rounded by the con-

tents of his tomb—im-

plements buried with

him for use in the

afterworld

^ Although not embalmed,
the body was preserved for

more than six centuries as a

natural "mummy" because of

the dryness of the region.

Pressure of the cotton blanket

textured the face to resemble

reptile skin

was a foot or so of loose white sand

that had formed the visible portion

of the cave floor. Half buried in

it was the corned-beef tin I had

tossed aside during a lunch hour

spent on the very spot seven sum-

mers before. Under the sand was

an intermittent layer of stone slabs,

placed to press together tlie vast

tangle of juniper bark that had

done most to give the tomb an al-

most hermetic seal. The bark lay

on something unnoticed the previ-

ous evening—a mat beautifully

plaited from rush stems, four feet

one way by five the other. Beneath

the mat, the willow stems, packed

tightly together like the closed fin-

gers of one's hand, were in two

layers, one at a right angle to tlie

other. With its tip thrust upward
into the lower layer was a spindle

whorl—a disk of wood on a reed-

stem axle. Five stout poles, equally

spaced across the pit, had been the

support for the entire cover. They
were as white and clean as if newly

peeled, despite the fact that the

extremities and knots showed plain-

ly the result of haggfing blows

struck by a stone ax before there

was a blade of steel in the Western

Hemisphere.

Now we could reach down and

TOMB OF THE \\'EAVER



touch the shroud. It was not hide

of bear or buffalo but a feather

blanket, different from the many
we had seen before, and more

handsome. Its color, a rich, dark

brown, was in pronounced contrast

to tlie mottled gray of tire turkey

feathers which the old people had

customarily used for blanket mak-

ing. The down was so long and so

closely packed that ladies who have

since seen it have compared the

texture of the fabric to marabou.

None of us could suggest a local

bird capable of providing such

plumage. By feeling the bundle

with fingertips, we soon determined

that arms and legs were tightly

folded in front of the torso and

that the body lay on the left side

with the head to the south. There

was a billet of wood for a pillow.

Highly Respected

The very quahty of the robe in-

dicated that the person inside had

been someone of more than ordi-

nary rank. This assumption was

amply confirmed by the wealth and

variety of the objects laid away as

a provision against every need that

grieving friends and kinsmen could

foresee in whatever spirit land they

beheved to exist beyond the grave.

Diagonally across the bundle lay

most of a very long digging stick of

hard wood, a tool that had served

as plow, shovel, hoe, and cultivator.

Beside it, comparable in length,

was a bow so thick and stout that

only a powerful arm could have

drawn it. Because digging stick and

bow had been too long to fit into

the pit, they had been broken. How-
ever, that had not lessened their

value, for it was not their material

form but their spirit essence that

was to serve the spirit of their

owner. The blade of the stick and

the tip of the bow that bore the

bow cord of twisted sinew had been

tucked down beside and partly un-

der the bundle. With these was a

single arrow, the shaft constructed

of reed stem and the tip of hard

wood made harder still by toasting

in a fire.

Covering the stacks of utensils

were large sections of an almost

spherical water jar of several gallons

capacity. A careless or trembling

hand had dropped and broken it

beside the pit, and only the larger

fragments had been gathered up
and placed inside. Later we found

the smaller pieces by sifting the

sand around the spot where the ac-

cident had occurred. An intricate

pattern in black covered the pearly-

gray vessel from neck to midbody
to handles. Among the utensils cov-

ered by the jar fragments were three

pottery bowls, also black-on-gray;

a vessel, deep red in color, with a

small opening in its flattened top

and a design in vivid black;

four bowl-shaped baskets plaited

from yucca leaves; and another

basket of the same shape done in

the coiling technique. In these con-

tainers had been placed the food-

stirffs provided for the dead—corn
meal, shelled corn, four ears of

husked corn, nuts from the pinon

pine, brown beans, and, lastly, salt.

Except for squash and none-too-

frequent meat, these represented

practically the full range of the Old
People's diet. The bundle and its

accompaniments lay over the sandy

bottom of the crypt on a rush mat
like the one in the roof, except that

the straw-brown ground color was
crossed by stripes of black.

The Cotton Yarn

After the entire contents of the

grave had been moved across can-

yon to our tentless camp, where

the outward-leaning cHff gave shel-

ter from everything but wind, we
spent hours in mending the large

water jar and in detailed examina-

tion of the objects found with the

burial. The thick skeins of cotton

yarn that formed a veritable maze
around the bundle struck us all with

wonder. A single stout cord would

have accomplished the same pur-

pose. Plainly, the yarn had been

intended primarily as a burial of-

fering. It was of two sizes, and

there was no mixing of the two.

Each skein contained either coarse

or fine strands. Ann spent a long

time tracing with her tape the

length of the skeins through their

many knots and twistings. She

counted the strands in each, then

set to work with a pencil. Finally

she looked up from a well-filled

sheet of paper.

"Guess how far those cords would
reach if they were laid out end
to end?"

We offered our estimates.

"Way short, all of you. The total

is a little over two miles!"

Weeks, months, perhaps even

years, would have been consumed
in the making of such a length of

yarn wdth no tools except deft fin-

gers and a primitive spindle whorl.

The Weaoer's Face

The bundle itself was a source

of conflict in my mind. It was so

perfectly preserved that I felt it

should be kept for a museum exhibit,

undisturbed in every detail. Yet

the urge to view the contents was

more than I could long withstand.

The result was a compromise; we
would uncover the head and leave

the rest as it was.

It took but a moment to push

aside two or three twists of the

binding cords and to fold back the

edges of the feather shroud. Inside

was a fine-textured cotton blanket,

white and clean as if just from the

loom, done in an over-under weave

with the same edge finish used

by Navajo weavers of the present

day. Under it was another of the

same sort but gray and grimy from

long use. When its folds were laid

back, one instinctively recoiled from

the grisly sight it had concealed.

The head was that of an old

man, unusually tall for his people.

The shrunken face was extremely

long and proportionately wide, the

effect accentuated by the breadth

of the skull, which in infancy had

been pushed out at the sides by

tight binding on a cradleboard.

Coarse black hair, faintly streaked

with gray, hung loosely over the

forehead, and from the back it was

folded upon itself into a thick bob

and tied with a spiral wrapping of

cord below the nape of the neck.

A few hairs drooped from each ex-

tremity of the upper hp, and on

the chin was a short and very scanty

beard. The flesh, preserved by no

other agency than desiccation, had

settled back against the bone to

give the effect of a hideous

leathern mask, textured by pressure

of the blanket to resemble reptile

skin. Tightness of the wrappings
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had bent the nose upward and to

the left and had jammed the lower

hp against the nether surface of

the sHghtly proti-uding tongue.

Whether this grimace was the result

of posthumous accident or whether

the old man died in a paroxysm of

pain is a matter for conjecture; but

there is no denying the ghastly ef-

fect it contributed to a face that,

although strong and dignified, had

not been handsome in the first

place.

As far as I know, this natural

"mummy" has not been further un-

wrapped, but my bared arm, thrust

imder the shroud and between the

inner blanket and the still greasy

skin, added a few further details

to our notes. The knees were drawn

up by the left side of the chest so

that the heels almost touched the

buttocks. The upper arms were

straight by the sides, the forearms

bent upward with hands crossed

just below the throat. In this posi-

tion the wrists were tied, first with

a cotton rag and then with a twist

of soft buckskin. Over the breast,

between the two cotton blankets,

was a single ear of corn.

The Feather Robe

Long we debated as to the iden-

tity of the feathers composing the

visible part of the outer wrapping

of the body. Answer to that ques-

tion did not come until the follow-

ing winter, when the "mummy" and

its accoutrements were on display

at an Annual Exhibition of Carnegie

Institution in Washington, D. C.

On the evening of the reception,

Dr. Alexander Wetmore gazed long

at the handsome robe and then said:

"If you'll get me a wisp of those

feathers from some place that won't

show, I'll find out what bird they

came from."

When opportunity arose, I re-

moved from the underside of the

bundle what seemed an adequate

sample. It had not been in Dr.

Wetmore's hands for many hours

before his voice announced over the

phone: "The material is down from

the breasts of golden eagles!"

Try to imagine how many eagles

it would take to provide enough

down to wrap spirally into thick,

fluffy strands the 1000 feet or more

TOMB OF THE WEAVER

of cord from which the blanket was

made—certainly scores, perhaps hun-

dreds. The mere labor of captur-

ing so many eagles is convincing

proof of the high status enjoyed

by tlie old man, who was privileged

to own a shoulder wrap so costly

in time and effort and to wear it in

death as a shroud.

Hi's Life and Times

Who was this old man? What
had been his calling? Where had

been his home? And when did he

live? By piecing together over the

years the bits of evidence gleaned

by their specialized sort of detec-

tive work, archaeologists can answer

these questions with a fair degree

of accuracy. The primary fact is

obvious: the old man was a full-

blooded American Indian. His an-

cestral stock had settled the vast

area drained by the San Juan River

in Colorado, Utah, Arizona, and

New Mexico, at least as early as

A.D. 200. This people continued to

reside in the area for 1000 years, or

until shortly before or after a.d. 1300.

Then a combination of forces dis-

persed the tribesmen to other locali-

ties already colonized, which lay

southwest, south, and southeast of

the old homeland. In those locali-

ties their descendants survive to-

day as the Pueblo Indians.

When the first colonists of the

San Juan country arrived, they

seem to have been more hunters

than farmers, but they had acquired

the rudiments of agriculture and

were beginning to raise corn and

squash. They were skillful spinners

and weavers of cloth, sandals, and

baskets, and creditable artisans in

such media as stone, bone, wood,

and hides. However, they erected

only tlie fhmsiest sort of dwelhng

places and made no pottery at all.

This was not for want of ability.

So long as they were accustomed

to wandering about in pursuit of

game, there would have been no

purpose in building homes that

would outlast their stay. And pot-

tery vessels would have been too

heavy and too fragile to carry dur-

ing their shifts from place to place.

When they learned of corn, the

colonists acquired a possession of

untold value, though they may not

have realized how greatly it would
change the way of life of the com-
ing generations. In a region where
game and wild plant foods were
never plentiful, the people came
more and more to depend for live-

lihood upon the staple they could

raise and to a large extent control.

Here entered the coercive influence

of corn. Fields planted with it had
to be watched and tilled through

the growing season, and it was
equally necessary to guard the gar-

nered crop until time for another

planting. It was a question of settle

down or go hungry. They settled

down and soon began to develop

along the two major lines that previ-

ously had not claimed their inter-

est—pottery making and house

building.

Progress was rapid. By the year

1200 pottery making had passed

through experimental and develop-

mental stages to become a fine art,

with several centers of specializa-

tion in such features as form and

type of decoration. Architecture

kept pace. Dwellings were no

longer single-roomed structures

made of poles and brush and mud.

Examples of the finest of them are

the great stone cliff houses to be

seen in the canyon shelters of Mesa
Verde National Park, Colorado, and

the huge community houses of

Chaco Canyon, New Mexico, some

of the latter four stories high and

containing several hundred rooms.

There was commensurate develop-

ment in social organization and re-

ligious belief and ritual, with tlie

result that by a.d. 1200, the descen-

dants of the original colonists had

achieved a kind and degree of

civilization that few today fully

understand and appreciate. Then,

just as the zenith seems to have

been reached, there came the con-

spiracy of adverse conditions that

dispersed the people to other parts

of the Southwest and left the old

homeland untenanted until the

coming of the Navajo, generations

or perhaps centuries later.

From A. D. 200 to Present

It took a long time for archaeolo-

gists to discover all this. Mean-

while, working in different locah-

ties upon remains representing dif-

Continued on page 91
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AClose-up of the female
Banded Garden Spider, dorsal

view. Her outspread legs cover

an area about three inches by

two inches

> A GRASSHOPPER has just landed in the bottom part

of the web. The spider makes a dash for her prey,

trailing the safety line, which extends from the tip

of her spinnerets to the center of the web where
she had been resting. Note the zigzag signature

By Walker Van Riper
Colorado Museum of Natural History

All photographs by the author

^^ ATCHER of grasshoppers,

^V^ sun lover, rain shedder, web
shaker, signature writer, and web
repairer, the Banded Garden Spider

(Metargiope trifasciata) is espe-

cially interesting. It is one of our

largest orb weavers and has world-

wide distribution, being found in

many parts of the Americas from

Canada to Chile.

A full-grown female is about an

inch long not counting the legs,

and with the legs extended in the

characteristic X-pattern in the web,

the spider covers an area nearly

three inches by two. She is beau-

tifully marked and colored. A fine,

dense coating of white hairs on her

back gives a silvery gleam in sun-

light, and her underside is dark

^72

brown marked with yellow. The

male is a relatively tiny and insig-

nificant creature less than half the

length of the female and not over

a tenth of her weight.

As befits a spider whose favorite

prey is grasshoppers, the orb web
of the Banded Garden Spider is

customarily placed close to the

ground in exposed and sunny sit-

uations among shrubs and flowers.

But unlike most of the orb weav-

ers, this spider does not construct

a nest or retreat. She hangs in the

center of her web both day and

night, unless unusually severe

weather conditions force her to

take shelter under some near-by

leaf or branch.

She can endure the direct rays

of the sun on the hottest days of

summer, at temperatures few an-

imals can stand; and a shower of

rain appears not to bother her at

all. The high reflectivity of her

silvery back may have something

to do with her ability to withstand

the heat. And the fact that the sil-

veiy white hairs point toward the

head rather than the tail certainly

provides the spider with an effi-

cient rain shedding device, since

she always hangs in the web head

down.

The accompanying photographs,

taken with the Edgerton high-

speed flash at exposures of 1/5000

of a second, illustrate trifasciata's

technique in handling a large grass-

hopper—in this case, the Two-
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Striped Locust, Melanoplus bivit-

tatus. One feature that is not

illustrated is a habit that this spider

shares with a number of others—

that of putting the web into violent

vibration when it is touched by an

insect or other agency. This obvi-

ously pi-omotes the entanglement

of the prey. It is interesting that

some individuals of this species

shake the web at the slightest stim-

ulus whereas others do not do it at

all. Spiders show many differences

in personality like this, contrary to

the common notion that creatures

whose ways are determined by in-

stinct must always react alike.

Attention has been called to the

spider's "signature," the white zig-

zag band of heavy silk extending



downward from the center of the

orb. It is often heavier and wider

than shown here. Sometimes it ex-

tends upward from the center as

well as below; sometimes it is at-

tenuated and shows only faintly;

and at other times it is absent al-

together. This band has been called

the "stabihmentum" on the theory

that it stabilizes and strengthens

the web, but to my mind it has no

utilitarian value whatever. Hence
it is best called a signature, mean-
ing simply that it is a characteristic

of this spider's web.

The great French naturalist Jean

Henri Fabre thought of the com-
plicated process of web building

as a sort of automatic chain reac-

tion that the spider must go
through from end to end without
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interruption to achieve success.

Thus she could not repair a dam-
aged web but could only build a

new and complete one. The
Banded Garden Spider, however,

is consistently a web repairer and

will save the sound part of an old

web and weave in the repairs nec-

essary to make it serviceable again.

This abihty is of great interest, be-

cause it shows an adaptability to

conditions — an ingenuity — which

may properly be thought of as in-

telligence of a sort.

The Banded Garden Spider is

harmless to man and is an efficient

destroyer of insects. She and her

web both display interesting deco-

rative qualities, which make her

further welcome in any nature lov-

er's garden.

<The swathing process. The
band of silken filaments from the

spinnerets is guided and wrapped
around the prey by the spider's

hind legs while she revolves the

insect by means of her front legs

^ With the insect entirely help-

less and subdued, the spider for the

first dme administers the poisonous

bite (toxic to insects but not to man).
The spider will next draw the insect

up into the web and anchor it where
she can consume at leisure the liquid

nourishment it contains



Waitomo Cave in New
^ieaJand—the home of the glowworm

By Alton L. Blakeslee'
Photos by National Publicity Studios,

Prime Minister"s Department,

Wellington, New Zealand

isited this cave. Oui- careers, col-

lectively, had taken us to many
parts of the world, and we had wit-

nessed many natural wonders in

dozens of countries. But none of us

could recall anything possessing tlie

same breath-taking impact of sheer

loveliness as the glowworm grot-

toes of the Waitomo Caves, 200

miles north of Wellington.

The Waitomo Caves are like

numerous limestone caverns else-

where—moist, chill, huge, and wind-

ing, with slow drops of water pa-

tiently building grotesque statues

N'^ Visitors must be quiet else the

wary glowworms will turn off their

lights

HOMEWARD bound from the

1946-47 Navy South Polar Ex-

pedition, the U.S.S. "Mount Olym-
pus" rode the gray Pacific under a

slaty sky, just out of Welhngton,

New Zealand.

In a stateroom, a scientist shook

his head in a gesture of disbelief.

"That," he said, "was simply mag-
nificent."

He was thinking back not to

Antarctica—the austere beauty of

ice in mammoth cHffsides or delicate

little castles, or the grandeur of

icebergs or of glaciers spilling be-

tween mountains—but to a cave in

New Zealand. For this is a cave

with a brilliant underground sky

of hundreds of thousands of living

"stars," a cavern hung with silvery

necklaces and echoing to the phnk-
ing music of dripping water. It's a

scene of eerie beauty but all of it

designed for tortuous, silent death

so that some little worms may hve.

During a week in New Zealand,

more than a dozen of us from the

expedition flagship—Navy officers,

civilian scientists, and newsmen—

"Alton L. Blakeslee's first sea voyage
came on ten days' notice when he was
assigned to an Antarctic expedition as

Associated Press correspondent. The pres-

ent article recounts a highlight of this

trip, which he considers his most inter-

esting single assignment in eight years

with the A.P. For more than a year he
has been speciaHzing in science reporting,

the field in which his father, Howard W.
Blakeslee, who is Science Editor of the

Associated Press, was a pioneer.—Ed.
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A Native only to New Zealand,
these fantastic worms are the larvae of

a strange fly, Arachnocarpa luminosa.

Their lights are about half the size of

a dime

and pillars and columns of stalag-

mites and stalactites. Dutifully be-

hind a guide whose voice boomed
in rolling echoes, we toured the

caves one night.

"Now, gentlemen, please be

quiet. We're coming to the glow-

worms. If you make noise, they'll

turn out their lights."

A Navy doctor laughed. For

weeks on our voyage there had been

a standing joke about "ice-worms"

supposedly found in the ice at

Little America and tasting—so one

veteran of a previous expedition

maintained—like spaghetti. Glow-

worms rigged with push-button

lights that switched off at the sound

of human voices were a phenome-

non in the same category. . .

From the dim recesses of one

long cavern hall, we followed the

guide, one by one, into a completely

dark passageway and then stood

thunderstruck. On the vaulted ceil-

ing of this cave shone a carpet

of blue-green stars, round and un-

bhnking, massed thick as daisies

in a field.

From the thousands of lights,

each half the size of a dime, came

a glow that slowly, as our eyes ad-

justed, etched the walls of this cave.

The walls were torn and rugged,

as by once-rushing waters. Beneath

flowed a dark river, reflecting back

each little pin point of starlight in
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this buried heaven of the glowworm.
Suddenly the guide flicked the

beam of a flashlight upward. The
bright star-studded sky disap-

peared. Instead, we saw the cavern

roof, creamy white and jagged and
coated with small glistening sacs.

From the roof streamed myriads

of straight, gleaming, silky threads,

a foot to two feet long. Each was
gossamery as a spider's thread, but

thicker, and strung every inch or

so with a beadlike thread of mucus
stuff.

Along the surface of the placid

river there swarmed clouds of gnats,

midges, and flies, coming upward to

the "stars." Now one of the hang-

ing threads vibrated. A gnat had

brushed against it, sticking to it

like an insect on flypaper suspended

from the ceiling of an old farm

kitchen. The guide snapped off his

flashlight.

Then he began explaining. And
as he did, in the cavern, dark save

for the gleaming stars, the lights

nearest to us flickered out. The
glowworms were reacting to sound,

as he had warned.

For all these stars are simply

worms. They are the glowworm
larvae, one stage in the fantastic life

cycle of a strange fly {Arachno-

carpa luminosa ) native only to New
Zealand. It exists nowhere else.

In the beginning, the fly lays its

eggs upon the ceiling of a moist

cave, over a slow-moving river. The
eggs are fastened to the roof by a

mucus glue. The egg hatches into

a larva, or worm, less than an inch

long and with a transparent skin

that makes all its internal organs

visible. This grub is dirty gray in

color, slimy, fragile, and legless; it

has a segmented body, and it carries

its own lamp. In its tail segment,

by chemical action, it produces

cold light like that of the firefly

but a hghter blue in color. It can

keep this lamp lighted continuously

or can dim or extinguish it at will.

The luminous worm shelters it-

self within a silken sheath attached

horizontally to the cavern wall and

saturated with a slimy fluid. This

sheath is about two inches long,

and the grub can undulate back

and forth inside it. From the sheath

it suspends silken threads of mucus
material exuded from its mouth.

The threads, interspersed every few
inches with a mucus globule and
gleaming in the fight like a dia-

mond necklace, range from half a

dozen inches to as much as two
feet long, and one worm may spin

fifteen to twenty of them.

The threads are death snares for

flies and midges living on the waters

beneath. Attracted by the synthetic

starlight, the midge becomes caught

on the sticky thread and struggles

violently to escape—but in vain.

The glowworm reswallows the

thread fike an angler reeling in his

line and devours its victim whole.

These beaded pendulums also

serve as the glowworm's ears, trans-

mitting the vibrations of sound and
warning the worm of possible

dangers.

The meat-eating or carnivorous

stage of the larva lasts for several

months. Then the glovs^worm re-

absorbs all of its threads and

changes into a chrysalis, hanging

down on one single thread from its

silken sheath. During this time it

remains Ivmiinous but does not eat.

A few days later, the adult insect,

the fly, emerges. This fly is about

twice the size of a mosquito—

a

dainty creature with dark wings.

Little is known of the insect during

this stage of its life cycle, for the

adult fly shuns daylight and seldom

is seen, our guide explained.

But later, when the adult circles

up to the cavern ceiUng to lay its

eggs, it brushes past the hanging

threads without becoming caught.

It is an example of Nature's perfect

planning—the young cannot devour

their elders returning to start the

life cycle anew.

Only in the Waitomo Caves have

the glowworms been found in such

numbers. In lesser profusion, they

are known elsewhere in New Zea-

land but in no other country. Some

are found in the Botanical Gar-

den in Wellington, in moist path-

ways or in cuttings above river

banks, but only in handfuls at a

time. Drying winds and the sun

shrivel their threads, which usually

NATURAL HISTORY, FEBRUARY, !<



are shorter in length ui these loca-

tions. But the moist, dark caves are

a perfect environment both for

the glowworms and for the midges,

which hatch from eggs laid in the

muddy river bank and provide an

abundant food supply for the

worms. Were the caves larger, the

number of glowworms might well

run into millions.

This one resplendent cavern was
small, but our guide led us down-
ward deeper into the caves to a

small pier jutting out into the silent

river. Cautiously we stepped into

a large rowboat, and wordlessly the

guide, pulling hand over hand on

wires strung at shoulder height,

drew the boat over the cool waters

flovwng gently over the muddy
bottom.

Here the stars shone in such pro-

fusion—by the hundreds of thou-

sands—as to make the Milky Way
blush with shame at its own poor

brilliance. From this tremendous

underground galaxy—where some-

A These silken, mucus threads suspended by the glowing
worms entice flies and midges into a snare of death. The threads

are from six inches to two feet long

times neighboring stars etched the

familiar patterns of well-known con-

stellations—there came a soft suf-

fusive glow that was bright enough
to outline the grotesque forms of

hanging fingers, the statues and
castle spires of the limestone for-

mations. Palely the light shone back

from the river surface, and here the

reflected stars danced from the

ripples fanning outward from the

gliding boat.

Rarely there comes a shooting

star, a meteor streaking down out

of this buried sky, when one of

the glowworms for some reason

falls. In this shadowy midnight

darkness, a few shone now on the

mviddy river bank, glowing for a

while like tiny lighthouses set in

the midst of the blackened ocean.

Everywhere there was music, as

vv'ater from the ceiling plinked in

uneven cadence upon the river,

producing sounds silvery or deep
in tone as the drops struck from

greater or lesser heights. It was as

though death strummed some in-

viting guitar.

For long awe-struck minutes we
ghded over the river, then wheeled

in a wide circle, and suddenly these

artificial stars paled in brilliance.

Momentarily we were puzzled. It

was not only that the stars were less

richly massed; they also seemed

dimmer. And then we realized—

at this point the cavern wall opened

upon the real night sky of the

heavens above earth. We were look-

ing at Nature's own sky of real

burning stars, devoid of moon at

the moment, and we found it small,

sparse, and dim compared with the

galaxy fashioned by delicate, ethe-

real worms, the stars of death.
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THE MISHMI HILLS
A vivid account of the trials and triumphs of

a four-man expedition that penetrated the

forest depths beyond the mighty Brahmaputra

Bij Dillon Ripley"

All photos by Gertrude Sanford Legendr,

I
SOMETIMES think that luck is

the key to everything on an ex-

pedition. If you have it, all will go

well. If you don't, you might as

well not have started. This thought

was with me as I trudged through

the freight yard at Tinsukia, in far

northern Assam—a grimy, dirty

place, well-known to American

tioops during the war, when it

served a number of U. S. bomber

and "Hump" transport bases. I had

given up arguing with the freight

master over the whereabouts of

our jeep. He seemed unable to

share my concern, so I had set out

to search for it myself.

Ten days before, we had seen

the jeep loaded on a flatcar in the

Sealdah Station yards in Calcutta.

It was lashed to the flatcar with its

top up and loaded with boxes of

food and equipment and several

empty five-gallon cans for gasoline
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and water. On top of everything

perched two of our servants, whose

job it was to guard the jeep with

their lives night and day until it

reached Tinsukia. Fortunately, it

does not rain in December in

northeastern India, but it is cold

at night, so the two had bundled

themselves up like Eskimos.

The sun hung Hke a red ball low

over the freight yard. To the north,

its faint hght outlined the distant

hills with an orange glow. Far away

to the north and east lay our desti-

<Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Legendre, who accompanied
the author into the Mishmi
Hills, beside one of the jeeps

nation—the Mishmi Hills on the

border between Tibet, China,
Burma, and India. At this rate it

seemed as if we would never get

there.

A mid-Victorian shunting engine

puffed by, wisps of smoke and
steam eddying out from its spa-

cious seams. Behind was a trail of

flatcars loaded with surplus equip-

ment from a former U. S. Army
supply dump near by, now run by
the Indian Government. The last

flatcar carried a familiar outline. I

shouted a "view halloo." Two muf-
fled figures appeared and waved
feebly. Luck was still with us. An
hour of cajoleries, pleas, and angry

words, and the jeep, under its own
power, finally rolled off the flatcar

onto a siding. Driving back to

Chabua in the dark that evening,

the Mishmi Hills at last seemed

attainable.

With my companions — Mr. and

Mrs. Sidney Legendre and Ed
Migdalski—I had spent four days

in Chabua waiting for om- jeep and

securing further equipment. We
stayed at the former headquarters

of General George Stratemeyer,

erstwhile Commander of the U. S.

Air Forces in the India-Bunna

Theater. The area is now used by

the Indian Government Disposals

staff. Miles of warehouses packed

with a variety of U. S. equipment

ranging from prime movers to Her-

shey bars were now the property

of the Indian Government and

were being sold to contractors and

wholesalers from all over India.

The scene was reminiscent of car-

petbagging days in the South.

Dealers seemed to pop out of the

ground, and the air was thick with

"The author, who is Associate Curator

of Zoology and Assistant Professor of

Zoology at Yale, has traveled widely mak-

ing collections in the Far East. He holds

the degree of Doctor of Philosophy from

Har\'ard. Dr. Ripley has been associated

with the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia, the United States National

Museum, the OSS, and the American Mu-

seum of Natural History. On the Mishmi

Hills trip, in addition to collecting birds

for Yale and the U. S. National Musetmi,

he collected over 100 mammal specimens

for this Museum. He also spent two

months recently in the Central Pacific

and Japan on a survey for the Pacific War
Memorial and the National Research

Council.—Ed.
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A A SNAKE CHARMER per-

formed for the travelers at the

Government Disposals Head-

quarters at Chabua, north

Assam

conspiracy as deals were negoti-

ated.

In order to transport the equip-

ment for our joint Smithsonian In-

stitution-Yale University Expedition

to the Mishmi Hills, we needed

another jeep and trailer. I had re-

quested help from the Assam Gov-

ernment and had been told that we
would be allowed to buy back a

very tired U. S. Army jeep for

$1000. For one month's use the

price seemed beyond our expedi-

tion's budget! We finally found

an accommodating Indian friend

among the pariah horde of busi-

nessmen who agreed to loan us a

jeep for a month. Luck was still on

our side.

Our four-day stay had given us

a chance to see that the business

of disposing of surplus property

^ Before moving into the

Mishmi Hills, the expedition's

tents and stores were given

final inspection in front of the

resthouse at Sadiya, Headquar-

ters of the Frontier Tracts Ad-
ministration

EXPLORING THE MISHMI HILLS



A The jungle was so impenetrable

with its thick growth of rattan that

camp sometimes had to be made

in the dr\- bed of the Lohit Ri%er

>• Rolling stones covered -s^ith

smooth algae made crossing the

Lohit River shallows a treacherous

business

<|.i

'M:

was not all that met the eye. There

were "Day Disposals" and "Night

Disposals." Da\" Disposals involved

paper work in the front office and

the actual pa\"ing for things. Xight

Disposals cut through the red tape.

The contractor simplv droxe up to

a warehouse in his truck, carefull\-

lubricated the necessar\" pahns,

and went awav with the goods!

It was a chill, crisp morning

\\hen we left Chabua in a small

convov of two jeeps with trailers

and a borrowed 6x6 truck. Accom-

pan\lng us were two bearers, a

cook, two taxidermist assistants.

and ten porters from the Xaga Hills

who \^'0uld carrv our burdens ^^hen

the roads became "unjeepable."

From Tinsulda there is a good

road leading north for about So

miles to the bank of the Lohit

Ri\er. A few miles to the west of

this point, the great bulk of the

Brahmaputra s\\ings north to the

gorges leading to the high plateau

of Tibet. But the Lohit, one of the

main feeders of the Brahmaputra,

continues upstream in an easterh'

course, cutting off and isolating

the extreme northeastern tip of As-

sam. North of the river, normal

government administration stops.

The area is known as the Frontier

Tracts and has its headquarters in

Sadi\-a, a small \-il]age across the

stream.

The Lohit is a big ri\-er well o\er

a rmle wide, wdth a huge, flat bed

of sand and clay. In smnmer, hea\~\-

rainstorms make it impassable for

weeks at a time, but now, in Decem-
ber, it was a 300-yard-\\ide stream

easilv na\igable bv ferr%'. We
crossed in installments on a ferrs"

made of two wooden boats lashed

together and propelled bv a ricketv

Che\Tolet automobile motor. North

and east we could see the Mishmi

Hills clearlv. Their upper heights,

towering to more than 9000 feet,

%\ere edged \^dth the first wnter
snows. A few small, white river

terns darted low o\ er the stream,

and high overhead a fishing eagle

soared.

Sadiva nestles at the foot of the

Hills \^-ithin a 40-mile perimeter

kno\\-n as the Administered Terri-

tor\-. Beyond is the Unadministered

Territor\-, which extends for another

20 to 40 miles to the rather indefi-

nite boundarv area where the four

countries of Tibet, China, BiuTDa,

and Incha meet. Lord of aU he sur-

\'evs is the British Pofitical Officer

who rules from Sadiva. It was

within his jurisdiction to teU us

where and how far into the HiUs

we could go. Major Allen was kind-

ness itself and assisted us through-

out our stay. But he was dubious

about how far we could get into

the Hills.

"It's not so much that it's dan-

gerous." he said. "The Mishmis

don't kill white people, but there

simply aren't any porters."

He went on to explain that the

Mishmis were divided into four

subtribes and that where we were

going, farther up the Lohit Valley

northeast of Sadi\"a, the people

were quite harmless.

"In fact, they're simph' sodden

with opium," was the wa\' the

Major ex-plained it.

The situation was different, he

told us, just to the north of Sadiya,

in the Hills that border the gorges

of the Brahmaputra. There the

Chulikotta Mishnus, a proud and

warlike people, at one time annually

raided the plains be\'ond the river

for sla\-es and women, and thev still

ambushed each other from time to

time over family squabbles.

"Their fa\^orite way of kihing

each other," said the Major, "is to

shoot a man on one of their narrow

cane suspension bridges. Then, even

if he is only wounded by their old

blunderbuss, he's sure to fall and

die on the rocks below without hav-

ing seen the face of his ambusher.

Neat, isn't it?"

But our Mishmis were quiet fittle

people. Their only trouble was that

they were so preoccupied with

opium that they would have no time

to help us earn" our equipment,

trap birds or animals, or even guide

us. We finally secured a headman
called Atilum. who was guaranteed

So X.\TURAL HISTORY, FEBRU.\RY, 1 948



'^ Hindu pilgrjms on their way to a holy spring and shrine at

Brahmakund, up the Lohit River

A Atilum, mighty hunter and chief

assistant in the Mishmi Hills

to be a great hunter. Atilum, tall

and dignified, had long, straight,

thin hair and a slow smile that was
very engaging. He wore a breech-

cloth, a coat of dark, woven mate-

rial, a black turban, beads around

his neck, and on festive occasions,

the bright red, cloakhke garment

furnished by the Government to

indicate his rank. I rather won-
dered when the opium pipe was
going to appear. Mishmis grow
their opium in the Unadministered

Territory, and it is not easy to con-

ti-ol its passage into the Adminis-

tered areas.

In Sadiya we stopped at the last

store we would see for a month. It

was a cavernous place, hung about
with a profusion of useful things-

coils of rope, kerosene lamps,

shovels, cloth, ti-inkets for the Hill

people, tobacco, and sacks of rice.

And crowning all was a frieze

around the higher part of the wall,

which consisted of framed chromo
pictures of an entire Hindu pan-

theon of gods, in frenzied poses.

We bought 500 pounds of rice, dahl
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or pulse, curry stuffs, coconut oil,

and dried fish for our Naga boys,

Indian staff, and Atilum; kerosene

lamps, kerosene, and gasoline for

the jeeps; and a miscellany of blan-

kets for everyone. The temperature

at night was down in the low forties.

From Sadiya the jeepable road

stretches about 40 miles or so north-

east. For the last few miles it rises

gradually until one reaches Den-
ing, fonnerly a frontier fort, now
a small post manned by the Assam
Rifles. The altitude is about 2500

feet above sea level. Here we de-

cided to stay to make our first bird,

animal, and ethnological collec-

tions. But it was not too easy to

reach Dening. The truck refused

to be carried in the tiny ferry over

the Kundil, one of the tributaries

of the Lohit River, and so some time

was lost before we became estab-

hshed.

Dening consists of an opening

in the jungle on the side of a hill,

commanding a view of a continuous

sea of jungle below. There are, per-



haps, four or five Indian families

living there, and they maintain a

store, telegraph service, and a mi-

nute hospital. Otherwise, there is

a small floating population of Mish-

mis who move about seasonally

from patch to patch of scrub cul-

tivation.

The jungle is impressive. It is a

very high rain forest that presses

tightly about one. The trees are im-

mense, and the crown of the forest

seems a good 200 feet above the

road on the flat. The forest is silent

but not dank. It is rather dry, and

walking is pleasant once you are

above the area where the thick

underbrush of rattan or cane grows.

Rattan, a palmlike vine with long,

slender, arching fronds, is covered

with a profusion of small spines

designed to slow your progress to

just below that of a caterpillar. The

long, slender tips of the leaf-ends

hang invisibly in the shadows and

sweep off your hat or scratch across

your face with monotonous regu-

larity. In such country only the ele-

phant is comfortable, and most of

the smaller, thin-skinned animals,

including man, stick pretty much
to the elephant trails.

Wild elephants are plentiful in

the flatland near the river beds. We
saw none during our stay but heard

them several times while walking

along their erratic trails. Some-

times when I would shoot at a bird

in the jungle, I would hear a sort

of warning stomach rumble from a

near-by elephant. I could never see

the animal, but, judging from the

sound, it could not have been as

much as 100 yards away. Deer, both

sambhar and the small barking deer

or muntjac, also seemed very com-

mon. The one time we encountered

Mislimis in number was when we

shot a deer. News like this seemed

to spread in some miraculous way,

and, as a result, meat never seemed

to last for more than one meal.

Leopard and tiger are apparently

common, although the heavy,

thorny undergrowth is not to their

liking. We always saw their pug

marks, very often fresh, in the sand

of the stream beds.

After we had been in Dening a

few days, my friends the Legendres,

decided to try for a tiger. I was too

concerned with hunting birds to

do more than wish them success.

They had an extraordinary experi-

ence. Leaving Dening, they took

Atilum, the mighty hunter ( still an

unknown quantity), some Naga

boys, a tent, food, etc., and set off

for a big dry river bed below. On
the way, they "picked up" an ele-

phant, secured by Major Allen. In

the manner of a medium tank, the

elephant was to cany them o\er

the rough spots and especialU'

through the jungle where rattan

was particularlv abundant. The first

disappointment came when it was

discovered that the elephant

loathed Mishmis of any description

and would have nothing to do with

them. Whether this was a basic ob-

jection on anthropological grounds,

or whether the elephant was only

expressing a plausible social objec-

tion of the type popularized by the

soap ads, was never discovered.

Whatever the cause, the result was

that poor Atilum was forced to di-

rect events from afar whenever the

elephant was around.

After two days of this and of

some very rough going over heavy

boulders, Mrs. Legendre, by great

luck, had a wonderful view of a

tiger, a large one, carrying into the

jungle by brute force a huge water

buffalo that it had just slain. She

fired and probably wounded the

beast mortally, but because it was

doubled up from the weight of the

buffalo, it was presumably hit in

the stomach. The tiger immediately

leaped back into the jungle and

proceeded to make a most stupen-

dous series of roars, evidently ex-

pressions of rage. At this point, the

elephant was engaged to deploy the

A Mk. Leoendre killing time while the

pedition's temperamental elephant deci

whether to pursue a wounded tiger thro

the jungle

•< Elephants are wonderfully mo-

bile in the open or when traversing

muddy streams, but this one loathed

the jungle

> Traveling in north Assam is

eificient by elephant—unless you

one that doesn't like Mishmis

the jungle!
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hunters through the jungle on the

tiger's trail. Here the second great

disappointment occurred. It ap-

peared that the elephant loathed

the jungle second only to Mishmis

and balked absolutely at going into

the mass of underbrush and rattan.

Nothing would induce it to set foot

in the jungle, and as anyone knows

who has tried, there is nothing to

do with a balking elephant except

accede to its wishes. Consequently,

the Legendres withdrew to a camp

perched beside the jungle on the

river bank.

After dark a tiger, possibly the

wounded one but more likely its

mate, arrived and proceeded to

stalk around and around the camp

all night, roaring hideously. The
camp consisted of a tent, a fire, and

Atilum. The Nagas and the ele-

phant were some distance away,

and as it later developed, all except

the elephant spent the night in

trees. The Legendres' one protec-

tion was the fire, for they could

not see the beast to shoot at it; and

by morning their hands were cov-

ered with burns from their efforts to

keep the blaze going. The tiger or

tigers were never seen again, and

that ended the hunt. The tempera-

mental elephant was dismissed, and

Atilum drew out his opium pipe and

proceeded to smoke ten separate

pipes before breakfast.

Meanwhile, all had been going

well at Dening. We were finding

the birds very interesting. Each

morning and evening, Ed and I

would set out in different directions,

armed with a shotgun and a variety

of small-sized bird shot and trailed

by a Naga boy carrying our knap-

sack. Our first stop would be at

the bird nets—cunningly made af-

fairs of black silk which are used

by Italian bird trappers for secur-

ing food. In these bird nets, set in

clearings in the forest, I caught

several species of birds that I had

never seen in hfe, and of them at

least two are new to science.

From the nets we would proceed

to wander apparently aimlessly

through the jungle but, in fact, lis-

tening carefully and proceeding

cautiously. At any time we might

come upon a small flock of birds

passing rapidly through the under-

growth. Every day we saw many
species of bulbuls, flycatchers, and

warblers. Others we might glimpse

only once in a mixed flock of small

birds and then never see them

again. Always I was on the look-

out for the smallest birds, particu-

larly wrens. There is a great variety

of wrens or wrenlike species in

these hills, and they are extremely

difficult to trap or shoot. But with-

out capturing a few of them, we
would never be able to determine

just what species we were deahng

with here in these Mishmi Hills. In

fact, no wrens had been collected

here before, for only two bird col-

lectors, and bodi of them part-time

amateurs, had ever visited the

Mishmis.

Often during the morning I

would stop and listen, and some-

times I would hear a sharp "tchip"

or a longer, drawn-out "tchirik,"

both the calls of some species of

wrens. These tiny birds dance about

so incessantly on the small branches

of bushes low to the ground that

it is almost impossible to follow

their movements. They have a curi-

ous habit of skipping back and

forth on one branch, keeping the

body almost still but moving the lit-

tle legs sideways, back and forth. As

far as collecting these tiny creatures

was concerned, I found, like most

collectors, that if I saw the birds,

they were within five or six feet of

me, too near to be shot, and if I

tried to back away to shooting dis-

tance, they were no longer visible.

Below Denning is a big river,

reached after a steep descent from

a cliff several hundred feet high. It

was here on the bank of the stream

in a wet, leafy tangle of brush that

I had one of my most tantalizing

encounters with a wren. The sides

of the valley were touched with

gold from the early sun, but down
by the stream it was still rather cold

and damp. A tiger had passed that

^ Mrs. Legendre stares despairingly

at the reluctant pachyderm



< Warming hands over a fire on a

cold January morning before setting

out to collect specimens

"^ The author collating Mishmi
ethnological material collected for

the Lewis collection at the Peabody
Museum at Yale

way earlv in tlie night; perhaps he

had been traiUng a big sambhar

stag, whose prints were splashed

through the sand, far apart. The

churning water, here white with

foam, there cold and green, bil-

lowed over the rocks in a torrent,

drowning out all but the nearest

sound.

I had been pursuing one of the

most enchanting Himalayan birds,

the brown dipper, a stubby fellow

the size of our robin but tlie shape

of a wren. Its haunt is along and

even in such streams, for the dipper

tliinks nothing of plunging into the

rapids and walking about under

the water. As I leaned back against

a rock, a great Himalayan pied

kingfisher swept by in a strange,

jerky ihght, looking as big as a

crow in the small enclosure. But my
attention was distracted by a Httle

chipping noise just behind me in

the undergrowth. Turning as quiet-

ly as I could, I spied a dark shape

moving in the gloom of the tangled

roots and branches. It was a small,

brown wren of a species I had never

seen before, and it was so close

that I could have stretched out and

touched it. I could see the flecks

of black on its dark brown back.

It was scutthng about Hke a tiny

shrew—now on the ground, now
vmder some exposed roots, now on

a low branch a few inches off the

ground. AU the time it kept up a

continuous, scolding series of clicks

and chucks in a rather sharp, irri-

tated tone.

I realized that any movement on

my part would scare the tiny bird

away. Helplessly, I had to watch

until it disappeared down a hole

under some boulders, and it did

not emerge. For all I know, I may
be the only ornithologist who has

seen this particular species or sub-

species of wren aHve.

< So VIOLENT are the monsoons in the

Mishmi Hills that the rivers rise to

great heights. As normal bridges

would be washed away, the Mishmis

erect temporary structures that are

renewed each year
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A week later, we moved on up

the hills to Dreyi, a small outpost

of the Assam Rifles, a few hundred

feet below the crest of a long 6000-

foot ridge called the Tidding Sad-

dle. We stayed for a week collect-

ing birds and hoping to hear word

of the Takin, a mysterious goatlike

relative of the cow. This animal has

a heavy, gray, shaggy coat hke a

yak and strangely curved horns like

a gnu. It normally descends to the

salt hcks in vwnter. But it proved

elusive; and, lacking Mishmi port-

ers, we were unable to pursue the

hunt.

Our chmb up to Dreyi was long

and tedious, although the trail was

an easy one. Our Indian taxider-

mists and servants were not accus-

tomed to this sort of climbing and

rather tended to fall by the way-

side. The only tragedy involved the

cook, who fell down a bank and

lost his glass eye in the process.

I came upon him sitting beside the

path and emitting a shrill wail of

despair. Fortunately, the loss of the

glass eye had no effect on his cook-

ing, which was no better or worse

than it had been before.

Dreyi is a great place for barter

and sunsets. It is situated on one

of the Tibetan trade routes, and
every day diu-ing this season small

groups of wool-robed Tibetans

came down over the Saddle on the

last lap of their journey. Ed would
always stop them and feel about

in their packs for some article that

captured his fancy. If he found it
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—a Tibetan coin, a small knife, or

a bamboo or woven box—an active

trading session would commence,

with cigarettes first offered to soften

up his opponent, then possibly some

chocolate, and finally a judiciously

displayed Indian silver coin or two.

The Tibetans enjoyed this sort of

thing very much.

Our greatest pleasure in Dreyi

was to walk to the outskirts of the

village every afternoon. We would

rest on a small plot of green grass

on the edge of a spur of the Hills

and look far out to the south and

west, over the intervening lower

hills to the plains below. Far away

wound the ribbon of the Brah-

maputra with its intersecting rivers,

the Lohit, the Tezu, the Kundil,

and the Dibang. As the sun turned

into a red ball on the horizon, the

rivers seemed to be streams of

molten metal flowing directly out

from the mouth of a round furnace.

All the colors were there—reds,

purples, and oranges—until finally

darkness came, and with the moon
the ribbons reappeared, this time

casting silver from the velvety black

of the forest.

A few more days and our visit to

the Mishmi HiUs was over. Once
again we crossed the Lohit after

saying good-by to our friends in

Sadiya. To Atilum I gave a fare-

well present of a miniature camping

stove for his family. I suppose he

will turn it to good use in his quest

for opium. To the Nagas who had
served us so well we gave presents

<MlSHMI AND AbOR WARRIORS. The
central figure is one of the Govern-
ment-appointed headmen in his scar-

let robe of ofBce

The Chulikotta ("cut hair")

are the most warlike of the Mishmi
tribes. Their favorite technique is

assassination by ambush. Note the

lady's bangs

i
of blankets and clotlies and then

saw them off to their hiUs.

As we packed our gear and our

jeep, the railroad yards of Tinsukia

had never appeared grimier, tlie

trains never so shabby and dirty.

Our eyes yearned for our last

ghmpse of the Mishmi Hills, blue

on the horizon, their snowcaps

twinkling wdth a clean white. Luck

had been with us; we had secured

many valuable specimens, and the

whole Mishmi trip had been sheer

delight. Some day I hope my luck

holds long enough to send me back

in search of that shrewish httle
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Watching the

OSPREY
in Lower California

Two ex-Navy men sail a 23-foot boat to a

desolate wilderness along Mexico's coast to

study the habits of a declining bird

By Karl W. Kenyon

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

A The uncharted and treacherous

WATERS of Scammon Lagoon trapped the

"Seven Seas" on a sand flat. Here aboard the

grounded sloop. Woody Williams talks with

Mexican fishermen, who rowed from shore

to help pilot the sloop to safe anchorage

THE lapping of water against

the hull and the banging of

rigging had become routine sounds

aboard our small sailboat, but a

plaintive chirping note that roused

me in my bunk was confusing. As I

lay for several seconds struggling

to integrate the unusual combina-

tion of sounds, the chirping note

grew louder and was joined by sev-

eral sharp, whistHng calls. Then I

remembered where we were. The

bird sounds of Scammon Lagoon

were announcing a new day.

We had dropped anchor several

hours after sunset in the inky dark-

ness of the previous evening. This

lagoon is an extensive arm of the

Bay of Viscaino and cuts deeply into

one of the most desolate areas of

Lower California's deserts. EarUer

in the day we had followed a tor-

tuous course down an eight-mile

channel flanked on both sides by

roaring breakers and had headed

confidently across a stretch of quiet,

uncharted water. Our only refer-

ence points on the hazy horizon

were one small, dark blob and a

stretch of distant, white dunes. The

dark blob looked like the best bet,

so we headed for it. Then, with-

out warning, we found ourselves

trapped by the receding tide on an

extensive sand flat. Fortunately, the

black spot on the horizon turned

out to be the driftwood shack of sLx

Mexican fishermen encamped on a

low, sandy island. These men rowed

several miles against strong cur-

rents and a stiff breeze to render us

valuable aid, and we now lay safely

at anchor near their camp.

Woody Williams and I, after four

years in the service, had provisioned

our 23-foot auxiliary sloop, the

"Seven Seas," for a two-month

cruise along the waterless and

nearly uninhabited coast of the

peninsula of Lower California,

which is the part of Mexico be-

low the Cahfomia border. We had

sailed out of San Diego harbor on

the twenty-sixth of March and with

many exploratory stops along the

way had taken nearly three weeks

to reach Scammon Lagoon, about

360 miles south of the border.

The lagoon was our main objec-

tive, since it is a wilderness area in-

habited by a variety of wdld crea-

tures and is seldom visited by other

than a few fishermen. By land tlie

area is almost completely isolated,

for only a few tracks over an un-

inhabited desert lead to its shores.

Few visitors care to enter from the

sea because of the extensive break-

ers that constantly pound the bar

at the mouth of the lagoon. Thus

we expected to find an interesting

region in which to study birds and

sea animals that were comparatively

undisturbed by man.

Our first view of the lagoon from

"on bottom" had not prepared me
for what I saw when I shoved back

the hatch cover. A flat expanse of

white beach stretched eastward,

and on both sides of the small, deep

channel in which we lay, gray sand

flats spread broad, gHstening fingers

into the distance. Scattered in bold

relief on the surface of the little

island were numerous black spots,

which I later discovered were the

nests of ospreys. The wet sand flats

swarmed with long-legged shore

birds. Several black and white

Frazar Oyster Catchers whistled

loudly as they engaged in a noisy

courtship performance.

The chirping that had awakened

me continued with monotonous

regularity. The voice sounded very

near, and I suddenly realized that

it was coming from just above my
head. Hovering over the masthead

and appraising me with a cold, yel-

low eye was an osprey. In this tree-

less area the top of the mast evi-

dently appealed to it. However, tlie

shght but constant motion of the

boat seemed to make tlie perch too

unsteady for its taste, and after sev-

eral attempts to settle, the osprey

gave up the adventure and glided

to a small stake on the near-by

shore, where its plaintive chii-ping

continued.
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> A YOUNG OSPREY spreads its

wings in the strong sea breeze.

Although these young birds

are almost as large as their

parents, they have not yet ven-

tured into the air; and they

look quite aghast when a strong

gust of wind combines with

their experimental flappings to

lift them several inches off the

t Setting up the photographic

blind. The osprey nest to the right,

which is almost indistinguishable

against the grass, contains two young

birds, crouching and nearly invisible.

The black spots on the horizon are

also osprey nests

The American Osprey, or fish

hawk, as it is often called, although

widely distributed in North Amer-
ica, has shown in recent years con-

siderable decrease in certain parts

of its range. Where once it was
plentiful it now hangs on with a

mere remnant of its former num-
bers. For example, the osprey was
formerly numerous along the Cali-

fornia coast and on the near-by

Channel Islands, even nesting along

the Sacramento River and, in the

very early days, on the shores sur-

rounding San Diego Bay. Now an

M'ATCHING THE OSPREY IN LOWER CALIFORNIA

Plwto by Milo W. Williams

osprey in these coastal areas is a

rare sight. I had looked forward to

finding the osprey almost undis-

turbed along Lower California's

lonely coast, but even here the bird

appears to be fading with the years

into obscurity. Although there are

still a considerable number of

breeding pairs, they are fewer than

past observers have recorded. The
large colony in Scammon Lagoon
seemed to be one of the most pros-

perous of the groups we encoun-

tered.

After assembling our field equip-

ment, we rowed ashore in our

dinghy. Here we found tliat the

island, which from a distance had

looked hke white sand, was in

reahty composed largely of layer

upon layer of bleached scallop

shells. Although the fishennen oc-

cupied the tip of land nearest our

anchorage, the birds were in full

possession of the rest of the island.

The long-winged osprey, whose

chii-ping constantly smote the ear

and whose bulky nests of sticks and

rubbish were the only dark objects

on the white expanse, were by far

the most striking birds. Some nests,

composed of the remains of Green

Turtles, piled sticks, seaweed, and

bones, reached a height of five feet.

While Woody headed for the

mud flats armed with bucket and

dip net, I started a tour of the

island conducted by Carlos, good-

natured leader of the little group of

fishermen, who kindly offered his

services as guide and camera car-

rier. As we walked the length of

the little island—a distance of about

three-quarters of a mile—the din

overhead remained constant. But

the ospreys alone weren't responsi-

ble. The Western Gulls, just start-

ing their nests, vented raucous pro-

fanity as we trod close to their
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newly scooped hollows in the sand.

Oyster Catchers, too, added their

shrill whistles to the other bird

sounds. I wondered if this were the

real meaning of the term "howhng

wilderness."

But the chirping of the ospreys,

more by its persistence than by its

volume, dominated all other sounds.

And they held the limehght in an-

other way, too: We underwent a

perpetual barrage of aerial diving

attacks, scarcely rivaled in spirit by

the Kamekazis themselves. However,

the ospreys judiciously "pulled out"

just in time (or perhaps my fre-

quent ducking was effective), for

I was never struck. As we moved
from one nesting area to another,

the attack was lavmched anew.

The variabihty of the nests im-

pressed me. But the ospreys seemed

equally attached to their home
whether it consisted of a depression

in the sand, scantily hned with a

handful of marine algae, or a hastily

assembled scattering of sticks, or

a massive structure nearly five feet

high with penthouse and view.

There was equal variation in the

famihes they contained. In stage of

development, the young ranged

from chicks just out of the egg to

two-month-old birds that took short

flights on unsteady wings. Several

nests contained newly laid eggs or

eggs more advanced in incubation.

A Father osprey swoops in to dip

food, while the mother takes a fv

hasty steps to be on the spot when te

fish hits the nest. The light tips on le

feathers of the young birds easily c-

ferentiate them from the adults

< Contented as a hen, this ospi'

protects her chicks from the chilly win

,

constantly shifting sands, and mer

less rays of the sun. Unlike many ospr

nests, which are often large and bulk

this modest affair consists of little mo
than scattered pieces of marine alg

and a handful of twigs



Many species of birds show an

aggressive attitude toward intruders

that is comparatively mild when the

eggs are first laid but increases in

intensity after the young hatch and

during their development. Although

this was generally true of the os-

preys of Scammon Lagoon, varia-

bility in behavior among indi-

viduals was obvious. Some birds

wheeled at a respectful distance,

chirping their annoyance in slightly

restrained tones, while others in

similar circumstances screamed their

hatred and pressed repeated and

menacing diving attacks.

The individuality of the birds

was demonstrated again when I set

up my photographic bUnd. When-
ever I arranged this alone, the os-

preys flew close overhead, peering

down suspiciously and constantly

uttering irritated chirpings. So 1

discovered that a "go-awayster" was

always necessary. The "go-away-

ster" is an extra person who accom-

panies the photographer to the

bUnd and then leaves, so the birds

will think the coast is clear and

return to resume domestic activities.

However, I discovered that sev-

eral pairs refused to return to their

nests even after the "go-awayster"

had departed. Their suspicion of the

blind was too strong to be so easily

overcome. On the other hand, some

parent ospreys would eagerly re-

turn to the nest when the "go-

awayster" was only 50 yards away.

One such unsuspicious bird was so

complacent that in moving my
blind to a better position, I shifted

it on my back, turtle fashion, with-

out rufihng her composiure, al-

though her nest was only eight feet

away. I moved to within three feet

of her, and later, when I emerged
from the blind, she still hesitated to

quit her nest.

The osprey is well known for its

tolerance toward birds that it con-

siders harmless. Small birds such

as the English Sparrow and Starling

are sometimes reported to build

their nests in the bulky foundations

of an occupied osprey nest. I found

it a very interesting experience to

watch a display of osprey hospi-

tality from my bhnd one afternoon.

An osprey had just returned to her

nest and was busy arranging her

two newly hatched chicks when a

Ruddy Tiu-nstone walked boldly

to the edge of the nest, apparently

after fish scraps dropped by the

ospreys, or insects attracted to such

scraps. The osprey finished set-

tling herself and began to preen

her feathers while the turnstone

foraged within a few inches of her.

Each bird showed complete uncon-

cern toward the other. When the

large host turned her head, the httle

visitor walked directly under her

bill. Unfortunately, I was changing

fihn at this point and so missed the

best shot.

On the other hand, the osprey

recognizes potential nest robbers

at a distance. An osprey on a near-

by nest suddenly screamed and

headed with "throttle to the fire-

wall" for a couple of ravens, appar-

ently minding their own business as

they skirted the water's edge about

50 yards away. The ravens, startled

by the sudden attack, parted and

fled, while the osprey returned to

her nest with the light of victory

shining in her eyes.

Family raising is a long operation

for the osprey. The eggs must be

incubated for approximately 26

days, and the young birds then re-

main in the nest for about 8 weeks.

It seems evident that in Scammon
Lagoon the nesting season covers

an extensive period. Conditions as

we found them during otir stay,

from the latter part of April to the

seventh of May, indicated that the

first eggs were laid during the last

days of January, and all of the young

birds would not be ready to leave

their nests until the end of July.

Thus the osprey colony of Scammon
Lagoon would be occupied for at

least six months of the year.

When first hatched, the com-

pletely helpless young osprey ig-

nores the frantic distress calls of

the parents. But as the days pass

and the spark of consciousness flick-

ers into understanding, they learn

to assimie a tense, protective posi-

tion, which consists of "playing

possum" on the floor of the nest.

Unlike other hawkhke birds, the

young ospreys are particularly well

fitted for this, for instead of being

covered by white down, they are

strikingly marked with a pattern of
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sepia brown and buff. From a dis-

tance of a few feet, it is almost im-

possible to detect the young birds,

so well do their markings blend with

the background of sticks and sea-

weed. On close inspection the only

sign of life is the intense, staring

eyes. Even if picked up and han-

dled ( under much protest and some
danger from overhead), the young
will usually hold their pose instinc-

tively. If the bird is well feathered,

however, the chances are that it

will suddenly break from the hyp-

notic spell and present a fearsome

array of clutching talons and gap-

ing bill in protest to this unwelcome
indignity.

Young birds that are almost ready

for their first flight sometimes as-

sume a very menacing stance in the

nest. If an intruder steps too close,

the head drops below the hunched
shoulders, feathers are raised, and

an impressive ruff around the back

of the head is extended. Actually

the bird is frightened, but it gives

a convincing impression that it is a

fearless, blood-thirsty demon. The
strain of holding such a position

soon tells, however, and the biid

slowly sinks to a squatting position,

the wings droop, and apparently the

idea of looking fearsome is lost.

Very versatile in selecting nesting

sites, the osprey is not limited in

placing her eggs to a flat area of

sand or a five-foot pile of sticks

as is the custom in Scammon La-

goon. She seems equally at home
on the apex of pinnacles in Yellow-

stone Park or atop a telephone pole

or a tall tree. I found one bird

satisfied with her three eggs on a

few handfuls of seaweed in an old

fruit box which the tide had washed

ashore. And a pair of ambitious

home builders heaped several hand-

fuls of sticks on top of my blind

when I left it for several days. The

burlap covering, whipped by the

afternoon sea breezes, scattered the

sticks over the beach; but in the

calm of the following morning the

birds reappeared and began to re-

place the foundation of their dream

house.

In spite of the prosperous colony

of ospreys in Scammon Lagoon,

which consisted of 27 actively nest-

ing pairs, we found that the popu-
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A A Ruddy Turnstone finds the osprey nest an attractive foraging spot and

the osprey a gracious hostess. Ravens, on the other hand, which sometimes

passed near by. were angrily chased from the nesting area

lation was not what it had once

been. Published accounts of years

past list the osprey as a common
bird along the coast of Lower Cali-

fornia. The casual observer today

would still call it common, for it

may be seen in a great many re-

gions offering conditions that natu-

rally favor its e.xistence. But the

term "common" should be used with

qualification as exemphfied by the

situation on the small volcanic is-

land of San Martin.

In the several days we spent

there, I hiked over the entire broken

surface of this little island and lo-

cated only three pairs of ospreys

that were nesting or preparing to

nest. They constituted the entire

osprey population on San Martin.

In 1913, the population was said to

be 30 breeding pairs. Although pre-

cise figures are not available for all

osprey breeding places along the

coast, a reduction in numbers at

other points is evident.

What has become of the ospreys?

Thoughtless fishermen frequently

use an osprey nest perched on a

cliff as a target for idle rifle fire.

One afternoon I dug several slugs

from the sandstone chff behind such

a nest.

But more important is the osprey's

low and slow rate of reproduction.

Generally speaking, ospreys are con-

sidered to lay three or four eggs.

I found that quite a nimiber of

nests along the northwestern haK

of Lower California contained only

two eggs or young birds. The eight-

week period in the nest may ex-

pose not only the young but the

parents to repeated barrages of

rifle fire. That a few eggs and young

birds are eaten by hungry fisher-

men now and then seems a neg-

hgible point. Judging from the re-

marks of one of my Mexican friends,

one meal of "eagle chicks" is all

anyone would ever want.

The osprey app)ears to be a hard\'

bird in many ways and is subject

to few natural enemies. In the more

remote areas seldom visited by

man, such as Scammon Lagoon, we
found the birds holding ground

quite well. But they may eventually

be decimated even along the lonely

stretches of the northwestern coast

of Lower California, as they have

been to the north in California. The
osprey was once common in the

British Isles; now it has become

e.xtinct there. It is to be hoped that

the same thing will not happen in

this section of Mexico.

We left Scammon Lagoon re-

luctantly but with a great sense of

satisfaction. Although the area is

generally considered desolate and

uninteresting, the presence of the

ospreys alone made our visit re-

warding. As the "Seven Seas" beat

her way against the prevailing

northwesterlies, we hoped that

Lower California had not seen the

last of us.
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ferent stages of cultiiral develop-

ment, each fieldman had a ten-

dency to give a distinctive name to

the particular group whose accom-
plishments he vs'as investigating. As
a resxilt, archaeological literature

is cluttered with titles such as

Basket Makers for the colonists to

emphasize the fact that they made
no pottery; Post-Basket Makers or

Slab-house People for those who
were just beginning to make pot-

tery and provide better dwell-

ings for themselves; Pre-Pueblo for

those a little later who made better

pottery and had gotten a start in

masonry construction; and Cliff

Dwellers for the occupants of the

great Cliff Houses of the Mesa
Verde. The best thing that anyone

who does not expect to become a

speciahst can do is, at the outset,

to convince himself of what the

archaeologists at last have learned

—namely, that with few, if any,

exceptions the old ruins, refuse

heaps, and burial places that occur

so plentifully over the northern

Southwest are the work of the

Pueblo Indians and their ancestors

between the year a.d. 200 and the

present.

C\ues and Deductions

But to get back to our Old Man.

He was, then, an ancient Pueblo

Indian. He belonged to a group

who dwelt in Canyon del Muerto, a

long and tortuous gorge in the

noi-theastem corner of Arizona. His

principal occupation can be de-

duced satisfactorily from things

buried with him. Among the

Pueblo, the men are and always

have been the makers of cloth. Two
blankets (one old, one new), some
two miles of fresh-spun yarn tied in

hanks graded to proper size for

warp and weft, all ready to be

made into similar blankets, and a

spindle whorl are proof enough that

he had been a weaver.

For further information concern-

ing the Weaver, pottery gives the

principal clues. Pottery vessels,

even fragments of them, are as

significant to an archaeologist as

are the marked cards of a deck to

a gambler. He studies the wares

found in the area he is investigating

until he is thoroughly familiar with
their distinguishing pecuharities,

such as shape, color, thickness, sur-

face finish, and kind and character of

decoration. Moreover, from a study
of refuse dumps, where the oldest

kinds of pottery are in the bottom
layers and the most recent in the

top, he knows the relative ages of

the types almost as well as if they

were aiTanged hke the pages of

a book.

The large jar and three of the

bowls buried vidth the Weaver are

typical Mesa Verde ware. The fifth

vessel, the red one, is of a ware
current about a century earHer—
an heirloom kept so long that the

bottom had been worn almost

through. The ruin nearest to the

Weaver's tomb, Antelope House,

just across the Canyon, was not his

home, because in the pottery frag-

ments scattered about that ancient

village, there are none of Mesa
- Verde ware. However, in a branch

canyon, half a mile or so upstream,

there is the wreckage of a large

valley-bottom dwelHng where* Mesa
Verde pottery is the most preva-

lent kind. There is small doubt that

in one of die rooms of that dwell-

ing, the Weaver hung his loom

and that from there his funeral cor-

tege bore him to the crypt upon
which Oscar had so fortunately

blundered.

Mesa Verde pottery is so named
because it is the kind of decorated

ware made by the last occupants

of Cliff Palace, Spruce Tree House,

and the other great cliff dwellings

in what is now Mesa Verde Na-

tional Park. Canyon del Muerto is

about 100 miles as the crow flies

south-southwest from Mesa Verde.

What is Mesa Verde potteiy doing

in Canyon del Muerto?

CWmatic Change

During the last quarter of the

thirteenth centtKy, there was a great

disturbance of rainfall in the San

Juan country, which most fre-

quently is interpreted as a 23-year

drought. In that interval the people

became much reduced in number
as a result, presumably, of famine,

pestilence, and attendant calami-

ties. Eventually the survivors drifted

away in small groups to places

where there was greater hope that

crops could still be produced. Can-
yon del Muerto was one of the best

watered spots in the entire region.

To it came some of the Mesa Verde
emigrants to establish new homes.
Naturally they went right on mak-
ing and decorating their pottery as

they had done in the past.

Dating by Tree Rings

The approximate time of their

arrival is definitely suggested by
the most pretentious dwelling they

erected in the Canyon-the Tower
House of Mummy Cave. A study

of the annual grovW:h rings in the

ceiling timbers of the Tower has

shown that most of them were cut

in the year a.d. 1284. This date falls

in the middle of the great drought

and is a logical one for the com-
ing of the Mesa Verde people to

del Muerto. The move gave a brief

but not a permanent respite from

the besetting difficulties, because

by 1350 at the latest, the native

Pueblo groups in del Muerto, as

well as their immigrant kinsmen,

had departed, never to return.

The Weaver was old at the time

of his death. It may well be that he

was among the very ones who
made the long trek from Mesa
Verde, their few possessions on

their backs, in search of a Promised

Land where threat of hunger would

no longer haunt. To judge, again,

from the wealth of his burial ac-

companiments, he died before del

Muerto was, in turn, becoming

untenantable. It may be said with-

out much risk of error that his

burial took place between a.d. 1285

and 1325.

If seeing, but unseen, the Weaver

watched us rout what had been his

earthly form from the crypt where

it had lain wrapped about with

darkness for more than six cen-

turies, consternation must have

gripped him. However, one can but

hope that in the end he came to

regard the new resting place that

was prepared for his body and

burial gifts as a not unfair ex-

change. It is a carefully sealed

glass case in The American Mu-
seum of National History, New
York City.
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An Impending FOREST DISASTER

I'hoto by W diard G. I'

A A Sugar Pine in Tuolumne County, California. The gash

near the base is not decay but an old fire scar that is healing
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The world's most magnificent

pine trees are to be logged

By WiLLAKD G. Van Name

THE very unusual conforma-

tion of the terrain on the lower

slopes of the Sierras in the north-

west part of Tuolumne County,

California, has resulted in the pres-

ervation up to the present moment
of a very few thousand acres of

forest so remarkable that it does not

seem an exaggeration to call it the

most unique and beautiful primeval

tract of equal extent in the whole

United States. In saying this, it

does not seem necessary to make
exceptions of areas now in the na-

tional parks, for this tract is of out-

standing national park character in

impressiveness and beauty.

In 1941, when I rode through this

area, which is readily accessible

only on horseback, I was astonished

to find that such trees still existed,

especially so near the big cities of

central California. I had expected

to see some fine trees, but when I

found myself scarcely pausing to

look at a Sugar Pine less than six

or eight feet in diameter, I knew
that here was indeed a unique for-

est. In addition, the country sur-

rounding the Gorge of the Stanis-

laus River is extremely beautiful.

But my determination to make
every possible eflFort to arouse in-

terest and secure the preservation

of this tract has failed. Commercial

and poUtical influences have im-

posed an almost completely effec-

tive taboo against even mentioning

this remarkable area. Not a single

conservation agency or private or-

ganization, and not one scientific

society in the state has yet taken

any action to call pubHc attention

to it. The general public has been

kept almost entirely ignorant of its

importance.

What has saved this magnificent

region until now is the wide and

deep gorge of the North Fork of

the Stanislaus River, which is not

bridged in the immediate neighbor-
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hood. This has made the rugged

area on its eastern side difficult to

reach and has kept it uninhabited

and without roads. It is, therefore,

visited by few people.

Its isolation has kept out the log-

ging crews, but it has also made it

possible to keep the public prac-

tically ignorant of the fact that this

small area contains the largest and

most magnificent pines in the world.

There are Sugar Pines 8 feet or

more in diameter and from 200 to

240 feet tall. There are also Pon-

derosa Pines that are not much
smaller. This area is 60-odd miles

from Stockton and Sacramento and

less than 120 from San Francisco.

Should not these trees be pre-

served? No such stands exist in any

national park; they are far more

magnificent than the pitifully small

remnant of John Muir's famous for-

est that Yosemite Park has been

permitted to preserve.

The isolation and safety of this

tract has now come to an end, and

its destruction will begin in earnest

this spring. For years a logging

railroad has been eating its way
toward these trees and has now
practically reached its objective.

This summer an endless procession

of logging trains, every car carry-

ing one or more enormous logs, will

be rolling down to the lumber com-

pany's mill near Sonora.

The loss will be an irreparable

one not only to California but to the

whole nation, for a region like this

is of interest and importance to

every citizen of our country. It

would take 600 to 800 years or more

to restore such a forest.

This remarkable region also con-

tains the splendid South Calaveras

Grove of Giant Sequoias, one of the

largest and finest gi'oves of these

trees. That this ought to be acquired

and preserved goes without saying.

Everybody agrees that it should,

and there is reason to hope that- its

preservation may eventually be se-

cured, though its owners are at

present holding it at an entirely pro-

hibitive value. Even though it is a

difficult section to readi, there has

been enough publicity about this

grove to create a demand that it be

saved. But hardly anybody even

knows of the existence of the Sugar

Pines, whose preservation is even

more important, as few large ones

are being saved anywhere.

The Sequoia Grove is not the

immediately m-gent problem. The

sequoias can wait Nobody wishes

to destioy them now, and tlie lum-

ber company that owns or controls

all the timber in the region is in far

more haste to liquidate the big

pines, firs, and cedars. The wood of

the sequoias, unlike that of the coast

redwoods, is soft, brittle, and of

^ The Calaveras region showing the finest Sugar Pine area. Note large

proportion of land already publicly owned

inferior value. It would probably
be more profitable to sell the grove
for park pmposes.

In 1945, an investigation of this

region was made for the state by
Mr. Frederick Law Olmsted, the

well-known landscape architect. His
report urged the preservation not
only of the South Sequoia Grove
but of a considerable area adjacent

to it on the north, in order to save

the finest stands of the big pines.

This latter area is on the slopes to

the east of Beaver Creek and is

more or less in a direct line between
the South Calaveras Grove and the

region that is akeady a state park.

It was made pubfic that , Mr.

Olmsted's report had been ap-

proved and that the state would
provide the usual fifty per cent of

the cost necessary to carry it out.

Lately it has come out that what
the state officials approved was a

"revised" report "made after further

investigation," which would save

nothing but the sequoia grove sur-

rounded by a narrow covering belt

of forest, a large part of which

would be selectively logged. Of

course, the big pines there will be

among the trees selected to be cut.

Thus there is no hope for any

of these wonderful Sugar Pines ex-

cept for some that may be stand-

ing among the sequoias, assuming

that the Sequoia Grove will event-

ually be saved.

Is there nothing that can still be

done? Letters of appeal to Governor

Earl Warren at Sacramento would

seem to be the last desperate ex-

pedient. He has expressed a per-

sonal interest in the matter. Letters

should ask that the magnificent

stands of Sugar Pines north of the

South Calaveras Grove, whose pres-

ervation was recommended in the

1945 report of Mr. Frederick L.

Olmsted to the Division of Beaches

and Parks should be acquired and

preserved, not merely the sequoia

area, which as stated above is not

in immediate danger.

Do not imagine that this is the

aft'air of the citizens of California

only. It is a matter of concern to

every nature lover in every state.

It will be an irreparable loss to the

American people of today and of

the future.
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able and well documented ever devoted

to a breed. He describes the horse in

Arabia, where he, himself, saw it while

seeking stock in the desert. A historical

background is sketched in, and related

breeds are discussed. Strains and families

in Arabia are exhaustively listed in both

English and Arabic. The characteristics

of the breed are thoroughly expounded,

and performance records are given. The

author has also made a valiant effort to

substitute sounder information for tradi-

tional stablelore on horse breeding and

heredity, although he has not quite freed

himself from ancient misconceptions and

sometimes goes astray in presenting mod-

em knowledge, as when he makes the

astonishing assertion that "inbreeding re-

duces the number of gametes." ( "Gametes"

are not defined, and the author surely

does not know what the word means.)

Such errors are few, however.

The book is large and handsome and

will be prized by anyone interested in

more zoological and less botanical infor-

mation. Nonetheless, visitors of the future,

as well as the past, will read this book

with delight. The chapter, "A Geologist's

View," by Frangois E. Matthes is par-

ticularly well done, and you do not have

to be a "rock climber" to appreciate

OHver Kelirlein's description of moun-

taineering achievements, climaxed by his

thrilling account of the ascent of "Lost

Arrow," the "needle" of the Yosemite.

C. M. BOGERT.

\VoRLD'S GREAT STORIES

OF HUNTING AND ADVEN-
TURE

- - Edited by Bradley Robinson

Robert M. McBride Co., $3.75

384 pp.

horses. G. G. Simpson.

The SIERRA NEVADA:
THE RANGE OF LIGHT

Edited by Roderick Peattie

The Vanguard Press, Inc., $4.50

388 pp., 26 illusts.

T?IRST seen by Spanish missionaries

^ four years earlier, the greatest moun-

tain range in California was placed on a

map by Pedro Font in 1776. Little effort

was made by the early Spanish settlers

to explore the range, however, and it

was an American, Jedediah Smith, who

first crossed the Sierra in 1827. With the

discovery of gold in 1849, as everyone

knows, Americans poured into CaUfomia

and into the Sierra foothills. The famed

Yosemite Valley was discovered and pub-

licized at an early date, with a party of

sight-seers entering the Valley in 1855.

Finally there came the geologists,

mountaineers, botanists, naturalists—and

with roads, the sports enthusiasts. Ten

chapters in this account of the Sierra

Nevada have been prepared by experts

in these various fields, all of them with

vast firsthand knowledge of the region.

Weldon Heald reminds us Aat "The

High Siena is a wilderness only by

courtesy. To keep it that way constant

alertness is necessary, backed by acts of

Congress and elaborate laws." Power and

timber interests have been a constant

threat since almost as long ago as the

advent of the Forty-niners-and they re-

main so. Chapters dealing with the ge-

ology, the history, mountaineering, cli-

mate, and winter sports are absorbing

factual accounts. Although a slim chapter

is devoted to birds, little if anything is

said about other animals. A more bal-

anced treatment would have included

I
N general, the stories in this book by

Bradley Robinson are interesting,

give trustworthy factual statements, and

avoid the sensational and emotional win-

dow dressing so often associated with

narration in these categories. Many of his

chapters are taken from books that are

classics in their field. They have a wide

coverage in time and space, and the

reader can contrast the significant ad-

vances in present-day techniques with the

primitive circumstances confronting pio-

neer hunters and explorers.

As would be expected, most of the

book is devoted to stories about hunting

dangerous big game. With few excep-

tions, these accounts tell of hunters risk-

ing their lives to shoot or photograph a

powerful animal. The elements of fair

chase are present, courage is displayed,

and, in many cases, man-eaters are elimi-

nated. The hunting stories are frankly

selected for readers who expect animals

to be killed.

But even for readers whose primary

interest in mammals is from the angle of

the chase, there are several instances of

game butchery that, in the opinion of

this reviewer, should have been left out

of the book, unless they were cited as ex-

amples to be deplored. This the editor

fails to do in his introductory preface to

each chapter.

There can be no question as to the

reputation of Selous as an intrepid big

game hunter. Also he probably did only

what others of that period did. Never-

theless, I would not characterize as a

"great" hunting story his chapter "An

Elephant Hunt." Too many dead and

wounded elephants for one day's ruthless

work to make this a "great" e.xploit.

Similarly, Charles J.
Andersson's state-

ment of rhinoceros hunting, "One night,

indeed, when quite alone, I killed in the

space of five hours no less than eight

of those beasts . .
.," would seem to most

persons something to be forgotten rather

than publicized.
jj g Anthony.
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HOW FLIES FLY

become as prominent as the halteres

of many flies.

I think there is little doubt that

the halteres of flies developed as a

compensation for the loss of wings

and to satisfy the need for rapid

flight, either to escape enemies or to

overtake possible prey, since many
flies pursue other insects as food or

are parasitic upon other forms of

animal life.

What Does It Mean?

These first highly magnified, clear

pictures of a fly in slow motion at

last show us the angles at which the

wings move and demonstrate that

the fly performs no wasted motions.

Further studies may lead us to the

discovery of new principles and de-

signs useful in aerodynamics. We
are also able to observe external

movements of flight that indicate

the movement of internal mecha-

nisms, the future study of which will

doubtless result in the improvement

of many mechanical devices. The
manner in which the fly achieves

eflSciency through the flexibility of

the wing may give us new ideas

about reduction of air drag. And
that some of our fastest fliers do not

comply with the current standards

of streamlining may lead to revision

of some of our ideas in this impor-

tant phase of aerodynamics.

Further studies will require im-

proved methods of photography,

with cooler hghts, lenses giving

higher magnifications, better tech-

niques in handling flies—and end-

less patience. These things are re-

ceiving much thought at the pres-

ent time, and Mr. Lester and I ex-

pect to continue our researches in

the hope of producing pictures that

will show in greater detail the se-

crets of the creatures that have

achieved the most efficient methods

of flying.

LETTERS Continued from page 53

Mrs. Albert H. Kelly of 7 Bar 9 Ranch,

Cascade, Montana, who in turn passes

them on to the Deaconess School at

Helena, Montana, where her son is at

school. So you can see how many peo-

ple enjoy and appreciate every copy of

your splendid magazine.

( Mrs.) Josephine M. Hollingsworth.

Scotch Plains, N. J.

Sirs: o =, o

... I give my copy of Natural His-

tory to my niece here in London, On-
tario; she hands it over to her brother,

who also lives here; he in turn mails it

to another niece living in South Australia;

and she mails it to Crosbie Morrison, the

editor of Wild Life at Melbourne.

A letter recently received from Mr.

Morrison by my niece reads: "Many
thanks indeed for your kindness in send-

ing further copies of Natural History.

They are always very welcome. I find

that I derive a lot of benefit from them,

both in natural history notes and in

modern methods of magazine presenta-

tion. After I have finished with them,

they are passed on to various schools,

and so they certainly do a very good

job"
J. E. Keays.

London, Ont.

Sirs: o o »

I thought two years ago your maga-

zine could not be improved. Now I know
I was wrong. It's a superb bit of a pub-

lication. Each number is better than the

pre\'ious one. Eugene C. Sampsen.

Spokane, Wash.

Erratum
Owing to a typographic error, the

title of the article on page 8 of the

January issue should obviously have been

"Reminiscences of a Cinchona Hunter"

instead of "Reminiscences of a Chichona

Hunter."

HOW FLIES FLY

Quiek-Change
By Mabel Irene Huggins

With hummingbird speed you can change all of these

birds and animals into plants by adding a single word

after each

—

the very same word after every one! What is

that word?

centipede rattlesnake goat

crab chameleon bear

bird mouse tiger

buzzard hedgehog buffalo

canary

cockatoo

porcupine

squirrel

elephant

bull

duck wallaby zebra

goose

guinea

penguin

pigeon

kangaroo

dog

fox

deer

pony

bronco

racehorse

camel

The answer is on page 96

BIOLOGICAL STATIONS

The New Lerner Marine

Laboratory

The estabhshment of a marine research

center on the island of Bimini in the

Bahamas was announced recently by Dr.

A. E. Parr, Director of the American

Museum of Natural History. The new

field base, now nearing completion, is

to be called the Lemer Marine Labora-

torv for its founder, Michael Lerner,

prominent naturalist and member of the

Museum's Board of Trustees. Its primary

purpose is to further the studies of the
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Museum's Department of Fishes and

Aquatic Biology. Opportunity will be

afforded, however, for research in re-

lated fields by scientists from other lead-

ing institutions. The laboratory will be

under the direction of the Department's

chairman. Dr. C. M. Breder, Jr.

"Bimini was selected by Mr. Lemer

after two years of survey," Dr. Parr said

today. "Its research advantages are many.

Within a mile of tlie laboratories are to

be found coral sand beaches with out-

crops of aeolian limestone, a large, nearly

landlocked lagoon, a harbor of some

deptli, a salt pond, mangrove tangles,

the Grand Bahama Banks with their

reaches of salt-water flats, beds of living

coral and sea fans, extensive reefs, Gulf

Stream waters at a point of peak flow,

and oceanic depths.

"The Museum's new station will be

the only one of its kind permanently op-

erated by such an institution. Museum

research projects have been undertaken

during the construction period, and papers

now await publication on the behavior

and pigmentation of shore fishes and on

fish parasitism. Mr. Lemer has not only

made a gift of the base but has also

established a fund, in which others have

participated, for its maintenance, tlius

assuring year-round opportunity for many

varied projects. The first of these will be

the collection and identification of native

fishes, marine invertebrates, and marine

plants. Studies will then be made of

their resident, transient, or accidental oc-

currence, abundance centers, and so on,

followed by broader ecological research,

behavior and social studies, and a host

of other investigations."

The base for these explorations, which

are expected to solve many ocean mys-

teries, is provided with a library-study,

a large general laboratory, a small labora-

tory for microscopic work, a darkroom

for photographic and biological opera-

tions, and a large aquarium room for re-

search on living organisms. This aquarium

is ser\'ed by a nonmetallic sea-water

pumping system, an important adjunct

of marine biological studies.

The research center includes a resi-

dence for the permanent staff and visit-

ing scientists, storage space, and a

powerhouse with both wind and gaso-

line generators. Large and small boats

equipped for observation and collection

will be available to the scientists, as well

as diving helmets, concrete pools with

running sea water, batterigs of small

aquaria, and a laboratory water table.

Two large stockades have been con-

structed in the sea itself for close, con-

trolled study of the larger forms of ma-

rine life. In one of these enclosures, which

is 122 feet long, sharks and barracuda

are now under observation.

Bimini, a British possession, requires

no passport. The island lies some 50

miles due east of Miami, Florida, and is

served by regular boat from Miami and

Nassau, as well as by air. The new Lerner

Marine Laboratory will be operated by

the Department of Fishes and Aquatic

Biology of the American Museum. A

special committee, consisting of Mr.

Lerner, Dr. Breder, PhiHp WyHe, the au-

thor, and Arthur Gray of New York, has

been appointed to serve the station in

an advisory capacity.

Archbold Biological Station

Since its establishment in 1941, the

Archbold Biological Station has carried

on a variety of research projects in bi-

ology. It is directed by Richard Archbold

and financed by him through Archbold

Expeditions, a non-profit corporation af-

filiated with the American Museum of

Natural History. The facilities of tliis

Station are open to workers in any field

of zoological, botanical, ecological, and

anthropological research who may be

approved by the Advisory Board. First

consideration is natiirally given to indi-

viduals whose programs can best be car-

ried out in this particular region and

under the conditions afforded by the

Station.

The Station is situated in soutii-centi:al

Florida, approximately 20 miles north-

SEA AND LAND SHELLS
If you are a buver of this class of invertebrates

senil for my Conchological Chatter which ap-

pears monthly listing choice Mollusca from

every part of the world. Collections for sale of

any 'size up to 5000 species. .\ho Books on

MoUuBca. ™^„„WALTER F. WEBB
2515 Second Ave. North. St. Petersburg 6, Fla.
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Answer to Quick-Change Quiz

Grass

No doubt you are familiar with crab

grass. And buffalo grass is well-known

throughout the areas that were formerly

the feeding grounds of the American bison.

But perhaps some of these other grasses

are less commons-rattlesnake grass, hedge-

hog grass, elephant grass, kangaroo grass,

zebra grass, etc.

EXPEDITION EQUIPMENT
Primarily our business Is supplying living eQulp-

ment to expeditions and campers all over the

world We have specialized In outflttlng tor 55

years and gained much useful experlance, supply-

ing tents, packs, sleeping bags, cooking equipment,

and clothing. Write to Dept. N.H. 2.

David T. Abercrombie Co.

In addition to Uving quarters, the main

building contains seven work units, each

40 feet square. Biological and chemical

laboratories, photographic facilities, and

a machine and carpenters' shop are in-

cluded in order to render the estabhsh-

ment self-sufficient in meeting the re-

quirements of a wide variety of research

projects. There is also a study collection

of local birds and mammals, a local her-

barium, and a seed collection. A small

library contains a card-indexed collection

of scientific pubUcations of Florida.

To cover living and other expenses,

visiting workers are charged a fee of

$50.00 a month, which includes board

and lodging, the use of laboratories and

work space, local transportation, and

ordinary assistance. Long-distance trans-

portation and unusual expenses of labor

and materials may incur additional

charges. The existing basic fee may be

revised at the discretion of the Advisory

Board, and special consideration may be

given to cost relationships in the case of

individuals whose work is being carried

out on a very Hmited budget. No charges

are made to staff members of the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History.

Natural History Magazine hopes to

keep readers posted on the activities of

this unusual biological station. Mean-

while, persons interested in obtaining fur-

ther details regarding its facilities and

the type of biological research for which

it is best fitted are referred to a pros-

pechis which can be obtained from tiie

office of the Archbold Expeditions at the

American Museum of Natural History.

west of Lake Okeechobee, accessible to

five of the ten physiographic regions of

southern Florida. This location fits the

Station first and foremost for work in

terresb-ial and fresh-water biology, al-

though it has been used as a base for

wide-range fieldwork involving both the

west and east coasts of Florida. The

property that serves as Station headquar-

ters is 1050 acres in extent and is situ-

ated near the southern end of the sand-

ridge and lake region eight miles south

of the town of Lake Placid.
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Original models by JULIUS FELBK

METAL ANIMALS OF YESTERDAY-ROYAL BRONZE FINISH
A menagerie of five, averaging three inches

in length, including the fascinating book, $5.00

Larger size averaging six inches in length

$10.00 a set with book

INDIVIDUAL METAL ANIMALS AVAILABLE
Af 75 cents

(postage inci

eoc/i

uded)
At $1.00 eo.

RHINO BAMBI CAMEL BUNNY COLT
DACHSHUND PENGUIN BEAR TURTLE RED LOBSTER
YEARLING—head up OWL SQUIRREL RABBIT BLACK WHALE
YEARLING—head down CAT SCOTTIE WIREHAIR ELEPHANT
SEAHORSE LION RAM COLT DOBERMANN P

SETTER HIPPO LAMB GORILLA CHOW
POLAR BEAR SKUNK COCKER FROG

At $2.00 eo.
At $1.25 eo.

(postage included)

SCOTTIE—sitting SADDLE HORSE
SCOTTIE—playing ELEPHANT
SETTER FOX
COLT SAILFISH

DOBERMANN PINSCHER CIRCUS HORSE WATER BUFFALO
LOBSTER COLT—grazing

Check with order—No C.O.D.

Dealers, educational institutions, and museums inquire for wholesale prices in quantity

ROYAL BRONZE
225 FIFTH AVENUE, ROOM 502, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.



Am OF GROWING TO

This is a big country and to furnish
nation-wide telephone service, the Bell
System has had to be big for a long
time. But in the last few years it hasn't
been nearly big enough.

Even though we've broken all records
and added more than 6,000,000 new tele-

phones in tlie past two years, there are
still about a million orders for service
that we haven't been able to fall because
of lack of equipment, switchboards,
cable and buildings. Many more Long
Distance circuits also are needed.

It will take time and a lot of money
to make the Bell System big enough for
the nation's needs but we're on our way
—in a big way—to giving you more and
better service than ever before.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Acorn Board
Sirs:

Yoior readers may be interested in the

peculiar sight of a telephone pole that

has been filled with acorns by California

woodpeckers. Watching the birds at work,

I noticed that they first drilled a hole

and then went and got an acorn and put

it in place. The holes were tapered, so

that the acorns, nearly two inches long,

fitted quite tightly into diem.

The pictures were taken in the month

of October. When I returned a little less

than a year later, I found that most of the

acorns had been removed or broken. Al-

most without exception the acorns were

wormy or contained residual matter, in-

dicating that they had been wormy, so I

am svue the birds eat the grubs as much
as they do the nuts.

I am told that the holes are more often

drilled in the bark of trees but that poles

are sometimes used when suitable trees

are scarce and possibly at other times as

^^'^^
John E. Davis.

Berkeley, Calif.

Predatory Squirrel
Sms:

Until a few days ago, I did not know
that the squirrel can be carnivorous. Two
members of my household watched one

seize a sparrow, carry it swiftly up a tree,

and devour it. Though I did not witness

the tragedy, I verified the facts from the

evidence of feathers, bits of torn flesh,

and spots of undried blood.

Is such a happening out of the ordi-

nary? No doubt the little rascal was des-

perate for food under the existing con-

ditions, but in any case, he was a fast

worker. By the time I was called, only

a few moments after the event, the

squirrel had vanished, leaving a scattered

array of downy breast feathers, a piece

of the sparrow's head, and one whole

wing hanging forlornly from a lower

tree branch.

( Rev. ) John Ner Bobton.

Newark, N. J.

The following answer is offered by

T. Donald Carter of the American Mu-

seum's Department of Mammals:

It is a well-known fact diat most rodents

are at times carnivorous, some more often

than others, and squirrels are no excep-

tion. The Eastern Gray Squirrel has fre-

quently been observed in the act of

robbing a bird's nest, but its record is

not nearly so black as the Red Squirrel's.

Nest robbing appears to be a matter of

the individual animal's taste. Gray and

even Red Squirrels may be common in

the same locahty with nesting birds, and

the nests go undisturbed.

Continued on page 100
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
The Common or Bull Thistle, Cirsium

lanceolatum (L. ), is a species of thistle

native to Europe and western Asia. It

flowers in late summer and early autumn

and is numerous in pastures and along

roadsides. The purplish flowers are tubu-

lar and are seated in a pitted and hairy

receptacle. Its prickly leaves and the

rapidity with which it produces seed and

spreads its roots make this beautiful plant

a weed that is difficult to uproot and a

nuisance to farmers.

Cirsium, a genus of some 200 species,

is derived in name from a Greek word

meaning "a swelled vein," for which the

thistle was once befieved a remedy. Nu-

merous species otlier than the Bull Thistle

are still used for medicinal purposes.

The Bull Thistle is usually accorded

the distinction of being the thistle from

which Scotland's heraldic and national

emblem was modeled, although this honor

is sometimes bestowed on other species.

Reverence for the thistle flower in Scot-

land is also exemplified in the "most

ancient" Order of the Thistle, founded in

1687 by James II. It is now conferred on

sixteen Scottish nobles, besides royalty.

The insigne consists of an eight-pointed

star containing a cross, a figure of St.

.\ndrew, and a thistle flower.
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LETTERS Continued from page

The Red Squirrel has a reputation of

being a confirmed nest robber, and it

does destroy many nests. However, not

all Red Squirrels will rob a nest when

the opportunity presents itself, as many

persons would lead us to believe. Two
years ago last summer, a pair of Red

Squirrels made their home in a shed on

my property. On a beam of the same

shed, a pair of Phoebes had built their

nest. The squirrels passed within two

feet of the nest many times a day on

their way to and from their home, but

in spite of this, the Phoebes successfully

raised two broods.

The Flying Squirrel has also been

known to kill and eat nestlings, chiefly

those living in cavities, bird bo.xes, and

houses. An Eastern Chipmunk was ob-

served to catch, kill, and partly eat a

Junco at a feeding station. The Groimd

Squirrels of our central and western

states are known to catch and eat young

chickens.

In Alberta, a trapper once told me that

both the Flying and the Red Squirrels

were very troublesome along his tiap-

line, for they were continually getting

into his traps, attracted by the meat he

was using as bait for the larger camivora.

Clam Worms

Sirs:

"Breeding and the Sun and Moon," in

the January Natural History, covers

a most fascinating subject. We wish that

Dr. Berrill had found space to mention

two sea worms found along New England

shores that respond to the beck of the

moon. They can be seen by many who
cannot get to Samoa to see the palolo.

One of them, 'Nereis dumerilli, is al-

most a pet in the Eel Pond behind the

Marine Biological Laboratory at Woods
Hole on Cape Cod, Massachusetts. It is

common all along that coast; but from

the basement laboratories tliere every

summer, the students run long extension

power cords out on tiie floating wharves

and set gooseneck lamps on tiie edge so

the light can shine on the water a foot

or so distant. Five days after the new
moon nearest the summer solstice, if the

water is calm as the tide approaches its

midnight flood stage, the brovvTiish-red

to yellowish-pink males leave the bottom.

<A MEDIUM-SIZED Nereis virens,

six inches long, photographed

near Bar Harbor, Maine. Near by

is seen a casting left by the worm in

burrowing. Nereis has paddles on
the sides of its body which create

a breathing current of water and
help propel it toward its mate at

the time of synchronized swarming

swim upward, and rush about in great

numbers. Each wonn moves in a spiral

course, tangential to the surface and just

below it. The pond seems filled with them.

By die hour their numbers grow, and

biologists gather to watch the fun. Fish

dart in to take a toU, but more Nereis

fill the gaps. At last the dark green

females appear, swimming in straight

lines, rising obliquely from the water's

depths to join the males at the surface.

Their mates sense tlieir coming and swim
faster and faster in tighter spirals. Those

near each female double or treble their

speed. Finally, closely around the body
of each female, a male swims his spiral.

0\'er her, then under her, he goes. As he

brushes past, the water about the pair

clouds with gray. The seemingly oblivious

female reacts at once and in a most

amazing way. She explodes. Through

rents in e\ery segment, millions of tiny

eggs pour into the haze of sperm. She

becomes a transparent, almost colorless

bag of skin, which collapses and sinks

slowly to tlie bottom of the sea to die

within a few hours.

The males swim on, but before dawn
they, too, drop down through the water

to die. The low tide under the rising sun

does not show a trace of Nereis. It's very

sad but also very wonderful, for the eggs

sink slowly through the water to become

the next crop of worms.

In Maine mudflats there are larger

clam worms. Nereis virens, eight to

twelve inches long. They differ from the

Bay State sort also in being much hardier.

They not only thrive in the chilly waters

along the coast but select February and

March for their mating swarms. As tlie

sea temperature rises to a mere 38 de-

grees Fahrenheit, these worms emerge

from the bottom at high tide in full day-

AMERICANA
Latest Western Paintings by

W. R. LEIGH
Also studies painted in Africa for the

Akeley Hall In the American Museunn

of Natural History, and original pen

and ink drawings of African animals.

April 13—24

Grand Central Art Galleries, Inc.

15 Vanderbilt Ave., New York
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IN FREAKDOM^^
THE PALM AND THE PINE
CAN APPEAR BROTHERS
UNDER THE BARK

Some sort of damage in youth probably

produced these similar oddities

A A LYRE-SHAPED PINE, growing in the Feather River

region of Plumas County, California. Photo by Helen

Faye

< A FOUR-HEADED CABBAGE PALMETTO, transplanted from

the Florida wilds to residential grounds in Orlando.

Photo by Hugo H. Schroder

liglit. For a few hours each day, over a

period of nearly three weeks, they are

abundant. Thousands of dead green

bodies float in and out with the waves,

while even larger numbers perish in ex-

plosive ecstasy.

Maine fishermen make a tidy sum each

year by selling these amazing worms for

fish bait, but by experience they know
that the mature worms break easily and

are unsuitable for shipment. The worm
collectors take a rest during the swarm-
ing period and the few weeks preceding

it. They recognize the spawning worms
by their color and by the way the body
contents flow to one end when the ani-

mal is held vertically. Collectors have

found that with the eggs and sperm there

is a potent chemical fiUing these adult

Nereis. It is so strong that if one preg-

LETTERS

nant worm is broken in the presence of

100 healthy, immature individuals, all

vviU perish in a few hours. Only wlien

diluted by the sea is the substance harm-

less. Perhaps this is the far-reaching lure

that draws related clam worms from the

mud for their synchronized swarming.

But without the stimulus of sun and tide,

the first worm wouldn't come. So the

story is back to where Dr. Berrill left it!

LoRus
J. and Margery

J.
Milne.

University of Vermont,

Burlington, Vt.

Fang in Boot Story
Sms:

As an instructor in science in high

school, I find Natur.^l History Maga-
zine very informative and interesting.

I would therefore appreciate word from

you concerning the possibilitv of snake

fangs imbedded in a leather boot causing

several wearers of the boot to be poisoned.

No matter what I say about the falsity

of this story, there are still "die-hards" in

my classes who refuse to gi\e it up . . .

J.
E. H.

Eugene, Ore.

The following answer is given by

Charles M. Bogert of the American Mu-

seum's Department of Reptiles and Am-

phibians:

The story of the fang in the boot l-hnt

killed successive wearers is so well

imbedded in American folklore that it

is not astonishing to find students who

cherish the belief. The yarn formed the

basis of an extremely well-written story.

Continued on page 142
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RUFFED GROUSE • INSECTS • WING-TIPS

These are the Mexicans

. by Herbert Cerwin

Reynal and Hitchcock, $5.00

384 pp., 32 plates

IT is obvious that the author of this

book knows a great deal about Mexico,

its people and its history, and he has

presented a well-rounded and understand-

ing view of many aspects of the Mexican

character, customs, and institutions. He

necessarily touches on much of the same

around that has been covered in many

other recent books on Mexico but with a

fresh point of view and with a frankness

that is unusual. The author was head of

the Mexican Office of the Coordinator of

Inter-American Affairs and in charge of

United States propaganda during the re-

cent war.

These Are the Mexicans is an attempt

to explain the Mexican-his method of

thought, his social life, and his politics.

By showing these aspects of life he makes

the Mexican and Mexico understandable

to the people of the United States. The

chapters of the book are each devoted

to a single phase of the Mexican scene,

such as the schools and education, food,

the church, graft in poHtics, and the

significance of having the powerful United

States as a next-door neighbor. In an un-

biased matter-of-fact way, he draws to-

gether a great ambunt of miscellaneous

information which cannot be found else-

where in quite the same form.

I find it a valuable book and recom-

mend it both to those who know Mexico

well and to those who want an introduc-

tion to Mexican ways.

Gordon F. Ekholm

Techniques of
OBSERVING THE WEATHER

by B. C. Haynes

John Wiley and Sons, $4.00

272 pp., 98 figs.

THOSE who are interested in the

weather and the meteorological phe-

nomena that accompany changes in it

wiU welcome Techniques of Observing

the Weather by B. C. Haynes, Chief of

the U. S. Weather Bureau's Observations

Section. Airplane pilots, civihan as well

as military, remember B. C. Haynes as

the author of their standard text Mete-

orology for Pilots (C.A.A. Bulletin No.

25). Those who foUowed the U. S. Navy's

recent Antarctic expedition will recaU

that he was Admiral Byrd's Weather

Bureau meteorologist. While the title of

this book sounds technical, the author

has achieved nontechnical simplicity in

presenting scientific facts.

This book is extremely well organized

and is logical in its presentation.

Meteorology deals with our atmosphere

and its phenomena. Thus, meteorological

observations include the recognition,

measurement, and recording of what are

known in the broad sense as "meteors.'

The author classes these as follows: (a)

aerial meteors, such as winds and tor-

nadoes; (b) hydrometeors, such as rain,

hail, and snow; (c) lithometeors, such

as dust and smoke; (d) luminous meteors,

such as rainbows and halos. The latter

also include the igneous meteors, light-

ning and "shooting stars." The subject of

\'isual observations is covered not only

by a clear explanation of how the various

types of clouds may be identified but

>lgain

available'.
Robert Cushman Murphy's

OCEANIC BIRDS
OF SOUTH AMERICA

When this classic work, lavishly iUustrated, was first pub-

lished it evoked a burst of critical praise. WiUiam Beebe in^

the N. y. Times, called it, "one of die finest pieces of ornitho-

logical work it has ever been my good fortune to read.

16 color plates—80 maps and charts—72 pages of photo-

graphs—1245 pages—2 volumes.

Place your order now for delivery in April—pre-publica-

tion price $16.00; after publication, $17.50.

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, 60 Fifth Avenue. New York 11

also by excellent photographs of them.

The standard symbols used in weather

recording are given, as well as the physi-

cal properties of each type of cloud.

The more technical side of meteor-

ology having to do with modem mete-

orological insb-uments and their use is

also dealt with. The simpler mathematic

relationships and conversions that the

meteorologist must make are explained.

Some of these formulas are arithmetic

and some bigonometric. Their use is sim-

plified by tables in an Appendix. Work

sheets are included for practice.

Liberal use is made of photographs

and detailed drawings to explain the use

and functions of observing instruments,

old as well as new. Starting with the rain

gauge the oldest of meteorological instru-

ments, "dated about a.d. 1442" (by the

Koreans), each observing instrument is

described, up to the latest ones like

radiosonde and its companion unit raw-

insonde.

The meteorological instruments used by

the U. S. Weather Bureau are very ex-

pensive. Examination of Chapter XHI,

"An Improvised Weather Station," will

reveal how it is possible to consbTJCt vei\-

serviceable instilments cheaply and

easily. This should appeal to the amateur

observer as well as to schools and ama-

teur societies. This book places scientific

weather observing within the means and

skills of the average man.

Gordon A. Atwateb.

Reptiles and amphibians

of the northeastern
STATES

by Roger Conant

Zoological Society of Philadelphia, $1.00

41 pp., 123 illusts.

^HIS is a well-illustrated "non-techni-

cal resume of the snakes, Uzards, tur-

tles, frogs, toads, and salamanders"

inhabiting an area from Maine to Mary-

land, including the eastern portions of

New York and Pennsylvania. The intro-

duction provides a brief orientation for

the beginner, followed by a check Ust of

all forms, together with tiieir known geo-

graphic distiibutions. The remainder of

the pamphlet consists of separate sections

treating 27 snakes, 6 hzards, 16 turties, 20

frogs, and 18 salamanders inhabiting the

Northeast. The breabnent of snake bite

and the care of captive specimens are

Continued on page 140
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A A STORMY DAY in Kearsarge

Pass, 11,823 feet above sea

level, about seven miles north

of Sequoia National Park,

California. One sometimes

wonders how the trails could

have been built through such

a maze of sheer and fallen

rocks

•^Crossing streams
swollen by rain and melt-

ing snow is a ticklish

business when the logs are

wet and slippery

t
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A journey afoot in the wonder world behind the High Sierra

IF
you have driven through

Owens Valley in eastern Cali-

fornia, you have undoubtedly mar-

veled at the towering, jagged line

of peaks that rims the valley on the

western side, climaxed by Mt.

Whitney, the highest point in the

United States. As you look up at

this procession of pinnacles and

crags, you'll agree that the Spanish

explorers did well to call this range

the Sierra, or "saw." And if you are

psychologically chained to your

automobile, the other side of those

mountains will remain as inaccessi-

ble and mysterious as the otlier side

of the moon, because no roadway

takes you within view of it from

the western side. You have seen Mt.

Whitney, so you buy a postal card.

You have slept at the foot of

Shangri7La without knowing it was

there.

Or if you did feel curious and

dreamed a bit about what lay be-

yond, perhaps it seemed unattain-

able. It did to us the first time we
thought about it, but the idea grew,

and we decided to find out. We dis-

covered that people of all ages, from

youngsters of eight or nine to old-

sters in their seventies, surmount

Timber-line Jraih
By Catherine and Dick Freeman

All photographs by the autho

that awesome barrier every summer
to enjoy the nature lover's paradise

beyond. And one glance at these

travelers at the end of their pil-

grimage would convince you that

it is the road-fiends below who have

worn themselves out on vacation.

We learned that there are sev-

eral ways in which a vacation like

this might be taken. We could rent

a mule or a burro to carry our dun-

nage and food and camp by our-

selves wherever we pleased. Another

way would be to hire a packer-

guide to take us to a camping spot

and later return to escort us out.

A mule would cost us around five

dollars a day, a burro a little less.

^ Unnamed lakes: a view south-

ward from the summit of Forester

Pass, looking toward Kings Kern Di-

vide. The lakes are nearly 2000 feet

below the photographer



A Pack trains through the Sierra Nevada usually travel in "strings" of

five or six animals, with a wrangler in charge of each. When the route is

cut in a steep slope, the law of the trail requires everyone to get fifteen

to twenty feet to one side and remain motionless

> The authors about to take ofif on a day's hike, with knapsacks contain-

ing about 45 pounds of camera equipment in addition to lunch

^ Wet business for the pack animals. The wrangler fixes the loads as

high as he can and then leads the mules from his horse
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That expense alone would amount

to about one hundred and fifty

dollars for our four weeks' vaca-

tion. And if we had a packer take

us in to a cential camp, we would

not have opportunity to cover as

much territory as we wanted to.

In either case, we would have to

make our own arrangements for

food.

A third possibility was to go with

a hiking organization known as the

Sierra Club of California. A num-

ber of these hiking organizations

have become popular over the

United States. The well-known Ap-

palachian Club of the Eastern

States, the Iowa Mountaineers, and

the Mazamas of Washington State

are but a few of them. Several of

these groups organize camping

trips of two or four weeks each year

into high mountain areas that en-

able cramped city dwellers to get

away from the complexity of our

machine-regulated life and enjoy

the peace and beauty of nature.

The Sierra Club would transport

our luggage and provide food for

fifty-five dollars apiece for two

weeks. We would not have the

burden of choosing camps or pre-

paring food, and we would have

wide latitude to follow our own
activities. We could explore and

photograph 100 to 150 miles of the

highest section of the lofty Sierra.

Our minds were made up. We
looked forward with zest to making

the acquaintance of the rock rabbit

and the rare Polemonium, which

only blossoms above 11,000 feet.

These trips begin at a selected

pack station to which the prospec-

tive hikers drive by automobile.

They then "hit the trail" and aver-

age about ten miles every other

day. The trip ends at another pre-

arranged place to which it has been

possible to shuttle the automobiles.

Early in July we started out upon

our great adventure, tramping over

the crest of the Sierra south of Mt.

Whitney. All trails that climb this

barrier zigzag back and forth until

they surmount some high pass, from

^ Inspiration and the opportunity to contemplate the universe. From
each lofty pass and peak, the hiker surveys tree-filled valleys and canyons.

A view looking north over the Upper Basin in Kings Canyon National Park



which the hiker can gaze spell-

bound upon the lovely lakes and

mighty forests of the unspoiled

wilderness beyond. It is a rare,

unforgettable experience—tliat first

night beneath a measureless vault

that is studded with more stars

than you have ever seen before in

your life. The aroma of evergreens

drifts up from the meadows below,

and you suddenly realize that the

silence is keeping you awake. It

comes over you that a little adjust-

ment is going to be necessary to

make you a normal human being

again, and presently you are sound

asleep, having the best night's rest

you have enjoyed in some time.

"In your knapsack," the club in-

structions warn you, "you must carry

a flashlight, matches, and a Hght

extra jacket or sweater. A light-

weight raincoat is also advisable."

This is good advice. It can rain. We
slept in sleeping bags, which came
within the 30 pounds of dunnage

allowed. But there wasn't much
room for tents or rainproof sheets.

We carried a sort of half-tent that

weighed about five pounds and

went over the heads of both sleep-

ing bags placed side by side on a

waterproof ground sheet. We cov-

ered the lower parts of our bags

with our raincoats. Fortunately, it

rained only two nights and not

enough to inundate us. We can

laugh now, but it wasn't funny un-

dressing inside our bags, with the

tiny tent tied together in front to

keep the rain from pouring in. Once
safely down inside the warm sleep-

ing bag, of course, the patter

sounded dehghtful, and it was an

enthralhng sight to see the clouds

billowing up out of the canyons

as the storm cleared, exposing the

tiny lakes like strings of sparkling

jewels.

Along with our sleeping bags, we
each carried what we called our

pine tree chiflionier. This was a piece

of strong cloth about two and one-

half feet square, onto which a num-
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> Nothing like a little snooze in the

late afternoon to relieve that tired feel-

ing. This shows how a small tent can

protect the heads of the sleepers

^s?::.^^:^ r.^

A A CATCH of golden trout from

Arctic Lake

The central commis-

sary is one of the advan-

tages of a large party.

Here the cooks are frying

flapjacks for an early

morning getaway

< A FISHERMAN tries his luck
in one of the small unnamed
lakes near the western slopes

of Mt. Whitney. To the west
seen the Kaweah Range
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< High above the tree line are

born tumultuous streams that go
cascading down to the valleys

below. Upper Basin on the South

Fork of the Kings River

^One of the most beautil

sections is around Rae Laki

seen here far below, with F

Dome on the right and ]V

Rixford and Dragon Peak

the left

^ Looking southwest across

Bullfrog Lake toward Mt.

Brewer, 13,577 feet high. The
countless mountain lakes and

streams in this area make it a

fisherman's paradise
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ber of pockets were sewn. In these

pockets we kept our clothes, toilet

articles, and anything else we
wanted to stow safely away. With

each pocket tied shut securely with

a tape, the whole bag could be con-

veniently rolled up within the

sleeping bag itself, or it could be

hung on a pine tree where every-

thing was easily accessible.

In addition to the prescribed

"necessities," we would have been

unhappy the entire time without

our camera equipment. We took a

4x5 view camera for general pic-

torials, a 3/1x4/4 Speed Graphic for

action shots, and a 35 millimeter

camera for color, plus films and all

the necessary attachments, which

made a heavy pack for both of us.

Hiking along a trail is at times

rather dusty, and delicate equip-

ment that is not properly covered

will suffer. Therefore, each camera

had its separate bag, as did the

films and other pieces of equip-

ment. Picture taking, consequently,

became quite an operation.

"Get the tripod ready while I

get the 4x5 out," one of us would

call. Out would come the tripod

while the other would get the film

and filters, adjust the focus, and

take a meter reading.

"What does it look hke?" Each

of us had to examine the image on

the ground glass, of course. And

after the black-and-white picture

was taken, we usually wanted a

color photograph. There followed

a complete shifting of equipment.

Sometimes 20 minutes to half an

hour passed before we were ready

to move on. But we gained speed

with experience—and we brought

something of the mountains back

with us.

The photographs shown here,

selected from the scores we took,

may give some idea of the land be-

yond the ramparts of the Sierra—

"on the other side of the moon" as

far as most people are concerned,

yet really not very far from the

scorching highways of Owens Val-

ley. They will not bring to your ear

the enchanting song of the hermit

thrush in the woods, the delicate

beauty of the mountain cyclamen,

or the flavor of a sparkling stream

to a parched throat, but these things

you can experience yourself, if

you're wilhng to give your tired

old automobile a rest for a couple

of weeks—not to mention your own

nervous system.

«»l
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Brains and the Beast IV

By Fkank a. Beach
Professor of Psychology, Yale University

TWENTY-THREE hundred

years ago, Aristotle wrote that

many animals can learn and re-

member but that only man can rea-

son. This conclusion has been chal-

lenged many times during the

ensuing centuries, and even today

men still ask, "Can animals reason?"

The query is nonsensical and there-

fore unanswerable. What "animals"

are meant? Peacocks? Protozoa?

Amoebae? Ants? Monkeys? Men?

(After all, men are animals.) And

what is meant by "reason"? Before

engaging in wordy debates about

reasoning in other creatures, we

would do well to think seriously

about reasoning as it occurs in hu-

man beings.

"The Rational Animal"?

From the time of Herachtus (500

B.C.), man has gratuitously de-

scribed himself as the rational ani-

mal. What does the title imply?

Philosopher John Dewey regarded

reasoning as a special method of

problem solving. (This is helpful.

We should, then, begin our search

for reasoning in other animals by

observing them when they are try-

ing to solve problems.) Dewey

added that reasoning usually occurs

in four steps.

sor Dewey's description of hiunan

reasoning?

Yes, there is. He mentions the

formulation of hypotheses as a first

step, and one psychologist has writ-

ten a whole series of erudite scien-

tific articles on the general subject

of "Hypotheses in Rats." His experi-

ments show that when a rat finds

itself confronted with a novel prob-

lem, it does not attack the situation

bhndly. Instead, the rodent "pro-

gresses through a series of system-

atic behavior patterns, adopting one

form of response, persisting in it

for some time, dropping that habit

[if it is unsuccessful] and adopting

another, and so on."

In other words, the languageless

rat cannot test his "hypotheses" by

Can Animals Reason?
To what extent does reason govern our lives, and

how does habit become its foe? Problem-solving

experiments with man and animals force us to revise

our thinking on these basic issues

(1) First comes the analysis of

the problem. ( 2 ) Next, the reasoner

formulates one or more hypotheses

that represent possible solutions.

(3) Then these hypotheses are

tested, one after another. Man usu-

ally tests his hypotheses by talking

to himself about them. He may not

speak aloud, but his thought takes

the form of unuttered language. In

the coiu^se of his subvocal soliloquy,

man exposes the weakness in each

erroneous hypothesis and then dis-

cards it. (4) The final step comes

when he hits upon one that stands

the test. He puts it into action, and

his problem is solved.

If this emphasis upon the impor-

tance of words in reasoning is justi-

fied, it is difficult to see how lower

animals, lacking a language, could

employ reasoning. But we need not

surrender without a fight. Let's look

at the facts. Is there anything in the

behavior of other animals that re-

sembles, however slightly, Profes-

discussing them with himself, but

he can put them into practice to see

if they wiU work. The significant

point established by these studies

is that when the lowly rat is trying

to solve a problem, he displays

adaptabihty. If one approach proves

fruitless, he has enough sense to drop

it and try another. This abihty by

itself certainly is not reasoning, but

there could be no reasoning vwth-

out it. Perhaps it is not too much to

say that variability of approach is

one evolutionary forerunner of hu-

man reasoning.

Perseverance or Pigheadedness?

As a matter of fact, the ability to

give up an unsuccessful line of at-

tack and shift to a new one is funda-

mental to practical reasoning. The

failure to do this frequently keeps

people from developing their rea-

soning powers to the fullest extent.

Some men who pride themselves

on their stick-to-itiveness are in
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reality confusing perseverance with

pigheadedness.

Another psychologist has scien-

tifically analyzed human reasoning

in the experimental laboratory. He
devised a series of rather simple .

mechanical problems for college

students and then v^^atched while

various solutions were tried. After

everyone had either solved the

problems or given up in disgust, the

group was given some practical

suggestions on how to reason.

The advice was surprisingly sim-

ple. (1) When you are confronted

with a problem, try to locate at least

one of the difficulties, and then try

to overcome it. If you fail, get that

difficulty completely out of mind

for the time being and look for an

entirely different one. (2) Do not

be a creature of habit and stay in

a rut. Keep your mind open for new
meanings. (3) The solution pat-

tern appears suddenly. You cannot

force it. Keep your mind open for

new combinations, and do not waste

time on unsuccessful attempts.

At the conclusion of the lecture,

a second series of problems was

presented. This time the average

score for the group was twice as

high as it had been before. These

results agreed with John Dewey's

belief that reasoning does not de-

pend entirely upon native ability.

The eflSciency with which we rea-

son can often be improved tlirough

deliberate training.

The psychologist's advice about

staying out of a rut and keeping

an eye open for new solutions re-

calls the white rats and their "hypo-

theses." Their behavior involves a

great deal more than one is apt to

realize. The abihty to give up one

line of attack and shift to a new
one is quite hmited in animals that

belong below the mammals in the

evolutionary scale.

If a hungry octopus is separated

from his prey by a sheet of clear

glass, he behaves in a curious

fashion. The tentacles writhe over

the surface of the barrier, and the

animal's body strains against the

smooth surface. There on the oppo-

site side, just out of reach, is a

delectable prawn. The octopus ex-

pends every efiEort to force his way
to the food by the most direct route.

CAN ANIMALS REASON?

It would seem a simple matter for

him to move sideways just far

enough to pass around the edge of

the glass. But this would mean

moving away from the visible prey,

and such a course of action is too

much for the cephalopod "mind."

When hunting under normal con-

ditions, the octopus will follow a

prawn that has disappeared behind

a rock. Yet when his dinner is in

plain sight but mysteriously unob-

tainable, only one "solution" occurs

to the octopus, and he cannot dis-

card it even though it always re-

sults in failure. Ophelia, the "Clever

Octopus" recently shown in Life,

first accidentally knocked the lid

off the food jar. It learned by trial

and error. Here we are talking

about reasoning.

Some birds aren't a great deal

different from the octopus. A hen

separated from a pile of com by

a short length of chicken wire fence

is a pathetic sight. She stands in

the center of the fence directly op-

posite the grain and clucks ner-

vously. The unobstructed pathway

around the end of the fence is

plainly visible, but to turn away

from the food is very difBcult. The

bird runs a few steps toward the

end of the fence, hesitates, and

then dashes back to the spot just

opposite the com. Another half-

hearted excursion toward the end,

and another loss of courage and re-

turn. Feathered indecision! Gradu-

ally the trips away from the food

grow longer, and finally the hen
rounds the turn and comes flying

down the homestretch to gobble

up the com. Here is an example of

extremely hmited variability of be-

havior. One would not expect rea-

soning in such a creature.

Mammals are much more adapt-

able. Anyone who knows dogs will

tell you that they can master this

type of problem with little or no

difficulty. In one experiment, a

Canary Island bitch was put on the

inside of a U-shaped wire fence.

Then a nice, meaty bone was

dropped just outside the fence at

the base of the U. For a few min-

utes the dog tried to push her paw
tlirough the wire. Then she dug at

the dirt in an unsuccessful effort to

tunnel under the fence. Briefly she

gnawed at the wire; but within a

few minutes she gave up these fruit-

less forms of attack, sat down, and

looked about her. In a flash she was

on her feet, running, and in less

time than it takes to tell, she had

the bone in her teeth.

For human children such a situa-

tion hardly deserves to be called a

problem. A little foiu:-year-old girl

was led into the same U-shaped en-

closure, and her favorite doll was

laid on the grass just outside the

fence. The child looked at the wire,

followed it with her eyes, and im-

mediately saw the opening behind

her. A happy smile lit her face; she



began to laugh and ran swiftlv

around the fence to where the doll

lay.

Such experiments are too simple

to reveal the existence of reason-

ing, but they do teU us where to

look for it. ^\ny animal species that

shows limited \'ariabilits' in simple

types of problem solving is quite

unlikely to demonstrate reasoning

abilit)^ in any situation.

Man + Habit = Octopus

The inabilit)' to respond adap-

tively when faced with a problem
may be due to lack of the necessary

brain development. This would
seem to be the explanation in the

case of the octopus and, to a shghtly

lesser degree, in the case of birds.

Unfortunately, however, possession

of a well-de\eloped cerebrum is

no guarantee that reason will rule

behavior. In man himself there are

many foes to reason, and one of the

most powerful is habit. In some hfe

situations, man's habits make him
behave like an octopus when it

comes to meeting new problems.

Many times we encounter a new
problem that bears a superficial re-

semblance to some we have solved

before. Then we are fikelv to persist

in attacking the novel difficulty \vith

unsuitable methods just because

they have been successful on other

occasions. More than once an ama-
teur has solved some problem that

had been puzzling experts for years.

Sometimes the amateur is smarter

than the ex-perts, but more often

his only advantage is a fresh point

of view. His approach to the solu-

tion is not cluttered up with habit-

ual modes of thought about the

problem.

From early childhood we build
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up habits that guide our day-to-dav

lives. It is fortunate that we can

do so. Imagine how troublesome

life would be if we had to soh'e

everyr problem anew each time it

arose. In 99 out of every 100 of

the httle problems confronting us

each da)', habit provides a ready-

made answer, and original think-

ing is unnecessary. It is only when
old habits will not serve that rea-

soning makes its appearance.

Habit limits our wavs of think-

ing about a problem, and this is

a very real block to successful rea-

soning. The trouble may originate

at a ver)' simple level. The way in

which we "see" a problematical

situation has a powerful control

over our abihty to solve it.

In one experiment young men
and women were led into a bare

room and given three candles,

three thumbtacks, and three small

boxes. They were instructed to

fasten the candles to the door of

the room in any way they could de-

vise. There was only one solution,

but it was simple. The boxes were
fastened to the door with thumb-
tacks, and one candle was placed

upright in each box. Every indi-

\idual discovered this method in

short order.

Then the experiment was re-

peated, using a new group of "sub-

jects" and introducing one minor

change in the setup. This time the

little boxes contained matches. The
rest of the equipment was the same,

and so were the experimenter's in-

structions. Less than half of the

>In his efforts to reach the food

outside his cage, Sultan forced two
sticks together and made a new tool

long enough to fit his needs

men and women solved the prob-
lem.

What was the difference? In the

second version of the experiment,

most of the people "saw" the boxes
as containers for matches, and this

blocked the possibihty of "see-

ing" them as potential candlehold-

ers. Furthermore, the presence of

matches was distracting, for they

suggested (due to habit) hghting

the candles. A burning candle sug-

gested (due to habit) the use of

hot wax as an adhesive. The prob-

lem had been designed so that no
such solution would work. Never-
theless, the force of habit was so

strong that many individuals stub-

bornly persisted in trying minor
variations on the same futile theme.

The httle boxes continued to be
match containers, and the thimib-

tacks were simply ignored.

Reasoning Is More than Learning

By simple trial and error man
and many other animals are ca-

pable of learning how to meet
certain types of problems. This is

something different from reasoning,

which always consists of devising

the solution to a problem which

has not previouslv been mastered

through learning. Therefore, it is al-

most impossible to decide whether

or not a particular item of behavior

viewed in isolation is or is not the

product of reasoning.

The difficult)' is beautifully illus-

trated in the stor)' of Congo, the

fastidious gorilla. Congo had the

distinction of being the first of her

species to serve as the subject of

psychological experiment. In one

test she learned to reach through

the bars of her cage and operate

\'arious mechanical devices. One

Photo courtesy Wolfgang Kohlcr
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sunny morning after a rainy night,

the scientist approached her cage

and called Congo to work. The ape

emerged from her hving quarters

and lumbered over to the bars, ap-

parently anxious to begin the day's

tests.

The floor on which she usually

sat was still wet. Congo looked at

the puddles for a moment, scratched

her head, and then deliberately

turned her back on the experi-

menter and returned to her bed-

room. Shortly she emerged, her

arms loaded with dry straw from

her sleeping couch. Carefully de-

positing tlie straw on the damp ce-

ment, the fastidious gorilla sat

down on her improvised cushion

and gestured to indicate that she

was now comfortable and ready

to work.

Now does this performance re-

flect reasoning? It is impossible to

decide. There is always the possi-

bility that puddles on the floor was

an old problem for Congo and that

in going after the straw she was
acting by habit. You may say that

she must have solved the problem

some time, or the habit wouldn't

be there. That is true, but we don't

know how that first solution was
achieved. It might have been the

chance product of a very long proc-

ess of trial-and-error behavior and,

as such, not due to reasoning.

This attitude may seem over-

cautious, but it really underlies our

everyday judgments of human be-

ings. I once won the reputation of

possessing great reasoning powers

because I solved a conundrum that

baffled every other guest at a party.

When I finally confessed that I had

heard it before, my stock as a rea-

soner dropped a long way. The
original, flattering reaction had been

based upon the assumption that

the problem was a new one and

that therefore my solution was
original. Another puzzle was pre-

sented, and more than half of the

guests finally found the answer,

but this time everyone made many
mistakes, advanced many incorrect

answers, and finally reached the

solution by a laborious process of

elimination. No one was crowned

King of Reason. Why? Because un-

consciously we do not accept trial-

>• Eager for the food hanging in mid-

air, the chimpanzee builds his own
"stepladder" from wooden crates

scattered about the enclosure

and-error behavior as true reason-

ing.

If asked, "Can animals reason?"

one is apt to say 'Tes" without a

second thought. By refusing to take

die answer for granted, we have

tried to straighten out a few of the

difficulties that might have pre-

vented us from a correct evaluation.

We have seen several ways in which

reasoning can be defined and ways

in which human reasoning can be

observed in action. Yes, there is some

evidence to suggest that lower ani-

mals can reason, but lest we ex-

pect too much from the experi-

mental results, let us hold firmlv

in mind the fact that men and

women employ reason only at infre-

quent intervals, and even then rea-

soning does not come easily to The

Reasoning Animal.

When the Heart Rules the Head

It is sad but true that growTi men
and women often become quite

emotional when they find them-

selves in Hfe situations demanding

analysis and the formulation and

testing of hypotheses. When anger

or fear or anxiety (and some old

sourpuss is sure to add, love ) comes

in the door, reason flies out the

window.

The same shows up very clearly

in other animals. Many psycholo-

gists have observed that the chim-

panzee resembles man in emotional

make-up more closely than in gen-

eral intelligence; and these anthro-

poid apes sometimes behave in dis-

ti-essinglv human fashion when

Photo courtesy Wolfgang Kohler

called upon to solve problems.

Koko, a three-year-old male, was
one of a number of animals used

in a series of experiments on prob-

lem solving. He was obviously

gifted, but hke some human gen-

iuses, Koko was a slave to tempera-

ment. If his first few attempts to

solve a new problem failed, the

httle ape was apt to fly into a rage,

hopping first on one foot and then

on the other, pommeUng the floor

with his fists, and screaming at the

top of his lungs to express his frus-

tration. Since the reasoning tests

occurred with regularity, Koko was

usually in a state of chronic indig-

nation. Of course, his performance

suffered, because these emotional

outbursts totallv prevented any ob-
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jective analysis of the problematical

situation.

Every chimpanzee had a distinct

personaHty. Nueva, a young female,

had a trusting disposition and win-

ning ways that almost made one

forget that she was partly bald and,

by human standards, decidedly ugly.

She showed a childhke attachment

to the experimenting psychologist.

Then, too, there were Sultan and

Konsul, both males and as different

as night and day, but each in his

own way was an efficient problem

solver.

Tests in Tower Building

All of the problem-solving tests

were quite simple. They were based

upon two principles. First, the ani-

mal must be offered some truly

attractive reward, but the simple,

direct approach to the prize must

be blocked. Second, the ape must
be in a position to survey the en-

tire situation, to study the various

possible solutions without actually

having to go through the motions

of trying them out.

In one test a banana was sus-

pended from a high limb, and the

little chimpanzees were prevented

from climbing the tree. In order to

earn their reward, they had to work
out an original solution. Discarded

packing boxes of various sizes were
left scattered about the enclosure

in which the animals worked.

Would any ape hit upon the idea

of moving a box under the dangling

fruit and using it as a stepladder?

Some chimpanzees did exactly

this without any human guidance.

Several of the animals became so

adept that they could reach bananas

that hung several yards above the

ground. The simian engineers some-

times employed as many as four

boxes stacked one upon another.

The completed structures wouldn't

have conformed to any sort of safety

regulations. They were so rickety

that they swayed perilously to and
fro as their intrepid builder clam-

bered toward the top. But the apes

had imphcit confidence in the prod-

ucts of their own labors, and if

the movement became too violent,

the climber merely took off with

a flying leap, snatched the banana

at the peak of his jump, and then

Ii6

fell to the earth. Landing on your

feet is easy if your ancestors have

spent most of their lives in trees.

Does this sort of behavior show
reasoning abiUty? Well, the prob-

lem was novel. These apes, reared

in captivity, had never before found

their meals hanging in mid-air.

Much less had they been taught

to build their own stepladders! On
some occasions, at least, the solu-

tion was hit upon suddenly, with

little or no fumbUng, no trial-and-

error behavior. But before passing

judgment, let's examine more of

the evidence.

There is a story, possibly apoc-

ryphal, about a psychologist who
shut a chimpanzee in a soundproof

room filled with dozens of mechani-

cal toys. Eager to see which play-

things the ape would choose when
he was all alone in this treasure

house, the scientist bent down on
his knees and put his eye to the

keyhole. What he saw was one

bright eye peering through from

the other side of the aperture. If

this anecdote isn't true, it certainly

ought to be, for it illustiates the

impossibihty of anticipating ex-

actly what an animal will do in a

test situation.

After Koko, Konsul, and tlie

others had been stacking boxes for

a few days, they began to gen-

erahze from their experience in sur-

prising fashion. One day, when a

bit of fruit was hanging on high

and no boxes were available, the

psychologist strolled into the en-

closure. One enterprising young
ape rushed over to the experi-

menter, seized him by the seat of

his pants, and dragged him to a

spot directly beneath the banana.

Then the chimpanzee pushed and
pulled in an effort to get the scien-

tist to bend over so that his back

would provide a platform to be

used in heu of a box.

Such surprises occurred more
than once. The animals sometimes

solved their problems in ways that

had not occurred to the experi-

menter when he designed the test.

On one occasion the bait was sus-

pended in a basket from a high

Hmb, and the apes were given long

bamboo poles. The psychologist ex-

pected the poles to be used to tip

the basket and spill its contents,

but he had forgotten that chim-

panzees are natural-born acrobats.

Placing a pole upright but unsup-

ported directly beneath the basket,

they swarmed rapidly up the stick

and snatched the reward before the

pole could fall over.

"Please Pass Me the Rake"

Sociologists sometimes describe

man as a "tool-using animal," as

though this were a unique charac-

teristic. As a matter of fact, many
animals from wasps to walruses are

said to use rocks or twigs as a man
uses a sledge or lever, and some
apes have shown the ability to

manufacture tools to suit their

needs.

Favorite types of food were
thrown on the ground several feet

outside an ape's cage, and a short

length of bamboo was left lying

within reach. Some chimpanzees

grasped the solution with little de-

lay. Picking up one end of the bam-
boo, they extended an arm to full

reach through the cage bars and
raked in their reward.

Sultan went a step further. He
was given two pieces of bamboo,
neither of which was long enough

to reach the food. After trying vari-

ous possible solutions to his per-

sonal problem. Sultan began to

gnaw on the end of one of the sticks.

When he had reduced its size suf-

ficiently, the ape forced the tapered

end of the smaller stick into the

hollow end of the larger one, thus

constructing a new tool long enough

to meet his needs.

These experiments with chim-

panzees represent a very small part

of the work that comparative psy-

chologists have conducted in their

attempts to plimib the animal mind.

Other tests have been used, and
many species from birds to baboons

have been studied. Some of the

methods have resembled those de-

scribed here, and others have been

quite different; but in nearly every

case the imderlying assumptions

concerning the nature and mani-

festations of reasoning have been

very much the same. Reason has

been regarded throughout as a spe-

cial way of solving new problems.

As a matter of fact, it is more
Continued on page 137
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"long-Ears'^

Bullet-riddled signs now mark the spot where

these fascinating observations were made on

a family of Long-eared Owls—victims of

trigger-happy "sportsmen"

By Lewis W. Walker
All photographs by the author

AFEW miles from San Diego

there is a fairly deep ravine

known as Tecolote Canyon. The
name means "Owl" and has been

passed down from the days of the

early Spanish settlers. Most places

that have been named after animals

no longer deserve to be, because

people have killed off the wild

"long-ears" family

creatures. But Tecolote proved to

be an exception. It actually con-

tained a pair of owls that lived in

an abandoned Cooper's Hawk nest

25 feet from the ground.

The first time I climbed the scrub

oak, I almost reached the edge of

the nest before there was any sign

of life. Then from above there came

A Sometimes the young owls would
sway back and forth, trying to du-

plicate the beak-snapping of their

parents

a slow moan, which changed in in-

tensity and became a caterwauling

that reminded one of a battle of

angry cats. If I held my position, the

hideous noise would subside, but

at my shghtest movement it was

repeated.

Finally, the face of a female

Long-eared Owl peered stealthily

over the edge of the nest. Then, as

I chmbed higher, she put on one

of the most beautiful shows I have

even seen in the wild. She noise-

lessly extended her wings, with the

feathers raised to a vertical posi-

tion, along their entire length,

forming a half circle of mottled

mahogany. Though she probably

weighed only about a pound, she

stood her ground within arm's reach

of me. She bluffed with every ounce

of her small body and assumed a

position and size that I must admit

was somewhat terrifying.
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A The mother owi., which only

weighed about a pound, spread her

wings and stood her ground within

arm's reach, presenting an awesome
appearance

On my next visit the owls tried

a different technique; they became

secretive and endeavored to blend

into the background. One, on a

broken bough about 40 feet from

the nest, watched my movements

unobtrusively through eyelids that

were closed to mere sUts. Every

feather was clamped to the body in

a pose that gave the bird a stick-

hke appearance. The "ears" or

"horns" were raised to vertical

points, so the over-aU picture was of

a rustic stump with two jagged

splinters protruding from the top.

Dusk brought another ruse, per-

haps the highlight in this show.

Now the actors seemed willing to

try anything once. I was setting up
a photographic blind eight feet from

the nest on the branch of an adjoin-

ing oak. An anguished squeaking

Ii8

like that of a small mammal in dis-

tress drew my attention to a com-

motion in the grass. As I hurried to

investigate, one of the owls flew up

only to ahght again 50 feet farther

on, where another battle with an

imaginary adversary was staged for

my benefit. On and on the bird led

me.

It was practically dark when I

returned to the nest, but the persis-

tent owls continued their repertoire

under the beam of a spothght. Ly-

ing on one side, an owl would push

itself along the ground with one

wing alternately flapping and drag-

ging. If I followed, the bird would

lead me away; but whenever I re-

traced my steps toward the nest,

she underwent a miraculous recov-

ery of the feigned injury. She would

fly back to intercept me, land in the

path, and then repeat the same

antics. As long as the flashUght was

pointed on her, she would continue

her convulsions; if it were held a

little to one side, she was quick to

turn and seek the spotlight.

As I climbed to my partially com-

pleted bUnd, both of the adults be-

came antagonistic and dove repeat-

edly, missing me by mere inches.

Their maneuverabiHty was remark-

able. The tops of the scrub oaks

formed an almost solid blanket of

branches, twigs, and leaves; but the

owls would dive through this maze

at a breakneck speed and success-

fully go through openings that

seemed far too small for their hur-

tling forms.

During most of my work on the

blind the young lay in a motionless

heap, but now with darkness they,

too, became brave and defiant. They

sat on their haunches and swayed

back and forth, feebly trying to

duplicate the constant beak-snap-

ping of the adults. This involved a

series of methodical slow-motion

steps. A beak would open, a tongue

would protrude from one side, and

the beak would clamp shut as the

tongue was withdrawn. The result

was a faint snap, hardly worth the

efiort.
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A A FOURSOME of prospective rodent-catchers

Family group: parent owls showing dis-

tress over possible danger to their brood

My first flashlight exposure pro-

duced results that I feared would

bring a sudden end to my observa-

tions. An adult had been standing

over the young and glaring at the

bhnd and its array of reflectors and

cameras. A pressure on the switch

fired three bulbs simultaneously,

and for a fraction of a second the

old bird froze with her wings out-

spread; then she went off in full

flight. For a hundred feet or more

I could hear her breaking twigs in

her flight from this noiseless light-

ning.

For a half-hour the only notice-

able noise was the constant hiun

of mosquitoes, which ran a busy

shuttle between owlets and photog-

rapher. I visualized the bird as a

disheveled mass of broken feathers,

but I later learned that feathers

soft enough for almost noiseless

flight will rarely break. Finallv a

plaintive "meowing" came from far

down the canyon, and it was an-

swered by a subdued series of

"whoo's" from behind the blind.

Continued on page 140
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Rhinoceros. Leaves and
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grasps them with its pointed,

prehensile upper lip
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A ONE-MAN exhibit to be held

in the Grand Central Art Gal-

leries in New York City from April

13 to 24 will signahze the talents

of a distinguished American artist,

whose work forms an integral part

of Akeley African Hall at the Amer-

ican Museum. William R. Leigh ac-

companied the Museum's African

expeditions of 1926, 1927, and 1928,

which secured specimens and ac-

cessories for this famous hall, dedi-

cated to Carl Akeley, the father of

modern habitat group technique.

During his association with the

project, Mr. Leigh was master back-

ground artist, and he personally

painted a number of the scenes.

The pen-and-ink drawings shown
here are selected from a vast num-
ber of animal sketches which Mr.

Leigh did to illustrate a book re-

lating his African adventures. Fron-

tiers of Enchantment. His hfelike

and precise sketches have been an

inspiration to many students of art

and will doubtless encourage others

less practiced to try their hand at

portraying the world of nature. It

surprises many visitors to the

American Museum to learn that the

backgrounds of the exhibits have

been painted by artists of such

merit. Though the Museum is de-

voted primarily to science rather

than art, these exhibits contain the

work of many of the most cele-

brated modem artists of wildlife

and the wilderness.

Wilham R. Leigh was born and
bred in West Virginia and is a

descendant of Pocahontas. He had
a thorough training in outdoor life

and in hunting local birds and ani-

mals, but he has learned to like a

Hve animal much better than a

dead one. He has devoted much of

his career to portraying the Ameri-

can West, and his frontier studies

will form a prominent part of the

coming exhibit.
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(j^RAMATic PORTRAYAt of natives in

fHaganyika spearing a lion Cattle thefts

by hons lead to such a hunt Thirty to

/ fifty men armed with spears and shields

of buffalo hide stalk the beast A dar

ing thrust is followed by a ram of

pears Sometimes one of the men is

lied but not often
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Elephant attacking natives in Uganda. An enraged elephant will
fell a man with his trunk, gore him with his tusks, trample on him,
then fling the body 75 feet or more away
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Wild Dog. It hunts in packs and is very
destructive to game, particularly the smaller
antelopes. It travels fast and sometimes
hunts by moonlight

C^FFON Vulture, a common
scavenger of the African Plains
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ns of any of the African antelopes
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IpuGH fairly common in some areas, the Greater Koodoo has been extermi- ^ X\.i.\^\^

ed in others. Old bulls with fine heads are especially elusive c^==—-^
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.^ JVATIVE interfering with a lion and lioness that are invading his thorn corral to

^Wack the terrified cattle. It is possible to drive o£f one lion, but when two or more
attack simultaneously, the situation is more serious
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A candid view of the man who answers your

scientific questions and who travels to all corners

of the world to get information and specimens

for public exhibition

Research Associate, Department of Anthropology,
American Museum of Natural History

THE word "curator" comes
from the Latin word meanin

"to care for," and the museum cura

tor was originally the one who
cared for interesting objects placed

on display. More recently, the cura-

tor's duties have extended much
further. He often makes long ex-

peditions to gather the material and
devotes much time to studying it

scientifically and writing about it.

And because the public is always

ciu^ous to know more about these

things, it has devolved upon the

curator to take care of their in-

quiries—a no small part of his dav's

work.

Perhaps you would like to be-

come better acquainted with this

person to whom you bring your

questions. The writer feels that he

can introduce the curator without

bias, because his own position, that

of Research Associate in Anthro-

pology, is at the foot of the ladder

on the scientific staff, and his cura-

torial functions in Botany are

strictly honorary and not executive.

So these are the opinions of a dis-

interested onlooker.

Like the infant food of old, "we

By C. L. Hay

b
are advertised by our loving

friends." The American Museum of

Natural History loves its PubUc, it

exists for its Pubfic, and to return

to the simile, we are constantly

striving to present visual instruc-

tion in its most attractive and di-

gestible form for young and old

alike.

Anyone who knows the Museum
can see what a splendid job its De-

partment of Education is doing;

Dr. Russell, Chairman of that De-

partment, and his staff of trained

assistants are going far to hghten

the load of the other curators. But

I wonder how many beyond our

granite walls reahze the amount of

time devoted to answering letters

and receiving visitors.
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AMNH photo

How. Why, Where?

The inquiries come in by mail,

by telephone, and by personal

visits, and the curator is always

happy to give the information, if

he knows the answer. No one in

search of knowledge is turned away,

from the small boy who has found

a funny looking rock to the man
who thinks he has discovered a

Rosetta Stone for deciphering the

Maya hieroglyphics. But when a

female visitor comes in with a

miscellaneous lot of sea shells, and

the expert spends precious hours

classifying them, only to learn that

the lady's fittle boy, caring nothing

for conchology, needed the infor-

mation for school points, the cura-

tor begins to wonder whether re-
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search for Willy is strictly in his

line of duty.

Then there is the Casual, who

has an hour to kill and just dropped

in to pass the time. And the more-

to-be-pitied-than-censured introvert

who is never given an opportunity

to express an opinion at home; and

the Tourist who has just returned

from his or her first visit to Mexico

and produces innumerable snap-

shots of Taxco and Cuernavaca.

Let no visiting student of any

nationality infer from these re-

marks that he is ever interfering

with business. He is always wel-

come to all the help the Museum

can give him and must feel free

to drop in and swap experiences

and talk shop. The curator's hours

would be drab indeed, if these

visitors were denied him.

The Press has been more than

kind in giving us the right sort of

publicity and stressing our needs

editorially. But occasionally we are

visited by a member of the Fourth

Estate who is impatient with the

unspectacular character of our ex-

peditions. A colleague, returning

from a season in the wilds of Cen-

tral America, was once interviewed

by a reporter. When our scientist

began modestly to relate some of

the highlights of his journey, the

interviewer broke in: "Listen, the

public isn't interested in how you

found a pile of old rocks and some

busted pottery; what they want to

know is how it feels to be chased

across a tropical river by an alli-

gator." My colleague had to confess

that he had never experienced that

thrill.

Breasting the Tide of Error

Surely every curator sometimes

feels that much of his effort goes

toward merely correcting false im-

pressions or theories. A couple once

registered their indignation that

our Mexican and Central American

Hall contained no exhibits of At-

lantis or the "Lost Continent of

Mu." Their indignation would, of

course, have been stronger if we

had taken space to show the truth

about these romantic ideas." In the

same hall a lady was quite scorn-

ful because our meticulously ac-

*See -'Lost Continents,'' by L. Sprague de

Camp, Natural History for May, 1946.

MEET THE CURATOR

curate casts of the colossal Quirigua

stelae and the Mexican Calendar

Stone were not the originals.

At times the unforeseen may

strain the resomxes of a depart-

ment to .its capacity. In 1910, the

popular author Gene Stratton-

Porter published a book called A

Girl of the Limberlost. It was about

a young lady who made a modest

fortune by selling moths and but-

terflies to a dealer. She received the

most alluring prices for them, in

particular for Eacles imperialis, the

Yellow Emperor. This novel was

followed in 1912 by a nature book,

lavishly illustrated, called Moths

of the Limberlost. People through-

out the nation suddenly became

moth-conscious, and our Insect De-

partment was so besieged with of-

fers from amateur collectors that

the incoming mail was piling up

like snowbanks in a blizzard. Dr.

Frank Lutz adopted an ingenious

expedient. He prepared and placed

in the foyer of the Museum a case

containing specimens of the moths

mentioned in the books with the

dealers' prices then current-Yellow

Emperor, 25 cents, Polyphemus, 10

to 15 cents, etc.

The bottom dropped out of the

fictitious market, putting an end to

dreams of sudden wealth and per-

mitting our scientists to return to

normal. The historic exhibit may

still be seen, prices and all, in the

Insect Kail.

The Flower that Never Was

The Museum belongs to the peo-

ple of New York, and what they

want we'll try to give them-i/ we

can be sure of what they do want!

Anyone in the amusement field will

back me up when I say that it is

difficult to judge just what kind of

entertainment will most appeal to

the pubhc. Special lectures and ex-

hibitions have marked red-letter

days in Museum attendance.

It is readily understandable that

a lecture by Roy Chapman An-

drews, telUng of his expeditions to

the Cobi Desert and the discovery

of the dinosaur eggs, should have

so jammed the auditorium that a

repeat performance was necessary.

And it is equally natural that when

nuclear energy was a subject of the

future, a movie on the Einstein

theory of relativity produced a near

riot, at which angry tlrrongs bowled

over the guards and stampeded into

the lecture hall.

But am I to be beUeved when I

state that the greatest attendance

ever clocked at the Museum for a

single day was recorded on Novem-

ber 4, 1933, when 40,484 people

passed through our doors to see

something which did not exist?

The occasion was the Autumn

Flower Show of the Horticultural

Society of New York, which was

held in the 77th Street Wing. A

false report had been circulated that

a green rose was on display.

Those were the good old days

when you didn't have to stand in

line for a half-hour to get into a

popular movie, when there were

no cigarette shortages and no nylon

queues. And yet that multitude

stood milUng in front of the build-

ing and around the block, vainly

hoping to see a mythical freak of

the vegetable kingdom which, if it

had been produced, would have

been an eyesore and an abomina-

tion!
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"A rose is a rose is a rose." Ein-

stein or Gertrude? Can you blame

the curators or any of the Museum
authorities if they occasionally slip

up in judging the pubUc taste?

No matter how carefully exhibits

are labeled and described, they are

sometimes unable to counteract

what the visitor brings in his own
head. A few years ago, the visit

of a world-famous child movie ac-

tress caused a flutter of excitement

through the Museum. An escort

was assigned, and in the Triassic

Dinosaur Hall a paleontologist was

describing to the child star the

technique of hunting for the re-

mains of ancient animals in the

Gobi Desert. Her CaUfomia tu-

toress, doing a Httle exploring on

her own, spied in an adjacent ex-

hibit the skeleton of a gigantic

Brontosaurus—an animal that be-

came extinct about 120 milUon years

before the Age of Man. "Come

here, dear," she called. "Look! The
first animals domesticated by man.

You know, 'Alley Oop.'

"

I Would Like to Join an Expedition

If everyone who ever expressed

that wish were laid end to end and

were content to remain in that posi-

tion, the curator's lot would be an

easier one. But would-be joiners

keep bobbing up, particularly when
it is known that an expedition is

being organized.

They fall into several categories.

At the nadir stands the Problem

Child. He seldom apphes in per-

son, usually through a maternal

parent. Mothers can be trying at

times. Before the days of civil ser-

vice examinations, Theodore Roose-

velt once appointed a singularly

duU and inept young man to the

diplomatic service. When asked

why he had done so, the President

rephed with emphasis, "I had the

alternative of appointing young X
or of kilhng his mother on my door-

step." In our case, it would appear

that the ewe lamb's individualistic

talents are not appreciated at

school and that the confines of the

home and even of summer camps

are too restricted for the play of

a spirit so free and untrammeled

by conventions. The desert wastes

or the jungle fastnesses alone could
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offer an outlet for his self-expres-

sion. Any expedition leader who,

in a misguided moment, consents

to take on one of these, may look

for breakers ahead, and the con-

sequences are none too happy for

any of the parties concerned.

Next in Hne is the young man in

search of adventure. No experience

in field work in any branch of sci-

ence but is used to roughing it.

He thinks an expedition would be

fun, and would even pay his way,

if necessary. He is informed po-

Utely that exploring is a highly

speciahzed and technical under-

taking and that there is no vacancy

for anyone except a scientist or an

experienced hand.

In this category may possibly be

placed the disillusioned business-

man. Fed up with stocks and bonds,

pestered by the "Uttle woman,"

he wants to put at least 3000 miles

between himself and WaU Street.

Qualifications? Well, he might go

as photographer. He took some

extraordinarily good movies of Httle

Lester toddhng across the lawn at

Rainbow's End. A polite thumbs

down to him, also.

Next comes the serious student

who has taken science courses in

school with good marks and who
wants to make a career of it. One
cannot discourage a boy Uke this,

but he has to be told that a few

years spent in special preparatory

study are necessary.

I would advise every would-be

explorer to read Roy Chapman
Andrews' book This Business of

Exploring (G. P. Putnam's Sons,

1935). May I quote a few extracts

from Chapter I, "Exploritis." "The

explorer of today must first be a

speciaHst. Thousands of men have

apphed for places on my own ex-

peditions saying that they are 'good

outdoor men' but have no special

training. I cannot even consider

them. They would be expensive

luxuries . . . There is only one an-

swer: Train yourself for a techni-

cal or scientific job which fits into

exploration . . . Adventures, of

course, are always associated with

exploration. Yet they are the one

thing that the real explorer tries

to guard against. My favorite quo-

tation is Stefansson's dictum, 'Ad-

ventiues are a mark of incompe-

tence.'" Which means that if you
have prepared yourself adequately,

you may cross a tropical river with-

out the impetus of an alhgator

speeding you on.

Exploring is associated in the

public mind not only with adven-

ture but also with romance. Yet

in practice it is an almost unremit-

ting struggle between man and

nature to determine which can out-

smart the other, and it is often a

difficult, unpleasant existence. A
personal experience, not important

in itself, may serve to illustrate the

point. At the end of a tough season

hunting for ruins in the Yucatan

bush, R. E. Merwdn and I came

upon our greatest find, a magnificent

and well preserved Maya temple.

As we were laboriously hacking

away with machetes at the trees

and vines which almost hid the

structure, Ray turned to me and

said, "What shall we call it?" With-

out much thought I repUed, "How
about Pascua?" "Why Pascua?"

"Because we found it on Easter

Sunday." Ray grunted and said,

"Why not call it 'Work-Kke-hell'?"

Aching bones and itching hide

usually dampen the thrill of dis-

covery. There is not much romance

in exploring except in retrospect.

The Career

The curator is frequently asked

how one can become, say, an an-

thropologist. And, "Is there any

remuneration in it as a career?" So

many of these inquiries are phrased

in the same terms that they might

be form letters that teachers have

given their pupils to send in. The

curator is tempted to answer that

it all depends upon one's definition

of the word "remuneration." It has

been said many times but stiU bears

repeating that to succeed in any

branch of science, granting the

abihty is there, one must have been

bitten by the bug. If the bite is

severe enough, you wiU become an

anthropologist, a geologist, or a

zoologist whether there is money
in it or not. But it means three or

four years of college and, if the

virus is still active, one more year

for an M.A. or three for a Ph.D.

When you have bagged your
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sheepskin, there is a good chance

that you may land a position in a

university or a museum with a

starting salary of from $2000 to

$3500 a year, depending on the

locality. Maintain a family on that?

It's being done, and if destiny has

shaped you for that niche, you'll

find it a more satisfying spot than

many a cushy pocket yielding pay

dirt.

Could You Please Tell Me?
Queries come in, ana believe me

they vary.

Wfiaf is the weight of an ele-

phant's ear?

Wfiaf shall 1 do for an ailing ca-

nary?

\V?iaf is the mileage from Venus

to here?

W^at is the dress of a Balinese

dancer?

W/iaf is the sense of an Iroquois

mask?

Buzz the Museum~^u>e may have

the answer;

We 71 try fo solve any question

you ask.

It would be impossible to esti-

mate the number of questions that

are posed to museum employees

in the day's work. The vast majority

of them show intelligent interest

and thought. But once in a while

one comes in that sticks in the

memory when the others are long

since forgotten. Here are a few

examples.

"Please send me all the informa-

tion you have on primitive man."

In our library we have about 15,000

volumes on this subject. Every de-

partment is famibar with this sort

of question. It even comes over the

telephone, as, "Please tell me every-

thing you know about fishes."

"How many redheads are there

in the United States?" Statistics un-

available. Also, we must remember
that not all the redheads were born

that way.

"Would you mind sending me
some data concerning undiscovered

treasure in the Central American

mountains. If possible, kindly let

me know its general location.

Thank you."

MEET THE CURATOR

A research worker called up to

ask about man's use of petroleum

two million years ago, and could

she have photographs of animals

that lived at that time. Even the ape

man began to walk erect something

less than half as long ago as that,

and Homo sapiens did not put in

an appearance until several hun-

dred thousand years later.

"Did man 100,000 years ago have

a better, equal, or poorer sense of

smell than civilized man?" Docu-

mentary evidence being lacking,

we might say that he perhaps

smelled more if not better.

"Please explain an elephant's

trunk." Answer: Elongation of the

nose, also used as a hand. "But

why?" One of those evolutionary

things; it kept on growing and be-

came prehensile Hke the tail of

some monkeys.

"Can animals predict the weath-

er?" No, except in the immediate

future. Some animals are known

to sense an approaching storm, Uke

granpaw and his rheumatiz. This

is an interesting question. There is

an old estabhshed belief that ani-

mals, by various manifestations, do

predict the weather. The birds and

bats that seem to be starting south

ahead of schedule, the neighbor's

horse that has put on an extra-heavy

coat, the squirrels that are un-

usually industrious in collecting

their hoard, even the trees that bear

an abundant crop of nuts and pine

cones, all are looked upon as fore-

casting a hard and early winter.

And at the approach of spring,

"Ground-hog Day" furnishes peren-

nial copy for the newspapers. But

there is nothing known to science

that would support any of these be-

liefs. If there were, the weather-

man would probably include on his

staff a corps of peripatetic natu-

ralists.

A young woman artist came in

one day to see our bee specialist

and explained with some diffidence

that she had been commissioned by

an advertising agency to make a

picture of a bumblebee sitting in

an armchair. Her question was

what posture would a bee assume

under the circumstances. It was

our scientist's considered opinion

that the bee, being a social insect,

would recline with the same
aplomb on an overstuffed chair as

on a rose petal.

A research worker called up in

all seriousness to ask if a parrot

had ever been successfully crossed

with a flying fish. The curator re-

plied, "No, not even with a parrot

fish."

One lady reported that she had a

female canary which was not mated
but had laid 22 eggs in the previ-

ous six months. When out of her

cage, the bird tried to build nests

on the mantlepiece and in other

parts of the room but always re-

tired to her cage to lay the eggs.

Question: "How can I stop her

laying eggs?" The lady was advised

by our Associate Curator of Birds

to get a congenial mate for her

canary, which would probably then

settle down to a humdrum domes-

tic existence, build her nest in the

cage, and lay her eggs where they

belonged. How could a psychiatrist

improve on that advice?

A boy about seven years of age,

in a very tense state, barged unan-

nounced into the office of the Asso-

ciate Curator of Fishes, his fist

clenched. Opening his hand, he

disclosed a tiny and thoroughly

dehydrated fish and exclaimed bit-

terly, "Why is this guppy sterile?"

It developed that he had removed

it from his school aquarium and,

having taken it home to his own
container, was disgusted that it had

not forthwith produced a colony

of baby guppies.

In contrast to this was the assign-

ment of the same curator to make

a complete survey of all the game

fishes and game fishing facihties of

the coastal waters of North Caro-

lina.

The "Museum Piece"

The Musexmi receives a variety

of curious offers. This one comes

from our general files: "Sir, I beg

to ask you whether you have inter-

est in buying an old horse shoe

which I found during an excursion

under the barn of Rip Van Winkle's

house in the catskill mountains in

the year 1903 ... I am to go to seU

this old and rare document of the

first emigrants of the U.S.A. at a

moderate price."
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( Sure that excursion wasn't under

the Headless Horseman's bam?)
Offered for sale to the Museum's

Librar)': "Nature Musine of His-

tory, New York. Dear Gemerman:

—I am wTiting you on a book my
mother have. It is the old Ele-

mendar}' speling book."

A lady came into the Library to

ask if we had any books on "human
parasites." She was not satisfied

with what our books on entomolog)'

pro\'ided, for she was interested in

the people who started life as in-

sects and turned into human be-

ings. When this possibiHts- was

questioned, she protested that she

had seen one with her own eves,

a woman on a street in Colorado

who was "ver>' peculiar looking and

had obviouslv begun life as an

insect."

The Technical Expert

To indicate how diverse are the

Museum's services, I submit the

following samples. The New York

State Consers'ation Commission re-

cently seized a bear which it

claimed had been illegallv shot,

since it was in their opinion less

than a year old, the legal limit. In

order to estabhsh their claim, the

authorities sent the bear to the

Museimi to have the age expertized.

The Department of Mammals easilv

confirmed the conserv'ationists' con-

tention that this was a "bear of

the year" and that the hunter didn't

have a leg to stand on. They were

prepared to appear as witnesses if

the case ever came to court.

A trained kangaroo once entered

an elevator in one of the municipal

buildings in a Mid-west city. The
elevator operator, not seeing its

long tail, closed the door too soon,

injuring the animal fatally. The
trainer of the animal brought suit

against the city for an extremely

large sum. One of the American

Museum's ex-perts on kangaroos was
summoned clear from New York

to testify how valuable or replace-

able the animal might have been

to its owner, who e.xhibited the

kangaroo professionally as a boxer.

Our scientist demonstrated on the

witness stand how a kangaroo

"boxes" natiuraUy when approached

by someone who knows how to
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make the most of the animal's nor-

mal reactions. He convinced the

court that the world had probably

not lost a Jack Dempsey of the

kangaroo world and also that even

"educated" kangaroos should not

be allowed in public elevators with-

out competent escort.

One of our curators, an expert in

physical anthropology, is not infre-

quently called upon, like King

Solomon, to settle questions of

paternits'; and he has other unusual

commissions relating to identifica-

tion. To mention but one, a Httle

girl in the Bronx disappeared, and

when some charred bones were

found in the furnace, the superin-

tendent of her building came un-

der suspicion. The fragments, all

of which were exceedingly small,

were sent to the Museum for analy-

sis. Our speciahst estabhshed that,

though some of the pieces were

from animals, others were undoubt-

edly hmnan. and he was even able

to determine the age of the indi-

vidual. His findings led to the con-

viction of the suspect.

The curator is something more

than a guide to the exhibits and an

answer man. His duties are mani-

fold. He is responsible for the care

and the building up of the collec-

tions in his custody, not only the

material on exhibition but the vast

amount stored in special quarters

for studv purposes. Part of his time

is devoted to field work, and there

is a great deal of research to do on

his finds after he retmns home. He
has various scientific papers to

wTite, and some lectiuring and

teaching. Then, too, there are the

services to scientists who come from

other parts of the world to con-

sult him and to study the collections.

Some Friendly "Don'ts"

Therefore, if vou wish to help

ensure the even functioning of the

curator's mental processes, may I

offer a few suggestions.

Don't call the curator on the tele-

phone and pose questions without

first tr}'ing the encyclopaedia and

the World Almanac.

Don't try to get him to write an

article for which you get paid and

he doesn't. He has his own com-

positions to draft.

Don't ask him to come to your

office to give you information, and

when he suggests your coming to

the Museum, exclaim: "But I

haven't time for that!"

Don't instruct your secretary to

"contact" the curator, and when she

gets him, keep him hanging on the

hne for five minutes or more until

you are ready to speak with him.

If you are engaged in solving a

crossword puzzle, don't call up the

Curator of Mammals and ask him
the name of a three-toed sloth in

two letters, or a five-lettered Afri-

can mammal of the giraffe family

beginning with O. The curator

knows the answers, but remember
what it was that broke the back

of the Bactrian mammal in five

letters.

The curator usually lunches in

the Museum cafeteria at 12 noon.

If you are paying him a visit, un-

less you can accept his invitation

to lunch, don't arrive at 11:50 and

keep him talking until about 1:00

P.M. He may have breakfasted at

7:30 or earher.

-And the biggest "don't" of all:

Don't hesitate to call on him if you

are really stuck with a problem that

is in his field He will be only too

happy to help you to the best of

his abihty.

Although there stands in one of

our halls the skeleton of Barnum's

original Jumbo, we do not sub-

scribe to the opinion of the great

showman that "the public fikes to

be fooled." The inteUigent visitor

knows that we are presenting more

than a "stuffed circus" or a side

show of preserved freaks. There is

a gradual evolution in exhibition

technique; and in holding the mir-

ror up to nature we try increasingly

to reflect accurately and dynami-

cally the world of nature and to

provide the maximmn of education

and enjoyment with the minimum
of "museum fatigue," physical and

mental.

The man I have been describing

is an essential and very human cog

in the mechanism of a well-run mu-
seimn. With these random sketches

I have tried to provide a ghmpse
of his activities. Mr. and Mrs. John

Q. Pubhc, Miss Jane, and Master

Johnny, meet the Curator.
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GIANT

Most of the large horseflies you commonly

see would look like pigmies beside this

Titan of the Peruvian jungles with a

wingspread of three inches

By John C. Pallisteb

IN the great Amazonian Basin and

extending into the forests of Cen-

tral America, the West Indies, and

even Paraguay is an unusual family

of flies known as the Pantophthal-

midae. Some of the largest known
flies belong to this group. About

twenty-five species of them are

known, and they resemble giant

horsefhes. Nearly all are attractively

marked with gray and black stripes;

the wings are mottled, and the ab-

domen is frequently banded with

or colored a conspicuous red. The
accompanying photograph shows

one of them procured on a recent

entomological expedition of the

American Museum of Natural His-

tory in the tropical jungles of Peru

near the little village of Tingo

Maria.

The wanderer in the jungle will

GIANT FLY

AM\H thoto

A This huge insect is a true fly of the genus Pantophthalmus. Attention is

directed to the balancing organs, or "halteres," just behind the base of the

wings. On top of the head between the separated compound eyes are seen the

three simple eyes that are found in a number of fly families

occasionally see one of these flies

resting in a spot of sunshine on

the trunk of a tree or on the leaves

of some forest shrub. They are very

wary, however, and when you ap-

proach one of them, it takes off

with a terrific whr-r-r. The eye can

scarcely follow it as it circles for

a moment overhead and then is

lost in the treetops. It is this wari-

ness that makes these flies difficult

to capture, and the insect collector

has to stalk them with patience and

dexterity. Probably this is why they

are not very abundant in insect col-

lections in the large museums.

Each fly appears to select an in-

dividual territory which it patrols.

It rests upon some convenient perch

ready to dash forth and drive away

any passing insects. The adult flies,

from what we know of the life

histories of a few of the species,

apparently do not eat anything, be-

cause their mouth parts are atro-

phied.

The female ( shown here ) inserts

its eggs into crevices in the bark

of trees by means of the long

ovipositor. When the larvae hatch,

they bore into the trunk of the liv-

ing tree, which is quite unusual for

fly larvae; they apparently feed

upon the sap as they bore. There

seems to be some evidence that the

larvae of some species require more

than one season to reach maturity.

When full grown, they work their

way out to the surface, pupating

at the e.xit of the burrow.
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A The sky was hung with

webs of wild geese When the Blues
AS far as the eye could reach,

y~\^to north and south, the sky

was hung with webs of wild geese.

I had heard old men, telling of

an earlier time, say they had seen

the air full of waterfowl from hori-

zon to horizon, but I had never

seen it happen before. Now it was

literally true.

Geese were coming up from the

south in long curving lines, broken

V's, irregular bars and wedges, one

flock behind another with no break

in the traffic. As far down the sky

southward as we could see, they

were flowing up over the horizon,

drifting on like far-off wisps of

smoke. They were flying high, just

under the canopy of gray overcast,

and from each passing flock musical

flight clamor floated down to us

like the belhng of distant hounds,

yet marked by the pecuUar clear

resonance that is born only in the

throats of wild geese.

In the north each flock was break-

ing formation as it arrived, join-

ing an eddying cloud of wildfowl

that settled slowly earthward like

autumn leaves. There was the des-

tination, the landing place of the

flight; but as the arriving birds

circled lower and lower, fresh re-

cruits continued to pour in over-

head, so the confusion in the air

remained unchanged, as it had for

the last two hours.

It was a wildlife spectacle the

like of which I had never seen be-

fore—one that is staged only at a
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Knifed by raw March winds . . . cramped and shivering

for hours . . . Would it happen? Suddenly there it was
•—the greatest wildfowl flight in all of North America

By Ben East

All photographs by the author

certain time and place on this con-

tinent.

This was the spring flight of the

Blue and Snow Geese, the waveys

of wildfowl hunters, up the Mis-

souri River in mid-March. Nowhere
else in North America is there a

waterfowl trek to match that spring

migration of the wavey legions.

Since before noon Jack Kennedy,

a Council Bluffs newspaper photog-

rapher, and I had huddled in a

deserted duck blind on the shore

of a small slough on the river bot-

toms in southwestern Iowa, a few

miles north of the Missouri border.

So far we had had no chance to

use either the movie camera or the

bulky, long-range still camera that

were our major reasons for being

there.

A raw March wind whistled

around the comers of the bhnd,

rattling the fringe of dead reeds

that were left from the camouffage

of the previous autumn, knifing

with whiplash sharpness through

our heavy clothing. For an hour I

had held my teeth locked together

to keep them from choking.

All the same, it had been far

from a tedious wait. The wavey

fhght was in full svdng, and for

hours the movement of geese had

been continuous and steady.

The Iowa conservation oflBcers

who were helping us with the job

of filming the migration had esti-

mated the evening before that there

were at least 100,000 geese resting

on the ice of Fourneys Lake, a mile

to the north of the bhnd where we
were now hidden. Certainly we had

watched half as many more come

up the flyway since noon.

"There'll be a quarter of a mil-

lion geese here tonight if this keeps

up," Kennedy predicted.

Now a feeding flight started off

Fourneys Lake. Birds by the thou-

sands, earher arrivals that had come

up the day before or that morning,

lifted from the ice and poured out

toward the big river-bottom corn-

field a quarter-mile beyond our

slough. They flew low with no pre-

tense at formation, an unbroken

ribbon of geese. Above the corn-

field they milled hke chaff above

a giant threshing floor, each goose

on his own and for himself, their

clamorous honking a din that ham-

mered at our ears.

Out of the circling mass an end-
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d Snows go North
less stream of geese came spiral-

ing slowly earthward, "funneling

down," as old rivermen say, into

the corn. They formed a tall cloud

of birds shaped like the spout of

a tornado, reaching from the ground

a thousand feet aloft. Across its

top the funnel was a half-mile wide.

But as the geese made turn after

slow turn, winding down the in-

visible stairway of the sky as if

sucked earthward in a gigantic

whirlpool, they narrowed their

circles. Where the tip of the funnel

touched the corn it was no more

than a hundred feet across.

Off in the north we could see an

occasional flock drifting southward,

traveling very high, Uke skeins of

dark beads strung across the gray

sky. These were ventiu-esome birds

that had left Fourneys at daybreak,

eager to get on with the spring

flight. They had pushed north to

the next ancestral stopping place

along the flyway, but finding there

no hint of open water, they had

turned and come back to an area

where the ice was opening in the

sloughs and where waste corn in

the fields lay free of snow.

The waveys made a great wild-

life pageant in the sky, a heart-

lifting spectacle worth traveling a

thousand miles to see. Yet Kennedy

and I were not quite satisfied. After

all, we had come to take pictures

of the fhght. Geese traveling 5000

feet above the earth may thrill the

eye, but they are not good subjects

for the camera; nor do geese drop-

ping down to feed a quarter-mile

away provide good pictures.

While we crouched in the blind,

hoping fervently something would

rout the birds from the corn and

send them our way, the haze over-

head thickened, and the first wet

flakes of a March snowstorm slanted

down.

Then, faint and far away, we
heard the roar of a plane. It was
hidden in the haze of the north-

western sky over Nebraska, but

the sound of the motor grew
steadily louder. The clamor of the

geese increased, and suddenly, with

a thunder of wings that reached

us clearly in the blind a quarter-

mile away, a flock of perhaps 10,000

waveys sprang into the air as one

bird. They lifted out of the corn

in a dense black mass, apparently

convinced to the last goose that

they were safer from this unseen

menace a-wing than grounded.

The roar of the plane passed

overhead and faded in the south-

east. For a few minutes the geese

continued to circle above the corn

in a huge compact cloud. Then the

leaders turned our way and began

to slant down, and we realized we
were to get our wish. They were
coming to our slough!

The first birds came floating in

and settled on the ice at the far

side of the slough a hundred yards

from the blind. Others came be-

hind them in an unbroken ribbon.
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A Geese milled and settled on a frozen slough

> The take-off from the slough

sloping into the wind, wings set,

feet trailing; and the flock built up

with incredible speed.

It spread out from the shore of

the slough as if someone were un-

rolling a dark rug, covering the ice

with a li\ing blanket of geese. They

were coming in low o\'er the blind,

flowing down—slate-gray, white-

headed Blues and milk-white, im-

maculate Snows—so close we ex-

pected every second to hear shrill

cries of alarm and see the whole

flock go flaihng up from the ice.

But each oncoming wavey had the

all-clear signal from those aheady

grounded. This place was safe,

they sensed, else the others would

have learned it by now, and the

lure of the huge flock building on

the frozen slough was too much
for their gregarious instincts to

withstand. Not a goose bothered to

look down into our blind as they

came over; not one paid the shght-

est attention to the tumble-down

structure of boards and rushes or

to the two dun-coated men who
crouched under its sloping roof.

Our cameras were busy now, the

lenses poked through openings in

the front of the blind. We worked

fast, knowing this close-up spec-

tacle might be of brief duration,

but between shots we took time to

watch the descent of the great flock

to the ice.
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The nearest geese were passing

no more than ten yards above us,

their vidngs sounding like the rush-

ing of a soft wind. We could see

their eyes as they came over, see

them crane their necks and pick

their landing spot, see the thick

gimabo of the Missouri cornfields

clinging to the traiHng feet of many
of them.

In ten minutes the landing was

finished. Ten thousand birds, as

nearly as we could estimate then

and afterward, had come down out

of the snowstorm. The slough was

all but covered with geese, and the

nearest were no more than 50 feet

from us.

A small channel of open water

spht the ice directly in front of our

bhnd. For the geese this seemed to

mark the dividing fine between

danger and safety. They stood

ranged along the rim of the channel

on the far side. A few sHd into the

water, picking up odds and ends

of submerged weeds from the bot-

tom of the shallow slough. They
showed no hint of fear, but none

ventured to climb up on the ice

on our side of the channel. That,

apparently, was as close as they

chose to approach the shore.

The noise of the flock died down
to a soft gabbhng murmur. A few

birds stood resting with one foot

drawn up, like farmyard geese.

Others walked slowly back and

forth, preening their wet feathers.

Here they were, wild geese, wariest

of the wary, forever suspicious of

man, resting and preening as un-

concerned as if they were safe on

their polar nesting tundras 3000

miles away in the nortli, where man
almost never comes. Even as we
huddled in the bhnd and watched

them it was hard to believe the

scene was real!

The wet March snow continued

to settle down, whitening the ice,

turning the geese bedraggled and

unkempt, but they paid no heed.

The waveys are used to snow.

They migrate north on the heels

of the retreating winter, their sum-

mers are spent beside waters that

are rarely free of floating ice, and

they come south again only when

the storms of autumn will no longer

permit them to loiter in the sea

meadows of the Arctic.

The Blues are known to nest in

only three places, on Baffin Island,

on Southhampton Island, at the

upper end of Hudson Bay, and in

the Barren Grounds just south of

King William Island. The Snows

breed in a polar landscape equally

forbidding, along the northern rim

of the continent from Baffin Island

to Alaska, and on ice-fringed islands

beyond the mainland.

In September, when Arctic storms
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begin to sweep across their bleak

tundras, and their fresh-water pools

are sealed by ice, the geese leave

their inhospitable summer homes
on the first leg of the long fall

flight.

All the Blues of North America

and all the Snows that nested or

were hatched in the great Hudson
Bay basin funnel down the tree-

less coast into James Bay. Here,

on the initial lap of the autumn
migration, they encounter for the

first time since they went north the

previous spring the men and guns

they are destined to face all down
the long flyway. Their nesting

places are too far in the north, too

isolated in the polar fastnesses,

for even the Eskimos to find them
save on infrequent occasions. But

once the flight starts, the geese

move back into the country of

hunters and begin to pay their an-

nual tribute for the right to use

the air lanes.

They meet the Eskimos first,

hunters as skilled as any they will

face on their journey south. Shoot-

ing for food and not for sport, the

Eskimos use chunks of driftwood

or a bundle of willow twigs with

a white rag tied to one end for

decoys. They He hidden in tall

grass above the beach or wait be-

hind low stone walls and call the

waveys to the guns with faultless

mimicry.

Farther south, at the foot of

James Bay, the geese gather on

their ancestral pasture grounds in

the salt marshes, to feed and fatten

for a month to six weeks before re-

newing the flight. There they make
contact with the next group of

primitive hunters to whom the

wavey migration means food for

the long winter ahead, the nomadic
Cree Indians.

Kilhng is a trade with the Crees

as long as the geese remain there.

The Indians go out from Ruperts

House and Moose Factory to the

marshes on Hannah Bay and around

the mouth of the Hurricanaw and
Moose rivers, camp there for two
or three weeks, and kill an average

of at least 200 to 300 waveys per

family for the brine barrels. They
build tiny low bfinds of willow

brush on the open salt meadows.

spade up squarish lumps of blue

mud for decoys, and call the geese

down with a skill that a white

hunter finds close to incredible.

It is in the salt marshes of James
Bay that the geese also meet the

first of the white sportsmen who
await them all the way to their

wintering grounds. The birds loiter

on those northern pastures until

the sharpening cold and storms of

late October push them out.

A Cree hunter described the

exodus to me as we stood in front

of our goose camp on the Hinrri-

high above the fields of Michigan
and Wisconsin, drifting along in

big flocks of 200 to 500. They keep
the slanting fines and broken
wedges that characterize migrating

Blues and Snows, their mellow
flight talk reaching down to quicken
the pulses of earthbound humans.
The path of the waveys from the

lower end of James Bay to their

wintering marshes on the Gulf is

direct and true. They leave the

salt meadows of the north, fat and
ready for migrating. The urge to

complete the long autumn journey

*«:-
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A When a plane passed, the geese lifted themselves in a clamorous cloud

canaw last autumn: "One day the

marsh full of waveys. That night

snow come, water freeze. Next day

geese all gone, marsh empty. No
wavey left."

That is how the flight south from

James Bay gets under way—with
spectacular suddenness. The salt

meadows and the willow-bordered

muskeg ponds empty in the course

of a single morning. Later that same
day, or perhaps the day after, the

waveys are seen flying southwest,

is strong in them, and unless fatigue

or the hazards of bad weather force

them down, they make the flight in

long stages, with a minimum of

delay. They pass across the United

States from the Canadian border

to the coast of Louisiana on an air-

line course, over the Great Lakes

to the Mississippi, and down the

valley of 01' Man River to their

destination. And the belt of their

flight is relatively narrow.

In the coastal marshes of Louisi-
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ana and eastern Texas they settle

down for the winter rest, the Blues

limiting themselves to a restricted

range in Louisiana, the Snows more

widely dispersed.

In March, when winter is begin-

ning its slow retreat, the spring

flight gets under way. It is leisurely

in the extreme, and this time the

waveys do not choose the shortest

and most direct route. They pass

overland from the Gulf to strike the

Missouri bottoms just below the

Missouri-Iowa border, moving north

in easy stages as the ice goes out

and feeding grounds are freed of

snow.

Sometime in April, depending

on the schedule of the advancing

spring, they reach Lake Winnipeg.

There, 800 miles off their true course,

they change direction, turning due

east to James Bay. For the most

part they pass up the autumn pas-

tuie grounds around the mouths

of the Hurricanaw and Moose and

so avoid the Cree hunters who thin

their ranks in fall. The Crees of

Moose Factory and Buperts House

rarely get good wavey shooting in

spring. Most years they get none at

> A FEW SWAM back and forth i^'^
in the water

all. Farther north, however, other

Crees and the Eskimos are ready

once more with blinds and decoys.

The geese turn northward up the

east coast of James Bay and Hud-

son Bay, to disappear finally into

the polar wastes. Not before late

May or June do they reach their

nesting grounds.

The flight up the Missouri is

guarded with all the thoroughness

that a wildlife concentration of such

magnitude requires. From the time

the geese leave their winter resorts

until they cross the Canadian bor-

der, they are convoyed and watched

over 24 hours a day by a specially

assigned corps of federal game
agents and state conservation of-

ficers from the sections they pass

through.

The officers follow the flight as it

moves north, throwing a cordon

around each place where the

waveys rest, using boats and cars,

planes and radio, wallowing on

foot through the Missouri River

gumbo to protect the birds from

poachers. The spring shooting that

took a heavy toll on this stage of

the flight up to very recent years

is ended now so far as the waveys

are concerned. The outlaw hunters

have put their guns away reluc-

tantly, resigned at last to the fact

that the odds are too long against

them. The great migration moves

from the Gulf to Canada without

losing more than a handful of birds

to illegal hunting. No more intense

and effective job of wildHfe pro-

tection has ever been done any-

where in North America.
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CAN ANIMALS REASON?
Continued from page 116

nearly correct to say that science

studies problem solving rather than

reasoning. It is doubtful if any

professional experimentalist would

stick his neck out so far as to an-

swer a simple "Yes" or "No" to the

question, "Can animals reason?" In-

stead he asks himself what kinds of

problems animals can solve, and he

places particular emphasis upon

the ways in which animals work out

their solutions. Birds have shown

practically no indication of being

able to solve problems in any way
except by simple learning. Even

the fabled crow turns out to be in-

capable of passing a reasoning test.

All mammals demonstrate the

abihty to vary their attack, but the

only problems that cats, horses, and

even dogs can solve without previ-

ous practice are so elementary that

the behavior scarcely qualifies as

reasoning. Monkeys and apes turn

in a better score, and some of their

reactions are so reminiscent of hu-

man reasoning that the same term

seems applicable to both.

Parsimony Preferred

Some readers are probably say-

ing to themselves, "Humph! My
dog does things that are much more

intelUgent than simply piling boxes.

Those skeptical psychologists in

their artificial laboratories know
very little about the natural be-

havior of animals. Why, if they

could only see Towser . .
.!"

Perhaps so. No experimentalist

is so presumptious as to think he

knows all there is to know about

animal psychology. However, be-

fore you jump to conclusions, re-

member the limits of our definition

of reasoning. Be sure that the situa-

tion represents a genuine problem

that has never been encountered

before. If Towser looks the matter

over and then proceeds at once to

the correct solution, score him high.

If he keeps making the same mis-

takes over again and only gradually

improves, credit him with learning

but not with reasoning. Between

these extremes the analysis is not

so easy. The fewer the trials and

the more sudden the success, the

better the excuse for invoking rea-

CAN ANIMALS REASON?

soning. It is not a hard and sharp

line, but from the scientific point

of view, the most parsimonious in-

terpretation is the correct interpre-

tation. Problem solving that can be

explained as a product of chance

or of gradual learning is not to be

accepted as evidence for any higher

type of mental activity such as

reasoning.

And there is one more precau-

tion, so important that it can hardly

be repeated too often. Keep your

heart out of this. Always try to form

your opinions on the basis of what

you actually see, not what you want

to believe. Those of us who love

pets frequently let our emotions

rule our thinking in judging animal

intelligence. A dramatic illustration

of this human failing came to light

a few years ago when one of the

mass-circulation magazines pub-

lished an article about the intelli-

gence of horses.

The article was short and obvi-

ously intended as a humorous piece.

The author simply described one

lunny incident after another which,

so he claimed, proved that under

some circumstances a horse can be-

have as though it hasn't a brain in

its head. Just why this offended a

lot of readers is difficult to under-

stand. Surely the same thing could

be said of human beings. Never-

theless, offend them it did, and in-

dignant letters poured into the

editorial ofiices.

The editor became alarmed and

published a nicely worded apology

to horses and horse lovers every-

where. "The article," he explained

sorrowfully, "had been printed as

entertainment, not as an official

pronouncement on the limitations

of the equine mind." He was very,

very sorry that so many people ( and

horses? ) had had their feelings hurt.

In closing, he printed a few of the

letters he had received. The point

of this story is that not a single one

of the published letters contained

any evidence whatsoever to refute

the original claim that horses are

unreasoning beasts.

The letter writers pointed out

the obvious fact that horses have

served man for thousands of years.

They called to mind the horse's

willingness to labor faithfully for

the meanest kind of reward. In-

evitably there was a letter about the

horse who saved his master's life

by finding the way home through

the traditional blizzard. A young
girl complained fretfully that the

original article had brought ruin

to her plans for owning a pony. By
months of feminine strategy, she

had convinced her father of the

feasibihty of her scheme, but when
he read of the low intelfigence of

horses, he withdrew his consent.

Now what in the world do these

letters tell us about the horse's in-

telligence? Not a thing! Suppose

you were a schoolteacher and found

it impossible to promote some child

simply because he lacked the native

intelligence to do the daily assign-

ments. Would you revise your

opinion just because someone

pointed out that he was a good boy,

never told lies, always said his

prayers, and minded his mother?

In forming daily judgments about

the reasoning abifity of our human
friends and associates, we do not

ordinarily rely on character refer-

ences, but that is exactly what these

letter writers offered to back up

their fond belief that horses are

highly intelligent. Just character

references.

We know that men and women

can be faithful, friendly, trust-

worthy, and lovable without being

highly intelligent. In fact, we con-

sciously differentiate between these

qualities and sheer intellectual

abihty. Surely it is neither unfair

nor unfeehng to insist that the same

discrimination be observed when

it comes to judging our animal

friends. And when this essential

rule is followed, we are fikely to

arrive at the conclusion that man

can reason and does so occasionally,

that his primate cousins show faint

glimmerings of similar abihty when

they are carefully tested, but that

for all other species the record is

not encouraging. At this stage of

knowledge, it would be premature

to state flatly that dogs, horses,

cats, and other four-footed crea-

tures are totally incapable of rea-

soning; but thus far every objective

search for scientifically acceptable

proof has been completely un-

successful.
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Cat
and tne

Crawjisn
The photographic record of

a kitten's reactions to an un-

familiar creature that also

has claws

By
J.

M. Hood

All photos by the author
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"LONG-EARS" FAMILY
Continued from page 119

The young were roused from their

frozen positions, and a moment
later an adult perched on the edge

of the nest. After this first scare,

the adults seemed to consider the

flash only an unavoidable incon-

venience. In the many nights that

followed, they obviously lost all fear

of this man-made lightning.

On my first visit, the nest con-

tained three young, along with one

pipped and one unfertile egg. The
fourth infant, which hatched that

night, remained the runt of the

family for some time. Its develop-

ment was slow, and after about 20

days it disappeared entirely. I natu-

rally thought that this puny one

had fallen to the ground to become
the food of some predatory animal,

but when the others reached the

age when they began to hop from

branch to branch, I found the car-

cass in the nest, picked clean, de-

voured by brothers, sisters, and per-

haps parents. Whether the bird had

died naturally or succumbed to at-

tack remains an unanswered ques-

tion. However, years ago when I

spent 96 nights in a barn owl nest,

I found that cannibalism often

eliminated the unfit or the young-

est birds of the brood.

This study on the "Long Ears"

entailed a vigil of nineteen nights,

averaging about six hours each

night. A small six-volt light was

kept burning about 20 feet away;

hence I was able to list accurately

all the food brought in by the par-

ents. During this time they deliv-

ered 40 gophers, 10 wood rats, 23

pocket mice, and the partial re-

mains of 9 other small mammals.

Feathered prey was entirely miss-

ing.

These observations on the "Long

Ears" were completed just before

our entry into the Pacific war. San

Diego was then a quiet town and

did not extend across the near-by

mesas and into their wooded can-

)-ons. But now the population has

doubled, and things have changed.

At the end of hostilities I revisited

Tecolote. Instead of finding the

owls for which the canyon was

named, I found empty cartridge

cases every few feet. And, of course,

with fewer owls there has been an

increase in the rodents upon which

the owls formerly fed. Every few

weeks the local papers stress the

fact that typhus-infected rodents

have been caught and that the "un-

explained" increase of rodents can

mean a disastrous plague. Tacked

on the fences and on the trees that

were frequented by the owls be-

fore "target practice" eliminated

them there are now cardboard signs

that say, "Beware—Rodent Poison."

To my mind, poison is a poor sub-

stitute for a natural cheek on rats

and mice and an expensive way for

us all to pay for the one-second

thrill enjoyed bv the trigger-happy

"sportsmen."

BOOKS Continued fr,

discussed at length. There is a hst of

references for those who wish to probe

beyond the scope of the present work.

The sections dealing with the different

groups are subdivided into brief general

summaries of the more important features

of the group. Among the features of this

work are the unusually good photographs

of live specimens that illustrate every

species included. These depict the impor-

tant features of each adult animal, as well

as the young of many turtles.

Mr. Conant is well known for his sci-

entific studies and his popular accounts of

amphibians and reptiles, as well as for

his capable editorship of Fauna, the quar-

terly magazine of the Zoological Society

of Philadelphia. He has been eminently

successful in producing a highly readable,

scientifically accurate, popular treatise

that fills a need of the amateur and pro-

fessional alike. A single, completely illus-

trated reference work covering the entire

amphibians and reptile fauna of the

northeastern states will be used more

often than the usual "keys."

Iames a. Ollveh.

wING-TIPS

140

- by Roland Green

Adam & Charles Black, London
(Macmillan & Co.: New York agents),

$1.75, 64 pp., 56 drawings

TN the author's words this little volume

is intended for those amateur bird

lovers who "often look with wonder at

birds in flight and wish to know more of

how they fly and why their flight differs

so much with different species." Roland

Green's accepted skill in bird portraiture
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finds its best medium in scratchboard and
pen-and-ink drawings like those filling

more tlian half of tliese pages. Among the

more artistic of these drawings are

glimpses of a heron rising from a marsh
and of a trio of eiders banking above the

ocean. Sometimes a number of species

have been grouped together to compare
their profiles in flight, but even then the

effect is usually pleasing. The text is an

extended commentary on the illustrations.

The mechanics of flight are analyzed

first, including such topics as rising,

alighting, gliding, and soaring. Variations

in the shape of the wings and tail as re-

lated to specialization for a particular

type of flight are demonstrated. The rec-

ognition of birds by their flight is con-

sidered next. The text occasionally behes

the theme of the book, for sometimes

more is said of color pattern than of flight.

For example, the white wing bar of the

Common Sandpiper is mentioned but not

the very distinctive flight of this species,

which is like that of its American cousin,

the Spotted Sandpiper. The reviewer found

that migrant Common Sandpipers in the

Philippines were most easily identified

by their flight.

After reading Wing-Tips, even the ex-

perienced student of birds will observe

their flight with greater insight and ap-

preciation. Although written in England,

more than half of the birds mentioned

also occur in America. Many bird lovers

will consider the illustrations alone worth

more than the modest cost of this book.

Dean Amadon.

Insects and human
WELFARE

..--.-. by Charles T. Brues

Harvard University Press, $2.50

154 pp., 14 illusts.

'TpHIS revision of the 1920 edition does
-'- much to elucidate the close and in-

tricate relationship between man, his agri-

cultural and forestation economies, and
the ever-present insects that influence

directly or indirectly his activities and

livelihood. The book is designed with the

purpose of making the public aware of

the importance of entomology. Through-

out tliere are concise discussions of the

major problems that have confronted

mankind and the manner in which he has

met the challenges from the insect world.

For example, the author stresses the bat-

tles man has waged against the insect-

borne diseases, such as malaria and yel-

low fever; the battles against enemies of

agriculture, such as the grasshoppers, the

cotton-boll weevil, and numerous others.

Insects affecting the forest and their im-

portance to the many industries depen-

dent upon lumbering are given consider-

able emphasis. It is impossible to calculate

the number of lives or the man-hours lost

as a result of insects and insect-borne

diseases, but it is undoubtedly very great

The

Armchair

Hunt
By EDWARD DEMBITZ

^^ITHOUT moving from your chair, you can fry your luck
af fracking down fhe more than 30 animals gafhered in fhe

figure below. They come from all corners of fhe earfh. Some
creep, and some run; some swim, and ofhers fly. The largest is

many thousandfold heavier than fhe smallest. To find them, form
their names from the letters by starting with any square and then
moving to an adjoining square in any direction, including
diagonally. In any word you can come back to a square you have
already used. Twenty is an above-average score. For our list of
3 I , turn to page 144.
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indeed and probably more than anyone

suspects. It appears that fully ten per

cent of our agricultural production is an-

nually destroyed by insects. Figures cov-

ering twelve products over a period of

ten years (1930-1940) show that loss

from insect attack amounted to some

$1,104,400,000.

Dr. Brues takes a commendable stand

in discounting the prevalent rumors and

predictions concerning the probable in-

vasion of many formidable tropical dis-

eases into this country by way of return-

ing war veterans. There is little to justify

such predictions, especially since there

is much inherent in the diseases and the

insect carriers that would preclude such

a possibility.

It is unfortunate that illustrations of at

least the major insect offenders could

not have been included.

Mont A. Cazieb.

THE RUFFED GROUSE-

Life History, Propagation, and

Management

- - by Gardiner Bump, Robert

W. Darrow, Frank G. Edminster,

Walter F. Crissey

New York State Conservation

Department, $10.00

915 pp., 131 illusts.

T N the foreword to tliis generous vol-

ume, Mr. Perry B. Duryea, Conserva-

tion Commissioner of the State of New
York, makes the statement that the Ruffed

Grouse Investigation, of which this a

report, represents the most sustained and

comprehensive effort ever made to study

any single form of North American wild-

life. It seems hardly open to dispute. Since
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the inception of the work in 1930, no

pains have been spared to carry the study

into all lanes that opened. The original

five-year project expanded into a thirteen-

year one. The report was ready in 1942,

but wartime exigencies delayed its final

appearance.

Only a firsthand examination of the

volume can reveal the wealth of detail

it contains. More than a miUion records

have gone through statistical sorting ma-

chines to clarify the data presented in

the 186 tables and discussed in the gen-

eral text.

The Ruffed Grouse has shown many

periodical fluctuations, and there has

sometimes been such diminution in its

numbers that fears were felt for its even-

tual survival. The primary problem of

the Investigation was, therefore, to de-

termine the causes of the fluctuations and

suggest remedies. No single cause ap-

pears to have been responsible. Minor

fluctuations of local importance appear

to be the rule, and the major, widespread

phenomenon seems to result from the

simultaneous occurrence of the lesser

declines. The causes of the local dis-

turbances are examined in detail.

Artificial propagation has been de-

veloped to a certain extent, but it will

have to be perfected before it will be of

material assistance in restocking areas

on a large scale. Land management is

needed on privately owned grouse covers

to give the birds the best possible encour-

agement to maintain their own numbers.

Conservation measures are examined in

detail.

There are important chapters on the

physiology, anatomy, pathology, para-

sitism, predation, plumage, molt, tax-

onomy, and, of course, appearance, life

history, and behavior. Some of these are

by collaborating authors not Hsted on

the title page. The colored plates are by

Fred Everett, and the interesting and

often amusing vignettes by Mr. Everett

and Clayton B. Seagears. A bibliography

of 405 titles and an extensive index add

to the value of the work.

There are, admittedly, things still to be

learned about the Ruffed Grouse, but

the present volume materially reduces the

task ahead. Everyone interested in this

fine bird will want to have access to this

vast fund of data.

John T. Zimmer.

Camping can be fun

by Robert W. Weaver and

Anthony F. Merrill

Harper and Brothers, $3.00

241 pp., numerous spot drawings

HERE is a lively httle book with ex-

cellent advice for all who enjoy

camping experiences. It is well organized

and crisply and entertainingly written.

The material includes advice on select-

ing camp sites, preparing one's bed and

shelter, fire building and cooking, knap'

sack packing, essential equipment, proper

woods etiquette, and a worth-while chap-

ter: "Grab Bag of Camping Incidentals."

The chapter entitled "The Well-

Planned Trip Is Best" discusses this all-

important topic witli clarity and con-

viction. There are also descriptions of

camping opportunities in various sections

of the country, with useful information

concerning the requirements of different

locaUties. The authors have obviously

camped a great deal, and their expert

sharing of knowledge results in a de-

cidedly useful, nicely illustrated book that

should be in every camper's possession.

There are several opinions and state-

ments relating to the capture of wildhfe

with which this reviewer does not agree.

These considerations by no means inter-

fere with the value of the book as a

whole, and it would be doing the prospec-

tive reader and the authors an unwar-

ranted disservice to place undue emphasis

upon them. With the rising cost of living,

many persons may discover that the only

way to enjoy an inexpensive vacation will

be to shun tourist accommodations and

take to the woods with their ovra equip-

ment. There is nothing particularly diffi-

cult about camping—experience will prove

this fact. "Camping can be fun," and this

book will help to make it so.

William H. Carr.

LETTERS Continued from page 101

Yarbwoman, that appeared in Harper's

Magazine twenty years ago, and it may

have been put to other literary uses.

Even witliout such bolstering, word of

mouth is sufficient to maintain the exis-

tence of such yarns, despite the fact that

they have been widely discredited in

print. The implausibility of even one

fatality from a fang in a boot is obvious

to anyone having a knowledge of snake

venoms and the venom apparatus.

The fang itself is little more than a

highly modified tubular tooth, with a

duct from the venom gland leading to

the upper end of the tube. It is essen-

tially like a hypodermic needle but

curved. Muscles surrounding the gland

contract around the spongy tissue of the

gland, forcing the venom through the

duct to the fang and out the discharge

orifice near the pointed tip. Rattlers, and

their allies among the \'ipers and pit

SEA AND LAND SHELLS
If you are a buyer of this class of invertebrales

send for my Conchological Chatter which ap-

pears monthly listing choice MoUusca from
every part of the world. Collections for sale of

iny size up to 5000 species. Also Books on

Mollusca.
•WALTER F. WEBB

2515 Second Ave. North. St. Petersburg 6, Fla.

vipers, ordinarily drive their fangs into

the body of their prey (or enemy) by

means of a strike—a rapid thrust of the

head, with the fangs raised ahnost to a

horizontal position. When the fangs

pierce the skin, the venom is forced

through them.

The amount of venom thereby injected

varies with the size and kind of snake.

Only a drop or so from each fang is

produced by juveniles of small species,

whereas almost a fluid ounce has been

extracted from a large red diamond rat-

tlesnake. Snake venoms vary in potency,

but at least a drop of even the strongest

venom would be required to produce

severe symptoms in a human.

What would happen if a fang were

imbedded in a boot? This rarely happens

since ordinary shoe leather is reasonably

good protection from the bite of any but

the largest venomous snakes. It is much

tougher than the skin of the small ani-

mals upon which venomous snakes prey,

and far more resistant than human skin.

But suppose a fang did penetrate the

leatlier and was broken from the snake's

jaw. Only a small amount of venom,

less than a drop, could possibly re-

main in the tubular portion of the fang,

and none would be likely to adhere to

the outside. The venom inside the fang

might become dry and remain there.

When properly protected, dried venom
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does retain most of its potency even

though it is modified by oxidation upon

exposure to the air. But unless it be

stored in some receptacle, it is subject

to bacterial action and decay, losing its

dangerous quaUties.

Thus there is neither sufficient venom,

nor any likelihood of its retaining its

potency, were a fang to be left imbedded

in a boot. By tlie same token, the efforts

of various Indian tribes to poison their

arrows with snake venom were undoubt-

edly fruitless, although psychologically

the practice may have served the useful

purpose of instilling fear in the enemy,

as ethnologists have suggested. Stories of

deaths from snake venom, whether from

fangs in boots or from poisoned arrows,

often are endowed with a more dramatic

appeal than the simple facts. The writers

of mystery stories may lament the im-

practicability of murder by such means,

but surely there are an adequate number

of death-dealing devices that might be

substituted.

GEMS and CRYSTALS
From world wide sources. Send for illustrated

catalog listing choice crystals, rough and cut

gems, all genuine. Catalog is yours for the

asking. Write today.

V. D. HIIX
Complete Cem and Mineral Establishment

RT. 7-H SALEM, OREGON
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< An aerial photograph of the

canyon in the middle of the Sahara

Desert, taken at an altitude of about

10,000 feet. The plateau itself is esti-

mated to lie at an elevation of about

4000 feet

^ Evidence of extensive erosion by

water in the Sahara, though known
to scientists, surprises many persons

who have pictured the great desert

as an endless succession of dunes

Sahara Canyon
Sirs:

The accompanying photographs show

an extremely large canyon in the middle

of the Sahara Desert, which may not

previously have been photographed from

the air. Because the pictures will modify

the general impression that the Sahara is

an unvarying succession of beachlike sand

dunes, I thought perhaps some of your

readers might be interested in them. A
canyon like this shows that erosion by

water has been quite active in shaping

the Sahara, even though it may not have

been a consistent factor.

Because the photographs were taken

at an altitude of approximately 10,000

feet, the canyon is probably larger than

it appears. As nearly as 1 could estimate,

the plateau at this point must be about

4000 feet above sea level, and the valley

bottoms about 1500 feet less. So you can

see that the canyon is a geographical

feature of considerable size. Because of

light conditions, it was impractical to

photograph more than a small portion of

the whole array. The coloring was con-

fined to tan, fawns, and blacks, with

nothing like the Grand Canyon's cele-

brated riot of color.

I took the photographs about a year

ago on what was considered an explora-

tory flight from Johannesburg to Amster-

dam by KLM. It was the second or third

flight that carried passengers and was

made to ascertain whether noticeable dif-

ferences in flying conditions might be

expected in this variation of the general

route. As you know, nearly all airlines

operating the length of Africa follow a

course more or less along the east coast,

because that side of the continent has far

better facilities in every way and much
greater concentration of population.

I have been reluctant to offer you these

SUCCESSFUL GOOSE RAISING
A new, illustrated handbook giving de-

nstructions on establishing, breed-
ubating, growing, fattening a flock

of geese. Also discusses goose
liver, feathers and down, mar-
keting, processing and freez-
ing. $1.00 per copy, postpaid.

YANKEE GOOSE FARM
Box 123, New Haven, Conn.

^ The rocks are tan, fawn-colored, and black—less variegated than those of

the Grand Canyon



pictures because I am unable to identify

the place exactly by name. My own inter-

est in this curious phenomenon took me
to the American Geographical Society, of

which I have been an interested member
for many years, and I have pored OAcr

many square yards of large-scale maps,

mostly French, of the Sahara between

tlie eighth and tenth longitudinal merid-

ians. The canyons are approximately at

the mid-point between Kano, in northern

Nigeria, and Tunis, and from my study

of the maps I have concluded that they

must be located in the so-called Tassili-

N-Adjjer. This is at the northeastern

perimeter of the much more lofty Ahaggar

massif, which reaches an altitude of over

10,000 feet some distance to tlie south-

west of TassiH. On the plane I carefully

charted progress as well as I could. My
notes show that the canyons are located

very close to the relatively important

Oasis Djanet, and the French maps sup-

port tliis view, g Douglass Harris.

New York, N. Y.

San Clemente Sand Trees
Sirs:

In your issue for January, 1948, I was

keenly interested in the observations of

Lewis W. Walker as presented in his

article, "Trees of Sand"; and I beheve

he would be interested to know that this

phenomenon has not been confined quite

as he believed to the islands of San

Nicolas and San Miguel.

About 100 miles southeast of San

Miguel, or roughly 40 miles east of San

Nicolas, is the islaiid of San Clemente.

It is a wind-swept and desolate place,

once occupied by Indians and very similar

in many respects to San Nicolas. There,

in 1914, several boys, including myself.

brouglit back many perfect twigs of sand,

taken from a broad dune region from

which many tree trunks of sand protruded.

We photographed these, and they re-

sembled very much the ones in the small-

est illustration on page 16 of Mr. Walker's

article. . . . Qj-q^qj. jj^^jj Banning.

South Pasadena, Calif.

Sirs:

Last night I was reading the February

issue of NATtmAL History and was par-

ticularly impressed with the article "Tomb
of the Weaver" by Earl H. Morris. His

article brought me clearly to the realiza-

tion that not only are the articles in your

magazine highly informative and more

or less unique, but tliey are generally

written in the best literary style. I think

that is especially true of this article by

Morris. He is not only an outstanding

archaeologist, but I tliink he has a fine

hterary style, which makes delightful

and informative reading—in fact, this ap-

plies to the whole magazine.

Toledo, O.

MiLO
J.

Warner.

Answers to

"The Armchair Hunt-
on page 14

Ape Coof Moose
Asp Eel Ore
Ass Goo Perch

Baboon Goaf Racer
Bass Goose Raf

See Hare Robin

Bobolink Leech Serin

Corp Lion Skink

Cat Lobo Sora

Cero Loon
Mink

Spraf

MUSEUM EXPEDITIONS

Morden African Expedition Has
Returned

The first major expedition to the re-

mote Tvirkana District of Africa returned

to the American Museum of Natural His-

tory last month. Col. Wilham
J.

Morden,

veteran explorer and leader of the Mu-
seum's Morden African Expedition, de-

scribed the Turkana as a tall race whose

men average several inches more in height

than American men and stated that the

Turkana terrain in nortliern Kenya Colony

is one of the world's most barren regions.

Col. Morden was accompanied on tlie

expedition by his wife, Mrs. Irene Mor-

den, who served as co-leader, and R.

Kopler Lewis, anthropologist, who con-

EXPEDITION EQUIPMENT

world. Wo have specialized In outflttlng for 55
years and gained much useful experience, supply-
ing tents, packs, sleeping bags. rookUif equipment,
and clothing. Write to Dcpt. N.TI. 3.

David T. Abercrombie Co.
••' --ay New York 7, N. Y.

ducted the first anthropological studies of

the Turkana. He spent more than three

months in daily contact with the tribe in

their primitive little villages. Mrs. Morden,

who studied the life of the women of the

remote African tribes, is believed to be

the first white woman ever permitted to

study the Turkana.

Last April, the expedition left Capetown
and traveled by car through Cape Prov-

ince, Griqualand East, Natal, Orange

Free State, Griqualand West, Transvaal,

and Southern and Northern Rhodesia.

There the cars turned back, and the ex-

pedition members joined their safari of

fovir trucks, 17 native "boys," and two
white hunters. The safari proceeded

through Tanganyika to Kenya Colony.

Headquarters were established at Lodwar
in the Northern Frontier Province of

Kenya. Later the expedition visited

Zanzibar, Uganda, Buganda, the Belgian

Congo, and the Sudan, covering a total

of over 15,000 miles in Africa.

Lodwar is the administrative center of

approximately 35,000 square miles of the

Turkana District in the Northern Frontier

Province, from which some 75,000 no-

madic Turkana are directed by three

British officers. There are only four or

five Europeans in tlie entire area.

The Turkana District is closed to for-

eigners, but the expedition obtained spe-

cial permission from the Department of

Native Affairs to enter and work in the

area. In every instance, the expedition

received the utmost courtesy and co-

operation from all government officials

with whom it came in contact.

The Turkana live on a semi-desert

plain which is bounded on the east by
Lake Rudolph and on the west by the

escarpment of the Creat Rift Valley.

Nortliward are the Sudan and Abyssinia;

to the south are the Kenya highlands.

The dress of Turkana men consists

mainly of two or three ostrich featliers

and an ivory plug worn in the lower lip.

They also plaster the backs of their heads

with masses of gray mud which is matted

into their hair. The women wear bead-

trimmed leather aprons fore and aft,

many strings of ostrich shell beads around

their necks, and several large rings in

each ear.

The Turkana have no real tribal or-

ganization of their own but live in small

family groups under the most primitive

conditions. They have no housing prob-

lem, for their dweUings are simply a few

branches of thorn trees stuck in the ground

and covered with more branches. During

the infrequent rains, they throw a skin

or two over the top of the dwelling.

The examples of Turkana clothing,

ornaments, spears, and other articles of

everyday life which the expedition

brought back have been added to the Mu-
seum's permanent anthropological study

collections. Col. Morden stated that the

expedition's comprehensive motion pic-

tures of the Turkana tribe, the first ones

ever brought to this country, would

furnish an invaluable documentary record

for future anthropological study.

Expedition to Australia

Two field specialists of the American

Museum of Natural History left New
York Saturday, January 24, en route to

Australia, where the Museum's first major

AustraUan expedition is scheduled to go

into the remote Cape York area this

month. Geoffrey M. Tate, Manager of

the New York Headquarters of Archbold

Expeditions, and Hobart Van Deusen, of

the Museum's Department of Mammals,

were scheduled to join the other members

of the field group in Cairns, a small

coastal town at the base of the peninsula,

during the latter part of February. Cape

York is the northern peninsula tiiat juts

out to within 90 miles of New Guinea.

Other members of the expedition,

Leonard Brass, leader and botanist, and

Dr. G. H. H. Tate, brother of Geofi^rey

Tate and Curator of the Museum's De-

partment of Mammals, have already met

in Australia.
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Journey of a Word

Stranger than any Jules Verne fiction

is the trip your voice takes by tele-

phone. It spans the continent in one-

twelfth of a second — over a private

speedway with green traffic lights all

the way.

Your voice is changed into elec-

trical waves so that it can travel over

the wires. Some waves travel too fast,

and have to be slowed down, so others

can keep pace. Waves get tired, and

electronic amplifiers give them new

energy to speed them on.

All arrive at journey's end on split-

second schedule and out steps your

voice — changed back into words

again. The wonder of it is that

the words sound like you and are

you — with your own tone and

mood and personality.

Bell Telephone Laboratories de-

sign, improve and fit together the

millions of intricate parts that make

possible the journey of your words.

It is a job that never ends.

It is this constant work of im-

provement that helps the Bell

System give you the best and the

most economical telephone service

in the world.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM



lee "Poodle"
SiHS:

In the February issue of Natural His-

tory, I noticed the picture of an "Ice

Collar" sent in by [ames B. Cunimings

of Rochester, N. Y. The picture I am
enclosing shows another peculiar ice for-

mation taken by my naturalist father, the

late Verdi Burtch of Branchport, N. Y.,

at Canandaigua Lake on February 2,

1936.

To me it looks like a huge polar bear

or a large white dog resting on a round

block of ice. y^^^ 3 Whitaker.

Penn Yan, N. Y.

The Threatened Sugar Pines
Sirs:

In the February issue of Natural His-

tory, Dr. Willard G. Van Name brings

to notice tlie urgent problem of includ-

ing the extraordinary stand of Sugar Pines

adjacent to the South Calaveras Grove of

Se(juoias in the plans to acquire the re-

gion for a state park. He is rightly per-

turbed about tlie danger that these giant

trees will be logged, for the present dis-

inclination of the Pickering Lumber Com-
pany to consider the sale of this tract of

pines has led the state officials to abandon

efforts to ac<|uire it.

It is possible that strong representa-

tion to Mr. A. E. Henning, Chief Division

of Beaches and Parks, Sacramento, Cali-

fornia, can successfully revive the inter-

est of the officials in this aspect of the

South Calaveras Grove acquisition pro-

gram. Demonstration that the people

want this tract preserved with the Se-

quoias, and that funds will be forthcom-

ing to meet the cost, might well induce

the company to reopen the discussion.

Action must be taken at once, however,

if it is to be effective.

Dr. Van Name is not correct, however,

in stating that no conservation organiza-

tions have called public attention to this

Photo by Fritz W. Ncu,

problem. The first publicity it received

resulted from a survey I made in 1942

of the entire area for the Emergency

Conservation Committee, and many Cali-

fornia papers carried articles and edi-

torials at that time that stressed the im-

portance of saving the giant Sugar Pines

as well as the Sequoias.

The National Parks Association has

stated its belief that acquisition of these

Sugar Pines is equal in importance to the

purchase of die Sequoias themselves. In

1942, a number of scientific and civic

groups stated their position that these

pines should be saved. There is no ques-

tion but that the people of California,

and the nation, can be aroused effectively

to the seriousness of this aspect of the

South Calaveras Grove project. It is a

project that every conservation club and

society should energetically support.

Fred M. Packard,

Field Secretary.

National Parks Association,

Washington, D. C.

Opportunity is taken again to define

the area under discussion. Failure to

identify it clearly can confuse the issue

and endanger the effort to save the Sugar

Pines referred to in Dr. Van Name's

article.

The fact that some fine Sugar Pines

are scattered among the Sequoia trees in

the South Calaveras Grove is an additional

reason for preserving it. But it gives no

e.xx'use for failure to save also the wonder-

fully beautiful tract of Sugar Pines closely

adjacent to it on the north, which has

been described as the most remarkable

forest area in our whole country not al-

Coutinucd on pafic 19?

NOTICE—Readers arc encour-

aged to submit their own pho-

tographs of natural history

subjects. Those selected for pub-

lication on these pages will be

paid for at §2.00 each, with full

credit to the photographer. Re-

turn postage must be included.
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
The Red Datura, Datura sanguinea, be-

longs to the Nightshade family, Solana-

ceae, a fraternity of such well-known
plants as the tobacco, potato, tomato, and
eggplant. Although various species of

Datura are grown for their beautiful

trumpet-shaped flowers, they are more
famous for their poisonous seeds, which
have been used as narcotics since an-

tiquity. The Red Datura was esteemed as

a narcotic at the Temple of the Sim in

Sogamoso (Colombia) and by the priests

of the Inca civilization of Peru.

Tlie priestess Pythia at Delphi prophe-
sied under the influence of Datura seeds,

and they were also known to ancient

Egyptians, Hindus, and Chinese. Narcotic

seeds of the various species of the New
World were also revered and used by
priests as into.\icants and hypnotics. These
included Jimson weed (D. stramonium)
and Ololiuhqui (D. meteloides), both
used by the Aztec priests. Veneration of

the Datura still persists among modern
Indians of our Southwest.

The Red Datura is quite unusual in its

color, for most Datura flowers are white.

This shrubby species is indigenous to

tlie Andes of South America, from Colom-
bia to Bolivia, but is often found culti-

vated in Latin America as a showy garden
flower. The flowers on the cover were
pliotographed in Bogota, Colombia.

W. H. Hodge.
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YOUR NEW BOOKS
PLANTS • EUROPEAN POPULATION • PALOMAR

FREDERIC REMINGTON • THE SCIENTISTS SPEAK

t;

Europe's population
in the inter war years

by Dudley Kirk

League of Nations, Lake Success, N. Y.,

$3.50-paper, $4.00-cloth,

303 pp., 56 figs.

>HIS \olume by Dudley Kirk is the

fourth and last of a series prepared

b\- the Office of Population Research of

Princeton Uni\-ersity at the request of the

League of Nations. Like its predecessors,

it deals with the present state and future

prospects of Europe's population from a

demographic point of \'iew.

This study is, of course, a statistical

one, and its richness of detail makes a

summary impossible in a brief notice. One

of the major hues of orientation, how-

e\er, upon which many of the shifts in

the balance of European population dis-

cussed bv the author depend, is the de-

cline of northwestern Europe as a repro-

ducing center while eastern and south-

eastern Europe continue as an area of

high natural increase. As a result, the

proportional composition of European

population is undergoing a considerable

change in favor of the eastern and south-

eastern periphery. Furtliermore, one sees

western and nortliwestern Europe becom-

ing an area of aging population in con-

trast with eastern and southeastern Eu-

rope, where the population has remained

young. Thus not only are the absolute

and proportional shares of Europe's popu-

lation shifting eastward, but the a\ail-

able man power shows an accelerating

balance in tlie same direction. It follows

from tliis state of population balance that

the migration pressure is the rexerse—

mo\ing from the periphery to the centers

of western and northwestern Europe

where the demands of a dense, indus-

trialized, and urbanized community are

not being met by its own reproduction.

The trends of population growth, ad-

justment, and movement revealed in this

important study are e.xtraordinarily il-

luminating in the light of the recent e\ents

of European history. They represent the

"'set" of the basic currents of Europe's

populations, which political and e\en

military episodes seem to ha\e little power

to alter or to deflect. One cannot help

feeling that the key to the predictable

future of Europe lies in these trends

which, curiously enough, receive scant at-

tention in the vast flood of commentary

on tlie state of European affairs.

Hahkv L. Shapiro.

The SCIENTISTS SPEAK

edited by Warren Weaver

Boni and Gaer, .$3.7.5

369 pp.

DEGINNING in May, 1943, a unique

feature of the nationwide broadcasts

of the Sunday afternoon concerts by the

New York Philliarmonic Symphony was

inaugurated. Since the musical program

was normally interrupted for ten or fifteen

minutes near its mid-point, there was

planned as an intermission feature a short

essay on some important piece of scien-

tific research. In this way, the latest' de-

\el()pments in science have been clearly

and compactly set forth for the intelligent

lavman in fourscore branches. Eighty-one

leading scientists took part in this project,

and their fascinating and authoritative

stories, necessarily precise and concise,

are included in this \olume. The authors

are introduced by Dr. Warren Weaver of

the Rockefeller Foundation, who is re-

sponsible for the logical arrangement.

It is safe to say that the work of such

an array of authors—the most distin-

guished scientists of America and in many

cases of the world—has never before been

brought together in a single volume or

in any series of volumes. The list in-

cludes eight Nobel Prize Winners, the

heads of se\'eral of our great universities,

the most brilhant authorities of our lead-

ing astronomical observatories, as well as

BIRDS OF AMERICA ON NOTEHEADS
Beautifully reproduced in full color from the first edition

elephant folio by John J. Audubon.

Irleiil for personal correspondence, informal invitations

and tlvink you notes.

20 NOTEHEADS 20 ENVELOPES
enclosed in an attractive box Sl.OO prepaid.

(Canadian and foreign orders 25?' extra)

TRADE MART COMPANY.
1214 Broadway, New York 1, N. Y.

the directors of research in a number of

scientific foundations. Among other no-

table contributors to this book we find

the names of Hubble, Russell, Shaple\

,

Mees, Bethe, Urey, Oppenheimer, Arthur

H. Compton, Karl T. Compton, and
Langmuir. In the section on plants and
animals, the American Museum of Natu-

ral History was represented by Dr. Robert

Cushman Murphy.

The subjects are most intriguing, rang-

ing from geology and astronomy through

all the various kinds of research engaged

in by our most distinguished workers.

This is a most unusual up-to-date book,

excellent beyond words to describe.

Clyde Fisher.

Photographic giants
of palomar

...-.-- by James S. Fassero

Westernlore Press, Los Angeles,

CaUf., $1.50

60 pp., 28 illusts.

"TPHIS booklet by James S. Fassero con-

sists of 60 pages, principally of per-

specti\e drawings of the 200-inch Hale

and the 4-foot Schmidt photographic

telescopes on Mount Palomar. There are

brief descriptions by the author.

The artist, a colleague of the autlior,

is Dr. Russell W. Porter, Astrophysicist

of Cahfornia Institute of Technology.

The celebrated artist, Maxfield Parrish,

describes this work as follows: "If these

drawings had been made from the tele-

scope and its machinery after it had been

erected, they would have been of excep-

tional excellence—but to think that an

artist had his pictorial imagination in

such working order as to construct these

pictures with no odier material data than

blueprints of plans and elevations—is

simply beyond belief."

The "key drawing" reveals tlie general

plan. It shows a meridian section through

the telescope and dome looking west. It

tells the story of the unique ways in

which the 200-inch mirror may be used—

as a coude, a Cassegrain, or a Prime

Focus reflector.

Separate drawings graphically present

a detailed symposium of parts, structure,

and complexity which volumes of words

could not describe. The artist rexeals in

this work how scientific laws of stress

and strain, translated into engineering
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structure, become both a scientific instru-

ment and a work of art.

The picture "Cassegrain Focus" is so

labeled by the author, an astrophysicist.

The engineer might call it "Mass and

Gravity in Delicate Balance," for one-

twelfth of a horsepower moves 500 tons.

Reproductions of famous photographs

taken at Mt. Wilson by a lesser instru-

ment conclude a brilHant story brieflx'

Gordon A. Atwater.

Birds of prey of north-
eastern NORTH AMERICA

- - by Leon Augustus Hausman

Rutgers Uni\ersity Press, $3.75

164 pp., 32 illusts.

jDERSECUTED by gunners and pushed

back by the spread of civiUzation,

many species of hawks and owls have de-

creased seriously in numbers. It is highly

desirable that the beauty and wild charm

of these birds, as well as their frequent

value to man, become known to a larger

segment of the public. This handsomely

produced book appeals for the protec-

tion of the birds of prey and emphasizes

their usefulness. Perhaps it even goes too

far in repeatedlv implying that they pre-

vent meadow mice from reaching plague

proportions, for it now appears that

hawks, owls, and other predators are

often "controlled" by the cychc fluctua-

tions of rodents, rather dian the opposite.

The book gi\es a species by species ac-

count of the general life histories of the 30

kinds of Raptores known from the north-

east. Often couched in somewhat more

flowery language than one expects nowa-

days, these accounts make regrettably lit-

tle use of the wealth of information pub-

lished on hawks and owls in recent years.

A few slips ha\e occurred, such as the use

of the same technical name for the two

races of the Bald Eagle. A section intended

to introduce the falcon family, to judge

from the heading, was apparently omitted

altogether and part of the account of

the Gyrfalcon substituted by mistake.

Each species is illustrated by a black-

and-white plate by J. B. Abbot. Some of

these are very attractive; others less suc-

cessful. The colored frontispiece is b)'

G. M. Sutton.

For the begiimer or general reader this

book will provide a brief and fairly ac-

curate introduction to the birds of prey,

but even the moderately informed bird

student will find \erv little in its pages

that is new to him. t-, a,.,„^,>t

New Spring Book Catalog Ready

Books on birds, mammals, wildlife con-

servation, reptiles, fish. tree.~. flowers,

insects, national parks, etc. Expert book
service now in its fifth year.

Catalog sent on request.

FRED J. PIERCE, Winthrop, Iowa
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cAUSES OF CATASTROPHE

------ by L. Don Leet

Whittlesey House, $3.00

2^2 pp., 80 illusts.

T->HIS book, a selection in the .$10,000

' Whittlese)' House Fellowship Contest

for Scientific Books written for the Lay-

man, is concerned with the more violent

aspects of natural phenomena and with

a nontechnical explanation of the known
facts as to the "how" and "why" of their

occurrence. Mr. Leet, who is the Seis-

mologist in Charge of the Harvard Uni-

versity Seismograph Station, is one of

the leading American students of earth-

quakes and their accompanying phe-

nomena.

Four forms of natural catastrophes are

discussed in detail: Earthquakes, Vol-

canoes, Tidal Waves, and Hurricanes and

Typhoons. The reader learns of past oc-

currences, described in dramatic yet re-

strained language, something of how the

records they leave may be interpreted,

and much as to the underlying causes of

these catastrophes.

Wlien a work is as well written and

authoritative as this one, it is difficult to

venture to criticize it without seeming to

carp at minor matters. Nevertheless, to

this reviewer, at least, it would have been

a better book had certain extraneous

material been deleted from the chapter

appropriately entitled "Mountain Making
and Volcanoes in the Pacific." Matters

such as an understanding of the Inter-

national Date Line, or a log of a trans-

Pacific flight, or the pronunciation of

Japanese place names are undoubtedly

interesting, but they do derail a train of

thought with almost catastrophic results

of their own.

The book is strongly recommended to

all who are interested in this world on

which we live; but it is suggested that

Chapter ,5 might be skipped until the

rest of the book has been read. Then, by
all means, go back and read it, too.

H. E. VOKES.

Plants, a guide to
PLANT hobbies

------ -by Heibeit S. Zim

Harcourt, Brace and Co., $3. .50

398 pp., 121 illusts.

Y) R. ZIM is the author of eight or ten

books of this nature on various sub-

jects, especially planned for the beginner

in natural history. They are exceedingK

SEA AND LAND SHELLS
If you are a liuyer of ibis dass of inverlebralee
send for my ContlioioBical Cliauer which ap.
peara monllily listing choice Mollusca from
every part of the worlj. Collections for sale of
any size up to 5000 species. Also Books on
Mollusca.

WALTER F. WEBB
2515 Second Ave. North. St. Pelerslmrj! 6, Fla.

YOUR NEW BOOKS

well done. The material is carefully and
intelligently selected, and it is logically

arranged. The author knows how to tell

a story. In fact, he is a born teacher.

Many books in this field have been
written by mere hack writers, and they
offend the naturalist who cares for trust-

worthiness. This volume, however, is a

creditable achievement in the populariz-

ing of botany. It is in no sense a text-

book; it is the story of botany, told with

surprising completeness and with a care

for accurate statement that is heartening

to any teacher. It is illustrated with 121

black-and-white drawings made by a

botanist, and they have been well done.

The book includes so much of interest

and help for one who is inclined to make
a hobby of plants that it is impossible to

give an adequate analysis in the space

allowed. This reviewer is sure that the

book is better because it was written by
an amateur and not a professional botanist.

One is given a glimpse of the impor-

tance of identification and classification.

Plant collecting is discussed, and we arc

told the story of the change and develop-

ment of plants from the algae and bac-

teria through the fungi, lichens, liver-

worts, mosses, and ferns to the highest

of the seed plants. We are shown the

plants of the past, domesticated plants,

plant experiments, and plant locahties

worth visiting. At the close of each of tlie

20 brief chapters there is appended a

well-selected bibliography of a few books
—a helpful addition. Upon reading this

book, one can be sure that plant acti\ities

have always been fun for the author and
that acquaintance with certain groups has

led to enjoyable trips, vacations, and even
afternoon walks.

Our

Clyde Fisher.

flowering world

by Rutherford Piatt

Dodd, Mead Co., $6.00

278 pp., 56 illusts.

jLJERE is another book by the author

of This Green World, which recently

enthralled naturalists and all lovers of

beauty, and this is a worthy companion
\olume. Mr. Piatt has the unusual facility

of discussing a scientific subject in fas-

cinating, nontechnical language. The
Continued on page 191
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A On a milkweed plant there may be

several hundred of the curious traps

A CRANE FLY with its proboscis in one of

the nectaries of the milkweed flower

THOMAS A. EDISON, wear-

ing a long tan duster, appeared

to be crawling from under a hav-

cock that late August morning

when I visited his red brick labora-

tory in quest of material for a

magazine feature. Actually, he was

climbing out of a Model A Ford,

on the roof of which rose an im-

mense mound of milkweed and

goldenrod. He was experimenting

at the time with native plants as a

source of rubber. He had spent the

morning with two young assistants

dri\ ing along New Jersey highwavs

collecting roadside weeds for his

laboratory tests.

That glimpse of the odd sedan

with the aged inventor chmbing

from beneath the high-piled weeds

flashed through mv mind one after-

noon last July. All around me rose

more than 100 milkweed plants.

They were clustered midway down
the slope of my Insect Garden—that

ancient orchard acre where for a

dozen vears I have planted the an-

nuals and perennials, the bushes

and vines, that would attract insects

within range of my camera and

magnifying glass.

The air, hot and still, was drowsy

with the humming of bees. From a

wide area, nectar hunters were fly-

ing to this small section of my hill-

side. The milkweed blooms were

the goal of innumerable insects.

Here were green-banded wasps,

white cabbage butterflies, honev-

bees, crane flies, blue-black digger

wasps, bumblebees, a monarch but-

terfly—flawless and brilliant, just

from the chrysalis—small dark ants,

wasps brilliantly banded with black

and white, red-eyed Httle flies.

Halictus bees, brownish skipper

butterflies with silver spots that

shone in the sun as they turned this

wav and that harvestine; the nectar.

The Mitu
By

Edwix Way Teale*
All phnlL-jrajihs by the author

In five minutes, I counted more

than 100 insects on the milkweeds

around me. A few were dining on

leaf tissues; some, like the robber

fly that was making its falcon

swoops above the plants, were prey-

ing on other insects; but the vast

majority were avid for nectar.

"Euwix W.\Y Teale is familiar to nio.st

readers as a frequent contributor to

.Xatural History and as one of the

leading nature writers in the United

States. He is the author of nine books, in-

cluding Grassront Jungles, The Golden

Throng, Near Horizons, and Tlie Los1

Woods. Nature books of his ha\'e been

transcribed into Braille and translated into

Swedish, French, and Spanish. Last year,

Mr. Teale and his wife made a 17,000-

niile field trip through 23 states to gather

material for a book that will appear a

few years hence. "The Milkweed Trap"

is a chapter from a new book, Dai/s With-

out Time, to be published in the fall.—Ed.
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weed TRAP
You would search far to find an event so fas-

cinating as the operation of this ingenius trap,

which anyone can observe at the right season

wherever the common milkweed grows

A Close-up. The insect catches its foot in the slit and pulls it

upward in trying to escape. The black spot at the top repre-

sents the adhesive disks which hold the pollinia to the insect's

leg when it escapes to visit another flower. No milkweed flower

produces seed without this act

Adhesive disks at top

of trap hold pollen

masses to leg of insect

Tinted to catch the eye, per-

fumed to delight the sense of smell,

baited with five flagons of honey-

sweet nectar, each separate flower

in the colorful globes of the massed

milkweed blooms was well calcu-

lated to attract and charm the nec-

tar drinkers. More than 10,000 of

these flowers awaited the visiting

insects on the 121 milkweed plants

my garden contained. Those visits

and the drifting parachutes of silk

released by milkweed pods in au-

tumn are linked together as cause

and effect. Slip a hood of gauze or

netting over a milkweed plant to

keep insects away during blooming

THE MILKWEED TRAP

time and no seed pods develop on

it. Although in the flower, stamin

and pollen are but a minute frac-

tion of an inch apart, they never

reach each other without the curi-

ous and often hazardous interven-

tion of an insect.

Close beside me, a golden-banded

honeybee flew from a flower to the

wide green landing field of a leaf.

As it settled down, I saw that each

of its six feet were tipped with

brilliant orange. It tried to walk,

and its effort was awkward. Its

movements suggested an insect on

snowshoes. One of the green-

banded wasps rose from another

Insect's foot enters

slit between nec-

taries. To pull it

free, it has to jerk

pollen masses out

attached to its leg



A A MONARCH, or milkweed butterfly. When such insects

alight to sip the nectar, they run no danger. But small

ones cannot pull themselves loose from the trap

A A MOTH that perished

on one of the blooms

> This fly has been caught i

six of the milkweed's traps, i

adjacent flowers J

flower. A foreleg was similarly

tagged with orange. A few moments

later, a small butterfly fluttered

away from one flower clump toward

another. I caught it in a net. Under

my pocket magnifying glass, I

studied the tiny orange rectangles

attached to three of its feet.

They were held in place by a

black, sticks' disk arrangement,

glued and clamped to the foot of

the insect. Extending downward
from this holding mechanism were

two prongs, like two halves of a

clothespin, ending in spade-shaped

masses of brilliant-hued pollen. So

tightly were these pollen masses

locked to all six feet of a bumblebee

which I carried home for closer

examination that the insect bumped
about inside a Mason jar for more

than half an hour and yet dislodged

the pollen from only one of its legs.

Wherever the bee went, the pollen

would go, too. But how did the

milkweed flower attach it so firmly

in place? \Vhat was the trap it used?

Half a dozen times, as I leaned

close to the purple umbels around

154

me. I watched honeybees alighting

on the flowers a few inches from

my eyes. Each flower has a cyhn-

drical center with five incurring

horns or hoods, resembling fleshy

petals, around its edge. Thev are

horns of plenty for the alighting in-

sects. Each is a floral flagon holding

nectar.

As it ahghted, each insect dan-

gled from the flower and struggled

to anchor its feet on the smooth

sides of the cyHndrical center. In

so doing, it frequently found a con-

venient footing in the U-shaped

lower ends of shts that run verti-

cally up the sides of the flower.

These slits are five in number. There

is one between each pair of nectar

horns, ^^'ith one or more feet an-

chored in such sHts, the honeybee

would fall to work draining the

five nectaries of the flower. The last

sweet drop consumed, it would

prepare to move on to another

bloom. It is at this precise moment
that the trap is sprung. It is then

that the bill for refreshments, so

to speak, is presented to the diner.

In the stiiTup-like lower part of

the sht, the insect's foot is com-

paratively free. But when it is

lifted, it rises into a narrowing in-

verted y. At the extreme upper

end. the foot shps between the

black sticky disks and stops. The
insect's leg is held fast. To pull it

free requires a jerk sufficiently

strong to tear loose from its pocket

the wishbone-shaped structure bear-

ing the two paddles of pollen. This

pollen, unlike the fluffy dust of

many blooms, is waxy, almost solid.

The mass remains intact as it is

carried tlirough the air.

Riding with the insect, it reaches

another bloom. The wishbone

prongs, holding the pollen masses,

dn- quickly. This permits these

masses to converge or become
twisted together. When the insect

struggles for a footing on the new
flower, a leg that bears the pollen

slips into another sht. Here the

pollen is broken off and remains in

contact with tlie sticks' stigma at

the upper end of the slit. Thus fer-

tilization is achieved. This mecha-
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nism of the milkweed is one of the
most remarkable and complex in

all the world of flowers, yet anyone
can see it in operation wherever
milkweed grows. Probably only
among the orchids is its equal to

be found.

The few flowers that are thus fer-

THE MILKWEED TRAP

tihzed undergo a rapid alteration,

^^'hereas all the others wither and
drop to the ground. The stems swell

and strengthen, and at their tips

the tiny pods take form. As the
pods increase in size, they turn up-
ward, pointing their tips toward
the sky. Then, in autumn davs

when the plants are dry, the pods
split open, and the brown seeds,

o\-erlapping hke scales and each
attached to a parachute of silken

tlireads, are ready for release. The
silk of the milkweed threads un-
folds upward toward the tip and
so is carried free. All of those drift-
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plan; it reduces the chances of its

success.

Yet all down the hillside, on tlais

and successive days, I found wasps

and beetles, gnats and crane flies,

small butterflies and ants, moths,

and various species of fhes im-

prisoned on the milkweed blooms.

Once I found a crane fl)' caught

bv its proboscis. Another time I

came upon a bumblebee that had

escaped with two clothespins of

pollen attached to the stiff pile of

its furry side. More than 30 of the

tiniest ants of mv garden were

swamiing over one plant in search

of nectar. They ran about the flow-

ers with impunits^ Thev were too

small to carrv pollen and too small

to get caught.

But many others were less for-

tunate. Some of these were aUve

and struggling. Others hung limp.

The\' had died in the traps that held

them. Some were imprisoned bv a

single leg, while otliers had all six

limbs fixed in the sUts between the

nectaries. Some were anchored to

one flower; others were the pris-

oners of more than one.

Near the lower end of the slope,

I came upon a red ant stretched

out as though on a rack. Its first

and second legs on its right side

and its first leg on its left were

locked in the traps of one flower,

while its rear right leg and its mid-

dle and rear left legs were pulled

back to tlie sUts of another flower.

They stretched like cables across

the blooms. The two flowers moved

together and apart, nodding and

bobbing about as the ant strug-

gled to get free. Whenever it drew

any part of a flower within reach

of its curved, clipper jaws, it

slashed about in a vain effort to

bite its way to freedom.

Half a dozen other ants were also

victims of the milkweed's trap. One
dangled from a cluster of dry, with-

ered blooms. It, too, when I touched

it with the point of my pencil, was

dry and lifeless. It had been there

for many days. Yet the flowers,

now devoid of perfume, their foun-

tains of nectar diied up, their bril-

hant coloring gone, still clung

tenaciously to the legs of their

victim.

As the milkweed blooms lose

their coloring, the black spots at

the top of the sUts, which show

the position of the adhesive disks,

stand out as clearly as ever. The

flower fades, compresses, grows

brittle. The five black spots, for a

long time dining this process, re-

main visible, the last evidence of

the floral traps that play so impor-

tant a part in the hfe of the milk-

weed.

< A MAGNIFIED VIEW of a sin-

gle milkweed seed with the fine

silky hairs that form the para-

chute which carries it through

the sky

A The seeds lie in a closely packed

mass within the pod. In time, they all

peel upward like the one shown at

upper right ready to sail off through

the air

•MOTHER SEEDS follow the first few

—a winged battalion to ensure a new
generation of milkweeds
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JOSEFINA Ruiz:

twenty-two-year-old

wife of serape (blanket) weaver.

Zapotec Indian girl

of Teotitlan del Valle, Oaxaca

MEXDCAIN

Portraits
By Hester Merwin

Native types have appeal for both artist and
layman. Last time we showed examples of

Hester Merwin's work in NATURAL HIS-

TORY she was depicting some of the last

surviving Carib Indians along the historic

route of Columbus. Since then she has

traveled extensively in Mexico with her hus-

band, Edward L. Ayers, and these portraits

are a few of the many that have resulted from
her intimate daily contact with the people

A NATIVE of Oaxaca
with mixed ancestry

MEXICAN PORTRAITS



Enrico Fernandez:

nineteen-year-old Mixtec Indian youth

of Tlaxiaca, Oaxaca

I

"Juana" Lopez:

Zapotec servant girl

of Peras Pueblo, Oaxaca

Jose Perez:

Zapotec Indian

of Ocotlan Pueblo, Oaxaca
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RoGELio Gavara Gonzalez:

thirteen-year-old Miztec boy

of Tomazola Pueblo, Oaxaca

V

\

-•rf

CONCEPCION :

thirty-year-old tortillera, or tortilla vendor.

Zapotec woman of Oaxaca

Isaura Lopez:

a Zapotec woman
of Oaxaca

MEXICAN PORTRAITS
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< From Vancouver Island to Cali-

fornia, the Pacific coast grows the

largest burrowing clams in the world

—the "gooeyduck." They thrive

along the line of lowest tide, par-

ticularly in the reaches of Puget

Sound

> Three geoducks is the legal limit for one

day. These have drawn in their necks as far as

possible, but the white shells cannot close over

the meaty "breast"—the most delicious part of

the monster. The neck is ivory in color, the

breast skin a reddish-orange suggestive of

roasted fowl

HA\'E you ever seen a man
trudge happily along a dusty

road, mud splashed on bare legs to

well above the knees, and with

three giant clams slung over his

shoulder, their necks grasped in his

clenched fists? It has to be seen to

be beUeved—especially when the

big bodies of the clams are bobbing

against the middle of his back.

We thought we knew the clam

tribe well. In the Gulf of Mexico,

we had watched scallops snapping

their valves and swimming through

the water to escape from a starfish.

The row of bright fittle eves that

showed between the parted shells

was unusual. Yet we were not overly

impressed. Quahogs and long necks

left us cool as an oyster. All this

was before we went gooeyducking.

Now we feel very differently about

bivalves. Here is what changed our

minds:

A few days before we left for a

trip through the Northwestern

States and Canada, a photograph

arrived showing four or five men
hiding behind a half-dozen huge

clams. Accompanying the picture

was a note, telling us that these bi-

valves were "gooeyducks" and na-

tive to Vancouver Island, British

Columbia. The exact location was

not mentioned, nor was there any

suggestion that the snapshot was

the work of an imaginative camera-

man. The picture appeared to be

just an average shot made with a

box Brownie. But we didn't believe

our eyes! No clams could be that

big!

By the time we arrived at the

Pacific coast, we had partly for-
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WE GO

Qooey^duclclng.
You'd feel like Alice in Wonderland if this Gargantua

of the clam kingdom were served you on the half-shell.

The creature is hard to find, but this thrilling tale will

convince any gourmet that the prize is worth the quest.

Its meat is "delicious beyond description"

By LoRus
J.

and Margery
J.

Milne*

Photographs by the

gotten the gooeyduck photograph.

Then one day we were chatting

witli a lighthouse keeper about the

many kinds of birds that nested on

the cliffs between his station and

the sea. Oh, yes, there were several

kinds of gulls and cormorants, sand-

pipers, and gooeyducks. The young

ones had been unbelievably numer-

ous only a month or six weeks ago.

And cute! Why, we just should

have seen tliose little gooeyducks!!

To make matters more tantalizing.

°FoR THEIR ARTICLE "The Life of the

Water Film" in Natural History for

June, 1947, Drs. Lorus J.
and Margery

J.
Milne received a special honorary

award for distinguished science writing

from the Westinghouse Educational Foun-

dation and the American Association for

the Ad\ancenient of Science. Both hus-

band and wife are biologists at the Uni-

our lighthouse keeper appeared to

be an honest man—not one to de-

light in misleading tourists. We hs-

tened carefully, exchanging glances

with each other that may have puz-

zled the civil servant, and then

departed. What was a gooeyduck?

Clam? Bird? Monster? Myth?

At the University of British Co-

lumbia we hunted up a scientist

with whom we had corresponded

years before. His field was fisheries.

Surely he would know the truth

versity of Vermont and both have the

same hobbies—photography and field

trips. From 1942 to 1947, Lorus
J.

Milne

carried on investigations of visual prob-

lems for the armed forces at Johnson

Research Foundation in Philadelphia,

wlule Mrs. Milne did research on sulfa

drugs at the University of Pennsylvania

Hospital and later taught at Beaver Col-

lege.—Ed.
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about gooeyducks. Yes, he admit-

ted, he could show us the shells of

a gooeyduck—they had a pair some-

where in the biology museum. It

was a clam, then, not a bird. But

the limy shells weren't very big,

and we were disappointed. On the

beaches of New Jersey we had seen

shells as large as these. No, he

hadn't seen a live gooeyduck for

many years. There might still be

some along the west coast of Van-

couver Island, but no roads went

into that region, and small boats

were expensive to charter. The
word was spelled "geoduck"—pos-

sibly from some Indian name—yet

WE GO GOOEYDUCKING

:i££Mi%ii

was pronounced "gooeyduck."* The

scientific designation for the clam

was Panope generosa.

We seemed to be on the right

track. Or were we? Within recent

times at least, the geoduck had been

found within 50 miles of where we
sat. But should we pursue the

matter further? Were we following

just another clam?

Our chief gain was in learning

the scientific name for the geoduck.

This could be a key to the litera-

ture. We went to the university

*Webster's Dictionary also gives the pronun-
ciation jEE-oh-dnck and lists as well the words
"gweduc" and "goeduck," both pronounced gwee-
duck.

—

Ed.

library and got out all the books

on seashore animals. Most of them

made no mention of Panope. But

in one entitled Between Pacific

Tides (by Ricketts and Calvin)

we located some new information.

The geoduck was the largest known
burrowing clam; it made its home
in mudflats below low tide along

the Pacific coast, especially in Puget

Sound. The body was so huge that

the comparatively small shells were

unable to close over it, and the

neck was long enough to reach

from the clam's home ( three or four

feet down in the mud) to well

above the bottom ooze. It really

was a monster, after all.

On the east shore of Vancouver

Island, we visited the Biological

Station at Nanaimo. Surely that

would be the place to ask for

geoducks. The director was away,

but other members of tlie staff did

their best to help. Everyone was

pessimistic. Panope had once lived

near tliere, but all had been fished

out. The most recent colony had

been on Sydney Spit. Then some

Sydneyites had formed a "Geoduck

Club," with an annual hunt and

chowder party. For a while they

had a wonderful time. Then the

geoducks gave out, and now there

was neither club nor clams. Even

the west coast of the island was

not a very likely source. No one

knew what place to suggest.

Two of the graduate students

were native to those parts. They

looked at each other knowingly,

for in a beach not far away they

had noticed clam necks of large

size. Probably they were Panope.

The boys would be glad to guide

us to the spot and show us how to

dig-

We arrived in a chilly morning

mist to take advantage of the low

tide and learn the special knacks

required in geoducking. The stu-

dents, clad in heavy sweaters and

hip waders, shuffled along in the

water's edge. Every so often one

of them would point to a low bump

on the bottom, where a few bits

of seaweed clung to some object.

Soon we, too, were identifying

these queer mounds. The boys

stuck a small stake in the beach

beside each hump to mark the spot,
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while we went on to inspect other

areas along the shore. The supply

of stakes far exceeded the number
of clam necks %asible, and since the

tide was beginning to come in

again, we prepared to dig.

The special "knack" required one

of the students to make a quick

grab with his partly closed fist, in

an attempt to catch the half-inch

of extended clam neck before its

owner could recognize danger and

withdraw into the mud. If the clam

was too quick, the neck vanished

in a geyser of dirty sea water that

spouted a foot or two in the air,

usually up a sleeve or in someone's

face! Even if the fist got a good

grip, the clam would struggle to

free itself and often did so in less

than a minute. It was up to the

other boy to frantically clear awa\'

the mud with his shovel, exposing

inch after inch of the clam's neck,

producing a bigger and bigger

hole in the beach and giving his

co-worker a chance to get a bet-

ter grasp on the neck itself. A foot

or two below the surface of the

mud, the bivalve came into view.

Its chalk-white shell contrasted

strangely with the inkv ooze in

which it hved, and the long neck.

extending upward toward the sup-

porting hand, suggested a length

of low-grade garden hose.

Before the tide covered them
up again, we succeeded in collect-

ing four of the buried creatures.

The rest got away in spite of our

best efforts. The shells were quite

as large as those we had seen at the

University of British Columbia, but

they were more rounded at the

ends and enclosed the animal ex-

cept for its neck. Certainlv thev
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were enormous clams. We weighed

the largest—it came to well over

two and three-quarter pounds.

Were these geoducks or not?

Back at the Biological Station

once more, we displayed our

trophies. The savants shook their

heads. Not geoducks. These were

Horse Clams (Schizothaerus)—
much smaller than a geoduck and

too scrawny to be interesting as

food. See how the end of the neck

was protected by two horny flaps

that opened Hke a butterfly's wings

to e.xpose the siphon system, or

closed like a trap to protect the

sensitive openings. Between these

gates, water went down the neck

to the buried clam, bringing it both

oxygen and microscopic food par-

ticles. A second canal in the neck

brought the water and waste prod-

ucts back to the world above the

mud and squirted them out in a

quarter-inch jet. Geoducks didn't

have those flaps; the neck tip was
soft and projected even less above

the mud. These Horse Clams even

supported weeds and barnacles on

the extended siphon armament; the

neck of Panope was clean. And we
would find the geoduck far too

large for its shell!

So our score was a foursome of

Horse Clams. Where was the more
exciting geoduck? We would ask

again in Washington State, as soon

as we crossed on the ferry. Actually

we inquired again at the Provin-

cial Museum just before boarding

the boat. No geoducks. Try farther

south.

We asked the ferryboat captain

about geoducks. And the steward.

And the gasoHne attendant in Port

Angeles. And the policeman. Every-

< Digging technique. The L-shaped

board keeps the water from draining

into the excavation, but it does not

keep the oozy walls from caving in

or the sea from filling the hole. This

small gooeyduck was the reward for

hard and hurried digging

'' Preparation. First step is to sever the

neck from the body of the giant clam

where we went we inquired about

geoducks, and we met all reactions

from blank ignorance to vague

recollections. Our search seemed

futile. One ranger at Oljonpic Na-

tional Park Headquarters recalled

having dug and eaten geoducks as

a boy. On a map he showed us the

place. Surely some must stiU exist

in Washington State.

Our wild geoduck himt con-

tinued. We tried to visit the spot

recommended by the ranger, only

to find his island now private prop-

erty and inaccessible. We told ovir

troubles to the country storekeeper

from whom we asked directions.

Oh, geoducks. Sure, there were

some of them around. He pulled

out his watch. Why, it was low tide

just now. And the Major had told
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him this morning that he was going

geoducking. We ought to drive

down the road. Perhaps we could

meet the Major and see some of

the giant clams. But we'd better

hurry. The tide would soon be

coming in again.

Thousands of miles from home,

how close were we now to the

geoduck? Down the gravel road

we tore, skidding on the turns, the

car bouncing and rattling hke mad.

Into a private lane we swung and

ground to a stop at the very edge

of the steeply sloping beach. The

tide was out for sure. And on the

mudflats were a few people with

pails and shovels. We had found

the Major and his family. Had they

any geoducks? Oh, yes, come on

down and see.

Since a giant clam is in the same

class as a fish story, we hastily

shouldered our camera gear and

^ The severed neck is sliced open length-

wise and folded back. Then the skin is peeled

away, yielding a block of muscles four inches

wide, eight inches long, and from one-half to

three-quarters of an inch thick. This will be

diced and used to give flavor and body to

the chowder

raced down the beach. The tide

was already lapping at the stakes

the Major had pressed into the

ooze beside the geoduck necks he

wanted to dig. But no hurry. Take
all the pictures you want. First the

35 mm. color camera, then black

and white. Next the Bolex with its

16 mm. film. Heaviest of all was

the big 4x5, with our prized

Bausch & Lomb Tessar lenses, low-

reflection coated for those well-

nigh impossible shots. Geoduckers,

photographers, and tripod sank

lower and lower into the oozy mud.
The tide crept in Uttle by httle.

Finally the digging commenced.

The Major had an L-shaped

frame made from two half-inch

boards. This he pressed into the

mud just above a geoduck neck.

Each wing of the frame was about

two feet long, and he pointed the

angle of it up the beach so that

any water draining from a higher

spot would be deflected to the

sides and not run into his excava-

tion. Then as his httle circle of

watchers strained to note every

detail in the procedure, and the

cameras chcked and whirred, the

Major bent his ample back to the

shovel. At the first touch of spade

to soil, the geoduck neck vanished.

A hole, two inches in diameter, re-

mained to mark the spot. The
shovel cut large chunks of soggy

mud from the sheltered area, always

to the low side of the geoduck bur-

row, and never disturbing it in any

way. Down and down he dug. The
oozy walls cracked and fell in.

Patiently he cleared away the de-

bris. Water rose in the excavation.

His wife bailed it out with a bucket.

Then, at a point directly below

where the geoduck neck had shown

originally, a creamy limnp was un-

covered. All eyes were on it, but

110 move was made to disturb the

animal. Out came one shovelful

of mud. Then another. A pailful of

l)lack hquid. More mud. More

water. The dirt dropped away from

inch after inch of geoduck neck.

Still the hole went down.

The Major made the pit large

enough to stand in and continued

with his digging. Additional neck.

More mud. More water. Three

feet down. Three and a half. Four.

And then the clam itself came into

sight. The shovel was laid aside,

and two skillful hands reached into

the ooze to hft the great geoduck
gently from its home. The body
was almost as large as a hen's, and
the two dirty white shells clamped
to the sides seemed ridiculously

small compared to the bulk of ani-

mal. Their resemblance to wings

was enhanced by the long, thick,

rubbery neck that extended to one
side. What a clam!! At last we were
seeing a geoduck!!!

Two more the Major dug, this

time seizing both from a single ex-

cavation dug halfway between the

stake-marked necks. Each was a

beautiful specimen. He showed us

how to distinguish the "nostrils"

( neck tips ) from beach and how to

tell a geoduck nostril from those of

another type of burrowing clam, the

Piddock, whose shells enclosed no

such mass of deficate and deUcious

meat. Piddocks required just as

much digging as did geoducks. But

why go to aU the trouble for some-

thing you didn't want and couldn't

use? The Piddock's neck ends in

twin volcanic cones, while that of

the geoduck is blunt.

Then came a surprise. The Major

wasn't going to dig any more.

Three was the legal hmit in the

State of Washington. Three per

shovel per day reads the protective

law. And in all the year there are

just 36 days when the tide is low

enough to expose geoduck necks.

Only a "minus tide" does the trick.

Low tides vary, depending on how
well or poorly the sun and moon
co-operate in their gravitational ef-

fects, and on other things. So geo-

ducks may be sought only three

days each month. And only in sum-

mer do these special occasions oc-

cur in daylight. We had arrived on

the last of the three days in July.

Not for another lunar cycle could

these clams be reached again. Fate

must have smiled on our geoduck-

ing. How else could we have

chanced on the place, date, and de-

lightful demonstration all together?

We followed the Major and his

family to the house to watch and

photograph them as they prepared

the geoducks for dinner. None may

be canned, we learned. The law
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was written before deep-freezing

came into vogue, so that holding

some meat that way for winter use

is legitimate. Only minutes elapsed

bet^veen taking the monster clams

from their snug homes in the ooze

and placing the valuable parts in

a frozen food locker.

First, the geoducks received a

thorough washing in fresh water.

The mud was rinsed away, leaving

a thick ivory neck leading to tire

bulky body, clasped by the inef-

fectual white shells. Between the

\al\'es and opposite the hinge, the

clam projected in a broad ridge of

solid meat, whose surface color was

an appetizing orange-brown, sug-

gestive of a roasted bird. The Major

referred to this as the "breast," and

indeed it resembled that part of a

chicken. No imagination was re-

quired to fit the geoduck into the

pattern of a fowl. It lacked head,

feet, and tail; the shells were not

wings. But the illusion was re-

markable.

Although the clam had drawn in

its neck as far as possible, the firm

mass of it still extended for a foot

or more. With a sharp knife the

Major parted the neck from the

main bulk of the animal, slit it

lengthwise, and folded it back-

wards to yield a block of solid

muscle four inches wide and half

to three-quarters of an inch thick.

Fiom parts that had been buried

in the mud, the outer skin peeled

away fairly well, but the siphon

tip (blackened with pigment cells)

was more horny and not worth

saving. This peeling process, we
were told, could be made easier

if the neck were dipped for a mo-

ment in boihng water. Then the

skin came off like that of a scalded

tomato. The neck muscle would

be diced and used in chowder.

Next, the knife cut through the

bulging "breast" and severed the

two strong muscles inside, with

which the geoduck clamps its shells

together. This breast meat is the

mantle of the clam, a part that ordi-

narily protrudes but little. Yet, in

this amazing animal, the mantle

edge is enlarged and thickened into

the most edible portion of the shell-

fish. The mantle of each geoduck

yields four chunks of tender flesh

i66

three inches long, an inch thick,

and one and a half inches deep.

Sliced thin in stews, it has a most

delicious flavor, and like the neck,

releases drops of golden oil that

rise to the top like melted butter.

The rest of the geoduck is waste.

The creamy tissue lining the shells

(although mantle, too) is thin and

useless. Two delicate gill plates on

each side are scarcely thicker. And
in the middle, supported from the

hinge line of the shell, is the bulb-

ous body, mostly stomach, with a

small knob on the end. This section

is swollen with loops of the diges-

tive tract and is of no value to man.

The button on the tip is the small

foot, but the animal doesn't even

use this to hold itself in its buiTOW.

Apparently the geoduck is just too

huge to move about. The site it

settles on at an early age is a perma-

nent home, and as the creature

grows, it works a little farther into

the mud and opens up a larger

cavity around its enlarging body.

Fascinated as we were to meet

and eat the geoduck (our newly

found friends were long on hos-

pitality as well as patience), there

were many aspects of the big clam's

life still veiled in mystery. "Where
are the little geoducks?" the Major

wanted to know. "How long does

it take one of these huge animals to

reach maturity?" "Where did the

name come from?" To none of these

had we any answer. But at least

we had found the object of our

long and curious quest. What else

could we uncover while in the

creature's homeland?

One point we were able to settle

—a problem that had been worri-

some to natives for many years. As

each geoduck shell is opened wide,

a three-inch "worm," transparent

as Incite, drops out from the region

just above the foot toward the hinge

line of the valves. What is it? Upon
close examination we knew it to

be the "crystalline style"—a strange,

pestle-like device that many mol-

lusks have. This rod grinds itself

away during digestion, providing

an enzyme which helps to liberate

the nutritious portions of the clam's

diet.

Repair work on the car delayed

us in Tacoma, and we used our

time to trail the geoduck in print.

Gathering the giant clams is a

"sport" fishery, so dates of minus

tides and chatty descriptions of

geoducking parties are a regular

feature in the summer newspaper

columns. One city park contains a

most attractively maintained public

aquarium, where geoducks and
other amazing animals of the Pacific

coast are on display. Apparently

the huge bivalves are very local

in their distribution. A colony may
be no more than a dozen yards

across yet contain from 60 to

100 individuals of large size, plus

uncounted young.

Spawning of the geoduck takes

place in late spring and early sum-

mer, but for several months the

tiny clamlets swim in the sea and

spread over a wide area. The fol-

lowing year the young resemble

worms in the mud, and many are

killed deliberately by clam diggers

who do not know their relation-

ship to the geoduck and think them
unwanted, harmful residents of the

beach. This is not surprising, since

the animal is then from thi'ee to

five inches long, with a cylindrical,

wormlike body three-quarters of an

inch in diameter. Even at this stage

the shell cannot close. Each of the

two valves is about the size of a

man's fingernail, and the pair are

hinged together to form a paper-

thin saddle over the vital organs at

the creature's anterior end. For the

next four years, the young geoduck

works itself deeper into the mud
and gradually transforms into a

more recognizable clam. Fifteen or

sixteen years is not an unusual age

for an adult to reach, but it requires

an expert on bivalves to read the

growth lines on any individual

shell. Authentic weights of twelve

pounds are on record, and since

most of this is delicious meat, the

geoduck is deservedly popular.

Apparently geoducks are often

spared an untimely death because

of the common Horse Clams and

Piddocks near by. To many would-

be geoduckers, these other siphon

tips are indistinguishable, and a

few false leads require so much
time-consuming and wearisome dig-

ging that the tide shps back again

before any Panope have been dis-
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turbed. The Piddocks (Zirfaea) and

Horse Clams (also called Gaspers)

are so much more common than

geoducks that chance favors the

latter kind.

Interest in the geoduck dates

from the early days of the West.

In 1881 and 1882, the United States

Fisheries Commission tried to trans-

plant to the Atlantic Coast the three

most desirable bivalves of the

Pacific shorehne. First among these

was the geoduck, but the venture

was unsuccessful.

By 1926, the digging of the big

bivalve on the West Coast was so

widespread that they were threat-

ened with extermination. Then only

Geoduck Creek on the west side of

Olympic National Park would have

remained to commemorate them.

But the Washington State Legis-

lature took the matter under con-

sideration, and in the records of

that 1926 session can be found a

source of retrospective entertain-

ment. We would have missed the

comedy had not an eyewitness

drawn our attention to the story.

Like so many amusing incidents

that the taxpayer misses though he

pays the full admission price, this

one occurred as the representatives

were anxious to adjourn and were

dealing with a number of bills that

stood between them and home.

One after another these items were

rushed tlirough with httle or no

comment. Then came a bill to es-

tablish county hbraries throughout

the state, appropriating funds for

the purpose. The expense was not

large, but one representative asked

for the floor and gave a thunder-

ing denouncement of such a waste-

ful use of public money. His re-

marks were received in silence, and

the biU passed anyway. Next on
the docket was a bill to provide

a closed season on geoducks. It

outhned tire need for protecting the

unusual shellfish and furnished de-

tails of a program for ensuring its

continued existence. A fair amount
of money was involved. The same
representative rose and requested

permission to speak. In tones as

full of portent as had been his com-
ments on the county hbraries, he
extolled the virtues of the geoduck

and demanded that this bill become
law. Libraries were unimportant.

But the geoduck—that was different.

This bill passed too, and no geo-

ducks were dug legally in Wash-
ington for several years. In 1931,

the Legislature opened the season

but placed the present bag limit,

decreeing that the huge clams must

be eaten fresh and that the only

instrument with which they could
Continued on page 190

^ The "breast" is parted along the mid-line so that two

stout muscles that clamp the shells together can be severed

and the geoduck opened wide. In the center is the bulbous

stomach, with a small foot at the end

Best of the geoduck meat are the two large blocks of

solid flesh from each side of the "breast." Usually they

are sliced crosswise like a banana and heated with vege-

tables as a stew, or fried into "gooeyduck flakes." If

cooked, they liberate a clear golden oil that rises to the

top like melted butter. The flavor is delicious beyond

description

WE GO GOOEYDUCKING



The Life Story

OF THE

Tent Caterpillar

Little-known facts

about a well-known insect

Photographs by Lilo Hess

Text by C.H. Curkan
Curator, Department of Insects and Spiders,

American Museum of Natural History
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From the Ba^He^^f^rorn, the caterpillars are makers

of silk, weaving a single thread wherever they go. When
they leave the egg mass to feed, they spin a silken thread

so that they can find their way home. They find protection

under the communal tent for the night

5

During the fall, winter, and spring, when there are m
leaves on cherry and orchard trees, the egg masses of thi

tent caterpillars form conspicuous brown rings on thi

small twigs. When the infestation is heavy, dozens ma;

be seen on a single tree

After a few days, the caterpillars find a suitable for;

in the branch of the tree and construct a miniature "tent

in which to spend the night. As they grow older, the

enlarge the tent; or they may desert it and select

better site
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Close examination of an egg mass shows that under

the coating of shellac, deposited by the mother moth

for protection during the winter, there are 300 to 400

eggs arranged in somewhat regular rows

As A RULE, the caterpillars follow each other from the

"tents" to the feeding areas. The leader spins a single

silken thread, and the others do likewise so that, as

they move along, the twigs become white and mark the

way to the dining areas

When spring days arrive, the warm rays of the sun

incubate the eggs, and from each one crawls a tiny,

slender caterpillar, its body covered with long, light-

colored hairs. Some of them take their first meal

from the egg shells from which they hatch

Although the tent caterpillars often occur in enor-

mous numbers, they have many enemies, one of the

chief ones being the Fiery Hunter, a member of

the ground beetle family. At night and on dark

days, the beetles feast upon the tent builders

MM^
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The Fiery Hunter is a voracious feeder. Once it

has grasped a victim, it chews incessantly, and within

a few minutes only the hairy skeleton remains 9

If you open the tent with a twig or a pair

of scissors, you may see little on the inside,

but if the inhabitants are home . . .

In the spring, the shiny green leaves of the wild

cherries are one of the refreshing sights of the coun-

tryside. The end branches produce the freshest and

most conspicuous greens of the budding season,

but . . .

. . . the great hordes of caterpillars produced

from a single mass of eggs move in and,

with terrific appetites, devour all in sight
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. . . they will soon appear and begin to repair

their damaged residence. The silk used in the con-

struction of the tent protects them from the ele-

ments and from their enemies

At the end of an hour, all that is left is the bare

skeleton. Almost at once the leaves turn brown
and wither, and sometimes large areas of the

countryside are blighted by the tent caterpillars

11

15

Only a few hours are required to repair most of the

damage. A few layers of silken thread, and the hole

is mended. The repaired area can be detected for

days after repairs have been made

Even though you might not like crawling things,

you may admire the delicate pastel colors of the full-

grown caterpillar. All the colors of the rainbow are

found in its varied pattern. But once it is full grown,

its crawling, creeping life is ended
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Then it usually leaves the tree and crawls in search

of a protected place in which to construct a cocoon.

The silk is white, but a yellowish dust is scattered

through it. This flies in all directions when the

cocoon is pulled apart

When it emerges from the cocoon, the wings are

short thick pads. Blood is pumped into the veins,

and the wings slowly expand until they reach full

size. Before the moth can fly, it must rest until

wings and skeleton harden

17

13
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Cutting open the cocoon, you will find that the caterjil

has changed into a pupa. Within the brown cell, the >

contents rearrange themselves to form all the parts f

perfect moth. When ready to emerge, the front of the ]ij

is broken open, and the moth forces its way out

This female moth is performing her final functio

life. Her wings are battered, and she has lost the fresl e

and beauty that were hers a few weeks before. But si

laying a mass of eggs from which a fresh, new genen

will hatch in the spring



LITTLE SANCTUARY

How thousands of pintail ducks have escaped

persecution in the lap of a busy metropolis

By Lewis W. Walker

A A BANDED PINTAIL. In a single

season, 3000 ducks were banded, and

many records were secured indicat-

ing the range of the bird's migration

WHEN two dozen pintail

ducks were trapped on a

lake a few miles from San Diego in

1928, it hardly made a dent on the

lake's waterfowl population. At that

THE BIGGEST LITTLE SANCTUARY

time the bag limits were absurdly

big, and few people listened to

naturalists who complained that

normal reproduction was insuffi-

cient to keep pace with the slaugh-

ter. Now, 20 years later, the situa-

tion has drastically changed. Where

there were formerly hundreds of

ducks for each hunter, a reverse

ratio is now almost true. During
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A Pintails churning the water of the zoo's

pond. From the 12 birds which originally

tenanted the pond, the population has in-

creased to an estimated 10,000

the hunting season, when these

birds fly through an endless barrage

from Canada to Mexico, they have

found it prudent to forsake the

streams and small ponds for the

safety of only the largest lakes.

But in retrospect those 24 ducks

deserve to go down in ornithologi-

cal history. While their wild breth-

ren decreased to the present low

ebb, the captives formed the nu-

cleus for the San Diego Zoo's big-

gest little sanctuary. Twelve of the

birds were wing clipped and liber-

ated on the shores of a pond that

was less than 200 feet long. Aside

from a temporary loss of flight,

they lived perfectly normal lives.

The other dozen were pinioned as

permanent captives and after re-

covering from this slight operation

were released to swim with the rest.

When the time for the northward

migration rolled by, these two

dozen birds remained behind, con-

sorting with semi-domesticated mal-

lards, Canada geese, and other

.174

That these birds would return

in the fall was an optimistic pre-

sumption. The pond was situated

at the very bottom of a deep can-

yon, surrounded by towering euca-

lyptus trees and in the center of

a city with its miles of roofs. In

short, it was devoid of natural at-

tractions that would lure water-

fowl, and its only offering was food

and stringent protection. Could the

ducks remember these benefits and

compare the pros and cons of the

dangerous lakes with the safety of

the confining zoo? It was very

doubtful.

September brought reports of oc-

casional wedges of pintails, but

until the opening of the hunting

season it was thought that the dozen

had forgotten their city home. But

then the hunters' barrage from

every patch of tules evidently

brought back memories of their one

and only peaceful year. The next

^ Pintail ducks being re-

leased after banding. One
band was recorded in a wil-

derness area of Alaska and

another in tropical Guate-

mala—locations near the ex-

tremes of the duck's range

waterfowl that lived on the pond.

Midsummer brought about the pe-

culiar eclipse plumage—a time when

many waterfowl lose their power of

flight during an extremely rapid

molt. At the end of this feather

shedding and regrowth, the twelve

wing-clipped birds could fly. But

with food aplenty and with humans

that were generally friendly, their

enforced captivity had been sur-

prisingly pleasant. Despite the open

sky above, they showed no desire

to leave until they felt the migra-

tory urge that was to carry them to

northern breeding grounds.
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morning several dozen nervous pin-

tails settled on the zoo pond—the

first of the voluntary visits that have

brought an estimated 10,000 birds

to this tiny body of vi^ater!

The population build-up has been

gradual during this interval and has

approximated what might be ex-

pected from the natural increase of

the original twelve. The second year

60 to 70 settled on the pond soon

after tlie season opened, and now
the waters are sohdly blanketed

with ducks. An overflow roosts on

the hillsides and along the pedes-

V During the hunting season,

the pond is blanketed with

ducks. The overflow roosts on
the hillsides and along the

walks, fighting the fence in an

attempt to enter the small

enclosure

trians' walk, where they fight tlie

fence in an attempt to enter the

small enclosure.

These crowded conditions have

now forced what might be termed

an even population, for the pond

has reached its saturation point.

Many of the pintails bear U. S.

Biological Survey bands, which to

date have returned two interesting

records from spots many thousands

of miles apart. One band was re-

covered from a wilderness area in

Alaska, while the other was taken

from a bird that flew south to win-

ter in tropical Guatemala. These,

of course, represent both ends of

the duck's range, but many records

of a more local nature have been

secured from the 3000 ducks that

were banded in a single season.

If you doubt that the ducks know
what the sanctuary is worth to them,

drop b)^around sundlfwn. Each
evening immediately after the set-

ting of the sun, which marks the

termination of the day's legal shoot-

ing, the ducks rise, en masse, form

into wedges, and scatter about the

county. When encountered on dis-

tant lakes, they are wild and dis-

trustful and rarely permit an ap-

proach within hunter's range. Dawn
brings them once more over the

San Diego roof tops and down to

the pond, which is practically hid-

den in eucalyptus trees. This flight

not only transports them from one

area to another but also seems to

alter their outlook on life. Once
within the fence they feel safe and

unafraid of the thousands of visitors

that pass a few feet away. Thus San

Diego's pintails outwit persecution

in the "biggest little sanctuary" in

the world.
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WHEN Annette Whitney be-

came the wife of naturalist

WiUiam H. Dall in 1880, she de-

cided quite firmly that a zeal for

scientific pursuits was no excuse

for interrupting a honeymoon. "Last

year," she said to her husband,

"John Muir was married only three

weeks when he left his bride and

went away to Alaska for the entire

summer. It's not going to happen

to me."

William Healey Dall was filled

with the spirit of adventure and had

the capacity to turn insignificant

events into matters of thrilling mo-

ment. He was also practical. He
took his wife along on his seventh

trip to Alaska.

The little steamer had several

awesome escapes while heading

northward that shook Mrs. Dall's

resolve to be a handmaiden to her

husband in all things—even explor-

ing. When the party went ashore at

Sitka, the American garrison of

troops had been withdrawn as an

economy measure. Indians, full of

liquor and a determination to

right the wrongs of a century of

abuse, were marauding the streets,

ransacking the Russian Cathe-

dral, knocking down picket fences-

for firewood, and heaving stones

through the windows of scores of

buildings left unoccupied in the

rapidly decaying town. The beaches

were odorous, the region in a state

of suspended animation. Every ves-

tige of law had vanished.

A schooner was saifing for Frisco

in the morning. At midnight Mrs.

Dall shook her husband awake and

told him the honeymoon was over.

She sailed south with the depart-

ing schooner, leaving him to con-

tinue into the land that had already

brought him fame in the scientific

world.

Alaska is such a huge land (one-

fifth the size of the entire United

States) that seldom has one man
become intimately acquainted with

all of it—encompassed the length

and breadth of it, with its bleak

arctic shores, its interminable

stretches of muddy Yukon, its fog-

bb'ghted islands of the Aleutian

chain, and its forest-blanketed "land

of the floating mountains," the 1100

islands of southeastern Alaska. Wil-
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ALASKA PIONEER

A modern saga of a man who conquered for

science our rich northern territory. A life of

hardship and resolute inquiry into the mysteries

Jl of a new frontier

^ y
By Edward

ham Healey DaU^isrtMje of ^ese
few who made Alaska a' part of

himself. He took to the land not

only with the love that comes easily

for any layman who first sees the

plethora of mountains, rivers, is-

lands, seas, and tundra but with a

scientific zeal, a mental alertness,

and an infinite capacity for work,

which transferred his love into con-

crete testimonials written in the

annals of science.

Dall was the first American scien-

tist to come upon the virgin Terri-

tory of Alaska and to recognize in

it a bonanza of new knowledge.

Every river that he crossed, every

sod of tundra he turned, every re-

mote bay that he dredged brought

to light secrets of vanished people

and earher times, of the days when
a land-bridge to Asia permitted

hordes of gigantic animals to roam

the Alaskan pasture lands. And
though his first love was for mol-

lusks, he did not confine his energies

to that one field but made himself

an expert in many.

The information he gathered on

the fishes of Alaska was new to the

world, as was his list of its mam-
mals, his meteorological observa-

tions, his studies of the distribution

of plants and animals, and his map-
ping of the northern limits of tree

growth. Young Dall was tireless in

his energy and insatiable in his sci-

entific curiosity. He was a latter-

A. Herron

day Colrfihbus alone in a New
World.

Dall started life in 1845, four

thousand miles from Alaska. He
grew up in a Boston family that

helped instill in him the seeds to

carry on his later explorations. His

father was a minister—a soft-eyed,

dreamy, poetic soul who sought for

peace and harmony in this world.

His mother, in contrast, was sharp-

tongued, puritanical, practical to the

last painful degree, and immense-

ly scornful of poetic dreamings.

When escape into books became

impossible, the Reverend Dall sud-

denly developed a missionary fervor

and sped away to India where, un-

fortunately, no accommodations

were available for his family.

Poverty was a constant com-

panion in the Dall house—a quiet

genteel poverty, not evidenced by
tattered clothes but painfully pres-

ent in the meager meals that came
upon the table. With his mother

earning extra dollars by writing,

teaching, and preaching the virtues

of thrift, Dall managed to attend the

English High School in Boston, ac-

quiring creditable marks.

It wasn't until he enlisted in 1863

to save the Boston arsenal from a

threatened "invasion" that he be-

came aware of the Httle, crawling

creatures of the night. On sentry

duty at the arsenal, he went down
on his hands and knees, painstak-
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ingly following the slow paths of

the snails and slugs that infested

the weed-grown patches surround-

ing the arsenal. He discovered a

beautifully illustrated book, Dr. A.

A. Gould's Invertebrates of Massa-

chusetts. Absent-mindedly he threw

away his rifle, greased his boots, and

waded along the beaches, seeking

the fascinating specimens detailed

in Dr. Gould's book. From that time

on he felt lost without a pair of

spring forceps for collecting the

minute forms he could not catch

with his fingers.

It was in that period that the sci-

entific passion for shellfish sifted

through him. Perhaps some of his

father's poetic spirit stirred him as

he rejoiced at the delicate nuances

of color, the grading into each other

of pinks and yellows and soft rose.

With boyish enthusiasm he hunted

Dr. Gould and told him of new dis-

coveries. Though the Doctor was

at first skeptical, he was soon

amazed at the boy's powers of per-

ception. Gould arranged for young

Dall to attend the Boston Society

of Natural History, as a student

member paying no fee.

After graduation from high school,

WILLIAM HEALEY DALL ALASKA PIONEER

he took a job as office boy with

Deshor and Yarrington, African

traders on Indian Wharf. He bor-

rowed scientific books and copied

them laboriously, word for word,

into his notebooks. The rats infest-

ing the wharf grew used to his com-

pany, and to them the boy explained

that he was forced to copy the

books because he surely would

never be able to purchase them.

But the spirit of adventure over-

came the carping fear of even worse

destitution than was his mother's

theme song. Impulsively he boarded

a train for Ghicago—the new, boom-

ing town of the Midwest, rip-roar-

ing, wild, full of adventure. There

he clerked in the Land Office of

the Ilhnois Central Railroad for

$27.50 a month, but his evenings

were spent at the Academy of Sci-

ence Museum, working on the col-

lections and making the acquaint-

ance of Robert Kennicott.

Dall was feeling the strength of

his youth, and his confidence in

himself was warding off the fears

of insecurity implanted by years of

frugal living. He slammed shut the

books in the Railroad OfiBce and

took off for northern Michigan,

searching for iron deposits. When
his mother wrote to him, horrified,

he told her the new salary, $54.00

a month, was well worth the risk.

The boy was running headlong into

the greatest adventure of his life,

and if it meant eventiial starvation,

he was ready for it.

One last temptation stood in his

way—the beckoning security of a

good job, free from the fluctuations

of good times and bad. He was of-

fered the position of superintendent

of a lead mine in Missouri at the

fabulous sum of $2,000 a year, but

he refused. In the quiet secrecy of

his boardinghouse room, young

Dall had made a solemn promise

to himself never to accept a job

that did not permit him to pursue

further scientific study.

The Western Union Company's

telegraph line across Alaska to

Siberia! Dall was offered a job with

the scientific party connected with

the laying of the telegraph lines

across Alaska by Robert Keimicott,

director of the expedition. There

was a ship south to Nicaragua, then
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a jovunev across the steaming

jungles, and anotlier ship north to

San Francisco. Before the expedi-

tion had even left San Francisco,

Dall sent back 5305 specimens.

He watched Kennicott struggling

with the arduous task of assembling

ships, crews, and personnel, touch-

ing up equipment, fighting delays,

worrying nightly because of the

prodding telegrams received from

the home office over the lack of

progress. And he compHmented

himself on having an obscure place

in this huge undertaking, free to

probe to their depths the new sci-

entific experiences awaiting him.

The first summer of exploration

passed quietly, for out of loyaltv to

the company and to Kennicott, Dall

contributed most of his time to

Western Union welfare, holding

his scientific fires banked. Even so

he was able to bring back another

5160 specimens.

It was on the second journey

northward, in the summer of 1866,

when he stepped ashore in Saint

Michael in Alaska, that a nati\'e

came running to meet him with a

message waving in the air. Bob
Kennicott had cracked under the

strain of organizing the Trans-

Alaska Expedition. Kennicott had

been standing by the banks of the

Yukon, worn and harried by a thou-

sand gnawing details, when sud-

denly his heart gave way, and he

died.

Dall was unanimously selected as

Kennicott's successor. He had just
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turned 21. When he wrote to his

mother, he told her he was fright-

ened and asked for her prayers.

There was no returning to the

States for him that winter. He stood

on the beach at Saint Michael,

watching the supply ships hurry

out of Norton Sound before the ice

closed in, then hurried himself up

the Yukon to Nulato. When the

temperature fell to 40° below zero

and all work came to a halt, he took

a dog sled and sped down to Una-

lakleet by the sea, for he wanted to

spend the winter where he could

watch the ice grinding in high

floes upon the smooth beaches.

He holed up in a small cabin,

collecting natural history specimens,

letting his zeal for his scientific

studies, so long held back by his

loyalty to the Western Union Com-

pany, fan into new flame. Yet he

was lonely, tired, and worried by

the possibility of failure.

He suffered through the winter,

writing in his journal, "Still can't

leave to go up-river. 1 sometimes

think it is lucky the Healeys are a

hard-headed race and I have some

of the Dall philosophy, or I should

go insane or kill myself. Doubt-

less God has some good reasons

for putting me through so hard a

mill."

With the first faint signs of spring

he wrote, "Feel a good deal better

now. Beginning to get a little flesh

on my bones, which were nearly

bare, for sickness and worry had

me down to a skeleton."

"<From a sketch by William

H. Dall: a scene near Cheerful

Mountain (Vesolia Sopka), in-

land from Bering Sea

With the coming of spring he led

an exploring party up the unknown

stretches of the Yukon from Saint

Michael to Fort Yukon, battUng

hostile Indians and coping with

mosquitoes only a little less deadly.

Of tlie latter, the naturaHst Brehm

wrote: "Every grass stalk, every

twig, every branch, every Httle leaf

sends forth hundreds and thousands

of mosquitoes all day long. They

rule the land savagely for ten weeks

from the beginning of summer un-

til the middle of August. They come

in swarms like thick black smoke,

surrounding every Hving creature,

filling the air in such numbers that

one hardly dares breathe. They

transform the sti-ongest man into an

irresolute weakhng, turn his anger

into fear, and change his curses

into groans."

On the return downstream, the

greatest blow of all awaited. The

Atlantic cable had been successfully

laid, and the international telegraph

line was being abandoned. The ex-

pedition was ordered home.

Sitting on the banks of the Yukon,

watching its muddy waters swirl

by his feet, young Dall nursed his

pride and thought of the dismal

end of a grandiose scheme. Yet the

more he thought of his lost great-

ness, the Hghter were his thoughts,

for suddenly he was free again-

free to tackle this huge land of sci-

entific mysteries that had been teas-

ing him for t^vo years. He dashed

into his tent and composed a letter

to the Director of the Smithsonian

Institution. He had two hundred

dollars coming to him in back

wages. Dall proposed that if the

Smithsonian would match that sum,

he'd devote the entire summer to

scientific exploration of the north-

land. Four hundred dollars to hire

help and canoes, to procure supphes

and equipment!

The bargain was made. For its

$200 investment the Smithsonian

Institution secured the twenty-four-

hours-a-day labors of a man who

traveled up and down the Yukon,

tramping through the swampy
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tundra, digging into the beaches,

scaling mountains, fording new

streams, his eyes searching every

angle of the horizon, his pencil

moving endlessly. Over 4500 speci-

mens went back to the Smithsonian.

When Dall returned in quiet

triumph to a tower in the Institu-

tion, he prepared his book Alaska

and its Resources, which, though

snarled at by the historian Bancroft

for its inaccuracies, has withstood

75 years of probing by searchers

uncovering the secrets of the north-

ern territory. Along with the book

he started the series of short pieces

that were to slip out of his pen for

the next 57 years.

Dall, in his lifetime, wrote in

longhand 1605 articles. Every book

he wrote, every pamphlet, every

article, every map he drew during

the first three decades of American

ownership of Alaska was a step from

the green-and-white mystery that

cloaked the territory into the bright

light of scientific knowledge.

The publication of his first book

opened a new phase in his life—that

of seaman-explorer. Immediately

he was appointed Acting Assistant

to the Coast and Geodetic Survey

and ordered to the Pacific Coast to

command the schooner "Humboldt"

and make surveys of the Alaskan

regions.

He visited all the Alaskan coastal

waters, 26,000 miles of rugged, un-

known shoreline, and explored the

entire Aleutian chain, discovering

fourteen new harbors and making
extensive studies of the native

mummies found on the Islands of

the Four Craters and elsewhere.

His compilation of the Pacific Coast

Pilot of Alaska became the founda-

tion of all future Alaskan studies by
the Coast Survey.

Yet even on that storm-tossed

schooner he was still a scientist,

cariying on studies in anthropology,

geography, tidal currents, geology,

and paleontology.

In 1884, he transferred to the

United States Geological Survey as

Fort Yukon, on the Arctic

Circle, as seen by William H. Dall

in 1867, soon after ratification of

the purchase of Alaska

WILLIAM HEALEY DALL ALASKA PIONEER

a paleontologist. He was detailed to

work at the United States National

Museum, where he served as Honor-

ary Curator of the Division of Mol-

lusks and Tertiary Fossils until his

death in 1927.

He received honorary degrees

from three universities and was as-

sociated with over fifty scientific

societies. He traveled to Europe

twice to attend conventions, and

the learned men of the Continent,

before they plunged into the busi-

ness of invertebrates, first sat Hke

enthralled schoolboys while Dall

spoke on "Our Knowledge of Alaska

at the Present Time."

After fourteen trips to Alaska,

Dall retired more and more to his

collection of shellfish. A new gen-

eration of scientists grew up about

him, and Dall was ready with a

word of encouragement.

"The only lesson which may be

said to be absolutely clear," he

counseled them, "is that naturalists

are born, and not made; that the

sacred fire cannot be extinguished

by poverty nor lighted by a college

taper; that the men whose work is

now classical owed less to educa-

tion in a sense than they did to self-

denial, energy, a passion for seek-

ing out the truth, and an innate love

of nature."

In 1924, when he was nearly 80

years of age, he was retired from

government service. But the habit

of a lifetime was strong in him, and

he continued for three more years

to go daily to his tower room in

the Smithsonian Institution to study

his famous collections. On warm
afternoons in Washington's spring

and summer, he wandered to fa-

vorite pools and beaches, where he

stretched on the rocks to admire

the wondrous combinations of form

and color in the humble animals

crawling in the cracks. He had an

intense sympathy for them, and

toward them he had a feeling of

friendship and a gratitude for a

full life.

The leap-frogging porpoise that

escorts ships through Alaska's

waters is Dall's Porpoise, and the

beautiful, white-furred mountain

sheep that dares the blizzards of

the Talkeetna Mountains in the in-

terior bears the name of the boy

who resolved to forego any position

that would not give him time for

scientific study.

His name is dotted Liberally on

the maps of the Territory of Alaska.

Along with the forty-five-mile-long

island in southeastern Alaska, there

is Point Dall, which juts into the

restless waters of Bering Sea; and

below it, in the pock-marked delta

between the Yukon and Kuskokwim

rivers is Dall Lake, teeming with

muskrat, mink, land otter, and

weasel. Dall River comes to life

high up by the Arctic Circle and

drops down to the Yukon where a

tiny fishing settlement has taken

the name of Dall Village.

A hundred thousand spectacular,

bizarre figures have tramped across

the well-lighted Alaskan stage and

disappeared forever. It was left for

William Healey Dall, the man who

ignored the chase for gold while

pursuing a love of nature, to stamp

his name for all time upon the

fabulous land.
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A The "Candle of the Lord" sends up its triumphant banner to tell the

desert traveler that spring has come, and the Prickly Pear puts out a silky bloom

of yellow in a bursting mood of gladness

Joyce and Josef Muench
4tl photographs by the authorM

COMPARATIVELY few peo-

ple ever see the desert in

spring. The familiar impression is

of a landscape eternally stark and

barren—a parched world of shim-

mering dunes and naked mesas. But

when spring waves her magic wand

over our southwestern states, the

deserts come alive almost overnight

to remind us, in Donald Cuhoss

Peattie's words, that even a savage

man can beget gentle daughters.

Plants that complete their growth

in a single season are conspicuous

among the legions that invade the

arid wastes. Of the perennials, only

the sturdy and well-armed can with-

stand the seasons of heat and

drought. The total array sometimes

surpasses in brilUance and beauty

the best that milder chmes can offer

—not just a lonely blossom here and

there but a whole floral extrava-

ganza to waste its sweetness on the

desert air.

A faint green plays upon the

ground as grasses push up. Tiny

flowerets open to spread their pastel

shades over the landscape. Pres-

ently all the desert plants have

< The bright yellow flow-

ers of the Panamint Daisy

(Enceliopsis grandiflora)

seem to like the dry desert

hills of southern California.

When spring visits the waste-

lands, they transform dross

into gold
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DESERT

The scorching glare of the desert is

supplanted by a brief but brilliant

tapestry of colors, when springtime

rains swell the sleeping seeds of

countless, unexpected flowers

turned green. The cactus seems

more vivid; and the smokey Palo

Verde trees, the sharp spikes of the

Yuccas, and the heavy leaves of the

Agave become enlivened with color.

While you watch, the desert puts

on its springtime gown. Yellow is a

favorite color; it pours out of rocky

nooks as the Golden Hills open

their cups, and many a sturdy cac-

tus wears a golden crown. The

flaming color of the poppies, nod-

ding by the thousands in the wind,

seems to set the earth itself afire.

Elsewhere, the Desert Aster shows

its starry heads of blue, and whole

hillsides are shadowed with the

Lupines. The quaint Desert Candles

of yellow have a purple flame, and

every Barrel Cactus wears a wreath

of orange. The Beavertails are yel-

low, orange, or lavender, while the

Ocotillo is frankly red, adding its

flaming tips to every dry stick that

looked dead a week or so ago.

These and a host of other beau-

ties form Spring's Rainbow in the

Desert.

The deceptively fussy-look-

ing Cholla Cactus, with her

children gathered about her

like animated teddy bears, is

another native of the southern

Arizona Desert. This is one of

the spiniest of all the cactus

family

SPRINGS RAINBOW

A Beavertail in bloom : a gay little

plant that entices you with its massed blossoms of bright

lavender-red but punishes the hand that touches it with hundreds of tiny prickers



A Desert banners. The stiff pan-

icles of the Yucca rise out of a rosette

of bayonets into the clear desert air

> The yucca is a member
of the lily family that has

adapted itself to the rigors

of a desert climate. Spring-

time brings it to an almost

incomparable beauty, with a

great panicle of blossoms

rising from the uninviting

spiked leaves
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< Beneath a cloud-streaked

SKY the distant desert hills cul-

minate in Mt. San Gorgonio,

as seen from Key's View in the

Joshua National Monument

mm^ :sr?* w^^

.^-'

* /-;

< Against a forbidding land-

scape, the squat Barrel Cactus

looks like a stolid, spiny sen-

tinel until it yields to the sea-

son of finery. Then the bris-

tling old Barrel dons a lively

crown of lovely flowers, as

shown above
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< Pure white and with a

lacy center of yellow and

white, this large, amazingly

beautiful bloom of the varied

cactus family is a generous

reward for the effort of a

journey into the desert in

spring

^ Weird shapes stand in

silhouette against the clouds

of the Arizona sky, where
the arms of the Saguaro

reach heavenward as though

in supplication



y^LMOST no one likes venomous

J'\^ snakes on his doorstep, and

every spring when people are pre-

paring to move to summer homes

the Museum receives scores of in-

quiries requesting information con-

cerning the best means of ridding

their premises of undesirable rep-

tiles. Since it is impossible to know

all the details of each person's pre-

dicament, it is practical to suggest

several ways of eliminating snakes.

Among those mentioned below,

one or more should be found that

can be adapted to fit particular

needs.

Snakes, like other animals, have

a place in nature. Many of the

smaller kinds habitually feed upon

earthworms, slugs, crayfish, insects,

or spiders, but such predations

play an insignificant role in the con-

trol of animals that might be re-

garded as pests. Some of the larger

kinds, including copperheads, rat-

tlers, and especially the bull snakes

of the middle western prairies, are

of importance in rodent control.

Nevertheless, there are situations

where the destruction of snakes is

desirable. The activities of water

snakes and garter snakes must be

curtailed in fish hatcheries where

they prey upon the fry. The U. S.

Fish and Wildlife Service found it

necessary to devise means of con-

trolling bull snakes in a wildlife

refuge where these serpents de-

stroyed more than 40 per cent of

the duck nests. And no one ques-

tions the desirability of eradicating

venomous snakes around human
habitations, particularly when chil'-

dren are present.

Few of the possible ways of elimi-

nating or reducing snake popula-

tions have been subjected to ade-

quate test to determine their effec-

tiveness. The Fish and Wildlife

Service has conducted investiga-

tions, as described in their leaflet^

and various techniques have been

devised by others. Unfortunately,

circumstances vary from place to

place, and techniques useful under

one set of conditions are impracti-

cal or impossible to use under

others. The following means of

^ke Pnmlemoi
SNAKB CONTROL
How to tell whether the snake at your

doorstep is really one of the dangerous

ones, and what you can do about it if it is

By C. M. BoGERT
Chairman and Curator of the Department of

Reptiles and Amphibians,
Museum of Natural History

1 U. S. Dept. of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife
Service, Wildlife Leaflet 257, 10 pp., 1944.
Copies may be obtained without charge from the
Fish and Wildlife Service, Chicago 54, Illinois.

eliminating snakes have been used

or attempted.

SCAKCH FOR AND Kl. This

is the most obvious means and the

one most commonly employed.

Snakes are secretive animals, how-

ever, and there are various reasons

for believing that in most areas only

a small proportion of the snakes

actually present are likely to be

seen. When dens, places where

snakes aggregate during the winter

because of the shelter available,

can be located, as they have been

for rattlesnakes, copperheads, and

some of the nonvenomous serpents,

it is often possible to kill them in

great numbers when they emerge

in the spring. Some ingenious meth-

ods of capitalizing on the denning

habit of snakes have been devised,

as will be noted below.

POISONS AND HEPEUENTS.
Because the vast majority of snakes

prey only upon live animals, it is

ordinarily impractical to use pois-

oned baits. Bull snakes and chicken

snakes are among the few that occa-

sionally enter poultry houses or

barns in search of eggs or young

birds. According to the Fish and

Wildlife Service these serpents have

been killed by inducing them to

accept eggs in which two or three

medium-size crystals of strychnine

have been inserted through a small

hole, over which a piece of paper

has been pasted. Such poisoned

baits are likely to become unattrac-

tive to snakes unless they are taken

THE PROBLEM OF SNAKE CONTROL

within a few days. Another handi-

cap lies in the fact that these "doc-

tored eggs" are a hazard to poultry,

pigs, or to other farm animals that

occasionally eat eggs.

Snakes that seek refuge in rodent

burrows may be killed by poison

gas. Using a long-handled spoon,

approximately two ounces of cal-

cium cyanide should be placed

well down in the entrance of each

burrow suspected of harboring

snakes. The opening should be cov-

ered with a stone or a piece of sod.

If soil is used it may cover the

chemical and prevent the escape of

the hydrocyanic acid gas that is

liberated when the moisture in the

air combines with the cyanide to

liberate the gas. Fumigation with

this gas is effective in destroying

snakes in buildings, provided the

structures can be tightly closed or

sealed for short periods. Severe

disadvantages in the use of hydro-

cyanic acid gas lie in the fact that

the chemical is a deadly poison,

dangerous to handle and danger-

ous to use. Unless completely fa-

miliar with the precautions that

must be taken, one should not use

cyanide.

The Fish and Wildlife Service

reports that snakes appear to be

immune to the effects of phosgene,

chlorine, and tear chemicals. Mus-

tard gas, scarcely to be recom-

mended for use around habitations,

was successfully pumped into the

crevices of a bed of lava where

rattlesnakes had sought refuge. The
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A Water Moccasin or Coitonmouth." The

pit between the nostril and eye marks

the moccasin as a venomous pit viper. It

is not found west of Texas and Kansas or

north of southeastern Virginia, along the

Atlantic Coast

A Common Water Snake. Its pattern may

be as dull as that of the moccasin, but it

lacks the pit, the fangs, and the sheared-

ofl appearance of the snout in profile. It

is widely distributed east of the Rockies

A Copperhead. Its dark brown cross bands

are narrower at the middle, broader at the

sides, and extend onto the belly. Facial

pits and tubular fangs identify it as a

relative of the moccasin and rattlesnake

A Common Milk Snake. This harmless

snake is more often seen in the East than

the copperhead, with which it is confused.

The milk snake has a pattern of brownish

blotches margined with black, and a

checkered belly

snakes were driven out in a dazed

condition and easily killed with

clubs. Supposed repellents, includ-

ing a product called "oil of smoke"

offered by one manufacturer, have

proved ineffective. The beUef long

prevalent in the Southwest that a

horsehair rope around camp pre-

vents the intrusion of rattlesnakes

has been disproved repeatedly,

even though it remained for years

in the handbook of first aid pub-

Hshed by a reputable organization.

BIOLOGICAL CONTROL. The

introduction of animals to prey on

venomous reptiles is of doubtful

value and may be hazardous. The

mongoose, when introduced into

some of the West Indian islands,

proved to be a pest that not only

entered chicken houses but preyed

upon ground-nesting birds and

other harmless or beneficial crea-

tures. Hogs have been recom-

mended as snake exterminators, the

thick layer of fat beneath the skin
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supposedly making them mechani-

cally immune to the effects of

venom when they seek to devour a

rattlesnake, copperhead, or moc-

casin. There is no proof that hogs

actually eat many venomous snakes.

However, when large numbers of

swine are present in a small area,

their consumption or destruction

of the available food and their up-

rooting of places of concealment

may well make the territory unin-

viting to snakes. Several other mam-

mals, including skunks, weasels, and

raccoons, prey upon reptiles, prin-

cipally upon the harmless lizards,

turtles, and snakes. Evidence is

lacking that any of these mammals

attacks a venomous snake except

under exceptional circumstances.

Among birds, some hawks, the

roadrunner, and a few others will

tackle a venomous snake from time

to time, but no bird in the United

States is known to feed upon snakes

habitually in preference to other

foods. In any event, the impracti-

cality of introducing birds and re-

taining them in the desired region

is manifest. The larger domestic

fowl (turkeys, geese, ducks, and

even chickens) often devour small

snakes but rarely attack snakes over

a foot and a half in length.

Snakes prey upon other snakes.

The larger king snakes in particular

are known to be capable of kilHng

and eating small to medium-size

rattlesnakes. Large rattlesnakes are

rarely if ever eaten by king snakes,

and there is evidence that veno-

iTious snakes comprise but a small

proportion of the king snakes' diet.

Extravagant claims made in Cali-

fornia that one king snake would

kill all rattlers within a radius of a

mile are without foundation. It

should be borne in mind, however,

that the innocuous snakes in any

region are competing for food and

shelter with the \'enomous forms.

Hence indiscriminate killing is in-

advisable. Each nonvenomous snake

removed results in a potentially in-

creased food supply to attract the

venomous kinds.

REDUCTION Of THE fOOV

SUPPLY. Snakes are commonly at-

tracted to barns, stables, or storage

bins, not only by the shelter af-

forded but by the rodents that

abound where grains are accessible.

Poisoning campaigns to reduce ro-

dent populations tend to decrease

the food supply of the snakes. But

rats and mice are difficult to elimi-

nate, and some of the poisons used

in their control are dangerous if

used where they may be eaten by

stock, poultry, rabbits, pigeons, or

other birds. Moreover, snakes such

as the copperhead, which feeds on

birds, amphibians, insects and their

larvae, as well as rodents, might re-

main on the premises despite the

reduction in the mammalian popu-

lation. Extensive use of DDT con-

ceivably could kill the insects and

might either directly or indirectly

kill a fair percentage of other ani-

mals in the area where it is used.

Such "kill-alls" have severe draw-

backs, however, inasmuch as they

destroy both harmful and beneficial

animals.

TRAPS AND FENCES. The ma

jority of traps used for other crea-
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tures are unsuitable for snakes since

they are not easily attracted by

baits. Pits can be dug with over-

hanging sides that serve to retain

any snakes that fall in, again with

potential danger to humans as well

as to livestock. Box traps, similar to

fish or lobster traps but not baited,

can be made of quarter-inch mesh

hardware cloth, with a "funnel" at

each end. These have been used

with fair success, particularly when

they are employed along with "drift

fences." Strips of hardware cloth,

a foot or more in height and held

upright with stakes, can be placed

at both sides of the trap and serve to

direct the snakes toward the funnel

openings. Ralph Imler- obtained

fair results using such traps to re-

duce bull snakes in a wildlife ref-

uge, and the trap could be adapted

for other species. H. K. Gloyd"' de-

scribes a somewhat similar trap

designed by A. M. Jackley for use

near Pierre, South Dakota, where

an extensive campaign was waged

against the prairie rattlesnake. The

entrance to Mr. Jackley's snake trap

was covered by a transparent flap

suspended from hinges on the in-

side. Snakes could lift the flap as

they crawled into the cage; then

they descended to the bottom on a

chute, and since the flap swung

only one way, they were unable to

crawl out. Dens where rattlesnakes

aggregate in fair numbers often

have several entrances. By closing

all openings except one and direct-

ing the snakes into this trap with a

section of pipe, or chute, thousands

of rattlers have been captured.

At times Mr. Jackley has found

it necessary to surround the area

of the den with a screen wire fence.

Even without a fence many of the

rattlers could be killed by hand as

they emerged from the den. Fences

have also been used around houses

or other enclosures to keep out

snakes. For this purpose a strip ol

quarter-inch mesh hardware cloth

a yard or more in width can be

used, set in the ground to a deptli

of about six inches. Tightly fitting

gates must be kept closed, and the

- Journal of Wildlife Manaoemeut, vol. 9, pp.
265-273, 1945.

^ The Chicago Naturalist, vol. 7, pp. 87*97,
1945.

< One of the best is The Handbook of Snakes.
by Schmidt and Davis, which can be procured
through The Museum Bookshop at $.1.75 a copy.
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fence must be constantly inspected

to be sure that rabbits or other ani-

mals do not succeed in burrowing

under it.

REMOVAL OF SHELTSn. All

snakes, as well as the animals that

they eat, require places of conceal-

ment to avoid their enemies and to

escape the effects of continued sun-

light. Under some conditions it is

possible to remove all rocks, boards,

or other debris beneath which

snakes can hide. Burrows may be

filled and rock crevices closed with

concrete. All underbrush, weeds,

shrubbery, and any trees with holes

at the base should be removed. In

many areas the removal of shelter

is probably the simplest method of

discouraging the presence of snakes,

although if adjacent areas are not

similarly treated, a few snakes in-

evitably wander into the cleared

area. Where rock walls exist, the

difficulties are great, and the "snake-

proofing" of old barns, stables, or

other buildings is not an easy mat-

ter.

LARGE-SCALE CAMPAIGNS OF
ERADICATION never should be at-

tempted without the advice of a

competent naturalist. It is desirable

to make preliminary investigations

to determine whether the supposed

menace actually exists. Harmless

snakes, particularly the common
hog-nosed snake, the milk snake,

and the bull snake, are often mis-

taken for copperheads and even

for rattlesnakes, despite the availa-

bility of some excellent handbooks

for their identification'. During the

last ten years nearly a hundred

snakes have been brought to the

American Museum by individuals

who were certain that they had

killed a venomous snake. Of this

number only three were venomous,

A Timber Rattlesnake, one of 26 kinds in

the United States. Other snakes vibrate

their tails, but only the rattlesnakes have

rattles (at birth a bell-shaped "button").

None reported recently in Maine, Del-

aware, or Long Island

A Hog-nosed Snake. The hog-nosed snake

is harmless despite its ferocious antics and

such vernacular names as "puff adder."

Its loud hiss and stocky body presumably

cause it to be mistaken for the rattlesnake

A Eastern Coral Snakes. Venomous rela-

tives of the cobra, coral snakes in the

United States have the red bands bordered

by yellow, in contrast to the false coral

(king) snakes, which have the red bor-

dered by black

A The Mountain King Snake of the Pacific

Coast has the black snout of the true coral

snake, but its red bands are bordered by

black as in other harmless ones. The false

coral snake of the Southeast also has a

red snout
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two of them copperheads, one a

rattler. Frequently the discovery of

a single snake leads to the hasty

assumption that the region abounds
with rattlesnakes or copperheads.

Subsequent investigation usually

pro\es the belief to be groundless.

The occurrence of snakes is sea-

sonal. Usually they are most active

in spring, and there are occasional

}'ears when one kind or another is

encountered in extraordinary local

abundance. But in the United

States scarcely five persons in a

million are likely to be bitten by
a \enomous snake in the course of

a year.

By and large, the worries of sum-
mer residents concerning snakes are

far out of proportion to the dan-

gers that potentially exist. Where
the presence of venomous snakes

in considerable numbers can be con-

firmed, a suction type snake bite kit,

such as that supplied by Becton,

Dickinson and Company under the

name "B-D Asepto Snake Bite Out-

fit," should be on hand. The direc-

tions for its use should be read in

advance even though there is no

real Hkelihood that the device will

ever be used. Fatafities from com-

mon accidents in the home greatlv

exceed those from venomous snakes

in the United States. With ordinary

precautions—and in some places

the wearing of shoes, boots, full-

length trousers, or even leggings

is advisable—the danger from veno-

mous snakes is exceedingly small.

The snake's role in nature is that

of a predator on small animals.

Principally to enable them to sub-

due their prey, venomous snakes

are equipped with fangs. These

tubular teeth are used for defense

when these snakes are molested or

attacked. Rattlesnakes, copper-

heads, moccasins, or coral snakes

are not to be feared so much as

they are to be lespected—as animals

able to defend themselves and, in

many instances, as potential de-

stroyers of destructive disease-bear-

ing rodents. Nevertheless, no one

wants a venomous snake at his

doorstep. By employing one or

more of the methods suggested,

snakes can be virtually eliminated

when they become a nuisance or

a hazard.
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In contrast to the five-inch queens of the

orchid family, this ugly duckling is less

than two-fifths of an inch across and has

an offensive odor

By Alex D. Hawkes

THIS tiny orchid is one of a

hundred or more plants known
as "Frog Orchids." Though one

sees nothing particularly batrachian

about it, it certainly does have a

bizarre and unusual appearance, al-

most more like an animal than a

plant.

Even on a quiet day, these little

flowers are noticeable because of

the almost perpetual movement of

the labellum, or lip.

This tiny part, which mav be

seen in the photograph as a vaguely

triangular section with a recurved

tip, is greenish-white and brown-

red in color. It is mounted on a

very slender flange which permits

it to vibrate up and down with the

passage of every slight breath of

air.

The Frog Orchids belong to the

genus Bulbophi/lhim, which is one

of the largest aggregations of spe-

cies of orchids. It embraces a motley

crew of an estimated 1200 differ-

ent kinds, which are distributed

throughout tropical regions of the

earth, with a large number of high-

Iv specialized types in Africa. This

one is found in a large part of west-

ern Africa, where it grows mostly

on trees as an air plant.

A The delicate up, or labellum, curv-

ing down like a tiny tongue, vibrates

up and down continually even on a

quiet day, so lightly is it hinged to the

rest of the flower

The myi-iad species of the Or-

chidaceae, or orchid family, are ex-

tensively disseminated over the

globe from the Arctic regions to

Patagonia and South Africa. They

are particularly numerous in the

tropics, with distributional centers

occurring in such diverse regions

as Colombia, Brazil, and New
Guinea.

The continent of Africa is often

pictured by the fanciful as a great

dark land of jungled mountains,

in which every tree is hung with

ponderous pythons or festooned

with flamboyant orchids. In reality,
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it is a remarkably sparse collecting

area for these exotic plants. To be
sure, there are numerous orchids in

Africa, many of which are showy
and spectacular, but in comparison

with other great tropical land

masses, Africa is poor orchid coun-

try indeed.

BuIbophyUiim falcafum, as this

intriguing little plant is designated

YES, it's an orchid

by botanists, has been known since

1826, when a great English student

of the orchid family, John Lindle>'.

first described it. For many years it

was a favorite in British collections.

but it is little known on this side

of the Atlantic and is rarely en-

countered in our greenhouses.

The photograph well shows the

arrangement of the flowers, which

are only about four millimeters

across and thus not especially

suited for milady's corsage. Their

coloring is rather unusual, being

mostly brownish-red and pale ap-

ple-green, though there is an erect

orange-yellow sepal, which may be

seen prominently in the photograph.

These wee blossoms are produced

from a flattened portion of the

flower spike, which is known as a

rachis. In this group of Bulbophyl-

lums, the rachis is often of con-

siderable size and is frequently

more conspicuous than the flowers

themselves. In our present species

it is about half an inch wide and

only a couple of millimeters thick.

It is of a lurid purple hue, mottled

with darker red-purple, and pro-

vides an interesting base for the

little widely-gaping blossoms.

Many Bulbophyllums are fur-

nished with a scent of varying de-

grees of pleasantness or fetidness,

and our little Frog Orchid is blessed

with a faint odor resembling dirty

feet. We are fortunate that it does

not bear the foul smell of its rela-

tive, B. heccarii, a prodigious spe-

cies from Borneo, which is said to

suggest a herd of dead elephants!

This weird plant is almost the

exact antithesis of the great vulgar

Cattleyas, utilized so commonly as

decorations by the female of our

species. Few similarities are evident

between these elfin blossoms and

the grandiose frills of the purple

or white orchids that we see in

florists' showcases, but both are

truly members of the orchid family.

Its more than 20,000 species allow

ample room for variation and di-

\ersity in form, but comparing our

Bulbophyllum with a lush Cattleya,

who would say they were both

orchids? Close inspection of the

structure of the flowers, however,

reveals the truth, and we see at last

that "Yes, it's an orchid!

"
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WE GO GOOEYDUCKING
Continued from l^age 167

be dug was human hands or a

shovel, often referred to as a "clam

^un." Henceforth, it would not only

be poor sportsmanship but also

illegal to jab a fishhook into the

bi\alve's projecting part and let

the wounded animal draw down

with it into the mud a cord or stick

for the geoducker to follow in his

digging.

This legislative interest in the

aeoduck may have an even earlier

beginning if one is to believe an

account given in the Tacoma Daily

Ledger for July 27, 1917. A corre-

spondent in Tacoma wrote in at

that time to enter a controversy

o\'er the origin of the word geoduck.

According to Carroll A. Gordon,

the aboriginals of the Puget Sound

area knew the clam as -'hvas

squish-squish," and their name for

it has not been perpetuated. On

the contrary, the first white man

to recognize the animal was a John

F. Gowey, who later became mayor

of Olympia, a member of the con-

stitutional convention, and later of

the state legislature. It seems that

Mr. Gowey was an ardent duck

hunter, but on some occasions he

found no targets for his gun. On

one of these expeditions along the

coast, he let his bored attention

wander to the near-by ocean's edge.

It was a minus tide, and he noticed

the water jets emitted by the clams.

He got no ducks on this trip, but

he brought home a number of the

squish-squish. He displayed them

as the results of his duck hunting

trip, and the bivalves came to be

known as Gowey's Ducks, later

shortened to gooeyducks. If Car-

roll's tale is to be believed, Gowey

and his giant clams influenced the

selection of the state capital. Olym-

pia was close to large supplies of

the squish-squish, which would pro-

xdde an annual supply of excellent

food for legislative suppers!

STALACTITES 4Zo* £<Ue

RARE MUSEUM PIECES

Visit or write

JOHN CVETNIC

340 E. 86th, New York 28, N. Y., Apt. 9

Daily from 3 to 9 P.M.

Appealing as this yarn is, the

word may be a misspelling of the

Nisqually-Puyallup Indian name

for the big clam, "gwe-duc." And

although Carroll Gordon's letter

denies vigorously that this word is

a part of the Indian vocabulary, a

resolution drawn up by the Indian

Convention, in 1914, was printed

in full in the Tacoma Daily Ledger

(May 2, 1915).

Panope is the name of a sea

nymph in classical mythology. The

word was applied first to a relative

of the geoduck found, in 1806, in the

Mediterranean Sea and off the coasts

of Spain. Others of the same group

have been located in deeper waters

near Alaska, Florida, and around

Patagonia, as well as in Australia

and New Zealand in the Southern

Hemisphere, and as fossils in the

United States, Europe, and India.

All seem to be creatures of the ooze

beyond low tide mark. Some have

been caught accidentally by a

hooked line dragging along the

bottom at 90 fathoms. The hook

snagged a Panope neck and pulled

the giant clam from the soft ooze.

We're not going down that far to

look for gooeyducks.
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BOOKS Continued from page 151

earlier book is a most readable story of

botany, illustrated witb superb photo-

graphs, many in full color. With his literary

ability, the author combines expert skill

as a photographer, a skill so excellent as

to be the despair of most photographers

who are interested in the nature field.

In the book now vmder consideration,

Mr. Piatt has carried still further his out-

standing ability with a skill fully equal

to that of his first book. He discusses

more of the philosophy of botany and

some of the closely related subjects, in a

way that will be most welcome to the

nature lo\'er.

To criticize adversely a beautiful volume

such as this is hardly justifiable, but this

reviewer believes that the technical sci-

entist will rarely be found who will give

as much credence to Wegener's hypothe-

sis of continent-drifting as is given by

our author, even though supported by

the plausible evidence of "Gondwana-

land."

The monkey puzzle tree is not the

Norfolk Island Pine but another of the

genus. The California Big Tree is not

, as tall as the Coast Redwood. It is perhaps

best to say that reptiles and birds have

common ancestors, but these are not im-

portant criticisms.

Like his first book, which a few years

ago earned for the author the Burroughs

Award, this is more than a catalogue with

names and photographs of plants. It is

a story to be read, written by a man who
discovered his interest in nature after he

had matured and had engaged in the

business world. It is evident how much
Mr. Piatt has added to his own real joy,

as well as to that of a multitude of

readers, in putting it in the form of tliis

charming book! ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^

THROW ME A BONE

-...-.-by Eleanor Lothiop

Whittlesey House, $3.00

234 pp., 22 illusts.

A RCHAEOLOGY with its hair down
and its glamorous make-up stripped

off is the subject of this hilarious, behind-

the-scenes book. And Eleanor Lothrop

should know. Not only did she marry

a prominent archaeologist; she accom-

panied him on expeditions to the back-

woods of several Latin American repub-

lics. Mrs. Lothrop is not concerned pri-

marily with scientific discoveries, and

indeed, her frequently irreverent remarks

may shock the academician. They cannot,

however, fail to entertain the layman
who is interested in knowing what goes

on and how the scientists live on an

archaeological expedition.

The book is divided into diree sections,

dealing with her experiences in Chile,

Guatemala, and Panama, and is illustrated

with amusing drawings by John O'Hara

Do Yon Have Their Imberf

10 ft. 25 ft.

45 ft. 10 ft.

10 ft. 80 ft.

10 lbs. lib.

By Edward Dembitz

Here's a chance to use some of that miscellaneous information about
animals you've accumulated. The problem in this quiz is to select, from
the three possibilities Hsted for each statement, the number that is most
nearly correct.

1. The distance a Skunk can propel its protective

fluid is 4 ft.

2. A good hop for a startled adult Gray Kangaroo

would be 25 ft.

3. In one hour a continuously moving Snail will

travel 1 ft.

4. At birth an .American Black Bear weighs 80 lbs.

5. Greyhounds over a quarter-mile course have

averaged 36 m.p.h. 45 m.p.h. 60 m.p.h.

6. The pairs of legs per House Centipede number 50

7. The longest King Cobra ever captured measured 42 ft.

8. An average jump for a Bullfrog on land is about 5 ft.

9. The biggest Lake Trout taken with rod and

reel weighed 27 lbs.

10. Maximum length of an Elephant's tusk is about 4 ft.

11. The height of an average adult Giraffe is 26 ft.

12. A Human Flea can jump, horizontally, about 1 ft.

13. The gestation period of an Elephant is 9 mos.

14. Maximum distance a six-foot Rattlesnake usu-

ally strikes is 1 ft.

15. The number of litters per year for a Cotton-

tail Rabbit is about 4

Turn to pofl^ l!PS tor the correct ansu-ers

15 3

31ft. 18 ft.

12 ft. 25 ft.

63 lbs. 49 lb.

lift. 15 ft.

12 ft. 16 ft.

3 ft. 10 ft.

20 mos. 48 m<

4 ft. 6 ft.

12 36

Cosgrave, II. The strange places de-

scribed in Mrs. Lothrop's narrative are

peopled by equally strange characters,

including dour Brother Claude who later

Announcing the 20f/i

EXPEDITION FOR BOYS
SUMMER OF 1948

Two months of field work in American
Southwest under competent staff. Open-
ings for embryo scientists, authors, and

radio operators. Prospectus available.

HILLIS L. HOWIE
The Commuxity School

900 Lay Road, St. Louis S, Missouri

eloped with a young French girl, a

Zutugil Indian nicknamed—not inappro-

priately—Pretty Boy Floyd, and a New
York playboy, Andy, fresh from the play-

ing fields of El Morocco and "21."

The high point in the book is the ac-

count of the expedition to the fabulous

site of Code in Panama, one of the most

spectacular digs in the New World. 11

the returns of archaeological excavation

are occasionally dull, those at Code re-

semble a highly successful treasure hunt.

Mrs. Lodirop corrects many popular

misconceptions regarding the life of the

scientist in the wilds; living near to

nature may have romantic moments, but

she makes out an excellent case for run-

ning water and enamel fixtures. In the

end, however, after a series of spirited

skirmishes with assorted insects, snakes,

scorpions, (and an English Colonel), the

author returns to the United States only

to discover that the discomforts were

really not so bad and that she genuinely

misses the excitement offered by Hfe in

remote places. y^^,^^ Tschopik, Jr.
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Frederic remington,
artist of the old west

----- bv Harold McCracken

J.
B. Lippincott Co., $10.00

157 pp., 80 illusts.

LTAROLD McCRACKEX, the author,

is a well-known explorer, writer, and

long-time collector of Remingtoniana. The

introduction was WTitten bv James Chill-

man, Junior Director, Museum of Fine

Arts of Houston, Texas. The book is

dedicated to the artist's sister-in-law,

Emma L. Caten, who, as pointed out by

Mr. McCracken, has done more than any-

one else to keep alive the memory of

Frederic Remington.

In a recent delightful re\"iew of this

book, Thomas Craven, the critic and in-

terpreter of art, reminds his readers diat

when he was a boy in the cattle countr\-

of the West, the name of Frederic Rem-
ington was a household word throughout

America—that three times out of four, a

cover or a double-page spread in full

color by Remington would appear in

Collier's.

After Remington had achieved such

great popularity, he probablv ga\e us

a glimpse of his secret when he said, "I

paint for boys from ten to se\enty."

Of special interest is the drawing of

"The Charge of the Rough Riders at

San Juan Hill," which was used b\'

Theodore Roosexelt in his series of articles

on "The Rough Riders." It is belie\ed

that this painting e\entuallv helped fur-

tlier Colonel Roosevelt's political career.

All of Remington's work is striking, but

special mention may be made of one

tliat is rather generallv considered his

most popular, namely, an oil (Plate 18)

titled "E\'ening on a Canadian Lake."

A bibliographic check list of Reming-

toniana has entailed an immense amount

of work on the part of the biographer.

This list of 32 pages includes 2739 draw-

ings and paintings, not to mention

bronzes, books, etc.

As his epitaph he selected, "He knew

the horse," and to this can be appropri-

ately added, "He knew the Cowboy, the

Indian, tlie Frontiersman, and all else

that went to make up the Old West, as no

other artist has ever known them."

Clitie Fisheb.

LETTERS Coiitunied fr.

readv protected in some park. Letters or

discussions urging protection of this area

should dierefore define it as the tract

north of the South Cala\'eras Gro\e—not

just the Sequoia area itself, which con-

tains enough Sugar Pines to permit am-

biguity'. The additional cost of sa\ing

tliese finest Sugar Pines remaining in our

country' would be small compared with

the disgrace of allowing their destruc-

tion.—Ej).

Coastal Suri-eys Exhibit

A new exhibit demonstrating the work

and recent progress made bv the United

States Coast and Geodetic Sur\e\' was

placed on displav recentlv at the Hayden
Planetarium. Highhghting tiie nine-panel

display is a plastic relief model of north-

eastern United States showing the rela-

tionship of land and submarine topog-

raphy. A model of the Hudson River

Can\'on shows the vast submarine canyon

of the Hudson Ri\er, which has often

been compared with the spectacular

"abo\e water" canvons of the world.

Charts show the configuration of the

ocean bottom and the location of the

Hudson River Canyon and other smaller

canvons along the edge of the Conti-

nental Shelf.

Anotlier panel illustrates the perfor-

mance of the Coast and Geodetic Sur-

\ey Nine Lens Camera, which is used

for aerial sur\e\' work. On a single piece

of film 23 inches square, the camera takes

nine photographs simultaneously, which

can be fitted togetlier to form a compre-

hensive aerial photograph of the area

covered. The exhibit also includes photo-

graphs showing die effect of electronic

de\elopments on nautical chart construc-

tion and various odier modem aspects of

this work, as well as reproductions from

copperplate engra\'ings of early surveys.

The exhibit, under the auspices of the

United States Department of Commerce,

will be on public displa\- until May 1-3

AUTHENTIC

DINOSAUR

TRACKS

Discovery of a stone ledge contain-

ing some imprints of the famous

pre-historic dinosaurs now permits dis-

tribution of these rare slabs on a

slightly wider scale than ever before.

Is it surprising then that people place these unique timeless symbols of

life millions of years ago in their homes and are delighted at the curiosity

and fascinating conversations that are aroused.

BOOKENDS DEN PAPER WEIGHTS

Be Different

Leaflet upon request

C. S. NASH SOUTH HADLEY. MASS.

on the first floor of the Hayden Plane-

tarium, New York Citw

Sms:
Indian Populations

In your Februar\' issue you commented

on the Indian population, stating that,

due partly to the growth of the Navajo

tribes, there are now more Indians in

tliis country than there were when Colum-

bus discovered America in 1492.

I ha\e seen this statement somewhere

else—just where, I can't remember—so
know it to be correct. Would you mind

gi\ing me the source of this data . . .

Carter H. H.^rkison, Jh.

Chicago, 111.

The earliest reasonabl\- reliable esti-

mate of the Indian population in die

United States is for 1861, when the total

was 249,707, or about 76% of the num-
ber in 1940. In 1900, the population was

about 72% of its present size. Prior to

1861, estimates must be based largeh'

on the impressions of travelers. The fig-

ures can therefore hardly be accepted at

face value. As to whether the original

Indian population was larger than it is

now, one can find divergent opinions.

Some estimates total as high as two or

three million. A more reliable study of

the data by the distinguished andiropo

ogist \. L. Kroeber would place the fig-

ure somewhat under 750,000, excl

the Indians north of the Canadian

der.—Ed.

le fig-

uding

L bor-
I

AnsKers to qui:: on page 19

t

(A score of eight or ten is about
average)

1. 10 ft. 10. 11 ft.

2.

3.

25 ft.

10 ft.

11. 16 ft.

1 record.
4. lib. 18 ft., 7 in.)

5.

6.

7.

8.

1 more exa

13 oz.l

36 m.p.h.

15 prs.

18 ft.

5 ft.

ctly
12.

13.

14.

1ft.

20 mos.
(actually,

18-23 mos. 1

4 ft.

9. 63 lbs. 15. 4 litters
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AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS OF ANCIENT ART

INTRIGUING AMULETS

Protective charms of an earlier world

DECORATIVE SYMBOLS OF WORSHIP

Ancient mystical Gods of man's creation

Top Row (leH fo nght)

EGYPTIAN GOD PTAH

3%" high—$1.25

EGYPTIAN CAT
3" high—$1.25

EGYPTIAN APIS BULL

3" high—$1.25

Middle Row (lelt fo right)

AFRICAN GUARDIAN OF PLANTATION GUATAMALAN SQUIRREL ROMAN LAMP PORTUGUESE WEST AFRICAN BIRD

5" hlgh-$1.25 2V2" hlgh-$1.25 $2.50 5 h,gh-$1.25

Bottom Row AMULETS (lelfionght)

HORUS THE ELDER KHNUM THE TRIAD BES
, , ^ ..

Creator God Nephthys, Isis and Horus Household God Tomb Guardian

$.35 $.75 $-35
The Sky God

$.35

ANUBIS
> Guai

$.35

Check with order—No C.O.D.

Dealers, educafional insfifuflons, and museums inquire for wholesale prices in quanfify

ROYAL BRONZE
225 FIFTH AVENUE, ROOM 502, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

Scarab

(beetle)

$.35



40 Years Growth in 2 Years

T„-HE telephone was forty years old

before there were six million Bell tele-

phones in this country. Now there are

twenty-nine million. The last six mil-

lion have been added since these little

tots were born— in about two years

instead of forty.

But growth is not the only measure of

the increased value of your telephone
service. Many new developments,
worked out in Bell Telephone Labora-
tories and now being put into service

by your telephone company, are ex-

tending its scope and usefulness.

There is the extension of telephone

service to automobiles, trucks, busses,

boats, trains and airplanes.

There is the $200,000,000 program to

extend and improve service in rural

areas. Today there are 50% more
rural telephones than when the war
ended.

Then there is coaxial cable, no thicker

than your wrist, which can carry 1800
Long Distance calls at one time. And
along with it is a new system for trans-

mitting telephone conversations by
super-high-frequency radio waves. Both
are designed so they can be ""jsed

for Television as well as Long Dis-

tance calls.

And research on new electronic de-

vices, now under way in Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories, brings still wider

horizons of electrical communication
within view.

It's all a part of progress and our con-

stant effort to make telephone service

better and more useful for every tele-

phone user.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM



gency Conservation Committee became

interested in the preservation of this re-

gion and vigorously pressed the cause for

SL\ years. In 1942, the Emergency Con-

servation Committee sent Mr. Fred M.

Packard to make a survey of Beaver Creek

Valley and adjoining areas. Readers will

recall the letter from Mr. Packard (novi-

Field Secretary of the National Parks

Association) in Natural History last

month, reaffirming his endorsement of

the project as one that every conserva-

tion club and society should energetically

support, and referring to the results of

his survey.

Some may have doubted Dr. Van

Name's accusations as to the extent to

which some of those opposed to preserva-

tion of this territory have contrived to

confuse or conceal the issue. We re-em-

phasize the seriousness of this opposition.

Mrs. Charles Noel Edge, Chairman of

the Emergency Conservation Committee,

writes, "It is important to note that it has

been the commercial and poUtical influ-

ences that have worked to prevent saving

the forest, and their opposition has most

often been expressed in bland and mis-

leading terms. On the other hand, various

chambers of commerce and conservation

groups have endorsed the plan. Editors

with whom Mr. Packard made contact in

California were personally interested, and

newspaper comment was entirely favor-

able. Editorials were published in at least

five Cahfomia papers." Mrs. Edge further

states, "A project concerning which few

make open opposition is stalled. The ques-

The SUGAR PINES
o/ Beaver Creek Valley

In the February issue of Natural His-

tory, we pubUshed an article on tlie need

of action if the Sugar Pines of Beaver

Creek Valley in CaMfornia are to be saved

from destruction for commercial use.

These trees, which reach a diameter of

more than 8 feet and a height of from

200 to 240 feet, are the most magnificent

pines in the world. The logging railroad

is eating its way toward them and has

almost reached its objective.

Dr. Van Name emphasized in this

article the danger of continued ignorance

regarding this unique natural wonderland

of Beaver Creek Valley and called for

the free spread of information concerning

it. Commercial interests have not chosen

such a course. Hence, if both sides of this

democratic issue are to be heard, it re-

mains for others to ensure a fair hearing

without delay.

A measure of the urgency and size of

the task can be gotten from a brief review

of the effort. Around 1941, the Emer-

194

tion then remains: Must we conserva-

tionists again, as so often in the past, stand

by while commercial and political inter-

ests combine to silence federal, state, and

private organizations that should be bat-

thng to avert sacrifice of this world

wonder?"

We mention all this not only to give

credit to the valiant efforts of the Emer-

gency Conservation Committee in what

has often seemed a hopeless cause but to

point out the strength of the commercial

opposition. If the public does not wash

to save the Sugar Pines of Beaver Creek

Valley, or is unwilling to exert itself in

this direction, that is one thing. If, how-

ever, they do not know about this re-

markable forest or are confused as to

which area is meant, that is another.

In direct response to Dr. Van Name's

article, a number of readers of Natural
History WTote to Governor Earl Warren

of California urging preservation of these

Sugar Pines. It will be recalled that Dr.

Van Name sharply distinguished this

area from the South Calaveras Grove of

Sequoias to the south of it. He even in-

cluded a map shoviring clearly the loca-

tion of the Sugar Pines of Beaver Creek

Valley. Some may have thought that he

was laboring the point when he gave

specific directions to designate the area

as distinct from the South Calaveras

Grove.

We feel it necessary to publish the

answer these correspondents received in

reply to their letters, for it has caused

confusion. So far as we know, all of our

readers who expressed themselves in be-

half of this cause received the foUovidng

mimeographed letter from A. E. Henning,

Chief of the Division of Beaches and

Parks, State of California. Since a num-
ber of persons whose names we do not

know probably received this letter, and

since those who troubled to forward it

to us readily concluded that we had taken

issue on this question without being fully

informed, we are publishing the letter

below. The words enclosed in brackets

are our own comments:

Dear Mr :

This is in reply to the letter which you

addressed to the Honorable Earl Warren,

Governor of California, relative to the

saving of the South Grove of the Cala-

veras Big Trees [not the area we were

talking about] , same having been referred

to me for reply.

First of aU, may I advise that we have

a definite promise from the Pickering

Lumber Company that they are not sched-

uled to start cutting operations in this

grove [not the grove we are talking

about] on April 1, 1948.

Secondly, that the State of California,

through the State Park Commission, made
available $500,000 toward the acquisition

of this grove [not the grove we are talk-

ing about] more than a year and a half

ago. This money is still available, but

cannot be expended until a like sum has

been donated from other sources for

matching purposes.

If you desire to assist in the saving of

this splendid grove [an altogether worthy

cause hut not the area we are talking

about], you may make your donation to

the Save-the-Redwoods League, 114 San-

some Street, San Francisco, California.

I am also enclosing a mimeographed

memoranda setting forth the present sta-

tus of this proposed acquisition.

Sincerely yours,

A. E. Henning, Chief

Division of Beaches and Parks.

Division of Beaches and Parks,

State of Cahfomia,

Sacramento, Calif.

So far as we can gauge, none of those

who received this letter realized that

the statements contained in it did not

apply to the Sugar Pines of Beaver Creek

Valley. Meanwhile the plan to cut the

trees continues. —Ej).
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
Marsh Marigold

One of the cheeriest of the early spring

flowers to appear in the swamplands of

boreal America is the Marsh Marigold,

or "Cowslip" {Caltha palustris). Their

large, bright blossoms often carpet the

wet meadowlands with yellow, giving ad-

vance notice of their buttercup cousins

who will follow as the spring flowering

period advances.

The Marsh Marigold is a member of

the large Crowfoot family (Ranuncu-

laceae), which includes, besides the com-

mon buttercups, such famibar herbaceous

species as hepaticas and anemones, colum-

bines and delphiniums, and the like.

Many members of this assemblage have

acrid narcotic poisons of one type or an-

other in their stems and leaves. Fresh

plants of the Marsh Marigold contain a

poisonous principle, helleborin, which

curiously enough can be removed bv

thorough boiling. In fact, the succulent

growth of young Cowslips has long been

a popular spring green or potherb in New
England. And in other parts of its range,

particularly in the Southeast, the flower

buds, soaked in salt water and then

cooked in spiced vinegar, are made into

a popular pickle that is very similar to

capers.
Walter Henricks Hodge.
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Even more thrilling than

Man-Eaters OF Kumaon

JIM
CORBETT'S

THEMan-Eating

Lsopard rudraprayag

I HIS is the thrill-packed story

of hcrw the famous naturalist

and hunter Jim Corbett bagged

the most vicidus jungle killer he

ever stalked—a leopard that de-

voured 125 humans and eluded

16 punitive expeditions. It is also

a picture of the Indian jungle

and a glimpse into the lives of

primitive people for whom that

jungle means life—and, often,

death.

I EIE success achieved by Jim

Corbett during some 32 years in

purstiit of the most dangerous

and cunning of all wild beasts is

obviously due to his early ground-

ing in jungle lore; his ability to

move almost as silently as his

quarry; his patience, endurance,

and unflagging zeal; his mastery

of himself and the weapon in his

hand; and his courage."

—

Jour-

nal of the Bombay Natural His-

tory Society.

With 4 pages of halftone illus-

trations and endpaper maps.

At all bookstores, -92.50

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

114 Fifth Avenue, New York 11

OUR PLUNDERED PLANET • KINSEY REPORT

nSHES • WILD FLOWER GUIDE • BEES

Our plundered planet

- - by Fairfield Osbom

A^

Little, Brown & Co., $2.50

217 pp.

X urgent ca\ise needs two kinds of

champions. The first is the student

and fact-finder whose work endows the

problem with significance. The other is

the wielder of the torch, the blower of

the clarion, the educator who tells (and

conNTnces) the "man in the street."

The author of Our Plundered Planet

belongs in the second category. He states

that the \'alue of his text "will be derl%-ed

not from special knowledges but from

the perspective that may come from the

lack of them." The important thin g
to be said about his book is that it is

Ukely to reach many thousands of readers

who were not already famihar with the

gist of its message.

The plan of the book is original and

its development enthusiastic and un-

abashed. Mr. Osbom has spared no pains

to have his factual data checked by the

foremost authorities in pertinent fields of

science. He has not stopped there, how-

ever, for he makes the best use of

the equally important emotional and

spiritual aspects of the situation. Soberly,

vet dramatically, he tells how man, and

more particularly "civilized" man, has

o\'erspent the interest and dug deeply

into the capital of natinral resources. Ef-

fects of the cash crop motive in human

acti%ities are hung up in the light for

all to see. Our species, the lord of crea-

tion, has been increasingly busy flouting

the principle that "a resource is eco-

nomicaUv ripe when its use will support

its ovra conservation."

In the history of the earth, man has

been until recently a sparse and minor

animal. He began as what Professor Har-

low Shapley has called a shght proto-

plasmic smear on a lesser planet. But he

has succeeded biologically—too well—un-

til he has become a large-scale, primarily

destructive, geologic force. To make mat-

ters worse, he is now adding 17,000,000

annually to his numbers, even though

about two-thirds of the indi\'iduals in his

SEA AND LAND SHELLS
If yon are a bnyer of ihii clan of invertebrates

aend for my Conchological Chatter which ap-

pears monthly lirting choice MoUnsca from

every part of the world. Colleciioni for Bale of

any size up to 5000 species. Alio Books on

MolloBca.
WALTER F. WEBB

2515 Second Ave. North, St. Peterabnrg 6, Fla.

total population are imdemouriihed all

the time.

Small wonder that an Oriental states-

man can say, "Our last famine was a

failure; it killed only 3,000,000 people!"

R. C. M.

Sexual behavior in

THE human male

by Alfred C. Kinsey,

Wardell B. PomCToy, and

Clyde E. Martin

W. B. Saunders Co., Philadelphia and

London, $6.50

'T~^EX years ago Alfred C. Kinsey, Pro-

-' fessor of Zoology at the University of

Indiana and an entomologist of distinc-

tion, began a survey of American sexual

behavior patterns, collecting detailed rec-

ords of the se.Yual life of whate\'er human
subjects he could persuade to co-operate

with Viim in this enterprise. He had be-

come deeply impressed by the lack of

reliable, objective informatioa on this

subject which, although imiversally ad-

mitted to be a fundamental aspect of

human hfe, was nevertheless shrouded

in mystery and hedged in by social taboos.

Moreover, he very soon realized that if

the data he was collecting were to be use-

ful for more than a very limited segment

of the population, his studies had to be

based upon an adequate sampling. He
has calculated that his case histories will

eventually run to 100,000. Up to now,

he and his associates ha\'e accumulated

about 12,000, of which 5300, on wdiite

American males, constitute the basis of

the present study, already ^videly known

as the "Kinsey Report." This is the initial

\olume in a projected series of studies.

The magnitude of Kinsey's undertaking

is breath-taking. It demands a stupendous

amount of energy, a rare persistence, and

a degree of dedication rarely encoun-

tered. But above all, it calls for a special

skill in acquiring lands of information

that are not readily available or easily

transmitted.

I shall not attempt to stnnmarize here

the results of this investigation. Even if

space were adequate for such a task, the

mass of detail involved would stagger a

more ambitious pen than mine. It may
suffice to say that I cannot think of any

facet of overt and very few of any other

kind of sexual behavior that are omitted.

If certain premises to the study are ac-

cepted or supported by the evidence,
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then Kinsey's statistical summations must

be regarded as the closest approximations

we now possess of the patterns of sexual

behavior of American males.

Essentially there are three major pre-

mises underlying the final tabulations that

require close scrutiny. Is the sampling

adequate, are the methods of acquiring

the data reliable, and are the interpreta-

tions and classifications of the varioios

classes of behavior just and accurate?

Professor Kinsey has gone to considerable

lengths to justify his sampling procedures,

employing a method similar to that used

by the opinion sur\'eys. He also assessed

and determined the number of cases

necessary for an adequate sampling.

It is, however, dtfBcult from the te.vt to

determine whether or not the composition

of the various breakdown groups is re-

liable and sound. One's STispicion is no-

where allayed that perhaps inmates of

penal institutions or aberrant social groups

are overrepresented in what purports to

be cross-section samples.

The personal interview, as a method of

acquiring data on a subject such as this,

has seemed to some critics to be unreli-

able. Since it is the only practical method
available, it has per force been adopted.

Kinsey, however, after employing vari-

oas check devices, feels assured that the

method in skillful, experienced hands is

reliable. One of the major difiBcuIties,

however, is the matter of recall. How
accurately can one remember events or

frequencies that took place 20 or 40 years

ago? No doubt certain episodes make a

vivid impression, but others that become
routine are less likely to be as accurately

recorded in the memory. The author's

tests on recall are to my mind rather less

convincing than he asserts.

Finally, without going into further

reservations and queries, I am somewhat
dubious of the classification of certain

forms of beha\'ior as homosexual. It seems

to me that this rubric has been used too

generously as a classificatory pocket for

various forms of preadolescent activity.

The point that the authors make in this

connection is amply supported without

straining the classification of the data

themselves.

Professor Kinsey and his associates have

in this voluiue produced an astounding

mass of material which should be studied

critically by those qualified to do so.

I hope that the examination of their re-

sults will be carried out in an attitude

appreciative of the difficulties inherent

in the nature of this investigation. There
can be no question that the work they

GEMS and CRYSTALS
From world wide source! Send for illnitrated
catalog listing choice crystals, roagh and cat
gems, all genaine. Catalog is yonn for the
asking. Write today.

V. D. niLL
CompUu Gem and Mineral EatablUhment

RT. 7.H SALEM, OREGON

have done represents a reorientation in

the field of sex-ual behavior in man.

Haeby L. Shapiro.

THE WAYS OF FISHES

by Leonard P. Schultz with

Edith M. Stem

D. Van Nostrand Company, $4.00

264 pp., 80 figs.

ACCORDING to the author's estimate,

there are forty thousand different

kinds of fishes. This provides an almost

limitless field for obser\'ations of their

ways.

We already have some weU-known fish

books written by ichthyologists for lay-

men (and used by their authors' col-

leagues more than they ever anticipated )

:

David Starr Jordan's Fishes,
J. R. Nor-

man's A History of Fishes, and Louis

Roule's Fishes and their Ways of Life.

Although these deal to a large extent

with the same material, each is fascinat-

ing reading even if you have already read

the other t\vo, and each contains material

not present in the others. The same can

be said of Dr. Schultz's book.

The jacket states that The Ways of

Fishes is one of a new group of books

deaUng \vith various fields of natural his-

tory, designed for the entertainment and
information of the general reader. The
authors of the series are members of the

scientific staff of the Smithsonian Insti-

tution. Dr. Schultz says that his object

in writing the book is "to share with

others who are not ichthyologists at least

a little of the enjoyment my colleagues

and I get out of knowing the bizarre, as-

tonishing, and manifold ways of our

fa\-orite animals." Much of the charm of

this book lies in the author's world-wide,

firsthand observations and his obvious

pleasure in making them. Another stimu-

lating feature is the up-to-date descrip-

tions of the large and small experiments,

discoveries, and problems of Dr. Schultz's

colleagues: tlie search for the Bantam
Champion—the smallest fish in the world,

the description of the three fishes that

have held this honor (backed by Drs.

Girard, Garman, and Hugh M. Smith

respectively), and the subsequent efforts

by Drs. Lbnnberg and Henn to find an-

other champ; C. W. Coates's and Richard

T. Cox's explorations into the ways of

the electric eel; C. Tate Regan's discov-

ery of the hitherto unknown male of a

deep sea angler fish, infinitely smaller

than its mate and dangling from her

cheek; Dr. Schultz's own observations

on the timidity of sharks and the wounds
inflicted by the sting ray, etc. There are

also very fine chapters on Sound and
Sight, Migration, Locomotion, Feeding

Habits, Fishes Dangerous to Man, and
even a section on Home Aquaria and

fishes suitable for them. The final section

is a classification of fishes, which should

The Life Story of a Beaver

By LUIS M. HENDERSON

Amik, like all his tribe, was a

first-rate engineer, ingenious and

brave. His story, from the time

he cuts down his first tree until

he establishes a house of his

o^vn, is full of excitement and

accurate, fascinating natural his-

tory. Illust.

Ages 8 to 12. S2.50

MORROW
-JUNIOR-
BOOKS

RilBBITS
By HERBERT S. ZIM

This book of delightful illustra-

tions and large clear text is full

of information about rabbits—
the different breeds, wid and

tame; how they live in the wild

and how to take care of them as

pets; how to build a hutch, feed

them, keep them healthy. All told

in terms youngsters can under-

stand.

Ages 8 up. $2.00
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prove of use to laymen and certainly is

of interest to ichthyologists.

I suspect that the first orders for this

book will come not from "others who

are not ichthyologists" but from Dr.

Schultz's ichthyological colleagues.

F. La Monte.

BOOKS ABOUT ANIMALS
BY

WORLD FAMOUS AUTHORITIES

Animals Alive
By AUSTIN H. CLARK

former PreSidenl.Wash.nglonAcoc/em)' of Sciences,

and fnlomo/ogicol Society o( Washington

A wise, rich and stimulating book

covering the whole field of the

earth's animals in their relation to

each other and to man. Out of a

lifetime of study, and with a repu-

tation that has become world-wide,

Dr. Clark has surveyed the whole

field of insects, birds, mammals,

fish, worms, molluscs — and has

compounded a high order of nat-

ural history and an endless array

of incredible facts. Illus. $4.00

ANIMALS ALIVE is the May Selection of

the Natural History Book Club

TheWays of Fishes
By LEONARD P. SCHULJZ

Curator of Fishes, Smithsonian Institution

with EDITH M. STERN

Few men know more about the life

of the waters than Dr. Schuhz, who

has worked with rivers, lakes and

oceans in all the continents — as

well as within the bombed atolls of

Bikini. This book is an entertaining

but scientifically accurate study of

why fishes behave as they do; of

strange and exotic fish; and of the

habits of feeding, breeding and

existence generally that distin-

guishes them as an animal group.

Illustrated. $4.00

SEND FOR THESE BOOKS FOR
10-DAY FREE EXAMINATION

Wild flower guide
by Edgar T. Wherry

Doubleday and Co., $3.00

202 pp., 106 plates

A LL the so-called "wOd-flower books"
'" suffer from the same trouble: they

are restricted in their scope. They include

many plants which one may never see

around his home and omit many others

which are locally common or conspicu-

ous. Dr. Wherry's book is no exception.

He describes and Miss Hoffman illustrates

500 kinds out of a total of possibly 2500

kinds of plants that deserve the name of

wild flower. No t%vo persons would make

the same selection; no person would fully

agree with Wherry's choice, but, being

an expert botanist and thoroughly fa-

miliar with the flora of the region, he has

certainly done as well in this respect as

any other author and far better than some

have done in the past.

The first section of the book includes

400 native plants, and this is followed by

a second part with 100 foreign species.

This is unfortunate, since most readers

win not easily decide whether a wild

flower is native or foreign, and it also

compels them to search on widely sepa-

rate pages for some closely similar plants,

such as the foreign Rocket and the native

Wild Rocket. The book includes simple

keys to the families, but under each famil%-

the plant must be identified by the brief

descriptions and the illustrations. In mak-

ing the pictures, Miss Hoffman has lived

up to her reputation as a botanical artist.

While small, they are clear and accurate.

Half of them are in color, and the colors

are reproduced \viih xmusual fidelity.

White flowers are mostly shown in black-

and-white figures, but a few are shown

in color plates. In these cases-and tlie

Great Trillium is an example—the flowers

that are supposed to be white have color

in them. ^ ^ Gle.\son.

Bees' ways
by George DeClyver Ciortis

D. VAN NOSTRAND COMPANY, Inc. NH5

250 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.

Please sencJ me the book(s) I have checked

belov/. 1 will pay the postman the P"« °

the book(i) plus o *»" """ P°''°9'- " '

am in ony way eiissotisfiecJ, I may returr

the bookis) within 10 doys for a full refunci

(We will poy postage if remittance is sen

with order. Same refuntJ privilege.)

D Animals Alive D The Woys of Fishes

n Check enclosecJ D C.O.D.

AcJdrcss.

City....

Houghton Mifflin Co., $2.75

240 pp., 14 decorations

THE present book derives part of its

justification from the fact that it is

written by an apiarist \vith over 37 years'

experience. Its title might ahnost as aptly

have been "My Adventures with Bees,"

for tlie information that the author im-

parts, while sometimes derived from read-

ing, has for the most part been gadiered

while manipulating and obsen'ing his

OUTFITTING SPECIALISTS
For more than 56 years we have specialized ta out-

attlng expeditions to all parts of the world. Our

equipment Is tuUy tested and guaranteed. v,e can

supply almost any style ot unt. packs. Bleeping

bags. etc. Let us help make your nen trip » iuc-
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David T. Abercrombie Co.
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bees. The preface states that the book is

intended for those "who might like to

find out in a casual and painless sort of

way the main facts in the life of the bee."

Such an approach has something in its

favor and wiU meet the needs of a casual

reader, but it lacks the ordered complete-

ness of certain of the standard works on

the subject.

It is doubtless because of the existing

close partnership between man and the

bees, strengthened with the passing years,

that the author has permitted himself

every now and then to give his bees a

personahty that a more scientific inter-

pretation would hesitate to accord them.

But even in a popular book it is question-

able whether it is wise to go to the length

of recording imaginary conversations be-

tween worker bees designated "Miss

Beatrice," "Miss Belinda," "Miss Beulah,"

"Miss Phoebe," and "Miss Beebe," or to

try to figure out what is passing through

the brain of a bee.

The book cannot be read rmcritically

because some of the statements are lack-

ing in precision, but as a completely non-

technical presentation of the subject, com-

ing from a man who has hved vvdth the

bees for several decades, it will com-

mend itseU to certain groups of readers.

Herbert F. Scitwahz.

The green world of
the naturalists

- - selected by Victor Wolfgang

von Hagen

Greenberg, So.00

392 pp.

T^IVE centmnes of natural history in

^ South America are presented in this

\olume by one who knows this literatme

and who has in his previous books done

much to keep it fresh for present-day

readers. The roster of nattiralists who have

deh'ed into their fa\'orite fields in South

America and then have given us a pen

picture of what they have observed is

most impressive. It includes nearly all the

greatest hterary naturalists of America

and Europe. From the wTitings of these

men, Mr. von Hagen has chosen what he

considers the best and most representa-

tive examples, and there is no doubt that

he has made excellent selections. As a re-

sult, the book consists of fascinating speci-

mens of the writings of 25 of these literar)'

naturalists who have described South

America in words that are not only accu-

rate but inspired. These include Hum-

boldt, Darwin, Bates, Hudson, Beebe,

Chapman, and Murphy.

Mr. von Hagen says, "This is not wholly

an anthology of naturaUsts. Although

they are in dominance, it is also a book

of literary natural history, written by lit-

terateurs who possessed the equipment

that William Beebe thought ideal: 'Su-

preme enthusiasm, tempered with pa-

tience and a complete devotion to truth;
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Wild Flower Guide $3.00 postage $.07

By Edgar T. Wherry

Here is a wild flower guide as technically accurate as a

scientific textbook yet simple and easy to follow. Illus-

trated in color and black and white.

Guide to Eastern Ferns $2.00 postage $.07

By Edgar T. Wherry

About a hundred species are covered in this aid to

identification of the ferns and their allies in the region

from Pennsylvania and New Jersey to Virginia.
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from Brazil
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Field Guide to the Shells $3.50 postage $.07

By Percy A. Morris

This much needed book is a handbook for observing

the marine snails and bivalves found on the Atlantic

coast from Labrador to Texas. Over 400 illustrations,

102 in color.
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By Frederic Brewster Loomis
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47 colored plates and over 100 other illustrations from
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the broadest possible education; keen

eyes, ears and nose.'" Among these se-

lected writings we find the first descrip-

tion of rubber; early accounts of Indian

bread, maize, cacao, quinine, curare;

cameloids of western South America; tor-

toises of the Galapagos; the note of the

Bellbird; and many otiier surprising ob-

jects and phenomena. Toward the end of

the book we find Chapman, characterized

as the greatest figure in ornithology since

Audubon, with two essays from his Tropi-

cal Air-Castle in Barro Colorado, and

Murphy with an essay on the Guanay of

Peru.

The book is annotated by Mr. von

Hagen, who has also prepared biographi-

cal sketches of the naturalists included.

It is altogetlier a fascinating volume

Clyde Fisher.

WILD BIRDS my%a>rf0f TO YOUR GARDEN

AUDUBON FEEDERS KEEP BIRDS
IN FULL VIEW WHILE FEEDING
Feeders with and without squirrel

, hanging and on pipe stands.

Write for our fo/der

audubon joj workshop

Nature lover's

treasury
----- selected and edited by

Marshall McClintock

Greystone Press, $3.50

790 pp.

A NTHOLOGISTS usually are hable
^^ to harsh but often unfair criticisms,

not because of what they have put into

their anthologies, but because of what

they have left out. If Marshall McClin-

tock has committed the anthologistic sin

of omission, we have hope for his for-

giveness because of his virtues of inclu-

sion. Some anthologists write lengthy fore-

words which they hope will justify their

choices. Not Mr. McClintock, and more

power to him! He does not waste a page

on such unnecessary appeasement. There

is just a title page, a table of contents,

and then aU the rest of the 800-page

volume is crammed fuU of some of the

finest works in nature literature. Mc-

Chntock gives "Nature" the broadest pos-

sible definition, and over 100 selections

from the works of over 80 noted writers

fill his book with accounts of high adven-

ture, exploration, tales of men and beasts,

and of the elements.

The reader observes the natural world

through the eyes of such illustrious writer-

naturalists as Muir and Burroughs,

Thoreau and Fabre, Darwin and Huxley,

and Beebe and Akeley. Here the reader

can explore with Captain Cook and

Stefansson, Agassiz and Tyndall. The mys-

teries and beauties of Nature find ex-

pression in selections from the poetry of

Keats and Blake, Browning and Bums,

and Whitman. The tales and accounts of

masters of narration and description in-

clude selections from Stevenson, Hudson,

Conrad, Poe, London, H. G. Wells, John

Steinbeck, and Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings.

Rare gems in this treasury include such

Uttle-known but worthy pieces as Lafcadio

Ream's "The Storm" and "Batde with a

Whale" by WiUiam M. Davies.

Lest some be wary of this invigorating

anthology because of the title. Nature

Lover's Treasury, let the reviewer state

that it is evident that the anthologist as-

sumes the love of Nature to be universal.

It is, therefore, a treasury for all readers.

John R. Saunders.
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Photo by Edison R. Iloge, courtesy California Institute of Te

A Palomar Mountain Observatory where the equivalent to a 12-story building. The dome

California Institute of Technology's big 200-inch houses the telescope and its machinery, visitor's

telescope is now nearing completion. The height is gallery, darkrooms, offices, and other facilities
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'IGH on a lonely mountaintop

in Southern California, men
of science are driving toward the

early culmination of 20 years' ef-

fort.

Palomar's mighty telescope—the

largest precision instrument ever

devised—is scheduled within the

next year to begin exploring the in-

scrutable "outer darkness" of the

universe, there to search out worlds

hitherto beyond man's farthest

reach.

More thrilling than any mystery

novel is the story back of this 200-

inch sky searcher. Like all well-

plotted stories, it is replete with

conflict and suspense; for, above

all, this was no Arabian Nights

project. No wishful-thinking Alad-

din simply passed his hands over a

magic lamp and stepped casually

aside while the finished product

was set before him.

Rather, the Palomar project came
into being deliberately, painstak-

ingly, laboriously; inch by inch,

plan by plan. The result is a mathe-

matical prodigy, born of science

and industry.

This is not the first telling of

Palomar's story; nor will it be the

last. Better may it be termed the

resume of a thousand stories, for

over a considerable portion of his

adult life Mr. Average American

has been scanning press notices con-

cerning the instrument's progress.

Twenty years ago this spring we
read that Dr. George Ellery Hale,

of the California Institute of Tech-

nology, had petitioned the Rocke-

feller Foundation for a grant of

$6,000,000. The funds, according to

Dr. Hale's proposal, were needed
for creation and installation of a

telescope twice as huge as the 100-

incher on Mount Wilson, then the

world's largest. Because the project

seemed fantastic beyond all reason,

we were perhaps just a little sur-

prised when the appropriation was
granted.

It was sometime later that we
again had the telescope's progress

recalled to us when we picked up
our morning newspaper to read

that a 20-ton pure quartz disc, in-

tended for the primary mirror, had
been flawed in casting and thereby

rendered useless. In 1934, we were

Palomar-
MAN'S FARTHEST REACH

What will this giant 200-inch telescope discover in the

inconceivable vastness of space that since the Begin-

ning of Time has lain beyond man's farthest reach?

By Nell Murbarger

told that a second disc of pyrex

glass had been poured by the Corn-

ing Glass Works of Coming, N. Y.

Inasmuch as a sudden change of

temperature might check the glass,

we read that about a year under

controlled heat would be required

for its cooling.

Actually this took 300 days, and
one day America's newspaper read-

ers were informed that the im-

mense disc had cooled to the satis-

faction of all concerned, that it had
been found perfect and was now
ready for shipment to Pasadena,

where "Cal Tech" would take charge

of its grinding, polishing, and sub-

sequent installation. Through col-

umns of the press, we followed the

mirror's trek across country via a

special railway car. To avoid low

bridges and tunnels of insufficient

size to permit its passage, it was
necessary that the route taken be
long and circuitous.

Not until 1936, eight years after

granting of funds for the project,

could actual work of grinding the

mirror get under way. During the

next eleven years—excepting for

the war years (1942-45) when all

work on the project halted—optical

technicians using abrasives ground

away more than one-fourth of the

20-ton glass wafer, whittling it

down to a mere 14/4 tons.

It was during this laborious proc-

ess that an always skeptical pubhc
began doubting if anything would
ever come of "The Big Eye," as

the newspapers had dubbed it.

"What," quipped the Chicago

PALOMAR—man's FARTHEST REACH

Dailij News, "does anyone these

days hear of that 200-inch telescope

that was going to settle how high

is up?"

But like the barber in our Third

Reader who "kept on shaving," the

technicians—and carborundum grit

—kept on grinding.

In the course of its completion,

on which was expended 180,000

man-hom-s, the disc was corrected

to such precision that nowhere on

its 17-foot diameter was there a

deviation of more than two mil-

lionths of an inch. Persons whose
daily problems seldom involve mil-

lionth-of-an-inch calculations get a

better idea of this figure when told

that if a single strand of spider web
like those used in optical instru-

ments were split into 25 equal parts,

each part would have a diameter

approximately that of the mirror's

permitted tolerance.

Late in the autumn of 1947, it

was announced that the exacting

11-year-old task of grinding and

pohshing had at last reached com-

pletion. Now remained only the

perilous proposition of h-ansport-

ing the Big Eye to its mountain-

top aerie, whence it would peer a

billion-odd light-years into space.

On November 18, 1947, there

rolled away from Cal Tech's optical

laboratory a ponderous trailer truck,

owned by Belyea Truck Company
of Los Angeles, propelled by a

Diesel engine of 150 horsepower,

and escorted fore and aft by an

armed motor guard of Highway
Patrol officers.
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Loaded on the truck's 16-whee]

trailer was that all-important glass

disc, insured by Lloyd's of London
and other underwriters at $600,000

but in reality, priceless. Who can

place a dollar-and-cents value on
the hope and labor of 20 years?

The Big Eye, with its mounting
mechanism and cell, its shock-

cushioned and insulated packing

case, and the trailer body that

carried it, tipped the scales at a

cool 70 tons. To safely support a

weight of such immensity and con-

centration, it had been necessary

to reinforce five culverts and three

bridges along the 160-mile route.

In instances where engineers still

harbored doubts of a crossing's sta-

bility, dollies bearing 16 additional

rubber-tired wheels were brought

into use on the trailer. "Vibrometer"

gauges, affixed to the mirror itself,

gave instant warning whenever
road vibrations approached a point

where the precious cargo might be
endangered. In open country the

tiuck held to an average speed of

nine miles per hour, reducing to

three miles as it passed through

each of the several towns en route.

Cal Tech officials would have

preferred to keep the big disc's

cross-state migration a secret.

Knowing that this was impossible,

they sought and obtained almost

unprecedented peacetime co-opera-

tion from both the press and radio.

The press was kept informed well

in advance of every step in prepara-

tion for moving and also told when
the move would start, the route

it would follow, and all other

pertinent information. As a result,

actual announcement that the mir-

ror was on the way was not made
until more than eight hours after

it left the Cal Tech campus. By
then it was through congested

traffic districts and in open country.

Even with this much secrecy,

word sped ahead of the caravan,

and in every community crowds

began to gather to watch the slow-

moving, police-cordoned procession.

School classes were even dismissed

so that pupils might witness the his-

tory-making journey. Although sev-

eral letters had been received previ-

ously from cranks about persons

who might wish to destroy the mir-

ror if given an opportunity, no at-

tempt at sabotage was made.

After spending the night of No-
vember 18 at the small foothill

town of Escondido, where a heavy

pohce guard was thrown around

the curb-parked trailer, and traffic

< Grinding mirror: The Palomar mir-

ror was ground and polished in a

specially built optical shop on the Cal
Tech campus. The job was started in

1936 and completed in 1947. It took
approximately 180,000 man-hours to

complete the mirror

was rerouted as a protective meas-

ure, the last leg of the journey

began at the chill, predawn hour of

five o'clock, on the morning of

November 19.

Up the narrow road that winds

to the lonely 5567-foot summit of

Palomar Mountain headed the of-

ficial caravan. Due to the grade's

steepness, it was found necessary

to engage two additional trucks-

each equipped with a 150 horse-

power Diesel engine. Two pushed

the trailer from behind, the other

was coupled to it in front.

With all other traffic barred, the

cortege inched its way up tlie moun-
tain, the grueling ascent being ac-

complished at three miles per hour.

Adding to the hazard of sharp

curves and steep grades, the cara-

van was for six hours bedeviled by
every caprice of winter weather

known to Southern California's

mountains. Hail, sleet, and a pea-

soup fog made the roadway treach-

erously slipper)'. Visibility at times

was near zero.

When the powerful ti-ucks and

their all-important cargo rolled

safely to a stop before the hangar-

sized doors of the observatory, it is

impossible to say who was the most

relieved—Dr. Ira Sprague Bowen,

Director of both Palomar and

Mount Wilson Observatories, or

veteran truck drivers Lloyd Green

and Earl Winston, who had taken

turns shepherding the lead truck

throughout the 160-mile trek from

Pasadena.

Barely had the wheels stopped

rolling when the sun broke tlirough

the enveloping clouds, bathing the

great dome in light, as though to

welcome home this prober of the

universe. But the gesture of good

will was short-lived. Within a few

brief moments the early winter
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storm again had closed upon the

mountaintop.

Lifted from the trailer by means

of a 60-ton hoist, the 200-inch disc

was deposited in a high-vacuum

aluminizing tank. Therein the face

of the glass wafer received a coat-

ing of aluminum film some 10-mil-

lionths of an inch in thickness,

which serves as a reflecting surface.

For the first time in its long pe-

riod of gestation, the Big Eye

actually merited the designation of

"mirror."

Through all the years devoted

to its perfecting, other technicians

had been engaged in erection of

the observatory dome and installa-

tion of its complex mechanical

equipment.

But for its greater size, this struc-

ture built to house the Big Eye

differs not too radically in appear-

ance from other observatories that

have preceded it. Forming the top

half of the building—a structure

roughly twelve stories high—is a

steel dome 137 feet in diameter

and weighing 1000 tons. Despite its

ponderous bulk, the entire dome
can be made to revolve soundlessly

on a circular track. Split shutters

ride on horizontal rails.

Occupying the first and second

floors of the dome building are ad-

ministrative offices, photographic

darkrooms, air-conditioning equip-

ment, library, storage area, etc. On
the third, or "Observation Floor,"

is located the 55-foot telescope tube,

its muzzle pointed toward the shut-

ter opening like a Gargantuan can-

non. Together with supplementary

mirrors and other prescribed equip-

ment, it tips the scales at another

140 tons. Everything connected

with the Falomar project is ponder-

ous.

With aluminizing completed, the

primary mirror was hoisted into

place and made fast at the lower

end of this giant tube, and tests

to remove the final "bugs" got un-

der way. (Many prehminary tests

of the mounting mechanism had

been accomplished by using a block

of concrete of identical weight as

a "stand-in" for the mirror.)

When Falomar officials held

"open house" for press representa-

tives on January 30, 1948, I was

fortunate in being among those per-

mitted to witness preview opera-

tions of the sky giant.

Like a well-trained dog being put

through his paces by an exacting

master, this mightiest of all pre-

cision instruments was made to

obey the push-button control of

man. To the uninitiated, the 'scope's

instrument panel rivals in com-

plexity that of a B-29 bomber!

The mirror's million-pound mount-

ing mechanism, it was demon-

strated, turns smoothly upon a

micro-film of oil, so little effort be-

ing required to impel it that one-

tenth of one horsepower would suf-

fice for the operation. (The diminu-

tive motor on your electric washer is

probably one-quarter horsepower—

or strong enough to operate simul-

taneously three of these delicately-

balanced milUon-pound machines!

)

As for the working accuracy of

the mirror and its mounting mecha-

nism, Westinghouse engineers de-

clare it comparable to aiming a

rifle at a rolling penny three miles

distant—and hitting the bull's-eye,

first shot.

While the telescope, or "camera,"

as technicians prefer to term it,

is already in condition for use,

many additional tests are scheduled

before the Big Eye is formally dedi-

cated and placed in official use,

possibly about midsummer of this

year.

To the Carnegie Institute and the

Rockefeller Foundation, the com-

pleted observatory will represent a

cost of $6,550,000. To California

Institute of Technology, it will rep-

resent the hopes and planning and

patient labor of two decades.

What will be the reward?

None can say. Until actual ob-

servations can be made, Palomar's

potentialities are restricted only to

the realms of mathematics and

imagination. Immensity of space

being otherwise incomprehensible,

searchers of the cosmic have con-

veniently reduced astronomical

mileage to hght-years—the distance

traveled by light in 52 weeks. Mov-
ing roughly at the rate of 186,000

miles per second, one such light-

year mounts to the staggering

total of some 6,000,000,000,000

miles.

Mathematicians have computed

that Palomar's 200-inch mirror will

probe the secrets of space a billion

light-years distant. Thus does the

matter of reducing the Big Eye's

seeing power to terms of miles be-

come a simple matter of writing

the numeral "6
" followed by 21

zeros.

< On th £ WAY : the 200-inch mirror is

shown being moved from Cal Tech

campus to the Palomar Observatory.

Notice the l6 additional wheels being

attached to the trailer carrying the

mirror. The caravan is preparing to

cross the long bridge near San Juan

Capistrano
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The result is a figure few men

can read and none can compre-

hend. Not e\en is it comprehensible

if we sav that such mileage equals

25 million billion times the distance

between the earth and the moon!

^^'hat will science find in this

"outer darkness," this inconceivable

vastness that since Time's begin-

ning has lain beyond man's farth-

est reach?

Again, no man can say.

Chiefly, Palomar's talents will be

turned toward probing the secrets

of tlie cosmic, and to confirmation

—if possible—of numerous unproven

theories.

Is our universe young and rapidly

expanding, or is it old, wear)', and

shrinking? Is space somehow lim-

ited, or is it without end? Philoso-

pher Herbert Spencer said that it

was impossible for the human mind

to conceive of space being without

end, "yet it cannot think of space

ha\'ing an end . .
." Perhaps it will

be given to Palomar to supply the

answer.

Science has a lot of other ques-

tions to ask, as well. What is the

source of chemical elements?

Whence come atom-sphtting cosmic

rays? What is the secret of the un-

ending interplay of atomic energy

in space? What goes on in celestial

atomic fires? Are there gala.xies

similar to our own Milky Way
galaxy at regular inter\'als through-

out space? What is the source of

the sun's stupendous energ)', an

estimated equivalent, per second,

of 5000 billion atomic bombs!

With such an imagination-stir-

ring program in prospect, it is not

difficult to understand why Palo-

mar's tremendous "seeing power"

will not be squandered upon such

"next-door neighbors" as the moon.

What about Mars?

"I'll be surprised if we spend

more than a few days on Mars in

the next ten years," Dr. Bowen says.

Some planetary work will be done

at appropriate times in the future.

Because of its greater light gather-

ing power, the 200-incher will enable

astronomers to take much faster

pictures than heretofore possible.

Such "snapshots" will be attempted

when the times are right for them,

but the question of whether or not

they will add anything to present

planetarv" theories—particularly as

to fife on other planets—will be de-

termined only when and if the

pictures are obtained.

With so hmitless a field waiting

to be explored, it would seem that

life could hold no more exhilarat-

ing experience than that of "first

peek" into the giant sky glass.

Unfortunately for romanticists,

this is not an instrument for visual

use. While the image reflected

upon the primary mirror will be

readily visible to the naked eye,

all serious study will be conducted

solely by means of photographs. In

explanation of this poHcy, Cal Tech

oflicials point out that each view

thereby becomes a measurable rec-

ord, preservable for all time, avail-

able to all astronomers for pur-

poses of study, and subject to inter-

pretation by many scientific minds

rather than by a single observer.

Further, since they may be exposed

to a given object for several hours,

if necessary, it is possible for photo-

graphic plates to record light in-

visible to the human eye.

As during the latter years of

construction, laymen will be wel-

come to view the telescope and

such operations as may take place

between the hours of 9 a.m. and

4:30 P.M. daily, such observation

! «.'»KI—TS''^
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A Now NEARING COMPLETION atop Palomar Mountain. The mount-

ing mechanism weighs more than 500 tons but can be moved with

a 1/10 horsepower motor

being restricted to the vantage

point of a glassed-in visitors' gal-

lery located on the same floor as

the instrument.

Glass partitioning between the

visitors' gallery and the actual

scene of operations is not solely to

keep little boys from throwing

monkey wrenches into the machin-

ery. It is also designed to combat

temperattire change inside the

dome. The gallery is separately

ventilated, which, together with the

natural insulating properties of its

glass walls and ceiling, prevents

body heat of visitors from entering

the dome. The body generates

about 500 BTU's per hour. Fifty or

a hundred visitors can, as one of

the engineers explains, "generate

a lot of heat." Allowed to enter the

dome, this additional heat would

make it more difficult to maintain

the proper balance between inside

and outside dome temperatures.

The dome has an air-conditioning

system and insulation calculated

to hold temperature rise to a mini-

mum. The less waiting that as-

tronomers must do to allow the

mirror to adjust itself to outside

temperature, the more time they

will have for observation.

Viewed from a pre-operation

standpoint, it appears that nothing

has been overlooked that might

contribute one iota to successful

performance of this sky giant, con-

ceived so long ago. Certain it is

that when the Big Eye is at last

placed in service sometime this

summer, there are two men who
will realize in this achievement a

greater satisfaction than anything

else life might bring.

They are Dr. John A. Anderson,

PALOMAR—MANS FARTHEST REACH

tos i.otirti';\ of Lahfornia Institute of Technology

71, Chairman of Palomar's Con-

struction Committee and Executive

Officer of the Observatory Council,

and Dr. Max Mason, 70, Chairman

of Observatory Council and Policy

Committees. These two were cited

recently by Dr. Lee A. Dubridge,

President of California Institute of

Technology, as the men still living

who have contributed most to the

success of the Palomar project.

To the regret of all who may
attend the dedicatory service, those

present will not include Dr. George

Ellery Hale, "father" of Palomar,

whose death occurred ten years

ago, when his dream project was

only half completed though far

enough on its way to assure its

transition from fancy into fact.

If spirits of the departed can look

back on earthly affairs, as some be-

lieve, it is certain that Dr. Hale can

feel only satisfaction and pride in

the way that others have completed

the immense task that it was his

privilege to begin.
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IN
all the world there is only one

li\e \-olcano that can have its

birthda\- celebrated, only one whose

date of bhth is known. A httle over

fi\e years ago—to be precise, at

4:30 in the afternoon of Februar)'

20, 1943-tlie first rocks and dust

were ejected from a hole in a corn-

field where there is now a pile of

rocks 1500 feet high. The base of

this pile is submerged in a 300-foot

sea of sohdified lava. Paricutin's

birth was crowded from the news

pages of tlie world by reports of

battles and bombings, and few sci-

entists could get to Mexico during

the early days to see this new won-

der of the geological world. News
interest died before news space was

available, but to \Tjlcanologists it

is still the world's most interesting

laboratory.

To obser\e and record Paricutin's

behavior fi\'e years after its birth,

the fourth expedition from the

American Museum of Natural His-

tor)' went to Mexico at the invita-

tion of Ing. Ricardo Munges Lopez,

head of the Instituto de Geologia

of the National University of

Mexico." Paricutin is still a mag-

nificent spectacle and still worthy

of a visit from tourists and geolo-

*The earlier phases of Paricutin's development
were described by Dr. Pough in two other articles

in Natural History: "Paricutin" (October,

1943) and "Paricutin Conies of Age" (October,

1944).

gists alike, though its activit)' is

showing signs of cessation.

We found that the volcano had

grown little higher in the t\vo and

a half years since tlie Museum's last

expedition. Indeed, the cone ac-

tually appeared lower than at that

time, because its old base, Dionisio

Pulido's carefully tended cornfield,

is now 300 feet deep in lava. This

tremendous thickness of lava has

washed over the subsidiary flank-

ing cone, Zapicho, which had risen

300 feet in a few months. Zapicho

exists today only in the memories

of those who visited it earher and

in the photographic records of the

geologists. To the north there had

been a gi-eat hiU of ash-covered

lava, which was a wonder because

of its origin. It had broken off as a

fragment of the original cone and

floated out a half-mile on the back

of a flowing glacier of lava. On our

recent visit it showed only its crown

in a small depression in the midst of

a recent flow.

The twentieth of February was

a propitious day for our observa-

tions. A lava flow that had sprung

from the flanks of the cone near the

old Zapicho vent was advancing

Paricutin

has a dyUirlnclaV
Exactly five years after its birth, the famous Mexican

volcano still provides a magnificent spectacle but

is showing signs of age

By Frederick H. Pough
Curator, Department of Physical Geology and Mineralogy,

Museum of Natural History
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A Three hundred feet of lava now
the valley that lay between the conepi

Paricutin and the ridge from which
photograph was taken. Near the

Zapicho, the subsidiarj' cone, is now bu|d

in lava

>-Only the top of the churc

now visible above the lava flow

covered the village of San Jjfc.

Note the maguey that still sur\ a

on the edge of the old town

Photugraphs by the author
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toward the geologists' cabin, now
perched on the last remaining sum-

mit of the old land sm-face. By now
the cabin may be buried. We could

reach the source of this lava only

by a perilous journey along a nar-

row route between the advancing

river and the cone. There was an

ever-present threat of a shower of

bombs, from which there would be

no escape. After much activity the

day before, the eruptions subsided

so that it seemed safe to make the

attempt. A sharp break bisected the

formerly symmetrical cone, and the

lava escaped from a vent at the

base of the fissure. The lava was

seen to be flowing freely from the

source and tumbling rapidly down

a steep bank. From time to time

its surface would heave, almost as if

it were breathing. After some min-

utes of observation from this spot,

the party climbed higher for a

better ^'iew and reached a point of

vantage above an upper vent, which

was the source of a second slow-

moving stream of black lava upon

which the bombs from the cone

were tumbling. Fortunately, most

of the bombs followed the groove

made by the fissure in the cone,

and few surmounted our observa-

tion point.

A few minutes after we reached

this spot, the lower and apparently

harmless vent commenced heaving

with greater force. Soon it rose in

a tremendous fountain of red lava,

its solid part rising to om" level,

while spattered fragments reached

well above us. Fortunately, none of

these came in our direction. The
still wann spots that we had just

left for our upward climb were

liberally plastered with great vis-

cous chunks of lava, which com-

pletely coated all the vicinity with

red, slaggy stone. The whole spec-

tacle was terrifying, and at its

clima.x the lava masses came dis-

turbingly close. However, within a

minute the fountain stopped very

suddenly, and after a few more

minor heaves the river resumed its

quiescent flow. The whole display

was magnificent though brief, and

there was time for only a few pho-

tographs and a short motion picture

sequence.

* The front of the church is all that

shows above the lava that engulfed San

Juan in 1944. Entrance is gained through

a window, as shown here

A A CRACK in the ash that covers

an old lava flow, showing that the

underlying rocks are still adjust-

ing themselves
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This display was, in truth, so

spectacular and frightening that

the project of continuing the chmb
to the top for a look down into the

crater seemed almost an anticlimax.

Ha\ing escaped Scvlla, Charv'bdis

could hold no fears for us! Climb-

ing to the top, however, was a

tedious job, even though we were

aheadv almost one-third of the

wav up. SpiraUng around the cone

to get away from the path of the

falhng bombs and to make climb-

ing easier, the first man reached

the summit after about one and

one-half hours. Climbing at an alti-

tude of 10.000 feet with two

A On the flank of the cone,

a bubble bursts at the vent from

which the lava is flowing

Ingeniero Jenaro Gon-
zales Reyna, of the Mexi-

can Institute of Geology,

colleas a piece of a bomb
that fell during the night

cameras and a tripod, on a slope

of about 35 degrees and composed

of loose, sliding dust and rocks, was

no easv task. During the uppermost

third, the rocks an inch beneath

the surface were so hot that one's

finger tips were burned when their

aid was enhsted bv the cUmber.

Two years of desk work since the

last trip were not the best training

for the climb, so I arrived at the

summit considerabh' later than the

others. The ascent took me about

135 minutes, the descent but 5.

At almost exactlv 4:30 we were

united at the top, and at the mo-

ment of my arrival an upward gust

of wind blew my straw sombrero

over the edge and down into the

crater. The peso reward prompth"

offered for its return was not ac-

cepted, so down it went on the

expense account: "One gift to Pari-

cutin for its fifth birthday."

\\'ithin the crater we saw a won-

derful spectacle. Dropping steeplv

off, the crater descended in a

bowlike shape for some 200 feet;

then a rather sharp drop-off con-

cealed what was below. Several

vents were producing steam and

dust, and at times the whole 1000-

2o8

foot bowl was obscured by a cloud

of vapor. Briefly it would clear, and

we could see a jet of steam periodi-

cally bursting from the bottom with

an accompaniment of red rocks.

The rocks rose high in the air above

us before falling back to land some-

where within the crater or crossing

the low side of the slumped edge.

During the half-hotu' we spent

there, none came in our direction,

a circumstance about which we
made no complaint. The smell of

sulphur dioxide was strong in the

air of the crater, which is almost

the only place where this gas has

been noted at the volcano.

-\fter half an hour, we decided

that we had stretched our luck as

far as was safe and beat a strategic

retreat by a far shorter route than

the ascent. We had hoped to photo-

graph our spiral ascent around the

cone the next day when it was light

again, but a tremendous shower of

bombs during the night obliterated

all traces of the path.

In spite of the spectacles ob-

ser\ ed, it was apparent that Paricu-

tin is becoming senile. True, we
saw a wonderful lava fountain at

close range; but four years ago we
could not safely have stayed so

near the cone. True, we climbed

the cone amid a shower of rocks

and had our path obUterated that

night. But two years ago we might

not have so safely chmbed the cone

almost at a time selected by our-

selves. Paricutin is not growing any

higher. It has been practically sta-

tionary in elevation for almost two

\'ears. Its explosi\"e character is

surelv reduced; the lava contains

far less gas, and its fountains are of

brief duration. Even,' aspect sug-

gests that Paricutin has lost its

\outhful vigor and is gradually

ching down.

Predictions about ^olcanoes are

dangerous; some activitv may con-

tinue for another decade. Layers

of la\a will probably pile up here

r,nd there, and the ash will drift

ever a little deeper. But we venture

(.0 predict that Paricutin will gro\\'

but little higher and will co\'er verv

httle fresh ground with its lava.

The area of its damage is now cir-

cumscribed, and its ring of devas-

tation will grow no larger.
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Isabel and
Ichabod

The unusual story of as curious a pair of pets as you

could have in the home. At birth they could perch on a

pinhead. In adulthood they were three to four inches

long—tyrants of the insect world but beneficial to man

Bij Kay Anderson

411 photos by Edwin Way Teale

HAVE you ever had a Praying

Mantis for a pet? If not, then

you have missed one of the most

exciting and truly novel experiences

of your life. Although the praying

mantis is really no more than an

insect, it is the only insect that can

turn its head and look over its

shoulder like a man, that can wash

its face like a cat, take food from

your hand like a dog, and bend

over and drink water like a horse.

I remember well the spring day

that we found a mantis egg nest

in the yard and were introduced

to Isabel and Ichabod, who were

to become the most unusual and

fascinating pets we have ever had.

The nest was about the size and

color of a walnut and was attached

to a bush a few feet above the

ground. We broke off the branch

and put it in a large glass jar in

the kitchen, and before long scores

of tiny insects were swarming from

their cocoon and hopping around

like miniature monkeys. The man-

tids were wheat-colored and so

small that one could easily sit on

the head of a pin, where it would

immediately assume the identical

"praying" posture of its parents.

We eventually let loose in the

garden all but half a dozen of the

>^"The Dinosaur of the Gar-
den," with its slender, almost pre-

historic-looking body, its weirdly

moving head, and its immense
black eyes, is enough to frighten

anyone on first encounter

ISABEL AND ICHABOD

tiny creatures. These six we kept

for study and to raise as pets.

We put them in a jar with a piece

of cheesecloth over the top so that

they would not escape. Since they

were too small to eat any living

insects that we could provide, we

fed the baby mantids honey

smeared on a leaf. They developed

rapidly on this diet, and we were

soon able to bring them aphids and

other live tidbits from the garden.

What is a praying mantis, you

may ask? It is surprising how many
people—even those who have ac-

tually seen this strange creature-

have no idea what it is. In the

United States they are more com-

monly found in the South but are

now spreading farther north along

the eastern coast. One summer I

came across a beautiful male speci-

men walking nonchalantly down
Fifth Avenue in New York City, in

constant danger of being trampled

under hundreds of rushing feet,

I carried it to the Library on 42nd

Street and deposited it safely in a

tree.

The body of the adult female

mantis, which resembles that of its



A The great saw-toothed forelegs move with lightning speed

and snap shut over a victim like a steel trap

smaller hopping relative the grass-

hopper, is from three to four inches

long and is usually a hght brown

color. The male is an inch or so

shorter and a brilUant green. With

the final molting, the mantis de-

velops a pair of wings, which

are soft green underneath wdth a

bright green band down the sides.

Thus, as the insect hangs in a

vertical position along the stem of

a flower or shrub, it blends per-

fectly into its background. Often

a person can come within a few

inches of these garden Gargantuas

and never see them.

They say that the East Indian

mantis attains perfection in camou-

flage by spreading its briUiantly

colored wings to resemble the

petals of some lush tropical flower.

The unsuspecting insect flies close

to the "flower" and is snatched to

its death!

One naturalist has referred to

the mantis as "the dinosaur of the

garden," and indeed the creature

must seem like one to all other

insects. The slender, almost pre-

historic-looking body, with the

weirdly moving head and the im-

mense black eyes, is enough to

frighten anyone who encounters it

for the first time. The great, sickle-

like front legs, raised in a praying

attitude, move with Hghtning speed

to bring the victim to the strong,

greedy jaws. Even the black widow

spider is doomed when clasped in

these deadly arms. Yet although

it is one of the most rapacious and

cruel of all insects, dominating the

garden with the merciless cunning

of a medieval Borgia, it is absolutely

harmless to man.

Our baby mantids shed their

skins regularly at first—as often as

once a week—and then at intervals

of ten days or two weeks, as they

neared maturity. Between these

periods of molting, their appetites

were so ravenous that they would

eat almost without cessation, if

given the opportunity. In fact, we
learned to our sorrow that mantids

are just as quick to eat each other

as anything else. One morning we
discovered that some of our pets

had turned cannibalistic and that

only four little creatures remained!

So we straightway separated them

by putting each in a different jar-

making quite a display along our

window sill, as you can imagine.

As a rule, the mantis is entirely

fearless and will confront and fight

birds and animals twice its size,

often until it is practically torn to

pieces. The only insect the mantis

seems to have an antipathy for is

the ant. Perhaps this is because

ants often swarm over the egg nest

and eat the helpless creatures when
they are hatching or are in the

molting stage, as happened to one

of our pets. We had been feeding

small black ants to the mantids

because of the scarcity of other

Uve food; but on a certain morning

one of the mantids spurned the ants

we gave him and let them run freely

around the jar. We left the house

for a short while, and when we re-

turned the httle mantis was dead!

During our absence he had appar-

ently gone through another molt-

ing stage, and while his body was

still soft and helpless, the vengeful

ants had tm-ned the tables and

killed him. Nevertheless, a strong

and hungry mantis will usually at-

tack an ant without hesitation, if

other food is scarce. Our pets ate

dozens of Uve ants during the sum-

mer as a supplement to their diet.

You might truthfully say that

our baby mantids were "born

fighting." And although they were

only one-eighth of an inch long

and almost transparent when they

emerged from the egg nest, they
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A Poised like a king over a banquet table, a praying mantis

studies a captured honeybee. As a rule, the mantis is fearless

and will fight birds and animals twice its size

were exact copies of the adult, and

their tiny forelegs were raised like

the arms of a Lilliputian boxer,

poised to strike at or grab anything

that came within reach.

However, like the nursery rhyme

about the Ten Little Indians who
dwindled away to none, our four

little mantids eventually diminished

until there remained only two—

a

soft, buff-colored female that we
named Isabel and a bright green

male called Ichabod.

As Isabel and Ichabod grew, the

"houses" we provided for them had
to expand. By the end of July they

reached their fuU growth and de-

velopment, and we purchased two

medium-size fish aquariums for

them, using wire screen for covers.

In each aquarium was placed a

long, stout branch, forked at one

end. Such a stick is essential in

both the eating and molting proc-

esses. We found that Isabel and

Ichabod while eating preferred to

chng to it head down, and they fas-

tened their long walking legs onto

the twig—again facing head down

—prior to shedding their skin.

The molting process was ex-

tremely interesting to watch. Con-

stantly stufiBng itself with food, the

body of the mantis would soon

grow too large for the old skin. The

skin would then pop open along

the back, and the mantis would

proceed to pull itself out, just as

one would puU out of long winter

underwear if it were buttoned up

the back. Then the old skin, a com-
plete and perfect shell of the former

body, would be discarded, and the

"new" mantis, having stretched a

quarter to half an inch in length,

would dry and harden within a few
hours. And the business of voracious

eating would begin all over again.

Isabel and Ichabod were soon

famihar enough with our feeding

and handhng of them to take bits

of raw meat from the end of a

straw, if it were flicked back and
forth as if alive, and to drink water

out of a spoon. Their daily menu
usually consisted of large flies,

moths, butterflies, grasshoppers,

and juicy caterpillars. In fact, any-

thing that looked at all "buggy" was
a delicacy to them.

Our insect pets afforded us many

A A Praying Mantis with a captured

Black Swallowtail Butterfly. When the

insect hangs in a vertical position, the

soft green underside of the wings blends

with the flower or shrub to act as a

perfect camouflage

ISABEL AND ICHABOD



diversions throughout the summer,

one of the most novel being that

of "entertaining" our guests. I use

the word broadly and somewhat as

Nero must ha\e done when he en-

tained his Roman friends by throw-

ing Christians to the hons. For

there is nothing more fascinating,

and at the same time more re-

pelhng, than to watch a mantis

stalk and seize a fellow insect.

Isabel's immense eyes, shining like

black shoe buttons, would follow

her victim's movements with the

same hungiy look with which a cat

watches a mouse. Slowly and al-

most imperceptiblv she would shift

her body until it was in a good

stiiking position; then swiftly and

surely her cruel, jagged arms would

dart out to pinion the unsuspecting

prey. So fast did these arms move
that a moth in flight would be

caught with wings spread. Once
we gave two beetles to Ichabod,

and he proceeded to tuck one under

his arm like an umbrella, while he

held the other and ate it as if it

were an ear of corn.

By August, Isabel and Ichabod

were so tame that we could let

them roam freely around our down-

stairs, much to the consternation

of our guests. If friends were not

warned in advance, it was indeed

startling for them to glance up at

a window and suddenly see a mon-
strous bug making its way across

the top of the curtain. Almost hke

a walking nightmare! Occasionally

one of them would make a short

fhght with its gossamer-thin wings

or jump from one piece of furni-

ture to another; but usually they

stayed on the window screens.

We kept the two separated at

first, aware of their cannibaUstic

tendencies. When Mother Natiu-e

was ready, we reasoned, she would

pro\ide a way for them to find each

other. If a male moth can detect

its female the distance of a mile,

then surely Ichabod should be able

to find his light-o'-love across a

room

!

One summer evening late in

August, Ichabod slowly made his

way to the window occupied by

Isabel. Before long the two spied

each other, but they warily kept a

safe distance apart. Each in turn

advanced and retreated, twisting

their pointed little heads this way
and tliat as they followed each

other around the curtain, their

black eyes shining brightly, their

bodies swaying in anticipation.

This went on for several hours,

and we were all exhausted by the

strain of watching. Then suddenly

the waiting was over. Ichabod ven-

tured too close, and Isabel, with a

lightning lunge, viciously embraced

him in her cruel arms. Ichabod's

legs waved helplessly in the air as

his ladylove proceeded to devour

him, starting with the head!

Poor Ichabod! After he had lit-

erally "lost his head" over his in-

amorata, he clung to her with his

walking legs for almost an hour

while she roamed about on the

curtain. Then she set to work in

earnest and consumed every shred

of her lover, with the exception of

his wings and legs. We hoped that

sometime during this gruesome epi-

sode the mating process took place.

If so, Ichabod's death might not

be called wholly in vain.

That fall, Isabel led a busy hfe,

spending most of her days on the

window screen, eating flies and

moths for a while and finally small

bits of raw meat, when live food

was not available. She even took

a chunk of cooked chicken one

night and seemed to relish it!

As October approached and her

abdomen grew round and heavy,

we kept Isabel in her aquarium so

that she could more readily find

the indispensable twig on which

to place her egg nest. But it was not

until the end of the month that she

started building. CUnging to her

branch head down, she secreted a

whitish froth from the tip of her

abdomen, moving it back and forth

in much the same way that a baker

uses a frosting tube to decorate his

cake. With the help of small, con-

stantly rotating feelers, she de-

posited the mass on a twig, mold-

ing and shaping it into her nest. It

took nearly two hours to complete

the job, during which time she con-

structed corridors and passages,

one on top of the other, depositing

her eggs in the different layers and

never once glancing back at her

masterpiece. Soon after she had

finished, the sticky substance of

the cocoon hardened into a tough

and protective case.

We learned that a female mantis

will always build her nest, whether

she has mated or not. Spring will

reveal to us the sequel to Isabel's

love hfe, for her nest now stands

in a large and ventilated jar in the

garage, awaiting the advent of

warm weather and the appearance

of tlie bees, the buds, and the baby

mantids—we hope!

Isabel ate a few meals of raw
liver after her egg laying stint, and

then she quietly went to sleep. She

had grown very sluggish toward

the end and barely moved up and

down her stalk. At last she became

too weary even to hang onto the

food proffered her, and it was at

this stage that we gently tied her

with soft cord to the branch, thus

making certain that when she stiff-

ened she would be in a good posi-

tion for mounting.

Because of its insatiable appetite

for the hundreds of harmful insects

that invade our gardens each year,

the praying mantis is one of man's

most valued friends. In some states

there is a law against IdUing it. As

we have demonstrated, it can make
a most interesting pet. A woman in

New York once dressed a mantis

in tiny garments, much as one

would clothe a small doll. I under-

stand that the Chinese often match

them hke miniature fighting cocks;

and in other parts of the world

they are kept in houses to catch

flies and mosquitoes.

A praying mantis is sometimes

called a "preying" mantis, due to

its habit of preying upon and de-

stroying other insects. However,

as the mantis clings motionless to

a branch or stalk, with its fore-

legs raised piously to its head, it

looks as if it were actually pray-

ing. Praying, no doubt, for some-

thing to prey upon!

If ever you should chance to en-

counter one of these grotesque

creatures of the insect world, do

not harm it. Either care for it as

you would any other domestic pet

—or let it go its way undisturbed.

The mantis will probably do more

good for you in the garden than

you could ever do for it in captivity.
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^'SCORPION

of the

Treetops

The terrifying appearance of this shy

woodland lizard of our southern states

has given it an infamous reputation that

it doesn't deserve

By Romeo Mansueti

ONE hot summer afternoon in

June, after a busy morning

of snake collecting, I paused to speak

to a group of colored folk idling

in a grove of oaks. No sooner

had I begun to question them than

one leaped up frantically from his

prone position and shouted, "Lawd
Amighty, mistah, they's ah sco'pion

right at yo' haid!"

I turned quickly and beheld a

fiery redhead, flicking a pinkish,

forked tongue, about three feet

above me on a tree trunk. I looked

harder and saw that the smooth

and shiny creature had four legs

and a brown body not as wide as

its head. Magnified 100 times, it

reminded me of some hideous

prime\al monster that would put

dinosaurs to shame. It was the most

fierce-looking animal for its size I

had ever encountered.

That was my first meeting with

the "scorpion" of the tieetops, the-

greater five-lined skink. I had heard

so many tales about the "sco'pion"

during past excursions in southern

Maryland that I began to doubt its

existence. Now the legend leered

down at me with unblinking, bead-

like eyes. The animal was about

nine inches long and a uniform

light brown in color except for its

reddish-orange head. The latter in-

stantly reminded me of a venomous

copperhead snake's crown.

I adjusted my slip noose, which

>>

I used to snare snakes, and moved

it cautiously toward the skink's

head. The noose dangled but seven

inches away when, suddenly, the

pinkish tongue flickered rapidly out

at me, and in an instant the crea-

ture was gone. I looked among the

higher branches but could see no

sign of it. Turning around to the

Negroes, I was surprised to see

that they had scattered about ten

to fifteen feet from the tree. I asked

them if they could spot the crea-

ture. They looked at me as if I

were mad.

"Yo don't wanta fool wid thet

thing, mistah. It's powahful poison-

ous," one said very seriously.

I tried to explain that the skink

was a lizard, a member of the rep-

tile clan, and quite incapable of

inflicting a venomous bite. Further-

more, I told them that real scor-

pions—lobster-like animals related

to spiders, which carry a poisonous

sting at the end of their tails—are

not usually found as far north as

this. How the greater five-hned

Photo by
August Selckmann

SCORPION OF THE TBEETOPS

A The mumplike jaws, found only

in the male, are blood-red. The color

deepens during the mating season,

when the eager male, looking as pol-

ished as a Beau Brummel with scales,

goes out to secure the afifections of

the nonchalant female

skink received the name "scorpion"

is difficult to say. Some of the earli-

est historical references of the Old

South refer to it by that name.

When I left them, their skeptical

expressions still revealed their firm

belief that redheaded "sco'pions"

are dangerous creatures. Here was

an unfortunate situation—a native

lizard regarded as poisonous. I was

aware that but few people know
that the Gila Monster of our south-

western deserts is our only veno-

mous lizard. What was the basis

of their fears?

Throughout its range—in wood-

lands and swamps from central

Texas to southern Illinois, and from

southeastern Pennsylvania to Flor-

ida—it is commonly regarded as
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poisonous by the inhabitants. Most

southerners consider the striped

skinks harmless enough but greatly

fear the redheaded variety, not

reahzing that the striped and red-

headed hzards are one and the

same species.

The greater five-hned skink may
be called the Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde of the saurian world because

of the contrast of color and pattern

in one species. Males among birds

display more colorful hues than

females. So it is with skinks. Only

the adult female is striped with a

bluish tail, while the mature male

parades a blood-red head. Both

sexes, nevertheless, begin life look-

ing ahke. Juveniles have five yeUow

stripes—sometimes wath an addi-

tional poorly defined line beginning

behind each forearm and extending

backward—and bright blue tails.

With the increase of size and age

in the female, these characteristic

stripes tend to disappear, but ves-

tiges remain. The males, however,

lose all traces of their stripes and

become brown, while their jaws

become reddish and at the same

time gradually swell, so that they

look as if they had a serious case of

mumps. The females exhibit the

hght stripes throughout life and

often have a blue tail when full-

grown. They are somewhat smaller

and do not sport the swollen jaws.

This curious attire parallels the

development of the common five-

lined sldnk and the Floridian five-

lined skink, two very closely re-

lated but smaller cousins. To add

to the general confusion in identi-

fying these members of the skink

tribe, all three may be found in

similar kinds of country. Both of

the smaller relatives reach a little

more than half the size of our giant

among American skinks and have

the same life history—the males re-

sembling miniature redheaded "sco'-

pions," while the females retain the

stripes.

On hot summer days the greater

five-lined skink revels in sunUght,

but at high noon it usually remains

hidden from excessive heat. It

dashes with great alacrity after in-

sects, up and down tree trunks,

along fences, in sawmills, and in

abandoned houses down south.

Here it is sometimes called by such

colorful, vernacular names as "ad-

der," "blue-tail," "cow-sucker," and

"striped lizard."

A friend once told me about his

first experience with a redhead: "I

saw a flash go up the tree, then my
eyes caught the thing staring di-

rectly at me, and then its head

seemed to light up like a red neon

light." Although the sun's reflections

helped considerably to color his

yarn, it is generally known that dur-

ing the mating season the male's

head is more lavishly adorned in

a deeper red.

These skinks spend much of their

time on the ground searching for

food. When pursued, they some-

times take refuge in holes and

cracks very near ground level, not

always attempting to climb out of

reach. However, ornithologists have

found examples high in the nests

of birds of prey. One venerable

old male that I tried to capture

for many weeks always retreated

far up a dead chestnut tree that

soared many feet above the sur-

rounding scrub pine. Some are so

unwary that they will run up small

saphngs or around tree stumps,

making their capture comparatively

easy.

In April, looking as polished as

a Beau Brummell with scales, glis-

tening males go all out to secure

the affections of the nonchalant

females. Pugnacious males seem

like brass projectiles as they shoot

out after rival males trespassing on

their territories. They often engage

in aerial combat in trees, snapping

their wide jaws at one another's

neck or limbs. When one secures a

good hold on an adversary, he

shakes him vigorously, like a bull-

dog shaking a cat. The fights are

short and packed with plenty of

tearing and tumbhng, the loser gen-

erally fleeing from the territory of

the jealous suitor. It is not unusual

for the ladylove to be totally unper-

turbed by the whole affair; she

seems more interested in catching

insects. In captivity, the female of
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the smaller common five-lined sldnk

is much less inhibited. She has been

known to attack a male without

provocation in order to initiate

courtship proceedings.

Although a tree climber, a preg-

nant female resorts to living on the

ground during the egg-laying sea-

son. If you dig into decayed logs,

particularly ancient chestnut or

fallen oak trees, you may find the

mother with her usual quota of six

eggs. Sometimes she may be found

encircling them, though not ac-

tually coiled around them. Since

her body does not radiate an ap-

preciable amount of warmth, the

brooding instinct is interpreted as

a protective measure for the eggs.

After about seven weeks the eggs

hatch, and the blue-tailed young-

sters immediately scramble off for

parts unknown. In a few hours they

chase tiny flies with great zeal

and chew them energetically. The

mother forgets about her children

a few minutes after they hatch.

When I carried home my first

greater five-lined sldnk, my small

brother's first reaction to the name

"skink" was to decUne it as "sldnk,

skank, skunk," and since no animal

exists under the name "skank," he

gave that name to the captured skink.

Efforts to tame it proved fruitless,

but my brother dangled meal worms

over its head and succeeded in

having it pluck them from his hand.

Placing the hzard in a terrarium

containing a heterogeneous assort-

ment of reptiles, he noticed that

the population was soon mysteri-

ously depleted. At first he suspected

that the lizards were escaping from

his "escapeproof" terrarium. In a

short time he called me excitedly

and pointed to an overfat skink.

We became siu-e of "Skank's" sau-

rophagus habits when we discov-

ered our pet in the act of devouring

a common five-lined skink. Later

we found that it fed on almost all

insects that it could catch, crunch-

ing beetles with great rehsh. It is

said to break the shells of small

eggs so as to lap up their contents.

Whether the greater five-lined sldnk

can be classified as a true cannibal

has not yet been ascertained. A
large redhead that I received from

Georgia disgorged a six-lined race

"scorpion" of the treetops

runner when I surprised it swallow-

ing the lizard. The race runner was

so long that the protruding tail re-

sembled a thin cigar of the de-

pression era.

While collecting reptiles in

Louisiana, I often discovered giant

skinks well up the trunks of trees

and was able to maneuver them

down with a long sumac stem or

by throwing sticks and mud above

their position. But to capture them

was difficult. A soldier buddy once

grabbed one and screamed, "I got

'im! I got 'im!" I looked over and

burst out laughing. "Look again,"

I called. He held a wriggling hunk

of brown tail—nothing more—and
looked as disgruntled as any GI

could. The skink seemed to mock
us from his perch 20 feet high, but

he was tailless.

When I explained that the loss

of the tail did not injure the owner,

my friend was astounded. He
grabbed his next victim carefully

and noticed that the redhead

seemed to move with lightning

speed. This time he succeeded in

getting a larger portion of the tail

but no lizard.

He observed sagaciously that "All

this fellow had to do was to give a

twist with his body, and it was all

over. But that's rough on the lizard."

I countered his last remark by ex-

plaining that the animal would

grow a new but shorter tail. My
friend's retort was, "I'll betcha he

won't attract many girl friends

looking like that."

When I grasped my first male

greater five-lined skink, it nipped

my finger viciously with its teeth

and viselike jaws. Actually the sldn

was broken, and a small amount of

blood was visible. Other than this

sharply painful pinch, I found this

skink perfectly harmless and found

that it would never attack or bite

unless provoked.

Were it not for its shyness and

highly nervous disposition, this

spectacular lizard, the largest spe-

cies found in eastern United States,

would be better known. In cap-

tivity the shock of handling will

often cause it to be highly erratic for

many days. Father William H. Mc-

Clellan, S.
J.,

of Woodstock College,

Maryland, has succeeded in keeping

them for several years. By erecting

a hibernating medium of moistened

sawdust or wood pulp with a con-

siderable depth, which closely re-

sembles their natural winter sleep-

ing quarters, he has kept them alive

but inanimate all winter in a cold

place. In spring they emerged and

began to eat normally.

Father McClellan noted that

skinks learn to expect food and

drink from a customary source and

may retain such memories after

long interruptions. He records that

one mild spring day, one of his

newly awakened charges, seeing

him approach, came toward him
with raised head, expecting to be

fed as it had been five months be-

fore. He adds, however, "I have

never known one to become really

tame."

When a greater five-hned sldnk

comes in contact with a black racer,

a pilot black snake, or perhaps a

rough green snake, it fights with

bUnd fury, making no noises ex-

cept hisses. Hawks probably eat

many skinks, pouncing on them in

daylight from above with terrific

impact. Young skinks fall prey to

most small snakes, mammals, and

birds.

Once I surprised some boys who
were taking great delight in knock-

ing adult skinks out of trees with

sHngshots. They bragged that some

were expert at bagging them out

of trees with stones, while others

made excellent scores with air rifles,

"just for the sport of it." No doubt

in several years their numbers will

be greatly decreased, the males,

the favorite targets, going first. Old

males are often found with deep

scars, which they probably received

in fights with other males or from

encounters with enemies.

This skink has been the taxo-

nomic football of many scientists

for about 150 years. It was first

made known to science in 1801, by

Johann Gottlob Schneider, a cele-

brated German scholar and herpe-

tologist. He called it laticeps, or

'Tjroadhead." In 1838, Dr. John E.

Holbrook, the "father of American

herpetology," recognized and illus-

trated the large redheaded skink as

different from the smaller common

species, but he also made the mis-

Continued on page 240
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'' Eggs of the Polyphemus moth

A Eggs laid on an iris leaf: probably those of the common large

iris borer, Macronoctua oiiusta, one of the noctuid moths

Wonder Eggs
of the insect world
As varied as snowflakes, as colorful as rainbows,

these strangely formed and strangely placed eggs

possess bizarre characteristics found nowhere else

in the whole range of natural history

Bij Edwin Way Teale
III pholoaraphs by the author

A Attached to asparagus, these round

eggs were presumably laid by a small

moth

2l6

LILY PADS quenched the drift

J of my canoe with a soft, slid-

ing murmur. The little cove of the

Adirondacks lake was carpeted with

the rich green of the floating leaves.

Lying there in the breathless still

of that summer day, I became ab-

sorbed in the activity of a purplish

beetle, about half an inch long,

moving over a lily leaf close beside

the canoe.

Its long antennae curved down-

ward; it seemed to be examining

the leaf as it walked. Half a dozen

similar beetles wandered over other

leaves around me. All were females
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^^ Placed on the end of a stalk, the lace-

wing's egg resembles a lollipop

A Strikingly marked bug eggs laid on a pine cone. The eggs of the

true bugs, the Hemiptera, are the most beautiful and oddly formed of all

of the species Donacia palmata.

All were starting anew a remark-

able life cycle in which their air-

breathing offspring would live sev-

eral feet below the surface of the

water and yet obtain from a curious

source the oxygen they needed to

survive.

I dragged one of the dripping

lily pads into the canoe. On the

underside, like a piece of white

embroidery, there was a semicircle

of whitish eggs running half around

a quarter-inch hole in the leaf. A
female beetle had bitten the hole

through the tissues of the leaf, then

inserted the tip of her abdomen into

this opening, and cemented the

semicircle of eggs to the bottom

of the leaf.

When the larvae hatch from these

eggs, each is pointed not upward

toward the open air but downward
into the depths of the water. By
grasping little spines against the

stem of an aquatic plant, it reaches

one of the air sacs within. As a

stream of tiny bubbles begins pour-

ing from the hole, the larva corks

up the opening by thrusting its

head inside. Here it feeds on the

plant tissues and breathes the air

until the supply is gone. Then it

scrapes its way into another sac.

In this way, it obtains food and

oxygen during its larval life. Then

it spins a little watertight cocoon

containing air and within it trans-

forms into the adult beetle. Some

of the air catches in the mass of

fine hairs on its underside. Buoyed

up and supplied with oxygen in

this way, it ascends to the surface

to spend its adult days in the air

and sunshine.

This, then, is the singular story of

the metallic-hued beetle I watched

that day—a story that was beginning

again in the semicircle of elongated

eggs beneath the lily pad. Count-

ing these eggs, I found they num-

bered close to 50. Considering the

insect world as a whole, it is esti-

mated that the average number of

eggs deposited by one insect is

somewhere between 100 and 150.

Many species, however, exceed this

number by far. Some of the oil
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A Eggs of the asparagus beetle. Sometimes

as many as four parasitic larvae live within

one of these eggs, and still a beetle is able

to hatch from it
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A Moth eggs laid on a clothesline

beetles of the family Meloidae, for

example, lay as many as 10,000

eggs. In the ovaries of a flesh fly,

one scientist counted 20,000 eggs.

I remember a blue-bodied dragon-

fly that dropped her eggs so thickly

in the water that on two and a

half inches of a submerged sweet

flagleaf I counted more than 1000.

And this was one of the smaller

dragonflies. The number of eggs in

the larger dragonflies runs as high

as 110,000.

And insect eggs are no ordinary

eggs. They are wonder eggs. They
possess bizarre characteristics found

nowhere else in the whole range

of natural history. Among them we
find eggs that glow in the dark—

the luminous eggs of certain fire-

flies. We find multiplying eggs, such

as those produced by Chalcid

wasps, in which as many as 2000 in-

dividuals result from the laying of

a single egg. We find eggs placed

within other eggs. In some in-

stances, we even find the eggs

of hymenopterous parasites hatch-

ing within the body of the mother,

and the young beginning to devour

her alive. We find eggs so minute

they cannot be seen without the

aid of a microscope. And we find

eggs that are tinted, ornamented,

and sculptured like jewelry.

A source of frequent delight for

one who walks through the sum-

mer fields with a small magnifying

glass in his pocket is the study of

such eggs. They are ^s varied as

2l8

A Bittersweet supports these eggs of the Angular-winged Katydid

snowflakes, as colorful as rainbows.

And each new cluster of leaves

promises a fresh surprise. On a cle-

matis leaf, I once noticed a clump

of small dark specks. Under my
lens they expanded into burnished

jewels, each egg seemingly plated

with gold and ringed around the

top with a series of Httle spikes like

the crown of the Statue of Liberty.

These spikes were also plated with

insect gold. The following day I

looked at them again. The gold was

gone. All the yellow had faded

away, and now the eggs were shin-

ing silver. On another occasion,

small eggs deposited on a pine cone

expanded beneath my glass into

spheres with caps of brilliant scarlet

circled with rings of golden dots,

below which the egg was the richest

shade of green.

Other insect eggs resemble lolli-

pops, commas, pearls, sugar loaves,

artificial eyes, minute tenpins, and

Lilliputian beer barrels complete

with hoops and bungs. The Hemip-

tera, the true bugs, produce the

oddest eggs of all. Above each one

deposited by one species of Hemip-

tera there unfolds a kind of straw

hat or parasol.

The biggest insect egg I have

encountered is, I beheve, that of

the Polyphemus moth, one of the

largest of the great silk moths of

North America. Which insect pro-

duces the smallest egg I do not

know. But it is probably a race be-

tween the minute fungus beetle,

Nanoselh. fungi, a creatiure only a

hundredth of an inch in length,

and one of the fairy flies, the para-

sitic Mymaridae, some of which are

so infinitesimally small that it would

take more than 100,000 of them to

weigh as much as a honeybee.

These minute creatures, some

even less than a hundredth of an

inch from head to tail, are egg para-

sites. That is, they lay their eggs

inside the eggs of other insects, and

their hatching larvae feed on the

contents of the parasitized egg. Some

of the fairy flies speciaHze in find-

ing the eggs of back swimmers

secreted in the undeiAvater stems

of aquatic plants. Swimming rapid-

ly with their wings, they descend

to depths hundreds of times their

length to lay their eggs in the

Notonectidae.

Many of the other small Chalcid

flies are also egg parasites. In one

case, 20 of the parasites came from

a single butterfly egg. So short is

the life cycle of some of these in-

sects that several generations will
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A Female tussock moth beside her eggs, which

are partially covered with froth. Ip their markings,

the eggs suggest small artificial eyes

appear during the two-month egg

period of the cicada. I know ot

nothing that reveals more dramati-

cally the strangeness of insect eggs

than the fact that several Chalcid

larvae sometimes live and feed in

the same egg of an asparagus beetle,

and yet, in spite of this, the egg

hatches and the young beetle ap-

pears.

When the egg of an insect is

laid, it is enclosed usually in two

envelopes—the outer shell and a

delicate inner membrane. The shell

itself is formed of a double layer.

The thicker main shell of the egg

is coated on the outside with a

thin varnish-like covering. Eggs that

overwinter seem to have thicker,

harder shells, as a rule, than those

that hatch in a few days during the

months of hot weather. Insect eggs

are sometimes found unharmed on

dried plants that have been pressed

for herbariiom specimens.

If they are laid in moist sur-

roundings, insect eggs tend to ab-

sorb water through their shells. In

a number of instances, eggs have

remained dormant for months when
their surroundings became too dry

to supply the needed moisture. In

The Principles of Insect Physiology,

V. B. Wigglesworth cites an ex-

treme example—a South African lo-

cust, Locusta pardalina. Normally,

in moist soil, the eggs of this grass-

A Punctures in a rose shoot left by a membracid in depositing her eggs

hopper hatch in about two weeks.

When kept in dry surroundings,

they have remained dormant for

as long as three and a half years

and then have brought forth baby

grasshoppers when they were mois-

tened once more.

During recent experiments with

DDT, the protective function of

the eggshell was shown in tests

WONDER EGGS OF THE INSECT WORLD

with Japanese beetles. The poison

failed to affect the forming insect

within the egg. But as soon as the

grub hatched and came in contact

with the DDT on the outside of the

shell, it showed the characteristic

spasmodic twitching produced by

the insecticide.

When hatching time arrives, one

of several methods may be used by
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A Dragonfly eggs, laid in the water and lying on a sweet flagleaf,

which was submerged an inch or so beneath the surface

A The cicada lays its eggs in twigs. The pencil point indicates

the places where the chisel-like ovipositor of the female has entered

A Monarch butterfly egg attached

to the underside of a milkweed leaf

the insect to escape from the shell

that encloses it. If it is a monarch

caterpillar, it simply eats its way
out of the egg and then dines on

the rest of the shell. If it is the

embryo of a flea, it uses a knifelike

egg-opener that it carries on top

of its head. If it is a Colorado potato

beetle, it employs hatching spines,

or egg-busters, to cut its way
through the shell. If it is a giant

water bug, it simply forces up a

cap at the free end of its egg. Simi-

larly, among the stink bugs lines

of weakness in the shells provide

caps that can be pushed up when
hatching time arrives.

Where the baby insect finds it-

self when it issues from the shell is

determined bv the placing of the

egg. Cabbage butterflies deposit

their eggs only on cabbage and re-

lated plants. The Great Spangled

Fritillary seeks out violets, and

nothing but violets, when it begins

laving. Mosquito eggs are usually

placed in floating rafts on stagnant

water. The alder fly deposits as

many as 500 eggs in a mass on

leaves or stones overhanging rapid

streams so the hatching larvae will

drop into the water below. Para-

sitic ichneumon flies insert their

eggs into the bodies of caterpillars.

And sNTphus flies, whose larvae

consume plant lice, often leave

their eggs in the midst of the

aphides on infested plants.

Walking stick insects scatter their
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A Tent caterpillar eggs as seen from the inside

of the cluster, which encircles a twig like a bracelet

eggs carelessly, letting them drop

at random among leaves under the

trees on which they feed. The clear-

wing moth, Memythrus polistifor-

niis, often mistaken for a Polistes

paper-making wasp, also appears

to lay its brownish eggs haphaz-

ardly. But it has been noted that it

always scatters them over vegeta-

tion near grapevines. Rains wash

the eggs to the ground, where the

hatching larvae are near the grape

roots on which they feed. In vari-

ous, often ingenious ways, the fe-

male insect prepares for the wel-

fare of children she will never see.

In a bundle of shingles that had

been stored all summer in a shed,

a carpenter friend of mine once

found a curious object several

inches long. It looked, at first

glance, like a piece of rough green-

brown tubing. It was formed of

small discs cut from leaves and

fitted together into thimble-shaped

cups stacked together to make the

object he brought me. The cups

were the cells of the leaf-cutting

bee, Megachile brevis. Each held

an egg and a small store of food

for the larva that would hatch from

it. Hundreds of tiny pieces of leaves

had gone into the making of this

apartment house for the children

of the wild bee.

By walHng off their tunnels into

little compartments, the carpenter

bees, living in sumac and elder

branches and even in the solid wood

A Eggs of the Colorado Potato Beetle

A Eggs of one of the stink bugs

i.i.imimmi.m^^^^^^^
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of buildings, produce similar pro-

visioned rooms for their offspring.

Mud daubers and the other mason

wasps, including the maker of httle

jugs, the potter insect, Eumenes

fraternus, store their chambers with

paralyzed insects or spiders. Dr.

Alexander Wetmore, head of the

Smithsonian Institution in Wash-

ington, D. C, once told me of find-

ing a mud dauber's nest that con-

tained nothing but black widow

spiders.

The masonry produced by wasps

to protect the egg and the stored-up

food is often surprisingly hard and

resistant to erosion. In the woods

I once came upon a soUd yellow

mass cemented around a twig. It

was the product of a mason wasp.

To test its imperviousness to rains,

I brought it home and placed it in

a glass of water. There, while I

replenished the water that evapo-

rated away, it remained day after

day, week after week. At the end

of more than 41 days—1002 homrs

—I took the twig out of the water

and examined the wasp-made ma-

sonry. It was still hard. The water

had penetrated only a little way
beneath the surface. The larva

within was dry and unaffected by

the long submersion.

Many forms of containers house

the eggs before they hatch. They

range from the hardened froth mass

of the praying mantis and the

waterproof case of the Hydrophilis

beetle to the gall swelHngs on

goldenrod stems and the pine-cone-

shaped bags of the bagwonn, hold-

ing within the chrysaUs shell the

close-packed eggs. The eggs of the

cockroach are deposited in dark

little containers that suggest tiny

cigar cases and which split open

along the edge when the young

cockroaches hatch out. And the

shard-borne beetle of the poets, the

scarab, the famihar tumblebug of

pasture fields, provides both shelter

and food for its larva when it

shapes the ball of dung it rolls

along.

One winter some bittersweet that

had been brought in from the

woods remained on the mantel of

my fireplace for several days be-

fore I noticed that along one of the

curving stems there ran a row of

overlapping oval objects—the eggs

of an angular-winged katydid. Ce-

mented there on a support of al-

most the same color, they were well

camouflaged. In other ways, too,

insects make their eggs inconspicu-

ous. The most remarkable instance

of the kind is the action of the

female bark lice of the family

Psocidae. After one of these insects

has deposited her egg, she bites

off a bit of bark and chews it into

a kind of paste which she spreads

over the egg, thus making it vir-

tually invisible amid its surround-

ings.

It is in connection with the plac-

ing and the protection of the egg

that some of the most dramatic

instances of the wisdom of instinct

among insects are to be found. In-

stinctively, the female Meloe oil

beetle lays her eggs near or on

flowers that are visited by wild

bees, thus enabling her larvae to

attach themselves to these winged

insects and be carried to the nests,

where they will hve as parasites.

Instinctively, the females of some

of the hairy, bumblebee-hke flies

known as Bombyhidae, whose

larvae feed on the eggs of bees and

wasps, hover before the entrance

A From these eggs of the fly Eristalis tenax

hatch the rat-tailed maggots that live under-

water and breathe through their tube-tails

Ovipositor of a grasshopper

with an egg at the end. This egg-

planter is used for inserting the

eggs into the ground
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<A PoLiSTES paper-making wasp beside the first

cell of the flat nest. This cell contains the first egg
laid by the overwintering queen

^ Close-up of the nest as it appears later, with the eggs in

the cells in the lower portion of the photograph, larvae in

cells above, and the covered-over cells, in which the trans-

formation into adults is made, appearing on top. Adjacent to

these are the empty central cells from which adults have

already emerged

of nests and flip their eggs inside.

Instinctively, the digger wasp en-

gages in an involved sequence of

actions to provide food and shelter

for its larva.

But instinct sometimes goes as-

tray. In my backyard I once found

a cluster of Lepidoptera eggs run-

ning along the side of a clothesline.

The rope, round and slender like a

twig, had attracted the attention

of some small moth. On another

occasion, a heavy guy wire, about

three-eighths of an inch thick, was

decorated with delicately striated

eggs that hatched and produced

minute inchworms. They were the

larvae of a Geometrid moth. In

both instances, instincts that were

functioning for millions of years

before ropes and wires came into

existence had led the female moths

to place their eggs on these barren

but twiglike supports. However,

Nature allows for many mistakes

and many failures, for the destruc-

tion of countless eggs and the death

of an incalculable number of

young.

I once counted sUghtly more than

200 praying mantis egg cases in

an overgrown plot only 70 paces

wide and 100 paces long. Each of

them held from 125 to 350 eggs,

the average being about 250. Thus,

when spring came, something Hke

50,000 young praying mantises

would appear in this relatively small

area. Yet, as one female often makes

two or more egg cases, there prob-

ably had been fewer than 100 pairs

of mantises in the area in the faU. If

this were true—if there were 50,000

individuals at the beginning of the

season and only 200 at the end—

the survival chances of the indi-

vidual would be about 1 in 250,

or less than one-half of one per

cent.

In many other species the mor-

tality is even greater. However,

throughout the insect world the
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rule seems to hold that the greater

the risk and the greater the chances

of not reaching maturity, the larger

the number of eggs the female lays.

A study of these eggs, a study of

all the strangely formed and

strangely placed eggs of the insects,

is a field that is open to everyone.

Few people have collected insect

eggs. Few scientists have special-

ized in this study. Entomological

oology is still in a pioneer stage,

still a promising and fascinating

field of research for professional

and amateur ahke.
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>• Each female lays but

a single white egg. One
parent incubates the egg

while the other scans the

water for food

By

Lewis W. Walker
All photographs by the author
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OF CARDONOSA
In tens of thousands they move shoreward

at dusk and bring life to a barren island

THE island called Cardonosa

by the Mexicans is far from

the beaten track, and weeks and

months often pass when it is not

even sighted by the few fishing

boats that ply their trade in the

Gulf of California. During tlie day-

light hours, it is similar to the other

barren, colorless islands of the Gulf.

But with the coming of dusk, it is

transformed into a fairyland popu-

lated by incredible numbers of

Least Petrels, tlie smallest cousins

of the giant Albatross.

Soon after the sun has slipped

below distant Los Animos Point,

on the Peninsula of Lower Cali-

fornia, queer noises are heard un-

der the island's rocks, which ex-

tend inland beyond the high-tide

mark. At first the noises are infre-

< Cardonosa Island, deso-

late during the day, becomes

a popular night spot for in-

credible numbers of chatter-

ing Least Petrels



quent, but as the afterglow fades

into darkness and the belt of birds

at sea moves shoreward—over the

beach, over the tide marks, and

onto the jumbled boulders—the

sounds swell to tremendous pro-

portions. Tens of thousands of bird

voices ring from the miles of rocks

that cover the island and blend

into a repetitious melody which is

harsh yet pleasing.

The Least Petrel is a solitary

bird, winging its erratic course over

the water's surface. During February

or early March, however, the birds

seem to pair off for courtship, and

by mid-April they start to choose

nesting sites for a honeymoon of

over a month's duration. During

this period, I have found them

huddled together in smelly crevices

—an abode, perhaps, which only

true love could endure. The laying

of a single white egg ends this close

association, and thereafter only one

parent occupies the nest during the

day.

The mate that is freed from the

duties of incubation flies far out

on the Gulf in search of small

organisms on the water's surface,

and often a half-mile flight is neces-

sary to procure a pinhead of food.

Sometimes, however, there will be

a concentration of food in one small

area, and to these spots the petrels

swarm like vultures to a carcass.

If the food is surface-borne, the

petrels rarely settle on the water

but prefer to grasp the food while

pursuing their zigzag flight.

At times, because of temperature

or current, the marine life upon

which they feed forms a blanket

eight or ten inches below the sur-

face. The petrels will then ahght

on the water and observe the food

below. Some of them will rise a

foot or more in the air and dive,

beak first. In this manner a few

are able to submerge their bodies,

although the black wing tips usuaLy

remain above the surface.

These bits of minute plankton

picked from the water must be

very rich in oil, for when the birds

return to the island by nightfall,

all the food taken in during the

previous hours has changed to an

oily substance. Satisfying hunger

is not its only use, however. When
a petrel is forcibly removed from

the nest, it discharges this secretion

through the open beak and perhaps

through the tubular nostrils. The

liquid squirts out in an explosive

stream, and if it touches the cloth-

ing, the distinctive peti^el odor will

linger for days.

When the eggs start to hatch in

late June, the offspring emerge as

gray balls of fluffy down, absurdly

round and helpless. From frequent

visits to the island, I judge that

their growth is rapid. Within a week

after hatching, they are capable

of squirting their second-hand oil

with all the skill and accuracy of

their parents.

> A GRAY BALL of fluffy

down, the newborn petrel

rests helplessly in the

rocky crevice for several

weeks
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> Located near the cen-

ter of Florida in a 1050-

acre tract with easy access

to a wide variety of life

zones, the Archbold Bio-

logical Station provides

modern and efficient lab-

oratory facilities for re-

search in many fields of

natural science

The

Archbold Biological Station

BETWEEN 1928 and 1939, the

public occasionally had oppor-

tunity to read newspaper accounts

of the explorations of Richard

Archbold, a quiet man who wanted

to discover new things about our

old world and went about doing

it elBciently and thoroughly. As

Research Associate at the Ameri-

can Museum, he collected mammals
in Madagascar and conducted three

expeditions in the unknown interior

of New Guinea, traveling in what

was for that day a sort of Space

Ship."

During this time, a thousand

acres in south-central Florida were

developed into a private estate by

Helen Price Roebling. There was

no connection between these two

activities until the spring of 1941.

Richard Archbold did not even

know the property existed, much
less that it would be possible for

'Readers of Natural History will recall de-
tailed accounts of these explorations in "With
Plane and Radio in Stone Age New Guinea"
(October, 1937), "Flying Birdmen" (October,
1940), "Latchkey to a Savage Tribe" (April,

1941), "Papuans 1 Have Known" (February,
1943), and other articles.

A strange combination of circumstances led to the

creation of this outstanding science center in Florida's

flatlands, where specialists gather to pursue their

individual inquiries into the world of Nature

By Frank A. Rinald

Archbold Expedition Photos

him to acquire it. The tale of how
it became the Archbold Biological

Station is one that exposes the nar-

rator to accusations of stretching

the long arm of coincidence. Phi-

lanthropy, a chance meeting, and

the bond of a common interest were

uniquely involved. But the decid-

ing factor was one that is essential

to the establishment of a biological

field station anywhere—its geo-

graphical setting.

The property was situated in

open country at the southern end

of Florida's hilly lake region, about

midway between the Atlantic and

the Gulf of Mexico. As the penin-

sula is nowhere more than 200 miles

across, both coasts were only a
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short distance by car. The location

offered easy access to five of south-

ern Florida's physiographic regions.

Thus it was especially well suited

to research in terrestrial and fresh-

water biology. And in the coastal

regions, the mangrove swamps and

salt-water marshes offered a va-

riety of quite difi^erent studies, par-

ticularly in the Ten Thousand Is-

lands where wildlife was abundant.

Here one could find large rook-

eries of brown pelicans and colonies

of beautiful long-legged herons.

In 1940, the nonprofit scientific

corporation known as the Archbold

Expeditions, through which Rich-

ard Aix'hbold's various exploratory

trips had been financed and con-
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ducted, found itself on home terri-

tory with trained personnel, tons

of equipment, and plans for a

fourth expedition to New Guinea.

This was to be the last of a series

of comprehensive biological ex-

plorations of that island. But war

was brewing in the Far East, and

the plan had to be shelved.

Richard Archbold estabhshed a

temporary base in the southwest-

ern deserts near Tucson, Arizona,

and carried out studies on the life

history and behavior of birds and

mammals, as well as field experi-

ments in Kodachrome motion pic-

tures with sound. Here the idea of

setting up a permanent biological

station somewhere in the United

States was born. But the capital

outlay seemed prohibitive, and the

thought was wistfully abandoned.

Then Richard Archbold chanced

to meet a boyhood friend. Donald

Roebling told him of the property

his mother had developed just be-

fore she died. Would he be inter-

ested in it? There was a power plant,

a good water system with a 75,000-

gallon storage tank, fire-fighting ap-

paratus, carpenter and machine

shops, and a garage equipped for

service and repairs. The ware-

houses could be converted to a

variety of uses, and there were liv-

ing quarters. All the buildings were

of steel and concrete, completely

fireproof and designed to with-

stand winds of hurricane force and

to endure practically forever. The

buildings, on low ground near the

railroad line, were connected with

the hill section by a hard-surfaced

road. Clay roads and firebreaks had

been strategically laid with as little

disturbance to the vegetation as

possible.

Donald RoebHng's mother had
been a student of botany and had
wanted a home in a natural set-

ting where she could gather about

herself flowers and plants and ti-ees

native to the region. The family

wanted to dispose of the property

but only to someone sensitive to

the unspoiled beauty of the land.

Donald Roebling thought that its

use as a biological station would

especially have pleased his mother.

Why not go to Florida and have a

look at it?

Richard Archbold did, and when
he returned, impressed with the

possibilities of the establishment

and its surroundings, Mr. John A.

Roebling arranged for the transfer

of the property to Archbold Expe-

ditions, free of all encumbrances

for the legal consideration of one

dollar.

Just when the Station became a

"going concern" is a bit difficult

to say. Many things had to be done

at the beginning. The warehouses

were soon fitted out to include an

office, stockroom, biological labora-

tories, library, sound movie studio

with auditorium, chemistry lab, and

A Explorations afield:

Camp pitched between a

pine-tree palmetto flat and

a cypress head on the edge

of the Fathahatchee Swamp,
a section of the Big Cypress

^NeAR DINNERIIME,
Richard Archbold tests a

stew
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photographic darkroom. The Hving

quarters were expanded, and small

cottages were erected. Accommo-

dations were pro\dded for \'isiting

workers, for the Station is intended

to serve students in any field of

zoological, botanical, or antliropo-

logical research at the approval of

the Ad\isor)' Board. There are ac-

commodations at present for ten

\dsiting workers, who pay a nomi-

nal fee to cover Uving and other

expenses, unless they are staff mem-

bers of the American Museum of

Natural Histor)' with which the Sta-

tion is affiliated.

With the purpose of outlining a

comprehensive research program,

the scientific staff explored the re-

gion in books and on foot. The so-

called Highlands Ridge, on which

the Station is located, reaches onl\-

a short distance into southern

Florida. Seven miles south of the

Station it disappears entirely. From

there, about 13 miles to the south-

< Dr. James C. Needham, Pro-

fessor Emeritus of Cornell Uni-

versity, dredging the shallow

bank of a stream for dragonfly

nymphs

^ At his desk in the laboratory,

where Dr. Needham identified more

than 60 species of dragonflies from

the Station area over a three-month

period

east, the Everglades begin: a vast,

soo-g)' spread of saw grass marshes,

wet prairies, bayberry thickets, and

occasional oasis-Uke hammocks and

tree islands.

To the west of this stretch are

1200 square miles of swamp and for-

est known as the Big Cypress, parts

of which are as wild as they were

a thousand years ago. Drainage

projects, fires, and excessive hunt-

ing have been forcing many animals

deeper and deeper into the wilder-

ness. The Everglades and the Big

Cypress still provide living space

for native animals such as the

Florida bear, deer, panther, otter,

turkey, and aUigator. Closer to the

Station the country is perhaps less

<The author making a note

on a botanical specimen in the

library, with the herbarium

opened before him
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spectacular but more interesting

in its variety. Sandy stretches of

palmetto, scrub oak, and spruce pine

cover the "highlands." The ridge

flattens out on either flank to broad

prairie lands of wiry grass, where
the vegetation is affected in a re-

markable way by slight elevations.

Sometimes a rise of only a few

inches produces a cabbage palm
hammock—an island of dusty-green,

mop-topped trees on shm gray

trunks—or a sociable colony of

palms, oaks, and shrubs. Occa-

sionally a lone pine or palm sur-

vives as a remnant of hammock
growth in open prairie. Level

stretches of sandy soil, dry except

in the rainy season, support acres

of tall, straight pine trees. A low

place may produce a soft bottom

of brown water and muck and fern

which supports, in a tangle of wild

grapevine and bamboo briar, a

dense stand of white bay trees,

whose crowns are dappled with

silver when the sun glints on the

gray underside of breeze-riffled

leaves. A sharper dip in the ground

may create a cypress swamp, dark

and stately, with brown knees push-

ing up out of the water and gnarled

branches trailing shaggy streamers

of Spanish Moss.

These frequent and abrupt vari-

ations affect the distribution of ani-

> A PAIR OF American Os-
PREYS, or Fish Hawks, looking

out on the world from their

bulky, moss-bedecked nest. The
nest of this bird is sometimes

31/2 feet in diameter and 21/2

feet high

mal life, so that one need go no
considerable distance to find two
kinds of animals with widely differ-

ent ways of living, hke the little

owl that digs its burrow in dry

prairie and the water turkey that

fashions its nest in a tree beside a

slough.

The lakes, ponds, marshes, and
streams which virtually surround

the property are part of the water

lane that runs the full length of

peninsular Florida. They provide

excellent places for the study of

fresh-water biology and the migra-

tion of birds along their natural

pathway to and from the tropics.

Because the main gate on the

country road that intersects the

property has always remained open,

travelers—at least those who favor

the less frequented highways—often
drive in. And they are welcome.

Sometimes there are things of spe-

cial interest for them to see. One
day two visitors had the oppor-

tunity of looking tlirough a micro-

scope at tlie fresh bloom of a tiny

wild orchid. They also saw dragon-

fly nymphs being reared in screen

cages dipped in the lily pool, and
watched a captive adult dragonfly

being fed by hand.

The family of raccoons who live

in outdoor cages do not quite rank

as special attractions, because they

have been with us for a long time

and simply will not leave. But for

a while, "Snorty" and his kin had
as rather interesting neighbors two
young American bald eagles who
had tumbled from their nest when
the upper branches of a falhng

pine swept the top of their- tree

near a lumber camp some distance

north of the Station. The men who
brought them reported that the

birds, stunned and unable to fly,

had been deserted by their parents.

Would we look after them? The
young were large, black, fearsome-

looking creatures, timid and help-

less as babies.

Then there were the favorites,

Robby and John—two blue jays who
lived in a small flying cage and

were the principal participants in

< Visitors to the Station find in-

terest in the many wild pets

under casual or serious observa-

tion, such as this Florida Scrub

Jay. Not as vividly colored as

his relative the Blue Jay but more
aggressive and impudent, the

Scrub Jay is an all-year resident

and becomes as tame as a Cen-

tral Park pigeon with the slight-

est encouragement
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an experiment on animal behavior.

John learned in three days to pull

up a tiny bucket containing food,

which was suspended from the

common perch by a string. He
would take the string in his beak

and tug. When he stopped to rest,

he held the string fast with one

foot. Sometimes it took four or five

tugs to haul up the bucket. Robby,

less enterprising, would watch the

operation intently, hover when the

container reached its goal, and

greedily partake of the food. But

in the month they were together,

Robby never once shared in the

labor of procuring the meal—nor

did he ever go hungry. When
John was removed from the cage,

Robby had to provide for himself.

A A "swamp buggy" in the Big Cypress:

a high-riding jalopy equipped with air-

plane tires in the rear, designed to pene-

trate the outer fringe of forest through

the marshy places and narrow streams

impassable to ordinary vehicles

A A Seminole mother and

daughter strolling along a cy-

press-shaded road a few miles

north of the Station. Mother's

hat is her own hair carefully

arranged over a wire frame.

The Archbold Biological Sta-

tion aifords opportunities to

study the native Indians of the

region

< Perry Wilson, distinguished

artist, at his easel, sketching a

wilderness scene for reproduc-

tion in full size in the Ameri-

can Museum in New York City.

It will be used as the back-

ground for one of its celebrated

habitat groups in North Amer-

ican Hall

However, it was soon apparent

that, though he had freely benefited

from John's enterprise, he had not

taken advantage of his educational

opportunities. He secured the food

in a different way. He flew to the

swinging bucket and, in just the

time he could flutter beside it, man-

aged to scoop out a beakful. It was

a clumsy way of getting the food,

but he persisted in this method

until the fourth day, when he sud-

denly learned to haul it up as John

had done. Thereafter he continued

to do it tliat way.

Other research projects carried

out by the Station have included

studies in the life histoiy and be-
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havior development of burrowing

owls, dragonflies, ants, spiders, rep-

tiles, the beach mouse, round-tailed

musb-at, and spotted skunk. Re-

search has been undertaken regard-

ing the factors involved in color

changes in the plumage of birds

and the relationship of animals to

their habitat in a subtropical en-

vironment both today and in the

geologic past. At least one study

did not make use of local products:

the anatomy of the gorilla.

Several years ago an interesting

laboratory experiment was carried

out to test the behavior of some

Formica ants. In the field, foraging

ants had been seen to drop to the

ground from grass blades or stems

of bushes. Their ability to spring

from elevated surfaces was clearly

demonstrated during several at-

tempts to capture the insects by

hand. It appeared, too, that the

Formica were guided on their long

foraging routes by well-defined

landmarks such as trees or groups

of trees. Even if the ground was

thoroughly disturbed, the ants

could travel directly across an open

area 12 yards wide ainong palmet-

tos. But when a large black sheet

was erected to hide a pine tree

standing at one side of a distant

nest, they became disoriented.

For the experiment, two nests

complete with galleries, chambers,

queens, workers, and brood were

carefully dug from the sandy pal-

metto scrub and brought to the

laboratory. An apparatus was con-

structed which made it impossible

for the ants to reach food except

by dropping to it from a point

about ten inches above. At first

their falls seemed accidental, as

though they had lost their footing

while running upside down on the

glass ceiling. They toppled at ran-

dom and as often as not landed far

from the food.

After 30 or more trips their ability

to hit the card on which the food

was placed improved so much that

misses decreased noticeably. It also

> A VENERABLE CYPRESS
hung with Spanish Moss on

Lake Istokpoga
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seemed that they dropped more

readily and accurately when the

card was of a sharply contrasting

color. Thus vision, rather than some

other sense, appeared to be in-

volved.

The laboratory "shows" to which

guests mav be invited must be lim-

ited according to the type of ex-

periment in progress and the con-

venience of the biologist; but when
the laboratories are not accessible,

it is counted a poor day if the resi-

dent wildlife does not provide the

visitor with entertainment. The

staff is proud to present a nestful

of shrike fledglings in the rose vines

on a fence near the office, a covey

of quail that scurry light-footedly

across the pavement of the plaza,

a sand-hill crane rising from the

neighboring flatwoods and giving

its lusty hololololo, and an egret sit-

ting like a snowy ornament in a tall

pine tree near the aerating plant.

Hunting is not permitted on the

property, and the prevaihng con-

ceit is that the birds know it.

Conservation is one of the para-

mount interests of the Station. It

collects no specimens of animals

except those needed for specific

scientific purposes. It houses no

general study collection. Preserva-

tion of natural riches is needed

throughout the United States but

nowhere more than in Florida. Man-
made fires and excessive drainage

of the soil have caused depreda-

tions to the land and its wildlife

that are well known to conserva-

tionists. The slaughter of plumage

birds for commercial purposes in

the past is also a matter of general

knowledge. But it is not so widely

known that the Indian mounds,

relics of the earliest known settlers,

have until recently received no pro-

tection whatever. It was common
practice among construction crews

to level convenient mounds and

use them for fill in road building.

Amateur treasure hunters, seekers

of gold coins and trinkets, still ex-

ercise an unwholesome predilection

for despoiling mounds, and they

count bone and pottery fragments

as so much rubbish. Fortunately,

their forces are dwindling. The

Station concerns itself with matters

such as these. It also cocks an

anxious eye toward certain lumber-

ing operations. For two years, on

an average of twice a week, 40-car

Xj



trains heavily loaded with cypress

logs have passed the back door of

the Station going north to a saw-

mill. The logs are cut in the Big

Cypress, one of the last great stands

of "wood eternal" in the United

States.

The Station has also helped to

bring the natural wonders of Florida

to people who would never other-

wise see them. An example is the

habitat group showing a Florida

black bear in its natural setting,

which will soon be opened in the

Hall of North American Mammals
at the American Museum.

It proved quite difficult to pro-

cure the materials and the speci-

men for the construction of this

group. In creating these exhibits,

a trained preparator must, of course,

collect samples of soil and tree

trunks and make plaster impres-

sions of leaves. Many photographs

are taken, and the artist paints

background sketches and matches

his colors for ultimate reproduction

of the scene in natural size.

> Dr. Frank A. Hartman of

Ohio State University at work in

the biology unit. He gathered data

on the endocrine glands of birds

Two weeks of hunting far afield

failed to produce the bear. Neigh-

bors insisted that "It wa'n't no

need to go so fur when there is

b'ar in the Baygall." They referred

to a large bay swamp, a State Re-

serve, a few miles from the Station.

It had not seemed advisable to re-

quest permission to go in there.

But now it transpired that the bears

were boldly coming out to pillage

commercial beehives, and they

< Fish-eatin' Creek, at a sun-

lit spot, some 20 miles south of

the Station—a quiet unspoiled

stream bordered by water oaks

and cypresses. Beneath the large

oak at the bend is a deep, cool

"speckle perch" hole

had gamboled destructively in at

least one valuable patch of Easter

lilies. Moreover, they were fright-

ening women and little children as

well as, doubtless, a few men who
did not care to admit it.

A hunt was organized with the

co-operation of the game warden.

A small pack of local "hawg" dogs

was hastily recruited, and every

man on the Station who could han-

dle a gun joined the party. As bait,

a tasty mixture of honey and alco-

hol with a side dish or two of

nembutal tablets was set out on

the banks of Boiling Springs, a

small stream at the foot of a steep

sandy incline on the edge of the

Baygall. Evidently the bears en-

joyed the refreshments: there were

signs of revelry, and the pails and

cans were found high on the hill

or deep in the palmetto where the

bears had flung them with happy

abandon. But they were still wily.

Animals were seen twice during

the day, but they eluded their cap-

tors each time.

Early one morning when the

moon was still high, a slim young

neighbor named Cecil, who had
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A A STRANGE WAY to get your supper:

Buddy Cline "attacking" a young cabbage

palm. Its heart, known as "swamp cab-

bage," is a delicacy prized by bears and

humans. You cut a stem about two feet

long, slit each outer layer lengthwise with

a knife, and peel carefully until you reach

a layer that is not bitter to the taste. The
"heart of palm" is delicious raw in salad

or boiled with fat bacon. It tastes faintly

of nut and very young cabbage

lived on the edge of the Baygall all

his life, went out on horseback to

look for signs. He felt confident he

could find a new bear trail, and he

did—a large fresh one.

Later that morning he set out

with another member of the party

and two dogs on leash. The dogs

quickly picked up the scent. The
rest of the party were given about

20 minutes to take strategic posi-

tions. Cecil and his companion.

Buddy, slow-trailed into a broad

boggy patch of palmetto taller than

themselves. It was difficult to step

> A CENTRAL Florida silhou-

ette that could be almost any-

where south of the Caloosahat-

chee River
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from root to root to avoid sloshing

into the soft mud. Briars pulled at

their clothing and scratched tliem.

After about a quarter-mile of this

the dogs were straining frantically

at their leashes, and they were

turned loose.

A movement of the palmetto tops

200 yards ahead showed that the

dogs had found the bear. The wind

favored the men on the east stand,

so they heard the sudden barking.

They also heard Buddy's shout, but

he could not hear their answering

cries. Cecil ran north, hoping to

head off the bear if it should run

for a finger of bay-tree swamp jut-

ting into the palmetto patch. Buddy
alone followed the dogs as best

he could—running, shpping, trip-

ping, and, as he explained later,

"not too durned eager."

The bear led the dogs south; then

it back-tracked north. Cecil, hav-

ing sprinted the full length of the

finger and across it, was returning

through it when, guided by the

noisy dogs, he saw the bear treed

at the edge of the swamp.

He shot three times, and the

bear slid down and came within

ten yards of him. The main party

was now coming in on the double.

but swift action was necessary.

Cecil shot twice more, and the

bear dropped dead.

To the preparator's relief, it fell in

the shade where it could be meas-

ured and worked on with a mini-

mum of deterioration. It weighed

410 pounds, less than the 600-

poimd estimate, but was a hand-

some male, nevertheless, with a

thick glossy pelt.

The excitement of the hunt is a

rare experience at the Station. It

is generally occupied with more

peaceful pursuits. It has a distinc-

tive atmosphere compounded of its

history, the people who work there,

the ideas that are developed, and

the surrounding wildlife and coun-

tryside. In the cool of the evening,

the setting sun fills the sky with

rich color. Against this backdrop,

night jars dive a hundred feet

straight down to catch insects, haul-

ing up with a rushing thmnp of

their wings the moment before they

might dash themselves to the

ground. In the spring, the nightly

frog chorus thrums a great barbaric

symphony that resounds over the

flatlands. And on a still night dm^-

ing the full moon, a mockingbird

may sing.



AND HER
NEST OF YOUNG

A Mrs. Red-eyed Vireo looks

neat and prim as she sits alert

but quiet on her eggs

B(/ Lynwood Chace

* A DRAGONFLY FOR LUNCH. Now that the young Red-eyed

Vireos have hatched, they keep Mother Vireo busy from dawn
to dusk keeping their ever-hungry mouths filled with food



A It's no easy matter to

tuck a dragonfly down the

throat of her youngster, but

Mother Vireo is determined

to put it where it will do the

most good

Now THAT DARKNESS

is settling down on the

woodland, Mother Vireo

places her body over her

brood to keep their nearly

naked bodies warm dur-

ing the cool night
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a Methuselah
among trees

The gigantic Tule Cypress, near Oaxaca, Mexico, is one of

the most famous trees in the world. Its trunk is 52 feet in

diameter, and its age is lost in the mists of antiquity

Bif Walter Henricks Hodge
^It photographs by the author

IN
human reckoning 5000 years

is a long time. It encompasses

most of what we call the high lights

of civilization, for 5000 years ago—

approximately the year 3000 b.c—

western civilizations were in their

infancy in the cradles of Mesopo-

236

tamia and Egypt. In those areas

and at that time the Stone Age had

just been supplanted by the Age of

Bronze; the first empire of the Baby-

lonians was 1000 years in the future;

the singing of the Iliad was almost

2000 years distant; and the birth

A The Tule Cypress grows in the

churchyard of the village of Santa

Maria de Tule in Southern Mexico.

Its luxuriant verdure shows no signs

of decay

of a man called Jesus was 3000 years

ahead. To jtunp from 3000 b.c. to

our incipient age of atomic energy

in the middle of the twentieth cen-

tury covers more than 200 human
generations, yet the same time rep-

resents, according to some esti-

mates, the life span (and an un-

completed one at that) of a single

VIexican cypress tree, the famous

tree of Santa Maria de Tule.

Whether its age is 5000 years or

less, the ripening cones of a cypress

tree open on some long-forgotten

day in a mile-high valley now
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known as the Oaxaca Valley, 250

miles southeast of present-day-

Mexico City. One of the innumer-

able tiny seeds fell to the ground,

thrust out its hypocotyl in germina-

tion, took root, and started its ever-

green existence. That seedling ma-

tured, forming a tree which has

been living ever since. Although it

has reached a height of only 150

feet, it has managed to increase its

greatest diameter to 52 feet, a

thickness probably attained by no

other living tree. The surprising

thing is that the Tule Cypress

shows no sign, aside from size and

aged grandeur, of its antiquity,

[ts crown is beautifully symmetri-

cal, more so than those of many a

younger cypress, and what is more

remarkable, the Tree of Tule ap-

pears as healthy as it must have

been in early youth. Not a single

dead twig is visible in all its lush-

green, pendant, yewhke fohage.

Because of its size, the Tule Tree

has been called, by at least one

distinguished botanical authority,

"perhaps the most remarkable tree

in the world." The aged giant is a

gymnosperm, like our familiar

pines, spruces, and firs, and be-

longs to the genus Taxodium, the

same genus to which the American

or Bald Cypresses of our southern

swamps are assigned. Technically

the name of the Tule Tree is

Taxodium miicronatum, but the

species is more familiarly known in

English as the Montezuma Cypress,

after the famous Aztec emperor

who was conquered by Cortez. The

Aztecs themselves called the tree

ahuehuete, a name still used today,

but as might be expected in a land

where native idioms are nmnerous,

a half-dozen other names of Span-

ish and Indian derivation are also

heard, including pentamii cipres,

cipreso, sahino, and tnuyucu.

The giant sequoias and redwoods

of California are first cousins of

the Montezuma Cypress and are

A Zapotec girls selling fruit in

the shade of the giant tree

^ The trunk is so large that 28 persons touching fingers can barely

encircle it. It is possible that three trees may have fused to form this

massive column

A Close relatives of the Montezuma Cy-

press: Bald Cypresses growing in a southern

swamp in the United States
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also its only close competitors as

far as age goes. Based on actual

ring count, the oldest sequoia is

4000 years old. The straight boles

of the redwoods and sequoias, like

many another tall-growing tree, far

overtop the tree of Oaxaca, whose

height is only 150 feet; but they

cannot match its 52-foot diameter.

This diameter is 14 feet greater

than that of the General Sherman

tree, the largest sequoia. The cir-

cumference of the Tule Tree is such

that 28 persons touching fingers

can barely encircle it.

Although the trunk of the cypress

is at present a continuous, single

one, it is possible that the tree is

not a single individual but rather

a composite of several close-grow-

ing trees whose trunks, through the

many centiuries, have become com-

pletely fused. This impression is

gained if one chmbs up into the

lower branches and looks into the

central portion of the cypress. If

this is so, the Tule Cypress would

be doing something typical of its

race, for the Bald Cypresses of our

southern swamps often grow so

closely as to become partly joined.

The tree rings of this giant tree have

never been counted, so there is no

precise way of knowing its age.

Increment borings, a standard for-

estry technique, cannot be made on

such a large tree. If the trunk is

in reality three trunks, the age is

probably considerably less than the

maximum estimated.

Montezuma Cypresses range

tluoughout a number of the high-

land valleys of Mexico from Sinaloa

and Coahuila southward on wet

sites which originally were marshes

or swamplands. Where they occur

in standing water, the roots of the

tree send up characteristic breath-

ing knees like the Bald Cypresses

which are also inhabitants of areas

periodically inundated. It is well

known that Mexico City, where a

number of famous Montezuma Cy-

presses still grow, was originally

an island city, a Venice of the New
World, surrounded by lakes and

marshes and only reached by boat

or by mile-long causeways. Groves

of giant cypresses were common
in those days and so impressed the

conquerors that frequent mention

is made of them in their chronicles.

Certain of the trees mentioned,

like the groves in the suburbs near

the royal hills, or lomos, of Cha-

pultepec, may still be seen, even

though the lakes have long since

been filled in. Other groves or sin-

gle great trees that were mentioned

as venerable giants over 400 years

ago still live on in full vigor. Thus

midway on the route between Vera

Cruz and Mexico City in the town

of Tlatlauquitepec there is an old

Montezirma Cypress to which Cor-

tez is said to have tied his horse.

This is possibly the first individual

of the genus Taxodium seen by a

European. Most famous of all the

trees in the Valley of Mexico is

the gnarled giant at the village of

Popotla (now called Popatela),

originally located on the margin of

the lake surrounding Mexico City,

at the terminus of the main west

causeway running out of the capi-

tal. Over this causeway passed the

awful retieat of Cortez and his men
on the bloody night when, follow-

ing the death of Montezuma, the

Mexicans beat back the Spaniards

from their capital. That was a sad

night indeed for the defeated Cor-

tez who, tradition says, rested under

Popotla's old cypress tree. To this

day it bears the name of that night

that was so sad to the would-be

conquerors —"Arhol de la Noche

Triste."

The ancient Mexicans of precon-

quest days were noted as gardeners

and landscape architects, and it

would appear from the location of

a number of the Montezuma Cy-

presses, at least in the Valley of

Mexico, that they might have been

planted as ornamentals. Besides

this use, the acrid resin of the tree

was widely known and used medici-

nally by the Aztecs for the cure

of a number of infirmities ranging

from ulcers and skin diseases to

tootliache and gout. Other Aztecan

medicinals were also obtained from

the cones, the shredded brownish-

red bark, and from the wood. The

latter, though soft and weak, takes

a good polish and finds use even

today in cabinet work or in general

construction. Obviously it is not
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for such homely uses that the old

cypresses of Mexico will be always

and justly noted but rather for

their great age and girth, as shown
in the ancient patriarch of Oaxaca.

If any living thing is nearly eternal

on earth it is this tree of Santa

Maria de Tule.

"SCORPION" OF THE TREETOPS
Continued from page 215

take of considering the redheaded
variety difEerent from the striped

female. Later, the greater five-Uned

sldnk lost its identity through con-

fusion with the common five-lined

sldnk (Eumeces fasciatus). Finally,

in 1932, Dr. Edward H. Taylor, who
had studied this group extensively,

yanked it out of obscurity. This

caused a certain amount of scien-

tific furor, and some herpetologists

refused to recognize a difference

between the two creatures. Today
the greater five-lined skink, Eu-
meces laticeps, is acknowledged to

be a different species from its

smaller brethren, the common five-

lined skink and the Floridian five-

lined skink, Eumeces inexpectatus.

The latter, it is interesting to note,

was discovered as late as 1932,

when the area was supposed to be
fin ished so far as new reptiles were
concerned.

Although its remarkable speed

and shy habits may preserve the

greater five-lined skink from ruth-

less extermination, the real threat

to it is through the wanton exploita-

tion of the forests where it fives.

The destruction of this animal

would be no real loss to humanity,

but along with it, many character-

istic birds, mammals, and wild

flowers, the heritage of American

conservation, would also perish. As

one of our most splendid reptiles,

despite its ugly appearance, tie

redheaded "scorpion" of the tree-

tops is almost as much a part of

the American tradition as the rat-

tlesnake and copperhead. If we
must have a justification for its pro-

tection, its insectivorous habits,

beneficial to agriculture in a small

way, are sufficient. In its role as

"sco'pion" it is harmless enough; but

perhaps its formidable reputation

will continue, for scary tales about

the creatures of the woods die hard.
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Telephone Relay-

about % actual size
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WHEN you drop a nickel in a pay station and dial a call

—or dial from home or office—as many as 1000 telephone

relays go into action.

The relay is the little device illustrated above—an electrical

switch that works far faster than you can wink. You probably

don't know it exists. But you couldn't make a telephone call

without it.

These relays leap into service when you telephone, opening and

closing circuits. They operate millions of times in their lifetime.

Bell Telephone Laboratories designed this relay and some of

the Laboratories' best scientific minds are spending all their

time improving it.

Is it worth while to assign such great talent to so small a device.''

Here is the answer: There are more than 100,000,000 relays in

the Bell System and they represent one dollar out of every six

spent for equipment in dial telephone exchanges.

Design changes by Bell Telephone Laboratories have already

saved millions of dollars in cost and greatly improved telephone

service. It is this kind of research, especially in a time ^^^%.^
of rising costs, that helps keep your Bell System |f^^ ]1|

telephone service low in price.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Jr \.
Bell Telephone Laboratories A great research

organization, working to bring you the best possible

telephone service at the loivest possible cost

^ f



Grunion and the Moon

Readers will recall that in the

Januan' issue of Xatueal History,

Dr. N.
J.

Berrill discussed the curi-

ous manner in which the fish known
as the grunion spawns only at cer-

tain times during high tide in CaU-

fornia. The following letters and

comments shed additional hght on

this interesting habit and may prove

useful to those who wish to observe

the grunion diuing the current

breeding season:

Sirs:

A relative to whom I presented Natu-
ral History Magazine at Christmas and

who is an experienced sailor has taken

issue with certain sentences in the article

"Breeding and the Sun and Moon" . . .

The sentence he questions is on page 22

and reads as follows: "If they were laid

at the dark of the moon, they would
have to wait a montli to be hatched, for

the inten'ening tides of the full moon
are never as high as those of tlie dark

of the moon."

My relative says that this is not onlv

not true but that it directly contradicts

an earlier statement on page 21 of the

same article, as follows: "On the second,

third, and fourth nights after the full

moon (that is, on the highest spring

tides of the months of March, April, May,

and June) . .
."

This voung man has had a great deal

of experience with tides, whereas I know
nothing about them except that I had

always taken it for granted that tides

are highest at the time of the full moon.

If he is wrong, I should like to know

Mrs. H. M. Sinclair.

Toledo, O.

Many persons assume, like Mrs. Sin-

clair, that a full moon produces the high-

est tides, and as a matter of fact, it some-

times does, contrary to the statement in

our article. The sun and the moon are

both instrumental in producing the tides,

but because the sun is very much farther

away from the earth than the moon, its

efiFect is less strong. When the sun and

the moon are on opposite sides of the

earth (full moon), they pull in opposite

directions. When they are on the same

side of the earth (new moon), they pull

in the same direction; and it might be

supposed that this would produce the

highest tides. However, it is impossible

to make a general statement, because a

number of factors tend to modify the

moon's influence, such as its distance

from the earth at the time of the occur-
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Wayside Diner: An interesting nature study by Al Schacht

rence, its declination, and the geographic

latitude of the place. Hence it is quite

possible for a full moon to produce higher

tides at a given time and place than a

new moon, even though the latter has

greater assistance from the sun.

The author of the article informs us

that he did not have the distinction be-

tween the two t\'pes of spring tides in

mind when he vvTote the sentence re-

ferred to above and that it should have

read "the high spring tides" instead of

"the highest spring tides." He further

writes that "With regard to the Pacific

coast, my authority for tlie statement

in question (namely, that the new moon

tides in the spring months are the liigher

)

and for the manner in which the grunion

takes advantage of it, is E. K. Ricketts'

Between Pacific Tides. Knowing Ricketts

as I do and the extent of his experience,

I have no reason to doubt his correct-

ness. What holds for these regions may
by no means be true of other places, so

many factors play a part ... I believe

the account and interpretation of the

grunion's habits to be essentially correct,

and at the same time I do not doubt that

Mrs. Sinclair's sailor relative has faith-

fully expressed his experience to the

effect that full moon tides can be higher

than new moon tides in spring."—Ed.

From grunion fisherman John Hnni-

phreys of Ventura. California, we re-

ceived the following interesting details:

Si lis;

Dr. Berrill states that the grunion come
up on the beaches to spawn on the sec-

ond, third, and fourth nights after tlie

full moon, and tliis statement is correct.

But I wish to point out that they also

spawn at the time of the new moon—in

other words, twice a month; on the sec-

ond, third, and fourth nights after the

full moon and also on the second, third,

and fourth nights after the new moon.

I Kve in a beach house in southern

California. The sand directly outside my
front door is the best grunion ground T

have ever found. Catching these delect-

able httle fish is an enthusiasm of mine,

and I have caught them by the hun-

dreds on the new moon tide. Indeed, the

dark nights of the new moon tides serve

mv purposes better than do the moonlit

nights of the full moon tides. As Dr.

Berrill explains, the night of full moon.
Continued on page 244
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
A White-tailed Deer fawn about seven

weeks old, photographed in north-cen-

tral North Dakota by C. P. Grant, pro-

vides the cover design on this issue of

Natural History.

This graceful, gentle, and appealing

animal can be seen by a careful observer

in almost any part of the United States

but especially in the East. It is the ani-

mal made famous in The Yearling. White-

tailed Deer especially hke second growth

trees and shrubs or thickets, and in some

sections of the country they are probably

more numerous than they were in pioneer

days. They get their name from their

habit of flicking the tail upright when
alarmed. Though they are ever ready to

flee on their slender, high-stepping legs,

diey are not without curiosity and may
return cautiously to stare at a strange

object. The bucks carry antlers most of

the year but shed them in January.

The White-tailed Deer is a favorite

animal among children, owing to its in-

clination to become friendly; but a sud-

denly angered or frightened deer can

inflict serious damage with its front

hoofs. One should not render a deer de-

pendent upon human aid at one season

only to leave it to the whims of weather

or hunters the next.
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LETTERS Continued from page 242

especially if the grunion run falls on a

week end, is a moonlight festi\-al for all

the high school and college )'Oungsters

for miles about. They build big bonfires

by the thousands, shout and yeU, and

have a wonderful time—and scare all the

fish away. So I prefer to catch grunion

in the dark of the moon. Of the thousands

who hunt grunion by moonlight, very

few seem to know about tlie run in t'le

dark of the moon.

Another reason I like the dark of the

moon is that bright moonlight some-

times washes out the beam of a flash-

light. The sharp beam of a good light

on a dark night catches the fish Kke swift

sil\"er lizards.

Dr. BerriU states that the grunion run

during March, April, May, and June.

They also run abundantly during July,

and it is e\en possible to catch them

during August. By Labor Day the runs

are over, but I have caught plenty of

these fish during July and August.

Dr. BerriU states that grunion come up

on the sand in pairs, male and female. I

am glad to know this fact. They some-

times come up in such numbers that I

have been unable to judge the proportion

of the sexes. I have, howe%'er, found

females buried tail first viith t\vo or three

males alongside them. Also, I find that

I catch females oftener than males, in

ratio of about three to one. This may be

because the males, being smaller and

far more agUe, are swifter in escaping.

Incidentally, on the second night after

the moon (the first night of the run) it

is common to see only males, which come

up and go out on the same wave without

resting on the sand. When I see this

condition, I go home to bed. But I know

that the next night will surely bring a

full-scale run.

I believe that Dr. Berrill's statements

about grunion coming up on the tide's

highest waves are too closely reasoned.

For one thing, they do not start to run

abundantly until about twenty minutes

past the turn of the tide. They continue

to run, on a good night, for one or two

hours, or even longer. Occasionally, when

a wind has pushed the waves into big

ground swells, they fail to run at all

on the scheduled night. On nights of

e.xceedingly bright moon, they some-

times seem nervous, showing themselves

in the waves but refusing to remain on

the beach. Often, for no reason that I

can find, they simply delay their run for

an hour or two. One night last summer

when the tide book indicated that they

would run at 9:40 (the high tide), I

recall that they appeared abundantly

about midnight. Occasionally, when they

are driven by bigger fish (which I guess

to be corbina), they also exhibit ner-

vousness, refusing to remain on the beach.

Some of these conditions may, of course,

be local; but it is a fact that grunion

often spawn as late as two hours after

the high tide.

I question whether grunion on the

beach go out "with the wash of the next

wave." Undisturbed, a female will re-

main on the beach for two or three min-

utes. Sometimes she is in the wash of

the wave; sometimes she is high al-

though not dry. A high wave comes in,

then two or three smaller waves, then

another high one. If the female comes

in on a high wave, she wiU remain until

another high wave reaches her, or she

will spend as much as two minutes

flopping along the wet sand to reach

the water again. These fish can swim
in a mere slick, almost in damp sand,

tlie small males especially. The bigger

females can s\vim quite well in half an

inch of water.

Although grunion come up on the

beach in moonlight if it is not exceed-

ingly bright, they can be frightened by
the beam of a flashHght on a dark night.

As soon as it hits them, they take out

to sea. They are also frightened away
by the thud of running feet on sand.

They seem to avoid areas lighted by elec-

tric floodlights. Along my beach we think

we increase the chance of a catch in

some areas by turning the house flood-

Hghts on and thus herding the fish. How-
ever, I once saw an enormous run in a

brightly floodlighted space near the

Santa Barbara wharf, with dozens of

yelling people running about. I think

these fish have preferences but forget

about them if they are spawning in

masses. Then anything goes.

About half a mile from my house the

highway is a little removed from the

beach, and several large culverts allow

passageway from the hills to the beach.

Along here, the hOl animals come down
to the beach to cash in on the grunion

runs—coyotes, foxes, and skunks—espe-

cially skunks. A grunion hunter along

that beach must keep his hght on the

dry sand as much as on the wet, for

he is very likely to discover that a skunk

turns out of his way for no man.

If you want to catch grimion, get a

flashlight (an expendable one, since it

is going to get wet and sand is going

to get in the switch) and a light bucket

with a wire handle, deep enough so that

the fish will not jump out. Put on a

warm sweater and swimming shorts, be-

cause you are going to get wet anyway

but might as well be warm and wet.

Go out twenty minutes after the high

tide and get well away from other hunters,

especially from beach bonfires and parties.

Stand still until a good, big wave comes

in. Wait until the beach is free of water,

for if there is still merely a feather of

water, you won't catch fish. Then turn

your Hght on as far ahead as the beam
will carry, and start running so as to

cover as much beach as possible. If you

see fish, shift yoinr hght and pail to one

hand and grab with the other. Some-

times you catch a fish; oftener you don't.
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Occasionally, you will fill your pail in

five minutes. Then you move on, because

the far beach always seems to ha\'e

better fish than your own.

One night last April I met four other

grunion hunters, and we all agreed that

when the sand underfoot is firm so that

our feet do not sink in, we may as well

move on. The fish may come up with

a wave on such a place, but they are

almost certain to go out on the same

wave, and such behavior profits a grunion

hunter very httle. But where the sand

is soft and our toes sink into it with

every step, there the grunion vidll stay.

The females need very soft sand, of

course, for digging themselves in, since

they accomphsh this somewhat aston-

ishing feat by wrigglings of tail and fins.

I have never observed this act precisely,

although I have found them buried,

with the males alongside but covered

shghtly, if at all. I wonder whether the

high tides bring in sand, thus making

the beach soft and providing a good

seed bed.

A state law forbids the use of nets

for grunion catching; it is one of the

few types of fishing reserved for a bare-

handed fisherman.

When you have finished catching

grunion and go home, you pay the price

for catching them—you clean your fish.

They must be cleaned at once and put

on ice, or the flavor turns strong. Once

cleaned, scaled, and iced, they keep well

for days, and any time the fancy takes

you, you can have a wonderful fish for

lunch. They should be only pan-fried,

carefully so as not to break them, or

deep-fried crisply. This is one of the

few fish that must be sHghtly overcooked

to be at its best. Properly crisped,

grunion is delectable either hot with

lemon or cold with mayonnaise. But I

warn you, it's no use to experiment. My
wife has tried a dozen other methods of

cooking grunion, and all of them ruin

the fish, especially anything having to

do with ohve oil or tomato sauce. Instead

of tasting as much like brook trout as

a salt-water fish can, they suddenly taste

like something an alley cat would like.

I was happy when I came across Dr.

BerriU's interesting article, for it revived

all my winter-stored enthusiasm for

grunion.

Snake Control
Sirs:

I have just finished reading "The Prob-

lem of Snake Conbrol" by C. M. Bogert.

Your magazine certainly has too fine a

record to print such an article. Don't

snakes have enough enemies as it is, with-

out printing such a destructive piece of

propaganda? The mind of the average

citizen is filled with unfounded prejudices

and superstitions against all snakes, and

reading this article would, in most cases,

only add to one's fear and dislike of tliem.

Certainly, this is not the purpose of a

magazine dedicated to the better imder-

standing of wildlife.

Continued on page 287
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SUPERSTITIONS • YUCATAN • CAVES
FISHES O SAN ILDEFONSO POTTERY

Maria: the potter of
san ildefonso

--by Alice Marriott

University of Oklahoma Press,

Norman, Okla., $3.75

294 pp., 35 drawings

'T^HIS is the life story of Maria Martinez
-*- and her husband, Julian, who did

more to revive tlie ancient craft of pot-

tery making at Pueblo San Ildefonso near

Santa Fe, New Mexico, tlian any other

Indians. Marie, as she signs her pottery,

made tlie vessels, and Juhan decorated

them. Julian was, until his untimely death

five years ago, tlie best-known artist. All

his freehand decorations were drawn with

such perfection that one of our leading

authorities on primitive pottery remarked

after Julian's passing, "There will never

be another Juhan."

Marie is one of whom it may be justly

said, "She has become a legend in her

own hfe-time."

The author, Alice Marriott, is a trained

etlmologist, who tliree years ago first

demonstrated her ability to write, in her

book about the Kiowas, The Ten Grand-

mothers. Last year she published Winter

Telling Stories, a book of Kiowa Indian

stories for children. She shows a great

variety in her approach, which makes

each book a delightful surprise. In her

biography of Marie, Alice Marriott has

fully justified tlie promise given in her

first two books.

Marie is allowed to tell her own story,

which she does with simphcity and dig-

nity. It follows the pattern of the Pueblo,

and as Marie's life slowly unfolds we
feel Alice Marriott weaving her spell.

The book begins with Marie as a five-

year-old merchant selhng cheese, made
by her mother, to odier Indians. Marie

selected early in hfe the road she wished

to follow, and she Mted the entire Pueblo

to a higher economic level. When a very

small child, she was taught by Tia Nico-

lasa to make small pottery dishes. After

she had married Julian and they had

children, her husband's contact with

archaeologists led to the growth of their

serious interest in the pottery art. She

and Juhan reproduced pottery similar to

that dug up from the ancient ruins, and
through a mishap in firing they made
their first black pottery. Later JuHan dis-

covered the mediod of "black on black"

pottery which has made these two per-

sonaHties famous. Through tlieir life story,

AUce Marriott tells us the various steps in

pottery making, and the book reaches its

clima.x with their invention of black de-

signs on black vessels.

YOUR NEW BOOKS

Margaret Lefranc's careful drawngs
of the Pueblo and of pieces of pottery

made by Marie and Julian add greatly to

die value of this dehghtful volume. All

in all, we have here a fascinating biog-

raphy of two famous primitive artists.

Te Ata.

Treasury of
american superstitions

by Claudia de Lys

The Philosophical Library, $5.00

494 pp.

'"P* HE title of this excellent compendium

provokes several unhappy thoughts.

First, Americans are no less prone to

superstitious behef than are other people,

although many of tlie superstitions in tliis

collection originated in otlier lands and

in ages long past. Second, if a treasury

is a storehouse of wealtli, then this store-

house of American superstition is full of

a kind of wealth we could just as well do

\^'idiout.

Claudia de Lys presents a cleverly and

carefuUy planned survey of unusual be-

liefs and practices, superstitions and stub-

born errors that apparentiy persist because

they are all practically a part of Ameri-

can folklore. She has filled twenty-four

chapters with well-written, interesting,

and often amazing accounts of hundreds

of superstitions. What is even more im-

portant. Miss de Lys explains in each

case why the superstition is a supersti-

tion. Wherever possible, she has provided

in each instance the rational and scien-

tific evidence that serves to "debunk"

the superstition.

We meet many "old friends" in the

pages of this book. Here are black cats,

broken mirrors, spilled salt, snakes tliat

milk cows, crossed fingers, and howhng

dogs. Here are superstitions dealing witli

all phases of human life from birth to

death. The birds and the beasts are here,

men and women are here, stones and stars

and even the ill-fated two-dollar bill are

dealt with in their proper places. This

is a book of tlie lucky and unlucky, a

book of the cursed and tlie blessed, a

book which, in the words of the author.

NATURAL HISTORY ROOKS
Old, Rare and Out of Print

CATALOGUES ISSUED
INQUIRIES SOLICITED

JOHN JOHnVSON
Box 248 Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

has as its aim the clarification of "the

approach to seemingly mystifying ques-

tions" and the "clearing of tlie mind of

any possible fear or prejudice."

One who ovms and reads this book

soon realizes tiiat there is scarcely a single

thing in man's environment or behavior

about which there has not been woven
a skein of mysticism and superstition. One
who reads this book will realize that there

still persists, in tliis tlie third year of the

Atomic Age, a sizable amount of stub-

bom error and superstition in the minds

of men.

This book can be recommended as an

antidote for smugness, a tool for truth,

and a dehghtful diough foreboding ad-

venture into folklore.

John R. Saunders.

Emerson tuttle

Fifty prints. With an inti-oduction

by Chauncey Brewster Tinker, a

Critique by Lewis E. York, and a

complete catalogue from 1921 to

1946

Yale University Press, $15.00

29 pp., 50 plates

OELDOM are artist and ornidiologist

combined in one man. There have been

ornithologists who were competent illus-

trators, but rarely one who was a great

painter. The artistic soul is little con-

cerned with the minutiae of bird study.

What diversity one finds in the apprecia-

tion of an Audubon among ornithologists!

Emerson Tuttle was a talented teacher

of English, and the first Master of Daven-

port College at Yale University. He was

fond of birds, of hunting, and of trout

fishing, and he became a proficient etcher.

Among artists he quickly gained recog-

nition; some of his prints were acquired

by museums of tlie first rank.

The present volume presents 50 fine

prints from 177 plates executed between

1921 and 1946, and it includes a cata-

logue of the whole collection with repro-

ductions in miniature and notes on

methods of work. Of the larger illustra-

tions, 43 show birds, 5 landscapes, one

a squirrel, and one a trout. Owls were

clearly the artist's favorite subject, being

treated in eleven plates; diurnal birds of

prey appear in six. Grouse and shore

birds, woodcock, ravens, and ducks come

next in order.

To the artist they make gratifying pic-

tures; to the bird specialist most of them

are less satisfactory. Softness of feather-
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ing is there, facial expression is often ex-

cellent, but details of attitude, anatomy,

or movement may well disappoint tlie

man who scrutinizes wild birds and

checks his impressions with modem pho-

tographs. The plate of tlie running soras

is decorative, but rails do not run that

way.

Professor Tinker pays tribute in the

introduction to a dear friend who worked

bra\'elv imder physical handicap. The
critique by Lewis York points to the tech-

nical excellence of the etching. This book

is to be accepted as a memorial to a noble

soul and a feast for eutistic eyes.

James P. Chapin.

The man-eating
leopard of rudraprayag

by Jim Corbett

O.xford University Press, $2.50

188 pp., 4 illusts.

'"P'HIS is a companion volume to the

-*- Man-Eaters of Kumaon, and like that

account gives a revealing insight into not

only the behavior of the animal but the

reactions of a fear-paralyzed people. The
language is forthright; there is little left

to the imagination. The author had a job

to do in hunting down the man-eater,

and he set about it in the most direct

manner. His story follows the same pat-

tern.

The central figure is a leopard which

killed 125 human beings over a period

of eight years. This animal lived upon
the inhabitants of Garhwal and would not

accept a domestic animal if allowed any

choice in the matter. The strength and

cunning of the leopard were extraordi-

nary, and he escaped gun, trap, and poison

so often that it was commonly believed

the beast was supernatural. The unarmed
natives went into their dwellings at sun-

down or took what cover was available,

but the ruthless leopard broke down
barriers and displayed such indifference

to the presence of humans, often in num-
bers, and to their homes that people were
as helpless as cattle.

The reader will be appalled to learn

that the conditions described in this book

can actually exist in the present era. The
animal is obeying the primal urge of

hunger; he has discovered that there is

little to fear from man as he finds him;

it is only logical that the leopard should

continue a practice that is so successful.

But the fact that this toU on human hves

could be taken over a period of eight

years is a sad commentary on the psy-

chology of the Indian. Passive resistance

had no effect on the leopard.

Corbett is an able and experienced

liunter, but even his knowledge and skill

is set at naught by the leopard. The man
risks his life frequently on his nightly

watches for the animal. It is a fair chase,

and the words of tlie author disclose an

unusual understanding of tiie leopard

he is trying to kill. Human lives are at
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stake, and the man-kiUer must be de-

stroyed at tlie earHest possible moment.
Nevertheless, and notwithstanding the

tragedy from the human point of view,

the action that takes place is only what
might be expected from the leopard's

point of view. xj t:- a' H. E. Anthony.

Underground empire
.-- by Clay Perry

Stephen Daye Press, $3.50

221 pp., 33 illusts.

npHE second volume of Clay Perry's

American Cave series sinks its teeth

into some real caverns, for New York
State is far richer in limestone, and con-

sequently, in true solution caves, than is

New England. A reading of the book re-

\eals that caves, natural bridges, and long

caverns decorated with stalactites and
stalagmites are more abundant even than
one would suspect from the advertised

caves of the roadside. Howe Caverns is

briefly described, but it is surprising how
prosaic its history seems, in comparison
with the bloody details recounted for

other unsung (deservedly) caverns in

which the state abounds.

Possibly the very abundance of caverns

is what makes the book so difficult to

read, for one drops from chamber to

precipice so rapidly that they are soon

confused in the mind of the reader. One
begins to wonder why the inhabitants of

the state do not drop out of sight at an
alarming rate in yet undiscovered clefts.

In addition, Mr. Perry has listed a few
of the man-made openings in the earth,

the salt mines near Warsaw and some of

the old iron mines of the Lake George
region. Far larger metal mines elsewhere

in the state have been omitted, a neces-

sity since New York has far too many
for a cave book.

Like its predecessor, Mr. Perry's book
is an excellent guide for those whose in-

terest in "spelunking" is intense, but for

the casual tourist who will take his caves

or leave them alone, the sequence is a

little hard to follow. The chatty style is

somewhat amateurish when read in book
form, appropriate though it may be to a

club journal. A map of the state in which
the principal caverns were located would
have made a useful end paper in place

of die duphcated map of a single cavern

which appears beneath both covers.

F. H. POUGH.

Australian nature
STORIES

by Donald K. Monro

Robertson and Mullens, Melbourne,

Australia, 10 shillings/sLxpence

116 pp., 132 illusts.

'~p*HIS attractive little book was written
•*- and illustrated by one of Australia's

most promising younger naturalists. The

introduction was written by the well-
known pioneer Australian naturahst,

Charles Barrett. The untimely death of
Monro, which occurred soon after its ap-
pearance, makes this a memorial volume.
It is evident that the author had extraordi-

nary skin as an outdoor photographer, all

the illustrations being from his own cam-
era. He also has an unusual facility for

nature writing. His experience both in

photography and in writing was gained
mainly through years of newspaper work.

This reviewer cannot recall any book
which is at the same time so well suited

to children and to adult nature lovers.

One might be bothered by the antliropo-

morphic point of view in parts aimed
toward childhood interest, if it were not
that the whole book is so fuU of accurate

natural history. The author was a de-
pendable naturalist, whose enthusiasm

prompted him to discover much and to

interpret it in an appealing manner. He
realized, with our John Burroughs, that

man can have but one interest in nature,

namely, to see himself reflected or inter-

preted there, and that we quickly neglect

both poet and philosopher who fail to

satisfy in some measure this feeling.

The pictures are numerous and uni-

formly excellent, some of the best being

those of the Australian Teddy bear (the

Koala), the series of the rare Royal Spoon-
bill, the Straw-necked Ibis, the flashhght

of a Boobook Owl bringing home a

Honey Eater to the two babies, and those

of the Nuthatch with its amazingh-

camouflaged nest.

But Donald Monro was much more
than an expert photographer. He had the

rare gift for weaving fact and fantasy

into a simple story without sacrifice of

scientific accuracy—a rare gift indeed.

Clyde Fisher.

A FIELD GUIDE TO THE
BIRDS

by Roger Tory Peterson

Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, $3.50

290 pp., 85 illusts.

^INCE its first appearance about fifteen

^ years ago, Peterson's Guide has be-

come almost indispensable to field bird

students of all levels of experience. It

won for its author the coveted Brewster

Medal of the American Ornithologists'

Union, awarded for outstanding publica-

tions on American birds.

The present revised edition is really

more than that; all of the illustrations

are new and much of the text has been

rewritten and expanded. The book now
contains 60 plates, 36 of them in color

as compared with 4 colored plates in the

first edition. Almost all of the more than

400 species of birds occurring in North

America east of the Rockies, the area

dealt with by this guide, are figured,

some of them, like the waterfowl and

warblers, in a number of different views

or plumages. Silhouettes and other black-
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and-white drawings stress the importance

of pattern and shape in identification. In

all, tliere are about 1000 figures.

For each species, Peterson has written

terse paragraphs on Field Marks, Range,

and usually on Voice, and Similar Spe-

cies. He has utihzed the suggestions of

many correspondents as well as his own
wide experience. A few species have been

written up by other experts. The legends

to the plates repeat the salient recognition

marks for each species, and these are

indicated by pointers on the drawings

themselves. As regards subspecies, only

the few recognizable in the field are in-

cluded in tlie main text; the others are

wisely relegated to an appendix. The in-

troduction gives hints to the beginner

and a "Life List" on which to check oft

the birds he has identified.

Like the late Ernest Thompson Seton,

who is mentioned in the preface, Roger

Tory Peterson is a gifted artist-naturalist.

His book seems destined to become one

of the classics of American ornithology.

DE-A.N Amadon.

The corridor of life
by W. E. Swinton

Jonathan Cape, 30 Bedford Square,

London, England, 15 shillings

223 pp., 89 illusts., 1 folding chart

'TpHE author of this book, a paleontolo-

-^ gist of distinction who is in charge

of fossil amphibians and reptiles at the

British Museum (Natural History), com-

pares his account of the history of life on

the eartli to a walk dovi'n a hotel corri-

dor, where in front of the doors on either

side are shoes and boots waiting (as is

the custom in Britain ) to be polished.

Similarly, it is the task of the paleontolo-

gist to reconstruct the story of ancient

life from the fossils in the ground.

This book goes back beyond the be-

ginning of life to discuss briefly the

origin and constitution of the earth. After

a digression to introduce the reader to

the historical background of paleontology,

the author continues with a discussion of

the origin of Ufe—a difficult subject of

which we know all too little. From this

point on, the book follows a more or less

conventional pattern, tracing the evolu-

tion I f animal life from the most primitive

protozoans through the various phyla of

invertebrates into and through tlie classes

of vertebrates, or backboned animals.

About half of the book is devoted to

die origin of the earth and of life and to

the invertebrate animals; the remainder

is concerned with evolution in the fishes,

amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mam-
mals. There is a final chapter deahng

with problems of evolution and extinction.

This book, intended for the lay reader

who has no background in the natural

sciences, is simply written in a lively style

that should be easily comprehended by

many readers. Unfortunately, in a book

YOUR NEW BOOKS

of such Hmited size and covering such a

vast subject, there are of necessity many
condensations and omissions. This may
not be a serious fault in the eyes of the

public for whom the book was written.

It would have been very helpful if an

outline classification of animals had been

included, to aid the reader in orienting

himself through the discussions of the

various groups of animals described. The
illustrations by Erna Pinner are uniform

in execution, a great advantage in a

book such as this, but perhaps not so

uniform in effectiveness.

Edwin H. Colbert.

Fishes of the great
lakes region

by Carl L. Hubbs and

Karl F. Lagler

Cranbrook Institute of Science,

Bloomfield Hills, Mich., §3.00

186 pp.

'

I
'HE authors say they have tried to

make this expansion of their 1941

book more useful "for those who would

learn something of the fishes of the re-

gion." This is a very modest statement

about a book obviously destined to be-

come a classic. Its first edition is being

used at present by all ichthyologists and

innumerable students and laymen as an

audioritative source of information about

all the native and stocked fishes of the

Great Lakes region.

Various additions and alterations make

the new edition even more valuable dian

that of 1941. Some fine color plates have

been added; with the Key to the FamiUes

there is a Hue cut of a typical fish of

each family; and size is indicated in the

improved captions of the already famous

series of half-tone plates in the back of

die book. An interesting and useful para-

graph has been added under each family

section, giving a short summary of the

outstanding characteristics, general dis-

tribution, and something of the habits of

the family.

There are a few changes bringing

classification up-to-date, as where fur-

ther study has failed to justify subspecific

distinction (for example, in the Shasta

Rainbow Trout) or where a species has

been rediscovered. These changes, al-

though few, illustrate tlie extreme care

with which the book has been prepared.

Common names have been added every-

where. The drawings explaining the ana-

tomical terms Uiat are used in the sim-

plified keys make it easy for the layman,

SEA AND LAND SHELLS
If you are a buyer of this class of invertebrates

send for my Concbological Chatter which ap-

pears monthly listing choice MoIIusca from
every part of the world. Collections for sale of

any size up to 5000 species. Also books on
MoIIusca.

WALTER F. WEBB
2515 Second Ave. Morth. Si. Petersburg 6, Fla.

who not infrequently contends that any
key is too difficult to use because of tlie

scientific terminology.

Methods of measuring, collecting, and
preserving fishes are clearly stated, and
the collector is told what notes he should

take.

As in the other edition, diere are sim-

phfied keys under each family, followed

by short paragraphs giving tlie distribu-

tion and habitat of each species in the

key.

This is a perfect textbook for students,

and a reference book which no one in-

terested in fishes should be without.

F. LaMonte.

Temples in yucatan
A Camera Clironicle of

Chichen Itza

-----...-by Laura Gilpin

Hasting House, $5.00

124 pp., 88 illusts.

'

I
^HE author has given us here a com-

panion volume to her beautiful Cam-
era Chronicle of the Pueblos which ap-

peared a few years ago. It is evident that

Laura Gilpin has lost none of her skill

as an artist-photographer. Her rank as

one of America's leading outdoor photog-

raphers is, if possible, enhanced by tliis

recent book. In short, the illustrations are

superb.

Although the pictures predominate, as

indicated by the title, the author has pre-

pared a very brief but informative text

to accompany diem, and this text has

been checked in connection with the pic-

tures by Dr. Sylvanus G. Morley, of the

Carnegie Institution of Washington, emi-

nent authority on the Maya. In a six-

page introduction, Miss Gilpin gives us

a carefully prepared glimpse of the geog-

raphy and history of the Maya country.

Many archaeologists would entirely

agree with the author's conclusion, that

"Of all the many Indian tribes of tlie

Western Hemisphere, the Maya, perhaps,

reached the highest cultural level, leaving

behind magnificent temples of unique and

remarkable design." Some of these ruins,

which have been repaired and recon-

structed, furnish the subject matter, both

photographic and textual, of this book.

Among these astonishingly beautiful and

grand structures, not the least interesting

is the Caracol, an astronomical observa-

tory, to which tlie author devotes five

striking photographs. A consideration of

this structure reminds one of the state-

ment by one of our leading students of

Mayan astronomy to die effect diat when

the Maya were at the height of their

culture, they were the best astronomers

in the world, bar none.

The little volume is a most attractive

camera study of the Mayan city of

Chichen Itza in central Yucatan, Mexico.

Clyde Fisher.
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WHEN the first plans were

laid for the Whitney Wing
of the American Museum of Natu-

ral History, the late Frank M.
Chapman, then head of the Bird

Department, conceived the idea of

de\oting one of the floors to an ex-

hibit on tlie biology of birds. It

took 20 years of planning and hard

work before this idea became a

reality. Although not quite com-

pleted, the Hall was opened to the

public on May 25. It is only fitting

that the Hall should have the name
Sanford Hall, in honor of Dr. Leon-

ai^d C. Sanford, a patron of the

American Museum, who has done

so much to make the Museum's bird

collections the finest in the world.

The visitor to Sanford Hall will

see much that is novel, both in sub-

ject matter and treatment, for it

represents an interesting step in

the development of the modern
museum. The museum of today has

gone a long way from its beginning

—the "curiosity cabinets" maintained

in the eighteenth century by kings

and princes. These old-time mu-
seums emphasized the exhibition of

curious objects and freaks, with

two-headed calves, fossil bones, and
sea monsters displayed in the crud-

est manner. The museum of today

wants to be not only attractive but

also instructive. These principles

are applied in Sanford Hall to a

series of exhibits illustrating

How Birds Live

The magnificent sunset scene that

one sees upon first entering it gives

instant assurance tliat this Hall has

been designed to give aesthetic in-

spiration and to avoid "museum
fatigue." It presents a gorgeous

^•iew of Caribbean skies fairly alive

with white egrets, roseate spoon-

bills, scarlet ibises, and flaming

flamingos winging their way to a

roost at the water's edge. Color and
lighting have been utilized through-

out the Hall to produce an effect

that can scarcely be appreciated

from the black-and-white illustra-

tions accompanying this article.

It is sometimes said that birds

are nothing but "glorified reptiles."

The first exhibit shows that this is

quite true. It will be a surprise to

many to learn that birds branched
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Art and science join to create the world's most

comprehensive and fascinating series of exhibits on

the broad subject of how birds live. A preview of

the Sanford Hall of the Biology of Birds, at the

American Museum of Natural History

By Ernst Mayr
Curator, Whitney-Rothschild Collections,
American Museum of Natural History

off from the same subgroup of the

reptiles to which the crocodiles and

dinosaurs belong and that, strictly

speaking (in terms of phylogeny),

they are more closely related to the

crocodilians than the latter are to

the turtles.

The exhibits illustrate some of

the differences that have developed

in birds as compared with reptiles.

These are intimately connected

with the acquisition of flight, re-

sulting in:

(1) Modification of forelimbs as

wings.

(2) Dominance of vision over

other senses.

(3) Constant body temperature,

connected with high activity.

(4) Development of specialized

nesting and social habits.

Throughout the Hall it is empha-

sized how flight has affected the

structure and habits of birds, down
to the smallest detail.

Archaeopteryx

It is fortunate for students of

birds that the "missing link" be-

tween birds and reptiles has ac-

tually been found. It is Archaeop-

teryx, a peculiar creature whose

fossilized remains have been found

in the lithographic slate of the up-

per Jurassic (125 million years

ago! ) of Bavaria.

So perfect and intermediate is

Archaeopteryx that there is con-

siderable argument among authori-

ties as to whether it should be

classified as a bird or a reptile. It

still has teeth and a long tail with

20 to 21 free vertebrae and several

free fingers with claws. It has a rep-

tilian brain, and there are pro-

nounced reptilian features in the

skull and "hipbones." On the other

hand, it was fully feathered and

had wings much like those of mod-

ern birds. Though perhaps not

capable of long sustained flight, it

could surely flutter from tree to

tree and prolong its flight by glid-

ing. For me this is enough to qualify

Archaeopteryx for the title of "The

Earliest Known Bird."

The family tree of the birds shows

that most of the higher groups, the

so-called orders, had been evolved

by the end of the Cretaceous pe-

riod, 60 to 70 million years ago. At

least 35 orders of living birds are

recognized, such as the penguins,

loons, hawks, pigeons, parrots, song-

birds, and many others.

The Families of Birds

The diversity of birds in all parts

of the world is almost staggering.

In North America alone, more than

600 kinds of birds are found, be-

longing to 75 families. The traveler

who visits South America, Europe,

Africa, or any other part of the

world finds that in each of these re-

gions a bird fauna exists that is very
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different from tliat of Nortli Amer-

ica. In all, about 8600 species of

birds are known, belonging to more
than 140 different families. The sec-

ond to seventh alcoves in the Hall

are devoted to a parade of the vari-

ous types of birds, beginning with

primitive kinds, rheas and shear-

waters, and ending with the highest

of the songbirds.

The birds in this synoptic exhibit

are not displayed on the traditional

shelves of the standard museum
cabinet. Instead, novel methods

have been employed to create a

pleasing result. The ducks and

grebes, for example, are mounted
in swimming poses on a blue back-

ground, producing a very natural

effect and enabling the observer to

see the foot action.

Among the 1056 birds exhibited

there are some very beautiful as

well as rare specimens, such as a

Coscoroba Duck (South America),

a Crowned Eagle ( Africa ) , a Congo
Peacock ( Africa ) , a Tuamotu Sand-

piper (Pacific), a Pigmy Parrot

(New Guinea), a Quetzal (Central

A A MAGNIFICENT VIEW of Caribbean skies greets the visitor

upon entering the Hall. White egrets, roseate spoonbills,

scarlet ibises, and flaming flamingos are shown in flight

America), a Shovel-billed King-

fisher (New Guinea), a Lyrebird

(Australia), and a pair of Huias

(New Zealand). It is doubtful that

such an assemblage could be seen

anywhere else in the world. Special

panels have been prepared to show

some of the most colorful birds-

South Sea Doves, Parrots, Hum-
mingbirds, and Pittas. The hum-
mingbirds alone are worth a visit

to Sanford Hall. This exhibit shows

40 of the most interesting and beau-

tiful of these feathered jewels of

the air.

Extinct Birds

More than 100 kinds of birds have

become extinct during the past two

centuries, including such well-

known North American species as

the Labrador Duck, Heath Hen,

Eskimo Curlew, Great Auk, Passen-

ger Pigeon, and Carohna Parakeet.

A large world map shows 60 ex-

tinct birds in various parts of the

world and demonstrates that islands

are the rnost vulnerable regions

Not a single bird has become ex-

tinct in Africa and only one or two

in Asia, South America, and Aus-

tralia, whereas the Hawaiian Is

lands and New Zealand have lost

a considerable proportion of their

native fauna. Extinction is due to

many causes, but man is nearly

always involved, directly or indi-

rectly. This world map of extinct

birds is an eloquent plea for con-

servation.

Giant Birds of the Past

The Trumpeter Swan, with a

weight of about 35 pounds, is the

largest flying bird. The Great Bus-

tard is almost as heavy. This weight

seems to be near the upper limit

consistent with flight, owing to the

fact that the wing surface grows

by tlie square, while body size and
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weight increase by the cube. To
keep up with the rapid increase of

weight, wings finally reach a size

where they become too unwieldy

for flight.

There is no such upper limit for

flightless birds. The Emu and Cas-

sowary weigh nearly 100 pounds

or even more, and the Ostrich 150

to 300 pounds. Still, even the giants

among hving birds appear small

when compared with some of the

extinct birds. The Giant Moa from

New Zealand stood about 9 feet

high and weighed about 500

pounds. The Elephant Bird from

Madagascar, though hardly taller,

was a stockier bird and weighed

up to 1000 pounds.

North America, too, had some
lesser giants among its prehistoric

birds. Diatryma, a peculiar bird that

lived in Wyoming over 50 million

years ago, was larger than the

Ostrich.

Nests

One of the most astonishing ex-

hibits at the far end of the Hall is

a neatly constructed bird's nest of

grass larger than an office desk.

This is the communal nest of the

African Social Weaver, and it was
brought clear from Africa in the

tree in which is was built. The
enormous structure is the work of

only about a dozen pairs of birds.
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Other examples of the work of

birds as architects include a colony

of what might be taken to be gi-

gantic oriole nests hanging from

the branches of a tree. These are

the nests of Central American ca-

ciques, relatives of our orioles, and

their nests, though conspicuous,

are well protected by their inac-

cessible location. But perhaps the

most curious nest of all is that of

the hornbills. These birds nest in

hollow trees, but as soon as the

female is ready to lay her eggs,

she is walled in by the male. The
closing up of the nest opening with

mud, with only a narrow sht

through which the female can ac-

cept food from the male, gives the

birds excellent protection against

marauding predators and tree

snakes. For many weeks, the male

brings food and feeds the female

< An American Eagle, our

national bird, which deco-

rates one of the six alcoves

many times daily through the small

opening. After the young have
hatched, the male feeds mother and
young. The female finally breaks

out of confinement, and soon after-

wards the young bird joins its

parents.

Bird Flight

Birds are the best flyers in the

animal kingdom. One of the most
interesting exhibits in the Hall ( and
we might add, one of the most difii-

cult to make) is the one explaining

bird flight.

A body must create two forces if

it is to fly: lift, to overcome gravity,

and forward propulsion, to over-

come drag. Birds are much like

airplanes, but they produce both

lift and propulsion with their wings,

whereas in an airplane propulsion

is produced by the propeller and
Hft by the wings.

The simplest types of flight are

gliding and soaring. Even the best

gliders, however, lose altitude un-

less they either flap their wings

occasionally or soar on up-currents.

This is the reason why one sees

soaring hawks circle over the edge

of the forest or over cliffs or any

other place where there is an up-

current of air.

The principle of flapping flight

has been understood only quite re-

cently. It was long believed, and is

still stated in many books, that the

bird lifts himself somewhat with

each wingbeat and loses altitude

again between beats. A single

glance at a flying Gull or Blue Jay

shows that there is no such up-and-

down motion with each wingbeat.
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(The undulating flight of finches

and woodpeckers is an altogether

different matter. ) Flying is actually

the equivalent of rowing a boat.

Just as each stroke of the oars gives

the boat forward propulsion, which

is quickly lost again through the

"drag" of the water, so is the bird

driven forward by the downbeat of

its wings. It can be shown that the

air is thrown backward during the

downstroke of the wing. This is

what gives the bird propulsion.

The Bird's Body

Though birds are fundamentally

nothing but winged reptiles, the

body has been thoroughly modified

to make them efficient flying ma-

chines. Their high body tempera-

ture (104 degrees to 108 degrees

is normal in birds) helps them to

maintain their high activity. Their

circulatory system, though evolved

independently, is like that of the

mammals in that the two chambers

of the heart are completely sepa-

rated. Thus arterial and venous

blood do not mix as they do in the

reptiles and other cold-blooded

vertebrates.

During flight, intense muscular

activity produces much heat in the

bird's body. Birds are well insulated

in their dense plumage, and they

have no sweat glands. How, then,

do they cool off? What prevents

> Nests of Central Ameri-
can CACIQUES, relatives of our

orioles, illustrating protection

by inaccessible location
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them from "boiling over?" The fact

is that birds are the inventors of

internal "air conditioning." Con-

nected with the lungs is a whole

system of "air sacs," long, tubelike,

membranous bags which extend

through the whole body, even to

the inside of the bones. With every

wingbeat, the bird empties the

heated air from these air sacs and

replaces it by cool, new air. Dur-

<The male hornbill walls in

the female and feeds her through

a narrow slit during incubation.

A cutaway view showing one of

birddom's strangest homes

ing breathing, also, the air in the

air sacs is partly renewed, the bii^d

being able to adjust the amount of

ventilation at will.

Truly a miracle of Nature in this

and other developments, the bird

evokes endless wonderment from

the speciahst and the amateur alike.

Sanford Hall permits us for the first

time to present on a popular level

many of these facts that are little

known to the general public.

The Bird's Feathers

The origin of the bird, as distinct

from previous forms of life, has

been made possible by the origin

of feathers. A wing composed of

individual feathers is a much more

efficient and elastic instrument of

flight than the wing membranes of

all other flying creatures from but-

terflies to bats.

The feather is a wonderful organ.



combining, as it does, lightness

with a strength and flexibihty not

equalled in any man-made material.

The number of feathers varies ac-

cording to the bird, its age, and the

season. On a Ruby-throated Himi-

mingbird in June, 940 feathers were

counted. A Whistling Swan in No-

vember had 25,216.

Bird feathers do not grow

throughout the year but only dur-

ing rather short molting seasons.

Then the old, worn feathers drop

out and new ones grow in their

place. Most birds, at least in the

temperate zone, have two molts.

A male Wood Duck, for example,

has a beautiful nuptial plumage

from October to May. As soon as

the young arrive, this is molted into

a drab, inconspicuous summer or

"eclipse" plimaage. Other birds, like

the tanagers, goldfinches, and our

warblers wear their inconspicuous

plumage during winter and the
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bright plumage during the breed-

ing season. Feather structure, plum-

age, and the color of feathers are

illustrated in Sanford Hall in an

exhibit covering six panels.

Bird Migration

Since ancient times, people have

wondered where birds go during

the winter. A piece of woodland

near New York City, teeming with

thousands of birds during the sum-

mer, is almost deserted during the

winter. You will see an occasional

Chickadee, Blue Jay, Downy Wood-
pecker, but where are all the Red-

eyed Vireos, Ovenbirds, and Red-

starts that were evident only a few

months earlier?

Only 200 years ago, the great

Swedish naturalist Linnaeus still

entertained the idea that birds hi-

bernated, like frogs and toads, in

the mud of lakes. We now know,

as did that amazing naturalist of

the Middle Ages, Emperor Fred-

erick II, that migratory birds pass

the winter in warmer zones.

Why do birds migrate? There

are three possible answers to this

question, depending upon what is

meant by it.

(1) Birds migrate because sea-

sonal variations of the food supply

make it advantageous to spend part

of the year in a difiFerent region.

No cuckoo or flycatcher or other

strictly insect-eating bird could

survive a northern winter, though

the food supply is plentiful there

in summer. This is the ecological

cause of migration, the cause that

depends upon a bird's relation to its

environment.

(2) Birds migrate because they

have a genetic disposition to mi-

grate. There is an abandoned apple

orchard back of the author's house

in which Screech Owls and Blue-

winged Warblers nest. Even though
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the environmental conditions are

exactly the same for the two kinds

of birds, the Screech Owl stays

there throughout the year, whereas

the Blue-winged Warbler departs

in the middle of the summer
(
July-

August). He has a genetic disposi-

tion to migrate.

( 3 ) The third cause of migration

is the physiological cause. Birds mi-

grate at a certain date because

their nervous system and endocrine

glands respond in a genetically

fixed manner to a constellation of

environmental factors. Among these,

the length of daylight is by far the

most important; temperature comes

second.

How birds find their way during

migration is a great, unsolved puz-

zle. The young of the parasitic New
Zealand Cuckoo, for example, start

their migration long after their par-

ents have left for the tropics. They
are raised in the nests of foster
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A Four of six panels illustrating the principles of flight: an

example of the many aspects of bird life that are presented graphi-

cally and synoptically in the new SanfordHall of the Biology of Birds

parents, but the latter are sedentary

and cannot show them the way.

Nevertheless, the young cuckoos

fly across several thousand miles

of open ocean and unerringly find

their winter quarters in Polynesia,

on islands that are mere dots in

the vast expanse of the Pacific.

"Orientation by memory" and other

simple explanations fail to account

for this ability.

Many investigators are now try-

ing to solve this puzzle. The results

of some of their experiments are

illustrated in one of the exhibition

cases in Sanford Hall.

Evolution

Special mention might be made

of the section of Sanford Hall de-

voted to evolution in birds. It at-

tempts to solve the question of the

origin of the various kinds of birds

that populate our fields and forests.

It was Darwin who gave the first

constructive answer to this ques-

tion, and it is no coincidence that

Darwin found one of the chief in-

spirations for his broad evolution-

ary theory in a group of birds, the

Galapagos Finches. To this day

birds have provided some of the

most instructive material for the

study of evolution. The various

steps that lead to the origin of new

species are illustrated in Sanford

Hall.

Evolution, according to Darwin,

is made possible by three factors:

(1) A great excess in the num-

ber of offspring over the parents.

(2) Great variability among the

individuals in a given species.

(3) The struggle for existence
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which fa\ors the sul^-i^al of tlie

fittest.

\'aiiabilit}- tlius pro\ides the ma-

terial on which natiural selection

works. It is the ke)Tiote of a series

of exhibits demonstrating tlie dif-

ferences bet\veen indi\"idual ^aria-

tion (variation within a given bird

population) and geographical \aria-

tion (variation betsveen popula-

tions from different locaUties). In-

di\-idual \ariation is due to tiie fact

that no two uidi\-iduals in sexually

reproducing species are ever com-

pleteb' alike, wth tiie exception of

identical t^^'ins. These \ariants are

sometimes as different as the gray

and the rufous phase of the Screech

Owl or as the man\- \-ariants of the

Ruff.

Just as there is Nariation within

a population, there is variation be-

tween populations. The Song Spar-

ro^^ (Melospiza melodia), for ex-

ample, has 33 geographical races

in various parts of North .America.

These geographical races or sub-

species intergrade wherever theii-

ranges meet. Often they are con-

spicuously adapted to the en\Tron-

ment. Races of the desert are pale

and sandy in coloration, whereas

those of humid regions are of a

deeper, saturated tint.

Such geographical variation is

by no means irregular. The races

that live in more northerly, cooler

climates are of larger body size

than more southerly races (Berg-

mann's rule). Body appendages,

hke tlie bill and tail, tend to be

shorter in cooler parts of the range

(Allen's rule). Pigmentation is in-

creased in more humid areas

(Gloger's rule). These ecological

rules are illustiated in several ex-

hibits in Sanford Hall.

So far, the exhibits have shown

that species are variable, as Darwin

had postulated, but how does this

variation explain the origin of ne\^'

species? This is shown in a series

of maps, which illustiate how cer-

tain isolated geographical races

eventually become so different that

they are on the border line betsveen

species and subspecies. These are

species in the making. If during

this period of isolation such a popu-

lation becomes genetically altered

to the extent that it is no longer

able to interbreed with the pai"-

ental population, a new species is

born.

The result of such speciation are

groups of more or less closelv re-

lated species. The North .\merican

warbler, genus Dendroica, is a spec-

tacular example of such evolution.

An exhibit shows that each of the

eight species that occurs on Mt.

Greylock in Massachusetts differs

from the others in coloration, song,

nest construction, and habitat pref-

erence. Speciation thus leads to

an ever greater variety of organic

beings in nature.

A trip to Sanford Hall is realh-

necessar)' to appreciate tiie vast

range of the exhibits it contains.

Courtsliip and display, reproduc-

tion and egg-laying, parental care

and feeding, birds and their en-

vii-onment are among the otlier

topics presented in the effort to

acquaint the student, as well as

tlie la)aiian, with the principal as-

pects of bird life. For anyone al-

ready interested in obsening birds,

the Hall will pro\ide a broad back-

ground of understanding, and for

one who knows httle about biid

Hfe it would be hard to recommend
a more stimulating inboduction

than these attractive, comprehen-

sive, and skillfully designed ex-

hibits.

<A Golden Pheasant and
a Lady Amherst Pheasant,

shown in flight
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The Hit

THE word "henpecked" brine

to mind a picture of timid httl

men canying umbrellas agains

their will. It does not seem to £

the rooster strutting in his flambov

ant glory and crowing to hig

t e f heaven. Throughout the aninis

kingdom, male animals usually hav

only the simple, primitive functio:

of fertilizing the eggs, and amon;i

water creatures they often accoml

pHsh this merely in the general

neighborhood of the female. Aparj

from this occasional activity, thi'

male is free to go his way withou

fmther thought of his progeny, ex

cept perhaps to eat them if the'

happen along at the wrong place

and tlie right size.

For the most part the males g(

their lordly way, eating, growing

fighting, occasionally mating. Soni(

of their gaudy aggressi\'eness, how
ever, may be due to there beinj

too many of them. Among some ani

,

mals, only the stionger, faster, 0;

more glamorous run the bes

chance of securing a mate, and the

rest, whate\'er their feelings abou'

it, serve the kingdom mainly a;

fodder for otliers.

Pride goeth before a fall, anc

when we see what has actually be-

fallen some males, it should be £

warning to all others. The mildesl

penalty is paid by some fresh-watei

fishes, such as the bowfin, whose

nest witii its precious contents is

guarded exclusively by the male

The female, in tliis case, is the one

to wander away witliout furthei

thought or care. Similar in effect

but more liumiHating in practice

are the family duties of a small fisb

li\-ing in the Indian and Pacific

oceans. The female lays her eggs

in two bunches connected by a

filament and then hangs them o\'ei

a hooked, bony projection from the

forehead of the male. The father-

to-be is then condemned to swim

about draped in this feminine garb
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Even Caspar Milquetoast

would be a cave man

compared with some

of nature's benedicts

Bij N.
J.
Berrill

by C. Frederick Maso

until the young hatch and allow

him to recover his self-respect.

The midwife frog of Europe is

the father, not the mother. The fe-

male produces the eggs in chain

arrangement, but the male deUber-

ately takes them and winds them

like a girdle around his legs and

thighs. He then seeks confinement

in some burrow until his term as a

nursemaid is over.

These are mild discomforts, how-

ever, to those endured by certain

other fishes and frogs. In most ma-

rine catfishes, the male carries the

pea-size eggs in his large moutli

cavity for weeks, even months, until

they hatch. He loses his appetite

and as far as is known goes with-

out food for that period. Whether

the httle Chilean frog, Rhinoderma,

is more or less a martyr is hard to

say. The male is apparently able

to eat during his servitude, but

piping is inhibited by the eggs he

carries in his vocal pouch. They

stay there not merely to the tad-

pole stage but through metamor-

phosis, until they hop out of their

fadier's moudi—small but fully

formed frogs.

In the foregoing cases the impor-

tance of the male is really enhanced,

and the loss of freedom as a pater-

nal nurserymaid should not be con-

sidered disquieting when it is an

accepted custom. Pipefish and sea

horses have carried things further.

In both of these weed-haunting
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fishes the male lies close to the fe-

male to fertilize the eggs as they

emerge; in the case of the sea horse,

he actually curls his tail around his

mate. The eggs do not float freely

away in the water, however; nor

are they attached, as many are, to

the somewhat protective surfaces

of rocks, weeds, or shells. Instead,

they are passed to the male for

safekeeping. The pelvic fins of the

male alone are especially modified

to form a brood pouch to receive

them. Here the eggs develop until

they eventually hatch and escape

as miniature sea horses or pipefish,

as the case may be.

Feiiiine fatale

From the male point of view, fe-

male scorpions and spiders are all

too likely to carry matters much

too far. A male scorpion may not

have to risk death at the hands of a

rival suitor quite the way certain

other animals do, but he may pay

with his life in the end anyhow.

The female, after mating, has no

further regard for the male; her

predatory instincts override those

of acquiescence, and she stings and

devours the male, unless he is

quicker than most of his fellows.

The orb-weaving spiders have the

same nasty habit. The female will

not respond to the male unless he

makes timorous, tentative advances,

and in some of the vagrant jump-

ing spiders he has to put on a com-

pUcated and spectacular perfor-

mance comparable to the "love

dances" of some tropical birds. Dur-

ing these dances the male spider

remains at a safe distance and only

approaches the female with great

caution. If accepted, his danger

after mating is just as great, and

only his agihty can save him. In

the orb weavers, the male is some-

times many times smaller than the

female—in fact, a dwarf. In one of

tlie orb weavers, the female has a

body two inches long, whereas the

male is only one-tenth of an inch

long. It has been suggested that

the reduction in size is directly con-

nected with the danger entailed

during the mating season, on the

grounds that small, active males

have a better chance of escaping

the ferocity of the female; but there

seems to be no positive evidence

to prove this.

It is possible to look upon a race

or a species as having an existence

of its own—an existence that over-

shadows the importance of any in-

dividual. On this basis, nature

sometimes seems to operate for the

economic efficiency of the whole.

Males tend to consume food at the

same rate as females, but collec-

tively tliey do not conti-ibute as

much to the substance of the next

generation. In such circmiistances

they are, to a large percentage,

biologically superfluous.

Nature in the long run is apt to
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be \'igorously economical, ev"en

when appearing to be most waste-

ful. Accordingly, we find many in-

stances where tlie males are greatly

reduced in nimibers by one means

or another. Again, their Hfe span

is shorter. Among spiders, males are

usually present in numbers equal

to the females, but they mature

more quickly (actually molt fewer

times and hve a shorter life.)

They are speciaHsts that are so con-

stituted that they die soon after

mating, with the result that they are

not present to compete for tlie food

supply after they have assured

the next generation.

Most animals produce equal

nimibers of males and females.

Modifications of the proportions are

more often accompHshed by some

sort of selective mortality. Males

and females of one of the large

gill-bearing, fresh-water snails are

produced in the same proportion, but

the females hve about three years,

growing throughout and breed-

ing each year, so that there are

three generations of females alive

at the same time. The males, on the

other hand, survive only one breed-

ing season and die in late winter.

The effect is to hmit the existence

of large numbers of food-consum-

ing males to that period when they

are sexually valuable. That is, the

male population is roughly but one-

third that of the female.

Honeybees accomphsh the same
result by an inherited instinct. The
worker bees kill ofi^ the drones at

the beginning of winter and so con-

serve the resources of the hive for

the benefit of more useful members
of the society.

Insepiirable

Dwarf males are the rule in sev-

eral widely difl^erent groups of ani-

mals, and sometimes the male re-

mains close to the female, so that

whenever the eggs are shed, he is

present to fertilize them. When he

is held virtually in perpetual con-

tact with a female, he tends to be-

come parasitic, which may explain

his reduction in size. The smaller

he is, the less of a drain he will be

on his mate.

In the case of the marine, worm-
hke Bonellia, the female is sausage-
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shaped and about two inches in

length, with a very long proboscis

extending from the distal end. The

adult male is a mere one-fifteenth of

an inch long, though large enough

to fertihze thousands of eggs. He
swims about as a free individual

for a short time, then settles on the

proboscis of a female and creeps

into her mouth and excretory ducts

to spend the rest of his life in a

special recess. The eggs are fer-

tihzed as they pass through the ex-

cretory ducts.

A Parasite on a Parasite

Among crustaceans, the female

isopod Bopyrus hves in the gill

chambers of certain shrimps and

their more lobster-fike relatives.

This would be a difiicult and awk-

ward place for males to find her.

Each female accordingly has a tiny

but effective spouse hving as a

parasite between her leafiike pos-

terior appendages. This is an inter-

esting situation, because the female

is parasitic on the shrimp while the

male is parasitic on the female.

Barnacles, typically crustacean for

all tlieii- immobihty, e.xhibit all pos-

sible sexual conditions, even within

a single genus. Species of Scalpel-

Itiin may have separately sexed in-

dividuals, may be all regular her-

maphrodites ( individuals having

both male and female organs), or

may be hermaphrodites with mi-

nute males, called by Darwin "com-

plemental males." These are httle

more than bags of spermatozoa.

They may be necessary to ensme

cross-fertilization of the eggs.

These invertebrate animals are

all remote from our own kind, and

then pecuharities can be extremely

interesting but rarely shocking. It

is more startling to find a perfectly

respectable vertebrate emulating

them. In some angler fishes hving

in the middle depths of tlie oceans,

the male is not only a diminutive

dwarf but is firmly imbedded head-

on as a parasite in the flesh of the

female. One female caught near

Iceland was forty inches long,

whereas the attached male meas-

ured only about four inches. An-

otlier female, only two and a half

inches, had a tiny male two-fifths

of an inch long attached above the

right eye. Apparently the male, al-

most upon hatching, seeks the fe-

male and holds onto his selected

mate for the rest of his life. There

seems to be no preference for any

particular part of the body; the

abdomen, the region of the giU

openings, or the sides or top of the

head may be used. Occasionally,

more than one male may fasten

onto a single female. He grips her

with his mouth, and his lips and

tongue become completely fused

with her skin. The mouth, teeth,

jaws, gills, and fins of the tiny male

all degenerate until he becomes a

typical parasite. His blood vessels

become continuous with those of

the female, and he contains httle

more than the reproductive organs.

We hinnans have a kinship with

fishes and still retain traces of that

ancient aquatic ancestry. That such

a fate should overtake a lordly male

vertebrate is hard to accept with

complete equanimity. However, we
should reahze that the creatures just

discussed hve mostly in the dark

depths of the ocean, where the

chances of a male finding a mate

would be quite small if he didn't

"tag onto her apron strings" early

in hfe.

Perhaps the extreme in putting

the male in his place is reached in

several kinds of small animals which
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are specially designed to live in

temporary pools. The water fleas

such as Daphnia, the equally crus-

tacean osti-acods, and the micro-

scopic wheel-animalcules or rotifers

have all evolved about tlie same

method of "survival through sacri-

fice." Individually the males have

"kept their self-respect." For the

most part they are well-fonned,

active individuals. On the other

hand, the male population has an

intermittent existence that is any-

thing but complimentary. As long

as Hving conditions are reasonably

good, no males are to be found.

Each female produces successive

batches of eggs that develop imme-

diately without having to be fer-

tilized by a male, and all develop

into females. These in turn pro-

duce in the same way as soon as

they are large enough to do so.

Generation after generation is pro-

duced, and the community grows

rapidly—entirely female.

In a sense the fate of the male

individual seems less severe than

that of the more or less parasitic

dwarfs or short-Hved males of other

forms, for the males are not penal-

ized in extent of development or

in length of life. They normally do

not exist at all, because the poten-

tial males hatch out as females.

Mascuhnity has been abolished but

not the individuals that might have

been masculine.

Here an entirely female world

seems to be ahriost possible but

never fully attainable in the long

run, for in times of trouble males

do appear. When females have begot

females for so long that the popu-

lation of the pond has become con-

gested, or when sudden drops in

temperature foreshadow the end

of summer and the coming rigors

of winter, a change occurs in the

community. Some of the eggs that

hitherto would have developed into

females, develop into males. The
emergency in some way calls forth

a switch in the sex-determining ma-

chinery, and for the first time both

sexes are present together, and eggs

are fertihzed. These eggs form hard

protective shells, and when condi-

tions go from bad to worse, as they

usually do, the eggs survive like

the seeds of annual plants and un-

der circumstances fatal to their

parents. Among the insects, aphids

behave in essentially the same way.

Regeneration

There is one male animal, how-

ever, that really enters into the

spirit of the thing. The Argonaut

or Paper Nautilus is a small octopus

found in warm seas. Each sex has

its own pecuharity. The female

rises to the surface at the breeding

season and lays her eggs in a unique

and beautiful shell made by press-

ing two enlarged tentacles against

her body and secreting lime. The

male is a dwarf, though of mod-

erate size. His spermatozoa are

made into small packets within his

body chamber. With one of his arms,

which is especially lengthened and

called the heterocotylus, he grasps

numbers of these packets, swims

alongside a female, and inserts the

arm deep into her body chamber

close to where the eggs will emerge.

This is an act of chivaky that far out-

classes Sir Walter Raleigh's, for he

breaks the arm off at its base, leav-

ing it within the female to liberate

the packets as needed. But the re-

spect that can be accorded such a

self-sacrificing act is lessened by

the fact tliat the Httle male can grow

a new arm within a few months to

replace the one he so freely gave

away.

AU in all, every conceivable

means of suppressing the male as

an individual or as a sex seems to

have been tried by some animal or

another. The female has dispensed

with him for generation after gen-

eration and has made him a nurse-

maid. So perhaps it is somewhat

surprising that for the most part the

male has so often escaped all but

the minimum of parental duties.
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ANYONE who has tlirilled to tlie

^ song of the wind in Sierra

forests, to Monterey's fog-swept

poppv fields, or to the glorj' of sun-

washed desert hillsides will find on

a secluded ranch in Southern Cali-

fornia's Puente Hills a scene to

awaken a thousand reveries. Here

the inspiration of a pioneer woman,

implemented with 20 vears of co-

operati\e botanical effort, has com-

pressed the vers' essence of the

Golden State's 158,000 square miles

into a 200-acre capsule.

Scientific test tube though it may
be, tlie onl\- frightening tiling about

tliis remarkable Orange County

institution is its name—Rancho
Santa Ana Botanic Garden of the

Nati^'e Plants of California. Aside

from this, evertthing about the

place is as natural as moss on an

alder tree. E\'en the most abysmal

ignorance of perianth and pistil and
other fioricultural m}'steries consti-

tutes no barrier to its full enjoy-

ment.

Established two decades ago by

the late Susanna Bixby Brj^ant as

a memorial to her father, the gar-

den presents the world's largest

collection of native CaHfomia ver-

dure—approximately 140,000 indi-

vidual plants, shrubs, and trees,

embracing more than 1200 species.

In addition to the aesthetic and
educational value of this semipubHc

park, its painstaking development

has resulted in considerable new
scientific knowledge.

Yet, because the Rancho has

nothing to sell (not even an ad-

mission ticket!), its directors have

made almost no effort to pubficize

it. Visitors were not encouraged

prior to 1940, and the place was
again closed to the pubUc dm-ing

the war.

So Rancho Santa Ana remains

largely unknown not only to out-

of-state visitors but to its immediate

neighbors as well. The writer's own
experience may be typical. Our
family had been lifelong nature

lovers and had fived within an
hour's drive of the Rancho for 25

years, yet last spring was the first

time any of us had visited the place!

In Southern California, where
land changes hands more rapidly

than in most other parts of the
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Here, in Southern California, the floral

tapestry of an entire state is compressed

into a horticultural wonderland

By Nell Mxjrbarger

world, even tlie liistory of Rancho
Santa Ana is exceptional. Through-

out nearly 140 years, its title has

been vested in but two families!

Portola's desert-weary expedition

first glimpsed the green valley of

the Santa Ana River in 1769. Forty

years later the King of Spain

granted to a member of that party

—Don Jose Antonio Yorba—a gen-

erous portion of the rich bottom

land and the rolling hills adjacent.

For the next half-centuiy, Don
Jose, and later his son Don Ber-

nardo, reigned over this sweeping

empire as benign feudal barons,

their castle a 70-room adobe haci-

enda. Not until seventeen years

after Don Bernardo's death was any

portion of the Yorba ranch per-

mitted to pass from family owner-

ship.

In 1875, heus to the Y'orba estate

agreed to sell a substantial acre-

age to John W. Bixby, newly ar-

rived from Maine, who foresaw in

California a mights' agricultural

state in the making. For all his

Y'ankee shrewdness and business

acumen, John Bixby was through-

out his short hfe an impassioned

lover of nature. His daughter,

Susanna, tliough but a small child

at the time of her father's death,

often recalled in later years that

she could not remember his ever
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< Planting begun and the Administra-

tion Building and Assembly Hall com-

pleted. The bald, rugged range of the

Santa Ana Mountains is seen in the back-

ground

returning from the fields without

bringing to her mother a bouquet

of whatever wild blooms the sea-

son afforded. Largely because of

this childhood memory, Mrs. Bry-

ant decided upon the botanic gar-

den as fitting memorial to her pio-

neer father—a young visionary, full

of courage but never too busy to

appreciate natural beauty where

he found it.

Like everything connected with

the development of the project, its

location was settled upon only after

extended consideration and long-

range planning. E\'entually, a 200-

acre tract in tlie heart of the huge

Bixby holdings was selected, in the

northeast corner of Orange County

near the San Bernardino County

line. Ranging in elevation from

450 to 1100 feet, it offered a view

of snow-crowned Mount San Jacinto

to the east and the blue waters of

the Pacific 23 miles to the south-

west.

Nothing about the site was then

remotely suggestive of a botanic

garden. Not a shrub or tree grew

upon its bald, brown hills, only soft,

gray coastal sage and other small

herbage. It was a commonplace

California pasture land upon which

cattle had ranged for 115 years. In

that pasture land, however, the

technicians engaged by Mrs. Bry-

ant saw an unparalleled selection of

exposures, moisture conditions, and
varied types of soil—87 types, ac-

cording to chemical analysis, run-

ning the gamut from heavy clay

to sandstone outcroppings.

With ample funds for the de-

\'elopment and maintenance of the

virgin site, botanists, soil experts,

authorities on irrigation problems,

and other technicians in all phases

of land husbandry were called on
to determine how the land should

be planted in order to utilize to

the fullest its potentialities.

> Tower of the Administra-

tion Building as' seen from
the cactus garden

RANCHO SANTA ANA

Inducing the lion to lie down
with the lamb might have been a

relatively simple task compared

with some of the difficulties sur-

mounted at Rancho Santa Ana dur-

ing the ensuing 20 years. Plants,

perhaps more than any other form

of life, are slaves to environment,

to specific elevations and certain

types of soil. How to make one

canyon acceptable to Washing-

tonia filifera, the wild palm native

only to the hottest sections of the

Colorado Desert, while an adjacent

ridge presented every appearance

of an evergreen forest high in the

Sierra—that was the question but

in a thousand forms.

To what degree such posers have

been soh'ed is best determined by

a personal visit.

Throughout April and May, when
the blossoming season is at its peak,

Photo by M. & M

each Friday and Saturday find the

Rancho open to the public by ad-

mittance card. Issuance of such

passes is not restricted to State

Senators and other visiting celebri-

ties; anyone interested in nature

and the out-of-doors may obtain

one by addressing a written request

to the Rancho, Route 3, 23831

Esperanza Road, Anaheim, Cali-

fornia. In his application the poten-

tial visitor should state what day

he wishes to visit the garden and

how many persons will comprise

his party. Further (and this is im-

portant! ) a stamped, self-addi-essed

envelope should be enclosed. Thei-e

is no other cost.

With each admittance card is

mailed a simple chart for locating

the place—an indispensable aid,

since the Rancho is indicated on

few highway maps or road signs.



Following the printed chart, we
wound our way past groves of

oranges, EngHsh walnuts, and avo-

cados and down quiet back-country

lanes bordered by towering euca-

lypti, pepper trees, acacias, and

palms. Gradually leaving behind

the orchards and small farms, we
entered a land of dry, rolling hills,

partitioned by barbed-wire fences,

ranged by cattle, and spotted by
clumps of native cacti.

Twenty miles east of Santa Ana,

the Rancho road veered to the left

from tlie pubUc road and for the

next several miles threaded its way
between two long rows of pome-
gi'anates. This is said to be the

longest lane of these trees in all

North America. Vividly accentuat-

ing the glossy, dark green of the

fohage was a mantle of scarlet

trumpets, which autumn would
change into equally scarlet globose

fruits.

Passing boldly through several

ranch gates fortified with "No Tres-

passing" signs, we finally rounded

a bend in the arid hills and found

our destination at hand.

First stop upon entering the gar-

den was at the sycamore-shaded

picnic area. There an attendant

collected our pass, supphed us

with a free guide map, and in-

formed us tliat thenceforth we were

on our own, with five miles of

winding auto road and twelve miles

of secluded foot trails at our dis-

posal.

"Go wherever you like," he sug-

gested pleasantly, "only be sure to

take the SkyHne Drive before you

leave . . . and have a nice time!"

No sooner had we left the picnic

ground than we found ourselves

in an altogether different world

from the one through which we
had passed en route to the Rancho.

Here was an open green meadow,

as densely blanketed in wild flowers

as ever were the fog-drenched hills

of Marin County or tlie hot slopes

of Kern—a Joseph's coat of golden

poppies, blue lupine, white prim-

roses, and mauve godetias, those

tissue-petaled Farewells-to-Spring.

Remembering what the attendant

had said, we reluctantly pulled our-

selves away from the colorful

meadow and again headed up the

winding scenic grade. But not for

far! Within a mile we had yielded

to the lure of an enticing side trail!

Leaving the car in one of the

frequent pull-outs along the road,

we shouldered our cameras and set

forth adventuring afoot. Before we
had put a dozen yards behind us,

we found it all but incredible that

Photo by Nell Miirbar

tlie forest which engulfed us could

be the product of only 20 years'

time!

In the presence of these trees,

one of the family took advantage

of the occasion to remind me of

my "forest." I had one day planted

an acorn beneath my bedroom win-

dow. It sprouted and eventually

grew into an oak—but not a "great

oak" by any means! After six years

of pampering, it still was only a

reedlike whip, eighteen inches tall,

when I pulled it up in disgust and

consigned it to the compost heap.

Yet on these hillsides, so recently

grassland, were growing tall pines

and Sitka spruce and fir. On the

ground lay a brown carpet of

needles, and through the treetops

sighed a lonely little wind. I could

have sworn that I last heard that

wind near timberline in the High

Sierra!

As we wandered on through this

strange world of enchantment, we
found oaks and cypresses—fourteen

species of the latter, we were sub-

sequently informed. Here, too,

were box elders and buckeyes, bay

laurel and sequoias—both the Big

Trees of the Sierra and the red-

woods of the coastal belt.

With a tug at our hearts we
found ourselves face to face with

a thicket of redbud, an old friend

we had not encountered since that

memorable summer spent tenting

in the gold mining country along

the Feather River. And over here

was another good friend, the

madrona, Bret Harte's Captain of

Western Wood. How was it the

poet had expressed it? . . .

Never like thee tree arrayed,

O, thou gallant of the glade!

And here was a whole glade—

200 of them!—their trunks as satiny-

red and marble-smooth, their thick

leaves quite as glossy as any that

ever grew in northern woods.

Here we saw shrubs whose name
we had never learned—those we
had always called "the yellow-

flowered shrub at Uncle Jim's or

< Twelve miles of enticing

foot trails wind through the

forested slopes and valleys

of Rancho Santa Ana Bo-

tanic Garden
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A A CATTLE RANGE for 115 years, these

jl semidesert hills, dressed only in gray

1
1 coastal sage, were chosen in 1927 as the

site for the botanical experiment

"that ferny-leafed bush that grew

along the rimrock." Here they were

properly introduced to us by incon-

spicuous metal name strips at their

base.

On and on we wandered. The

sun passed its zenith, but the at-

tractive picnic ground and well-

filled lunch hamper in the car were

quite forgotten as we reveled in

one discovery after another. There

was no sensation of restriction, of

being in a planned park or even

in the heart of a busily-working

ranch. Ratlier, our feeling was one

of complete remoteness in moun-

tains distant from any center of

population.

Not until considerably later in

the day did we complete our tour

of Skyhne Drive and return to

headquarters. There we barely had

time for a hurried inspection of

the wild flower display in the as-

sembly hall before the audience

began assembling for the talk given

each visitors' day by Dr. Phihp A.

Munz. After 27 years in the Depart-

ment of Botany at Pomona College

and 2 years at Cornell University.

Dr. Munz accepted the post of

Rancho botanist in 1946.

Too friendly and informal to be

tagged with the pedantic-sounding

> Administration Build-

ing from the south side

RANCHO SANTA ANA

A Hand-molded adobe bricks,

shown here during the drying proc-

ess, formed the basic material of the

Administration Building. The bricks

were made on the premises by Mexi-

can laborers, many of whom had been

employed as ranch hands by John W.
Bixby a half-century before

> The Administration Build-

ing nearing completion. The bar-

renness of the surrounding hills is

still very much in evidence

label of "lecture," the noted bota-

nist's talk on this occasion dealt

with medicinal properties of vari-

ous California plants and the uses

to which each was put by the early

Indians and Spanish-Californians.

A different subject is covered each

day during the visiting season.

In conclusion, Dr. Munz invited

questions from the audience. And
what a barrage was flung at him!

"What native shrubs will do well

on the north side of my house,

where they won't get any sun?'

Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Card.

"What trees grow best in heavy

clay soil?" "What plants should 1

use to check erosion and beautify

an unsightly cliff overlooking the

ocean?"

With the meeting at an end, we
continued our inspection of the

indoor flower exhibit, consisting of

perhaps 150 individual arrange-

ments, one for each plant then blos-

soming at the Rancho. Each species

was tagged with its name, habitat,

and other particulars of interest.

En route to the cactus garden on



Photo by Nell Murbar,

a well-drained, sunny promontory

a few hundred feet east of the as-

sembly hall, we had an opportunity

to inspect the Administi-ation Build-

ing, a structure in early Californian

architecture, quite noteworthy in

itself. It is built entirely of native

adobe except for one wing of fire-

proof concrete, housing a valuable

library of some 3000 carefully

chosen volumes of botanical and

historical interest, as well as many
exceedingly rare pamphlets and

papers. The handmade bricks used

in its construction were molded and

laid in 1927 by venerable Mexicans,

happy for this chance to assist in

furthering a memorial to the be-

loved young patron who had em-

ployed many of them on the ranch

nearly a half-century before.

In addition to the executive of-

fices, the Administration Building

houses an herbarium totaling more

than 31,000 mounted flower speci-

mens, with hundreds more waiting

to be mounted when time permits.

Thick-foliaged types, such as cacti

and other succulents, not lending

themselves readily to dry mounting,

are "pickled" in liquid and stored

in glass jars—300 of them. There is

also a large collection of seed sam-

ples and woods, a photographic

darkroom, and a file of nearly 60(10

photographic negatives available to

students and other interested per-

sons.

This Administration Building was
for several years the personal resi-

dence of Mrs. Bryant, who shortly

> Less than 20 years ago this

scenic pine-bordered "mountain
drive" was naked pasture land
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< A RESTFUL RETREAT beneath the

pines, overlooking the Santa Ana
River Valley and the rugged, can-

yon-cleft hills beyond

before her death in 1946 set up a

generous endowment fund to as-

sure perpetual maintenance of the

garden and fvutherance of its work

and aims.

Elsewhere on the 200-acre tract

are located the nursery, green-

houses, lath house, and potting shed

with soil steriHzer and electrically-

heated cold frame. Many pounds of

seed are harvested each year from

seed-bearers in the garden, some

being retained for Rancho use, the

remainder distributed to other bo-

tanical institutions, municipafities,

and parks, along with many thou-

sands of cuttings and small plants

started in the Rancho nursery.

While all lovers of nature are

welcome to enjoy the garden, Dr.

Munz took special care to point

out that Rancho Santa Ana is not a

public recreational park in any

sense of the word. "Rather," he

said, "it was established to promote

better understanding of California's

native flora, its interest, use, and

conservation."

In this connection he cited a por-

tion of the memorial's Declaration

of Purpose, as set forth at the for-

mal dedication in 1934:

".
. . An institution founded pri-

marily for scientific research in the

Photo by Nell Miirbarger

field of local botany ... to preserve

the native California flora, to re-

plenish the depleted supply of some

of the rarest plants which are

rapidly being exterminated, and

bring together in a comparatively

small area as complete a collection

of the rich store of native California

plants as can be grown in the

southern section of the state . .

."

Throughout the 20-year life of

the garden, even when the pre-

scribed course was far from smooth,

this avowed purpose has stood Uke

a beacon. One of the more difficult

problems met and surmounted dur-

ing that early struggle was the lay-

ing of irrigation pipe lines over

steep-sided hills and through deep-

ly-cut canyons—a terrain far better

suited to cruising buzzards than to

water mains.

With the starting of planting op-

erations and the opening of trails

and roads, erosion likewise became

a serious matter. Where exposed

banks were cutting most drastically,

the situation was brought quickly

under control by the strategic place-

ment of brush that had been cut or

grubbed out and branches that had

been pruned. These brush slash-

ings, when thrown on eroding

areas, catch small debris, mud,

leaves, and dead grass carried by

rain water, fonning a loose dam
to retard the torrents of water. At

the same time, the long-range an-

swer to erosion was supplied by

well-chosen plantings of quick-root-



ing and drought-resistant shrubs,

such as Baccharis and cypress.

In certain sections of the plot,

the soil proved to be so unusually

heavy that special ti-eatment was

necessary before tree planting

could proceed. Holes blasted in

the clay and refilled with lighter

soil solved the problem. For shal-

low-rooted plants, this same heavy

clay was brought into satisfactory

condition by liberal applications of

sulphur, manure, and organic mat-

ter.

Even when all else was at least

partially under control, there was

always the problem of pests. Bands

of deer wandered down from the

higher ranges adjacent to the

Rancho and found special delight

in feeding upon saplings and exotic

shrubs. Field mice and jack rabbits

made war on the large, flat lobes

of the prickly pears; heavy soil and

gophers worked havoc on the Calo-

chortus; and construction of a new
road eliminated the bulb garden

altogether. Flea beetles appeared

on the godetias; scale and psyllids

on the Rhus; Phytophthora attacked

the madrofias.

The leafy succulents—particularly

Diidlei/a, Sti/lophyUum, and Seduin

were persistent objectors to their

newly enforced habitat. On the

one hand, they could not withstand

open exposure to Southern Cali-

fornia's intense summer sun; on

the other, they could not endure

moisture in any great quantity. The
ferns, Woodwardia and Pteridium,

were perhaps unhappiest of all,

but even these are responding satis-

factorily as increased tree growth

brings denser shade to the portions

of the garden in which they are

planted.

Some of the Rancho's most

troublesome times followed the out-

break of war. With many of the

more skilled employees leaving to

join the armed forces or to enter

war production plants, the garden

was left danghng in mid-air. Short-

ages of both personnel and mate-

rials were so serious that for five

years almost every effort beyond

actual maintenance was out of the

question.

In the midst of these dark days

came the greatest blow yet experi-

RANCHO SANTA ANA

enced—the disastrous fire of No-

vember, 1943. Racing down Santa

Ana Canyon, fanned by a high

wind and leaping hundreds of feet

at a bound, the catastrophic blaze

swept through the Rancho, ravag-

ing nearly one-third of all the plant-

ings made up to that time. But

despite these difficulties, scientific

research has gone on unffaggingly

and with some highly commend-

able results.

The most ambitious single project

at the Rancho has been intensive

work in the field of Southwestern

cypresses. For California uses there

is probably no more desirable type

of tree for hedges and windbreaks

than the Monterey cypress. Once

widely cultivated over the state,

recent years have found the Mon-

terey species seriously depleted as

a result of canker or Coryneum

fungus. Dr. Carl B. Wolf, head

botanist at Rancho Santa Ana from

1930 to 1946, when he was suc-

ceeded by Dr. Munz, interested

himself especially in this genus,

seeking some other variety that for

windbreak purposes was as satis-

factory as the Monterey cypress and

at the same time immune to the

fungus.

With the co-operation of Dr.

Wagener of the United States De-

partment of Agriculture, a long-

range program of study was

launched, 7500 seedlings being used

in test plantings widely distributed

over the state. These included 72

different strains of trees, compris-

ing 15 species or subspecies.

This and other studies are still

being conducted. Discoveries of bo-

tanical importance are being made

constantly, and reports dealing with

developments at Rancho Santa Ana

are finding their way into imi-

versities and scientific institutions

throughout the civilized world.

While the Rancho naturally at-

tracts many persons of a scientific

bent, it has been kept notably free

of any scientific "heaviness." No
one need feel overawed or "beyond

his depth" in its presence, for here

> Dr. Philip A. Munz, botanist

at the Garden, surveys part of the

grounds from a massive window
in the Administration Building

is a place where every man may
absorb as much as he is capable of

absorbing.

Audubon Societies come here to

study birds; high school teachers

bring their botany classes; and gar-

den and nature clubs hold their

annual picnics under the sycamores.

Boy and Girl Scouts and Campfire

Girls find the place ideal for re-

quired nature study and hiking

practice, and photographers make

it a rendezvous for special "shots"

of flowering yuccas and cacti.

And then, of course, there are

those of us who have no practical

excuse for visiting the Rancho ex-

cept that we have long retained

in our hearts a warm spot for Other

Places and Other Times. Here, in

a single afternoon, we may renew

acquaintance with hundreds of old

friends of forest, desert, and

meadow.
All this because of a woman's

dream. Before her death in Octo-

ber, 1946, Susanna Bixby Bryant

saw her long-planned garden an

established fact. While plantings

were young and incomplete and

much still remained to be accom-

plished, she had at least the satis-

faction of knowing that wealth

taken from the productive land by

her forebears was being returned

to that same land in such a manner

as to benefit mankind for genera-

tions to come.

Surely no one ever devised a

more fitting memorial to a nature

lover.

Phntn hv M & M. Caioth,
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A Bound for Polynesia, the "Kon-Tiki" plows westward into the open Pacific. One of the crew is fishing

Editorial Foreword

Authorities generally agree that the ancestors of the Ameri-

can Indians came from Asia by way of the Aleutian Islands

or Bering Strait. The earliest of these people may have come

as much as 20,000 to 40,000 years ago. But up to 1500 years

ago the vast island domain of the Central Pacific knoicn as

Polynesia apparently remained uninhabited. There seem to

have been two migrations into these islands, one perhaps

around a.d. 500 and the other around a.d. 1000.

The question of where these Polynesian people came from

has long occupied the attention of anthropologists. Obviously

they must have come either from Asia or America. Almost

all specialists in this field of science have considered it more

likely that they came from Asia.

The present article is written by a man who, after several

years of study including approximately a year in Polynesia,

a year among the Indians of the Northwest Coast, and many
months in South America, became convinced that the Poly-

nesians came from the American side of the Pacific. So

firmly did certain cultural similarities lead him to this theory

that he resolved to duplicate this long voyage from Peru to

Polynesia with the same primitive equipment that the Peru-

vians are known to have had prior to the first European con-

tacts. The present article is the story of this voyage.

Neither the author nor the editor would have felt it within

the scope of this article to present or evaluate the various

complex arguments bearing on this migration riddle. The
author has assembled his own arguments in a sizable book,

which will be published within a few months, and there they

will be judged by scholars on their own merit. Here lie have

opportunity to see, as if at firsthand, the actual problems

that ivould have been met by a group of prehistoric Peruvians

if they embarked or ivere cast adrift on one of their large

rafts. As such, the voyage of Mr. Heyerdahl and his five

companions provides riew information on one of the signifi-

cant aspects of this question, and it can be considered one

of the most enterprising expeditions of recent years.

-^-3

WHENff CAME THE POLYNESIANS ?

I
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•<A THATCHED JUNGLE DWELLING
of bamboo made an ocean home for

the Norwegian explorers on their

raft. From left: Watzinger, Haug-
land, Raaby, Danielsson, and the

author

^ The landlubbers became experi-

enced seamen as they took turns day
and night at the steering oar to hold

the stern to the sea and wind. Ex-

pedition leader is helmsman here

The Voyage of the Raft I

KON-TIKI
An adventurous inquiry into the origin of the Polynesians

By Thor Heyerdahl
" Kon-Tiki" photos frt

USUALLY men who have em-

barked on an ocean raft in

modern times have been ship-

wrecked sailors whose sole desire

was to escape the perils of the open

sea and reach the nearest coast.

But this was not the case in April

of last year, when the tugboat

"Guardian Rio" towed a clumsy raft

away from the sheltered docks of

the Peruvian port of Callao and left

it adrift well outside the harbor

entrance. The six of us that were

left aboard the raft were filled with

one single hope—that the wind and

current would push our primitive

craft far away from the South

American mainland and right into

the wide-open span of the vast

Pacific Ocean.

Our purpose was not to flee the

Republic of Peru. Leading officials

of many nations had bidden us

hearty farewell at the dock as the

Peruvian Navy tugged us to our

point of departure. Nor did we
possess any desire to establish a

world record in ];iazardous ocean

drift. Yet the betting went high at

the docks when we left.

Some claimed that we would be

picked up ofl: the coast in a few

days or would never be seen again.

The nine logs of porous balsa wood
upon which we floated were too

fragile and would break asunder

in the heavy coastal swells, or they

would at least be waterlogged and

sink underneath us far short of the

halfway mark to Polynesia, whose

nearest islands lay some 4000 miles

from Peru. With a foot and a half

of freeboard at the highest section

of the bamboo deck, and with an

open bamboo hut with thatched

roof as our only shelter, we would

THE VOYAGE OF THE RAFT KON-TIKI

be at the constant mercy of the

waves and the weather and be lost

in the first storm.

Others claimed that ropes were

no good in the tiopic sun and in

the sea water and that the complete

absence of nails, pegs, and wire in

our raft would allow it to tear to

pieces as soon as the constant move-

ments of the logs started to chafe

the hemp-rope lashings. And if a

balsa-wood raft, against all the

warnings of the experts, should

prove to be seaworthy, it would

still not be navigable with its

clumsy, square sail and primitive

steering oar. How, then, could we
possibly expect to hit one of the

tiny, farflung islands? The distance

ahead was twice the journey of

Columbus and the clumsy raft not

even comparable.

All these sinister but well-meant
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A Shark and tuna were part of the day's catch. The voyagers

learned that primitive raftsmen would never have starved on a

drift across the East Pacific. Shark, caught chiefly as a safety

measure, was edible if correctly soaked before cooking

warnings were haunting my mind

the first night after the last smoke

of the tugboat had dissolved behind

the horizon. When I was relieved

from watch and ti-ied to sleep, I

realized how everything was in mo-
tion, not so much the pitching and

rolling, as the restlessly undulating

movement of the bamboo matting

on which we lay on top of the great

logs. Each time the stern was lifted

by the seas, I saw dancing black

hills of water, silhouetted against

the stars as they chased along both

sides of our raft, with whitecaps hiss-

ing at us as they passed. I hstened

to the squeaking and gnawing of a

hundred ropes and the splashing

and hammering of water every-

where. At regular intervals heavy

seas thundered on board astern,

but I noticed with comfort how
the water, after whirling up to the

waists of the two steersmen, in-

stantly dwindled by falling be-

tween the open logs or over the

sides of the raft. The seas fell in

a pit before they could reach the

unprotected bamboo hut lashed on

deck a few feet from the stern.

Therefore, we struggled to hold

the stern to the weather and never

let the seas in from the sides.

Gradually I felt happy and proud
of our pecuhar craft. But I could

not quite get away from the com-
plaining music of all tlie light and
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heavy ropes as everything aboard

moved slowly up and down and

even sideways as far as the ropes

would permit.

What would the future bring

us? How would the raft behave

after a week, a month, or perhaps

a year at sea?

I was not a sailor, and only one

of my companions was experienced

in handling an ordinary boat at

sea. I had not been able, word by
word, to answer the pessimistic

warnings of naval authorities and
other experts before we put out to

sea. I was, nevertheless, firmly con-

vinced that our raft could float

across the ocean and bring us safely

to some distant Polynesian shore.

The secret of my stubborn confi-

dence was that I felt certain that

this same ocean route had been

covered before by prehistoric men
on the very same type of craft.

Aheady in 1937, after leaving the

University of Oslo, I had made a

zoological-ethnological survey on
the lonely Marquesas Islands in

the Southeast Pacific. What I found

led me to suspect that an influence

from early Central or South Amer-
ica had somehow preceded the

present Polynesian culture in this

area. It is well known that a num-
ber of striking similarities in the

culture of South America and Poly-

nesia have been noted. These in-

A Diving in shark-infested waters re

quired a good grasp on the ankles. Ever

underwater lashings on logs and centerboards

had to be examined regularly for fear ol

chafing

elude two of the important culti-

vated plants—the sweet potato and

the bottle gourd—and many cul-

tural features. The theory has

therefore frequently been advanced

—and again as frequently rejected—

that there must have been a pre-

historic contact between these two

areas.

There can be no possibility of

any land bridge having existed in

human times, for a comparative

study of the animal life of Poly-

nesia proves its hoary isolation. The
island people, when first discov-

ered by Europeans, possessed good

seagoing canoes, whereas the na-

tives of Peru had only clumsy balsa

rafts for their coastal navigation.

Because of this, it has usually been

assumed by the few who believe

there was a cultm-al transfer that

the South American cultures were

influenced by the island people

rather than vice versa. This view

has never been fully accepted and

is even doubted by competent

scholars of the present day. It is too
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obvious that some of the Peruvian

constructions, artifacts, and food

plants in question date from an

earlier period in America than a.d.

500, which is commonly accepted,

through comparative genealogy, as

the approximate date when the first

Polynesians spread into the East

Pacific.

Thus I had found myself ines-

capably drawn toward the alterna-

tive theory to explain the striking

parallels between Peru and Poly-

nesia—namely, that an offshoot from

the amazing cultures of early Peru

drifted, intentionally or otherwise,

into the Pacific.

I was instantly met by one kill-

ing argument; How could the

Peruvians have covered the thou-

sands of miles of intermediate ocean

when their only means of naviga-

tion in prehistoric times was an

open balsa raft?

To me, there was only one satis-

factory answer, and that was to

build such a balsa raft and see if

it could survive this journey.

I selected five dependable men
who volunteered to join me on the

experimental voyage. One of them,

Herman Watzinger, was a techni-

cal engineer, and he directed the

building of the balsa raft, guided

by detailed accounts and sketches

left in the earliest records after the

conquest of Peru. First we had to

get into the heart of the Ecuadorian

jungle to find present-day balsa

trees that would match the dimen-

sions of the prehistoric rafts. We
cut down nine giant trees, and

floated on them down a jungle

river to the Pacific coast. With the

blessings of the President of Peru

and his Naval Minister, the pre-

historic type of craft was built in

the main naval harbor of Callao

under our own supervision.

The nine balsa logs were lashed

together side by side with many
separate pieces of hemp rope. The
bow of the raft took an organ-pipe

design, with the longest log in the

middle measuring 45 feet and pro-

jecting beyond the others both in

the front and in the stern. In the

stern it supported a big chunk of

balsa holding tholepins for the

steering oar. Of the two-foot cross

section of these logs, more than

A In the wake of a gale: the raft rolling through heavy swells. The

lookout was watching the cameraman, who was being towed in a tiny

rubber float

half was submerged in the water,

but nine smaller crossbeams of light

balsa covered with bamboo lifted

the highest portion of the deck ( in-

cluding the floor of the open hut

upon which we slept) eighteen

inches above the sea. The little

plaited bamboo hut with thatched

roof; two hardwood masts side by

side, with a square sail; five center-

boards two feet wide and six feet

deep, inserted at irregular inter-

vals between the logs; and a long

wooden steering oar astern com-

pleted our replica of the colorful

prehistoric craft.

We named our raft "Kon-Tiki"

in honor of the mythical sun king

who the Incas claim built the enor-

mous stone constructions near Lake

Titicaca before he was defeated in

war by local tribes. After the de-
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feat, according to legend, he fled

with his light-colored people down

to the coast and then westward into

the Pacific Ocean, never again to

return to Peru. Throughout the

Polynesian islands. Tiki is remem-

bered as the mythical hero who
was first in the line of aboriginal

chiefs to settle the islands and to

claim direct descent from the sun.

The Peruvian prefix "Kon" means

Sun.

The six of us went aboard on

April 28 and were left at the mercy

of the elements in the old Inca

fishing grounds outside the port of

Callao. Our ages ranged from

twenty-five to thirty-two. Herman

Watzinger, second in command,

was in charge of testing and hydro-

graphic and meteorologic measure-

ments. Erik Hesselberg, an artist,
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was responsible for plotting our

drift. Our radio operators were

Knut Haugland and Torstein

Raaby, both famous for their sabo-

tage activities during the recent

war (instrumental, respectively, in

the important sabotage of the Ger-

man Heavy-Water Plant and the

battleship "Tirpitz"). Bengt Dan-

ielsson, lonely Swede on our Nor-

wegian expedition, was an ethnolo-

gist from the University of Upsala

who joined us in South America

after an expedition in the jungles

of Brazil.

Our voyage would carry us

tlirough a vast span of ocean that

was very little known, since it was

outside all the usual shipping lines.

We had therefore been requested

to make continuous observations

and transfer them via the amateur

radio network to the United States

Weather Bureau. But unless we
should use tlie radio for caUing

help, it would not alter the primi-

tive conditions of our experiment

in any way.

The first weeks at sea were hard.

One man was seasick for several

days and confined to the hut; con-

sequently, with the ocean breaking

over us, two of us at a time con-

stantly had to battle with the

clumsy steering oar, trying to hold

our stern against the short, racing

seas of the Humboldt Current. We
were soon caught by the offshore

trade vwnds and were then only

able to sail before the wind. We
now realized that we had cut all

our bridges and that there was no

road back to the coast.

We had been at sea only a couple

of days when an airplane flew out

to bring us a last farewell. We
never saw the plane (our horizons

were narrowly fenced in with

watery hills on all sides), nor did

they see us, but we spoke to them
for several hours with our Httle

radio.

After the first weeks we came
into calmer seas with long, rolhng

swells. The great blue ocean was
dotted with whitecaps, and trade

wind clouds drifted across the blue

sky. We had soft days with swim-
ming and rest, and we traveled

along in comfort. Our drift turned

from northwest to west as we left
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A Tightening a loose stay to keep the heavy mast from falling.

There were no nails or wire in the prehistoric type of craft

the green and cold Humboldt Cur-

rent and entered the blue and in-

creasingly warm South Equatorial

Current. We made as much prog-

ress as 72 miles in one day, with

a daily average of 42 miles for the

entire voyage. The surface drift

exceeded the current drift and oc-

casionally blew us out of the main

sweep of the central current.

We found little wearing on tlie

ropes and learned the reason why.

The balsa was too soft to chafe

them. In case of friction, a rope

would soon work itself into the

waterlogged surface of the balsa

logs and thus remain protected.

It was more discomforting to ob-

serve that splinters cut from the

surface of the logs had become

waterlogged and sank when thrown

overboard. It had been common
opinion in Peru that the logs would

be completely submerged before

we sighted the islands.

Archaeologists no longer doubt

that the prehistoric Peruvians used

sails: Not only are there good

historical descriptions of rafts

equipped with sails, but center-

boards of late pre-European date

have been found. Our testings with

centerboards clearly proved that

they are useless on a raft if it is

merely paddled or carried along

by the current.

The first real excitement we ran

into after entering the South Equa-

torial Current was the largest mon-

ster of the seas—the rare but famous

whale shark. Accompanied by a

shoal of pilot fish, this giant among
all fishes slowly caught up with

us from astern, and the water

splashed around its enormous,

white-speckled back as though on

a small reef. The fish bumped into

the steering oar and placed its

huge, froglike head, with tiny eyes

and a five-foot mouth, right up

against the raft. The whale shark

has been measured to a length of

45 feet and undoubtedly grows

larger. We would never have dared

such an estimate, but while tlie

head appeared on one side of the

raft, the tail simultaneously ap-

peared on the other.

The whale shark kept us com-

pany for several hours, and the ex-

citement on board was great, with

everybody prepared with spears,

hand harpoons, and motion picture

camera. The peaceful visit ended

when the excited navigator ran his

harpoon with all his strengtli down
between his legs and into the car-

tilaginous head of the monster.

During the terrific commotion the

whale shark dived, broke the har-

poon, snapped the rope, and dis-

appeared.
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Only at one other time were we
visited by what we suspected to

be whale sharks. It was during a

fairly calm night when three im-

mensely large and phosphorescent

bodies swam in circles under us.

But occasionally we ran into schools

of whales. The huge, snorting ani-

mals rolled right up beside us with-

out the slightest fear. They could

have splintered our raft with a

single blow of their mighty tails,

but after an exhibition of their

swimming ability, they left us

behind.

Some 600 miles southwest of the

Galapagos we were twice visited

by giant sea turtles. One was under

constant attack by a dozen furious

dolphins which tried to snap at

the turtle's neck and fins. After

sighting the raft, the turtle made its

way right up to our side but swam
away as soon as it saw us. Three

of our men, equipped with rope,

pursued the turtle in a tiny, inflat-

able rubber float, but our visitor

escaped while the bewildered

dolphins concentrated all their at-

tention on the bouncing little float.

Weather permitting, we often

got into our rubber float, two or

three at a time, and took a "vaca-

tion" from • our sturdy log raft to

study our craft from a distance.

We could imagine the sight that

early Peruvian seafarers must have

had when they sailed tlieir flotillas

of rafts side by side along the coast

—or into the ocean like Inca Tupac

Yupanqui, who according to legend

discovered some East Pacific islands

before the Spanish Conquest. Par-

ticularly at night, we experienced

an unforgettable sight. Night-

black seas, billowing on all sides,

and twinkling stars foiTned our

entire world.

The year 1947—a.d. or B.C.—what

did it mean? We were at least alive.

Time had little meaning; we were

lost in the endless dark. Ahead of

us "Kon-Tiki" rose and then sank

between the seas. In moonlight

there was an unbelievable atmos-

phere around the raft. The huge,

wet logs fringed with seaweed, the

square contour of the sail, the

bushy jungle hut with a petrol lamp

astern looked like something cut

from a fairy tale rather than from
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reality. Now and then the raft

would disappear entirely behind

the black sea; then, with water

pouring from the logs, it would

rise high to be silhouetted against

the stars.

Although we spent 101 days and

nights drifting on our raft, we never

sighted a ship or any floating debris

left by mankind. If a ship had

crossed our path during an average

day at sea, it would have found us

slowly dancing up and down over

great rolling swells dotted with

minor waves that were stirred up

by the trade winds, which con-

stantly blow from tire New World

into the island domain. A tanned

and bearded man, devoid of cloth-

ing, would have been sighted at the

stern of the raft, either desperately

struggling with the ropes of a long

steering oar or, if the wind were

steady, sitting and dozing in the

sun. Bengt would be found on his

stomach in the doorway of the hut

reading one of his 73 sociological

books. Herman would be seen

busily occupied anywhere, at the

top of the mast, underneath the

logs, or running around with instru-

ments to measure wind and water.

Knut and Torstein were alwavs

struggling with the weather-beaten

radio sets, repairing damage and

sending our reports at night to the

amateur stations that could hear

our signals. Erik was always mend-

ing sail and spHcing rope and

sketching fishes and bearded men
alike. And each noon he grabbed

his sextant and gazed at the sun

to determine how far we had

moved since the day before. As to

myself, I was writing logs, collect-

ing plankton for food experimenta-

tion, and fishing or filming.

The day started with a glorious

sunrise over the sea, the cook be-

ing relieved by the last night watch-

man to collect the flying fish that

had flown on board during the

night. These were fried on a small

primus stove and devoured at the

edge of the raft after a quick morn-

ing clip in the sea. Extra flying fish

were used as bait for the great color-

ful dolphin fish that followed the

raft day in and day out across the

ocean. Dolphins that we did not

eat were used as bait for the great

sharks that calmly swam around

us day and night. When the sea

was high, we could see them side-

ways as though through a perpen-

dicular glass wall raised high above

^ Music at sea. Hesselberg, the navigator, entertaining with his

guitar in front of the open bamboo hut
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tlie \e\e\ of the raft. Then the

raft tipped up and let the water

and the slowly moving sharks pass

beneath us. They never seemed

treacherous except when we
cleaned fish, and they scented blood.

Then tliey would wake up irt a

fury. Yet we never quite trusted

them, and in one day we pulled

aboard nine six- to ten-foot sharks

just to dispose of their intimate

compan\-.

When we slid die sharks up onto

our shallow and sHppeiy logs, the

remoras, chnging to the sharks' skin

by suction, would jump off and at-

tach tliemselves to the side of the

raft; and tlie pilot fish, having lost

their king and master, would find

a substitute in "Kon-Tiki," joining

us in nice fomiation before the bow
or between the centerboards. If

a big blue shark passed, they would

occasionallv follow him away, but

more than 40 of them tailed us right

across the ocean until our raft was

shattered on the reef.

Although we carried our rations

lashed to the logs beneatli the bam-

boo deck, it was still of great im-

portance to me to find out whether

primitive man, accustomed to hard-

ship as he was, would have been

able to renew his supply of food

and water on such a long-lasting

drift. The answer was affirmative.

^ Holding tight in churning seas:

Haugland splicing the steering oar, split

during a heavy storm

After tlie fourth day at sea, there

was not a single day throughout

the journey when we were not ac-

companied by numbers of dolphin

fish. They kept to the side of the

raft or beneath us and could be

fished, speared, or hooked when-

ever we desired. Edible barnacles

and seaweeds grew all over the

huge logs and could be picked hke

garden greens. And they often

housed tiny, edible pelagic crabs

or very small fishes. A dozen or

more flying fish, often accompanied

by baby squids, came aboard al-

most every night, sailing through

the air in schools right above the

surface if pursued by dolphins or

sharks. Twice in mid-ocean on dark

nights, a long snakelike fish with

huge eyes and carnivorous jaws

jumped right into our sleeping bags

inside the bamboo hut and caused

a great commotion. It was probably

the Gempylits, which was seen this

way by man for the first time, only

a couple of skeletons having previ-

ously been found on South Ameri-

can shores. Soaked shark meat, de-

licious bonito, and yellow-fin tuna

completed our seafood menu and

made it clear enough that early.

hardy raftsmen were not menaced

by hunger.

We carried 200 coconuts and

samples of the Peruvian sweet

potato and gourd, which were im-

portant food plants that the ab-

origines of Peru shared with those

of Polynesia. Those not eaten en

route were successfully planted

upon our arrival on the islands, to

prove that they could be carried

on a raft without loss of germinat-

ing power. These preliistoric food

plants could never have drifted

across the ocean without the aid

and care of human hands, and the

aboriginal name for sweet potato

was Kitmara—both in Peru and on

the Polynesian islands.

The early raftsmen along the

dry South American coast carried

their water supply in gourds or

pottery containers and in huge

canes of bamboo with the joints

pierced out. Left in the shade un-

derneath the bamboo deck, where

they were constantly washed by

the seas, we found that our plain

Peruvian spring water was pre-

served for more than two months

before the fust samples began to

rot. At that time we had already

A Crashed on a reef in the Tuamotus: the battered "Kon-liki"

at its destination inside Polynesia after a westward drift of 4300 miles
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entered a part of the ocean where

drizzles were frequent and rains

occasional, and we were able to

collect sufficient rain water for our

daily needs. We consumed a ton

of water on the journey, along with

more than ample rations, and the

buoyancy of the balsa logs would

have permitted us to double our

water supply in easily stored bam-

boo canes under the deck. With

the warm climate creating a de-

mand for salt, we could mix up

to 40 per cent of sea water with

our drinking water without evil

effects. Like our early predecessors

and many sailors shipwrecked dur-

ing the war, we found several sim-

ple methods of abstracting the

thirst-quenching juice from raw

fish, a supply that never ran short.

In this way, with the days full

of testings and practical experi-

ments, we found ourselves carried

across the ocean bit by bit. By the

forty-fifth day we had drifted from

the seventy-eighth meridian to the

one hundred-eighth and were ex-

actly halfway to the first islands.

During those days we were more

than 2000 miles away from the

nearest shore in any direction.

When the ocean was smoothly roll-

ing, we could leave our raft in the

little float and row away into the

blue space between eternal sea

and sky. As we watched our gro-

tesque craft growing smaller and

smaller in the distance, an oppres-

sive sense of lonehness came over

us. It was as though we were sus-

pended in space, like disembodied

spirits. When we rowed back to

our distant raft, we felt a strange

feeling of relief and were happy

to crawl on board our precious,

weather-beaten logs and find shade

from the glaring sun inside the

bamboo hut. The now familiar

scent of bamboo and thatched roof

made us feel that we were back in

our earthly home again, inside a

jungle dwelling that was far away
from the hmitless sea.

We enjoyed our evening meals

as the glorious sun sank into the

sea before om- bow, while sky and

water became a dream of colors.

Small, striped pilot fish would rush

to the surface to snap at our crumbs,

and they were occasionally fol-

lowed by a lazy shark, hke kittens

by a bulldog.

As darkness came we would hght

om- petrol lamp, and Erik would

fetch his guitar. Then merry song

and music from the raft spread

with the dim light over the nearest

waves of a trackless, endless ocean.

We would soon roll up on the bam-

boo matting inside the hut, leaving

the watchman alone with the stars

and the steering oar.

We hit two storms when we ap-

proached the end of the journey.

The first lasted one day and the

second five. With sail down and

ropes shrieking, "Kon-Tiki" rode

the breaking ocean hke a duck. A
raft in high seas with wet and sHp-

pery logs and no railing requires

careful stepping. The second storm

had just begun when Herman went

overboard. When visible again, he

was seen struggling behind the

stern. He struck for the blade of

the steering oar, but a strong wind

pushed us ahead, and he missed.

We could not turn our raft around

to go back a single inch. There was

no possibility of even stopping our

stubborn craft in its reckless trek

to the west. The airy float would

blow like a feather ahead of the

raft if put to sea in such a wind.

We threw out a life belt, once,

twice, but it blew right back on

board. We became desperate as

Herman, our best swimmer, was

left farther and farther behind.

With a line in one hand Knut

leaped into the sea, and slowly the

two friends worked their way to-

ward each other. Thirty yards be-

hind the raft they joined hands,

and the four of us on board pulled

them in.

We had a green parrot as ship's

pet. It was a perfect sailor and a

joyous companion, until a big sea

stole it on the sixtieth day.

At the end of the third month,

we were constantly visited by Poly-

> Safe in Polynesia: the author

in native pareu with young friends

from the islands. The author be-

lieves the Polynesians are partly

descended from prehistoric drift-

voyagers from Peru

nesian frigate birds and boobies

in increasing numbers. Then we
sighted a rising cumulo-nimbus

cloud, reveahng the existence of

some hidden, sun-baked isle be-

neath the western horizon. We
steered for the cloud as best we
could, and as the golden sun rose

from the sea on the ninety-third

day, the blue haze of land was out-

lined against a reddish sky. We
were passing the tiny atoll of Puka-

puka, but wind and current would

not permit us to turn around. We
had covered 4000 miles of ocean

heading west, and yet we could

not force ourselves 4 miles to tlie

east to reach the island. More than

ever was this a plain and unmis-

takable lesson, stressing the fact

that in this ocean a drifting craft

and a natural migration would in-

evitably be pushed to the west.

And it was with sti-ange feelings

that we sat quietly down on our

raft and saw the little, solid speck

of land-the first and only for twelve

weeks—slide away on our port

stern. For a moment the wind car-

ried a mild whiff of verdant tropi-

cal fohage and smoky native house-

hold odors, and we filled our salty

lungs before the fata morgana—the

mirage of our hopes—sank into the

sea.

On the ninety-seventh day an-

Continucd on page 2S6
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Pj^gniies of the Plant World
In the Lilliputian world of the mosses, dwarfs become

giants and the nature-lover needs only a hand lens to

glimpse some of Nature's most exquisite creations

By Blaik Chambepilin

AS though endowed by Nature

j[\_\vitli a compassion for all

things old, barren, or unsightly, tlie

gentle mosses draw their soft blan-

ket over the storm-scarred moun-

tainside and soften the bleak out-

Une of rock and dying tree. They

lay their heaHng hands over Na-

tinre's wounds and carpet the forest

corridors with a tapestry unequaled

by any handiwork of man. Moss
plants provide nest-building mate-

rial for some birds and bedding for

bears diuring their long winter sleep.

In some northern climates, mosses

have been used as padding for

babies' cradles, and they are even

used in the manufacture of per-

fume.

Insignificant as the mosses ap-

pear, they are essential to man\-

higher plants. They conserve mois-

ture and prevent erosion, reclaim

marshlands, and form the birthplace

of many streams that start out as

mere rivulets seeping from a great

bed of moss. The world around,

they spread their shaggy mantles

over old stone walls, trees, ancient

castles, and tumbled-down shanties,

on curbstones along busy streets,

and even in such unexpected places

as an old hat left by some moun-
tain climber high in the Alps.

To examine closely a bed of tiny,

ghttering moss plants, with either

the naked eye or a hand lens, is to

experience the thriU of exploring

a strange and beautiful world in

miniature. Our search will often re-

veal mosses that look Uke diminu-

tive evergreen trees, roses, and

ferns, while others are shaped hke

minute stars, ostrich plumes, and

myriads of other bizarre shapes and

forms. It is httle wonder that the

folklore of a country such as Ireland

with its profuse moss growth is re-

plete with legends of little people,

of fairies, elves, and pixies.
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A A CARABID BEETLE in a "jungle" of Hairy Cap Moss

The names bestowed upon many
of the mosses speak eloquently of

the curious charm they exert on

those who have made a study of

them. The Wood Revelers, Lit-

tle Beard Mosses, the Ghttering

Feather Moss, Golden Cord Moss,

Torn Veil, and Fountain Mosses are

all names that describe the beauty

of these tiny bits of plant life. The
Greek botanist Dioscorides and the

Roman naturalist Gains Phnius gave

many of the mosses the names they

still bear. Pliny was so intrigued by
one species of the genus Polij-

trichum that he called it Golden

Maidenhair because the tiny veil

atop its spore case resembles a

maiden's tresses. This species was

at first dedicated to Venus and later

to the Virgin Mary and was claimed

to have the power of strengthening

the hair of anyone who used it in

a wash. Another genus, Cathe-

rinaea, was named for the onetime

Empress of Russia, Gatherine II.

The name "moss" is often mis-

takenly apphed to many other

plants, such as lichens, hverworts,

algae, and even some of the higher

plants. "Iceland Moss," for example,

is really a hchen. "Florida Moss,"

or "Spanish Moss," is a true flower-

ing plant and not a moss; and the

liverworts might be said to be

merely poor cousins of the true

mosses. The club mosses are not

mosses at all. Though they are

spore-bearing plants with tiny scale-

like green leaves that often spread

vinelike on the ground, they vary

considerably from the true moss
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plants in structure and life history.

The true mosses and the Hver-

worts make up tlie plant family

known as the Bryophyta and are

classified midway in the order of

plants between the lowest group,

the Thallophyta, which includes the

bacteria, fungi, algae, and molds,

and the spore-bearing plants, the

Pteridophyta, such as the ferns,

horsetails, and club mosses, which

have well-developed stems and

roots.

The curious and mysterious

mosses are believed to have been

among the first forms of plant life

on earth. Their ancestors have never

been definitely determined, nor is

it known whether any other groups

of plants have originated from the

mosses. It was thought at one time

that the liverworts, one of the most

primitive groups of plants, were

ancestral to the mosses, but recent

evidence makes this theory doubt-

ful.

Through the centuries, poets, art-

ists, and philosophers have pro-

claimed the verdant charm of the

mosses and sought to describe their

beauty in poetry, picture, and prose.

Browning mentions the "elf-needled

moss," and Ruskin, who seemed to

have an especial affection for

mosses, said, "To them, slow-fin-

gered, constant-hearted, is intrusted

the weaving of the dark, eternal

tapestries of the hills." To create an

atmosphere of peaceful decay and

lonely charm, Shakespeare speaks

of "an oak, whose boughs are

mossed with age."

The known species of mosses are

legion. For example, the Little

Beard Mosses number 394 species.

But there is only one species of

Luminous Moss (genus Schistos-

tega). Many are surprised to learn

that the largest mosses found in

southern United States (genus

Fontinalis) may reach four feet or

more in length. The inability of

mosses to attain any great size is

due to their lack of vascular tissue,

which in the higher plants provides

the system of pipes or tubes for

transporting water and plant food.

Their close relatives the liver-

worts are even more primitive in

structure. They are merely fleshy

leaves or ribbons, though some spe-

cies do have stems from which

scalelike leaves project. They are

found in damp, shady places and

cling closely to the decaying log,

bark, or leaves to which they are

attached by a multitude of short

hairhke roots, or rhizoids as they

are called.

In some liverworts, the manner

in which the spores are ejected

after developing from a fertihzed

egg cell is another example of

Nature's mechanical ingenuity. Tiny

A With myriads of tiny plumes and banners, the moss

legions transform a decaying tree into a thing of beauty

MOSSES—PYGfTlES OF THEJ PLANT WORLD

coiled springs called "elaters" are

scattered among the spores inside

the spore case. These springs re-

main tightly twisted until the time
is ripe for the spores to be scattered.

Then they suddenly uncoil in such
a manner as to eject the spores

from the case in which they have
been imprisoned.

The moss plant is a most com-
plex structure and differs in many
respects from the higher plants. In

the way it reproduces from spores

instead of seeds, its hfe history

somewhat resembles that of the

ferns. The capsules, or spore cases,

containing the almost invisible

spores are marvelous examples of

Nature's craftsmanship. Brown or

chestnut in color when ripe and
globular or oval in shape, they rise

above the main body of the moss

plant on a fragile, slender stem.

This whole structm-e, stem and cap-

sule, is known as the sporogonium

and is often tinier than a common
pin. You will find it interesting to

examine one of these under a mag-

nifying glass. Topping the spore

case is a ragged bit of huskhke ma-

terial called the veil or calyptra.

Beneath this is a curious Hd or cap,

sometimes shaped like a tiny

dunce's cap, a Tam o' Shanter, or

an inverted saucer. When the spore

case is properly ripe, this lid comes

loose and pops open to reveal a

row of minute teeth encircling the

top or opening of the spore case.

These curious teeth are always

four, sixteen, thirty-two, or sixty-

four in number. They are so ar-

ranged that when they are in the

closed position, a single spore can-

not escape, but when tlie humidity

is right for the sowing of the spores,

these teeth automatically separate

and allow the spores to stream out

and be blown about by the wind

until they come to rest at some dis-

tance from the parent plant.

If these spherical spores chance

to land in a suitable place, they

germinate and grow into a weblike

mass of hght green tlireads or rib-

bons called protonema. Soon this

primitive mass of moss tissue

sprouts tiny "roots" and branches at

several points, and these in time

become adult moss plants.

The protonema, having fulfilled



Photo by Blair Cliamberlin

A i HIS SHAGGY BIT of Broom Moss shows how the spore-filled cap-

sules rise above the main body of the parent plant

its sole pui-pose in life, usually dries

up and disappears, leaving a group

of indi\idual moss plants. These,

unlike the preceding generation,

later develop male and female parts

in tiny dots at the ends of the

branches or stems. The male parts

produce spermatozoa which are

motile. That is, they can move about

under their own power. Thus the

moss plant can be said in this re-

spect to be part animal—a throw-

back to its ancestors whose sperma-

tozoa had the abiht)' to swim about

in the warm water of the ancient

seas in order to fertilize the female

egg cells. When a moss sperma-

tozoon ahghts on a drop of water

caught on the tip of the flask-shaped

female organ, it immediately swims
to the waiting egg cell and fertilizes

it.

The moss plant now reveals an-

other of its peculiarities. The fer-

tihzed egg cell, unlike that of a

flowering plant, does not develop

into a hard seed but grows into a

stem and spore-filled capsule—the

sporogonium already referred to.

Still more amazing is the fact that

this sporogonium is not a branch of

the moss plant but draws its nour-

ishment parasite-like from the par-

ent plant and is in realit)' the child

of that plant. Thus the life history

of a moss plant is divided into two

stages which follow each other in

regular alternation.

The Luminous Moss is one of the

most fascinating species so far dis-

covered. Found growing only in

damp, gloomy caves and old cellars,

this weirdly beautiful moss ap-

pears to glow with an iridescent

light, like a bed of live, emerald-

green coals. Under a microscope

you can see that the source of this

eerie light is in the tiny lenses that

these plants have developed in or-

der to concentrate the scattered,

feeble, light of their subteiTanean

abode on their chlorophyll cells

and thus make possible the photo-

synthesis necessaiy for them to ex-

ist. Nature has also provided the

chlorophyll cells and the tiny lenses

with the amazing abihty to move
about within the leaf in order to

keep the changing light concen-

trated most efficiently. The lea\es

are only one cell in thickness and

stand erect with their flat surfaces

turned toward the Bght. Anyone
who has studied mosses wonders

how a person can walk past them

daily without pausing to see what

wonderful things they are.

Mosses have been known to build

up deposits of limestone by becom-

ing incrusted with the lime formed

by the decomposition of bicarbo-

nate of lime dissolved in sti-eams

flowing through rocky regions. They
sometimes become so incrusted that

only the green tips of the plants

project. Thus the borders of the

sti-eam become calcified and raised

to a higher level, sometimes in

walls almost 50 feet high—an amaz-

ing construction job for such elfin

plants and one that takes more than

2000 years to accomplish!

Peat Moss or Sphagnum Moss is

one of the more common mosses

yet one with a most uncommon and

interesting background. Usually

found in compact green and purple

mats along the banks of sti'eams and

on the surfaces of bogs and small

lakes, its spongelike ability to ab-

sorb and retain moisture has made
it one of the most valuable water-

loving plants. Peat mosses have re-

claimed vast areas of wasteland

throughout the northern parts of

the world, turning them into peat

(a useful fuel) and forming some

of the most fertile soil to be found.

The supply of peat in the United

States alone is estimated to con-

tain 12,000,000 tons of dry fuel, and

the ancient peat bogs of Ireland

ha\ e yielded fuel for centm^ies. Peat

bogs have also been found in India

and in numerous sections of north-

ern Europe. The Po Valley in north-

ern Italy derives its fame as one of

the most fertile spots on the globe

because of its vast peat bogs. In the

British Isles, as the population in-

creased and the need for more

tillable land became acute, the peat

bogs were drained and transformed

into useful farmland. Today it is

estimated that one-fifth of the fer-

tile land in England and Ireland

has been reclaimed in this way.

Peat bogs are foraied from the

remains of countless thousands of

generations of moss plants. Taking

root around tlie borders of a small

body of water, they gradually gro\\-

outward until they form a raft of

Uving and dead plants. As the older

parts of the plants die and drop

from this living raft, they sink to

the bottom and thus gradually pile

up an accumulation high enough

to meet the thick beds of plants on

the surface. Quite often the plants

along the borders of the pond grow

so profusely that they Hterally push

the floating plants outward until
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* The germinating spore sends

out a long tube. This becomes a web-

like mass of threads or ribbons which

sprouts at several points to produce

plants having egg cells and male

cells. (Funaria hygrometrica, magni-

fied 1000 times)

nc^'.v
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Photos by K. A. Wagner

'^ The capsule, or spore case, is often

iound covered by a husklike veil, or

(alyptera, quite hairy in the Hairy Cap
losses. Beneath is a lid (right) which

ops open to reveal a circle of closed

;eth. When the humidity is right, these

sparate and allow the spores to stream

brth. (Polytrichum piliferum, magni-

ed 14 times)

the entire surface of the pond is

covered with what appears to be a

lush meadow. Both men and ani-

mals are sometimes deceived by

what appears to be a stretch of

solid ground but in reality is a

"quaking bog." When they break

through the treacherous surface,

they die a lingering death in the

clammy embrace of the semiliquid

peat below. Owing to some pre-

servative quality in the peat, the

bodies of its victims have often been

preserved for hundreds of years.

Another odd thing about peat

bogs is their peculiar ability to

maintain a uniform temperature

throughout all seasons of the year.

This property has led to the prac-

tice of employing peat beds in Ire-

land as natural refrigerators for

butter and other perishables. Peat

diggers still occasionally stumble

upon a store of "marsh butter" that

has been underground for years

and is so well preserved that it is

still edible.

The peat bogs of Ireland were
once believed to be the abode of

supernatural beings. Tales were told

of men who entered their gloomy

depths and mysteriously disap-

peared. Many laid these sti-ange

disappearances to the will-o'-the-

wisps, those weird blue-green lights

that are seen dancine; about the

>• The egg cell of a female moss plant

(Mtiium) is seen here in a well-de-

veloped archegonium (center), mag-
nified 135 times. The plant that re-

sults from the union of the egg and
male cell appears as an outgrowth
of this plant but is distinct and
asexual

A The male cells are produced in cylin-

drical sacs on the tops of male plants,

magnified here in cross section 42 times

V

A Five asexual plants, only two
of which have developed spore cases.

The spores from these will drift forth

to produce the weblike protonema,

and the cycle will again be repeated.

This is one of the smaller Hairy Cap
Mosses, enlarged about two times

bogs on dark nights. E\'entually it

was understood that the unwary
folk had simply perished in the

"quaking bogs," and the will-o'-the-

wisps were discovered to be nothing

more than balls of phosphorescent

MOSSES—PYGMIES OF THE PLANT WORLD

A The liverworts are more primitive

than the mosses and are sometimes con-

fused with them. The one shown here,

Marchautia polynwrphd (enlarged 31/'

times) produces organs like these for

reproduction in the female plant

gas given off by the deca}'ing vege-

table matter under certain humid

conditions.

In recent years, peat mosses have

become of economic importance to

nurseries and florists as packing for

Continued on pacie 2S^
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<An explosive surge of water
quite suddenly gouged this can-

yon through the forest

As though it were a warning of

tilings to come, the streams near the

park headquarters at Longmire be-

gan to rise, and for twenty-four

hours the ground shook as boul-

ders rolled and thundered down
the NisquaUy River. At Paradise

Valley, in the headwaters of the

Nisqually, the rain came down in

sheets, with 5.89 inches falling in

a few brief hours. Almost unnoticed,

the next drainage to the west of

the NisquaUy—5ie Kautz Creek

Valley—changed from a clear, foam-
ing mountain stream to a sullen,

silt-darkened torrent that flung it-

self against the highway bridge on
the park entrance road. Park rang-

ers, patroUing this road, anxiously

watched the raging waters as night

feU, wondering if the bridge would
be there when morning came.

Then, just before midnight, the

electric power at Longmire sud-

denly failed; something had hap-

pened to the hne. It wasn't until

early the following morning that

the astonished patrol rangers saw
the reason for the power failure.

Across the entrance highway was
flowing a broad river of mud and
water, carrying with it trees and

SOME people travel great dis-

tances to see outstanding events,

and others have these events

brought right to their door. It is

seldom, however, that a person is

given the opportunity of watching

such a breathtaking demonstration

of power and destruction as that

shown recently when the forces of

Nature combined to bring about

complete devastation to the beau-

tiful Kautz Creek Valley in Mount
Rainier National Park. To the resi-

dents of the park, virtually ma-
rooned from the .outside world for

several days, it was a never-to-be-

forgotten sight.

It happened in 1947 during the

month of October, a season when
any kind of weather is Hkely to hit

the region. For several days it had
been wet; rains fell that seemed
to have neither beginning nor end.
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The Flood

that swallowed a
GLACIER

When floodwaters released their might in a brief,

dramatic episode, they swallowed at least a mile

of the once majestic Kautz Glacier and swept

destruction into a peaceful valley

Bij Russell K. Grater
Mount Rainier National Park,

Longmire, Washington

All photographs courtesy National Park Service
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debris of every description. Local

residents of Longmire soon col-

lected along the highway to watch

the sight.

As you approached the flood area,

you could feel the ground quiver-

ing as though in torture. A dull

roar, growing to deafening propor-

tions as the edge of the flood was

reached, gave some indication of

the tremendous power that Nature

had unleashed. The sight up and

down the broad, heretofore heavily

wooded and peaceful valley was

indescribable. Where once grew a

veritable jungle of brush, ferns, and

giant trees there now was devasta-

tion on a vast scale. Broad areas

had been denuded. Small islands

of trees were batthng vahantly for

their lives against a relentless flood

that threatened to destroy them at

any moment. Here and there, large

trees, hundreds of years old and

measuring up to five feet in diame-

ter, were ground and hammered by

tons of sand and huge boulders

until they could resist no longer.

Throughout their entire length

they would begin to shake and

weave crazily; then they would fall

with a roar that was almost lost in

the noise of the flood. Those that

were able to withstand the on-

slaught were Uterally chewed and

ground almost in half by the hquid

sandpaper flowing past them.

The material being moved along

by the flood was certainly not

water; it was more the consistency

of good cement. Paul Bunyan's "ce-

ment mixer" tlie locals called it!

Several feet in depth, it flowed slug-

gishly along, bringing with it large

boulders, some of which measured
approximately thirteen feet in di-

ameter! Small wonder that few
things were able to withstand its

full force!

In the midst of all this uproar,

alarmed yells brought panic to the

people standing on the highway
watching the spectacle. The cries

were from a party that had skirted

along the edge of the flood area

and gone a short distance up the

valley. Hurrying back toward the

highway they warned of an ap-

proaching crest to the flood, and
the sound of snapping trees and a

marked increase in the shaking of

A Once a highway: the entrance road as it appeared after the

floodwaters had subsided. Hundreds of huge boulders and piles of

large trees choked the roadway for about half a mile

A Large bouldjers were piled along the edge of the newly-cut

canyon as though a giant plow had thrown up a furrow
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A Where the famous Wonderland Trail crossed there is now a deep gorge
A Once a dense forest, now a

of devastation with huge boulders ever|

the ground added emphasis to their

words. Immediately there was a

wild dash to get cars, parked at an

apparently safe distance from the

flood, to safer ground. To the ac-

companiment of shouts from adults

and wails of fright from children,

the cars were finally moved to

safety, although one or two over-

anxious drivers created near hys-

teria by flooding their carburetors

in their haste to get going.

This last big "surge" turned out

to be the final effort of the flood,

and the rapidly receding waters

soon made it possible to go into

the devastated area to see what had

really happened. Because of the

treacherous nature of the uncon-

solidated flood materials (some of

it so soft that it acted like quick-

sand) all initial investigations had
to be conducted from safer ground

in the adjoining forests and on the

high ridges.

The area affected by the flood

stretched from the Kautz Glacier,

high on the slopes of Mount Rainier,

for approximately si.x and one-half

miles down the Kautz Valley to its

junction with the Nisqually River.

First investigations centered about
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the glacier in the upper reaches of

the valley. From a vantage point

almost 1000 feet above the glacier,

the story of the flood and its prob-

able cause was readily apparent.

In the vast amphitheater once oc-

cupied by the glacier, there was

now only a deep gorge, approxi-

mately 300 feet in depth and 1000

feet wide at the widest point. The
glacier itself had been destroyed

for a distance of at least one mile

and swept away by the floodwaters.

Here and there, remnants of the old

ice field still perched precariously

on the steep walls of the newly-

cut canyon of the Kautz. Deep-

sided canyons, entering the main

gorge, told of powerful streams of

water that had poured down the

mountainside onto the glacier. To
complete the picture of destruction,

low-hanging clouds drifted into and

out of the black-walled amphithe-

ater, now showing the scope of the

new canyon, now hiding it from

view. All of this was punctuated

with an almost continuous rum-

bhng and roaring as the freshly-cut

walls crumbled and fell into the

stream far below. It gave an eerie

feeling to look into this vast gorge.

once so peaceful but now so ter-

ribly torn and changed. Only a

few short hours before, this same

scene was one of glacial majesty,

with the Kautz ice field holding

everything in its power. Now it

had been overcome by forces even

more powerful.

Through a break in the clouds

we observed a re-enactment on a

small scale of what is believed to

have happened the night of the

flood. From the steep slopes of the

new canyon came a sHde of loose

rock and debris that piled up in

the stream course, temporarily

damming its flow. For a few mo-

ments there was quiet as the waters

deepened behind the barrier. Then

the entire mass began to move down
the stream, sweeping everything

ahead of it. A sullen roar, growing

louder as the rocks poured down
the steep stream bed, echoed and

re-echoed through the amphithe-

ater. Very likely this demonstrated

the mechanics of the great "surges"

that caused the destruction of the

lower reaches of the glacier and

swept through the broad valley of

the Kautz.

A short distance below the great
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Here and there large blocks of ice

from the destroyed glacier could

be seen among the rubble. Over

all hung the odor of mud and new
earth, with occasionally the still

stronger smell of resin from the

crushed evergreens.

Below this newly-cut canyon the

flood spread out fanlike through

the forest on a front a half-mile

wide until it hit the Nisqually River.

In this region, the courses of the

surges changed quickly as new
channels were cut, only to be

choked by rocks and logs that forced

the floating, swirling material in

another direction. It was this proc-

ess, repeated over and over again,

that caused such destruction to

the forest cover.

Through the field studies made,

it was possible to reconstruct the

probable events of the flood.

Clearly the Kautz Creek drainage

had been running at its maximum
when rains in cloudburst propor-

tions hit the great amphitheater

wherein lay the Kautz Glacier. As
the water poured through the tiibu-

tary canyons onto the glacier, they

cut a deep gorge into and through

the ice near its terminus, exposing

loose rock debris beneath. Imme-
diately this material was whipped
out by the swirling flood, and water

began to impound in the depression

thus formed. Now the ice of the

glacier began to collapse, allowing

the great head of water to move
downward toward the narrow walls

of the box canyon in a great surge

of rock and debris. As this mass

moved, it plowed out a gorge many
feet in depth. As it reached the

box canyon, the ice and boulders

were jammed in between the nar-

row walls, creating a temporary

dam that partiallv held back the

a seer where. Kautz Creek, once again a

rsevtrl small stream, flows in the foreground

amphitheater the canyon narrows

abruptly and passes between high

cliffs on either side. Below this

"box" a gorge approximately 60

feet in depth was cut as the flood

surges swept through. Here an en-

tirely new stream channel was cut,

with the old bed of Kautz Creek

left high on the side of the canyon.

As the water came through the

"box," its power was so terrific that

it literally blew out a new course

through the forest, tearing out trees

by the hundreds and thrusting

them like so many jackstraws out

through the timber.

For the next two miles below the

"box," the gorge slowly becomes

shallower, with its depth varying

from 60 to 10 feet and its width

about 125 feet. It was along this

stretch that the surges developed

their full power of destruction. In

places the flood burst out through

the forest and cut great swaths

through the trees, only to pour back

into the main channel farther down-

stream. In places mud was found

on trees higher than a person could

reach. Huge boulders were piled

high along the canyon rim, like

a furrow from a gigantic plow.

A Looking into the Kautz "box" with the Kautz amphitheater beyond.

The old creek bed may be seen high on the canyon rim to the left
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floodwaters crowding in behind.

Higher and higher rose the water,

exerting greater and greater pres-

sure on the dam, which finally burst,

creating a virtual "explosion" that

blew out a gorge through the for-

ests below the box canyon.

Sweeping down the Kautz Val-

ley, this great force pushed every-

thing in front of it in its swirling

march toward the distant Nisquall>-

River. The entrance highway of-

fered onlv a minor obstacle in its

path and was quickly erased. In

the meantime, new surges devel-

oped in the narrow box canyon

below the rapidly crumbUng Kautz

Glacier, and these swept dow^n

through the newly-cut canyon,

deepening and widening it. As the

last of the glacier lying within the

great amphitheater was destroyed

diere developed the final and de-

structive surge that was witnessed

by the local residents of Longmire.

The immensit)' of this flood can

best be realized in the amount of

rock and rubble it moved during

its course. Engineers figured that

at least 50,000,000 cubic yards of

solid material were excavated by

the raging waters and were either

spread out through the forests in

the lower Kautz \^alley or poured

into the Nisqually River. There the

flood forced the river out of its

channel, causing thousands of dol-

lars worth of damage to houses and

propert)' farther downstream. Some

conception of this huge figmre can

be obtained by comparing this "ex-

cavation" job with the one accom-

plished by man in the building of

Hoover Dam. The excavation at

the dam totaled appro.ximately

8,000,000 cubic yards, or one-sixth

that moved by Kautz Creek! It

took the best engineers and equip-

ment three years to complete their

excavation miracle. It took Kautz

Creek less than fifteen hours to ex-

cavate and move six times that

amount!

While the residents of Longmire

may forget their isolation from the

outside world, which lasted for sev-

eral days, they aren't hkely to for-

get the drama and devastation wit-

nessed that rainy October morning

when the Kautz \'alley was de-

stioyed.
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EED CDIVTRDLWITH

2,4-D
Whether you want to get rid of poison ivy or weeds

in your lawn, this new chemical is the answer; but take

these precautions when you use it

ANYONE reading advertise-

ments and circulars concern-

ing the use of 2,4-D ( 2,4-Dichloro-

phenox)'acetic Acid) may leap to

the conclusion that practically all

of his weed problems have at last

been solved. Some people con-

cerned with the manufacture and

distiibution of 2,4-D, as well as

many who have tested it, envisage

weed-free lawns and grain fields,

ragweed-free roadsides and vacant

lots. Undoubtedly 2,4-D is one of

the most important discoveries of

recent years and one that can bring

enormous benefits to man, pro-

vided it is properly used. But if

not properly used it may cause

irreparable damage.

In small amounts 2,4-D acts as

a stimulant to the growth of plants.

In stionger concentiation it kills

them by overstimulation. This is the

property that makes it valuable as

a weed killer. It is a hormone that

is particularly destiuctive to broad-

leaved plants, because they absorb

it more readily than narrow-leaved

ones. Thus it permits a selective

action. But it must be remembered

that there is probably not a single

plant, wanted or unwanted, that

2,4-D will not kill.

During tlie past two years I have

been conducting extensive experi-

ments with 2,4-D at the Bear Moun-

tain and Harriman State Parks,

about 50 miles north of New York

City. While weed problems at Bear

Mountain have been, for the most

By C. H. Ctjrran
Curator, Department of Insects and Spiders,

Museum of Natural History

part, of a special nature, it has been

possible to observe the effect of

the chemical on a great variety of

plants and to study its effects on

associated animal life. Our tests

show that many kinds of desirable

plants are easily killed and that the

weed killer consequently cannot be

used in close proximity to these

plants, even though it may seem

impossible for the spray to reach

them.

When I was a boy I was taught

that dandelions were most unde-

sirable things to have in lawns. I

developed a stiong disHke for them

because each year I was given the

task of removing them from our

lawn. It was not an easy job. Some

of them could be cut off by use

of a hoe, with the blade filed to

a sharp cutting edge, but others

near the cement walk had to be

removed by means of a sharpened

putt)' knife. If one cutting a year

had done the job, it might not

have been so bad; but I soon

learned that from one to five new

heads came from many of the cut

plants, and precious hours of my
vacation had to be given over to

getting rid of them.

Our ideal at that time was a

lawn where grass grew luxmiantly

and provided a beautiful green car-

pet upon which we could gaze with

pleasure and upon which my
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brothers and sisters could romp

and roll. On warm days chairs were

scattered about, and sometimes the

adults would invite us to join them

in a glass of lemonade. I could ad-

mire this beauty despite the fact

that it was my duty to keep the

grass cut (a mere matter of two

hours a week ) and even though tlie

hated dandelion kept cropping up,

with leaves that grew much faster

than the grass and spoiled the

smooth, green carpet. Also, there

was white clover, lots of it, inter-

spersed among the grass, and I re-

member how this stayed green

when we had long dry spells in

summer. There were no plantains

on the lawn itself, but many grew

on the driveway, which was noth-

ing more than two wide, hard-

packed tracks which wagons and,

later, cars had ground on one side

of the lawn. These plantains were

another of my worries, but they

were rather easily controlled. Once
their heads were cut oflF, they were

finished; but they were prolific

things, and each year the new crop

had to be cut.

When I went to college, I dis-

covered that our professor of botany

had had experiences similar to mine

and as a result had spent consid-

erable time experimenting with

chemicals to kill unwanted weeds.

He had plots marked out contain-

ing nothing but grass—no dande-

lions, no plantain, no clover. But

for some reason, the plots didn't

look right. The grass was coarse

and heavy. It did not have the

velvety appearance of the fine

grasses and clover found in un-

ti-eated areas. I also discovered that

his treatments were relatively ex-

pensive.

When 2,4-D came along, it be-

came immediately evident tliat it

might offer definite relief for peo-

ple concerned with the care of

lawns; and it was only natural that

the manufacturers of the chemical

sti-essed the elimination of weeds

in lawns and golf courses as their

first selling point. Many of them

mentioned dock, ragweed, and

poison ivy as pests easily destroyed,

but the latter was not included by

those who were cautious in their

claims. Actually, when 2,4-D was

first publicized, very little was
known about it. Even today its use

must be considered experimental;

it will be many years before we
can use the chemical with definite

Photo coiirlcsy IS. I. du Pout dc Xcmoins am! Co.. In

assurance that it will do what we
want it to without causing possible

damage. There are aheady several

very definite uses for 2,4-D; but

whenever you use the chemical you
should note carefully its effects on

the plants to be destroyed, on other

plants, and on the soil in general.

The eight acres of playing field

that extend from Bear Mountain

Inn south to beyond the Adminis-

tration Building of the Palisades

Intersate Park Commission has con-

siderable variation in soil condi-

tions. In the spring, when soil water

is abundant, there is a copious cov-

ering of grass and clover with a

healthy scattering of dandeHons.

Although the grass is cut frequently,

the older dandelions grow rapidly,

and the even beauty of the lawn is

soon destroyed by the prominent

flower stems and semierect leaves.

This is a situation that requires at-

tention, and in tlie past it was cus-

tomary to put a crew of men to

work cutting out the weeds and

hauling them away.

When I was asked if there were

a more effective method, I imme-

diately suggested 2,4-D. A casual

examination of the situation indi-

cated that a general spraying

would not be advisable, since this

would kill off the clover and leave

"* Canada thistle, a bane to farmers in

some regions, wilts promptly when treated

with 2,4-D. Poison ivy and hay fever plants

can also be controlled by it. But a dose that

may not harm a blade of grass may kill

a tree

A Its selective action is what makes 2,4-D useful in weed control. At left,

an area of lawn treated with 2,4-D; at right, an untreated area with weeds

growing unchecked. But watch the strength of the solution, and do not

let spray drift onto desirable plants
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A In proper dilution, 2,4-D kills broad-leafed vegetation like the mustard

shown here, without harming the narrow-leafed cereals and grasses. It even

acts as a growth stimulant in weak solutions ; so the user should know exactly

what he is doing

large, bare patches of soil. Spot

spraying was the only thing. A
crew of men moved over the lawn

and sprayed every dandelion they

saw, and even though some clover

was also affected, very little was

killed. A slow killer, 2,4-D took

from one to two weeks before com-

pletely withering the treated plants.

There were many areas of the

field that had been churned up

by cars, trucks, and athletic activi-

ties, or where the soil had been

hard-packed, as on portions of the

baseball diamond. On these areas

humus was largely lacking from the

topsoil, so plantain had established

a firm hold. (Plantain always indi-

cates poor soil, not well suited to

the growth of grass and clover.

Under such conditions, it is often

possible to aid these plants and dis-

courage plantain by loosening the

soil to a depth of two or three

inches and keeping it loose.)

While the number of plantain

plants was small in proportion to

the dandelions, they were actually

much more unattractive since there

was little grass to conceal them.

With spot spraying it was possible

to eliminate most of the plantain

in about three weeks, but this left
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conspicuous, bare areas, often sev-

eral feet in extent.

It was not until after completion

of the spraying that I realized I

had paid little attention to the

quality of soil on various parts of

the field. It was obvious, of course,

that the soil was very poor where

the plantain grew. Investigation

showed that a good part of the field

had been filled in with rock and

subsoil and that in places the top-

soil was quite shallow. Moreover,

the field had been neglected dur-

ing the war years. As a result of

the rock fill, water seeped away

quickly, and in dry weather the

grass soon turned brown, whereas

clover, dandelions, and plantains

remained green.

Plantains have small, shallow

roots, so their removal is not apt

to open the soil to permit seepage

of rain water. But dandelions have

rather large, deep roots. When the

roots die they decompose, leaving

a considerable amount of humus.

They also open the soil, allowing

air to circulate and moisture to

seep in instead of running off after

a rain. In view of this, it becomes

obvious that in the case of many
lawns it is not advisable to destro\'

all dandelion plants. The presence

of a few should be welcomed. The
old (large) ones may be destroyed

to advantage. Now that we have

2,4-D, we can easily destroy them

by spot spraying. But they should

not be removed without foresight,

except from lawns tliat have a deep

topsoil or can be kept properly

moist by watering.

The claim has been made that

white clover is not killed by 2,4-D.

It has been stated that the leaves

die but that the plants recover

quickly. This may be true if the

spray is just strong enough to kill

dandehons and plantains in a sin-

gle application. But I have found

that some clover will even be killed

by a single appHcation and that

two or three applications will wipe

it out almost completely. Since

clover roots may penetrate deeply

into the soil and since they build

up the nitrogen content of the soil,

it may be harmful to eliminate them.

It has been freely admitted that

bent grass, a desirable type, is

killed by the normally used con-

centrations of 2,4-D. Since much
of the grass seed planted in Ameri-

can lawns is a mixture including

bent grass, it is obvious that the

use of 2,4-D without knowledge of

the kinds of grasses growing in a

lawn may result in serious damage.

Until we know more about 2,4-D

and its possible effects on lawns,

it seems advisable to apply it only

by spot treatment to unwanted

weeds, and to be careful not to

allow the spray to blow onto flowers

and other broad-leaved plants. At

recommended concentrations, it

will not kill most narrow-leaved

plants. However, it is wise to watch

the concentration carefully, or it

may kill grass. At the concenti-ation

recommended on the container, the

salts are soluble, but they are liable

to settle out. The sprayer must be

very frequently agitated, and there

must be no concentration of the

salts on the bottom. If this occurs,

many patches devoid of vegetable

life may result.

Go/f Greens

Keepers of golf greens find 2,4-D

a godsend. The golf course is not

comparable to a lawn. In both we
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would like to have no clover, no

dandelions, no weeds of any kind

but only an even carpet of healthy

grass. But golf greens are well

watered, and the grass is kept green

at all times. Because of the large

areas on a golf course, power equip-

ment may be used to advantage.

With such equipment it is possible

to move along rapidly. Thus the

gi-eens may be kept free of unde-

sirable plants by one or two treat-

ments a year. Since power sprayers

are normally provided with agi-

tators to keep the chemical in solu-

tion, there is little danger of kill-

ing grass. The only possible danger

comes when too many applications

are made in one season. One should

not expect a golf-green lawn with-

out using golf-green treatment.

Hay Fever Control

In the minds of many people,

ragweed and hay fever are synony-

mous. At the time that ragweed is

in bloom, from June until Septem-

ber, countless people suffer from

hay fever, and most of those who
undergo allergy tests react to rag-

weed pollen. Others react to the

pollen of roses, goldenrod, various

grasses, mustard, and a wide va-

riety of other plants. Some people

are affected by the scales and hairs

of insects, others by dust and by

aromas used in perfumes. However,

there is little doubt that most hay

fever sufferers can blame ragweed,

and the elimination of ragweed

would bring them relief.

Ragweed is one of the many
plants easily killed by 2,4-D. It

usually grows on very poor soil,

along roadsides and in vacant lots.

In many respects, it likes the same

places that plantain does, but it

fares better with some shade. Care-

takers of roads and parkways do

not like ragweed because it often

becomes unsightly.

In 1946, the City of New York

undertook a ragweed extermina-

tion campaign, hoping to bring re-

lief to its hay fever sufferers. The
campaign was well organized and

well carried out. All the known
patches of ragweed were sprayed

with 2,4-D. I followed the results

with interest; apparently about 90

per cent of the Giant Ragweed
(Ambrosia trifida) and from 75 to

80 per cent of the Common Rag-

v/eed (Ambrosia artemesifolia)

were destroyed. The height of the

Giant Ragweed at the time it

blooms varies from two to fifteen

feet, and the plant is quite easilv

recognized. However, its pollen is

not believed to be very important

as a cause of hay fever.

The Common Ragweed is a verv

different looking plant. It thi-ives

best on poorer soil, seldom grows

to a height of three feet, and may
Hower profusely when less than a

foot high. Flowering plants from

four to six inches in height occm"

in abundance along roadsides. It

is the chief cause of hay fever, but

because of its smaller size and the

greater difficulty in locating it, it is

more difficult to extemiinate than

the Giant Ragweed.

This program will certainly bring

some rehef to hay fever sufferers

where the cause is ragweed. Manv
of those in charge of the mainte-

nance of roadways are looking for-

ward to the day when the shoulders

of roads will receive chemical treat-

ment for the elimination of un-

wanted plants. When that day

comes, the vast majority of ragweed

in the country will be killed off.

The time is not far away, but there

is still the problem of applying the

spray in such a way that it will not

kill roses, other plants, and trees,

which form an essential part of the

landscape.

The hope is small that hay fever

Photos iointcsv the Dow Chemical Compa

Before and after: at left, an untreated dandelion; at right, the

same plant 48 hours after application. "Spot treatment" is recom-

mended where surrounding growth may be injured
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victims of goldenrod may receive

relief through the use of 2,4-D; and

those who suffer from rose pollen

can have scarcely any hope, be-

cause no lover of roses is going to

stop gro\\'ing them. There are scores

of different lands of goldenrods.

Some grow along roadways, others

in fields, in woods, in swamps, and

along the seashore. The cost of

eliminating them would be pro-

hibitive. Also, many people value

tlie cheery golden flowers of the

goldenrod as an integral part of

the countn'side—even some of those

\\"ho suffer from the effects of the

pollen.

Poison fry

When 2,4-D first appeared on the

market, there was some doubt

about its effectiveness against

poison iv^^ The leaf of this plant

is so smooth that any spray applied

is likely to run off quickly. How-
ever, there is now no doubt that

2,4-D is the answer to the poison

ivy problem. If the proper spray

is correctly applied, it will defi-

nitely kill the plant, but the user

must bear in mind that different

brands of 2,4-D give different re-

sults. Also, it is generally advisable

to soak the plants thoroughly with

a solution containing from one-

third to one-half more 2,4-D than

is recommended for other weeds.

At Bear Mountain early results

were quite varied, because I was
using various strengths of 2,4-D

and various lands of "wetting

agents." These are materials that

allow the spray to spread rapidly

in a very thin film over the leaves.

It then dries quickly and there is

less danger of the spray being

washed off by rain before it pro-

duces the desired effect on the

plant. I found it possible to kill

young poison ivy plants growing

in abundant sunlight by using a

spray containing only one ounce
of one hundred per cent 2,4-D

powder to five gallons of water;

but this did not kill tliem in the

shade. Further tests revealed that

it was possible to kill poison ivy

plants of any age even in the shade

by using two ounces of 2,4-D to

five gallons of water, plus any of

several kinds of wetting agents.
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Practically all 2,4-D now on the

market contains a wetting agent.

One spraying was effective within

two days to two weeks. A second

spray may be necessary to eliminate

plants that were overlooked.

To anyone planning to spray

poison ivy I would suggest that

unless a greater strength is recom-

mended for poison ivy on the con-

tainer, twice as much 2,4-D be used

as is recommended for plantains or

dandelions. Adjacent plants and

grass may be killed. The woody
plants of poison ivy are hard to

kill, and frequendy the plant fives

entirely in the shade. Poison sumac,

which occurs in swamps, is easily

killed by 2,4-D.

Use with Cereal Crops

This chemical is proving of great

\alue in the control of weeds in

fields of cereal crops. Where these

crops are grown extensively, it is

possible to spray from airplanes

for the control of mustard, vetch,

thistles, and other broad-leaved

plants. Tests have shown that the

increase in yield much more than

pays for the expense of spraying,

and the quality of the grain is

higher. This is to be expected, since

weeds in grain fields use food and

water essential to tlie growing of

the cereals themselves.

The chemical has been recom-

mended for use in cornfields, but

its value here has apparently not

been fully demonstrated. I have

found that young corn plants, and

young leaves on older ones, are

affected by 2,4-D and may be killed

or deformed. In growing corn it

is general practice to "hill" it once

or twice. This is done by hoeing

the soil from between the rows and

heaping it about the corn plants.

This practice takes care of the

weeds. It seems highly probable,

however, that the use of 2,4-D for

killing weeds late in the season

and perhaps eliminating weeds in

the "hilled" rows would have a

very valuable effect the following

year. And the hormone effect of

the chemical might increase yield

during the same year that 2,4-D is

apphed. This problem is receiving

much attention at the present time,

and it is confidently expected that

the yield of corn will be consider-

ably increased when a proper pro-

gram has been worked out.

Some Dangers

The use of 2,4-D is so new that

we do not know all of its advan-

tages and disadvantages. While we
may be certain that it will prove

of great value, we should not use

it without considerable possible

bad effects. We know that it will

kill a great variety of unwanted

plants or weeds, but it will also

kill many kinds of desirable plants.

At Bear Mountain I found that

the Flowering Dogwood, one of the

most beautiful plants of the hill-

side and one frequently grown

about homes, is very susceptible

to 2,4-D spray. Some plants grow-

ing more than 50 feet from the

point at which the spray was ap-

plied had most of the leaves killed

as a result of drifting spray. Otlier

plants, closer to the point of opera-

tions, had all the leaves killed. This

happened despite the fact that the

spray was being apphed to ground

plants and low shrubs. The leaves

of all kinds of birch trees turn brown

within a day after spraying, and

young trees are quickly killed.

Birch trees more than 200 yards

from the point of spraying turned

brown within 24 horn's after tlie

spray had reached them. Beech

trees are almost as susceptible as

birch, and no spraying should be

done near them. It is not believed

that large trees will be killed as a

result of a single "browning" treat-

ment, but it is possible that treat-

ment during several successive

years might cause their deatli.

Many flower and garden plants

are also very susceptible to 2,4-D,

so great care should be used when
applying it to lawns near flower

or vegetable gardens. It should be

applied only when there is no wind

or when the wind is blowing away
from the garden. Then the spray

nozzle should be held close to the

unwanted plant.

Viirioos 2,4-/)'s

Different brands of 2,4-D are

being marketed under many differ-

ent trade names. As presently man-

ufactvned, 2,4-D salts and esters,
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which form the basis of the com-

mercially sold 2,4-D products, are

not standardized. The salts ob-

tained from one manufacturer may

not produce the same results as

those made by another company.

There is no question about the

value of any of these products as

weed killers, but there is always

the danger that when one switches

from one brand to another, differ-

ent results may be obtained. If you

have been using brand A, you may

find that your results are just what

you want. You switch to brand B

and find that the same methods

and dilutions are not killing the

plants as quickly, if at all. Then

larand C may not only kill the

weeds but also your grass.

These differences are to be ex-

pected in a new product. In fact,

some of the 2,4-D products are spe-

cifically intended to act differently.

It is well known that different

"spreaders" or "wetters" change the

effects of 2,4-D. Some of these are

developed especially to kill grasses

or woody plants. Some 2,4-D esters

are being developed to destroy

"hard-to-kill" plants and grasses.

Therefore, each one must be used

according to directions on the pack-

age. And if desuable plants are

damaged, you must remember that

climatic conditions may alter the

normal action of 2,4-D and that

plants normally immune can be

killed during some delicate stage

of their development.

Since 2,4-D kills plants by mak-

ing them grow enonnously—by
making their roots, stems, and

leaves develop all out of proportion

to normal growth—narrow-leaved
plants are generally safe because,

in the amount applied, they are not

overstimulated. From observations

at Bear Mountain, it seems appar-

ent that when 2,4-D is used for con-

trolling weeds, plants not killed by
it are apt to be stimulated. This

stimulation certainly carries over at

least one year.

AUDUBON FEEDERS KEEP BIRDS
IN FULL VIEW WHILE FEEDING
Feeders with and wirhout squirrel

guards, hanging and on pipe stands.

Write for our folder

Do You Know Your Birds ^

By George W. Lyon

A jay walker may not be a bird, but he may remind you

of a bird not supposed to have much sense. Below are hints

to enable you to name some fifteen birds. Using these hints,

get as many birds as you can. Ten or twelve correct will

be a good average.

1. A disrespectful imitator

2. It might turn out cloth

3. It might be a feathered financier

4. You might think it were a bit intemperate

5. The most feline of birds

6. It carries a musical instrument

7. It might sow a few wild oats

8. A bird that could help in the office

9. It might not be sane, as birds go ,

10. It should feel at home in a church

11. A musical instrument plus statement of account

12. The color of its plummage suggests a high churchman

13. This bird could have graced the Garden of Eden

14. A color compounded with a nail-driving tool

15. Its name suggests material used for making tents

Correct answers on page 288

MOSSES—PYGMIES OF THE PLANT WORLD Continued from page 27

plants in storage and shipment be-

cause of their ability to soak up and

hold water. Peat moss mixed with

regular soil is also widely used in

the growing of plants. The ability

of the Sphagnum Mosses to hold

water is readily understood when

a fragment of the plant is examined

under the microscope. Its main body

is seen to consist of large colorless

cells with circular openings in their

walls so arranged that water from

one cell can flow into another. In

tiny spaces between these water

compartments are very minute par-

ticles of chlorophyll, or leaf green,

and other substances that make up

the living plant. When -Sphagnum

Moss is dry, it is gray or almost white

in color; but when it gets wet it dis-

plays a brilHant green because the

water in the large cells makes them

more transparent and permits one

to see the color of the small cells

through them.

To anyone who enjoys the world

of nature, mosses offer a most fas-

cinating field of study. Collecting

mosses is a hobby that almost any-

one anywhere can enjoy. Moss

plants are found practically every-

where and at any season if you

know where and how to look for

them. A hand lens or a low-power

microscope can be the key to this

fascinating world in miniature. A
clump of moss no larger than the

palm of your hand will often dis-

play several hundred individual

plants, so if you are seeking a hobby

and are cramped for space, it would

be hard to find one that requires

less. On field trips a multitude of

specimens can be collected in noth-

GEMS and CRYSTALS
From world wide sources. Send for illustrated

catalog listing choice crystals, rough and cut

gems, all genuine. Catalog is yours for the

asking. Write today.

V. D. nux
Complete Gem and Mineral Establishment

RT. 7.H SALEM, OREGON
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ing larger than a lunch box. When
dried and stored in glassine or cello-

phane envelopes, they can be kept

indefinitely for study. Each speci-

men should carry a few notes on
the habitat, place, and time it

was found. To dry samples of

moss, place them between sheets

of blotting paper and put them
under moderate pressure. When
these dried specimens are wanted
for study, merely soak them in clean

hot water for a few minutes, and
they will be restored to their origi-

nal freshness.

Many interesting facts can be ob-

served with the naked eye alone,

but to explore fully the minute

details of the spore cases and the

cross sections of the leaves and

other parts will require a hand lens.

It should be mounted so as to leave

the hands free to dissect the parts

under study. A needle and small

tweezers are all that are needed for

dissection. To obtain cross sections

of stems and branches, I have found

the best method is to cut through

a number of plants with a sharp

knife or razor blade. Among the

pieces thus severed will be found

some that show the structure.

This Tom Thumb hobby can pro-

vide many hours of enjoyment for

anyone who appreciates the wonder
and beauty to be found in nature.

You will discover that, aside from

their artistic charm, the mosses

make use of many ingenious me-

chanical devices and chemical proc-

esses which enable them to carry

on their ceaseless struggle for ex-

istence and to reproduce their

species. To anyone with a philo-

sophical turn of mind (and who
among nature lovers isn't something

of a philosopher?) they oflier rich

rewards in the contemplation of

exquisite handiwork. Here in this

intriguing midget plant we can see

the ever-inspiring evidence of Na-

ture's artistry, her mechanical pre-

cision, and her mystical, often unex-

])lainable life processes.

Further Reading

Those who are interested in learning

more about the mosses are referred to

H. S. Conard's How to Know the Mosses,

published by H. E. Jacques, Mount
Pleasant, Iowa.

—

Ed.
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THE VOYAGE OF THE RAFT
KON-TIKI Continued from page 271

other island grew up out of the

ocean, straight ahead of us in line

with the bow. As we approached,

we saw from the top of the mast

that a roaring reef was twisted like

a submerged snake all around the

island, blocking the approach to

the palm-clad beaches behind. All

day long we struggled in tlie cur-

rent alongside the island to keep

clear of the boiling reef and yet

be close enough to attempt a land-

fall wherever an opening might be
seen.

Late in the afternoon we sighted

the first natives on a beach, and
we hoisted all our flags in joy. A
great commotion was seen on the

beach, and shortly after, the first

Polynesians in small outrigger

canoes shd through a passage in

the reef and swarmed aboard the

"Kon-Tiki." A strong wind blew up,

and our ocean raft struggled away
from land as the sun went down in

the sea. There was a desperate fight

against the elements, in which we
were assisted by all the friendly

natives who were able to get out

and join us in the open sea. As the

dark night engulfed the island and

the sea, a great campfire was Ht on

shore to show us the direction of

the entrance through the reef. But

the wind increased its grip and

won another battle. When the glare

of the great fire dwindled like a

spark in the distance and the roar

of the reef was no longer heard,

our excited native friends jumped
into their canoes to return to their

homes on Angatau for fear of drift-

ing with some crazy strangers into

the open sea. And we drifted far-

ther into the heart of the Tuamotu,

or Dangerous Archipelago.

One night an unusual motion of

the raft awakened me, and I sus-

pected land ahead. Next morning,

our one hundred-first at sea, we
were alarmed by the watchman on

the top of the mast, who had sighted

an enormous reef that spanned the

entire horizon ahead of us. It was

the treacherous 20-mile reef of

Raroia Atoll. With white spray

shooting high into the air, the surf

battered the endless reef in fury.
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As we rode directly into this boil-

ing inferno, we had three hours to

prepare for all eventualities. We
lowered the sail and threw out an

improvised anchor on a long rope

that kept sliding along the bottom.

We carried valuable cargo into the

hut and lashed it fast in watertight

bags. We cut off all ropes holding

the centerboards in position and

pulled them up to get a shallow

draft. With shoes on for the first

time in 160 days, we concentrated

on the last order: Hang on—hang
onto the raft whatever happens!

The first walls of thundering

water broke down upon us from

above as soon as our logs ran

against the solid coral reef. Tons

of crashing water tore up the deck,

flattened the hut, broke the hard-

wood mast like a match, and splin-

tered the steering oar and stern

crossbeam, while we were thrown

in and dragged out, thrown in and

dragged out, by the furious ocean.

Dming tliese minutes, when we
cramped every existing muscle to

withhold the deadly grasp of the

passing seas, we made up for all

the leisure of the average ocean

day. I felt the last of my strength

giving away when a wave larger

than the others lifted "Kon-Tiki"

free of the water and tossed us

high up on the reef. Other waves

pushed us closer to shore, until we
could jump off the raft and wade
the shallow coral reef to a tiny,

uninhabited coconut island. Never

did any tiny piece of land embody
paradise so perfectly to me as this

verdant, palm-clad isle with its

white and shiny beach facing a

crystal-clear lagoon, calm as green

glass.

A week later we were found by
natives who had detected from an-

other island six miles across the

lagoon the drift wreckage and the

light from our campfire. And about

the same time "Kon-Tiki" was car-

ried by high seas right across the

soHd reef and left becalmed inside

the lagoon. The nine main logs that

had carried us 4300 miles across

the ocean in 101 days were still in-

tact, and after an unforgettable two-

week Polynesian welcome party on
lonely Raroia, our battered raft was
towed to Tahiti by the French Gov-
ernment schooner "Tamara," which
was sent expressly to pick us up.

We shall never forget the wel-

come on these Polynesian islands.

From Tahiti the "Kon-Tiki" was
carried as deck cargo back to the

Norwegian Museum of Navigation

in Oslo.

LETTERS Continued from page 244

Mr. Bogert mentioned many times tlie

undesirability of venomous snakes. Yet

he hardly mentioned the vast amount of

good that harmless snakes do for agricul-

ture. He told of the damage tliat bull

snakes did to waterfowl eggs in one

refuge, but he left unmentioned the fact

that the bull snake is one of ovu most

valuable native animals to agriculture in

the Midwest and that it is one of the

greatest single factors in keeping noxious

rodents under control. The average per-

son, after reading this article, wouldn't

know a bull snake from a copperhead.

It seemed to me that Mr. Bogert should

have dwelt more on the value of harm-

less snakes and less on methods of mass

eradication. If people only knew the true

facts concerning snakes, they would not

have to worry about "ridding the prem-

ises" of them, because they would no

longer be governed by an unreasoning

fear of them. Fear of snakes is out of all

proportion to the facts. Surely Mr. Bogert,

as Curator of the Department of Rep-
tiles and Amphibians, must be interested

in greater popular knowledge of the value

of reptiles.

Wildlife has certainly suffered enough
at the hands of ignorant crusades, such as

might easily be promoted by an article

like this. Too many uninformed people

NEED OUTFITTING HELP?
For 1 > tha: 56 years we have specialized In out-
fitting expeditions to all parts of the world. Oiir
equipment Is fully tested and guaranteed. We can
supply almost any style of tent, packs, sleeping

help make your next trip
cessful Write needs to Dept. NH

David T. Abercrombie Co.

kill every snake diey see without stop-

ping to find out whether it is poisonous

or not. It is definitely not the place of

Natubal History to publish an article

vi'hich advocates the general destruction

of snakes.

San Francisco,

Sterling Bunnell.

Cahf.

The article referred to was published

in response to numerous requests for in-

formation about how to identify and
control venomous snakes. Even so, the

article defended harmless and beneficial

snakes as follows: "Snakes, like other ani-

mals, have a place in nature. Many of

the smaller kinds habitually feed upon

earthworms, slugs, crayfish, insects, or

spiders, but such predations play an in-

significant role in the control of animals

that might be regarded as pests. Some
of the larger kinds, including copper-

heads, rattlers, and especially the bull

snakes of the middle western prairies,

are of importance in rodent control . . .

Indiscriminate kilUng is inadvisable . . .

Pond Lilies: A natural design in circles, photographed by Fritz W. Neugass
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^imkmm:

Large-scale campaigns of eradication

should ne\er be attempted without the

adxice of a competent naturalist . . . The
danger from \enomous snakes is ex-

ceedingK' small . . . Rattlesnakes, cop-

perheads, moccasins, or coral snakes are

... to be respected ... as potentiai

destroyers of destructi\e disease-bearing

rodents," etc., etc.

In past issues of X.^turai. History

we have devoted much more space to the

\ alue of snakes than to their control. But

there are dangerous snakes, and it is our

aim to give a balanced \ie\v of nature.

This was avowedlv an article on danger-

ous snakes; and as such, we feel diat it

ga\"e reasonable emphasis to tlie impor-

tance of protecting useful ones.—Ed.

Sirs:

I expect tliat the article in the April

number, "The Problem of Snake Control,"

will bring vou a torrent of mail. Ma\' J

add my Httle bit of personal experience?

My ad\ice to people who dislike snakes

is to have cats. Two years ago, when we
built a cabin on our Httle farm in soudi-

eastem Louisiana, the place was over-

run vnth. snakes, especially in the spring.

That first vear two long colubers came
right into the house. I like snakes; I did

not mind. Last year, during the whole

year I saw only two snakes. One, a big

king snake, Mved imder the chicken coop,

50 yards from the house. I respected

liim greatlv and never disturbed liim.

The chickens, many of them biddies,

paid no attention to him at all. The other

—and here is where mv point comes in—

was an 18-inch highland moccasin. He
entered through the mesh of the chicken

coop and killed one hen; maybe she died

of fright. I heard the commotion, but it

was still dark, and I waited until day-

light to go out. ^^'hen I did, mv two cats

came running to me and acted very

strangely. They are both tabbies, one a

very large yellow male, the other very

small and gray. They crossed mv path,

they "sang" in their throats, thev ran

back and forth between me and the

little bush close to the entrance of the

chicken yard. There I found the moc-
casin more dead than ahve. My cats had,

mongoose fashion, worried him to deatli.

He could not strike at all; a little whack
of my riding whip, and he was dead.

I ha\'e long known of tlie hatred of

felines for reptiles. Mv httle ocelot in

Colombia had a toy-articulated snake

that he used to kill systematically every

time he encountered it. Cats serve the

double purpose of ridding one of mice

Answers to qu iz on page 283

\. mockingbird. 8. secretary bird
parrot y. cuckoo

2. weaverbird 10. parson bird
3. dollarbird 11 hornbill
4. swallow 12. cardinal
5. catbird 13. bird of paradise
6. lyrebird 14. vello^vhammer
7. lark 15. canvasback

and rats and warning one of the pres-

ence of snakes. My cats are excellent

ratters; my feed bins show no sign of

rodents this )'ear, and I ha\-e not seen

one snake close to the house. I personall\'

have to be mighty sure a snake is poison-

ous before I Idll him, poor tiling.

Mrs. Andree Desbriere Ir\^tx.

Madison\ille, La.

The following comment is offered by
Charles M. Bogert of the American Mu-
seum's Department of Amphibians and
Reptiles:

Mrs. Iman's accotmt of the cats kill-

ing the highland moccasin (copperhead)
is of interest, although cats that kiU

\enomous snakes are certainly the excep-
tion. Correspondence o\-er the last two
decades has included letters from several

persons whose cats have kflled garter

snakes or, more often, small ring-necked

snakes. Also, in the West there are stories

of a few dogs that have learned to kill

fair-size rattlers. Where rattlesnakes are

abundant, dogs are often bitten, and a
few succumb. Still, the percentage of

cats and dogs that will not retreat from
a \-enomous snake is re]ati\el\- small.

Other Glotcworm Caves
Sirs:

I was much interested in -v-our article

on the glowworms of the Waitomo Ca\-es,

Xew Zealand. It contains, howe\^er, two
rather unfortimate errors. The name
should read Arachnocampa luminosa

Skuse, instead of Arachnocarpa as printed.

It is stated that it is native only to New
Zealand and that it e.-dsts nowhere else.

Glo%\'\vorms of this t)'pe, larvae of small

mycetophyhd midges, occur not imcom-
monly in Australia and Tasmania in caves,

and in damp situations under rock-ledges.

One species occurring in the Tasmanian
ca\'es, Arachnocampa tasmaniensis Fer-

guson, belongs to the same genus as the

Xew Zealand form; another allied species

with a luminous lan'a, Ceroplatus mas-

tersi Skuse, occurs in various locahties in

Xew South Wales. There is Httle doubt

that other species with similar luminous

lar\ae exist here, but httle is known of

their Hfe histories.

Keith C. McKeowx,
Entomologist.

The Austrahan Museum,
Sydney, Austraha.

Xatural History apologizes for over-

looking Austraha's glowworms and for a

t\pograpliic error in the technical name.

-Ed.

Giant Prehistoric Birds from
.Yeir Zealand

Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy-, Chair-

man of the Department of Birds, returned

recently to the American Museum of

Xatural History from a five-month ex-

pedition to Xew Zealand, accompanied

by Mrs. Muxphv, his companion on many
expeditions. Readers who recall the many
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articles that Dr. and Mrs. Murphy ha\e
preNiously written for Naturae History
wfll anticipate with pleasure the accounts
they have promised to vsTite on their

\'isit to Xew Zealand.

Among other objectives. Dr. Murph\-
has secured the first complete skeletons

ever taken from Xew Zealand of indi-

vidual Moas, prehistoric Pacific birds.

The prized fossil birds, including one
almost perfect giant standing ten feet

high, were unearthed in co-operation

w'ith Xew Zealand scientists. It is stated

that skeletons of such perfection and of

such a variety of species have never be-

fore been excavated and shipped from
Xew Zealand, tlie sole home of the pre-

historic Moas. Soon after their arrival

at the American Museum, tlie Pacific

giants will be placed on public display

—the first complete indiwdual skeletons

of Moas to be exhibited in America.

The treasure-trove of prehistoric bird

life represented by these examples was
unco\-ered in X"ew Zealand's Pwamid
Valley Swamp near Waikari, Canterbur-i-

Pro\'ince, South Island. No fewer than

six difi^erent species of Moas and the

remains of other extinct birds, including

the bones of the Giant Rail, are in the

collection that is now on its way to the

Museum. The collection is beHeved to

be one of the most significant contribu-

tions to recent paleontological histor\'

from that part of the world. Most of the

fossils are of birds that inhabited Xew
Zealand from one to tens or hundreds of

thousands of years ago. Dr. Murphy
states that the PvTamid Valley Swamp is

still re]ati\'ely imtouched but that a

host of other plant and in\-ertebrate fos-

sils have been uncovered, all in a state

of preser\ation that almost matches con-

ditions in the famous Rancho La Brea

tar pits, near Los Angeles.

In the course of tliis expedition. Dr.

and Mrs. Murphy together with Dr. R. A.

Falla, Director of the Dominion Museum
of W'elLington, and other New Zealand

colleagues, made a two-week trip to the

remote subantarctic Snares Islands, south

of Xew Zealand, to study the habits of

oceanic birds and to make the necessary

studies for an exhibit in Whitney Me-
morial Hall.

Studies for a second Museum habitat

exhibit in Whitney HaU were made at

Lake Brurmer, in the mountainous west-

ern part of South Island. This e.xliibit

will include a restoration of a small Moa
known as Euryapteryx, the only member
of its family that survived to a date when
primitive man could hunt and eat it.

Remains of this Moa have been found in

die refuse deposits of die Maoris, indi-

cating tliat it hved in New Zealand at

least until the fourteenth centur)' of our

era.

Dr. and Mrs. Murphy were guests of

tlie Xew Zealand Government during

their tra\els, which took them to all parts

of the three main islands and to many

outKlng islets.
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LETTERS
iMrgest Orb-wceaver

Sms:

Professor Berrill's account of "The Hen-

pecked Sex" shows clearly the difficulties

that beset the sexual behavior of the

male. A spider he may have had in mind

when mentioning discrepancies in size is

a not uncommon orb-weaver in the Flor-

ida Everglades. The first time we met

one, the male escaped our notice entirely.

The huge web, five feet across, was strung

on sturdy silk cables over a back road.

In the center of the orb clung the female,

silhouetted against the sky. And what a

silhouette. From her two-inch body came

long legs banded dusky tan and jet black

—but from the black bands grew a fuzz

of hair that reminded us of cartoons of

a goon! One of us climbed onto the roof

of our car with a butterfly net at its

longest extension and swept the creature

from her perch. Afterwards we learned

about her mate. He must have been in

some obscure comer of the web, subsist-

ing on forgotten flies.

This past spring, we were in the Ever-

glades again and came face to face with

another of this same spider, Nephila.

She was just about at head height and

had shed her skin only a few hours before.

The old skin was tangled in the web,

and the whole structure showed signs of

neglect. Even the males, of which there

were four, showed no concern over their

huge mate. Usually they kept their dis-

tance, but occasionally one scampered

across the web, up over the body of the

female, and down the other side. She

paid no heed—just hung there head down-
ward, legs outstretched. We snapped her

by photoflash and were happy to have

a record of the difference in size between

the sexes, as seen in the accompanying

picture. Her body is beautifully pat-

terned, and her web is set at intervals

with little tufts of white. When disturbed,

she shook herself xaolently in the web,

and all but the little tufts blurred almost

to the point of disappearing. In fact,

she shook it so hard that one of the

males fell out and tumbled to tlie ground,

but he soon chmbed back on a silken

hne thrown out as he dropped. The others

clung to the strands for dear Ufe.

LoRus
J.
and Mabgehy

J.
Milne.

The spider shown in the Milnes'

photograph, Nephila clavipes, is our

largest orb-weaver, and the male

has been estimated to be only one-

hundredth the weight of the female.

In other species the difference in

weight is even greater; in some the

ratio is said to be one to one thou-

sand. In spite of this small size, the

male is not completely immune to

290

A Nephila clavipes and her tiny male (upper right)

the attack of the female and must

perform a sort of courtship by pull-

ing at the web threads before mat-

ing takes places.

This is the spider used by Wilder

in this country in his early efforts

to obtain spider silk for commercial

use, but there is Httle hope that

spider silk can be produced eco-

nomically enough to compete with

the silkworm.—Ed.

2,4-It and Bay Fever
Sms:

Goldenrods
( Solidago spp. ) are men-

tioned on several occasions as important

hay fever plants in the interesting article

on 2,4-D, in the June issue of Natural
HiSTOBY. It is easily understood why
these plants should so often be mis-

represented, for even prominent textbooks

on systematic botany erroneously mention

them as hay fever plants.

Actually the great majority of the

species of these beautiful plants cannot

possibly cause hay fever, for their pollen

masses are exceedingly viscid and cannot

get into the air to be passed to some
poor soul to cause hay fever. . . . Only
two localized species, Solidago semper-
virens and S. speciosa (the former found

only in coastal salt marshes), have been

shown to shed poUen that becomes at-

mospheric, and even these have yet to

be proved important hay fever plants.

Undoubtedly our goldenrods have been
given this "black eye" because they are

prominent, colorful plants in bloom at

hay fever time. Their close associates,

the ragweeds, with inconspicuous flowers,

are generally the real culprits. Let's not

2,4-D our goldenrods, at least not until

proof is found of their guilt!

W. H. Hodge.
Amherst, Mass.

Sirs:

While the purpose of this note is to

call your attention to an oversight in

one of the articles in the June issue of

Natural History, it would hardly be
fair to do this vidthout expressing high

appreciation of the Magazine both in con-

tent and format . . .

Dr. Curran, in his article "Weed Con-
trol with 2,4-D," enters into a discussion

of hay fever control. His general conclu-

sion in the first paragraph on this subject

is correct, that ragweed pollen is the

cause of most of die hay fever in this

country. But it is misleading to say that

"countless people" suffer from ragweed

hay fever "from June to September."

It is true that a few ragweed sufferers

in Florida begin to experience symptoms
as early as June, and certain species of

Continued on page 292
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Franseria cause ragweed hay fever symp-

toms even in March and April in certain

parts of Arizona and southern California.

Furtliemiore, large amounts of ragweed

poUen are found in the air along the

Louisiana and Texas coast throughout

October, and a few stray plants may still

be in bloom in Florida in November.

But the a%erage time of onset of rag-

weed hay fever s\-mptoms throughout the

central and eastern states is August 10-13

—even later in the Gulf states."

The statement that "others react to the

pollen of roses, goldenrod, various grasses,

mustard, and a wide variety of other

plants" can probably be proved tech-

iiicallv true, but it is equally misleading.

It is a mistake to bracket the highly

important wind-poUinated grasses with

the absolutely imimportant insect-poUi-

nated roses, goldenrod, and mustard. A
person may react to a skin test with

mustard pollen, but there is only the

slightest chance that this would have any

clinical significance. Mustard pollen can-

not be inhaled under normal circum-

stances. Plants probably produce hay fever

s^Tuptoms in other ways than by their

pollen. Some persons "cannot be in a

room with roses without sneezing," just

as some cannot tolerate certain perfumes;

but much of this is psychological. There

is the well-authenticated case of a lady

who sneezed just as vdolently at the sight

of artificial roses as at real hve roses.

"Rose fever," as commonly referred to,

is a popular designation for grass poUen

allerg)'. In 23 years I have tested no

less than 40,000 air samples from all

parts of the United States and southern

Canada, yet I have never found a single

granule of air-carried rose pollen and

seldom one of goldenrod.

In discussing giant ragweed, the author

obser\es, "However, its pollen is not be-

lie\'ed to be very important as a cause of

ha\- fe\er." This may represent the opin-

ion of some doctors in the New York City

area but not those who have published

books on the subject. Practically every

allergist in the United States treats his

ragweed hay fever patients with a com-

bination containing equal parts of short

and giant ragweed pollen.

Finally, it is questionable whether any

experienced allergist would accept the

conclusion that by eliminating all road-

side \\ eeds "the vast majority of ragweed

*For maps showing the seasonal and geographic
distrihution of fifteen hay fever plants in the
United States, the reader is referred to Natural
History for March, 1939.
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in the coimtry wiU be killed off." It is

true that in some areas and under certain

conditions grain fields are plowed before

the ragweed season, but in the great

Mississippi Valley most of the grain fields

produce a crop of ragweed after har\'est.

I have had opportimity to observe this

matter in almost every state. Obviously,

the acreage of these fields greatly exceeds

that of the roadsides.

O. C. Durham,
Technical Director,

Pollen Committee of the

American Academy of Allergy.

Abbott Laboratories,

North Chicago, 111.

"Wood Bitch"
SiBS:

I have read with much interest in your

valued Magazine an article entitled

" 'Scorpion' of the Treetrops," in the

May, 1948, issue.

I note that this article is about a so-

called "five-lined sldnk," a lizard extant

on the Del-Mar-Va Peninsula (more par-

ticularly, on the so-called eastern shore

of Maryland). Hereabouts, while some
people call these creatures "scorpions,"

others give this lizard a possibly more
picturesque if less euphonious name—
"Wood Bitch." However, I have never

formd anybody in this locaHty who didn't

insist that these creatrues are poisonous,

your article to the contrary notwithstand-

ing.

If these lizards are not poisonous, why
is there such a widespread belief up and

down the eastern shore of Maryland that

they are poisonous? Furthermore, I had

the following experience in cormection

with one of these lizards. As we were

erecting a cabin in the woods on the

upper part of the southeastern branch of

the Bohemia River, I had occasion to kill

a smaller and different kind of hzard—

darkish, with yellow stripes running cross-

wise along the length of it. This lizard

is frequently known locally as a "Ground

Puppy." It is also sometimes considered

poisonous. I have even heard it said that

on occasion those who wish to do away

with dogs have Idlled and cooked these

lizards and fed them to the dogs to poison

them! At any rate, we IdUed this kind

of a lizard, much smaller than the so-

called "skink" of yoiu" article.

Presently, by coincidence, we saw what

an old resident there called a "Wood
Bitch." This creatiu-e resembled the skink

described in your article, having hori-

zontal stripes nmning the length of it

and a red nose. Also, when we hit it

with a stick, its tail snapped off, as you

have also described. . . .

At any rate, we IdUed both of these

hzards and laid them side by side under

a tree. The next day the ants had all

but carried off the carcass of the smaller

lizard, the "Ground Puppy," but had left

the "Wood Bitch" entirely alone.

From this it was hard not to draw

tlie conclusion that the "Wood Bitch"

or "Scorpion," as it is frequently called

hereabouts, has some kind of poison in

it that kept the ants from touching it—

again, your article notwithstanding.

I would appreciate hearing more from

you on this.

Alfred N. Phtllips, Jr.

Cecilton, Md.

The following comments are offered by

C. M. Bogert of the American Museum's
Department of Amphibians and Reptiles:

Most of the questions in Mr. PhiUips's

interesting letter are readily answered,

but it is not easy to explain why so

many erroneous beliefs concerning rep-

tiles are widely held. In virtually all

parts of tlie world where reptiles occur,

the most outlandish notions about them
are accepted as fact. Primitive peoples

are even more gulhble in this respect

than those in civilized communities where
compulsory education has spread infor-

mation, if not the abihty to reason.

Nevertheless, an astonishing number of

liighly educated and otherwise intelligent

people are quite willing to beheve that

snakes suck milk from cows, that hoop
snakes can place the tail in the mouth
and roU down hills, or that snakes swallow

their young to protect them.

Many pseudo-biological ideas can be

traced back to Aristotle or PHny. Re-

peated by literary scholars, or handed
down by word of mouth, these prepos-

terous myths are believed by large seg-

ments of the population, despite the ex-

istence of pubfished factual information

that readily disproves them. Unfortu-

nately, it is difficult to distinguish fact

from fancy, and the most "reasonable"

assumptions may prove to be groundless.

Animals occasionally do things that seem
quite as unbehevable as those attributed

to tliem in mytli and fable.

In the case of animals alleged to be

dangerous, the possibihty that they might

be is sufficient to discourage investigation

by the vminitiated. Hence the belief

spreads, even though someone may have

looked into the matter a centirry ago.

In the case of the "wood bitch," it might

have been known that similar lizards lack

grooved teeth or \-enom glands, and it

is easily demonstrated tliat neither is

present in the skink. The bite of the

"wood bitch" produces only the symp-

toms of a similar woimd from ordinary

causes—if the lizard does manage to break

the skin. Simple experiment does not

always settle the matter, however. A con-

troversy waged for two or three decades

before it was definitely proved that the

Gda monster had grooved teeth and was

\'enomous. No one living in Arizona,

where diis lizard is formd, now questions

this. But in the same region one often

hears the erroneous notion expressed that

'Tjlue-belHed Hzards are poisonous."

When doubt is hazardous, many indi-

viduals prefer caution to evidence, and

nothing short of the spectacular will con-

vince them. Moreover, people tend to

Continued on page 335
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Road TO SURVIVAL

by William Vogt

William Sloane Assoc, $4.00

335 pp.

TT is a rare book tliat can be caUed
•* epoch-making. This one may or may
not be, but the reader is likely to con-

clude that it will be, or else-

There is not a word of "sensational-

ism" in Mr. Vogt's vocabulary, but, of

all the well-documented studies relating

to the exhaustion of natural resources, his

is the most urgent and dramatic. It is

unlikely that any amount of logic or

dialectic can gloss over the picture he
paints.

The lower animals subsist on the prod-

uce of their immediate environment. When
food gives out, they move or starve. Few
of them have storehouses outside the

tissues of their ovra bodies. Furthermore,
disease and enemies take an ordained

toU, and net increase is restricted to the

carrying capacity of an imtilled range.

Man, particularly gregarious man of

the past few millenia, is a case apart.

He transports food to himself in greater

quantities than the range can continue

to supply. Industrialization has upped
his numbers immoderately, and now
medical science has made a huge cut in

his death rate and doubled his expecta-

tion of life. The decade extending over

the last war was a period of horribly

abnormal mortality. Yet the net increase

in the human population of Europe was
eleven millions! In India it now approxi-

mates 14,000 per day.

Man, being an extraordinarily large

creature (there are only 200 bigger, and
the average bulk for all animals is about
that of a house fly), is an enormous
consumer. He has filled up or used up
the pioneer lands, such as tliose that

yielded a temporary lease of survival to

a depleted Old World after the discovery

of America.

There are no more adequate and ex-

tensive areas still unutihzed. Two-thirds
of the people of the world are hungry
and undernourished, yet breeding goes
on merrily, approved by tlie mores of

many discreet traditions.

The "Book of the Month Club" is to

be congratulated in its choice of this

superlative document. Don't miss it if

you want to see how the most important
problems facing mankind can be handled
dispassionately but witliout gloves.

R. C. Murphy.

YOUR NEW BOOKS

Foundations in the dust
A Story of Mesopotamian

Exploration

- . . by Seton Lloyd

Geofi'rey Cumberlege, Oxford

University Press, London,

New York, Toronto

237 pp.

'\X JE are all so famihar, through mu-
^ ' seums, books, and iOustrated papers,

with die treasures of Ur, tlie stone sculp-

tures of Assyria, and the seals of Baby-
lonia that we may find it difficult to

reahze how completely the great civih-

zations of the Euphrates and Tigris plain

had sunk into obhvion and how fittle

was known about tliem as late as tlie

middle of the nineteenth century. Unlike

Egypt, with its pyramids, temples, and
colossal stone statues, these lands pre-

sented notliing to tell of the glories of

tlie past, save vast and amorphous mounds
of crumbhng bricks and dust. What fittle

knowledge existed was derived from the

late writings of Greek historians and
from the Old Testament and gave hardly

an indication of the age and scope of the

Mesopotamian civilization. Babylonians

and Assyrians seemed to have been fittle

more than tyrannical conquerors, who
from time to time invaded Palestine and
abducted into exile parts of its popula-

tion, eventually to be punished for this

by having to crawl on aU fours and eat

grass, like Nebuchadnezzar, or by having

tlieir cities cursed, like Nineveh by the

prophet Jonas.

The author, one of tlie leading archaeol-

ogists in the field and Technical Adviser

to the Directorate of Antiquities of Iraq,

tells us the exciting story of the recovery

of tliose grand old civilizations from the

modest beginnings when, 150 years ago,

British pofitical agents in Baghdad first

began to take an interest in tiie ancient

ruins. There followed the marvelous feat

of tlie decipherment of cuneiform script,

first as early as 1802 in Germany by
Grotefend, whose work was so little

esteemed by scholars that it was not

published, and later independently by
Rawfinson.

Then came the first excavations, car-

ried out in Assyria by the French Consul
Botta and by Sir Henry Layard, the pene-
tration into an ever remoter past, and
the discovery of the works, the language,

and hterature of tiie Sumerians, a people

whose very existence had been forgotten

for thousands of years. All through tlie

second half of the nineteenth century, the

excavations, as far as their methods were
concerned, proceeded by trial and error

and all too often degenerated into a

mere hunt for museum specimens. The
period of really scientific methods began
only around 1900, when German scholars

started to excavate Babylon and Ashur.

It culminated in Sir Leonard WooUey's
sensational discoveries at Ur, in tlie vari-

ous expeditions of the Oriental Institute

of Chicago, the University Museum of

Philadelphia, the British Museum, the

German Orient Society, and, in recent

years, the excavations carried out by
native Iraqi scholars. The book ends

with a brief report on the excavations at

Hassunah, in 1943, which seem to carrv

us back to the very beginnings of higher

civilization in the early part of the fifth,

if not in the sLxth, millennium B.C.

Robert Heine-Geldebn.

The story of plants

- . -by John Asch

G. P. Putnam's Sons, $5.00

407 pp., 185 figs.

TT ERE is a book that combines tlie

-* -* history of botany, plant physiology,

structural botany, paleobotany, systematic

ISLAND LIFE h, Lake Michigan
by Robert T. Hatt and collaborators

The habits and distribution of the vertebrates,

correlated with geological and cultural history

171 pages $4.00 postpaid

CRANBROOK INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE • Bloomfield Hills, Michigan
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botany, organic chemistry, the effect of

nuclear ph^-sics—in short, a summary of

the important features of plant life,

described in language that a person with

little or no knowledge of botany and

related subjects can understand without

consulting a glossal}' or dictionary. The

author, John Asch, is the son of Mr.

and Mrs. Sholem Asch. He was born in

Warsaw, Poland, but he became an Amer-

ican citizen and was educated in Amer-

ican schools. He was graduated from die

National Farm School at Doyleston, Penn-

sylvania. He was a student and voluntary

worker at the Citrus Experiment Station

at the Universit)' of California. For a

time he worked at plant exploration work

with the Hebrew University at Jerusalem.

He has visited every experiment station

and botanical garden throughout the

United States, Europe, and the Mediter-

ranean area.

In short, this is a thoroughgoing

accurate, and dependable piece of work,

more copiously illustrated than any book

of the kind known to this reviewer, and

die drawings, which were done by Tabea

Hofmann, are e.xcellent in quality and

very helpful in the comprehension of

the story.

To be a bit more analytic, a few of

the subjects treated are cytological de-

velopment, Mendel's Law, fungous para-

sites, bacteriology, edible and poisonous

mushrooms, how plants scatter their seeds,

horticultural experiments, agriculture, the

foundation of civilization, how forests

affect civilization. This is not a textbook,

but it contains all the essential features

of a textbook, put in an attractive and

fascinating shape. It is amazing to note

how much work has gone into one book,

and it has not been padded.

Clyde Fisheb.

Oceanic birds of
south america

- - by Robert Cushman Murphy

The Macmillan Co., $17.50

1245 pp., 16 color plates,

221 photos and figs.

'

I
*HE recent publication of this two-

^ volume classic brings to the public

a book that was called "one of the most

absorbing and exciting pubUcations in

the field of natural history" when it was
originally issued a dozen years ago in

an edition of only 1200 copies. Because

the book stood as a monolith in its field,

the edition was promptly exhausted. The
meager supply was thus scattered over

almost the whole known world, from the

White House and the hbrary of at least

one monarch to the head of the Tribal

Council of the Navajo Nation and the

Siberian Section of the Russian Geo-
graphical Society in Irkutsk. Soon, one
wishing to acquire the set had to pay a

collector's price.

Because the book has been thoroughly
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reviewed from the scientific point of view,

no such appraisal is needed here. UnUke

many books of great scientific worth.

Oceanic Birds of South America is con-

spicuous for its pleasing flavor as well

as for its intellectual calories. Beyond

being an encyclopedia of bird lore, it

describes the aims and adventures of the

scientists whose explorations have yielded

such a fund of knowledge. Not least

interesting of these are those of the author

himself, whose many thousands of miles

before the mast and via shanks' mare

have carried him to a position of world

renown as an ornithologist and geog-

rapher.

The sixteen full-color paintings adorn-

ing die book were all done especially

for it by the celebrated bird artist, Francis

Lee Jacques.

So, if you do not know how a penguin

flies underwater or that a guanay eats

almost nothing but anchovies, feast your-

self on this intellectual banquet and share

in the enjoyment of a monument that

took the author more than two decades

to perfect.

E. M. W.

A FIELD GUIDE TO THE
SHELLS OF OUR ATLANTIC
AND GULF COAST

by Percy A. Morris

Houghton, MifBin Co., $3.50

190 pp., 42 illusts.

'npHlS small handbook for the Eastern
-*- and Gulf Coast fills a real need for

the amateur shell enthusiast. One of the

greatest diEBculties in writing a book of

this type is the selection of the species

to be included. I believe that Mr. Mor-

ris's choice has been fortunate and that

the approximately 400 species discussed

include most of the shells that are likely

to attract the attention of the amateur

collector. The descriptions are concise

and graphic without repeating the old

hackneyed phrases, which seem so com-

monly to pass on from one compilation

to another. While the common names

are given wherever such names appear

to be well established, the author is to

be congratulated for resisting the tempta-

tion to fill in the blanks with manu-

factured names. In the discussion of

many species, Mr. Morris has included

a brief account of their habits and natural

history.

No formal synonomy is given, but a

sufficient number of the older names are

mentioned in the text to clear up most

of the confusion that might result from

an attempt to use this guide in conjunc-

tion with some of the older books.

The omission of the author's name
from the scientific names is, I beheve,

an unnecessary simplification, which may
detract slightly from the value of the

book. It seems particularly odd since the

meaning and use of the author's name

is explained in the introduction. The

book is fully illustrated and includes a

number of attractive color plates. There

is an adequate glossary of technical terms.

John C. Armstrong.

Australian bird life

by Charles Barrett

O.xford University Press, $3.25

239 pp.

A USTRALIA is world-famous for its

^^ many aberrant types of birds. There

are bower-birds and birds of paradise,

emus and lyre birds, as well as a host of

colorful parrots and pigeons. Gould, the

Audubon of Austraha, made this avi-

fauna known to the rest 0^ the world in

a series of foUo volumes that are now
among the most precious of all ornitho-

logical pubhcations.

Among the many books on Australian

birds that have appeared recendy, this is

one that is within the reach of everybody.

In a series of seventeen chapters, the prin-

cipal types of Austrahan birds are dis-

cussed in a rather conversational manner,

and some interesting facts are reported

on the more noteworthy species.

The most valuable feature of this book

is a series of excellent photographs of

the various types of Australian birds and

also of their nests and displays. A num-
ber of colored plates depict some of the

more brilliant species. The information,

on the whole, is correct, but there are

only sixteen species of rails in Australia

and not sixty as stated.

Ernst Mayr.

A HISTORY OF fishes

- . . by
J.

R. Norman

A. A. Wyn, Inc., $6.50

463 pp., 157 illusts.

tN the 21 chapters of A History of
-' Fishes by the late

J.
R. Norman, there

is a veritable storehouse of facts about

these denisons of the water and their

manner of life. An excellent index facili-

tates its use as a reference. More often

than not, the facts about any matter

relating to fishes, which might take one

hours to come by in some library, can

be found clearly presented here in a

few minutes.

Furthermore, this is one of tiie most

scholarly, comprehensive books on the

subject pubhshed in the English language

in our time. One thing it will not do

is identify die thousands of species of

hving fishes, but the excellent drawings

by Colonel Tenison portray a considerable

number of the more interesting ones.

Here also are many true and fascinating

fish stories, interestingly told; one will

remember the habit of the remoras of

getting free transportation by attaching
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to sharks and other large marine crea-

tures, and that of the archerfish, which

knocks insects from overhanging vege-

tation or out of the air with accurately

directed jets of water. The autlior also

describes how the tiny parasitic male

among the deep-sea anglers grasps its

much larger mate and becomes merely an

appendage to her, and he tells about

die migration of fresh-water eels to spawn

in die deep sea and the return of their

young.

As there is a great demand for this

very useful volume (first pubUshed in

1931 and out of print for some years),

diis new edition is most welcome. It

differs from the original only in die

addition of a foreword by Col. Tenison,

and of an account and figme of Latimeria,

the most remarkable fish discovered alive

in recent times, five feet in length, weigh-

ing 127 pounds, and of a type thought

to have been extinct for 50 milHon years

or so.

J. T. N.

Popular gemology

by Richard M. Pearl

John Wiley & Sons, $4.00

316 pp., 112 figs.

T?OR accurate information about gem
* stones, coupled with readability, we
can recommend this new book by Richard

Pearl of the Department of Geology of

Colorado College. Mr. Pearl has a miner-

alogical background which gives him an

acquaintance with minerals and their

occurrence and spares him the pitfalls

into which the popular writer is fikely to

fall. On the other hand, his book is

not so technical that mineralogical train-

ing is necessary for an understanding of

half of what is said.

The various jewelry stones are taken

up in succession and are arranged in the

mineralogical sequence to be used in the

new Dana System of Mineralogy. The
rare stones are described in considerably

more detail than in many textbooks. The
commoner stones, on the other hand, are

rather briefly treated, giving an impres-

sion that many of the rare stones are

more important dian they actually are,

commercially speaking. However, since

most of the people who buy gem books

are likely to be those interested in the

less common stones, this is hardlv a fault.

Mrs. Jones, whose sole piece of jewelry

is a diamond ring, is not die usual buyer

of a gem book!

The illustrations are interesting and

show many mineral specimens in good
crystals. Some are a little foreign to the

book, but, on the other hand, they add
to the interest of the mineral collector

who is only casually interested in the

speciaUzation of others—precious stones.

Though there are only a dozen common
and significant jewelry minerals, the trulv

interesting ones are the little-known

stones. A dip into this group is stimu-

lating and gives one an appreciation of

minerals not obtained in other ways.

Most of the visitors to the Morgan Hall,

it must be confessed, are led there by
a desire to see the gems; only after being

led astray to the minerals do they reaUze

how beautiful many of them are. Mr.
Pearl's book would be a good introduc-

tion.

F. H. POUGH.

Mount Everest 1938

by H. W. Tilman

Cambridge University Press, 15s.

160 pp., 49 illusts.

'TpHIS is the official account written by
-'- the leader of the last Everest expe-

dition, die seventh if we include two
made for reconnaissance. It is a thin

volume; yet it gives a complete story

of the expedition, commencing with the

pieparations and selection of climbers.

A map shows die route from India and
another the north side of Everest, with
the usual approach to the North Col
from the east and the alternate climb
from the west, used for the first time

by diis expedition.

Appendices include a discussion on
Everest expeditions, by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society; one on use of oxygen.

by Lloyd; scientific observations, by
Odell, showing two geological sections

through Mount Everest; and comments by
Tilman on the "Abominable Snowman,"
as Tibetans call the mythical (?) creature

whose tracks have been observed in the
snow of the Himalayas. Noteworthy
among the photos, mostly taken by
Smythe, are the Gompa of Shekar Dzong
and the tremendous views from Camps V
and VI.

The story carries one along with the

party, and, as in Tilman's other books,

there are bits of dry humor as when
on the first weary march the climbers

"wonder if man was really intended to

walk, whether motoring after all is not

his natural mode of progression."

Tilman makes a good case for the

small expedition costing £2500 compared
with previous large ones costing four

times as much. His argument is sustained

by the achievement of his party of seven.

With the help of 31 Sherpa porters, they

estabhshed the usual camps with Camp
VI at 27,200 ft. and made two tries for

the 29,141 ft. summit, both hopeless

because of deep powder snow brought

by an early monsoon.

Anyone interested in the Mount Everest

problem or one who enjoys a tale of

high endeavor should read this "chapter"

in the unfinished story of the mountain.

Richard L. Buedsall.
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ON first glance, you might have

considered the Huaca Prieta

a poor place to dig. It looked like

a natural hill a little over 400 feet

long and 165 feet wide, rising 60

feet above the beach. The remains

of two adobe brick pyramids about

a mile to the north of it are higher

and much more impressive. But

examine the Huaca more carefully.

It is not a natmral hill but a pile

of refuse—an ancient camp ground

or village site that rose simply

tlirough the accumulation of ashes,

cast-off food scraps, and other rub-

bish. The adobe pyramids could

have been built in a few genera-

tions. The Huaca Prieta had obvi-

ously taken centuries. You can

imagine my excitement when I

reahzed how far back in the history

of the Western Hemisphere this

site went and that it had exactly

what I hoped it would have on

the basis of a careful analysis of

local conditions along this coast hne

before setting out on this expedi-

tion.

The circumstances that brought

us to this out-of-the-way spot in

the Chicama Valley in northern

Peru were simple enough. When
the Spaniards first gained control

over the old Inca Empire, Euro-

peans began to speculate about the

history and origin of the Peruvians.

Shortly after the conquest, the King

of Spain ordered that the legends

dealing with their past be recorded.

These provide a reasonably accu-

rate picture of the Inca Empire
back to about a. d. 1200. EarHer

than tliat, the legends are of little

help, and we must hteraUy dig our

information out of the ground.

Through the years a great mass
of material, such as pottery and
textiles, has been recovered, but all

too frequently there has been little

information as to exactly where
it came from and what other ma-
terial was associated with it. The
relatively little systematic collecting

that has been done has yielded rich

dividends in knowledge and has

shown a long sequence of cultural

development, varying considerably

from one part of the country to

another.

The magnitude of the task, the

wealth of easily procured material,
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AMERICA'S ©li
An American Museum expedition to Peru

uncovers an unknown chapter in the early

history of America—a glimpse of the epic

of human life from perhaps 3000 B.C.

L#^

A Air photo of a section of the Peruvian coast, with the dividers spanning

the Huaca Prieta mound. Here digging was begun in an effort to discover the

earlier periods of Peruvian prehistory. The light area is a low desert plateau

rising above the adjacent farm land and bordered by surf on the west
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By Junius Bird

Associate Curator of Archaeology,
Museum of Natural History

All photos by John Collier, Jr.

except tvhere otherwise credited.

and the lack of funds have dis-

couraged a co-ordinated or planned

approach to the study of Peruvian

prehistory. The result has been that

both Peruvian and foreign ar-

chaeologists have worked as they

were able, following whatever leads

seemed most promising.

As an experiment in a more con-

certed program it was proposed

that a thorough study be made of

a single coastal valley. The Peru-

vian coast, as you know, is a desert

area, where farming is limited to

the valleys receiving water from

the mountains. The population in

the past, as well as at present, has
been concentrated in these valleys,

so the remains of their ancient

cities and towns, irrigation systems,

pyramids, and forts are clearly

grouped in valley units. The pro-

posed plan called for a study of

the present population and how
they utilize the land, a survey of

as many archaeological sites as pos-

sible, and an effort to clarify and
extend the known cultural record

of the former inhabitants.

The valley finally chosen, the

Viiu, located about eight degrees

south of the equator, was selected

for various reasons. Dr. Wendell
C. Bennett, one of the organizers

of the program, had already worked
there for the American Museum;
it was comparatively small and was
well located in relation to important

centers of great pre-Inca cultural

achievements, and a complete aerial

photograph coverage was available.

The plan, as developed, called for

the joint participation of several

I^A HEAP of ashes and debris marks the site

c a farming-fishing community abandoned
I ore maize was known in Peru. South end
c mound

Photo by Junius Bird

> A GREAT PYRAMID of clay bricks

erected centuries later near the

mound. Jeep is at left base of struc-

ture

Expedition camp, maintained for

1 months beside the Huaca Prieta. In

> low areas, limited vegetation is sup-

-^cd ' j,ro '
1

i . »
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A The crew unloading beside an

excavation to continue operations

>-This exploratory trench,

dug near the Huaca Prieta,

revealed the entrance to one

of the many subterranean struc-

tures that were uncovered. The
men are removing the over-

lying debris

A A COMPLICATED TANGLE
of walls and structures are

revealed beneath the debris

that had accumulated after

the abandonment of Huaca
Prieta

> Subterranean house, with

walls of cobblestones. Roof
timbers, of hardwood logs and
whalebones, had been removed
at the time it was abandoned,

when the surface was at the

level being swept by the author.
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institutions. Ultimately ten organi-

zations were involved in furnishing

funds and personnel, one Peruvian

and nine North American. In addi-

tion, we had the constant help and

valuable advice of the founder of

the famous ChicUn Museum, in

the Chicama Valley, Rafael Larco

Hoyle. He is the outstanding author-

ity on the archaeology of this

region, yet he welcomed a virtual

invasion of competitors. Each field

party operated independently, con-

centrating on some particular phase

of the work to avoid duplication of

effort, and poohng the information

gathered as the work progressed. It

is already clear that the results justi-

fied the effort, though until the col-

lected material has been thoroughly

studied the full story cannot be

told. This account, then, deals only

v/itli the one part undertaken by

the American Museum—a study of

the oldest evidence of human oc-

cupation in that area, and it was

this assignment that brought me
to the Huaca Prieta.

A search of the wind-eroded sur-

face of this mound and the sides

of the large crater-like pit dug in

its top many years ago by treasure

hunters confirmed what my friends,

the Larcos, had told me before they

brought me to it: that it had ac-

cumulated prior to the use of pot-

tery in this part of Peru. The only

artifacts to be found were un-

worked stone flakes and the crudely

flaked cobblestones from which

they had been removed. Such

simple objects, generally classed as

"choppers" or "hand axes," occur

from Canada to Tierra del Fuego,

associated with completely unre-

lated cultures of varied antiquity.

By themselves, they seem of httle

help in checking the relationship

of groups of people or of periods.

More impressive was the com-

plete lack of any evidence of what
we call pressure flaking—a tech-

nique used in making stone knife

blades and spear and arrow points.

This technique, dating far back in

human prehistory, is so widely dis-

tributed throughout the world that

its absence is either taken to indi-

cate an extremely primitive culture

or to show that the people have

advanced to a point where a knowl-

america's oldest farmers

edge of metalworking has made it

obsolete. Exceptions are knovra

where people have occupied areas

in which suitable stone was unob-

tainable, but these are limited and

easily understood. Once before,

along the coast of southern Chile,

I had found remains of a simple

primitive culture that lacked pres-

sure flaking, and, as far as I knew

at die time, it was the only region

in America having suitable stone

but lacking the technique.

As stone suitable for pressure

flaking is available in this part of

Peru, it was obvious that the debris

at the Huaca Prieta had been left

by a people having a culture simi-

lar in this one respect to the early

Alacaluf of South Chile. Certainly

it was a place that could tell us

something about the pre-pottery

period of Peruvian prehistory—a pe-

riod of which we knew practically

nothing. Of this much I was sure

before putting a spade in the

ground, though it in no way pre-

pared me for what we finally

found.

A similar pre-pottery midden, or

refuse pile, had already been lo-

cated in the Viru by Dr. W. D.

Strong, of Columbia University,

but as the Huaca Prieta was more

promising it was given first choice.

A few days after our arrival, my
wife and I had our tents set up just

beyond the southern end of the

mound, our sifters assembled, a

crew of ten men engaged, and were

ready to begin work. The men all

lived within a radius of five miles

and, although inexperienced in this

type of work, were quick to learn.

One, who hved nearest, knew the

Huaca as a place where nothing

could be found and very consid-

erately advised me that we would

be throwing our money away to dig

there.

To give the crew practice, we
started an exploratory trench be-

yond the limits of the mound, be-

ginning on the adjacent flat mea-

dowland and cutting up onto, the

higher dry, barren ground to ex-

pose the substructure on which the

mound rested. This proved to be a

conglomerate rock whose surface

was 15 to 20 feet above the limits

of vegetation. This was important,

for it meant that the base of the

mound was well above the normal
flood level of water coming down
the valley and that our chances of

recovering perishable material in

the lower strata should be good.

Carried farther, the trench re-

vealed that the area at the north-

ern base of the mound had been
occupied during a period that has

been variously named Gallinaso,

Viru, and Negative. The last term

is based on a method the people

used in decorating their pottery, in

which a negative type of painting

was used to show designs and fig-

ures. This culture has been recog-

nized for some years, and although

it is known to be respectably old,

it flourished long after pottery was
first used in Peru.

When a test sample of the debris

of this period was sifted it showed
that the inhabitants cultivated an

abundance of maize and that among
a variety of other Cultivated plants

they had the phaseolus beans, sup-

posed to be of Central American
origin. Below this was a hard,,

sterile layer of what was obviously

wind-blown dust that had come
from the top of Huaca and set-

tled on its lea side. This covered

a hard, consolidated accumulation

of beach cobbles free from any

traces of human occupation. After

cutting down into these for about

five feet without reaching more
midden, we continued the explora-

tory trench up the side of the

mound to its top. This trench

showed that the cobblestone layer

continued well up on the mound
face and that it became thinner and
disappeared at an elevation of

about 30 feet above sea level. Be-

neath it, on the mound slope, was
more of the salt-hardened, wind-

blown dust from the top of the

mound, and under this was well-

stratified refuse, dumped there dur-

ing the actual occupation of the

mound.

At first I thought that the cobble-

stones might, for some inexphcable

reason, have been spread over the

area by people. But after examin-

ing them more carefully, I decided

that they must have been left by
a tidal wave, an opinion that was

supported by a similar deposit ex-
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A Sifting debris from the lower layers,

accessible where wave erosion had
sheared off the west side of the mound.
The refuse, dust dry, preserved nearly all

the perishable material

posed at the mouth of the Chicama
River, two miles to the south. There

it was very clear that unusual wave
action had carried coarse gravel in

from the beach, well above normal

storm level and up over soil strata

containing evidence of human oc-

cupation. This tidal wave, unques-

tionably catastrophic for the com-

munities near the beach, had little

bearing on our problem, for it had

clearly occurred some time after

Huaca Prieta had been abandoned.

What occasioned the abandon-

ment we do not know for certain.

We found that the entire western

face had been eroded away by
waves cutting back the underlying

conglomerate rock. This obviously

happened during a period when
the relative level of land and sea

remained constant. Evidence of

this can be seen southward along

more than a thousand miles of

coast, down into northern Chile,

in the form of wave-cut cliffs and
barancas in close proximity to the

present breach. Subsequently, a

slight coastal uplift raised the base

line of these above storm level, and

they are now, for the most part,

protected by more recently formed

beaches. Had this uplift not oc-

curred, the Huaca Prieta, as well

as many other sites next to the

shore, might have been completely

destroyed. So perhaps it was the

partial destruction by wave action

that led to the final abandonment

of the site.

At any rate, the erosion simpli-
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> One end of the test pit ex-

cavated in the Huaca Prieta,

with three superimposed retain-

ing walls exposed

* Cleaning the surface of a layer

of debris before taking it to the

sifters. The narrow trenches exposed

the structure and permitted the accu-

rate separation of layers

Plwto by J'.

fied our task, for it had left the

lowest layers in the mound readily

accessible along its western side.

For some feet in from the surface,

these strata were almost as hard

as cement and had to be broken

out with sledge hammers and drills.

Farther in, the material could be

sifted, so we exposed a long block

and, following the natural struc-

tural lines, sifted it layer by layer.

The dip of the lowest layers showed

that the first inhabitants had lived

on the area west of the existing

mound before the substructure had

been cut back to its present posi-

tion.

We made this test because I was

somewhat in doubt as to whether

or not we would be able to remove

an adequate sample of the debris

from near the bottom by cutting

down through the total depth of

the deposit. Deep pits can be dan-

gerous if the refuse is loose, and

in such cases one has to cut the

side walls with so much pitch that

the area of the pit is greatly re-
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duced at the bottom. I need not

have worried, for the mound proved

to be largely of compact ash, with a

relatively small amount of shells.

Nearly vertical walls could be cut

in it without danger of collapse.

Meanwhile, I had been checking

the central portion of the mound
and had found that its upper half

was fiUed with a complicated mass

of small subterranean sti-uctures.

Their walls were of cobblestones

set in hard mortar, made by mixing

the midden dirt with water. The
roofs had been of hardwood logs

and whalebones covered with

stones and midden. The floors were

of dirt. In constructing them, the

builders necessarily disturbed the

stratified debris, mixing artifacts of

different ages. To secure accurate

chronological data on specimens in

such a situation would have re-

quired far more time than we could

spend. Therefore, as the best place

for our main excavation we chose

A Tons of dry dust were

sifted in this way, to recover

every item that might add

to the story of the ancient

people

Senor Marchena sorting

the residue which has come

off the sifter—a job calling

for patience and sharp eyes.

Two men were thus con-

stantly employed at each

sifter

America's oldest farmers

the part exposed by our first ex-

ploratory trench. This was on the

northern side of the hill, beyond

the subterranean structures, where

trash had been dumped more or

less continuously and lay undis-

turbed. Accordingly, we opened a

pit 36 feet long and 16 feet wide,

with a wheelbarrow bench leading

out to the sifters.

Stripping the debris out in lay-

ers following the natural strata, we
reached the underlying conglom-

erate 36 feet below the surface at

the uphill side of the cut. As the

mound is somewhat higher to the

south, I estimate the maximum
thickness of the compact debris

to be at least 40 feet, and that for-

merly it was at least 5 feet higher.

Visitors to the site invariably asked

why such a mound had been

"built" and were incredulous when
told that it had not been intention-

ally constructed. It had grown

through the centuries simply be-

cause the people found the location

desirable and continued to live

there, scattering trash and ashes in

close proximity to their houses.

We found four successive retain-

ing walls partly encircling the up-

per portion. They were apparently

built more to extend or stabilize

the level top of the mound than for

defense. But it was obvious that at

no time had any fill or dirt been

brought onto the mound. Contin-

ued dumping of trash on the slope

had ultimately submerged each
wall in turn. From the surface down
to the bottom, the refuse was dust

dry, with the result that nearly all

of the normally perishable material,

such as parts of plants and textiles,

had survived. In order to make full

use of our opportunity, we saved

every single item that could tell us

anything at all about the life and
customs of the people who had
lived here.

The resulting collection is most

unimpressive by aesthetic standards.

There is nothing in it to arouse the

envy of the average collector, but

it will ultimately, when fully stud-

ied, yield a remarkably detailed

story. This will require the help

of a number of specialists, and as

the cleaning and preservative treat-

ment is a tedious process, it may
be several years before all the con-

clusions can be assembled. At the

moment, the known facts are worth

the telling, even if we cannot fully

interpret them.

The excavations verified our first

conclusions: that the site had been

occupied for a very long time prior

to the use of pottery in this region,

and that the people who settled

here knew nothing of pressure

flaked or ground stone tools and

weapons. If their stone artifacts

had been the only surviving evi-

dence, it would have indicated a



A Seeds of various plants singled out by the sifters.

These may well be over three thousand years oldi

< Scraps of cloth and plant remains collected. With the

exception of toy slings, not a single weapon was found

technological development no bet-

ter than that of the early paleo-

lithic people of the Old World.

What is most smrprising is the

fact that from the beginning the

economy of the people living here

was based on farming combined
with fishing. As no evidence of

agriculture of comparable age has

so far been found in America, the

plant remains recovered are of con-

siderable interest. Conspicuous by
its absence is corn, or maize, which
we later found to have been first

cultivated in this area long after

the abandonment of the Huaca, by
people using the type of pottery

known as Cupisnique or Coastal

Chavin. The tentative list of cul-

tivated plants, though not yet au-

thoritatively identified, includes

squash, chili peppers, beans of

possibly four varieties, achira

(Canna), bottle gourds, and cot-

ton. It is, of course, debatable

whether these were all cultivated

or whether some were at that time

growing wild. The fact that they

were regularly utihzed by the in-

habitants of a well-established com-
munity and that none grow wild

in the area today suggests that they

were all cultivated.

In addition, several wild plants

formed an important part of the
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diet. The roots of the common cat-

tail; tubers of a rush, Cyperus,

known locally as papas de junco;

and tubers from a "nut grass"

sedge were all gathered and

roasted. Fruit seeds show that they

ate the ciruela del jraile, Lucuma,

guayaba, and others still to be iden-

tified.

The balance of their diet seems

to have come almost exclusively

from the sea. Fishes were caught

with nets, for the location is un-

suited for hand hne fishing. The
most satisfactory method today is

with seine nets, and this may have

been true then, for we found many
net fragments and one large seine

well down in the mound, with its

goiu-d floats still intact. A limited

section of the adjacent beach,

slightly protected by an irregularity

in the shore line, permits this type

of fishing and is, I believe, one of

the reasons why the people settled

at this particular location. Hand
line fishing from the shore is im-

practical because of the surf, and
this is reflected in the lack of hooks

in the refuse. That they knew about

them is shown by a single fragment

of shell hook found at the bottom

and several other crude ones of

thorn, suitable only for catching

the small fresh-water fishes that live

in near-by drainage channels. No
spears or harpoons appear to have

been used.

Shellfish, because of the heavy

surf, are not very abundant on this

coast. Apparently there was once

a reef or point of conglomerate rock

beyond the present shore line, pro-

viding a more favorable situation

for their growth. This is indicated

not only by the structmre of the

mound but by the fact that the

people secured and ate large, deep-

v/ater mussels, which are no longer

available in the vicinity. These

mussels are seldom found in less

than three fathoms of water and

need more protection from surf

than the situation now offers. The
frequency of these shells in the mid-

den proves that some of the people

were excellent swimmers, for at the

places where the mussels are still

found, only men equipped with

modern diving gear gather them.

Sea urchins, crabs, clams, and even

starfish were eaten. Occasionally a

few sea birds, sea lions, or, less

frequently, porpoises were secured.

Apparently no land game was
eaten, for we did not find any

other mammalian remains. Though
this might indicate a food taboo,

it is more probable that there was

no game available at that time.
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A Back at camp, items sifted from the debris are sorted for packing

A A FIELD RECORD is kept of the number and

types of stone artifacts in each layer

'^ Perforated net sinker, with one

of the hammerstones used in peck-

ing out the hole

Cooking was, to a large extent,

done with hot stones, so that an ap-

preciable percentage of the debris

consists of fire-cracked cobbles.

Utensils were of gourd and perhaps

calabash, and of the thousands of

fragments of these that we found,

only two had carved designs. Some-

times rough lines had been

scratched on the soft epidermis

when it was fresh, and this might

be considered decorative. Pyro en-

graving, a method of decorating

gourd utensils by means of a hot

implement, was rarely used, though

it became quite common much
later, at the time maize was intro-

duced. This early rarity of decora-

tion on such an easily worked

medium as the gourd implies a

lack of artistic urge which was
supported by all our other obser-

vations.

A list of their otiier possessions

is astonishingly brief. With the ex-

ception of toy slings, we did not

find a single weapon. I cannot

believe that this was accidental, for

we sifted far more debris than is

usually necessary to check on the

material culture of a group. The
people made no beads or orna-

ments, and the only objects of

bone were small bodkins. The only

artifact of wood was a narrow,

AMERICAS OLDEST FARMERS

paddle-like stick, possibly used for

digging.

Obviously, we missed some items.

For instance, they had fire, yet we
found no equipment for starting it.

They made bark cloth, yet we
found no tools for beating it. They

spun cotton, yet we cannot prove

that any of the many twigs found

were the spindles.

In spite of this dearth of tools,

there was abundant evidence that

they were skillful with their hands.

In all, we must have 3000 frag-

ments of fabrics, all older than

any previously found in America

and almost all of cotton, with a

few of bast. When these have been

cleaned, they may give us the most

complete picture of a truly primi-

tive stage of weaving recovered

anywhere in the world. A field

analysis of the techniques used

shows that about 78 per cent of

the pieces are of twined construc-

tion. Netting, in the form of fish

nets and pouches, is next in fre-

quency, then looping and coiHng,

with true weaving coming last.

The technique of twining—unit-

ing warp yarns by twisting a pair

of weft elements about them—has
long been recognized as very

ancient. This has been deduced

from its wide distribution and is

supported by archaeological evi-

dence. Twining is found among the

textiles from the mud of the Swiss

lake dweller sites, but the associ-

ated cultural remains there are

technically almost as far ahead of

the Huaca Prieta stage as modern

Swiss culture is from its forerunner.

We failed to recover any un-

finished piece of fabric that might
Continued on page 334
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Cushion Plants
WHEREVER there are moun-

tains, there are alpinists

among plants. To them the highest

unsurmountable barrier is not the

ultimate icy pinnacle but rather the

Hne of perpetual snow; for the

snow Hne, except for certain never-

say-die hchens, marks nature's alti-

tudinal "iron curtain" beyond whose
frozen folds higher plant life can-

not pass and hve. The elevation of

the snow hne on mountains is the

factor that determines how high

flowering plants may climb above

sea level. Of course, the elevation

of snow line, like that of timber

line, varies with latitude. In the

arctic, (and antarctic) snow hes

on the ground almost at sea level

the year round, at least in protected

spots, but as one moves farther and

farther south permanent snow
either disappears or is limited to

the tops of the higher mountain

peaks; and as one nears the heat

of equatorial regions the snow hne,

retreating ever upwards, reaches
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or THE HIGH mn
A trip to the snow line of the High Andes where

curious forms of plant life decorate the desert heights

By Walter Henricks Hodge
University of Massachusetts

All photos by the a

ind

its highest limits. Thus plants in

the high latitudes of polar regions

cannot possibly try any high moun-
taineering, but in the region of the

equator, they pursue the ever-as-

cending snow and clamber into the

clouds—if there are mountains to

chmb.

There are, and lofty ranges they

prove to be, as a glimpse at any

globe will tell. Of these, the high-

est summits at the equator itself

lie in the Andean Cordilleras of our

own hemisphere, in western South

America. Ecuador's lofty Chim-

borazo (20,702 ft.) is the highest

peak close by the equator, and she

looks down her snoviy nose in a

relatively short vertical distance

from the equivalent of the cold

arctic realm to the wet tropical

realm, with all the intervening zones

between telescoped on her volcanic

slopes. A dozen other peaks in

neighboring countries match or sur-

pass in elevation this giant sleep-

ing volcano; they culminate in loft)'

Huascaran, guardian peak of the
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i ORDILLERA Blanca, a tremendous snow

je in Central Peru, is the center of the

I
lion plant country. On the slopes of this

tie Switzerland" of the Andes, these plants

iv higher than in other areas

Cordillera Blanca of central Peru.

Most of tliese Andean giants can

offer approximately 17,000 feet of

slopes habitable to plants; above

that mark lie the snowy mantles of

glaciated summits. Seventeen thou-

sand feet thus becomes the approxi-

mate uppermost goal for alpine

plants. What kind of green life do

we find at this ultima Thule? Why,
the cushion company, those curi-

mony with its surroundings that it

may easily be overlooked by the

casual observer as merely a giant

lichen-covered boulder smoothly

rounded by glacial action. More-

over, yareta may be clambered upon

like a boulder, so solid is its con-

sti^uction. Normally, cushions of

yareta are low and spread occa-

sionally to form a great, irregular

green platter as much as twelve

feet in diameter. At times these

platters push up to three feet in

height at their center, but this is

rather rare.

Kneebng beside a yareta plant,

one will observe a living green

mosaic of compacted leaf rosettes

A Great tumorous mounds of yareta in southern Peru

ous amorphous mounds of greenery

which mimic the very companion

rocks and boulders of their sub-

stratosphere environment.

Let's look at yareta {Azorella spp.

of the UmbelHferae
) , a close rela-

tive of the garden carrot and a

typical cushion plant of the high

Andes. It does not take much im-

agination to see why it is so called,

for an individual of this curious

species may form a gray-green,

often tumorous mound of com-

pacted verdure that is so in har-

looking for all the world like di-

minutive, if crowded, editions of the

familiar "hens-and-chickens" of the

home rock garden. But unlike these

plants, the flowers of yareta are in-

significant (hardly an eighth of an

inch in diameter), and one has to

look closely even to notice the tiny

greenish-white blooms that speckle

the great cushions during the May
to July flowering season. Hidden

beneath the gray-green leafy mo-

saics are highly-branched but re-

markably telescoped stems; in fact.

CUSHION PLANTS OF THE HIGH ANDES

each single leafy rosette is actually

the terminus of a single hidden
branchlet whose leaves are limited

to the uppermost tip. Slice a typi-

cal yareta plant down through the

center, and it would resemble a

giant cauliflower head split in two.

The greatest display of cushion-

forming species is centered around
14,000 feet and above, in those

higher exposed portions of the

Andes generally called Tpuna, a zone

where conditions are often dry and
desert-like. In fact, the Andean
puna might be called one of the

loftiest desert regions in the world.

The cushion form is the end prod-

uct of the dwarfing influence of a

mountain environment, which has

brought into being a practically

stemless plant with oversize roots

that help to hold the foliage and
flowers close to the soil, as though

fearful of what the elements might

be able to do if these parts were

raised too high above the ground.

The seasonal aridity is one of the

important reasons why many alpine

plants have been forced to adoptthe

lushion form. By crowding leaves

tightly together, thereby offering

a minimum of evaporating surface

to the elements, moisture—that all-

important ingredient of the green

factory we call a plant—can escape

only with difficulty. Azorella fur-

ther protects itself, as do so many
other desert plants, by covering its

vegetative growth with impervious

resins. This protective natural var-

nish further cuts down evaporation

from the green tissues and enables

them to hold the water like a

sponge.

The desert condition is not the

sole chisel used by nature in sculp-

turing a cushion plant, else this

type would be found in all deserts.

There are other chisels, one of

which is temperatvire, which falls

to low levels at increasing eleva-

tions. Above 17,000 feet it remains

below freezing most of the time.

Even on the puna, freezing tem-

peratures are common especially

at night. No plants grow well when

the thermometer hovers so low.

Our own spring flowers pop only

after a succession of warm days.

Cushion plants hug the soil. At first,

it appears strange that at higher
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^ The largest cushion forming

cactus of the pujia, Optmtia lagopus.

It is probably the most "stratosphere-

minded" member of the whole cactus

family

Opuntia lagopus CLOSE-UP, show-

ing three yellow flowers sunken in

the felted mat that covers the prickly,

hidden stems of this amazing cactus

elevations, when given the choice

of rocky or nonrocky sites, they

often choose to grow on great piles

of boulders. Close to the ground,

the great cushions can soak up the

warmth of a soil heated up by an

equatorial sun whose perpendicu-

lar rays, passing through the sea-

sonally clear and rarified atmos-

phere, are far more intense than at

sea level. The jumbled rocks and

boulders of the puna stone fields,

unhke the bare areas of the puna,

are the great natural radiators of

this bleak expanse, absorbing the

solar heat during the day and hold-

ing it longer than does the open

soil during the night. Only around

the rocks, then, is there sufficient

continual soil warmth for the

growth of cushion plants.

The resin that covers the yareta

cushion so efiBciently may be the
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undoing of this species, for in the

high, treeless areas where it has

long thrived, ordinary firewood is

absent and yareta has been the

only available substitute. It is an ex-

cellent pinch hitter, for as the

cushion dries, the resinous material

oozes from it, making the plant

highly combustible. The Sierra In-

dians have long used the resins,

obtained from burning the green

yareta, as astringents and absorb-

ents in their home medicines, while

the ashes are utihzed as fertihzer.

Fuel from dried plants has been

shown to evolve an enormous

amount of heat with the production

of httle or no smoke. The exploita-

tion of yareta has thus proved to

be a good thing for the puna herds-

men, who annually collect their

supply of the cushions three months

before needing them and stack them

to dry like cordwood outside their

stone huts, and also for big busi-

ness, especially mines and railroads.

Stacks of yareta, piled high along

the tracks, are famihar sights at

certain trans-Andean railway sta-

tions.

Yaretales, areas abounding in

these plants, are fast disappearing,

especially vdthin reach of railroads.

In a good yaretal, from ten to fifteen

per cent of the ground is covered

with plants, with an average of 280

to 420 plants per acre. At the pres-

ent time the richest area of yaretals

hes in the western Andean Cordil-

leras near the Chilean-Peruvian

frontier, where there are an esti-

mated 200,000 acres of plants. Har-

vesting takes place during the dry

season, and the plants are handled

like peat. Fortunately the Peruvian

Government, recognizing the fact
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that this slow-growing plant may
become extinct, has taken steps to

guard against the heretofore un-

bridled exploitation.

Like many another American

desert, the "skyscraping" South

American puna has representative

cacti which, like their more familiar

cousins of our Southwest, are out-

standing oddities among their com-

panion plants. The well-known

genus Opuntia is most commonly

seen in the higher Andes and is

probably the most stiatosphere-

minded of the whole cactus clan.

Like yareta, this genus will grow

right up to snow Hue. Certain spe-

cies of cushion cacti, like Opuntia

ignescens, fraternize with Azorella,

but the larger cushion-forming

types of cactus—which vie in size

with the cushions of Azorellaseem

to prefer the company of bunch

grasses on the high puna prairies.

These areas, which are the favorite

grazing grounds of the alpacas and

vicuiias, are subject to frequent

snow flurries, and the snow often

Hngers in scattered patches. At such

times, cushion cacti and snow

patches are almost indistinguish-

able, for the two commonest spe-

cies, Opuntia lagopus and Opuntia

floccosa, are covered with snow-

white, feltlike hairs. These serve

the same purpose to these cacti as

does the resin of yareta, keeping

A Opuntia floccosa: a surface

loosely-woven, woolly pincushion

the inner part of the cushion nicely

moist and thus protecting it against

the ever-prevalent drying winds,

which race, unchecked by trees,

across the forbidding wastes of the

A Close-up of yareta cushion, showing the tiny com-

pacted leaf rosettes interspersed with insignificant flowers

of the plant, which looks like a

. Several flowers are visible

high puna plateaus. Opuntia lago-

pus is cactus-like only in its tiny

yellow, typically cactaceous flowers,

which peer from the dense camou-

flaging wool of the cushion. Other-

wise, this species is an aberrant

member of its family, with branches

packed as closely into its highly

convex but woolly cushion as are

the branches of Azorella. One can

likewise stand upon this firmly

packed mass, but if you think that

the mat is soft to the touch, beware!

Opuntia cushions have hidden

spines and thus are more than

plant cushions—they are plant pin-

cushions! O. floccosa and O. lago-

pus are friendly associates on the

puna and are similar in shape and

color of flowers, but the former

species makes smaller cushions, in

which the individual hairy branches

are more loosely packed.

Azorella and the companion spe-

cies of Opuntia constitute an un-

usual trio, representing the acme

of high-climbing, cushion-forming

plants in the Andes and possibly

in the world.
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A A COOT and his refleaion on Lake

Eola, Orlando, Florida. Note the

large feet, which can project outw'ard

from the body, permitting greater

freedom of movement

WHEX you view a coot at

close range for the first time,

it looks like a composite wild fowl.

It swims and dives like a duck and

bobs its head like a pigeon. It

has a sharp bill somewhat like a

chicken's and even a sharper dis-

position. Definitely, the coot is a

bird of contrasts in both appear-

ance and behavior.

At a distance the coot appears

to have uniform dark gray or al-

most black plumage, depending

on the light. But at closer range

one will notice that the gra\' plum-

age \aries considerably on different

parts of the body, being darker on

Coots are Clever
Mud hen, blue Peter, sea crow, splatterer, water

chicken, crow duck— whatever the name you'll

like these friendly but independent water fowl

By Hugo H. Schroder

Pholasraphs by the author

the head and having a decidedly

ohve tinge on the back. It has red

eyes, a white bill with a few red-

dish marks, greenish-olive feet and

legs, and white feathers on the

under tail and wings.

Coots are often mistaken for

ducks, but actually they belong to

an entirely different family—the

rails and gallinules. \\'hereas ducks

are alwavs web-footed, the coots

have large lobed toes. Their voices.

too, are entii-elv different, and in-

stead of waddling, they often walk

and run. The coot has been well

provided with local names, rang-

ing from the famihar mud hen

to sea crow% and including blue
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Peter, marsh hen, splatterer, water

chicken, flusterer, crow duck, and

pulldoo (from the French poiile

d'eau, a moor hen or galHnule )

.

H. K. Job states that the coot

should be credited as the originator

of the "mud hen skitter" dance,

which the birds perform on the sur-

face of the water. Before taking off

for fhght, they skitter over the sur-

face for a considerable distance,

pushing with their feet against the

water to gain momentum, as some
large birds do on land. Coots liter-

ally run on the water, churning up
the surface in their wake as they

take wing.

Usually, however, the coot does

not leave the water even when in

danger but escapes simply by skit-

tering over the surface. Cruising

through Florida's rivers and lakes.

you may disturb the birds in fairly

open water, but they will still rely

on their abilit)' to reach sheltering

vegetation without taking flight.

The range of the coot is wide.

Its principal nesting grounds are

in regions beyond the Mississippi

River, although some nest in the

eastern states. I saw many coots, for

instance, in the marshlands of Bear

River WildHfe Refuge in Utah.

They frequently build a floating

nest of the available vegetation,

anchoring it to the reeds to prevent

its drifting. The number of eggs

may vary from six to twenty, but

the average is around a dozen.

In winter the coots range east-

ward in great numbers. They fre-

quent the marshy borders of central

Florida's numerous shallow lakes

and streams, and many are seen on

Lake Okeechobee. Certain areas of

this lake, miles from shore, are like

'iiuge marshlands, the water being

< Mealtime on the lake is whenever

a spectator makes an offering. Here

two coots and a lesser scaup reach

for a scrap of bread

f Competition among the coots and

the scaups for food thrown into the

water accounts for this lively com-

motion
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only a few feet deep and covered

with a dense growth of vegetation.

A sort of canal extends for miles

through the marsh vegetation, form-

ing a waterway through which

boats can pass without difficulty.

Coots flushed here do not have to

move far to gain the shelter of

vegetation.

An unusually large concentration

of wintering coots is always present

on Lake Apopka, in central Florida.

At various times I have estimated

that 50,000 or more were visible

from the shore, although the view

included only a small section, for

the lake is more than 15 miles

across in some parts. When fishing

boats move about they momentarily

disturb the hordes, but the birds

move only a hundred feet or so and

then settle down as if nothing had

happened.

In Orlando, Florida, there are two

lakes near the center of the town

where hundreds of coots spend the

winter, along with numerous lesser

scaups, ring-necked ducks, gulls,

grebes, cormorants, and some ruddy

ducks. Lake Eola is surrounded by

a pubHc park from which residents

and tourists watch the antics of

the coots as they disport themselves

in the water and call to each other

in their strange voices. Their reper-

toire is extremely varied, including

an assortment of noises such as

grunting, croaking, squeaking, and

squawking, with some sounds like

a creaking hinge or a froghke plunk

thrown in for good measure. They
call frequently during the day and

even keep up their unmusical noises

at night.

When the first coot contingent

arrives at Lake Eola in October,

the birds shyly remain at some dis-

tance from shore. Before long they

venture closer, and wathin a few

weeks they seem to lose all fear of

man. They clamber on shore, either

standing in the sunshine or squat-

ting on the ground as they rest.

When food is thrown to the ducks

in the water, the ubiquitous coots

are on hand to claim their share of

the free Irmch, and they manage
to snatch up morsels before the

ducks are able to grab them. On
land, they amble about, snipping

blades of grass like so many chickens

and searching for stray bits of food

they may have overlooked.

By mid-vsdnter the coots walk

about on shore quite unafraid of

the people in the park. Groups of

the birds gather to rest in the shade

of the palm trees bordering the

walks, and often a score or more

may be seen only a few feet from

passing pedestrians. If someone

sits on a park bench near the

water, the coots nearby are imme-

diately on the lookout for possible

handouts. If food is forthcoming,

a dozen to fifty or more birds soon

^ Brief encounter: a coot and a male lesser scaup (bluebill) eye each other

with apparent unconcern on Lake Eola, which they share during the winter months

d
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A Two COOTS poised for action with

the defiant stance of barnyard roosters

gather. Several times I have been

able to touch them as they came

for food, and some of them would

take pieces of bread from my hand

regularly.

It is a thriUing experience to see

a truly vi^ild bird lose all fear of

man. Anyone who has not seen

coots in their winter homes in pro-

tected regions would be inclined

to doubt that this wild bird could

so completely change its habits in

such a short time. Man is respon-

sible for much of the wildness of

our native birds but can regain

their faith by kindness and patience.

When two or more coots congre-

gate in or out of the water, signs

of an argument are soon apt to ap-

pear. One bird may chase another

over the water, driving it away

from the feeding area; or two birds

may face each other in the water

^ Coot nest among the reeds: a

photograph taken in the Malheur

Wildlife Refuge in Oregon. Eggs

vary in number from six to twenty,

but the average is around a dozen

like a pair of angiy barnyard roos-

ters. Dming a fight I have some-
times seen a coot on its back in

the water with both feet brought
into play.

Ring-billed guUs, always on hand
when the birds are fed, are a threat

to the coots' free food supply on
these lakes. If a coot manages to

grab a whole piece of bread, the

gulls swoop down to snatch it away.

The gulls are so persistent that the

only recourse for the coot is to

dive underwater with its booty, but

the guUs are ready to grab the food

as soon as Mr. Coot emerges.

Over the years I have noticed

that the wild coots that come to

the Florida lakes spend about six

months there. They usually arrive

in October and leave during April.

In mid-April there comes a morn-

ing when the surface of Lake Eola

is bare of coots, with the possible

exception of a few stragglers that

remain all summer. The day before,

hundreds of the curious looking

birds were present, but sometime

during the intervening hours, the

travelers took off for their northern

breeding grounds. Seeing the bare

expanse of water, one feels as if

many old friends have left with-

out saying good-by. During the

coots' stay in Florida, their antics

have served to make Hfe pleasanter

for many people, who look forward

eagerly to their return when Octo-

ber rolls around again.
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A The wharf is lined with stockaded pens

for fishes under study. Bimini was chosen

for its unusual research opportunities

SOME considerable time ago this

author leaned anxiously over

the well of a glass-bottomed boat

and peered at the coral reefs a few
fathoms below. The anxiety was not

occasioned by the gaudy-colored,

lunar aspect of the submarine land-

scape or by fear that the plainly

\isible inhabitants—sharks, morays,

sting rays, great, ominous fishes, and
tens of thousands of smaller, ma-
caw-bright fishes—endangered the

craft and its company. It was the

anxiety of one who waited for an

opinion from his peering com-

panion, Dr. Charles M. Breder,

Jr., Chairman of the Department of

Fishes and Aquatic Biology at the

American Museum of Natural His-

tory.

After some minutes of glass-bot-

^ "^**^/.
^

How one of the world's foremost

anglers, glimpsing the vastness of

worlds unknown beneath the sea, cre-

. ated a research center in enchanting

^^ Bimini and presented it to the Amer-

ican Museum of Natural History

BY PHILIP WYLIK*

O^
>

torn espionage on the coral jungle.

Dr. Breder raised his head and
couched an important judgment in

nonscientific language. "Good gosh!"

he said.

It summed up his appraisal of

the isle of Bimini as a suitable site

for marine research. He looked

again and went on talking: "There

goes a—oh, well. It's so rare, it

hasn't a common name. Look at

those groupers! Those are the big-

gest porkfish I ever saw in my life!"

He smiled his wry, boyish grin, and

his eyes were bright with scientific

excitement. He identified more rare \
"Philip Wylie is known to millions of

readers through his books Finnley Wrenn,
Generation of Vipers, and An Essay on
Morals and through his stories of fishing.

His passion for fishing grew into an in-

tense interest for the scientific problems

of the sea. He is now one of the four

members of the Advisory Committee of

the Marine Laboratory he describes in

this article. If asked what his connection

with Museum afi^airs is, he may modestly

admit to having written a murder mystery

that had its setting in the American Mu-
seum of Natural Histor\', but his intellec-

tual attachment to Museum affairs is far

broader than this.—Ed.

Bl MIN
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fishes by their common names—an
icthyologist "slmnming" for the

benefit of us laymen.

On the other side of the glass-

floored "weir in our boat sat

Michael Lerner, American Museum
trustee, big game hunter, world-

famed angler, and a collector of

many valuable specimens of the

earth's fauna. "Think it's the best

spot?"

Dr. Breder looked to his right,

where the reef slanted down to

the abyss and where the gigantic,

purple Gulf Stream poured eter-

nally north. Then he looked back

and over his left shoulder at the

low, palm-fronded sky Hue of the

two big islands and the many small

islets that constitute Bimini, in the

British Bahamas. He spoke mus-

ingly:
^

"You've got coral sand beaches

here—miles of them. You've got

aeolian hmestone outcrops. You've

got every known depth and a vast

variety of life. Bimini is part of

the Great Bahamas Banks. Half the

islands are mangrove tangle—with

all the additional biology that

means. You've got that big, almost

landlocked bay between North and

South Bimini Islands. It's like the

lagoon of a coral atoll. Then—" he

took a slow breath—"the Gulf Stream

flows practically at your doorstep.

Pelagic life—plants—the eggs it car-

ries—and the unknown living things

in its depths: its mysteries. Why-
there even used to be a fresh-water

pond on South Bimini—and it could

still be restored, I think, so you'd

have a fresh-water cross section of

things, too. Man—it's a paradise for

marine study—and a lot of other

study, besides!"

Mike Lerner grinned. "Then we'll

build the Lab here on Bimini!"

A long and careful search was
ended in those few minutes—and a

large and diflBcult undertaking was
initiated. It started out modestly.

It grew as newly-seen opportunities

suggested additions and ramifica-

tions. It is today the Lerner Marine
Laboratory, a field station presented

to the American Museum of Natu-

ral History, and it was dedicated

last March by Sir William Lindsay

Murphy, Governor of the Bahamas.

It is growing in scope and equip-

ment every day. More than $100,000

have been invested in the build-

ings and the plant. A large endow-

ment, made by Mr. Lerner and

others, is being swelled by con-

stant contributions from persons of

varied but related interests. It is
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> Michael Lerner, founder of the

Laboratory, with Sir William Lindsay

Murphy, Governor of the Bahamas,

and Albert E. Parr, Director of the

American Museum: the dedication

ceremony

unique—as is its founder and donor.

Michael Lerner is a successful

American businessman who took

an early interest in hunting and

fishing—an interest which became

increasingly scientific, as it does

with many persons. He is a man of

average height. And, with those

statements, all resemblance to the

ordinary and the average ends. He
is a man of Herculean strength,

with grey eyes—and sandy hair that

sometimes looks Uke the mane of
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one of his leonine trophies. For he

is usually too busy to see his bar-

ber. Intense in action, he is quiet-

voiced in conversation—and infor-

mal. Thousands of people call him

"Mike"—all kinds of people—all

over the earth.

He hunted and fished and thus

gathered some of the finest speci-

mens ever taken from the field and

the sea. He held several anghng

records—world records. But he

changed from a hunter into a col-

Photo by Freddie Maura

lector—and from an amateur col-

lector into the organizer of numer-

ous scientific expeditions to Chile,

New Zealand, Australia, and

elsewhere. He organized the Inter-

national Game Fish Association-

housed in the American Museum
—to keep track of record salt-water

catches, to bring the anglers of

the world together, and to promote

a scientific as well as a sporting

interest in fishing. He made himself

inehgible to hold records. Active

in many Museum affairs, he long

dreamed of estabHshing, some-

where in subtropical waters con-

venient to the United States, a re-

search laboratory. None such ex-

isted. And constantly, in his own

experiences, he ran up against un-

solved marine enigmas. Inqiury

into these only revealed the exis-

tence of myriads of Uke mysteries

awaiting scientific study.

Dr. Breder, along vdth other ex-

perts, helped in the search for the

ideal site. And Dr. Breder, in addi-

tion to his Museum duties, is now

head of the Laboratory, which is

also served by an advisory com-

mittee comprised of himself, Mr.

Lerner, Mr. Arthur Gray of New
York, and this author.

To visualize the Lerner Marine

Laboratory it is necessary first to

see with the mind's eye Bimini it-
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self and to know a little about life

on Bimini. The north island, which

houses nearly the whole popula-

tion of the group, is some six miles

long but only two or three hundred

yards in width. About seven hun-

dred people hve here. Most of them

are Negroes. Their pastel-colored

homes, markets, shops, and open

bazaars straggle along the inland

water front and rise up on the

"spine" of the island, which has a

maximum elevation of perhaps 20

feet. Buildings along the summit

face the open sea. The British flag

on the Commissioner's Office flies

highest here—against the warm,

blue sky and the regimented clouds

of the Caribbees. Next are the two-

bladed windmills widely used to

generate electric power—and next,

the tops of tropical trees—palms,

royal poincianas, ficuses, and the

Uke. Beneath these are the sun-

drenched houses surrounded by

shrubs—sweet-scented and forever

in bright bloom.

Bimini is almost never cooler

than sixty degrees even in mid-

winter or warmer than eighty-five

in midsummer. The prevaihng vwnd

is called a "trade" and comes from

the southeast. Lush, green, flower-

spangled, and house-dotted, the in-

habited island is wrapped partly

around its 'lagoon," and the oppo-

site side is nearly enclosed by South

Bimini. From the houses—with

their vegetable patches, miniature

banana groves, and tall coconuts-

rickety piers finger into the bluest

water on earth. Capri cannot offer

more profound colors or blues in

such variety. Alongside these piers

are crawfish pens; and upon larger

but still somewhat ramshackle

docks, fishing boats—unchanged in

design for centuries—deposit their

catches of spiny lobsters, ttutles,

fishes, and the pink pyramids of

conchs.

It might be 6000 miles from any-

where. Actually, it is 60 miles east

of Miami and the facilities of a

modern city. A few hoinrs on a

sleek, twin-engined, sports-fishing

cruiser and a few minutes by the

planes of the charter air Unas. In
the "lagoon," the archaic sailboats

of the native fishermen make a

dramatic contrast vwth the latest

thing in amphibian planes and the

guttering ranks of the cruisers of

sportsmen who come here in quest

of tuna, mako, marfin, and a hun-

dred other prizes.

Hotels—modern hotels with inner

spring mattresses and a nonnative

bill of fare—serve the sports fisher-

men and provide revenue to the

island. The palmiest and only no-

torious days of Bimini, of course,

were those of Prohibition, when
people came to enjoy forbidden

fruit juices and when the fast boats

A FtooDLiGHTS illuminate the stockades, permitting

studies to continue after sundown

i
^ The porpoises, "pets" of the

Laboratory, will rise for any-

one who will feed them

> A SHARK swimming among
other fishes in one of the

larger enclosures

THE LERNER MARINE LABORATORY



< The "Residence,

story building that houses

to ten visiting scientists

Photos by Sound Masters, Inc.

ises up i^J

ot rumrunners thundered in the

velvet nights. But a change in

.\merican law put an end to that

delirious era—and a hurricane de-

stroved the flimsily-constructed ho-

tel which served Bacchus. Conuner-

cial fishing, the taking of crawfish,

guiding, conch-gathering, the mak-

ing of straw and shell products,

and the tourist business are now

the sources of Bimini income.

This is the scene, then—the ro-

mantic "South Sea Island" back-

oTound of the new Laborator\^

Coconuts, oleanders, frangipanis,

and other hot-countrv' flora orna-

ment the acres of its lawns. The

Laboratory itself is strongl)' built-

against the annual late summer

and early autumn hurricane threat

—of coral rock, concrete, and white

clapboard. The Laboratory pier ex-

tends far into the "lagoon." Its glass-

bottomed boat is tied up at the

pier. A second, collecting vessel is

under construction near by. And a

long, sloping cement ramp leads

from the pier into the Laboratory

—so that big fishes and other crea-

tures intended for dissection may

be hauled in from the sea on hand-

trucks, without lifting.

The first room in the Laboratory

is a combination of hbrary, lounge,

and reception chamber. It even has

a fireplace—against the rare days

when the temperature drops to

what is locally considered as an icy

sixty degrees. The hbrary^—now be-

ing compiled—will eventually fur-

nish all the standard works on the

flora, fauna, climate, oceanography,

and other estabhshed data of the

area. It wiU also contain reports of

the new findings as they are made

bv the field station. Behind the

hbrary is a large room equipped

for gross dissection, with suitable

implements, tables, storage closets,

and so on. Next is a room for mi-

nute dissection, microscopy, stain-

ing, preserving, and the hke. Along-

side this is a darkroom for photo-

grapliic and special biological work.

And behind these is a large cham-

ber equipped with tables, work

places, more microscopes, centri-

fuges, and a wall banked with small

aquaria supphed with a continuous

Dr. Ross NiGRELLi of the New Yotkf

Zoological Society, with Michael Ler-

ner and Dr. WilUam K. Gregory, the

well-known evolutionist

A Aquarium tanks for studying

smaller fishes. Salt-water pumping

apparatus -is necessary equipment

> Research in parasitology is

among the many projects being

pursued at the Lerner Laboratory ,/£^-



flow of fresh, filtered salt water

through a nonmetallic pumping and

piping system.

In these dozens of glass tanks a

multitude of weird and little-under-

stood sea creatures is already under

study. The proximity of crystal-

clear, tidal water makes it possible

to keep alive specimens which have

always hitherto perished soon after

capture. And the glass tanks are

supplemented by a bank of con-

crete pools, much larger in size,

just outside the door. Already re-

nowned is the octopus which, put

in these concrete pools, repeatedly

climbed out and went for a walk

on the Laboratory lawn until, one

somber day, it walked so far from

the artificial duplicate of its natural

his work. The Residence is a large,

airy, two-story building with

screened porches and a view of

island and lagoon. The meals

served here are excellent. No re-

search worker is obliged, however,

to make use of these gratis accom-

modations and services. If he pre-

fers, he may lodge himself and

obtain his meals at the local hos-

telries, where rates are reasonable.

Alongside the Residence is a

storage structure which contains

the mass of bulky gear on hand for

specimen collecting. This includes

nets and trawls of all sizes, lines

and hooks, spears, harpoons, traps

for various kinds and sizes of sea-

dwelling creatures, lighted traps,

submarine lamps, diving helmets

habitat that it could not stroll back

—and perished on the grass. A place

where octopuses amble about in

the gardens is quite a novelty!

Connected with the Lab by a

concrete walk is the Residence.

Here, ten research workers at a

time may be accommodated. Their

bed and board is free. Even their

laundry is done free of charge. Any
scientist from any nation may apply

for residence. If he is invited, his

only costs will be those of trans-

portation and of any special ap-

paratus, not available at the Lab,

which he may wish to bring for

THE LERNER MARINE LABORATORY

and equipment, tackle for heavy

specimens, boat accessories, and

so on.

The most popular adjunct of the

Laboratory to date, from the stand-

point of native and tourist interest,

is a series of large pens built by

Mr. Lerner for the purpose of main-

taining, alive, specimens too big

even for the Laboratory pools. A
broad wharf with metal railings

furnishes access to these pens; bat-

teries of lights illuminate them,

when desired, at night. Here, in

some half-dozen partitioned stock-

ades formed of piling, live thou-

sands of fish and other marine ani-

mals, ranging from the glamorous

angels and rock beauties to a live

porpoise. Such fishes as are seen at

the famed Marineland are seen

here, too—a large manta ray, for

example, and most of the familiar

reef denizens: amber jacks, group-

ers, barracuda, and so on. But here,

also, are the rare African pompanos,

and here, for the first time so far as

is known, dolphins have been kept

alive in captivity. As these words

are being written an attempt is

being made—with every good pros-

pect—to bring ahve into these pens

one of the gigantic, migratory tuna

which surge past Bimini in millions

each spring.

The unusual clarity of the water

around Bimini—the bottom may be

seen on a calm day in minute detail

to a depth of 80 feet or more-
gives an unparalleled opportunity

for the direct observation of fish

behavior and fish social Ufe. But

the extensive stockades bring this

chance right to the researcher's feet.

The only difference is that fishes-

even the great game fishes—when
placed in such pens swiftly become

tame. Dolphins, for instance, took

food from the hand after only

three or four days of impounding.

Their vivid colors have not changed.

They still leap mightily and

threaten thus to escape—but their

apparent voracity and wildness has

vanished. They are virtually pets!

What is being done—or is going

to be done—at the Lerner Marine

Laboratory? The answer may be

seen in the alacrity with which ap-

plications for invitation were re-

ceived as soon as the mere riunor of

it spread in scientific circles. These

requests came in floods. At present,

a large variety of projects by many

scientists—sixteen from the Ameri-

can Museum alone—are in work or

to be started soon. Inquiries have

been coming in from universities

and scientific institutions abroad.

Even before building was com-

pleted, some researchers had ar-

rived and gone to work!

Studies have been made on algae

in the region; a cursory investiga-

tion of small invertebrates in the

area revealed the existence of

literally hundreds that were as yet
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A One of the boats at the Laboratory dock. Laboratory

building is visible in grove of coconuts

unclassified; an eminent neurolo-

gist has already finished one in-

quiry into the relation of nerve

structure to behavior—a field in

which certain fishes are particu-

larly well adapted as study mate-

rial; a noted botanist is engaged in

collecting the flora of Bimini and has

aheady found many scores of plants

not hitherto reported from the re-

gion—including one handsome, two-

foot orchid plant now blooming in

the Laboratory grounds.

The incidence of tumors in fishes,

tumors resembUng various human

mahgnances, coupled with the fact

that fishes lend themselves so well

to so many kinds of observation,

experiment, and control-taken with

the further fact that all sorts of fishes

abound in Bimini and that the

means for elaborate scientific in-

quiry now exist there-has led to in-

tense interest in the Laboratory on

the part of various cancer research

groups. It is expected that scientists

in this field will soon be working in

the Bimini station-and it would

be less than normal if the donor and

the sponsors of the Laboratory did

>-Sea turtles: Above, a

hawksbill; below, a green

turtle

not hope that its faciUties would

contribute to the collection of those

bits of knowledge which, one day,

will solve the cancer riddle.

When Dr. Breder is asked what

work will be started in the months

and years ahead, a paradoxical ex-

pression comes in his eyes—an ex-

pression half of enthusiasm and

half of "confoundation." He looks

across the Laboratory gardens to-

ward the sea. "There's more going

on out there that we don't under-

stand than we do. We'll look into

it as it comes and as capable

lookers-in arrive here. We can take

only ten scientists at a time. But,

if we had the room, the funds, and

the equipment, we could keep a

thousand hands busy indefinitely."

He shrugs. "It's hke Ali Baba

after he found the password. He

said, 'Open, Sesame'—and went

into the cave of the 40 thieves-

and then just ran around looking.

That's our first job-trying to clas-

sify things. Finding out what's

here that we know—and that we

don't. Then finding out what needs

to be known about all this. We
want to collect and investigate

pelagic eggs. To study fishes asso-

ciated with drifting Gulf Stream

weed. To learn the histories and

breeding habits of dozens and hun-

dreds of species of fishes-where

the knowledge is scanty, incomplete,

even nil. Tarpon, for instance-be-

tween the larval and adult stage.

No dope on it, at all-and Bimini

has its private tarpon supply. Natu-

rally, we'll want a permanent col-

lection of reference specimens-two,

in fact-one for the Lab and one for

the Museum. We need to learn the

relation of hydrographic data to

abundance and distribution of

fauna.

"Then-plankton is relatively

scant here-which is why the sea

is so crystal clear. Life is abundant

-but it builds itself up largely from

attached growths on the sea bot-

tom. That needs study. Differential

social behavior of reef and pelagic

fishes needs more iUumination-

and this is the place to seek it. More

work needs doing on fish locomo-

tion." He turns to the appUcation

cards and leafs through them.

"Study of the taxonomic status of

fixed larvae-reaction of pigmentary

systems-social attitudes of fishes-

significance of patterns in reef

fishes—"

Photo by Freddie Maura
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He shakes his head. "No end to

it! And here's another thing. The
natives on this island are nice peo-

ple. They bring us everything they

imagine might interest us. A lot of

it does, too, believe me! But they

aren't making the most of their eco-

nomic chances—with this ocean in

their yard. We're going to have

men here who have seen every sort

of commercial fishing on earth. I

hope we can find Bimini some new
industries—as a quid pro quo for

the hospitality of the people and

the government. Catching flying

sh in trick sails for the dinner tables

of Miami, for instance. Or maybe
collecting algae for agar. Those big

tunas—you can't hold one on a

rope—they tear the end out of your

boat—but the Italians trap them.

Lots of good possibilities."

It looks as if the Lerner Marine

Laboratory would be busy! It looks

as if the knowledge of all men
would be constantly enriched by

its existence—which, of course, is

why it has an existence. New proj-

ects are suggested every day. New
experts arrive every few days. New
apphcations pour in. New and ever

more ingenious equipment is de-

signed and used. New problems

come up and are solved by new
methods.

Sixty miles from the traffic-

jammed, roaring mainland of the

U. S. A., on an island that looks

more "South Seas" tlian the most

glamour-dazed Hollywood director

could ask, microscopes come to

focus, nets dip into the sparkling

sea, submarine lamps probe murky-

blue coral caves, sections of tissue

are stained, notes fill myriad books,

great fishes yield secrets to expert

dissection, the ocean is sampled by

test tube, the air is metered, the

plants are classified and preserved,

and the welfare of man is advanced

by a scrutiny of the behavior of

fishes, or their diseases, or what-

not. Science, in sum, is seriously

at work.

All of this came into being be-

cause a young man named Mike

Lerner, who went out with a rod

and a gun for a bass and a bird,

kept seeking bigger game until he

wound up on the trail of the biggest

quarry in the universe: knowledge.

THE LERNER MARINE LABORATORY

Natural History

By Edward Dembitz

In this test you are given a set of definitions, each with a set of

blank spaces, and a diagram to be filled in. Each definition is a

clue to a word whose letters you are to insert in the blank spaces

preceding the definition.

— •— — Sacred Coleoptera of ancient
II 7 18 12 18 4 Egypt

— — — IForld's largest active volcano
23 8 14 18 15 3 18 (U„,„„;;\{Hawaii

)

— — — — — — — — Minute water organisms: food
'^ '^ '« " 23 16 5 19

,f the right whale

— — — — Anthropologist; curator at the
"^ '^ '^ 2' American Museum of Natural

History 1901-05

— — — — — — — The stone that made possible
' 2

'
^ 2

'

^
"

translation of hieroglyphics

— — — Mythical one-horned animal
15 19 8 7 13 12 19

— — French naturalist (1769-1832) ;

^
founder of comparative anatomy

— — — Name for meadow mice in
2 5 14 22 21 England

— — — A tussocky peat bog of northern
20 6 11 23 22 25 Canada

— — — — — A tropical American lizard used
2^ 25 15 18 19 18 locally for food

— — — Southwest American Indian
10 6 3 4 14 13

— — — — — A mammal that lives upside
" "* 5 9 I ^^^„

WstPi II

When you have filled in all the letters above, transfer them to

the proper numbers in the boxes in the diagram below.

When the diagram
is completed you will

have a word maze
containing the names
of FIFTEEN TREES.
To find these trees,

begin with a letter

and move from space

to adjoining space in

any direction, includ-

ing diagonally, until

a name is spelled out.

Answers on page 334

Copyright 1948
By Edward Dembitz

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 ' 20

21 22 23 24 25
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The Carolina toad, which was

ted against natural obstacles in test

study its homing ability. Knobs bad j£
eyes distinguish adult Carolina

AFEW years ago a story ap-

peared that described how a

toad traveled ten miles to return to

its native garden in Wakefield,

Massachusetts. Moreover, the toad

allegedly did so in less than 20

hours after being carried across

Boston on a train.

Following its release the leaping

amphibian was watched as it turned

a corner and crossed a bridge. When
the toad—inevitably with a name,

"Teddy"—was hberated 70 minutes

before midnight, it "blinked at the

arc hghts as though sensing direc-

tion, then turned dehberately

around and headed for home."

After it had gone around the first

comer, it headed "in a straight air

line direction toward Wakefield."

We are informed that at exactly

6:15 the next afternoon, as the au-

thor was playing the hose in his

garden, "a dusty looking toad, with

a small tag hitched to his hind leg,

came hopping down the driveway.

He hopped' under the faucet and

cooled himself with the drippings.

I examined the tag. Sure enough it

was Teddy."

The manner in which this story

is told—the details of the time of

320

liberation and the hour of return,

the care taken to make identifica-

tion certain by tying a tag to the

leg—lend authenticity to the anec-

dote. But let us consider some ad-

ditional facts. Automobiles kill

thousands of toads annually, but

aside from such dangers in a city

filled with motor vehicles, there

were storm drains, rivers, and other

hazards that the toad must have

encountered. Such amphibians often

fall into man-made pits and be-

come trapped. Moreover, toads are

primarily nocturnal, and unless the

air is saturated, their moist skins

constantly lose water. Consequently,

they are unable to venture far from

retreats in the damp earth except

on rainy nights. It is exceptional

to see them active during the day.

Yet when this Boston toad reput-

edly reached its old hopping ground

late in the afternoon, it was "dusty

looking."

On the basis of such question-

able anecdotal evidence, are we to

believe that toads can return from

points ten miles distant and travel

at an average speed somewhat

faster than a mile every two hours?

sites, how do they manage to

select the route? It would be gra-

tuitous to assume that they bhnk

at the arc lights and sense their

direction. One might as readily as-

sume that toads carry a compass

in the hip pocket.

There is a popular tendency to

imagine that animals are guided by

some mysterious sixth sense. Ani-

mals living on land generally utilize

the same senses that man does-

sight, smell, hearing, and touch.

The reliance they place on any one

sense differs, of course, but scien-

tific tests usually dispel any mys-

tery. With the possible exception

of some birds that are able to make

long migrations without having

covered the route before and with-

out older birds to guide them, there

is little reason to suppose that crea-

tures of the wild use cues different

from those employed by man.

The early naturalists noted that

during the breeding season frogs

and toads congregated around

breeding sites. Some of them obvi-

ously had come a few hundred

yards to do so. And in Panama, Dr.

C. M. Breder found that a male

tree frog returned night after night

itiuat

Dr.E(

And if they can return to home
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Homing
Toad

lomes Home''
Before accepting newspaper reports

of record journeys, it is well to know

what scientists have learned about

the toad's direction-finding equip-

ment and the things that cause him

to move at all

I Bii Chables M. Bogert

itos

Chairman and Curator,
Department of Amphibians and Reptiles,

American Museum of NaturaJ History

to the peculiar mud basin it had

constructed, to care for the eggs

its mate had laid. Dr. W. L. McAtee

tells how a man sought to remove

a bullfrog that he suspected was re-

sponsible for the disappearance of

ducklings on his lake. The frog was

carried to a small, isolated spring

a quarter of a mile away. A few

days later, a commotion involving

a duckling on the lake disclosed the

reappearance of tlie vanished bull-

frog.

Around the turn of the century,

Dr. Robert M. Yerkes showed that

the green frog could find its way

through a simple maze, although it

was slower in doing so than the

reptiles, birds, and mammals that

had been tested. Once a route was

learned, the frog could remember

it reasonably well for at least one

month. At first there was a strip of

red cardboard at the right side of

the entrance and white cardboard

at the left. After the frog had learned

the maze. Dr. Yerkes reversed the

colors. The frog was evidently con-

fused, indicating that vision as well

as the complex sensations of turn-

ing were involved in the learning

process. Other evidence showed

A The Plaza and buildings of the Archbold Biological Station in Florida

—the base from which the homing experiments were conducted. A fair

number of toads released a mile distant in unfamiliar territory managed
to return to the plaza

that the frog could recognize the

presence of wires on the floor of

the maze, and hence touch also

may have been used.

Frogs can hear, as almost every-

one has noticed; when one frog

starts croaking, he is hkely to be

joined by a choiiis. An estimate of

their hearing abiHty has been

gained by gradually bringing spade-

foot toads toward a breeding site

where others of the same species

were calling. When within 600 yards

of the chorus, the captive toads,

both males and females, became

excited and active. There is no in-

dication that the hearing of toads

is more acute than man's, but ap-

parently they distinguish between,

and are attracted by, the calls of

their own species, even though to

the human ear the mixed chorus

is little more than a din. Only the

adults respond however; juveniles

ignore the calls of adults.

It is apparent, therefore, that

vision, hearing, touch, perception

of its own movements, and memory
are all present in the toad. Under

natural conditions various land-

marks, rocks, plants, depressions,

or hills may become significant to

WHY THE HOMING TOAD COMES HOME

the animal. In its home territor)'

the presence underfoot of sand,

pebbles, or grass may have mean-

ing in terms of location.

This, in turn, brings up the ques-

tion of what constitutes "home ter-

ritory." Dr. Edward Raney found

that some bullfrogs in upper New
York State move less than 100 feet

throughout the summer, and none

that he studied moved more than

100 yards. But frogs seem less in-

clined to wander than toads. Dr.

A. P. Blair reports that one Ameri-

can toad traveled as far as 900

yards in 10 days, although it might

have been carried by floodwaters.

Toads may travel even farther, for

Dr. Ray Nichols followed the move-

ments of a number of Fowler's

toads and found one individual

that had of its own accord traveled

1400 yards.

This might mean that an occa-

sional toad might be familiar with

an area extending almost a mile in

all directions, but the territory ac-

tually frequented by an animal is

hkely to be highly irregular in shape

and not necessarily round. Let us

see what bearing these facts have

on any attempt to analyze how far
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a toad may travel to "come home."

To carry out homing experi-

ments, Dr. Ra\Tnond B. Cowles, of

the University of California, joined

me in Florida. Thanks to Mr. Rich-

ard .Archbold, we had the facilities

of the .-Vrchbold Biological Station

at our disposal. Here in the middle

of the Florida peninsula, at the

south end of the Highlands Ridge,

over a dozen kinds of amphibians

vi'ere present, most of them right

at the door of the Uving quarters.

Because the large size of the Caro-

lina toad made it conspicuous and

easy to capture, we chose it for our

work. The abundant rainfall and

the nature of the landscape, with a

strip of cleared land adjacent to

a wooded area, proved to be ideal.

To the east of a large paved plaza

there was a gradual rise topped

bv Red Hill, 222 feet above sea

level, a notable elevation in Florida.

This area was covered with scrub

pine, palmetto, and other shrubs,

relatively undisturbed except for

a drainage ditch and an occasional

lane cleared to restrict the spread

of possible fires. The Carohna toad

was abundant in and around the

clearings, especially in the vicinit\'

of a small truck garden.

To the west there was a virtually

flat area from which nearly all

timber had been removed, and the

remaining grass and palmetto were

burned annually. This vast open

space drained toward the Station,

however, and after heavy rains

large ponds a foot or so in depth

accumulated a few yards from our

quarters. At least ten different kinds

of frogs and toads were breeding

here, many of them calling simul-

taneously. Although some called

early in the evening and others did

not start imtil later, there was a

considerable overlap. The Carolina

toad first laid eggs in a shallow

di'ainage ditch that flowed north-

ward, carndng the runoff to Lake

Annie a mile away. However, the

ditch was abandoned in favor of

the natural ponds as soon as the

rains had filled them. Except for

these marginal pools, the cleared

area evidently was an unsuitable

habitat for the Carolina toad.

Whether because of the lack of

shade and cover or because of the

annual fires in the area, we never

found a single Carohna toad west

of the pools. This was important

to note, since it impHed that the

area was "unfamihar territors'" to

the toads found around the plaza.

We decided at the outset that

in our experiments we would use

onlv toads that could be taken in

the immediate vdcinity of the

buildings and the plaza. For the

purposes of our study this was con-

sidered tlie toads' base of opera-

tions. Any toads that had been

removed and subsequently were

found in the plaza were presumed

to have come "home." Actually we
had pretty good evidence that each

toad normally stayed within an

extremely limited portion of this

home area. One individual, readily

identified because it had two toes

coalesced on its right hind foot,

appeared at the comer of a shed

one night. Because we were no

longer trying to capture toads, we
merely examined it to ascertain

whether it was a marked individual

that had returned. Since it wasn't,

we tossed it a few feet away into a

pahnetto. During thirteen of the

next fifteen nights that we looked

for it, we found the identical toad

sitting within two feet of the place

where it had originally been found,

quite undiscouraged bv its toss into

the scrub.

Our work was started in May,

with the advent of the summer
rainv season. \\^hen there was only

a hght shower, few toads appeared

around the plaza at night. After

a heavy rain, toads could be found

in quantities—the more rain the

more toads. These were gathered

nightly until there was a sufficiently

large assemblage to start our ex-

periment. Each toad was given a

special number that identified it.

One lot was taken 450 yards to

W

Ready for jhe ie^t: toads captured around

the paved plaza (right) and marked for later

identification. To about 800 toads, an area

only 70 by 100 yards was apparently home
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the east and released in the dense

scrub. A few days later, two other

lots of marked toads were carried

100 and 300 yards, respectively, to

the burned-over area west of the

Station—territory that the species

ordinarily shunned. As the neces-

sary toads were captured, one lot

was taken 850 yards downhill to

the north and released on the road

between the cleared area and the

burned area. Another was then re-

leased 750 yards from the plaza—

the second to be liberated in the

dense growth to the east. Finally,

some 43 toads (nearly one-fourth

of the 200 marked and hberated)

were placed in a sack, as all others

had been while being transported,

and carried one mile to the west.

A lot of hopping over rough

terrain would be required if these

toads were ever to see their home
territory again. The land was rela-

' tively flat and denuded of most of

the larger plants. Nevertheless,

there remained small patches of

palmetto, clumps of grass, hillocks,

pools, puddles, Hmbs, and decaying

trunks left by logging operations of

the past.

Would any of these toads be able

to negotiate the 1760 yards that

separated them from their old hop-

ping ground? We felt dubious as

we headed for the Station. Perhaps

it was Httle more than a mean
trick that we had perpetrated on

some helpless toads. Still, we had
already found a few that managed
to return from the point of release

850 yards away. If there were a

sufficient number of rainy nights

during the ensuing weeks, we
thought that at least some of

our amphibian collaborators might

make the trip.

At this stage in our experiment

we had to return to duties else-

where, and we could not resume

our nightly search of the Archbold

Station plaza until two months

later. There was a storm the after-

noon we arrived, and with rain

almost every day, toads began to

show up in the plaza, including a

few from each lot that we had
released at distances varying from

100 yards to a mile away. On the

thirteenth night after our return,

there was a terrific thunderstorm

A A FOCAL POINT for breeding activities: a pool in "home territory"

which resounded with the calls of nearly a dozen kinds of toads. The
breeding chorus of the Carolina toads^ proved of considerable signifi-

cance in interpreting the results of the homing tests

that brought well over two inches

of rain late in the afternoon. Frogs,

tree toads, narrow-mouthed toads,

the noisy little oak toad, and the

Carohna toad emerged in hordes.

Many of them headed for the

pools west of the Station and started

calUng even before darkness de-

scended. The stentorian voices of

the CaroHna and oak toads re-

sounded as we had never heard

them before.

Strapping on five-celled head-

lights, we hastened to the edge of

the plaza. Between the truck gar-

den and the breeding pools the road

was alive with toads, most of them
heading westward. Without stop-

ping to look for marks of identifica-

tion we began picking them up
and dropping them into sacks. In

an hour's time we secured enough

toads to cover the bottom of the

large wooden sink in the labora-

tory. We ceased work only because

the toads we had failed to capture

were already joining the chorus

beyond the limits of the area we
had restricted as the "home site."

We tabulated our catch, which

WHY THE HOMING TOAD COMES HOME

totaled 196, and found that about

one-tenth of them were old ac-

quaintances we had marked nearly

two and one-half months previ-

ously. Moreover, several of these

had returned from the point of

release a mile to the west. At the

end of the month after we had re-

sumed collecting we tabulated our

results, and this is what we found:

Of 200 toads released at the various

distances in three cardinal direc-

tions, more than one-fourth, or

53, had returned to the home site.

At first glance the figures

showed what we had expected—

the farther away individual lots

had been carried, the smaller was

the percentage of toads that man-

aged to return. About half the toads

released at distances of 100 and

300 yards were found again in the

plaza. Of those hberated 450 yards

away we recovered Httle more

than one-third, and proportion-

ately fewer had come up from the

point of release 850 yards to the

north.

Studying the results more care-

fully, an additional fact at first
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seemed inexplicable. About 20 per

cent of the toads released 750 yards

to the east in the wooded area

tinned up again at the home site.

But nearly the same percentage

had returned from the point of

liberation a mile to the west, in

the cleared area that was ordinarily

uninhabited by the Carolina toad.

We realized, of course, that tliere

was little hkelihood that we would

find eveiy toad that returned to

the home territory. Nevertheless,

the odds were in favor of our find-

ing approximately the same pro-

portion of each lot of toads that

did manage to find their way

"home." If only one-fifth of the

toads released less than half a mile

to the east were recaptured in the

plaza, how could nearly the same

proportion be able to cover twice

the distance to return from the

cleared area?

As we tried to answer that ques-

tion we recalled the racket that

emanated from the breeding pools

on rainy nights. It could be heard

far out across the open flats, but

when we walked eastward to climb

Red Hill the noise diminished

rapidly. Sound is absorbed or de-

flected by trees and shrubs, whereas

it carries much farther across open

land. Could it be that our marked

amphibians responded to the calls

of their fellows and were thereby

guided to the pools adjacent to the

home site?

We looked for additional evi-

dence. Dr. W. J.
Hamilton had

carried nine juvenile toads four

I

NEVER AGAIN
BY WILMON MENARD

HAD many haii^-raisirig experiences while goggle-

_ fishing in the lagoon of Nukurua, one of the low

coral atolls of the Dangerous, or Tuamotu, Islands in tlie

far South Pacific, but spearing octopuses underwater was

decidedly my most loathsome undertaking. I shall never forget

the time I came upon one ensconced in a coral crevice at

the bottom of a submerged ledge.

I imprudently launched my spear into the gray writhing

bulk and made a perfect strike. But, as the octopus is a bone-

less, soft creature, I was seized with acute revulsion a moment

later when this Gorgon of marine life began crawling in

convulsive spasms down my spear point and along my shaft,

enlarging the hole pierced through its revolting body. It

plastered hideous sucking tentacles around my arms, neck,

and chest. Luckily for me, it was not a large octopus. I

floundered desperately for the surface, blinded by the sepia

it was discharging and shivering from its awful embrace.

Amo, my Tuamotuan tutor, in the canoe, reached down and

peeled the damnable creature from my shoulders, exclaiming

impatiently: "Aue! Oh my! If this bigger fee, it pull you

and spear into hole. Maybee you no care to live no more, huh?"

I carried for many days thereafter the red kisses of the little

demon's tentacles around my chest and arms.
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miles from their home swamp, and

a year later found four of them,

apparently about a year old, within

a few rods of the point of release.

This was suggestive. Since young

toads do not respond to mating

calls, they would not have been at-

tracted by calls from their home

swamp. Or perhaps the home

chorus was not audible at a distance

of four miles. Toads taken from

Florida to New Jersey were lib-

erated in a truck garden where

some remained for at least a month.

Obviously there were a few that

made no effort to leave the garden.

The toads we had taken a mile

to the west must have been in un-

famihar territory, because the spe-

cies obviously avoided this open

terrain. If landmarks are utihzed

in selecting a route, the toads car-

ried only 750 yards to the east

should have had the advantage of

being in territory with which they

might have been acquainted. Cer-

tainly the "landmark" theory didn't

fit the facts, and there was no evi-

dence that it mattered whether the

toads were forced to travel uphill

or downhill in selecting their route.

The sensory cues that permit a toad

to learn its way through a maze

may very well enable it repeatedly

to seek the same feeding site, but

they do not serve to explain the

toad's ability to orient itself at a

distance of a mile in unfamiliar

territory.

Considering all the facts at our

disposal, we were forced to con-

clude that the "mystery" of the

toad's homing behavior was Uttle

more than its response to a mating

call. Shakespeare knew a thing or

two about biology when he wrote

"journeys end in lovers meeting."

It has become recognized that the

migrations of birds, mammals, and

fishes are, in some fashion, always

keyed to the cycles of reproduction

or feeding, frequently to both.

As for the toad that traveled ten

miles to cross Boston, averaging

more than a mile every two hours—

the author of the "Jumping Frog of

Calaveras County" might have

made a first-class yarn of the al-

leged journey. But Mark Twain

wouldn't have insisted that you

believe it.
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< A Great Spangled Fritillary,

Argynnis cybele, clinging to a

spiderwort plant

^The Caterpillar of the Great Span-
gled Fritillary that feeds on nothing but
violet leaves. The eggs of diis butterfly are

laid on or dose to such plants so the small

larvae will have ample food

Bij Edwin

Photographs by the author

THE Great Spangled Fritillary,

Argynnis cybele, is an insect

botanist. Without having to mem-
orize keys or count sepals or study

an herbarium, it is able unerringly

to pick out one group of plants—

the violets—from amorig all the

thousands of other species that

grow around them. The caterpillars

of these butterflies feed only on

violet leaves, so the eggs must be

laid on or near these plants.

The female fritillary is a botanist

by instinct. Using her antennae, she

smells her way to the right plants.

Even violets that are withered and

dry are recognized by the fritillary.

In parts of California, where violet

plants dry up in July, the females

of this same genus scatter their eggs

close by, even though the leaves are

brown and the plants apparently

dead. A single Great Spangled

BUTTERFLY BOTANIST

This amateur with a passion for

violets needs neither knowledge of Latin nor a botany handbook

Fritillary may lay as many as 200

ribbed, honey-colored eggs. From

them, after a lapse of from twelve

to twenty-four days, come minute,

olive-hued larvae. They eat part or

all of the shell of the egg from

which they hatched and then seek

some hiding place, where they sur-

vive the hardships of the winter

nourished by their single meal.

When spring brings tender new
violet leaves, the caterpillars appear

once more. Hiding by day and

feeding during the hours of dark-

ness, they grow rapidly until they

are velvety-black larvae an inch

and three-quarters long, with black

spines based with orange. Then
they seek some hiding place under

a stick or stone and transform

into glistening chrysalises, mottled

brown in color.

Two or three weeks later, the

adult — its underwings decorated

with the shining spots of insect

silver that give this butterfly its

name—emerges from the chrysahs.

Children used to call the silver

decorations "butterfly money." On
these beautifully marked wings, the

Great Spangled Fritillary drifts

about over open fields in search of

its favorite sources of nectar—the

thistle, the milkweed, and the iron-

weed. An interesting fact is re-

corded by V. B. Wigglesworth, in

The Principles of Insect Physiology,

about one of the butterflies of the

Argynnis group, to which the Great

Spangled Fritillary belongs. It, he

reports, will turn aside from other

flowers in the field to visit imitation

flowers formed of paper if they are

colored purple or violet.



A The orange eggs are laid in clusters on the under-

sides of potato leaves in the spring. The parent beetles

have spent the winter buried in the soil. Eggs can also be

found in midsummer, for there are two or more genera-

tions each year

> After about a week the eggs hatch

The Colorado Potato Beetle
Photographs by Lynwood Chace

Text by

Charles D. Michener

A The larvae, which eat more than the

adults, often occur in such numbers as to

severely damage the leaves. Colorado po-

tato beetles are injurious only to the leaves

of the growing plants. They never damage

the tubers directly
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Its history

and life history

THE Colorado potato beetle

[Leptinotarsa decimlineata

(Say)] is one of the most famous

of our agricultural pests. Unlike

most of our worst insect pests, it is

a native of this country. It dwelt in

the arid lands of the Rocky Moun-

tain region, feeding upon night-

shades, especially a spiny species

sometimes called sandbar. During

the 1850's it became a pest in the

potato patches of the settlers in that

region and began spreading east-

ward from potato field to potato

field, at first at the rate of about 50

miles a year, later more rapidly so

that it reached the Atlantic in 1874.

It is now found in all of our potato

growing regions except California

and is a severe pest also in Europe,

where it is still spreading eastward.

While it is at its worst as a pest in

potato fields, it also attacks toma-

toes, tobacco, and other solanaceous

plants.
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A As THE VORACIOUS LARVAE grow, they become

fat, repulsive looking, and orange or red in color

with blackish spots; On reaching maturity, two or

three weeks after hatching from the eggs, the

larvae drop to the ground and pupate in the soil

^ After the resting or pupal stage the adult beetle works

its way up out of the ground. It is yellowish-white with

black stripes and spots above; beneath, it is brown. The
entire surface is polished and shining. The beetle walks or

flies to a potato plant, and unless winter is near, the cycle

starts anew



NEAR Sydney, Austaalia, there

is a small nature preserve

called Koala Park. It consists essen-

tially of a number of eucalyptus

trees and the koalas inhabiting

them. Australian friends tell me
that the standard reaction to the

koalas, whether it comes from an

American or a European, is: "Don't

they look just like teddy bears!"

There can be no doubt about the

resemblance, but the comparison

works the other way around: the

koalas do not look hke teddy bears,

teddy bears look like koalas. Koalas

inhabited the earth—more specifi-

cally, Austraha—for a minimum of

a couple of million years before the

first teddy bear was made, and,

furthermore, the teddy bear ( which

was named after Teddy Roosevelt)

was fashioned after a stuffed speci-

men of a koala. However, the man
who first discovered the animal, and

the artist who fashioned the world's

most universal toy, share the same

fate: their names are unknown.

Austrahan scientists, as may be

imagined, have generously spent

time and effort to trace the story

of the most humanly appeaHng ani-

mal of their continent. But so far

they have failed to uncover the

identity of the person who first

saw the koala. All they know is that

a young man, who remained anony-

mous, set out from what was then

the very new settlement at Port

Jackson, Australia, and traveled

inland. That was in January, 1798.

After a journey of some 60 miles,

he reached the Blue Mountains,

and there he saw koalas sitting in

the tall trees.

Port Jackson, near Sydney, was

sighted and named by Captain

Cook. But it remained unsettled

until 1788, when it was founded as

a penal colony for English crimi-

nals. This fact may or may not ac-

count for the preference of the

koala's discoverer to remain anony-

mous; in any event, he probably

Tho Two -Thumbed

»

TEDDY BEAR"
Was it poison that was killing the koala—that

appealing little animal that might have just

stepped out of a Disney cartoon? Botanical

science unraveled the clues

By Willy Ley

< It was a stuffed koala that gave

the idea for the teddy bear, named
after Teddy Roosevelt

Photo courtesy Australian
News and Information Bureau

had some measure of education,

because he stated that the animal

"much resembles the sloths in

America." He also reported that the

natives called it cullaioine, a rather

poor rendering of the name.

Since the koala, hke the South

American sloth, spends the major

portion of its hfe span (about fif-

teen years) in treetops, the com-

parison was to some extent justified.

And for a short while the name
stuck. A now very rare book, Perry's

Arcana, pubhshed in 1810, calls it

"Koala or New Holland Sloth." A
few years later, the French zoolo-

gist H. M. de Blainville came up

with a scientific name for the new
discovery. He called the animal

Phascolarctos. This imposing name
is compounded from two Greek
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Photo from Three Lions

Its-

words which mean "bear" and

"pouch." The German zoologist

Goldfuss added the second part of

the scientific name, cineretis. So

the full name, when translated,

reads "ash-colored pouched bear."

The scientific name eliminated

the label "New Holland sloth" or

"Australian sloth," by which the

animal had been known in Eiurope.

The Austrahan settlers had never

used it themselves; they followed

plain resemblance and named their

strange, arboreal marsupial the

"native bear." A small boy of the

present generation of Australians

went them one better by calling the

koala the "baby-faced bear." But

now Austrahans mostly use the na-

tive name "koala," even though no-

body is quite sure what it means.

THE TWO-THUMBED "tEDDY BEAr'

A The young koala clings to its mother's back and frequently

returns to this position even after it can forage for itself

Some experts believe it means "does

not drink." It may, and it would

be appropriate if it did.

Literally, the koala never drinks.

When it does, the zookeeper knows

that he has a moribund koala on

his hands. Every specimen that has

been seen to drink water has been

found dead a few days later. Also,

the koala does not perspire. If hot,

it will lick its dense and woolly fur,

and presumably it gets some cool-

ing effect from the evaporation of

the moisture. Because it does not

sweat, the koala always gives the

impression of extreme cleanliness;

it never produces an odor but smells

sweetly, if sometimes strongly, of

eucalyptus oil.

The koala also has no lice or

other external parasites. The South

American sloth, on the other hand,

harbors algae in its similarly thick

and dense fru- and also moth larvae,

which eat these algae. In fact, all

three genera of South American

sloths have their distinct variety

of fur moths.

But the koala does suffer from

ticks, as does everyone who makes

its acquaintance, and it is not free

from intestinal parasites. At least

three different kinds of tapeworms

have been identified. The koala sub-

sists exclusively on eucalyptus

leaves (with some young bark

throw in). Its intestinal apparatus

is rather large, for Nature, appar-
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A Their hand is not cleft between the thumb and the other fingers but

between the index finger and the middle finger, giving it "two thumbs"

ently finding that the normal in-

testinal tract cannot handle the

difficult job of extracting enough

nourishment from leaves, has

equipped the koala with the biggest

vermiform appendix of the animal

kingdom, which measures as much
as eight feet in length. This con-

stitutes a secondary digestive tract.

When looking at photographs of

the koala (only Austrahans can

watch the real animal in the open )

,

one is first impressed by the com-

paratively large head and the big,

hairy ears, not to mention the large

nose, which looks as if it were made
of black rubber. The koala seems to

wear a permanent expression of

mild surprise, relieved occasionally

by something hke hurt dignity or

absent-minded concentration. But

once you tear your eyes away from

its comical face and large head ( the

skuU of a 30-inch koala is 5/2 inches

long), the strange shape of its hands

and feet become apparent.

The koala's foot can be com-

pared to a human hand or, better

still, to the hand of the big apes.

The four toes are of fairly equal

length (with the "ring finger" the

longest), and they bear long, sharp

claws. The "big toe," like the thumb

of an ape, is set "far part" and

does not even have a nail. The
hand has five fingers of about equal

length (again the "ring finger" is

longest), and all have long, sharp

claws. But the hand is cleft not be-

tween the thumb and the other

fingers but between the index finger

and middle finger. The koala has

the equivalent of two thumbs, an

arrangement that enables it to hold

tightly to its tree branches. It is a

slow and careful climber and pre-

fers to sit down in a fork whenever

possible. For a koala to slip and

fall out of a tree is a great rarity.

On the ground the animal looks

clumsier than it actually is. Though
it spends most of its life in the

tree, it sometimes has to migrate

from one tree to another at ground

level.

To human eyes a male koala looks

very much Hke a female koala, or,

as zoologists put it, "the secondary

sex characteristics are inconspicu-

ous." But the koalas themselves

don't make mistakes. Each male has

a small but jealously guarded

harem. Young males that have

reached adulthood are pushed out

of the family, often bodily—al-

though sometimes the old male will

lose out. In any event, the lonely

male wiU sit down somewhere and

start braying—at least so it sounds

to human ears. But to female koala

ears this is a siren song that is ab-

solutely irresistible, and thus the

outcast male collects a small harem

for himself.

As is the case in all pouchedmam-
mals, or marsupials, the koala is

born in a semifoetal condition.

Though the adult reaches a weight

of 30 pounds, the young koala is

smaller than a newborn mouse at

birth and must remain in the pouch

for several months. Then the young

koala is transferred to its mother's

back, where it is carried about for

almost a year. Even when the young

koala is able to chmb around by

itself, it will still return to the

mother's back, especially for feed-

ing. The koala lacks a kneecap or

patella. But since, hke man, it is

supplied with a clavicle or collar

bone, the mother is able to reach

behind her and pass branches to

the young on her back. The same

ability to move the arms freely en-

ables the mother koala to spank

her young.

One young koala, kept in cap-

tivity with his mother, had the habit

of climbing out to the very end

of thin branches, where the mother

could not follow. The keepers could

see that she was worried, and they

wondered what she would do. At

the very first opportunity, mother

koala grabbed her offspring and

spanked him on the part that is also

the popular target of human par-

ents. The young koala wailed and

yelled so that passing cars stopped,

and the drivers stepped out to see

what was going on. But neither

the wailing nor the audience influ-

enced the mother; she continued to

thrash the young one until she

found the punishment sufficient. It

is said that the young koala was in-

teUigent enough to reaHze what

had caused the punishment and did

not climb out on thin branches any-

more.

Only one offspring is usually

born at a time, and because its care

occupies the mother for so long,

the koala is slow to reproduce—as

a rule, every second year. Even

with this slow rate of reproduction.
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the number of koalas that once in-

habited most of eastern AustraHa

must have been enormous.

The koala's pelt is warm, dur-

able, and rather beautiful; and for

many years the animal was hunted

for its fur. Otherwise it had no com-

mercial value. It is stated that the

natives ate koala and hked the

meat, but the few whites who have

tried it dehver highly contradic-

tory reports. One of them said it

was good and reminded him of the

meat of real bears which he had

hunted in Russia; others stated that

it was abominable, smelled of euca-

lyptus oil, and would be eaten only

by a starving man.

But there was no disagreement

on the value of the pelt. In the

past, koala pelts were shipped from

Austraha by the hundreds of thou-

sands, and as late as 1920-21, 205,-

679 koalas were killed. This slaugh-

ter is now over, as a law has fortu-

nately been enacted to protect the

animal from extinction. No doubt

the fate of the American bison

was cited in the proceedings. But

just as American scientists worried

about the survival of the bison

even after the necessary laws were

passed, the Australian scientists re-

mained anxious about the koala,

for he seemed a deHcate animal.

The main mystery was solved some

years ago, mainly owing to one

man, Ambrose Pratt, the President

of the Royal Zoological Society of

Victoria; but there is still cause for

anxiety.

The mystery was this: koalas that

were kept in zoological gardens

invariably died. And they died

suddenly. It seemed as if the dis-

ease that attacked them progressed

beyond help before the first symp-

toms began to show. The maximrun

life span of a koala in a zoological

garden was recorded as four years;

fifteen years would have been nor-

mal. In one instance, fourteen

koalas died within a period of one

year after their admission to the

zoo. Three others that had escaped

earher and were found to have

made their home in an old tree

near by were left there under ob-

servation. They stayed in the tree

for a full three years; then they

were recaptured and put back into

their enclosure. They died within

nine months, apparently of indi-

gestion.

Ambrose Pratt, who witnessed

the tragedy, was desperate, but

certain minor facts had already put

the germ of an idea into his head.

Naturally every dead koala had

been dissected to determine the

nature of the disease that had killed

it. In all cases the result was nega-

tive. Since the death had always

been sudden and with almost no

warning, Pratt thought of poison-

not dehberate poisoning, of course,

but some natural poisoning. The
problem of keeping koalas ahve

had naturally been approached as

a medical question. What if it were

a chemical problem instead?

Pratt had seen a clue in that

three-year stay of the escaped

koalas in a near-by tree. While cap-

tive, these koalas had been fed

select, fresh branches of eucalyptus.

Escaped, they retired to an old

tree and happily chewed its tough,

old leaves. Recaptured, they died.

Of course, even koalas in freedom

did not always eat old leaves. But

might not the whole performance

be an indication that there was

something chemically wrong with

young leaves, at least temporarily

or perhaps periodically?

First it should be explained that

the koala does not feed on any

eucalyptus tree. Eucalyptus trees

^endreau photo

A An expression of mild

surprise mingled with hurt

dignity

> Koalas never drink, never

perspire, smell sweetly of

eucalyptus

THE TWO-THUMBED TEDDY BEAR



International Ne

A Smaller than a new-born mouse at

birth, the young remain in the pouch

several months, then rides pick-a-back for

almost year

(Australians call them gum trees)

are a large family of over 200 varie-

ties. More enthusiastic botanists

even distinguish over 500 varieties.

The koala eats the leaves of about

five but prefers one or two specific

kinds, which, however, are not the

same ones everywhere. The fa-

vorite eucalyptus of the northern

koala is not the same as that of the

southern koala. (The latter, inci-

dentally, is a much larger animal,

although all koalas belong to the

same species.)

In addition to the numerous va-

rieties, each eucalyptus produces

two kinds of leaves. For a short

period when young, it has leaves

that look veiy different from the

normal leaves. These are called

"juvenile leaves." Even if the tree is

not young, if it is badly injured by

accident or fire, the new shoots

springing up will bear "juvenile

leaves." Although not a botanist

himself, Ambrose Pratt knew these

facts. What he did not know was

that some plants, under certain cir-

cumstances, produce hydrocyanic.

or prussic, acid. One of the bota-

nists with whom he conferred, P.

R. H. St. John, knew definitely

that one kind of eucalyptus could

produce prussic acid. And he re-

membered having read somewhere

that one of the favorite food trees

of the koala did, too. The search

was on. Once the investigators knew
what to look for tlaey found numer-

ous references stating that this or

that variety of eucalyptus had been

found to produce prussic acid. This

was particularly the case with trees

whose leaves had been macerated

or frozen.

But all this seemed to apply

mostly to the so-called "sugar gum"
(^Eucalyptus cladocakjx) and not

to the "manna gum" (E. viminalis),

the koala's favorite. Just at that

point three chemists, who were

totally unaware of the uproar in

zoological circles, pubHshed a paper

on the prussic acid-producing com-

pounds in Austi-alian plants. They
calmly stated that the "manna gum"
could produce the poison, too. And,

more important, they added that

the amount of these compounds

was largest in juvenile leaves and

generally in young leaves of young

trees. Those of the sugar gum con-

tained enough prussic acid in less

than one ounce of leaves to kill a

sheep!

This, of course, taught the zoolo-

gists a big lesson: no juvenile leaves

for the koala and no young leaves

from young trees without simul-

taneously providing a choice of old

leaves. The koala, if given a choice,

always avoids to.xic leaves, even

though they look fresh and harm-

less to its keeper. The large nose of

the koala may be the warning in-

strument, but even in freedom, after

a bush fire, the koala is sometimes

forced to disregard the warning.

Then "mysterious" mass deaths of

koalas occur.

Unfortunately, the discovery of

prussic acid in eucalyptus leaves

did not solve the whole problem.

There seems to be a second plant

poison which varies in strength

with the seasons and which the

koala sometimes tolerates and some-

times doesn't. Possibly the koala's

tolerance varies with the seasons.

Suspicion centers around a sub-

stance called cineol. Chemists know
its foi-mula—CioHisO—and physiolo-

gists know that it lowers the body
temperature. And there is another

substance called phellandrine, with

the formula CioHje, which does not

have as pronounced a physiological

action but seems to raise the body
temperature. Both of these sub-

stances are contained in the essen-

tial oil of eucalyptus leaves. The
amount varies with the variety of

tree and probably also with the

climate.

The survival of the koala in zo-

ological gardens therefore devel-

oped into a problem of providing

a choice of food trees, preferably

old ones. Once this was known, the

remedy was comparatively simple.

Instead of tight little enclosures,

large open enclosures with old

trees growing in tliem were pro-

vided.

Regarding the ultimate sm^vival

of the koala in nature, literature is

full of contradictory reports. Many
Australian scientists are inclined to

view the situation with alarm. But

C. A. M. Reid, who was in charge

of the Australian fauna display at

the Golden Gate International Ex-

position at San Francisco in 1939,

stated that "the koala may be dying

out in New South Wales, but in

Queensland, which is its hope,

there are easily 800,000 of them in

the bush, and each year they are

coming back to areas they had

deserted."

The koala was excluded from the

San Francisco Exposition, because

it was considered impossible to

provide eucalyptus leaves for it.

But in GaUfornia, Mr. Reid discov-

ered to his surprise that six diflFerent

varieties of eucalyptus could have

been procured, within easy reach

of the Exposition. So the koala

could be introduced into GaUfornia.

This, on first thought, seems like an

appealing idea. It would be nice to

give the two-tliumbed teddy bear

as large a range as possible. But

even though the koala doesn't re-

produce rapidly, and there is a

limit to the number of eucalyptus

trees, we would do well to remem-

ber the rabbits which, when intro-

duced into Australia, became

dreadful pests.
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Meet the

BLUE TAIL
FLY

Some interesting clues lead

to the identity of the insect

in one ofAbraham Lincoln's

favorite songs

By C. H. CuKRAN
Curator, Department of Insects and Spiders,

American Museum of Natural History

De dehhle take dat blue tail fiy.

This single line from a currently

popular song puzzled me since I

first heard the lively tune. My
knowledge of music is of such a

low order that I cannot tell one

note from another and don't always

know whether a singer is on key.

But I do know when I like a song,

and I immediately liked the hit of

"The Blue Tail Fly." Its revealing

first verse was captivating:

^When I was young I us'd to wait

On Massa and hand him de

plate

;

Pass down de bottle ivhen he git

dry.

And bresh away de blue tail fly.

I also had a hunch that sooner

or later these verses would cause

me some embarrassment. It was

not long before they did. My wife

asked me to tell her the proper

name of the blue tail fly. So did

quite a number of friends and

acquaintances. I said the answer

was very simple. There was no such

fly. The diing existed only in the

imagination of the song writer.

If the tune had not continued

to be popular, I should have for-

MEET THE BLUE TAIL FLY

A The camera reveals in sharp detail the features of the principal

character in an ancient and honorable folk song

—

Tabanus atratus

gotten about the insect, but hearing

the song several times a week kept

me puzzled. Each time I heard it,

I tried to visualize the blue tail fly.

I knew of flies from Africa, South

America, China, Australia, and the

East Indies that had "blue tails"

or blue tips to the body. However,

since none of these were of the bit-

ing kind, it seemed apparent that

the writer of the song had drawn

extensively upon his imagination

and that the blue tail fly was just

a good character in a snappy ditty.

The first indication that there

really was a blue tail fly came one

night when a radio announcer

stated that a certain singer would

sing an old American folk song

entitled "Jim Crack Corn." This is

another name for the same song,

and it rekindled my lingering in-

terest in the identity of the fly.

Then, a few days before the anni-

versary of Lincoln's biith, it was

announced that an orchestra would

play two of Abraham Lincoln's

favorite folk songs. One was "The

Blue Tail Fly."

So it seemed obvious that the

blue tail fly actually existed, but

still I could not satisfy myself as

to its identity. Presumably it was

a Southern fly. Then the answer

came most unexpectedly. I realized

that the blue tail fly must have a

terrific bite and that it must be

common because:

An when he ride in de artemoon,

I foiler wid a hichory broom;

De poney being berry shy,

V^hen bitten by de blue tail fly.

Obviously, it must be a horsefly.

But it must also have a blue body,

and no American horsefly seemed

to quaUfy. Then I remembered that

during a biology course many years

ago I had caught a specimen of

Tahanus atratus, the black horsefly,

and a student from Georgia had

called it the "blue-fly." I went to

our horsefly collection, and although

most specimens of this species are

wholly black in death, there are

some that retain a blue sheen on

the abdomen. In life most of them

have it.
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The e\'idence that this is the blue

tail flv is all but conclusive, and

it is also e\ident that the song is

Southern in origin. Tahanus atratus

is found east of the Mississippi,

from Canada to Florida. Its abdo-

men has a bluish sheen in hfe,

and there are many records of its

ha\ing caused horses to run away.

That the fl)" fits this description

perfectly is attested by the follow-

ing:

One day he rode aroun' de farm,

De flies so numerous dey did

swann;

One chance' to bite im. on the

thigh,

De debble take dat blue tail fly.

De poney run, he fump an' pitch.

An' tumble massa in de ditch;

He died, an de piry wonder'd

ivhy

De verdic' was de blue tail fly.

Of course, the "master" died from

being thrown into the ditch, not

directh' from the bite of the flv.

Dey laid im. under a simmon

tree,

His epitaph am dar to see:

Beneath dis stone Ini forced to

lie.

All By de means ob de blue tail

fly.

The " 'simmon" is a southern tree

whose fruit is strongly astringent

until fully ripe.

The origin of many American

folk songs is bm-ied in antiquity,

and the exact origin of some of

tbiem may never be traced. Many
of them are adaptations or modifi-

cations of folk songs that originated

in the Old World. But Tahanus
atratus is strictly American, and

further evidence is provided by the

chorus:

Jim. crack com I don't care,

Ole Massa gone away.

Only 100 years ago it was com-

m.on practice to "crack" com to the

consistency of com meal in home
pestles by the mere process of

pounding the grain and removing

the coarse husks, which were fed

to pigs, cattle, and fowl. So we
see that "The Blue Tail Fly" must
be strictly .\merican and from Dixie.
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AMERICA'S OLDEST FARMERS Continued from page 303

show how the weavers of Huaca

Prieta worked. Their loom probably

consisted of a single stick from

which the warps were suspended.

In twining, the weft threads are

simply twisted about each warp

thread, one after another, instead

of being shot through between the

t\vo banks of separated warps.

Therefore, the so-called heddle,

which spreads the warps to form a

\'-shaped passage for the shuttle,

was not needed. Nor were any

other weaving tools required. None
o!: the twined pieces show anv pat-

tern or design, though pleasing

effects were created by warp ma-
nipulation.

The netted, looped, and coiled

constructions, like knitting, are all

made by working with a single

yarn or cord. Among the looped

pieces are a number with open-

work, geometrical patterns.

Perhaps the most interesting are

the woven pieces. They are all

small, the widest perhaps seven or

eight inches; they are all warp-

faced and are all combined in some
way with twining. The twining

may be limited to compact twined

weft at the warp ends, or in addi-

tion to this, there may be twined

rows between woven areas. Rarelv

a single fabric will have adjacent

twined and wo\^en areas with the

weft yams crossing both. Simple

single- and double-faced patterns

were achieved by floating warp
yarns. In some, short weft yarns

v/ere used with their ends tied in

knots along one side selvage, as

were the weft of the twined fabrics.

After examining these pieces, it

is fairly clear that the weaving was
done without benefit of a heddle.

Without this simple device I doubt

that weaving could compete with

twining. If evidence from this ob-

scure site can be used for a gen-

erahzation, it appears that weaving
started long after fabrics were
being made by twining; that it was
not derived from twining but origi-

nated in the experimental manipu-
lation of yam; and that until some-

one invented the heddle, weaving
was of very minor importance.

So far we have found only one

dye, a blue used to a very Hmited

extent. More common was the prac-

tice of rubbing a red pigment on

the yarn and finished pieces.

The finished fabrics were not

made up into garments, and it is

not clear just how they were used.

On the dead, they were sometimes

draped over the shoulders, some-

times about the hips, but with no
consistent arrangement.

Matting made of totora, like the

textiles, was almost always of a

twined construction. The only ex-

ception is matting made by using

junco as warp and weaving in a

cord weft. In basketry, which was
quite common, only the twining

technique was used.

Virtually all of our information

comes from discarded or lost speci-

mens. Almost nothing was placed

with the dead. At first, the bodies

were buried in very shallow graves

in the mound, with no uniformity

of position or orientation, and were

covered with garbage. Later on,

subterranean vaults and abandoned

houses were used, and in these

there were sometimes a number of

bodies. We saw no evidence of food

having been placed with them and,

except for goiu-ds, nothing in the

way of special equipment. In one

instance a little cord pouch lay

beside a body, protected bv a scrap

of old matting. In it were leaves,

twigs, and dried flowers. Though
most of the tissue had crumbled

from the skeleton, in its mouth was

a half-chewed wad of the same

Answers to Cryptomaze
on page 319
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plants. Suspecting that they might

be medicinal, I asked the workmen,

and the response was immediate:

"Oh, yes, senor, that is the turri,

very good for toothache and the

kidneys." Whether these were the

properties ascribed to it in bygone

days will remain a mystery.

After it became clear that the

Huaca Prieta was abandoned prior

to the use of ceramics, we sought

more midden which might reveal

something of the subsequent record.

This we luckily found a few hun-

dred yards to the north, where

refuse of more or less continuous

occupation carried through from

the preceramic period into a time

when plain, utilitarian pottery was

used. Above it lay debris con-

taining the elaborately modeled

and incised Cupisnique or Coastal

Chavin pottery. This is a long story

in itself—far too long to include

here.

Ten months to the day after first

setting up our tents, we reluctantly

broke camp, for within a mile of

that spot it would have been pos-

sible to complete the archaeological

stoiy from the period we had been

studying right through into histori-

cal times. The ideal conditions of

preservation would have permitted

a reconsti-uction of the full develop-

ment of the local agriculture and

a determination of the textile chron-

ology, and would have clarified

many obscure details of the mate-

rial culture.

Our choice of location had been

fortunate, for it later proved that

the three preceramic mounds near

Guanape in the Viru Valley had

a high sand and moisture content,

resulting in the loss of most of tire

perishable material. Two other con-

temporary mounds north of the

Huaca Prieta seem more promising.

A comparison of these various sites

shows that they had been chosen

in part because of the suitability

of the locations for net fishing and

in part on tlie availability of land

where the proximity of ground

v/ater to the surface could have

made farming without irrigation

possible. The compactness of each

community suggests a gregarious

tendency on the part of the people.

Though we found some traces in

tins region of an earher, nomadic

hunting group, tliere was no evi-

dence that the early farmers were

related to or had contact with them.

In fact, there was no obvious reason

for their compact communities

other than a natural desire for com-

panionship. When they may first

have arrived on this coast is purely

a matter of conjecture, for as yet

we have no sound basis for a time

scale. There are fairly good reasons

to believe that the Coastal Chavin

ceramics can be guess-dated as ap-

pearing not later than 1000 b. c.

The still earlier record may perhaps

represent a span of 2000 years in

itself, which would give a surpris-

ingly early date of perhaps 3000

B. c. as the time when our farmer-

fishermen first tilled these valleys.

I suggest this most reluctantly, for

people tend to forget the imphca-

tion of a guess date and to later

think of it as proven. Even if my
guess is too early, it is clear that

we have made the acquaintance of

the oldest farmers yet found in

America.

LETTERS Continued from page 292

cling tenaciously to old beliefs, especially

if they date from childhood, when the

statements of elders are accepted without

question.

Thus many residents of the Del-Mar-Va

Peninsula may well maintain that the

"wood bitch" is poisonous despite well-

authenticated information to the contrary.

Moreover, it is evident that their beliefs

are somewhat confused. By "poisonous"

tlie original myth probably referred to the

bite. According to some purists, "venom-

ous" should be used to describe animals

capable of injecting deleterious substances

into the blood stream, whereas "poison-

ous" is reserved to describe plants or

animals that produce ill effects when
eaten. These usages have their merits,

although medical dictionaries are unable

to make such distinctions. Poisons in the

stomach may produce no serious symp-
toms until they reach the blood stream.

On the other hand, some snake venoms
can be ingested without injurious results.

Enough rattlesnake venom to kiU 100 rats

if injected into the body has been fed

to a single rat with no apparent effect

on the animal.

By and large the flesh of reptiles, like

that of frogs, is not only edible but quite

palatable. One sea turtle in the Pacific
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reputedly cannot always be eaten witli

impunity, presumably because it occa-

sionally feeds upon some sort of poison-

ous in\ertebrate. No scientific investiga-

tion has been made, but tlie substance

seemingly has no bad effect upon tlie

turtle, even tliough it reputedly causes

se\ere s)'mptoms in humans when eaten

along with the flesh of the reptile.

Howe\'er, the "ground puppy" of the

Peninsula cannot be a reptile, there being

no lizard among the four in tlie region

that has "stripes running crosswise." This

description can refer only to one of the

tailed ampliibians, probably tlie marbled

or banded salamander, Amhystoma opa-

cuni, one of several amphibians called

"lizards" tliroughout the Northeast. In

this section true lizards are so scarce that

few people make any distinction between

a four-legged creature with scales and a

tail, and a four-legged, tailed amphibian

with a moist, glandular skin. Some sala-

manders have glands in the skin that

secrete fluids that may be irritating or

even poisonous to mammals. Still it is

to be doubted that a dog would be

poisoned if fed a "ground puppy" that

had been cooked, more especially because

cooking destroys many poisons of the

sort produced by amphibians. But it is

possible that the toxins in the skin of this

salamander are not destroyed by heat.

The failure of the ants to eat the flesh

of the carcass of the "wood bitch" may
be attributed to the fact that bony plates

having hard, horny coverings wliich form

tlie scales are imbedded in the skin of

skinks, and these are not easily pene-

trated by an ant. The soft, moist skin

of the salamander or "ground puppy,

'

on the other hand, would be readily re-

moved from the bones by the mandibles

of insects. The fact that the ants left the

body of the "wood bitch" intact cannot

be attributed to poisons in the body of

the reptile.

Red is a conspicuous hue tliat is very

generally associated in animals with dis-

tasteful or dangerous qualities. As such

it ser\'es as warning coloration—in the

coral snake or Gila monster, for examples.

But in the case of the skinks it would

seem not to be of protective value, al-

tliough it may play a part in se.x recog-

nition or territorial beha\'ior. One adult

male may permit juveniles or females of

his species to invade his domain, while

he regards tliose with red heads as com-

petitors and will drive them out.

EXHIBITS AND EXPEDITIONS

Hare African Collection

A collection of the native arts and

crafts of the Turkana tribes, who live

in the Lake Rudolf area of Kenya

Colony, Africa, has been placed on dis-

play at the American Museum of Natural

History and will remain on exhibit

through the fall.

This is unique in being the first group

of ethnological specimens from tliese

people to be brought to the Museum,

and many of the objects carmot be seen

in any other museum. The collection was

made recently by the Morden African

Expedition and presented to die Museum
by Colonel and Mrs. William J. Morden.

It presents a cross section of the many
and varied articles made and used by tlie

little-known tribes. The objects were col-

lected in the course of a study of the

life and culture of the Turkana and

neighboring tribes made by Mr. R. Kep-

ler Lewis, who accompanied Col. and

Mrs. Morden as field assistant.

The Morden Ex-pedition was also able

to obtain collections of the fascinating

beadwork made by the Zulu and related

peoples. Native handicrafts shown in-

clude a vuiique Pondo hand mitten, used

only for shaking hands at a party, a

Zulu \vitch doctor's medicine horn, a

Suk beer cup, double-ended spoons, and
tlie two-legged stools that the natives

carry always—even into battle.

African Expedition Returns

The return of Dr. James L. Clark to

the American Museum of Natural History

on August 10 marked the successful com-

pletion of the Museum's Central African

Expedition.

Dr. Clark, who heads the Museum's

Department of Preparation and Installa-

tion, stated that the full-scale ex-pedition

had attained most of its objectives, in-

eluding perhaps the first record motion

pictures of remote tribesmen in the geo-

graphical heart of the Dark Continent

and a significant zoological collection.

Many rare insects were unco\'ered on

tlie expedition by Dr. Neal A. Weber,

Associate Professor of Zoology at Swarth-

niore College and one of the world's

leading experts on the biology of tropical

ants and other insects. Dr. Weber's stud-

ies are expected to add greatly to man's

knowledge of the part played by insects

in the transmission of tropical diseases.

Most of the expedition's collections

have not yet reached this country, but

among those that have are bizarre African

stalk-eyed flies and giant four-inch long

termite queens. The stalk-eyed fly, be-

longing to the family Diopsidae, has eyes

that are fantastically extended from its

head on long periscopes. The expedition

was able to make the first abundant col-

lection of these exotic flies. Hundreds of

them were netted by Dr. Weber about

200 miles soudiwest of Nairobi.

The natives throughout certain remote

sections of central Africa visited by the

expedition are badly disease-ridden, ac-

cording to Dr. Clark. In some areas

leprosy alone had affected approximately

five per cent or more of tlie population.

Special reports will be furnished by

the expedition to tlie National Research

Council on en\'ironmental conditions in

this section of Africa and on the opera-

tion of \'arious types of field equipment

furnished by the United States Army.

Second in command in the field was

Mr. Brayton Wilbur, prominent West

Coast businessman and President of tlie

San Francisco Chamber of Commerce,

who sponsored tlie expedition and was

accompanied by his son. Mr. Murl Deus-

ing. Curator of Education at the Mil-

waukee Public Museum and noted pho-

tographer and lecturer, covered the ex-

pedition's photographic activities.

Most dangerous incident of the expe-

dition occurred when a huge rliino at-

tacked one of the expedition's trucks.

The rhino was finally driven off but not

until he had left a large puncture in

the truck's metal body.

The most notable change in the interior

of Africa during the past two decades,

according to Dr. Clark, is in the fact

that the big game, such as elephants

and rhinos, no longer seem to run in

huge herds. Big game was encountered

a number of times and actually seems to

be fairly plentiful in certain regions, but

the huge herds, sometimes numbering in

the hundreds, are no longer to be seen

except in some of the excellent game
preserves and national parks.

The expedition was one of the largest

undertaken by the Museum since World

War II and covered a wide territory in

some of Africa's most remote sections.

Using Nairobi as the point of outfitting,

it ranged afield into several sections of

Kenya Colony and on into Uganda,

French Equatorial Africa, and die Congo.

Dr. Clark's field manager was Captain

Vivian Ward of Nairobi. Captain Ward,

a veteran of many major African e.xpedi-

tions, was in charge of the expedition's

native complement and die physical field

operations. Captain Ward also served as

haison officer between expedition officials

and native chieftains and their tribes.

The expedition's personnel numbered

thirty-five on its treks into the interior

and employed specially designed mobile

equipment, including six large trucks.

Other members had returned to the

United States previously, while Dr. Clark

remained in the field and completed

arrangements for shipping the collections.

Dr. Clark is a veteran of twenty-five

major American Museum of Natural His-

tory expeditions, including four other ex-

tensive African safaris. In 1931, as leader

of die O'Donnell-Clark Expedition, he

explored the fringes of the remote areas

penetrated on this year's expedition.
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Original models by JULIUS FELEK

METAL ANIMALS OF YESTERDAY- ROYAL BRONZE FINISH
A menagerie of five, averaging three inches

in length, including the fascinating book, $5.00

Larger size averaging six Inches in length

$ 1 0.00 a set with book

INDIVIDUAL METAL ANIMALS AVAILABLE
At 75 cents each

(postage included)
At $1.00 ea.

RHINO BAMBI CAMEL BUNNY COLT
DACHSHUND PENGUIN BEAR TURTLE RED LOBSTER
YEARLING—head up OWL SQUIRREL RABBIT BLACK WHALE
YEARLING—head down CAT SCOTTIE WIREHAIR ELEPHANT
SEAHORSE LION RAM COLT DOBERMANN P

SETTER HIPPO LAMB GORILLA CHOW
POLAR BEAR SKUNK COCKER FROG

At $2.00 ea.
At $1.25 ea.

(postage included)

SCOTTIE—sitting SADDLE HORSE
SCOTTIE—playing ELEPHANT
SETTER FOX
COLT SAILFISH

DOBERMANN PINSCHER CIRCUS HORSE WATER BUFFALO
LOBSTER COLT—grazing

Check with order—No C.O.D.
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L^nd me your ears" says S€ien€e

It's no accident that you hear so clearly

when you pick up your telephone. Bell Labo-

ratories engineers are constantly at work to

make listening easy for you.

When these engineers design a method to

bring speech still more clearly to your ears,

the new circuit is given many scientific tests.

Then it gets a final check from a "Sounding

Board" like the one pictured above.

This check shows just how the system will

work in actual use. The men and women

represent you and many millions of other

telephone listeners. Their specially trained

ears check syllables, words and sentences

as they come over the telephones. While

they listen, they write down their ratings

on the pads in front of them.

The Board members approve only when

they are sure that the voice they hear is

natural in tone, clear in quality and easily

understood. Not until they are certain the

circuit will suit your ear is it put into use.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES A great research organization, working

to bring you the best possible telephone service at the loivest possible cost



LETTERS
CatSish Tail First

Sirs:

One fall day when my husband was

out hunting, he saw a water moccasin

on a creek bank. When he went over

to kill it, he saw what appeared to be

wings about halfway its length. So after

he killed it, he slit it open and found

the snake had swallowed a catfish—ia;Z

first, and why the fins on the fish had

not opened until halfway down in tlie

snake, my husband could not understand.

But when the fish did lift his fins, they

had pierced the skin of the snake and

stopped further swallowing.

Can any of you explain how the snake

swallowed the fish, tail first, without the

fins rising?

Mrs. W. Edgar Smith.

Baton Rouge, La.

The following comments are offered by

C. M. Bogert, Chairman and Curator of

the Department oi Amphibians and Rep-

tiles at the American Museum:

Ordinarily, of course, snakes simplify

matters by selecting the head before they

begin die process of engulfing their prey.

Projecting spines, fins, scales, wings, or

Hmbs encountered when die prey is swal-

lowed tail first may stop all progress, and

sometimes tlie snake disgorges tlie morsel

and makes a second effort to select the

head. However, if the prey is relatively

small, the snake sometimes is persistent,

continuing its efforts until the animal is

drawn into the throat, despite die pro-

jecting appendages. Thus the moccasin

may have swallowed the catfish even

though the spines were locked in position.

There is an alternative and possibly

A Nature photography in the metropolis. Vistas of natural

greenery await the enquiring cameraman even in a city park. A
photograph taken in Inwood Park, Manhattan, by Fritz W. Neugass
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better e.xplanation. The moccasin some-

times devours dead animals, and if it

chanced to engulf a dead catfish tail first

tlie spines may not have been erect at

the time it was swallowed. However, as

the prey moved tailward the tips of the

spines may have become engaged in the

hning of the intestinal tract. As the

muscular contractions of tlie snake con-

tinued to force the catfish farther back,

the spines would then forcibly be raised,

piercing the body walls.

Somewhat similar is the ability of an

occasional horned toad to kill its predator.

Several instances have been reported in

the Southwest where snakes have swal-

lowed these spiny lizards, only to suffer

death as a consequence. Once the snake

has dravvTi the lizard back into its throat,

the horned toad twists the head from

side to side, mortally tearing the tissues

of the serpent. The Los Angeles Museum
has a western glossy snake that was

found dead and desiccated near Azusa,

California. The "horns" of a Pacific

homed toad are projecting from its neck,

but the body of the lizard is incom-

pletely engulfed. In other instances re-

ported, the lizard was swallowed before

it killed its captor.

Some Birds Pollinate Flowers

Sirs:

I would appreciate your answering this

question for me: Do birds assist in the

pollination of flowers?

Just outside my window is a large

apple tree. For several days when it was

filled with blossoms, nearly all fully

opened, I watched it closely, looking for

bees and wondering whedier the cold

weather would keep them in until too

late for pollination. . . . Then, for half

an hour and possibly longer, a pair of

Baltimore Orioles appeared on the tree.

It was the first time I had seen or heard

them this year. They were as busy as

bees, tlirusting their bills into the flowers

and sipping the nectar—at least, so it

seemed to me, and at times tiiey were

no more than ten feet distant. They were

entirely indifferent to insect life. They

moved quickly from flower to flower,

and their entire interest appeared to be

centered on the blossoms. Each visit re-

quired only a second or two, and they

must have visited many flowers while I

watched them.

I wondered if tlieir activities were

bringing about polHnation. Is that pos-

sible with birds? I don't recall ever

having read anytliing about it.

Walter
J.

Harmer.

West Newton, Mass.

The following comments are offered by

Dr. John T. Zimmer, Curator of the De-

Continued on page 382
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
Bougainvillea brightens the landscape

and the people of Guatemala in a way

that is truly remarkable. Every dwelling

in the uplands, whether it be the miser-

able adobe shack of the poverty-stricken

or the hacienda of the rich, is adorned

with this annually flowering bush.

The flower is inseparably bound with

the traditions of the many Indian tribes,

for its leaves are believed to hold a magic

cure for any iUness. When sickness

threatens, the leaves are prepared as a

tea, and the sweet liquor is regarded as

an elLxir of hfe.

The pink variety is the one commonly

seen, but the darker form also occurs

sporadically. When both grow side by

side, tlie effect is truly breath-taking.

Bougainvillea is distributed in Guatemala

from sea level to about 8000 feet. The

plant reproduced on the cover was photo-

graphed a mile above sea level near

Guatemala City.
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PRIMULA • ANTHROPOLOGY • INSECTS

WILD FLOWER GUIDE • PHYSICAL SCIENCE

The cultivated species
of primula

by Walter C. Blasdale

University of California Press, $7.50

284 pp., 41 illusts., 8 figs.

A N interesting tendency in the botani-
-^^- cal field is the cultivation of a single

genus of flowering plants, during which

the grower spends many years—frequently

the best part of a lifetime—on his spe-

cialty. A short time ago I reviewed such

a book on lilies. Now we have a similar

work on primroses ( Primula ) by a retired

professor of chemistry. As he states, "The
devotee of tlie noble art of gardening

who is not prepared to enjoy the exhilara-

tion which study of plants from the scien-

tist's point of view gives him, misses a

large part of the pleasure which his hobby
is capable of yielding." Yet devotion to

a single genus of plants is not so limited

a field as one might tliink. To grow sev-

eral hundred kinds of PrimiiZa—obtained

either as seeds or plant—requires wide-

spread search and correspondence, as well

as the study of individual difficulties in

soil treatments, fertilizers, drainage pref-

erences, types of lath shelters, diseases,

and pests. Sunilar troubles occur in the

growing of any group of difficult plants,

so that the author's detailed experience

along tliese lines should be of practical

value to any horticulturist.

The larger part of the book deals with

species and variations of Primula, botani-

cally classified, with something of their

individual history, geographic range, and
characteristics. In eastern United States,

we have only a single species, Primula

farinosa; in Great Britain tliere are also

Primula vera ( the "primrose by the river's

brim"), the cowslip, and the polyanthus;

but the great bulk of species come from

western China and the Himalayas. The
one map which is included shows the

extent of this interesting "Primula Belt"

of eastern Asia. This attractive and well-

iUustrated volume is well worth considera-

tion by every horticulturist. To the scien-

NATURAL HISTORY ROOKS
Old, Rare and Out of Print

CATALOGUES ISSUED
INQUIRIES SOLICITED

JOHN JOHNSON
Box 248 Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

YOUR NEW BOOKS

tist not trained in taxonomy it gives a

well-presented idea of the vastness and
intricacy of just a single genus.

Henry K. Svenson.

The growth of
physical science

by Sir James Jeans

The University Press, Cambridge,

England: The Macmillan Co.,

N. Y., $4.00

364 pp., 14 illusts.

/^F all the great scientists who ha\e
^-"^ written on physical and mathe-

matical subjects in English, Sir James

Jeans had tlie greatest facility in making

tlie most abstruse topics clear, dramatic,

and attractive to the layman. One im-

portant and significant qualification that

he brought to this art was his profound

scholarship, for he truly was one of oui

great physicists, interested especially in

mathematics and astronomy. It is imme-

diately evident that he was much more

than a scholar, for we have had a number

of highly qualified physical scientists who
could not make their subject clear and

attractive to the layman.

Sir James has written a number of

books whose titles have become house-

hold words, such as The Universe Around

Us, The Mysterious Universe, Through

Space and Time, and The Stars in Their

Courses.

The book now being considered, ap-

peared in America posthumously. It

covers a very general field beginning with

the early Babylonian method of counting

and the earfiest Sumerian astronomy and

proceeding down the ages to the present

days of nuclear physics. The author tells

us that he has tried to describe the main

NATURE LOVERS' LIBRARY
Six Giant volumes, VA x 11 Vi, 2,000 pages, weight

23 pounds. Lives and habits oi 3,000 species of

birds, mammals, reptiles and fishes described by

world famous Naturalists; 1,000 species Illustrated,

300 in natural color, printed on fine, smooth paper.

The Literary Mart, 8 East 33rd Street, New York,

offers this set to members for S2D.00, returnable for

full refund after 5 days' examination.

lines of advance of physical science, in-

cluding astronomy and mathematics, in

language nontechnical enough to be un-

derstood by readers who have no scien-

tific attainments or knowledc^e. It seems

that Sir James has had this ideal or

object in mind with all his books. A
host of readers will be grateful that he

has given us the present volume, which

will give us a more general understanding

of how physical science has grown, what
it has done, and what it can do.

Clyde Fisheh.

THE INSECT GUIDE

------ by Ralph B. Swain

Doubleday & Company, Inc., $3.00

261 pp., 454 illusts.,

330 plates in color

'T*HE layman who thinks of insects only

as "those horrid creatures" may well

change his attitude toward them when
he reads this book. It is an introduction

to the study of insects as well as an

excellent insect guide. It describes, briefly

and in nontechnical language, what an

insect is, the interdependence of insects

and plants, insects and other animals,

and insects and man. After reading the

latter section, the reader may well appre-

ciate the statement that there is an aspect

of man's relationship with insects that is

distinctlv pleasurable—the enjoyment of

insects for what they are. Then follows

a description of the structure, growth,

and development of an insect, accompa-

nied by accurate line drawings. Fortu-

nately for the lay reader, the English

names of orders, families, and species of

insects are used to facilitate his identifica-

tion of a specimen.

In the Guide section, the adult and

young are described, and the insect's

importance and distribution are discussed.

The style is clear and interesting. Care-

ful directions are given the amateur on

GEMS and CRYSTALS
From world wide sources. Send for illustrated

catalog listing choice crystals, rough and cut

gems, all genuine. Catalog is yours for the

asking. Write today.

V. D. HII.r
Complete Cent and Mineral Establishn
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how to identif)' an insect, also how to

collect, preserve, and study them. As

the author states, "To study insects is

to enjov them. Many are so beautiful

in color and form that just contemplating

them in a display case . . . gives pleas-

ure. Thev make excellent subjects for

amateur photographers. . . . For most of

us the greatest enjo\Tnent comes from

observing them out of doors in their

natural surroundings." So very httle is

known about the private hves of most

insects that there is much joy to both

a professional and amateur when an

original discovers' is made as a result of

persistent, patient observation. How manv
realize that some of the most remarkable

behavior patterns in all of natrure are

found among insects?

.An outstanding feature of The Insect

Guide is SuZan X. Swain's 454 excellent

illustrations, with 330 plates in full color,

representing 231 different insect species

in the United States and Canada. These

plates are grouped at the center of the

book to be used as a visual guide to

the orders and principal families of

insects. One example of each familv has

been exceptionally well and accurately

drawn. The colors are true, aiding ma-
terially in identifv'ing the species. Other

helpful features are die end papers of

the book which give insect orders at a

glance, and also the complete list of

references, including books about insects

of particular habits or habitats, insects

(it economic importance and their con-

trol or culture, insect anatomv, and

SEA AJVD LAND SHELLS
If yon are a buyer of this class of invertebrates

send for my Conehological Chatter which ap-

pears monthly listing choice MoUusca from
every part of the world. Collections for sale of

any size up to 5000 species. .-Vise books on
Mollusca.

WALTER F. WEBB
2il5 Second Ave. North. St. Pelersbur;: 6. Fla.

popular books about insects for young

people.

This Insect Guide will be a worth-

while adchtion to the field guides of

students and of teachers as well as of

the layman. It is indeed a rare pleasure

to find a new guide book on insects that

can be recommended witliout reserva-

tions to general readers, young and old.

Such a book is The Insect Guide by
Ralph B. Swain and SuZan N. Swain.

Grace Fishzr R.vmsey.

Highway across the
west indies

- by Herbert C. Lanks

Appleton-Centmry-Crofts, Inc., $5.00

66 pp., 48 illusts.

"\ /TR. L.\XKS has combined a guide-
^ book vvdth a narrative of his own

trip to produce a useful, if superficial,

vade mecum for the tom'ist who Hkes to

see all the well-known points of interest.

The serious student of West Indian fife

had better seek other guides.

H.vimy L. SHApmo.

The BEGINNER'S GUIDE
TO WILD FLOWERS

by Ethel Hinckley Hausman

G. P. Putnam's Sons, S3.50

376 pp., over 1000 illusts.

'TpHIS book was planned for the be-
-*- ginner, yotmg or old, who has no

previous knowledge of botany. All the

NEED OUTFITTING HELP?
For more tban 5C years we have specialized in out-
fitting expeditions to all parts of the world. Our
equipment is fully tested and guaranteed. VTe can
supply almost any style of tent, packs, sleeping
bags. etc. Let us help make your next trip a suc-
cessful one. Write your needs to Dept, XH 10.

David T. Abercrombie Co.
311 Broadway New York 7> N. Y.
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From the far corners of

the world

From remote eras of time

From the dark recesses of

man's imagination

.

.

.

comes this remarkable parade

of strange beasts. With rare de-

light, you will join a favorite

scientific writer as he explores

the odd byways where fact and

legend blend into queer and

fascinating truths and half-

truths. Illustrated S3.75

The LUNGFISH,

the DODO, and

the UNICORN
by WILLY LEY

author of Rockets and Space Travel

THE VIKING PRESS, New York

flowers are arranged according to tlieir

colors. The author calls attention to the

plea for just such a book made by John

Burroughs many years ago in liis outdoor

book, Riverbtj. Mrs. Hausman's book is

an excellent example of multum in parvo.

Although it is small enough to slip into

one's side coat pocket, it treats of 1080

species of flowers found east of the Mis-

sissippi. Naturally it will be found use-

ful westward as far as the Rocky Moun-

tains.

A detailed drawing of tlie leaf and

stem is devoted to each flower, and there

is a description giving common and scien-

tific names, color, size, period of bloom,

the locahty where it is usually found,

geographic range, and otlier details not

evident in the drawing, which vidll help

in identification. The text on the facing

page gi\'es all the essential information

tliat the illustration does not show.

The scientific names used are those of

Grav's New Manual of Botany, se\'enth

WILD BIRDS ADD /Sfe^rg^ TO YOUR GARDEN

AUDUBON FEEDERS KEEP BIRDS
IN FULL VIEW WHILE FEEDING
Feeders with and without squirrel

guards, hanging and on pipe stands.

Write lor our foUor

edition. Preferred common names were

selected with the aid of Webster's New
International Dictionary. As is well

known, many of our early botanists, who
wrote the original descriptions of our

flowers, did not have an accurate knowl-

edge of some of the common colors. In

Mrs. Hausman's book, much has been

done to correct these faulty descriptions

of color. It is interesting to note tliat

the work on this attractive little volume

began in 1918 with a series of wild-

flower drawings made for that beloved

teacher and founder of American Nature

Study, Professor Anna Botsford Comstock

of Cornell University. This little volume

can be recommended without reserve.

Clyde Fisher.

ANTHROPOLOGY
... by A. L. Kioeber

Harcourt, Brace & Co., $7.50

856 pp., 42 illusts.

'npHE first edition of this now famous
-*- text was published 25 years ago. It

was also the first American text to cover

the entire subject of anthropology as con-

\entionaUy taught in our universities. For

that reason, as well as because of its in-

trinsic soundness, it rapidly became stand-

ard tliroughout the country and indeed

in many foreign universities.

The present edition is the second, and

although tlie general pattern is the same

as the first, its content has been largely

rewritten in the light of new discoveries,

recent theory, and the author's own de-

velopment. The four-fold cli\ision of

AUTHENTIC
DINOSAUR TRACKS

illustrated Leaflet Sent Upon Request

C. S. NASH. SOUTH HADLEY, MASS.

antliropology into physical anthropology,

linguistics, ethnology, and archaeology

are recognized, and each field is covered

seriatim. The treatment of each of these

subdivisions is remarkably well rounded

as one would expect from the erudition

of tlie author, and, in their totahty, tliey

present the best introduction 1 know to

tlie subject of anthropology.

In a book of this length (849 te.xt

pages), covering a great range of sub-

ject matter from fossil man to the prob-

lems of personality in culture, it would

be miraculous not to find some comment

or other to which a critical reader might

object. I confess I foimd several. But

these seem minor and insignificant blem-

ishes in the monumental achievement of

the whole volume.

H.'iRRY L. Shapiro.
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Photo by A. J. Black

A "Our 73-foot, Diesel-engined launch, "Alert,' lying at anchor in a main-
land harbor. Owned by our captain, A.

J. Black, she was subsidized by the
New Zealand Government to carry our party to the Snares"

HAS anyone ever written for

Natueal History from a

sub-antarctic island? There are ten

of us here, nine men and I, for

about two weeks of the southern

spring, late November and early

December, 1947. My husband,

Robert Cushman Murphy, Chair-

man of the Bird Department of

tlie American Museum of Natural

History, besides being on his regu-

lar job of studying oceanic birds,

is creating the Sub-Antarctic Ex-

hibit for the Whitney Hall of Pacific

Bird Life. Watching an exhibit

planned, collected, preserved, and

crated, from the ground up, should

be a "must" for every woman mar-

ried to a museum man. Our natu-

ralists, if they are to be good natu-

ralists, live their jobs twenty-four

hours a day. One's self needs to

Part I of an article in three installments

get under the skin of such jobs,

sharing not only in the thrilling

adventure but also in the driving

urgency of the work.

The Snares Islands were discov-

ered by the English navigator Van-

couver in 1791. He described them
as a "very dangerous cluster of

barren rocks, seven in number,

twenty leagues from the South Cape
of New Zealand." There is almost

nothing written about them. Very

few people, and no scientists, have

ever stayed on them. In 1803, a

man named Bass quite appropri-

ately asked the King of England

for fishing rights at the Snares, the

Penantipodes, and the Bounty Is-

lands. In 1810, Captain Keith of

London, short of rations on his

schooner "Adventure," stranded

three men there, providing them

with an iron pot, a half bushel of

potatoes, and a quart of rice. These

men lived for seven years on seals

and birds and the potatoes they

grew from their tiny stock. They

A Naturalisfs Wij
V "We anchored in rolling swells ac

pouring rain under spectacular cli!

that towered 400 feet above us, on tl

south coast of the main island"
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collected 1300 sealskins and built

five huts made of sealskins. After

seven years, Captain Coffin (from

Nantucket, I presume) brought

them off in the United States vessel

"Enterprise."

These are the only records of

people living on these islands. Even

sealers have but rarely visited them.

Maori muttonbird hunters used to

go to them for short seasons of col-

lecting young birds in large num-
bers, which they smoked and then

packed in bags made out of the

giant kelp. They still go to other

islands but not to the Snares. Scien-

tific parties have landed, choosing

their weather, for three or four

hours at a time. The New Zealand

naturalist, Guthrie-Smith, in Joys

and Sorrows of a Nattiralist in New
Zealand, has a short chapter on the

Snares Islands. They are so far from

shipping lanes and lie in such dan-

gerous seas that the New Zealand

Government built and equipped a

Castaways' Hut on the largest is-

He added that the captain did not

dare take a woman.
I wrote back saying that after a

long life one learns that many things

are of more importance than mere
danger. I pointed out that, as is now
told in my husband's book. Log-

hook for Grace, I had been par-

tially responsible for his career in

oceanic birds. In 1912, he had de-

clined the opportunity to go to

South Georgia because of our wed-

ding date set for June. If I had not

urged him to reverse his decision,

saying we would marry before he

left, his genius might easily have

turned to another direction than

birds of the ocean. Consequently,

I longed to see those birds. I had

said for 35 years that I could not

die till I had seen Bob's ocean birds.

This was my chance. So I wrote to

the New Zealanders, following

Bob's own request, and told them

all about it, ending with:

"As for roughing it, I have just

been camping with one of my sons

the Subadnfarctic
A woman finds thrilling adventure on a cold,

forbidding island, .sharing with explorers their

experience in the field

i Grace E. B'arstow Murphy
Photos fci Roi.iii] ( i^iiMiN MiiiriiY tiiilfss uiliertiise credited

and three of my grandchildren, all

sleeping on the ground. There is no

roughing it you can do that I can't

take."

New Zealanders are an under-

standing people. They wrote tlrat I

might go. On my arrival in Auck-

land, however, they showed me
movies of fearful antarctic storms

and shipwrecks. Of course, I did

not turn a hair and kept a poker

face when I saw them smifing at

each other. I knew it would be a

hard trip, but it was my chance to

see what South Georgia is like.

There are no glaciers at the Snares

or snow in summer, but the birds

and beasts and gales are the same.

We ten met at Bluff, the southern-

most town of New Zealand, a

friendly Httle flower-filled town

rolling downhill into its tight little

harbor. We walked down the long

wharf to "Alert." It was low tide.

The 73-foot launch, owned by Gap-

tain Black and subsidized by the

New Zealand Government for our

trip, lay far below the wharf. There

was no ladder, and no move was

made to help me down. I handed

Bob my purse and slung aboard.

Not a word was said, but I had a

feeling that a test had been set—

and passed.

"Alert" danced and stood on her

head across Foveaux Strait to

Stewart Island. By holding on tight,

we all managed to stay aboard. I

was too busy to be sick, for I was

watching albatrosses flying. They

^ "The ton-and-a-half sea lions are

sluggish on land, yet I definitely avoided

any closer relations than this"

land, about 1887. There is no record

of its having been needed until the

night our party landed.

There is a story attached to my
inclusion in an expedition going to

such a place. Our New Zealand col-

leagues were at first far from en-

thusiastic at the idea of having a

woman along. Our leader, Dr.

Robert A. Falla, Director of the

Dominion Museum in Wellington,

whom I had long known casually

under the urban conditions of New

J York, wrote to stress the danger.



swooped and soared so closely that

I reached out my hand in instinctive

thought to touch them.

Their flight is everything that

has ever been \vritten about it, in-

cluding all the descriptions of their

best biographer, my husband. It is

the poetry of motion in excess of

poetry and into a world where

music alone can partially express

its rhythm. Petrels run along the

water, often flying with the con-

tour of the ocean heavings. Man-o'-

war birds fly high above, so that

a favorite occupation of mine has

always been to He on my back on

soft-swelling Pacific bathing waters,

watching the man-o'-war birds half-

way bet%veen my eyes and heaven.

But albatrosses! All levels are

theirs. Now high, now low, now at

sharp angles to the ocean with one

long slender wing tip almost cutting

the water, they express the joy of

creation as does nothing else in

Nature. I am sure that when the

Lord rested on the Seventh Day,

he broke his rest a Httle and made

the albatross as an expression of

his feeling. No scientific research

has yet explained to satisfaction

their soaring flight wdth hardly a

tremor of a wingbeat.

The albatrosses in Foveaux

Strait are mostly small-sized ones,

perhaps six' to eight feet across the

outstretched wings, as against the

ten or eleven feet of the Great

White Wandering and the Royal.

The smaller ones are called molly-

mawks. Their various scientific

descriptions are fully included in

Oceanic Birds of South America.

On Otago Peninsula, near the uni-

versity city of Dunedin, we had

called on nesting Royals—the very

form that Bob had himself named
sanfordi, to honor Dr. Leonard C.

Sanford, who is the best patron of

birds any museum ever had. These

Royals incubate their eggs for

eleven weeks, and neither hell nor

high water—much less friendly visi-

tors—can frighten them off their

nests. You can approach to within

bUl's reach, if you're willing to risk

a hard snap on arm or hand. Their

whiteness is the whitest whiteness

I have ever seen. Herman Melville,

in Moby Dick, uses such phrases as

"wondrous, bodily whiteness of the

bird," "the white thing was so

white," their "unspotted whiteness."

I had forgotten Melville's words

when I was at the nest, so was

free to be utterly absorbed in con-

templation of personal discovery.

One cannot take one's eyes away.

For the first time in my Ufe, these

nesting birds made me regret the

heaped-up decades that leave me
too few years in which to remember

albatrosses. A male dropped be-

side his sitting mate. The two en-

tvidned their necks and bills, uncon-

scious of our presence, in mutual

affection.

We lay that first night in a beau-

tiful landlocked harbor at Stewart

Island. At dusk, Cape pigeons, an-

other of Bob's South Georgia birds,

frohcked near the boat, with the

charm that petrels always have and

without the fear ingrained in birds

nearer to civilization.

But the Snares were our objec-

tive: getting there our captain's

problem. Though weather reports

were not good. Captain Black de-

cided to make a southward dash

the second night, following a fas-

cinating day ashore on Stewart

Island.

We ran into heavy weather at

once. Bob, in spite of having Uved

for nearly a year in a whaleship in

the South Atlantic, wrote in his

notes that he had never seen dirtier

weather than that night south of

Stewart. The wind blew a full gale

of eight on the Beaufort scale.

"Alert" is not a pleasure boat. The

bunks are narrow, hard, without

combings and, of course, with noth-

ing as effete as sheets. We lay in

our clothes in blankets and hung

on. Several of the men said they

were braced hand and foot all

night. I woke up once to find half

of me in mid-air across the cabin,

but enough of me remained in my
bunk to haul the rest back. Almost

everyone was sick. I did well till

thirst drove me across the cabin

in the dark to the cup of drinking

water I had placed with care in

the washbasin to keep it from spill-

ing. Thrown in every direction, I

managed to get hold of the cup,

taking a big draught before realiz-

ing that the green toilet soap had

shpped into it and lay soaking.

That was my finale.

The gales increased. We were

forced to turn back to Stewart Is-

land. Even had we made the

Snares, there would have been no

chance of landing. We anchored

quietly at Port Pegasus, a harbor on

the southern shore.

This third night we faced a sec-

ond beating, everyone dreading it

in that cheerful way in which peo-

ple face such things. The boys,

Roland and Hugh, groaned but

grinned.

Tliis time we made the Snares.

Bob came down in soaking oilskins

to wake me up and tell me how

< "Jagged rocks foamed with

the lashing of the waves. Fur

seals torpedoed through such

gulches as this one or played

about our vessel"



<"The east coast of our is-

land presented tJbe only land-

ing place. Boat Harbor entrance

lies behind the point in the

middle distance. Tussock grass

and the daisy forest iill the

foregrour

wonderful was the approach to the

rooky islands.

I clambered up to majesty su-

perb! There was a heavy northwest

storm on. We anchored in rolling

swells and pouring rain under spec-

tacular cliffs that towered a straight

400 feet above us. Their shape and

appearance grew into one's eyes

with as permanent an impression as

lens on film. White water poured

between them and outlying rocks.

Oceanic birds were everywhere.

The majesty of the scenery seemed

even more subtle than that of the

Grand Canyon. The latter bursts

into one's vision when one is com-

fortable and warm. The effect is

instantaneous. These Snares cliffs

seeped through and through one's

being during the hours of a long,

cold, rough, and miserable day.

We did not even have food, for the

exhausted crew of four slept beside

the galley entrance.

Mr. Newcombe, of Internal Af-

fairs, botanist and artist, handed
me something hard and cold:

"Have an apple?" It was terrible.

I said, "Can't someone raid the

galley?"

Mr. Baird, our geodosist and

weatherman, volunteered, return-

ing in triumph with one plate of

cold sausage and another of sweet

coconut crackers. We shivered but

laughed at the horrid combination,

and did not leave a crumb.

Time dragged, but the scene was

matchless. Fur seals played about

us and clambered on the cUffs. We
rolled and pitched at anchor in our

little lee, with nothing between us

and the South Pole. The Islands

make a semicircle facing south. Had
gales grown heavier to crash us

against ihe cliffs, no one could have

survived. Had we been forced to

run to sea, there would have been

no place to go. The only shelter for

landing is a tiny cove on the east

side of the mile-and-a-haH-long is-

land—its entrance in the gale's

track.

At four in the afternoon the winds

moderated a httle. It was essential

to get ashore and start the work

of setthng. Bob Falla had said it

would take ten hours to get the

tents up, and the work must start

at dawn.

"And if it is raining?" said I.

"It will be terrible," said he-and

later I knew why.

The unloading alone of all our

material would take hours: our
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<"Near the landing: at upper
left, white-bkJSsoijpeS'^'^^^well

{VeronioL/eiUpticif) ; for^round,
tussock m'ass similar to the South

Georgia/ tuss{>«^^r

i!3Ht:

food supplies, tents, and all items

of our liNing, with instnjments of

many lands, boxes, lumber, for-

malin, and six large drums of drink-

ing water. It was imperati\e to get

ashore. Bad as the weather was, it

could grow worse and drive us

back to Stewart. The work must

not be lost.

The anchor was ho\e up from its

twent}--fathom depth. Yet we did

not start at once, for the curiosity

of the naturahst is eternal. If he

were stood up against a wall out

of doors to be shot, his last words

would be, "By Jove, that bird makes
a record," following it with his e\es,

obli\ious of the rifles.

So we crept up closer to the cliffs

to see the seals and birds. The walls

were already so near one felt one

could touch them. Their straight

sides continued straight down into

deep water. The dark seals and
dark brown rocks merged in simi-

lar color. Grass grew in the de-

pressions of the rocks, and. stunted

trees clung high above us. Cape
pigeons and South Georgia petrels

flew about us. A skua passed—a big

bird with ugly habits, which I have
only just come to enjoy and like.

The men speak of its intelligence

with admiration.

Immediate human needs could

wait. Yet finally we left the gor-

geous spot we will never see again

and edged along the restless coast,

holding on with hands and feet to

stay aboard. Jagged rocks foamed
with the lashing of the waves. We
steamed between two of these

scenic wonders, without much space

to spare on either side. I was tak-

ing comfort out of thought of our

captain's knowledge of rocks and

348

ledges and depths, and said to Bob
Falla:

'"Has Captain Black been here

often?"

Bob bit off crisp words: "He has

never been to the Snares before."

He was navigating by the color

of the water, wliich took on mean-

ing even to mv unpracticed eyes. I

felt no fear but instead the up-

lifted stimulus of danger. There was

no spot for any landing in case of

need. It did not take much imagina-

tion for the tales one had read

about castaways to become graphic.

One of the worst aspects must be

the ice-cold water. The tliought of

tliat pierced through me.

We reached the tinv inlet the

men had shown me on the map. A
dinghy was lowered. Bob FaUa and

Alister, our student sailor, went

ahead to explore and then waved
to us to follow. The cove was so

narrow that Captain Black turned

our small craft and backed in! Bob
Murphy said later that not one

skipper in ten thousand would ha\e

risked it. Yet anyone would trust

Captain Black's judgment and his

general knowledge of New Zea-

land waters and their habits.

The co\"e was smooth—amaz-

ingly, all motion stopped. We
moored to knarled daisy trees and

rocks. The trees grew out of the

ledge about eight or ten feet above

the water. Until we were fast, our

men worked ceaselessly, pushing

us off tlie tliick and hea\"y branches.

New Zealand is full of scores of

kinds of daisy trees belonging to the

family Compositae. I had seen many
late ones at Stewart and on the

mainland, covered with white flow-

ers exactly like our field daisies.

Penguins leaped all about us,

diving in and out of the water at

so fast a cUp as to cover distance

almost as if they were flying. Pen-

guins look so much Hke porpoises

that Bob said when he first saw

them at South Georgia he thought

he had discovered a new species of

tiny porpoise. They gather in

groups and play. They turn on their

backs and wash their white shirt

fronts. They need good scrubbing,

as they five in mud.

Sea Hons and solemn penguins

sitting on the rocks; exquisite ant-

arctic terns all about us; slender,

gray gulls; the long, brown, rest-

less kelp forever stirring; the eve-
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nine; flight of millions of mutton-

bii-ds beginning over our heads;

the angiy seas outside our little

cove bursting against the rampart

cliffs—all engrossed me with the

beauty of such far-off, unknown sur-

roundings. As the captain stopped

a moment beside me, I burst out in

rapture:

"Oh, have you ever seen a more

beautiful spot?"

"Yes, HOME," said he so that

I jmnped. "Those rollers are back-

ing up in here. I can't let you sleep

aboard tonight. I've got to run

for it."

It was nearly six. At top speed

the landing of supplies was com-

pleted at eight, with the loss of

one water drum. "Alert" rushed

off to safety. We ten bedraggled

people had been set down in rain

and gales and cold and mud and

darkness, with no way to get tents

up or food unpacked that night.

The Castaways' Hut was Mecca.

With its corroded roof and mud-

filled interior, it fulfilled its pur-

pose after waiting 60 years. Little

did its builders guess it would har-

bor a group of naturalists in 1947.

Little did its builders dream that

tlie ship's biscuit would still be

edible, though far from enjoyable.

The wax \'estas did not light. They
bore the label, "R. Bell & Co., Lon-

don. Estabd. 1832." The reading

matter included a water-spoiled

novel. Those Bad Blue Eyes.

The boys cleaned out a few hun-

dredweight of mud. Mr. Stead and

the Major, our two nonprofessional

ornithologists, stretched a tarpaulin

over the roof and laid one on the

floor. Duffel bags ranged the walls,

both to keep them dry and to give

us backs to lean against.

The ugly httle hut, only about

8 by 12 feet, was still half filled with

crates too big to move out that

night or to open inside. The roof

was so low we could not stand up
straight; people were shorter in

the 1870's and '80's.

We all filed in, lady first, of

course, so that I drew one wall,

a large crate at my knees, a large

husband who is not at all a jack-

knife, and a duffel bag filled, appar-

ently, with bricks.

While the men had been land-

ing the stores, I had made sand-

wiches and tea in the galley. Left-

over sandwiches, chocolate out of

'' "Our constant side show: the Snares yellow-crested pen-

guins, which live nowhere else on earth"

my purse, Mr. Stead's fruit cake,

and some cans of orange juice were
all the food we had. Water seeped

around the tarpaufin and dripped

on us. Some blankets appeared,

and we all curled up "to sleep."

Cramps were almost intolerable. I

could only think of the one idea

someone gave me before my first

baby was born: "It has got to be
over sometime." Bob had his own
problems, and I could not lean on

him even though I was jammed
against him and between the hard

wall, crate, and bag. I tried to ease

us both in still another bit of ad-

justment to our position on the

floor. I couldn't even grouse, for

I was on the Snares on suffrance.

Then, too, there was the conscious-

ness of the privilege of being there,

knowing at firsthand what men e.x-

perience in the field. To create our

Snares group. Bob not only has to

have expert knowledge of his com-

plete enviromnent in ornithology,

botany, geology, photography, and

so forth, but he also has to take

whatever discomfort the environ-

ment presents, plus working fast

at least sixteen horns a day.

A week later I read Bob's report

in his notes of that ghastly night.

He ended: "Grace was the only one

who seemed to enjoy it."



Trade-Marks of

YESTERDAYS GLACIERS
A scattering of diamonds, broad fertile fields, and the boulders that plague the

New England farmer—all are the work of the great ice sheet, whose visiting

cards the intelligent observer can readily discern as he traverses the countryside

By Richard Foster Flint
of Geology, Yale University

ARANGER was pointing out

some of the geologic wonders

of Yellowstone Park to a group of

tourists. At the end of his talk one

of the ladies in his audience ap-

proached him. "Did you say," she

asked in a tone of wonder, point-

ing to a six-foot boulder perched

precariously on a near-by knob,

"that that big rock was brought

here by a glacierF'

'Tes, ma'am," rephed the ranger.

"Well, but where is the glacier

now?"

"Ma'am, it's gone back after an-

other rock!"

The ranger might not have been

entirely serious, but broadly speak-

ing, his remark goes for nearly all

of the countless boulders strewn

across northern United States and

Canada—and for the smaller stones,

too, and for the "earth" that Hes upon
the sohd bedrock of this vast re-

gion. Like huge, frigid bulldozers,

glaciers plowed across the countrj',

ripping up the surface rocks, deeply

scratching them, grinding them up,

and smearing the product far and
wide over the territory beyond.

Those glaciers once covered a third

of the world's land area, but the

shrunken glaciers of today are

barely able to cover up a tenth of

the lands, and nearly aU of that

reduced amount is concentrated in

the Antarctic Continent and in

Greenland.

Anyone who has seen a big bull-

dozer at work knows it can push

amazing amounts of rocks and
earth. But a glacier can do still

better. It develops a pressure of

350

30 tons per square foot for every

thousand feet of thickness it pos-

sesses. And some big glaciers are

several thousand feet thick. This

explains why grooves are gouged

out of hard granite rock by stones

frozen into the base of a glacier that

flows slowly across it. Just as a

carpenter's plane, cutting across the

grain and coming to the end of a

board, breaks off chips of wood,

so a glacier, coming to the end of

a hill or knob of bedrock, ceases

to groove the rock and instead quar-

ries out pieces which break off

along the cracks that traverse all

rocks. This creates a difference be-

tween the smoothed front sides and

the quarried, cliffed rear sides of

the hills. From a "one-sided" land-

scape of this sort we can easily

tell which way the ice was moving.

AU through northern United

States and southern Canada the

glacier was moving southward. The
grooves and scratches and the

"one-sided" knobs of bedrock tell

the story. So, even better, do the

far-traveled boulders deposited by
the ice. Some of them have traveled

500 to 700 miles from the places

where they were wrenched out of

the bedrock by the heavy glacier.

Matching up a boulder with the

patch of bedrock from which it

came is a fascinating game played

by geologists. The method is the

one used by Sherlock Holmes to

trap a criminal, when he matches up
a bit of clay on the criminal's shoe

with the soil at the scene of the

crime. The rock has to be of a

distinctive, easilv recognizable kind,

and its "home area" has to be

known. Boulders of this land are

known to geologists as "indicators,"

because they indicate the place of

origin and hence the direction and

distance the glacier traveled.

Most indicators are no more than

a yard in diameter, but a few boul-

ders of jumbo size are known. One
near Conway, New Hampshire,

measures 38 by 40 by 90 feet.

Near Calgary, Alberta, is an-

other, now split into two pieces,

with a combined measurement of

25 by 55 by 160 feet. To move this

much rock, about 350 railroad gon-

dola cars would be needed; yet a

glacier picked it up and transported

it for at least 50 miles, apparently

without the slightest diEBculty.

Some indicators have not only

scientific value but commercial

value as well. Mining prospectors

in eastern Finland found many
boulders containing copper ore.

They did not know the bedrock

som-ce, but they reahzed that if

they could find it they would have

a valuable copper deposit; so they

searched the district for copper-

bearing boulders and plotted the

locations of hundreds of them on a

map. The boulders formed a fan-

shaped area, widening toward the

southeast and with an apex at the

northwest. The fan had been made
by the gradual spreading-out of the

ice as it flowed southeastward.

Reasoning that the source of the

boulders must be close to the apex,

they made some exploratory bor-

ings down through the glacial de-

posits into the bedrock beneath.
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discovered the copper, and located

what later became Finland's most

productive copper mine.

An even more valuable mineral

deposit is known to exist, though

it has not yet been discovered.

Many years ago a Wisconsin farmer,

digging a well in glacial soil, turned

up a glassy stone. Idly curious,

his wife took it to a jeweler in

Milwaukee, was offered one dollar

for it, and accepted. The jeweler

later sold it to Tiffany's for a large

A Only yesterday in the calendar of geologic times the great ice

sheet spread into the United States and parts of Europe and Asia

sum. It was a diamond weighing

15 carats.

This discovery, not unnaturally,

started an energetic burst of plow-

ing and well-digging among Mid-

dle Western farmers, and they

got results. In all, eleven large

diamonds were found, scattered

through the states of Wisconsin,

Michigan, Indiana, and Ohio, and

TRADE-MARKS OF YESTERDAY S GLACIERS

no doubt thousands more are still

lying in the glacial deposits. Plotted

on a map, the ice-borne diamonds

were seen to occupy an area that

narrows toward the north, in the

direction from which the glacier

moved. The source of the dia-

monds, in the bedrock, must He to

the north. So far, so good. Various

indications suggest that the source
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A Hills streamlined by the glacier make Wisconsin farmland. The
thick ice sheet, flowing from right to left, molded the earth beneath
it into long teardrop-shaped hills

is somewhere in the Muskeg Coun-
try', north of Lake Huron. A syndi-

cate was formed by eager enter-

prisers, equipment was assembled,

and prospectors were sent out. The
prospectors searched diligently but

without success. No one doubts that

the diamonds are there in the rocks

below ground. It is just that the

lakes, swamps, and dense subarctic

forests made the hunting too diffi-

cult. Interest died down. But some-

day someone may find in southern

Canada a diamond pipe of the kind

that has made South Africa, and

the name of De Beers, famous. The
glaciers have supplied clues but

not the final secret.

All the signs of glacier work lie

north of a rather definite line. The
line runs through or near New
York City, Reading, Youngstown,

Cincinnati, Louisville, St. Louis,

Kansas City, Yankton, Bismarck,

and Great Falls. It marks the farth-

est limit reached in the United
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States by the northern glaciers of

former times.

The indications of glacial move-
ment show that in the foothills of

tlie Canadian Rockies, along the

new Alaska Highway, the ice

flowed west. Far to the east, in

Labrador, it flowed east. And across

the Canadian islands in the Arctic

Sea it flowed north. From this in-

formation geologists have recon-

structed a map of the former gla-

ciers. From the Atlantic and the

Arctic to the Rockies the country

was covered by a vast ice sheet,

hundreds and in many places thou-

sands of feet in thickness. When
this glacier was most widespread,

its geographic center lay in the

vicinity of Hudson Bay. Fed by

falHng snow, the ice sheet spread

slowly over the country like batter

spreading over a griddle. The icy

frosting overtopped such highlands

as the White Mountains, the

Adirondacks, and the Catskills. In

Photo by Charles C. Bradley

big valleys like the Mississippi and

the Hudson, great tonguelike pro-

tuberances of ice advanced ahead

of it.

From the Rocky Mountains to

the Pacific Ocean, and from the

State of Washington to Alaska, a

separate great system of glaciers

capped the mountain ranges and

filled up the deep valleys between

them. These glaciers were fed by

snow squeezed out of the warm
moist winds from the Pacific, just

as the coastal mountains squeeze

moisture out of the westerly winds

today.

These two great masses of ice—

the glacier system in the western

mountains and the vast ice sheet

farther east—met and touched and

mingled at the eastern foot of the

Canadian Rockies, to create a con-

tinuous ice cover from coast to

coast. Six million square miles of

glacier ice covered up nearly all

of Canada and a lot of the best

real estate in the United States.

And the land adjacent to it, al-

though not actually overwhelmed

by the ice, was none too hospitable,

for the cold winds flowing down-
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ward and outward off the icy

plateau kept the forest at a dis-

tance and only permitted the pres-

ence of tundra plants and animals.

There is no good evidence that man
inhabited North America at the

early time when the glaciers were

most extensive. If any people were

here, they probably lived at a re-

spectful distance from the cold and

barren ice, in the more temperate

country where it was easier to keep

warm and find game.

The great ice sheet dealt very

differently with different parts of

the United States. From the farm-

er's point of view it improved some

regions and damaged others. No
very complicated statistics are

needed to prove that Iowa farm

land is richer and more productive

than that of New Hampshire. But

without the activities of the ice

sheet, Iowa would have been less

productive and New Hampshire

would have been more so. This is

because the advancing ice sheet

encountered in New England a

very different kind of terrain from

the country it traveled over in the

lowland region that stretches from

Ohio westward to the Dakotas. In

New England the rocks are pre-

dominantly granite and granite-

like. The invading glacier readily

scraped away the thin soil and

thereafter was unable to do much
damage to the obdurate bedrock

beneath, other than to quarry out

blocks from the rear slopes of hills.

In consequence, when the ice

melted away it left a lot of bare

bedrock and a scanty glacial soil

full of stones and big boulders. The
stone walls between New England

fields testify to the backbreaking

labor with which the colonial farm-

ers tried to clear their fields, until

many of them gave up and emi-

grated to the Western Reserve.

The farmers that settled the

Western Reserve knew little or

nothing about glaciers, but they

understood well enough that the

lowlands that stretched westward

from Ohio were a great improve-

ment on the New England farms

they had left. Indeed the western

lands were different, despite the

fact that they had been overridden

by the same ice sheet that plowed

through New England. This is be-

cause the rock strata beneath the

lowland consists mainly of shale

and limestone—weak, soft rocks

that yielded readily to the glacial

plow. So vulnerable were they, in-

deed, that the basal part of the

glacier ice soon became glutted

with the hmy silt and clay made
by the grinding up of the rocks

beneath. Therefore, instead of

chewing up more rock, the ice was

obliged to deposit the load it had

acquired, plastering it thickly over

the terrain. The deposited material

makes a very high-grade soil and is

comparatively free of boulders to

boot. Much of our Corn Belt and

a part of our Wheat Belt are situ-

ated firmly on this rich and thick

glacial deposit.

Curiously enough, this glacier-

built earth is known to geologists

as drift. The name goes back more

than 100 years to a time when,

although the widespread stony

earth was a famiKar thing, the for-

mer glaciers had not yet been

thought of. The idea then current

was that all this earth—with the

boulders embedded in it—had been

deposited on the floor of a universal

sea by endless icebergs drifting

down from the vicinity of the North

Pole. Some even attributed the sea

to the Deluge of Noah's time! Such

ideas have long since vanished from

the minds of scientists, but the

name drift stiU remains.

Pick out, or wash out, a handful

of pebbles from the drift exposed

in a convenient road cut or in an
excavation for a new building, and
you will see inconspicuous but

definite trade-marks of glaciers at

work. Chances are that a number
of the pebbles will be not round
but faceted. They will have flat

faces made by grinding against the

stones which were being scraped

under tremendous pressure, in the

base of the glacier, against the

bedrock beneath. Some of the facets

may even have little scratches on
them made by grains of sand and
other particles of grit that helped

to "gum up the works" during the

scraping process.

In coastal Alaska, within the

memory of living men, advancing

glaciers have overwhelmed forests,

snapping off the trees at their bases

as if they were toothpicks and

rolling forward over the debris.

At many places in the Great Lakes

region, excavations in the bottom

of the drift have revealed tree

trunks and bits of wood that testify

to the similar annihilation of forests

by the invading ice sheets of long

ago. In one place, in Minnesota,

some of the logs from the drift

were carefully sawed by investigat-

ing botanists. The trees were identi-

fied as spruce and tamarack—trees

typical of the subarctic forest.

When the concentric annual growth

rings were closely examined on the

sawn surfaces, it was found that

the 20 outermost rings were pro-

gressively thinner than the older,

inner rings. This showed that the

f A "one-sided" knob of bedrock. The glacier flowed over it from right to

left, grooving and smoothing one side, breaking and quarrying the other



'I' Parallel grooves cut by the slowly moving glacier

in a piece of rock at Kelley's Island, Lake Erie, Ohio.
Specimen on display at the entrance to the American
Museum

20 years immediately preceding

the destruction of the trees were

exceptionally unfavorable for the

growth of even a subarctic tree.

Here, from an unusual source, we
have the visiting card of the in-

truding ice sheet. For 20 years the

ice crept forward, near enough so

that its cold winds created an in-

hospitable habitat for spruce and
tamarack, and then, like a giant

steam roller, it simply erased the

forest and buried it in a muddy,
gritty matrix.

Aside from scraping away the

soil and littering the surface with

boulders, the ice sheet did not

greatly alter the landscape of New
England. But in the lowland coun-

try south and west of the Great

Lakes, it not only built the

foundation of a rich agricultural

soil but also altered the land-

scape profoundly. It did so largely

by filhng the valleys chock-full of

drift, thus converting a country of

steep hills and moderately deep
valleys into the gently undulating

plains famihar to westbound trav-

elers when they leave the Appala-

chian Mountains behind them.

In some places, where the flow-

ing motion of the ice sheet was
especially pronounced, the drift

was heaped and smoothed and
molded into a series of streamhne

forms. These are visible from the

ground, but from an airplane ( with

low sunlight in early morning or

late afternoon) they are striking.

The teardrop form of a streamlined

AMNH Photo

car is designed so that it will offer

minimum resistance to the air (a

fluid substance) through which it

tiavels at high speed. In a similar

manner the teardrop streamUned

forms of drift, and bedrock, too,

were shaped by the flowing ice

(also a fluid substance) so as to

offer a minimum of resistance to the

ice passing over them. The simi-

larity of nature's streamlined forms

to the artificial ones is surprisingly

close.

More commonly the drift is not

streamhned; its surface, instead,

is a gently undulating plain. So
broad and monotonous is the plain

that the presence of the network of

valleys buried far beneath was
hardly more than suspected until

geologists began to compile the

drilhng records of the tens of thou-

sands of oil, gas, and deep-water

wells that have been drilled

throughout the region. Because the

exact depth at which the drill

passed from drift to bedrock in each

hole was recorded, it was possible

to reconstruct, on maps, the sur-

face of the bedrock underneath the

drift. It was almost as though the

drift had not been there. The floors

of some of the valleys thus revealed

he 700 feet beneath the farm land

that now masks them, while over

near-by buried hills of bedrock, the

drift is no more than 50 feet thick.

Here is a whole stream system, in-

active, sterile, and fossilized.

The map of the deeply buried

valley system makes clear what a

major job of rearrangement the ice

sheet performed on the rivers of

Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. In the

old pre-ice days the Ohio River

and the Wabash, too, were short,

and the Mississippi traversed Illi-

nois not by its present route along

the western edge of the state but
via the parallel Illinois River, 100

miles to the east. The big river of

those days was an extension of

the Kanawha, which flowed west-

ward across Ohio, Indiana, and
Illinois. Its capacious valley, now
well buried beneath the drift, is

almost 500 miles long.

It is easy to see how the Ohio
River was formed when this big

earlier valley was blocked by the

outer edge of the great ice sheet.

The streams flowing northwestward
across West Virginia and Kentucky
were dammed up by the ice barrier.

Many lakes were formed, and as

each lake filled with water the

overflow from it simply spilled

sideways, in a westward direction

along the lowest available route.

As these spillways were deepened,
they formed a chain that became
permanent. When the blockading

ice sheet melted away, leaving the

old valleys obfiterated beneath

drift, the water continued to fol-

low the newly estabfished route.

This route is what we call the Ohio
River. Its valley still shows distinct

narrowings that mark the sites of the

spillover channels between the tem-

porary ice-covered lakes.

The Missouri, the longest river

in North America, underwent an
even more spectacular metamor-
phosis through the interfering tac-

tics of the ice sheet. A glance at a

map at right shows that the course

of this great stream is abnormal.

Gathering its water in the Rocky
Mountains, it flows eastward across

Montana, following the easterly

slope of the Great Plains. But then

it turns, and for nearly 500 miles

through the Dakotas its course is

southward along rather than down
the regional slope. This part of the

river is close to and parallel with

the line along which the edge of

the ice sheet, moving in from the

northeast, paused before melting

away. In other words, the country

on the east bank of the river has
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A BIG BOULDER dropped by the glacier. Sixty feet in height, it

dwarfs the farm buildings clustered around it

been glaciated, while most of the

counby to the west was never cov-

ered by ice.

This fact alone leads to a strong

suspicion that the glacier diverted

the Missouri into its curious south-

ward route. But there is further

evidence. Leading eastward away

from the Missouri's east bank, and

only faintly outlined because they

are almost completely filled with

drift, are the buried valleys of large

former rivers. These are continua-

tions of the large streams that enter

the Missouri from the west. What
further proof is needed that the ice

sheet, encroaching up the gentle

slope of the plains from the north-

east, blocked the Missouri and

manv other east-flowing streams

and forced their combined waters

to flow southward along the margin

of the glacier in a gigantic detour

around the blockade?

Because the buried valleys,

traced eastward, lose themselves

underneath their thick blanket of

drift, and because deep wells are

too few in this region to enable us

to follow them farther, we do not

know what pattern the network of

rivers formed before the coming

of the ice sheet. There is some rea-

son to believe that the fonner Mis-

souri flowed northeastward into

Manitoba, via the Nelson River,

Hudson Bay, and Hudson Strait

into the Labrador Sea. If this be true,

the ice sheet succeeded in leading

America's longest river across a

^!ilii-

continental divide and in divert-

ing it from the Arctic to the Gulf

of Mexico. Thus through glacial

power are the lines on the face of

the land changed.

Under the influence of today's

warm climates, the glaciers of many
thousands of years ago have dis-

appeared or have shrunk back into

the high and cold regions of the

far north. Today they are biding

their time. But more than once in

the past they have sallied forth

into temperate latitudes, and if the

changing climate permits, they may
come again, bringing with them

another load of drift to smear over

the land, another command to

rivers to seek new courses, another

scattering of boulders, and—who
knows?—perhaps also a rich gift of

diamonds.

BEFOF^^JHHBHIH '^^'^"^^^^i AFTER

Dotted lines show original direction of rivers as deduced from valleys now buried. Solid green represents glacier.
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A Monarch butterfly on a mallow bloom

The deadly larva of a fly brings tragedy to its powerless host

MORE than half a century ago,

Charles Valentine Riley,

founder of what is now the U. S.

Bureau of Entomology, reported

that a scourge was wiping out

vast numbers of monarch butter-

flies. Hardly one caterpillar in fifty

B\j Edwin Way Teale
Ail photographs by the author

was free from the deadly larvae of a

tachinid fly.

This carnivorous parasite, Achae-

toneura archippivora, is still the

chief enemy of the monarch. In our

time, as in Riley's, years arrive

when it reaches a peak of abun-

dance. Such a peak was marked

by the summer of 1945. Everywhere

in the East, the larvae of the milk-

weed butterfly were disappearing,

killed by the infesting parasites

before they could transform into

chrysalids. That summer, on the six-
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A Monarch butterflies on a milkweed plant

A The afflicted larva, attached to the

underside of a leaf at the beginning of its

transformation into the pupa

teenth day of August, a strange and

fearful thing happened before my
eyes and the lens of my camera. It

was the final act in the tragedy of

a caterpillar, the climax in the work

of these dipterous parasites.

Late the afternoon before, I had

come upon a monarch caterpillar

just as it had attached the tip of

its tail to the underside of the

midrib of a milkweed leaf, in

preparation for changing into the

pupa. It hung with the forepart of

its body curled upward so that it

formed a letter "J." Evening was

coming on, and I brought the plant

indoors to photograph the trans-

formation.

SCOURGE OF THE MONAKCH

All that night it remained as it

was. The next morning, at eight

o'clock, I noticed that the curve in

the "J" had become shallower.

Then, suddenly, as though a cord

within had been severed, the larva

straightened out and hung limp.

Its skin was baggy and lumpy. It

began to heave as the lumps within

pushed and moved. At 9:30 a.m.,

the first of six white, fat-bodied

grubs appeared through the skin of

the caterpillar. Each was about

three-eighths of an inch in length.

The grub descended to a second

milkweed leaf below it. That de-

scent was made at the end of what

appeared at first to be a thick

.^

A Normally, the larva would have

transformed into a chrysalis like this
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A The first of the six parasitic larvae to emerge
from the caterpillar and descend to the milk-

weed leaf and the ground below

Another stage in the emergence of

the parasitic fly lar\-a

A The fly larva has reached the

ground and is wriggling its way into

the soft earth. It will pupate under-

ground

The pupa of the parasitic fly

thread of silk. The thread, however,

was formed of a sort of mucus-
latex which stretched like tacky

glue or rubber cement. By means
of this stretching rope, the grub

descended, as in an elevator,

smoothly and without a jar to the

leaf below. It rolled and wriggled

until it reached the edge of the

leaf. Here, the mucus still attached
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to its body formed another rope

that lowered it half an inch or so

before it parted like dough pulled

too far. Its drop carried it half a

dozen inches to the soil in which

the plant had been placed. Here,

it pushed its way into the dirt and
disappeared from sight. It was
hastening to enter its pupating

medium.

Later, this instinctive haste to

reach the soil was demonstrated

when I placed one of the other

grubs back on the milkweed leaf.

It v^Tiggled and rolled until it

reached the edge again. Five times

I repeated this experiment, and

each time the fly-larva made haste

to roll off the leaf. Pupation, how-

ever, does not depend upon reach-

ing the ground. The transforma-

tion can be made in the open air as

\^'ell. I discovered this when I

placed one of the grubs in a bare

glass container and watched it alter

to the reddish, hard-shelled pupa.

But when the quiescent period is

spent underground, the transform-

ing fl)^ has greater protection from

its enemies.

Three of the grubs were out by

11:45 A.M. A fourth appeared at

2:15 P.M., another at 2:35, and the

last at 4:00 p.m. Each descended

smoothlv to the second leaf by

i
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A The adult tachinid fly,

Achaetoneiira archipfivora, that

emerged from the pupa case

> Head of the fly. The females

seek out other caterpillars to

parasitize, and the cycle begins

means of an elongating cord of

mucus. These cords were Like para-

chutes that could be used only

once. They quickly hardened and

dried. Within a quarter of an hour,

they were so brittle they broke at

a touch. After all the larvae had
descended, lines of dried mucus
extended across the upper side of

the milkweed leaf like the trails of

a garden slug. Over them, harden-

ing and turning dark, hung the al-

most empty bag of the dead cater-

pillar's body.

These events took place on the

sixteenth of August. For ten days

after that, the pupae of the para-

site remained hidden in the earth.

Then, at two o'clock on the after-

noon of August 26, the first of the

pupa cases split open, and an adult

fly crept from the ground. It was

small and stubby-bodied. Stiff hairs

jutted to the rear from its abdomen.

Later, Dr. C. H. Curran, of the

SCOURGE OF THE MONARCH

American Museum of Natural His-

tory, identified the fly as Achae-
toneura archippivora. Almost an
hour passed before the emerging

insect had its wings fully expanded
and hardened. The other pupae
produced their adults one after the

other. All were out by 5:00 p.m.

Whenever these newly emerged
flies became frightened within the

glass jar into which I had placed

soil and the pupa cases, they would
seek refuge in the earth at the

bottom of the jar, burrowing down-
ward among the tiny clods.

Under normal conditions, these

adult insects would mate and the

fertilized females, riding on heavily

veined wings, would fly swiftly

about in search of other caterpillars

to parasitize. The offspring of these

dipterous parasites represent both

the start of another generation and

the start of new tragedies for the

larvae of the monarchs.
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<At thz border of the Navajo
Reservation, an arid tract lying at

the "Four Corners" of Utah, Colo-

rado, Arizona, and New Mexico

A Capable horsemen since the early Spanish days, the Navajos have shown

more wisdom than most in fitting their proud traditions into modern civilized

life. Yet little has been done to assist their economic and cultural transition.

A turquoise necklace and well-tanned moccasins fastened with U. S. silver

coins adorn the rider. The wiry horse is shaggy in his winter coat, and scarcity

of food is his lifelong lot
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RECENTLY the general public

has become aware of the fact

that we still have within the borders

of the United States a tribe of

Indians numbering over 60,000—

a

cohesive group, predominantly of

full blood, retaining its language

and a great part of its ancient cus-

toms. The public has heard of it;

it has been photographed, described

in newspapers and magazines, and

made the principal subject of a

major broadcast, for one unhappy

reason—that this remarkable group,

the Navajo tribe, has reached a

condition of general ill-health,

want, hopelessness, and hvinger

which is a national disgrace.

Those of us who knew and Uved

among the Navajos in the 1920's

thought of them as the most hope-

ful of all the Indian tribes. We
knew that they were the largest,

although the highest guesses did

not put their number over 30,000.

They Hved in a remote, semidesert

country of great beauty—the gi^eater

part of it in northeastern Arizona,

with a sizable segment in New
Mexico and a smaller area in Utah.

Their domain, about as large as

IF

"OLn'ER La Farce, winner of the 1929

Pulitzer Prize ( for Laughing Boy, story

of a Xavajo lad), of the 1930 O. Henry

Memorial Prize (for "Haunted Ground"),

and of the Guggenheim fellowship in
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writing, is an anthropologist by training.

He has made three anthropological ex-

peditions to Arizona and two to Mexico

and Guatemala. His long residence

among the Navajo Indians and his as-

sociation, in various capacities, with or-

ganizations dedicated to Indian affairs

and ser\-ices has qualified him to speak

as one of the countr\^'s leading authori-

ties on the Na\ajo.
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the state of West Virginia, was

difficult to reach. No important

white settlements lay near it. Al-

though not in any sense wealthy,

the Navajos seemed to have a good,

secure life, with their flocks of

sheep providing their principal in-

come. It looked as if they would

absorb our civilization slowly and

without destiTictive shocks, and as

if the native culture elements of

greatest value would have a good

chance to survive. One could look

forward to an evolutionary process

that would result eventually in a

large community of citizens of pre-

dominantly Indian blood, carrying

with them a proud tradition and

enriching elements of then- ancient

culture as they moved into the main

stream of American life.

This optimistic belief was
strengthened by their past history.

The Navajos are close relatives of

the Apaches and with them form

a southern offshoot from the area of

the Athabaskan Unguistic stock, the

main center of which is in north-

western Canada and Alaska. Per-

haps about A.D. 1000, bands of

Athabaskans wandered into the rel-

atively empty areas of the Great

Plains. Probably from contact with

more advanced tribes to the east,

they learned a little farming and

how to make crude pottery. Their

culture was simple, their posses-

sions few, their organization weak.

THE NAVAJOS

A A TYPICAL CAMP SCENE in Monument Valley, including a woman at work

on her loom, a small fire around which the children play, and the family burro

which is used to tend the sheep

Later, under the pressure of

stronger tribes, they moved south

and west until they entered New
Mexico and came in contact with

the sedentary, agricultural Pueblo

Indians.

Most of tlie bands that later be-

came Apaches drifted on, into the

waste areas farther south, where

they lived obscurely until in the

eighteenth century they emerged as

ruthless and deadly raiders. The

future Navajos settled near the

Pueblos. They learned farming on

a new scale, irrigation, weaving,

elaborate ceremonies. Their culture

was profoundly modified, and yet,

while tliey took over every element

that they deemed useful, they did

this selectively, fitting the elements

into their basic pattern of indi-

vidual freedom and the deep, psy-

'' Lambs graze upon their overburdened range; the loom awaits the fingers

of the mother. A desert landscape unmatched in grandeur is their backdrop



A Ft. Defiance, on the Navajo Reservation,

has a school. But all their existing facilities

permit less than a third of the Navajos of

school age to receive education

t ' M . M , M , M . t

> Window Rock, headquar-

ters of the growing Navajo

tribe, just south of Ft. De-

fiance, in Arizona

£. z
etiological values of tlieir original

culture.

The coming of the Spanish led to

changes. They acquired the horse.

The men's costume changed great-

ly. They took up wool-wea%'ing,

developing an industry that has

become nationally, even interna-

tionally, famous. They learned the

rudiments of metalworldng and by

the middle of the nineteentli cen-

tury were becoming skilled in this

craft. It should be noted that many
of the arts they borrowed from

others, they developed beyond tlie

skill of their teachers. Xavajo silver-

work put the local Spanish silver-

smiths out of business; Navajo

blankets were more highly valued

than those of either the Spanish or

the Pueblo Indians; their dr)' paint-

ings infinitely surpass those of their

Pueblo teachers.

\\'hen the Spanish first encoun-

tered them, they numbered perhaps

a little less than 2000. By 1850,

they had increased to about 10,000.

With increasing numbers and the

mastery of the horse, they made a

further change. Farming became a

secondary occupation, while herd-

ing sheep became primary—but it

was not ordinary herding. They
butchered their sheep whenever

hungry and regularly replenished

and increased their flocks by raid-

ing the Pueblo and the Spanish

settlements. They became as fierce

as any of the other Apaches and

were a scourge to the whole South-

west.
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In 1866, Kit Carson broke them

in a sharp, fierce campaign. The

greater part of them surrendered

and were moved to a sort of intern-

ment camp at Fort Sumner in east-

ern New Ale.xico, although a thou-

sand or so die-hards hid out in the

wild mountains and desert. The
government offered them a resers'a-

tion in rich, grassy country in Okla-

homa, but they would ha\'e none

of it. Their one desire was to return

to their beautiful, harsh homeland.

At length, in 1868, a solemn treaty'

was made with them, and they re-

ceived a part of their old domain

as a reservation. At that time their

numbers were estimated at 9000.

Many had been killed in the fight-

ing, more had died on the "Long

\\'alk" to Fort Sumner and during

dieir e.xile there. Some who hid out

were killed by tribes taking a fine

opportunity to pay off old grudges.

Thus it is safe to estimate that, in

1850, the tribe had numbered 10,000.

Now the Navajos changed again,

becoming true shepherds, guarding

and increasing their fiocks and

building up their crafts more in-

tensively for commerce. The women
abandoned a heavy, woolen cos-

tume adapted from that of the

Pueblos (which in turn had re-

placed the earUer buckskin) and
took up their present mode of dress.

This consisted of a velveteen blouse

and a fuU skirt of calico or velvet-

een, modeled after the dress of the

officers' wives at Fort Sumner.

More slowly, the men changed to

the weariQg of manufactured,

standard clothes—but they have a

way of wearing them, a preference

in colors, a use of ornamentation

that makes them look anything but

standard.

Their capacity for changing and

yet remaining thoroughly true to

tliemselves is one of their most

interesting characteristics and one

of the reasons why they have been

looked upon as so hopeful. Their

language gives a \'iew of their char-

acteristics. The studies of the Fran-

ciscan Fathers early in this centun'

showed that Navajo then had a

vocabulary' of 18,000 words. By now
it has been considerably enlarged.

Most Indian languages today are

loaded with words taken from the

various European languages with

which they have had contact. Not
so the Navajo, in which loan words

are rare. New things, such as the

horse, the automobile, the airplane,

in their turn, were given names
compounded out of Navajo or new-
ly invented according to the Navajo

pattern.

The structure of Navajo is dff-

ficult; very few white men speak

it at all competently. Yet it is so

flexible that during the war the

Marines recruited a special platoon

of Navajos. At a school which was
set up for them, they learned an

enormous range of military and

naval terms, aU of which they

translated into their own tongue.

Then the\- were sent out as teams

for landings in the Pacific, carrying
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A The Navajos are still a semino-

madic people. The wagon carries

everything except the herds of sheep

and goats, as the family moves from

camping place to summer shelter to

winter hogan

> Nesscayazzie, the medicine

man: a fine old face that has

seen many long winters and

many unhappy changes

A Little Navajo girls, dressed like

their mothers with handmade silver

buttons, velveteen jackets, and bare

feet

on ship to shore communication

over ordinary voice radio in Navajo,

a code the Japanese could not

break.

Such are the people who today

are in a desperate plight. What
has happened to them? In a sense,

they are the victims of their own
vigor, of their very success in adapt-

ing themselves to the ways of

peace. In part, they are suffering

from astonishing blindness on the

THE NAVAJOS

LliT*

A The wagon and horses represent much of their worldly goods.

Coffee, fried bread, and some meat comprise almost their whole diet,

adding up to about 900 calories a day as compared with 1550 in the

British and American zones of occupied Germany this past winter

part of white men. In many mat-

ters the Indians and the white men,

represented by the United States

Indian Service, have worked hand-

in-hand to bring about disaster.

We can begin with a failure, a

broken treaty. The Treatv of 1868

undertook to provide a teacher and

schoohoom for every Navajo child

between sLx and sixteen who could

be "persuaded or compelled" to go

to school. This has never been

done, for several reasons. The

Navajos themselves, until recently,
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A The past looks out upon a bewilder-

ing present in Navajo land. The well-

known Navajo blanket sers'es as coat,

grocery bag, baby sling, and blanket

A Mother cards the wool before it is spun

for weaving, while her small boy asks her a

question. A scene beneath the summer shelter,

with the winter hogan in the background

were not greatly interested in hav-

ing their children educated. Some

were outright opposed to schooling

—from conser\'atism, from the need

of having the children at home to

tend the sheep, and because of the

suffering and misery that were so

common in the Indian schools of

the old, bad days.

The Navajo country is difiBcult

to travel in. It has virtually no

all-weather roads. The Navajos Hve

scattered all over it. No one knew
for sure how many Navajos or

Navajo children there were or

where many of them were to be

found. With the difficult)' there

was in filling the schools already

in existence, the Department of the

Interior never felt able to ask Con-

gress for the constantly increasing

appropriations that would have

been necessar)' to offer education

to them all. It is doubtful if there

have ever been school facifities for

half of them. Today, of some

23,000 Navajos of school age, by

the exercise of the greatest ingenu-

ity, barely 7000 can be crowded

into schools.

The blame goes further than the

Navajos, the Indian Service, or the

Department of the Interior. At

least as early as 1930, senators were

rebuking the Commissioner of

Indian Affairs for not having asked

for schools for all. Recently, sev-

eral delegations from the tribe
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have begged the Congress for

schools for all, and various con-

gressmen visiting the reservation

have heard the same plea. Yet

Congress has initiated no action.

The vast mass of the Na\"ajo

population, inevitably, is illiterate

and speaks no Engfish. Very few

have even a complete grade school

education. Accordinglv, when thev

face tlie outside world they are Uke

bhnd men feeHng their way. Thev
are tied to their land, for when
they seek opportunities outside,

only the poorest, lowliest forms of

labor are open to them, and even

at such work they are the last hired

and the first let go.

This ignorance is the first horn

of the dilemma. As citizens of the

United States they are in theory

free to go where thev please, but

as primitive illiterates this freedom

is meaningless.

The second horn is that their

resen'ation, vast as it is, cannot

possibly support their present popu-

lation. The dilemma should have

been apparent long ago, but a

curious and most unforttmate se-

quence of factors disguised it until

it had reached its present extreme

state.

It is difficult now to determine

at what point the size of the tribe

became too great for the "human
carrying capacity" of the reserva-

tion! From 1868 to 1932, the Indian

A A NINE-YEAR-OLD SHEPHERDESS 1

is trusted with the lambs and kids

;

of the flock, miles from the near-

est school

Service officials, as well as Indian

traders and \arious private indi-

\iduals and organizations, kept urg-

ing the Navajos to increase their

flocks by all means. The Navajos

responded well. In the 1920's,

there existed a modest but genuine

false prosperit)' among them, which

arose from grazing upon the reser-

vation more sheep, goats, cattle,

and horses than the land could

carry. The effects of the resultant

overgrazing were apparent as earlv

as 1921; by 1930, they were pain-

full)' obvious. The animals were

still finding enough to eat, but the

time was rapidly coming when it

would no longer be possible to

graze more than a small fraction

of their number upon a ruined land.

Beginning in 1933, a newlv awak-

ened Indian Service began putting

soil conservation measures into

effect. Progressively the stock on

the range was reduced until carry-

ing capacity was reached. This

meant cutting the number of ani-

mals approximately in half. The
reduction of the sheep and goats

threatened great hardships; the re-

duction of horses, many of them

useless, struck deep at the pride

and prestige of the men. Because

so few Navajos had anv real com-

mand of English, it was difficult to

convey to them the reafities of their

problem. Many of them espoused a

mystical concept of the relation of
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"'l WEAVING, the Navajos have won world-

""llfame. At lower right is a spindle and card-

^' )mb; on the blanket a bunch of yucca fibers,

IBIS a comb on one end, broom on the other

AA Navajo mother proudly holds her

papoose, laced in the traditional cradle-

board. In 1850, there were 10,000 Navajos;

today they number over 60,000

A Two Navajo children
on the family burro

3?:

the sheep to the land, which pre-

cluded their accepting the idea that

overgrazing could be harmful.

The Indian Service committed a

number of blunders, not of prin-

ciple but of method, in the course

of reducing the stock. Added to the

misunderstandings and emotions

involved, these resulted in an alien-

ation of the Navajos from the

Service. Good relations were re-

placed by a hostility on their part

which is still a troublesome factor.

There was a change in their atti-

tude toward white men generally.

They used to be rather open and

friendly, agreeable to strangers,

good-natured. Now their behavior

varies from guarded to sullen.

Nonetheless, grazing was brought

down to carrying capacity, an es-

sential move. The Soil Conservation

Service was invited in, and some
improvement in the condition of

the land was made. In the face of

unexpected conservatism on the

part of the Navajos, improved

methods of herding and better

strains of sheep were introduced,

bringing about a marked increase

in the income per sheep from those

remaining.

A great many families hitherto

dependent upon sheep now were
left with none, or with so few that

they could not support a family

yearlong. This was in part due to

an inequitable, straight percentage

THE NAVAJOS

cut which was put across by the

small but influential group of

Na\'ajos who owned really large

flocks. In some places it was due

to the stupidity of local officials, in

others there simply was nbt enough

grass to enable anyone to have a

flock that would guarantee sub-

sistence. The increased income from

the sheep remaining did not fill the

economic gap, nor did the subjuga-

tion of a considerably larger area

of irrigated land. Under normal

circimistances, the stock reduction

should have precipitated an imme-
diate economic disaster.

Disaster was postponed by the

very large amount of relief work
and work on soil conservation proj-

ects obtained for the Navajos. The
top officials of the Office of Indian

Affairs, like most of the Navajos,

allowed themselves to be lulled by
this artificial source of income.

There were only a few people who
insisted that if a capital resource

was removed, another must be

provided, and that relief work was
only a makeshift.

Rehef ended with the war. Three

thousand six hundred Navajos went

into the armed services. This meant
that not only was six per cent of

the population removed but that

they were replaced by allotment

checks which constituted an impor-

tant increase in income. In the

acute labor shortage that existed.

thousands more got work off tire

reservation. Income went to a new
high level. Everyone was happy.

The part of the Indian Service

that administers the Navajos is

known as the Navajo Service. The

men at the top of the Navajo Serv-

ice today, as well as many of their

subordinates, are sincere, devoted,

and intelligent. Issuance of ration

books and other war measures pro-

vided the means for the most ac-

curate count of the population ever

made, resulting in the reliable

figure of 62,000 members of the

tribe. Studying the scene with this

figure, these officials saw what was

coming, and before the war ended

they began belaboring the Indian

Office in Washington with prophe-

cies of what would happen when
this third false prosperity' ended.

They were not believed.

The war ended, the men came

home, once more it was hard to get

work off the reservation. The money

was spent. Then the situation that

had been building up for decades

was fully revealed. As the Navajo

country now stands, and in view of

the primitive condition of the

Navajos themselves, not half of

them can wring a bare subsistence

from the land. For tlie remainder,

there is only irregular labor of the

most undesirable sort to stave off

outright starvation. The population

continues to increase, despite the
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A At nine years of age, this girl has mastered the
art of making delicious fried bread

A Family scene in the hogan, which is built of peeled logs. Mother
is combing daughter's hair with yucca fibers
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highest infant mortality rate and

tuberculosis death rate in the coun-

try, because the people are still

proMc. With the weakening of

chronic hunger, however, they may
diminish.

The Navajos themselves have

learned their lesson. They now set

universal education above every-

thing else, and for several years,

without result, have been pleading

with Congress for schools and

teachers that will fulfill the terms

of their treaty.

In the fall of 1947, the full meas-

ure of Navajo destitution became
apparent when it was necessary for

the Red Cross and private indi-

viduals to rush to their relief until

Congress could make an appropria-

tion for that purpose. The Office of

Indian Affairs and the Department

of the Interior woke up. At last

they accepted the representations

of the Navajo Service and took up
the rehabiUtation plan it had de-

veloped in consultation with the

Tribal Council.

After further consultation with

various lay organizations working

for Indian welfare and advance-

ment, this plan was developed into

legislation and introduced in the

present session of Congress. It

would set up a program extending

over ten years for a major develop-

ment of many thousands of acres

of potentially irrigable lands, the

full development of other resources

such as coal and timber, a sorely

needed network of roads, adequate

hospitals, a vastly expanded school

system, a strong employment and

placement service. To the maximum
possible degree all work would be

done by the Navajos, who would
receive on-the-job training and

elementary instruction in EngHsh
and literacy such as was developed

by the military during the war. A
thousand or so famihes would be

resettled on extremely fertile, idle

lands of the Mojaves' Colorado

River Resei-vation on the Arizona-

California border. The Navajos

would be encouraged and assisted

in setting up the industries which,

with increasing education, they

could profitably manage.

The program, which might cost

as high as $150,000,000, would in
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itself carry the Navajos for ten

years. At the end of that time it

would have most of them estab-

lished on a firm economic basis,

with a large number trained in

skilled and semiskilled work and

ready to compete for good jobs

outside. From then on, the ade-

quate educational system would

have to take over, producing grad-

uates equipped to make their way

in the great world or on the reser-

vation with new enterprises not

dependent upon the soil. Most

authorities agree that the plan is

sound and effective, and that for

all its cost, it would be a long-

range economy for the nation.

The Bureau of the Budget took

a long time before it approved the

legislation. The biU reached Con-

gress in April. Hearings were held.

Testimony was overwhelmingly in

favor of the plan. Yet no action was

taken, and the Navajos must sur-

vive on the hope that the next Con-

gress will listen to their pleas.

The Navajos do not want to live

on relief. They want to support

themselves. They are proud, they

want to remain Navajos, and as

Navajos they want to have true

equahty with their fellow citizens.

They are ready to adapt themselves

again, to take into the basic, free

pattern of their life new elements

of profound change. They can do

it and still retain their fundamental

values. They will become less pic-

turesque from the point of view of

the casual tourist, but to the an-

thropologist there will be fascina-

tion in the adaptations and selec-

tions they will make.

Without help they cannot select.

Misery and sickness are causing

their culture to degenerate. Family

ties break down. Migratory labor

undermines morale and morals. The
attitude towards religion grows

apathetic, while some in despera-

tion turn to the drug-induced

escape of the peyote cult, which is

spreading among them. They will

not die out, but they can become
an utterly wretched group of dis-

heartened paupers. For 80 years

we have had them in our charge—
a most hopeful and promising

people—and this is our achievement
to date.

THE NAVAJOS

A MoviE-GOERs are familiar

with the picturesque homeland

of the Navajos but with tem-

porary embellishments. This is

a ghost town that sprang up

when it was decided that Monu-
ment Valley would be a fitting

setting for "My Darling Clem-

entine"

> Some of the better educated

Navajos can compete in a white

man's world, but for most of

them there is only temporary

relief from poverty and the

lowliest forms of labor

A Inside the trading post: Navajos purchasing groceries with the meager

earnings from their blankets and handmade jewelry. Will the Navajos be

given the necessary assistance to take their rightful place in the world? It is

for the American people to say
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The FIERY Serpent
By Joseph Bernstein

LONG ago a certain worm made

J such an unusual nuisance of

itself that it achieved undying noto-

riety by having its exploits de-

scribed in the Bible. While the

Israehtes were wandering in the

wilderness near the Red Sea, "fiery

serpents" suddenly began attacking

them, killing off great numbers of

people. A creature that some have

thought to be this fabulous "fiery

serpent" is in existence today and
is still a major scourge from India

to Arabia. But modern science

knows it as a parasitic roundworm
rather than a sei-pent. It is called

Dracunculijs medinensis or, more
commonly, the Guinea worm.
Only a fraction of an inch in

diameter and milky white in color.

A Adult Guinea worm be-

neath the skin of the chest and
abdomen. A dash of cold water

causes it to spray out living

young

Notorious of old, the four-foot Guinea worm gives

birth by an amazing "automatic sprinkler system";

but the peoples of arid sections of Asia and Africa

can eliminate this pest by simple sanitary measures

it may reach the fantastic length of

four feet. If you ever see a Guinea

worm, the chances are that it will

be a female, for the much smaller

male is practically unknown.

Visitors to the village markets in

certain parts of Arabia, India, and

various communities near the desert

in Asia and Africa have frequently

observed a strange scene that is

almost as ancient as the desert it-

self. Seated before an elderly medi-

cine man or other local "doctor" is

an immobile man, woman, or child,

next to whose arm, leg, shoulder,

or back the native physician, pro-

foundly absorbed in his work, is

carefully winding a stick. Tightly

wound on this stick is what appears

to be a white thread, which is be-

ing slowly pulled out of the pa-

tient's body. This cord, of course,

is a Guinea worm, and the fine art

of separating it from its victim is

one of the most time-honored rites

in the medicine man's bag of tricks

and one which has been handed

down unchanged through the gen-

erations.

The victim becomes infected with

the Guinea worm by drinking water

containing tiny water fleas harbor-

ing the worm's larvae.

The Guinea woiTn's favorite habi-

tat is the connective tissue directly

underneath the skin on parts of

the body most likely to come in

frequent contact with water. Why
it restricts itself so fastidiously to

such specific areas we shall pres-

ently see. Man is not the only host

that harbors this worm: Dracun-

culus frequently bestows its unwel-

come attention on dogs, jackals,

leopards, cattle, horses, and ba-

boons. Even cobras have not been

spared.

When a female worm becomes
mature, she is hterally a reproduc-

tive machine highly adapted to the

production of vast quantities of

young. If the body cavity of such

a worm is opened, it will be seen

that it has practically no digestive

tract. Everything below the esoph-

agus has become greatly reduced

in size, and in its place is an ex-

ceedingly long uterus packed full

of actively moving larvae. For the

Guinea worm gives birth to its

young alive.

When ready to release her larvae

to the outside world, she migrates

to the skin. And here we at last dis-

cover the reason for selecting areas

of the body most likely to be ex-

posed to water. The motile larvae

need a medium in which they can

swim, and they thrive best in cold

water, such as is found at the river's

brink or in wells. Parasitologists

had long been aware of certain

peculiarities in the distribution of

this wonn in the bodies of male and

female natives. Women seemed to

have the worms most frequently in

their arms and legs, while in cer-

tain communities, men and boys

were most often parasitized in their

backs. And iii India, the worms

seemed to exercise an unusual pref-

erence for the legs.

When the reason for this selec-

tion of special areas of the body
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for infestation was finally discov-

ered, it flabbergasted the worm ex-

perts. They had never suspected

that this lowly worm could have

adapted itself so well to the habits

of its victims.

In the parts of the world where

the Guinea worm thrives, women
almost universally wash clothes

while standing in the water bare-

legged and bare-armed, thus pro-

viding ready avenues of escape for

the larvae. To the boys and men
falls the arduous task of lugging

water back to their homes from an

often distant site, and the bare

backs of such water carriers be-

come convenient avenues of escape

for the larvae, since these parts are

constantly in contact with spilling

water.

The situation in India, where

parasitization is unusually heavy,

is unique. In this country are to be

found the so-called "step wells."

These are approached through

graded steps covered with water,

and as the people stand barelegged

and often knee-deep on these steps,

tliey give the Guinea worm larvae

a wonderful opportunity to escape

into cold water.

But let's get back to the female

Guinea worm living near the sur-

face of the skin. She is confronted

with an overwhelmingly difficult

problem in providing for the sur-

vival of the next generation. Con-

sider for a moment what she is up

against. The areas of the world

where this worm is found are gen-

erally arid. Yet without water for

the swimming larvae, the worm's

^ Guinea worm under skin

of arm. Removal is one of

medicine man's oldest tricks

life cycle cannot be completed. A
mechanism therefore had to be per-

fected for getting the larvae in con-

tact with this precious fluid at every

opportunity. In the Guinea worm's

ahnost waterless domain, such

chances are few and far between.

Not a single chance of exposure to

water could be missed.

The fantastic way Dracunculus

solved this problem has awed natu-

ralists hardened to the most fabu-

lous adaptive devices of living or-

ganisms. Beneath the flesh of her

host, the Guinea worm pierces the

skin with the head end of her body,

forming an ulcer about the size of

a dime. At the base of this wound
is a minute aperture, against which

the worm's uterus is pressed.

The very moment there is even

the slightest exposure of this ulcer

to cold water, a milky fluid contain-

ing thousands of larvae spurts out

from the sore's orifice. Parasitolo-

gists who have observed this proc-

ess experimentally by squirting

water on the ulcers have attested

to the split-second timing of this

reaction. The worm is, of course,

reacting automatically to a stimu-

lus, and we cannot impute thought

processes to such a lowly creature;

but the effect is the same as if the

wonn realized that not a moment

of the rare opportunity to perpetu-

ate the species must be wasted.

After each discharge, the part

of the uterus in the center of the

ulcer dries up, thus closing in the

rest of the larvae, which cai^not

escape until the ulcer is next

splashed with water.

eeve's JNIedical Diagnc

A Gradual extraction is

achieved by rolling the worm
on a stick—today as centuries

>-The time-honored rite: re-

moval of the Guinea worm as

depicted in the seventeenth

century

But why is it so essential for the

larvae to find their way into water?

Why must they be able to swim
instead of developing on dry land?

The reason is that before reaching

maturity they must first pass

through an intermediate stage of

development inside an aquatic or-

ganism. This intermediate host is a

small and universally common or-

ganism, Cyclops, otherwise known
as the water flea.

The special need for just this

organism is shrouded in the mys-

tery of the early evolution of the

Guinea worm. Back in the dim past

the conditions of life were drasti-

cally different for the worm from

what they are today. It is presumed

that the water-dwelling host was

once the final host and that the

worm adopted horses, baboons,

dogs, human beings, and others

after these creatures had evolved.

Like a strange relic from the ancient

days of its origin, the worm's watery

phase of life has remained to this

day, even though it is a constant

hazard to the existence of the spe-

cies. But the die has seemingly

been cast. Unless a profound evolu-

tionary change takes place, the

Guinea worm will never completely

emancipate itself from the water.

After swimming around for about

two or three weeks, the larvae bore

into the bodies of water fleas, where

they undergo various transforma-

tions. After from four to six weeks,

they are ready to infect their next

victims—humans and other animals.

And man himself obHgingly helps

complete this last stage of the life
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cycle by imbibing water containing

infected water fleas. For wherever

the Guinea worm abounds, man is

notoriously indifferent to the purity

of his water supplies. In India,

where Dracunculus is strongly en-

trenched, many people think noth-

ing about drinking water from step

weUs in which their infected neigh-

bors have been sloshing around

with their bare legs. This is what

their ancestors did from time im-

memorial, and the old ways are

still good enough for them. The

Guinea worm takes advantage of

this habit.

After Dracunculus reaches the

digestive tract of her human host

through being swallowed with

water, she lives in the deeper tissues

and is not at once visible beneath

the sldn. After about a year, she

moves toward the surface of the

body in order to discharge her

young. From now on, she will have

only one mission in life: to eject

her larvae to the outside world

with each contact with water, until

her supply of young is completely

exhausted. Only at this point does

the worm, its birth-giving labors

completed, at last shrivel up en-

tirely and die. Its body calcifies and

can be felt for years in the sMn

of its hmnan host as a hard, twisted

cord.

If the worm is left alone in the

body, it may never cause serious

trouble. But it is an irritating nui-

sance, and in a tropical climate

such a constant annoyance may
drive one frantic. Little wonder

that few natives are content to let

Dracunculus alone but instead start

pulhng it out. And here is where

the danger arises. Should the body

of the worm break during efforts

to extract it, the larvae pour into

the surrounding tissues, spreading

infection in their wake. This causes

MUM MM SOME TAILS
By Edward Dembitz

You undoubtedly recognize many animals by their heads. Can
you identify these by their tails? Nine right is an average score.

Whose tail ..„..?
1. Broad and flat, is used both as a rudder and to produce warning signals

but never as a trowel.

2. Is used as a support when the animal rests on its hind legs.

3. When spread, is shaped like a musical instrument.

4. Is longer than the body at birth but completely disappears when adult

form is reached.

5. Is covered with barbed quills, first waves defiantly and then strikes if

its owner is attacked.

6. Supports a train of iridescent plumes, which are spread into a beautiful
fan during courting periods.

7. Segmented, bears a venomous sting at the tip.

8. Held erect in running, displays the prominent white underside from
which the animal derives its name.

9. Is used by the mother to tow her cub to safety when danger threatens.

10. When severed can be reproduced.

11. Slender and whiplike, is armed with a single dangerous spine equipped
with barbs.

12. Produces a warning noise when the animal is about to strike its victim.

13. Is used for grasping objects under water but belongs to a creature

whose head gives it the name of a common domestic animal.

14. Nonexistent or very rudimentary, its lack distinguishes this animal
(which was named after an island) from its familiar and common
relatives.

AnHwera on page 383

the high fever and blood poisoning

that is such a frequent cause of

death. So, ff this be the "fiery ser-

pent of old," it is not without rea-

son that the Israehtes gave it such

an awesome name.

One effective way of extracting a

Guinea worm without the danger

of breaking it is to kill it with an
injection of an extremely dilute

solution of mercuric chloride. The
dead worm can then be removed
from its host's tissues with ease.

This, it might be added, is probably

the first major change, throughout

the ages, in the manner of coping

with a Guinea worm.
But even this modern technique

is not the final answer to the Guinea

worm problem, particularly in cer-

tain sections of India where in-

festation may reach plague propor-

tions. The solution must inevitably

lie in the development of strict sani-

tation measiu-es to prevent para-

sitized humans from polluting water

used for drinking purposes. One
practical way of achieving this end,

which has long been virged by au-

thorities on the subject, is to outlaw

the step wells that daily launch

inconceivable numbers of worm
larvae on their infective careers.

Accompanying this must be a pa-

tient program to teach people in

the affected areas to drink only

filtered or boiled water. And in

spite of the intractable ways of

human beings when urged to adopt

new habits, wonders have been

achieved in this respect. So per-

haps the Guinea worm, man's un-

welcome companion almost from

his beginnings on earth, may yet

be conquered.

Perhaps you may have been won-

dering, "Is the Guinea worm limited

only to hot, desert areas? Are there

such worms in America? And if

there are not, is there danger of

their getting a start here?"

At present, Dracunculus has been

able to estabhsh a foothold only in

Brazil and the West Indies, where

it was introduced from its native

haunts in Africa during the slave-

traiBc days. It is not known to exist

on the North American continent,

and it is highly unhkely that it wall

ever appear in the foreseeable

future.
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IMature^s

Little Tank
By Kakl H. Maslowski

Photographs by the author

THE Nine-banded Armadillo

would be a leading contender

in a contest to determine which is

the world's strangest animal. This

North American species would com-

pete with such foreign oddities as

the Duck-billed Platypus, the Pan-

golin, and the Echidna.

Within the past 100 years, the

armadillo has extended its range

from Mexico many hundreds of

miles into Texas and Louisiana. As

late as 1880, it was found only in

the extreme tip of southern Texas,

but today it has pushed northward

almost to the border of Oklahoma,

westward to New Mexico, and east-

ward to the Mississippi River in

Louisiana.

^ A MOTHER ARMADILLO and her litter of four young, nosing

about for insects and earthworms at the edge of a spring near

Salado, Texas. The embryology of the nine-banded armadillo

is unique among North American mammals, for a normal

birth always consists of quadruplets of the same sex

A A HEAD-ON VIEW of an armadillo is reminiscent of a

knight in armor. The front feet are armed with four

toes. The center toes are equipped with curved claws

that are well suited for digging, and they can inflict

serious injury to an attacker

V 'J --Si
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E armadillo's phenomenal spread into southern United

is all the more amazing when it is remembered that it has

cross rivers and that it is heavier than water. Its specific

y is about 1.06. The heavy shell and bone structure would

j

irily cause the creature to sink, but by ingesting air into its

nal tract it can puff itself up like a balloon and keep afloat

> An armadillo intercepted while swimming with its

intestines filled with air (left), compared with one under

normal conditions (right)

If you reach under the creature's "shell" and
tickle its "tummy" as shown in this picture, the

animal relaxes immediately and . . .

. . . may be lifted, from the burrow without
effort. Armadillos are most active at night,

retiring to burrows during daytime

nature's little tank 373
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A The great, white trumpeter swan, North
America's largest wild fowl. The trumpeter once

seemed doomed to extinction, but strict enforcement

of conservation measures is aiding its fight for survival.

Wingspread of the male (left) is almost ten feet. A
telephoto picture taken in a northern Alberta slough

etliJin'

MY interest in the trumpeter

swan dated from a trip

to the salt swamps of Andros

Island in the Bahamas to photo-

graph the roseate flamingo.^ There,

plagued by the scorching sun and

legions of tropical insects, I read

in my bird texts that photographs

of the trumpeter swan were nearly

nonexistent. As all bird lovers know,

this great white swan—the largest

of North American wild fowl—has

been perilously near extinction.

A check of the Audubon Society's

photographic files supported the

statements of the bird scientists.

Among thousands of photographs

(one of the world's finest collec-

tions), there was but a single pic-

ture of trumpeters—an immature

pair showing the brown primaries

and flesh-colored bill characteristic

^See "The Flamingos of Andros," Natural
History Magazine for January, 1947.
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At last, a "personal interview" wife the largest

of North American wild fowl—a little-known

bird that might have slipped into oblivion but

for the labor of conservationists

Bij DuANE Featherstonhaugh

All photographs by the

of the first summer. Then I went

to the New York State Museum at

Albany and saw the trumpeter in

a case with the great auk, the pas-

senger pigeon, the Labrador duck,

and the Carolina parraquet. A sign

beneath the case read, "Five birds

you may never see again."

-

Our purpose was not only to try

to get pictures of the bird but to

see whether anything further could

be done to protect it. Permission

to make the studies was granted

by Dr. Harrison F. Lewis, Chief ol

Canada's Dominion Wildlife Serv-

ice. Arrangements were completed

through the co-operation of
J.

Dewey Soper, Dominion Wildlife

Officer for the Prairie Provinces,

and Sergeant H. G. Wickstrom, of

the Grande Prairie Detachment of

the Royal Canadian Mounted Po-

lice. William H. Bloodwortli and

A. B. Wellborn, both experienced

wildhfe photographers, completed

the personnel of the expedition.
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For a bird that seemed doomed

to oblivion two decades ago, the

trumpeter swan gave us a very de-

cent reception. After the 3700-mile

automobile trip from New York to

the Grande Prairie area of northern

Alberta, it was only a few hours

before we had found our first swan's

nest. This was late in May. Before

we returned 8 weeks later we had

located 41 nests. We also counted

twelve pairs of nonnesting swans,

all immature birds. However, be-

cause nonbreeders, unhke the nest-

ing birds, frequently fly from one

lake to another, one pair could have

been counted more than once.

We feared there would be diffi-

culty in approaching the birds and

in distinguishing them from the

whistling swan. Neither problem

arose. The swans in the Grande

Prairie area frequently nest close

to dwelHngs and are accustomed

to the sight of people, and there

are no whistling swans in the

area.

We were astonished to find that

many published statements regard-

ing the swans were wholly or par-

tially incorrect. This probably can

be attributed to the former wariness

of the bird in the Grande Prairie

area and in less settled areas today.

Strict enforcement of conservation

measures has caused it to become
"tamer" in the more populated

areas, and many times the birds al-

lowed us to approach within a few

yards. Telephoto equipment per-

mitted extreme close-ups.

One diflBculty was with flight

pictures. The trumpeter has a strong

and sustained flight, but it rarely

takes to the air during the breed-

ing period. Also, it is incapable of

flight for some days after molting

its primaries late in June. Even
when able to fly, it will swim away
when danger threatens, taking to

the air only if definitely being over-

taken on the water.

The trumpeter swan {Cygnus

buccinator) is a massive bird with

an average length of 65 inches and

an 8- to 10-foot wingspread. It

weighs 30 to 35 pounds. It differs

from the smaller whistling swan—
a bird about 55 inches long—chiefly
in the construction of the windpipe
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A A YEAR-OLD TRUMPETER in position for attack

and sternum, and in the call. This

is a clear, deep honk, similar to a

French horn in quahty and reso-

nance. While the call is not par-

ticularly loud, it carries a great

distance. Our camp was more than

a mile from the nearest nest, yet

we could hear the swans trumpet-

ing to each other as we watched

them swim about the lake. This ob-

servation, incidentally, disagrees

with statements that the swan does

not trumpet while on the water.

The National Audubon Society

estimates that about 1500 of these

magnificent birds remain. Most of

them breed in the interior of west-

ern Canada and migrate westward

to winter in the milder coastal areas

of southeastern Alaska and British

Colimibia. There is a smaller con-

centration of them in the Red Rock

Lake-Yellowstone Park area. These

are nonmigratory.

^ Accustomed to the sight of people, the trumpeters in the Grande Prairie

region of Alberta would allow a boat or person to approach near enough to

take close-up photographs with standard telephoto equipment



Apparently the habits of the birds

difFer at the various breeding places.

Those at Grande Prairie would al-

low a person or a boat to approach

quite closely. But Ward M. Sharp,

Manager of the Red Rock Lakes

Refuge, wrote to me that "Here

there is an entirely different prob-

lem. The incubating swan leaves

the nest as soon as a boat is sighted

and will not go near the nest until

the boat has left the lake. I also

note tliat they will hide tlieir cyg-

nets or abandon them when ap-

proached by a boat. The cygnets

then scatter widely but are always

later gathered together."

Trumpeter swans are apparently

sometimes seen with whisthng

swans during the migration period

of the latter. This adds to the diffi-

culty of identifying the birds. There

are several seemingly reliable re-

ports of trumpeters and whistlers

arriving together in the spring at

Bear Lake, near Grande Prairie.

After lingering on the lake for a

day or tsvo, the whistlers continue

north while the trumpeters select

nesting sites in the immediate area.

Ken Anderson, a rancher who
Hves on a hill overlooking Bear

Lake, says he has several times seen

the lake "white with swans."

Fhghts such as these, in which

the majority of the birds were whis-

tlers, may account for the reports

of the great abundance of trum-

peters years ago. Many authorities

today doubt that the species was

ever particularly numerous.

After spotting om- first nest,

which was in full view of the

Grande Prairie-Peace River High-

way, we went to the ranch of a

Joe Tomshak. Dr. Lewis had writ-

ten me that Tomshak knew where

there were two swans. It was an

understatement! The swans had

made themselves at home on a small

slough about 50 feet from Tom-
shak's kitchen door, and he couldn't

get rid of them!

Tomshak, with the permission of

the Dominion Wildlife Service and

the RCMP, had rescued four

cygnets the previous fall when
Ferguson Lake had dried up. He
left two others with the parent

swans, afraid that if he took all the

young, the adult birds would not

return to the nest the following

year. The two cygnets he left with

the parents were later found dead

about half a mile from the lake.

The parent swans apparently had

attempted to lead them overland

to Clairmont Lake, two miles away.

Two of Tomshak's cygnets were

later shipped to the Edmonton Zoo

by the Canadian Government. The
rancher was allowed to keep the

other two on the condition that he

release them in the spring. He did

so, and the birds promptly made
themselves at home on the slough.

When we saw them, they were as

tame as domestic fowl. They would
waddle up to the kitchen door to

beg for bread and drink from the

rain barrel. They seemed to have

a grudge against the hired man,

and whenever he ventured near the

slough both swans would turn on

him.

Canadian bird lovers have urged

the Dominion Wildlife Service to al-

low the buds to remain there, in the

hope that they are male and female

and will breed on a small island

in the slough. The author also

recommends this sti-onglv. There is

much to learn of the breeding

habits of the trumpeter, and here is

an opportimity that may never come
again.

The two swans had the typical

brownish tinge on the neck and

primary feathers of first-year birds.

As nearly as we could measure

while coaxing them with feed or

attempting to hold them, they were

A A TRUMPETER SWAN taking off from the water. After carefully

ascertaining wind direction, the bird runs across the water until it has

gained flying speed, then pulls up its legs to become air-borne

A When possible, the swans prefer to take off

from land. This one is running across marshy

ground near a northern Alberta lake
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about 60 inches in length, with a

wingspread slightly over 8 feet.

They could get their 432-inch bills

over the edge of the rain barrel,

which stood 41/1 inches high. Be-

cause of their "easy" life on the

ranch, they appeared considerably

heavier than the wild swans we

were to study later. Forty pounds

would be a fair estimate of their

weight.

The two swans trumpeted fre-

they would swim about the slough

testing the wind direction. If this

satisfied them, they would swim to

the downwind end of the slough,

trumpet a few more times, and be-

gin their take-o£E.

The take-off reminded us of an

overburdened seaplane. The swans

started swimming into the wind,

flapping their wings. Within 50 feet

they gained sufficient speed to be

running over the surface of the

A The trumpeter is difi&cult to photograph in flight. The mature birds

rarely fly during the nesting season, preferring to swim away from danger

qu3ntly as they swam gracefully

about the slough. We fed and

chased them to observe their re-

actions and soon found that the

position of the neck told their mood.

When the trumpeter is relaxed and

at ease, it holds its neck in a grace-

ful curve. At the slightest sign of

danger, the neck is held straight

up, sharply and stiffly. From a dis-

tance this makes it appear that the

bird has sunk lower in the water,

which is not the case. When the

swan is angry the neck is sharply

bent, with the head down.

It was easy to guess when the

birds were about to fly. First they

would pump their necks up and

down for several minutes, trumpet-

ing loudly at the same time. Then

RETURN OF THE TRUMPETER

water. Then they redoubled their

flapping and finally pulled up their

legs to become air-borne. Like good

pilots, they then leveled off to gain

flying speed and finaUy pulled up

sharply. Depending on the head-

wind, the entire take-off took a

run of 200 to 300 feet, which may
explain why the swans fly no more

than necessary.

Tomshak's swans had more diffi-

culty rising than the wild ones,

probably because of their weight.

Those in the wild state, we observed

later, usually became air-borne after

100 or 150 feet.

Once in the air, the swans re-

minded me of a cross between a

small airplane and a pterodactyl.

The great white wings, flashing in

the sunlight, could be seen for sev-

eral miles. Even at a distance they

gave an impression of size.

In landing, tlie birds would circle

the slough, again judging wind di-

rection. Then they would fly far

enough away to hit the very be-

ginning of the water on the down-

wind side and land into the wind.

They braked with their wings until

they were able to let their legs

down and slow to a stop by run-

ning over the water for a short

distance. The distance required was

much less than for the take-off.

The birds seem to prefer taking

off from land, and many times they

waddled several hundred feet to

a wheat field and took flight from

there. The run was about the same

as that on the water, but it was

done more easily. We did not once

see tlie swans attempt to take off

across wind or down wind. The

adult birds seldom flew, whereas

the immature, nonnesting swans

were frequently observed soaring

over the lakes.

At this point we did not realize

that the wild swans were almost

as "tame" as those at Tomshak's.

Certain statements in Arthur C.

Bent's Life Histories of North

American Wildfowl and the Na-

tional Geographic Society's The

Book of Birds (Vol. 1) had led us

to believe we would be fortunate

to secure pictures without the use

of blinds and telephoto and remote

control camera equipment.

We set up camp on a high spot

between two lakes, where we could

watch both bodies of water. We
were about to leave to visit the nest

we had seen from the highway

when we heard trumpeting from

the direction of the other lake. A
swan stood out snowy white on the

blue water. It was feeding quietly

with no suspicion of danger, and

we suspected the honking to be a

signal to its mate. A few minutes

later, with the field glasses we lo-

cated the head of a second swan

sticking above a stand of bulrushes,

approximately in the middle of the

lake.

"Must be tlie female on the nest,"

Bloodworth said.

It was so obvious no agreement

was needed.
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< Nest and eggs of the trumpeter swan being checked by N. E. Goodfellow,
of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. This nest had only five eggs (the
fifth is hidden here)—the smallest number found in any nest

"^ Hatching of a trumpeter: a scene perhaps never before photographed.
The first cygnet has gained sufficient strength to sit erect. The hatching
cygnet has succeeded in working its head and bill through the egg and has
managed to shove its foot between its head and the shell. It used its foot as

a lever to work the rest of the body out

We still thought it would be

necessary to set up a blind but de-

cided to wade into the lake and
look the situation over. We took

our cameras—just in case.

The female, who kept a constant

watch in all directions, spotted us

before we were ten feet from shore

—and the nest was still half a mile

away. She trumpeted loudly to her

mate. He began to swim slowly

toward the nest, still feeding but

keeping an eye on the intruders.

The water was chest deep and

icy cold. The footing was alter-

nately a mass of tangled, decayed

rushes and gluelike mud. Only

Wellborn had bothered with wad-

ers, but these proved more of a

handicap than a help, because he

was soon beyond their depth.

Despite our attempts to hide be-

hind patches of rushes, the swans

kept us in view. The male was now
beside the nest. The two honked

from time to time but gave no other

indications of alarm.

It was almost an hour before we
came to the last stretch of open

water separating us from the nest.
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There were no more rushes to use

as hiding places. We plunged

straight across.

The swans watched curiously as

the distance narrowed. At about 50

yards the male began to swim
quietly toward the open water at

our left. At 40 yards the female

sHpped off the nest into the sur-

rounding bulrushes. At 30 yards

there was a flurry of lesser scaups

from the rushes. A redwing scolded

us.

The nest was farther in the patch

than we thought. We stumbled and

pushed our way thi-ough. Suddenly

we came to an open spot, possibly

30 feet across. In the center was a

huge mound. It was about eight

feet across and looked much like a

beaver house except that there was
a depression about two feet across

on the top. In it were eight tannish-

white eggs. Each egg was about

four and one-half inches in length.

The mound was made of bul-

rushes and the depression lined

with leaves, moss, a small amount

of down, and a few feathers. Nu-

merous small spiders crawled over

the nest. We were never able to

explain the presence of the spiders.

We found them on almost every

nest we visited, yet we never

noticed them about the rushes in

the vicinity of the nests.

We photographed the nest and

eggs, both in color and black-and-

white, and then started to look for

a suitable place for a blind. Sud-

denly there was a trumpet right

behind us. We turned to see the

two swans swimming toward us.

At first we thought they were

going to attack. They came within

100 feet, turned, and swam a short

distance to our left. They continued

honking to each other as though

discussing the situation and then

did an about-face and swam toward

our right. They kept this up for

several minutes while we used our

telephoto equipment to get several

close-ups.

"Let's try it without a blind for

a few days," I suggested. "They

seem pretty tame, and they might

get used to us."

The others agreed, and we
started back toward camp. The
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A Aware of the approach of the photographer, the male trumpeter

honks a warning. It had been supposed that the birds did not trumpet

while on the water. These are immature birds

swans moved only a short distance

to one side as we left the nest, al-

though they continued to trumpet.

By the time we had gone a quarter

of a mile, the female was back on

her eggs and the male was quietly

feeding. Our visit had not disturbed

them.

On the following three days, they

gradually became tamer. The 40

yards shrank to 35, then 30, then

25, then 20.

At first we were careful to visit

the nest only on warm days. The
female left the nest during the heat

of the day to feed, relying upon
the sun to keep the eggs at incubat-

ing temperature. One day when
there was a sudden drop in tem-

perature as we waded out, we
noticed unusual activity on the

part of the female before she left

the nest. When we reached it, we
noticed that she had covered her

eggs with rushes to preserve the

heat. Later we found that the fe-

male also covers the eggs on ex-

tremely hot, clear days to keep

them from getting too warm.

Meanwhile, we were busy locat-

ing nests on other lakes and photo-

graphing them. The largest num-
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ber on one lake was five. In all,

we found nesting swans on seven

lakes and on a score of unnamed
sloughs. One pair of swans had even

built a nest on a slough just behind

the Grande Prairie Airport, a prin-

cipal stop on the Alaska-Edmonton

run. The roar of the four-engine

planes went unnoticed by the birds.

The smallest number of eggs in

any of these nests was five and the

largest eight. Seven or eight were

the usual number.

Adult swans apparently return

to the same nest year after year. On
the smaller lakes and sloughs there

will be but one nest, and should

another pair of swans attempt to

build a nest, or even to feed, on

the same body of water, the nest-

ing birds will drive them away.

On the larger lakes, swans will

build about a half a mile apart.

Under these circumstances, each

pair of swans seems to respect

the "territorial rights" of the other

birds.

The swans also drive ofl: any

geese that may land in the vicinity

of a nest, but they pay no attention

to ducks or other marsh birds. We
found nests of the mallard, the

ruddy duck, the lesser scaup, and

the American coot within a few

feet of swans' nests.

The redwing blackbird also fre-

quently nests near the trumpeters.

The scrappy redwing, however,

turns the tables. If tlie swan ap-

proaches its nest too closely it

drives the larger bird away, circling

its head and diving in for lightning-

like pecks which the swan cannot

counter.

Nonbreeding swans sometimes

have a problem finding a place to

feed. The moment they land within

a half-mile or so of a nest, they are

immediately driven off by the male

breeder. They seldom resist. Once
a pair of immature swans finds a

spot where they are not molested

by the breeding swans, they remain

for the season. It seems probable

that they use the spot as a nesting

site in future years.

Trumpeters do not attain their

pure white plumage until late in

their second year. The brownish

primaries are molted in late June

or July of the year after their birth.

The neck feathers follow, leaving

only the brownish patch on the top

of the head, which is retained for

life.

We observed pure white non-

breeders as early as May, which

would indicate that the birds were

at least two years old and still not

nesting. Apparently reliable ob-

servers told me that they had seen

white nonbreeders in the same spot

for three or four years. These facts

would indicate that the trumpeter

does not breed until its fourth or

fifth year, although it apparently

mates during the second year.

This would be consistent with the

bird's life span of approximately

70 years.

Both nesting and immature birds

often come on land to feed. They are

not particular about their diet, eat-

ing vegetation, seeds, grain, insects,

snails, small reptiles, and quadru-

peds. Grain fields fronting the lakes

are among favored feeding spots.

The swans are especially fond of

wild celery. As this plant is found

in abundance in the Alberta lakes,

it seems likely that the birds will

continue to breed there. They pluck

the celery from the lake bottom, and
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after a pair of swans has been feed-

ing in one spot for several da)s,

the water \\'ill be dotted ^^ith the

floating, uneaten tops.

After we had been in the Grande
Prairie area for five weeks, we be-

came increasingly anxious to locate

some cygnets. We had not been
able to find a definite statement on
the incubation period and were
getting discouraged, as time was
running short. Then we met .Albert

Sims, a farmer who resided near

Clairmont. Sims told us that years

ago he had taken a swan's egg from

a nest the day it had been laid and
placed it under a goose. It hatched

in 38 days, he said. If that were
true, the cygnets should be out

\\'ithin two or three days.

Two mornings later there was an

unusual clamor of tnmipeting on
Ferguson Lake. We trained our

glasses on the lake. The mother swan
was s\\dmming in open water near

the bulrushes, and behind her, in

single file, followed five cygnets!

^^^e grabbed our cameras and
ran to the lake. The mother swan
saw us but paid no particular at-

tention. The male, wliich had been

feeding at the other end of the lake,

began to swim slowly toward his

mate and young. Both adults were

trumpeting.

The adult swans might attack

us, we thought, to protect their

young. But instead they swam into

the rushes, calling for the young
to follow. We could see the group

about 25 yards away as we worked
our way to the nest to see what
had happened to the remaining

three eggs.

When we reached the opening in

the rushes we could see why the

birds had neither attacked nor fled.

They had molted their primaries.

The nest and the water around it

was Hterally white with the feathers

averaging 18 inches in length.

Something was squirming on the

nest. We made our way to it and

found a pearl-gray cygnet, still wet.

He was peeping in a high-pitched,

squeaky voice and trj'ing to work
his way out of the depression that

formed the nest. Each time, he

would get almost all the way to

the top and then tumble back into

the nest. After resting for a few
minutes, he would try again, only

to fall back.

An unhatched egg was beside

him. There was no trace of the

eighth egg, nor were there any

shells of eggs that had alread)'

hatched.

As we set up our equipment to

photograph the cygnet, the other

egg stirred slightly, and a tiny open-

ing appeared on the upper side,

^^^e were witnessing the hatching

of a tnnnpeter swan! And we had
camera equipment on hand to re-

cord it!

I could not help but think of

Bent's statement, "We have never

seen a downy young trumpeter,"

and of the days spent by j.\rthur A.

AUen and P. P. KeUogg in securing

a single photograph showing cyg-

nets. Ours was just luck, of coiKse.

We had happened to be in exactly

the right place at exactly the right

time.

It took the little fellow about ten

minutes to \\'iggle his bill through

the opening in the egg. The mo-
ment it was out, he began to peep.

The other cjmget, again halfway up

the side of the bowl, turned the

moment he heard the peep, lost

his balance, and tumbled back into

the nest. He seemed to sense what

was happening and rubbed his bill

against the emerging one.

A half hour later, the cygnet had

his head out. Then, peeping all the

time, he managed to force a foot

out o\er his head, and this gave

him sufficient leverage to pull his

bodv through. He lay as though

dead for at least ten minutes.

As we were photographing this

scene, a chorus of peeps came from

behind. We turned around to find

that the other five cygnets had re-

turned to the nest, possibly in re-

sponse to the peeping of the smaller

birds.

As we were anxious not to dis-

turb the magnificent birds any more

than necessary, we returned to our

camp. We checked the other nests

to determine how many eggs had

hatched but did not bother with

further photographs. It seemed un-

hkely we could better those we had.

On the average, only about one

egg in each nest failed to hatch. We
did not have time to spend the en-

tire summer checking on the mor-

tahty of the young birds. As they

do not fly until about mid-Septem-

ber, this will have to be a future

project.

During oiu: entire photographic

tour, we were making studies of

the position of the trumpeter in

Alberta to see if any fruther protec-

tive measm-es could be taken.

The threat of extinction has not

completely passed, though it has

been lessened by the strict enforce-

ment of conservation measures. In-

creased public education regarding

the bird's precarious position, and

possibly a few additional provisions

to the Migrator)' Bird Act, should

eliminate the threat.

The bird is not molested by the

inhabitants of the Grande Prairie

area. In fact, they look upon the

swans with real affection, and more
than one rancher I questioned told

me he would "turn in his o^^'n

brother" if he caught him shooting

at a swan.

Young bo}-s shoot a few. We
found one dead swan that had been

shot through the head. It ob\T[ously

was the mate of a lone female we
found nesting at a near-by lake,

hstening in vain for an answer to

her trmnpets. The incident was re-

ported to the RCMP. A year ago

a railroad hand from another sec-

tion of Canada shot one, thinking

it a goose. Obviously he had never

heard of the bird. But he was turned

over to pohce by his co-workers and

received the maximum fine.

A few swans are shot by mistake

each himting season. On the whole,

however, this number is insignifi-

cant.

There is an indirect result of

hunting, on the other hand, that

is a highly important and serious

threat to the birds. Shooting of

other water fowl over the lakes

where the swans breed is allowed

at certain seasons of the year. Most

of this hunting is by shotgun, and

the tiny lead pellets settle to the

bottom of the shallow lakes. Swans,

feeding off the bottom, frequently

swallow these pellets. They are

ground up in the gizzard, and lead
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poisoning and slow death results.

A report in the files of the Audu-

bon Society shows the seriousness

of this situation. During the winter

of 1945-46, fourteen out of a flock

of fifteen trumpeters wintering on

a British Columbia lake died of this

cause. How many trumpeters die

similarly each year is not known,

but the number must be consider-

able.

Lack of food on the wintering

grounds also is an indirect cause

of many deaths. The birds generally

escape death by starvation, but

sometimes they are so weakened

that they are unable to defend

One of a pair of cygnets rescued by Joe
jmshak from a dried-up lake. Tomshak
intered the birds with the permission of

mada's Dominion Wildlife Service and
leased them this past spring, but they

3uld not leave. Note the swan's size com-
.red with Tomshak, who is six feet tall

A PAIR OF IMMATURE TRUMPETERS, show-

g the slight dnge of brown on the primary
athers. The dark patch atop the head
11 remain. Swans mate for life during the

::ond or third year, but apparently they
•

I not breed until their fourth or possibly

th year. They are said to reach the age
' 70

themselves against their natural

enemies. Normally, a trumpeter can

escape from a coyote or an eagle,

or defeat it in combat. Weakened,

they cannot. This problem has been

met in part by feeding them barley,

but it is often difficult to get the

grain to remote lakes.

There are also a number of

deaths each year from parasitism,

but until suitable studies are made,

no solution can be suggested. One
difficulty is the problem of secur-

ing fresh carcasses and getting them

to laboratories before decay has

set in.

There were no superficial evi-

dences of parasitism in the Grande

Prairie area, but this means Httle,

as the parasites may develop later

in the season. Bird students in that

area, however, say that they have

seen no sick or "droopy" birds dur-

ing the past few years, even late in

the season. The parasites should not

be an important factor during the

winter season.

Another danger is that the shal-

low lakes of northern Alberta fre-

quently dry up completely during

the summer. The cygnets then are

stranded and either die of exhaus-

tion on the overland trek to another

lake or fall prey to foxes and

coyotes.

It would seem that many of these

conditions could be corrected. The
prohibiting of all shooting over

lakes where swans breed would

lessen the danger from lead poison-

ing. But a more practical solution

would be the use of nonpoisonous

shot. There seems to be a good

probabihty that this will become
available, and the sporting public

should be induced to use it.

A warden should be assigned to

the Grande Prairie area to keep an

eye on the swans. This could be a

part-time position. One of the

warden's most important services

would be to rescue cygnets from

lakes and sloughs that are in danger

of drying up and to move them to

still unstocked areas or force the

surplus, if possible, to migrate.

In all other respects the position

of the trumpeter swan in Alberta

is extremely favorable. In general,

the birds are not molested, summer
feed is plentiful, and there are

abundant nesting materials.

Ranchers and bird students alike

agree that there has been a notice-

able increase in the number of birds

during the past three or four years.

The 1948 hatch, unless something

unusual occurs, would seem to as-

sure an even further increase in

another year.

The great, white trumpeter swan

is retuming;.

KTXmN OF THE TRUMPETER
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•<The Three Tur-
key House occupies

a well protected posi-

tion in a 300-foot can-

yon

^ Tree-ring experts have de-

termined the age of this rarely

visited cliff dwelling to be al-

most 700 years

The

Three Turkey

House
An ancient settlement in a

remote section of Arizona

By John Hjenry Coox
photographs by Che author

THE Three Turkey House,

which gets its name from a

rock-picture of three turkeys on the

wall of the house farthest in the

clifF, is in northeastern ^Arizona, in

a canyon some three miles south of

the boundar)' of Canyon de Chelly

National Monument. This canyon

does not open into Canyon de

CheUy. Its waters flow westward

into the Naslini wash. It is about

300 feet deep at the Three Turkey

House.

This cliff dwelling first became

known to archaeologists in 1938,

when Dr. Harold S. Colton, of the

Museum of Northern Aiizona at

Flagstaff, entered the ruin with a

group from the Museum. To theii-

surprise, they found a partially

obliterated name which looked like

"W. E. H.-1898." In another place

the names of S. E. and C. L. Day,

Dec. 16, 1900, were \vritten. So

Sam Day, a well-known character

in the Navajo country who had a

way of getting around, was one of

the first white men to enter the

Three Turkey House.

From wooden beams in the ruin,

tree-ring experts fix its date at be-

tween 1266 and 1276. There are

some convincing indications that

the cHff dwellers who built the

Tliree Turkey House belonged to

the Mesa Verde Culture and tlius

were of the same Indian tribe tliat

Hved on Mesa Verde, Colorado.

LETTERS Continued from page 338

partment of Birds at The American Mu-
seum o£ Natural History':

This account of the Baltimore Orioles

feeding on nectar is very interesting. I

am not sure that they were not obtaining

insects rather than nectar, for I do not

recall any absolutely positive observation

of nectar-feeding by that species, al-

tliougli it is, of course, a possibilit)'.

There are many otlier birds tliat are

known to \'isit flowers for that purpose,

and the orioles may easily belong in that

category. They have been known to pull

flowers to pieces, and it is quite possible

that thev mav have been after tlie plant

secretions.

There is no doubt whatever that the

poUination of flowers bv birds does occur.

Manv accounts of it are on record; in

38:

fact, there is reason to believe that cer-

tain flowers from the tropical regions of

both the Old and New Worlds can be

effectively poUinated only by particular

birds that visit them, and not at all by

insects. The arrangement of pistils and

stamens often may be such that the

bird's head comes at just die right place

while the creatme is feeding, to receive

the pollen from one flower or leave it

in another. Some very interesting adapta-
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tions exist showing a correlation between

tlie shape of a corolla and that of the

bill of tlie species of bird tliat visits it.

Two outstanding examples may be men-

tioned. The Sword-billed Hummer has

a bill over o'/a inches long, and it fre-

quents flowers tliat are of similar depth.

The Sickle-billed Hummer, on tlie otiier

hand, whose bill is extremely curved

(making about three-quarters of a semi-

circle) visits flowers that have equally

strongly curved corollas. Only birds with

the proper kind of biU could possibly

probe tile flowers in question, altiiough

certain other species with short bills have

been said to pierce the bases of flowers

to get at the nectar.

There are records of certain kinds of

tropical flowers that remain closed until

subjected to the pressure of the mandibles

of certain species of sunbirds ( counter-

parts, though unrelated, of our American

hummingbirds). This causes the flowers

to open and give access to the concealed

nectar, at the same time exposing the

pistil and stamens for the necessary poUi-

nation. It is claimed that no insect could

operate this mechanism. In tliis case, at

least, the bird appears to be an abso-

lutely essential aid in the life of the

plant. In other instances, of course, as

with your orioles, the bird's part may be

useful but not necessarily requisite.

Alternate Leader

Sras:

During the past warm October, while

lying on the sand dunes along Lake

Michigan, I watched the flocks of ducks

migrating. In one flock I observed some-

thing I had never seen before, and I

wonder if it is usual.

The flock contained probably 75 ducks.

The "leader" circled back from his for-

ward position to about the middle of

the left edge of the flock and "nosed"

j out two members, which flew forward.

; The two went on ahead, turning slightly

to the left as did the flock after them.

The "lead" duck went back, and I lost it

in the crowd.

Was the latter handing over the leader-

ship?

|!
(Mrs.) Glenola B. Rose.

\
Perm's Grove, N.

J.

t

' ; It is well known that the leader

' of bird flocks frequently drops back
and is replaced by another bird.

Anstvers to quiz on page 370
1. Beaver 8. White-tailed

2. Kangaroo Deer

and Anteater ^• Polar Bear

3. Lyrebird 10. Many lizards

4. Frog 11. Sting Ray

5. Porcupine
12

Bnshmaster
6. Peacock 13. Sea Horse

7. Scorpion 14. Manx Cat

This is most conspicuous in the

birds that fly in V-shaped flocks.

The students of aerodynamics have

figm-ed out that the lead bird ac-

tually seems to perform a heavier

task tlian his followers and there-

fore fatigues more easily. To put it

in the simplest terms, the lead bird

witli his wingbeat produces bubbles

of "compressed air," which are

thrown backward and outward and

are utilized by his followers.

So far as I know, there are very

few observations available as to

how frequently the leader changes

and whether or not the birds shift

regularly from the left arm of the

V to the right and vice versa. Any
amateur observer can make valu-

able contributions to this problem,

as is true for almost any other

problem of natural history.

Ernst Mayr,
Department of Birds.

American Museum of Natural History,

New York, N. Y.

Scent Control?

Sms:

I would appreciate any information

you could give me on the question of

whether the partridge loses its scent dur-

ing the nesting season.

( Dr. ) Hakry a. Bray.

Ray Brook, N. Y.

The following information is given by

Dr. John T. Zimmer of the American

Museum's Department of Birds:

There seems to be no proof that birds

actually lose their scent under any con-

ditions. The question is one that has been

argued for a long time—probably ever

since man began to hunt upland game
birds with dogs. It has even been claimed

tiiat some birds can dehberately with-

hold tiieir scent when they wish to escape

detection. There is no physiological evi-

dence to support a conclusion that the

emission of scent is under voluntary con-

trol or tiiat it is seasonal.

When wishing to remain unobserved,

birds are Hkely to crouch down and draw
their feathers tight against tiieir bodies

—a procedure that makes them appear

as small and inconspicuous as possible

and tiiat may have tiie effect of cloaking

the body odor from escape into the sur-

rounding air. ImmobiKty also may tend

to reduce tiie intensity of the odor, al-

though I have not seen proof of this.

There are no sweat glands, of course, to

be stimulated by activity, but the rate of

metabohsm would be altered.

During the nesting season, the bird on

tiie nest would be relatively quiet and

would not be moving about extensively

or very frequently. Some birds (1 am
not sure that "partridges" are among
tiiem) leave and return to the nest by a

particular route which, for a ground bird,

would considerably narrow the trail that

might be discovered by a dog or otiier

enemy, and it might be anything but

"warm" when crossed. At other seasons,

individuals or a flock roaming across the

countryside could be much more easily

found.

These various factors all may have

tiieir part in the apparent scentlessness of

birds at certain times. It has yet to be
demonstrated that the scent is quite

absent.

Regular Tenant?

Today for the fifth successive year a

Hyla versicolor has appeared in the same
decay hole in the same apple tree near

my door. I have never marked him but

assume that he is the same individual.

Throughout the svunmer he is to be seen

frequently sitting at the edge of the hole.

None of the books that I have consulted

throw any light on the following ques-

tions, and I wonder if you can answer

diem.

( 1 ) Is it knoviTi that these frogs occupy

the same homes year after year?

(2) If so, am I to assume that he

leaves for the ponds about this time and

then returns to the place where, pre-

sumably, he spent the winter?

Joseph Wood Krutch.

Bethel, Conn.

The following answer is offered by

C. M. Bogert of the American Museum's

Department of Amphibians and Reptiles:

Your letter raises some pertinent ques-

tions that have often been discussed but

never adequately answered. The best

evidence now available is largely cir-

cumstantial. Observations similar to yours

have been reported, as where one lone

tree frog calls year after year in the same

garden, and yet it is not altogether cer-

tain that it is the same individual.

In instances where frogs or toads have

been marked for future identification,

the experiments have not been followed

for more than one season. In the case of

some speciahzed tropical species, the

same individual frog, toad, or tree toad

often reappears night after night in the

same spot to call, feed, or care for the

eggs of its mate. This does not prove that

the identical place is inliabited year after

year.

In colder climates it is manifest that

tailless amphibians disappear during the

winter, retiring underground in one man-

ner or another. Moreover, most kinds

breed immediately upon emergence in

the spring, when air and ground tem-

peratures rise to suitable levels. These

differ for individual species, with the re-

sult that there is a definite sequence of

\^^-
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calls in each localih'. The same breeding

site may be iised year after year by the

same frog, but seemingly there is no

special urge for it to do so. When new
breeding sites are created, often in man-

made excavations, amphibians breed in

such places immediately, even when es-

tablished sites are present near by.

From a smattering of evidence we
may infer that numerous indi\'iduals of

each species emerge almost simultaneously

and move about immediately in search

of suitable places to carry out their re-

productive activities. It has not been

ascertained whether their movements are

random or whether they respond to mois-

ture gradients or to odors of water vege-

tation, as has been suggested. But the

first males to arrive immediately begin

to call. Other males and, later, females

are thereby attracted to the vicinity.

Enormous choruses sometimes result;

hundreds of individuals may assemble

in one pond to mate and deposit eggs

within a day or so.

Once the eggs have been laid, frogs

and toads of both sexes turn to the matter

of finding sustenance. Most tailless am-

phibians have no furtlier interest in the

breeding pond and may simply scatter at

random in search of suitable places to

feed at night and to secrete themselves

during the day. It is quite possible, but

unproved, that the same "home" is chosen

year after year. At any rate, the site

selected is ordinarily inhabited for most

of the summer season unless drought

forces retirement or movement. A rather

limited area is patrolled; some species

remain within a few yards of an adopted

burrow, commonly that of a rodent, and

an individual may venture forth to breed

if spring rains are delayed, and return to

the same burrow. But until someone

actually tags such an amphibian and re-

trieves it on successive years, we can

never be certain that each frog has its

own home territory. Often several toads

will occupy the same retreat, so it is evi-

dent that it is not defended from intrud-

ers. But this does not preclude the possi-

biUty that it is resought season after

season.

Various tags have been devised to mark

all sorts of vertebrates for future identi-

fication. Some enterprising naturahst for-

tunate enough to have amphibians living

in his yard may come forth with an

answer that does not involve assumptions.

Migrations and homing are ceaselessly

interesting, and almost anyone with a

Little ingenuity can make his contribution

to our limited knowledge.

>• Like hard-headed sentinels,

this group of hoodoos has de-

fied the ravages of weather near

Field, British Columbia, in the

shadow of a U-shaped sky line

reminiscent of the glacier that

cars'ed the landscape on which

they stand

"^ Tall hoodoos like these are

nearing the limit of their exis-

tence, for the capping boulders

cannot protect the columns much
longer

HOODOOS
Photographs by

Leonakd H. Leacock

FANTASTICALLY shaped rock

piles are sometimes called "hoo-

doos." They may result from vari-

ous causes, but the piles shown

here illustrate an unusual erosional

process. Each column has been pro-

tected from the destructive action

of rain water by the boulder resting

upon it.

The sky line in the horizontal

picture shows the typical U-shaped

valley carved by a glacier in former

times. The material in the fore-

ground, ranging from fine silt and

gravel to fairly large boulders, was

left along the side of the valley by

the glacier after it had completed

its gouging action and had melted

away. Most of the debris, being

loose material, has been easily

washed away by the rain and snow

through many seasons, but the re-

sistant boulders have not only re-

sisted erosion themselves but have

protected the underlying material

from being washed away. But each

will topple and fall, because the

best roof cannot make up for a weak

foundation.

Sometimes a similar formation is

produced in ice, when a flat boulder

is left supported on a column on the

surface of a glacier. But in that case

it is from the sun rather than the

rain that the capping boulder pro-

tects the underlying column.
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Original models by JULIUS FELEK

METAL ANIMALS OF YESTERDAY-ROYAL BRONZE FINISH
A menagerie of five, averaging three inches

in length, including the fascinating book, $5.00

Larger size averaging six inches in length

$10.00 a set with book

INDIVIDUAL METAL ANIMALS AVAILABLE
Af 75 cents each

(postage included)

RHINO BAMBI CAMEL
DACHSHUND PENGUIN BEAR
YEARLING—head up OWL
YEARLING—head down CAT
SEAHORSE LION
SETTER HIPPO
POLAR BEAR SKUNK

At $2.00 ea.

BUNNY
TURTLE

SQUIRREL RABBIT

SCOTTIE WIREHAIR
RAM COLT
LAMB GORILLA
COCKER FROG

At $1.25 ea.

(postage included)

SCOTTIE—sitting SADDLE HORSE
SCOTTIE—playing ELEPHANT
SETTER FOX
COLT SAILFISH

At $1.00 ea.

COLT
RED LOBSTER
BLACK WHALE
ELEPHANT
DOBERMANN PINSCHER CIRCUS HORSE
CHOW LOBSTER

WATER BUFFALO
COLT—grazing

Check with order—No C.O.D.

Dealers, educational institutions, and museums inquire for wholesale prices in quantity

ROYAL BRONZE
225 FIFTH AVENUE, ROOM 502, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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Good Service Depends on Good Earnings

IE
HOtSE

lANT

There is still much to be done to

make the Bell System big enough

for the nation's needs. It will take

a lot of money.

This money cannot come out of

the rates you pay for service. It

must come from investors.

They are the hundreds of thou-

sands of everyday people in all

walks of life whose confidence in

the integrity and earning-power of

the Bell System encourages them

to invest their savings in the

business.

Reasonable earnings will con-

tinue to attract the additional

capital needed. And that in turn

will provide the new and improved

facilities that will benefit everj'-

body who uses the telephone.

Earnings that are too low are not

in the best interests of anybody and

can only result in the long run in

deterioration of a vital service.

The Bell System does not ask

that it be allowed to earn one penny

more than is required to do the job.

It asks only what most people

and most regulator}' bodies agree

is fair and just ... a reasonable re-

turn to the many men and women

all over America whose savings

have built the telephone business.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM



Color Cost in Captivity

Sms:

Last week while visiting the San Diego

Zoo, I was told that after the flamingos

were kept in captivity for a while they

lost their scarlet coloring. Could you tell

me more about this?

D. L. SA^VYEB.

Los Angeles, Calif.

All birds of intense red coloring of a

certain nature, such as flamingos, tanagers,

scarlet ibises, and spoonbills, lose their

natural coloring when hving in captivity.

Under these artificial conditions, tliey are

deprived of certain natural foods neces-

sary for the production of red pigment.

Also, the areas to which they are re-

stricted often lack sufficient lime and iron

in the soil and thus in the water they

drink, and these minerals are necessary

for good coloring. So after molting oc-

curs, the new feathers will be whitish or

dusty pink, instead of bright red.

If the bird is given a wide enough

range in captivity, it will seek out its

natural food and thus retain its coloring.

If this is not possible, feeding the birds

"red food," such as carrots, tomatoes,

chiH peppers, and the Hke, and supplying

them with lime and iron compounds, will

build up the red pigment, and the change

in coloring will not occur.

Jean DELACOxm,

Research Associate.

American Museum of Natural Histor\-,

New York, N. Y.

Varicolored Insect Cases

Sras:

While in Glacier National Park in

June, my husband and I found a curious

insect on the edge of a sparkhng icy

stream. The bed of the stream was lined

with pale green and red stones, some of

them quite small bits. The surrounding

rocks were all of the same colors. About

an inch from the bank in just enough

water to cover it, we found the inch-

long tubular object depicted in the ac-

companying drawings.

It was made up of tiny flat stones of

the same red and green color. As 1

picked it up, a small head oozed out of

the narrower end and then a very shmy,

pale body and six wary legs. The insect

seemed attached at some point to the

inside of the tube and alternated between

trying to get completely out and hur-

riedly withdrawing.

Each tiny stone was cemented to or

overlapped the next, and the whole was

a very firm bit of masonry, as well as an

excellently contrived disguise.

Can you tell us what it was, how it

glued its house together, and why it

lives in a stream?

Mrs. Willard E. Goodwin.

Baltimore, Md.

The following information is offered by

Dr. C. H. Curran of the American Mu-

seum's Department of Insects and Spiders:

The insect to which Mrs. Goodwin re-

fers is a caddis fly larva and probably

belongs to the genus Limenephila, the

larvae of which generally use sand or

small pebbles to cover their cases. Un-

fortunately, the lar\'ae, cases, and adults

of most of the numerous kinds of caddis

flies have not been associated, largely be-

cause of the difficulty of rearing them.

The adults of some species crawl under

water to lay their eggs, or deposit them

on stems and leaves at the water's surface.

Some lands lay egg masses on leaves

above water, and the young drop into the

water upon emergence.

The first job of most young caddis

worms is to provide protection. This they

do by spinning a silken case to which

they fasten sand, stones, sticks, or other

debris, depending upon the kind of cad-

dis. Some live in silk-hned, hollow grass

stems, others build nets in fast-flowing

water, and a few live an unprotected life.

Often the species can be determined by

the case and the arrangement of the ma-

terials composing it. As the case-builders

grow, they increase the size of the case.

When the larva is mature, it seals up the

iltertvatiiv* red '^''
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ends of the case with silk, sometimes

adding sand or pebbles to form a pro-

tective door, and transformation to the

adult form takes place within. The adult

emerges under water, rises to the siurface,

and ffies to a near-by resting place in

order that its skeleton and wings may
harden.

The use of different colored pebbles

depends entirely upon the colors avail-

able, and there is no evidence that the

larvae show any selectivity in the colors

used. When raised in an aquarium, the

color of the cases can be influenced b)'

fvunishing pebbles or sand of any desired

color.

Various species of caddis flies are ot

great importance as a source of food for

fishes.

CONSERVATIOIV
The Sugar Pines

at Beaver Creeh Valley

In the February, 1948, issue of Natu-

ral History, Dr. Van Name called atten-

tion to the need for immediate action if the

finest existing example of the sugar pine-

ponderosa pine forest is to be saved. The

logging railroad of the company that

owns the tract has now reached the south

end, and cutting may start any day.

The Beaver Creek sugar pine stand

which he described in his article is a

uniquely beautiful forest and is separate

and distinct from the South Calaveras

Sequoia Grove which is already slated for

acquisition as a state park under the aus-

pices of the Save-the-Redwoods League.

The pine stand occupies about 800 acres

along the northwest side of the sequoia

grove. The spectacularly large trees oc-

cupy an area running north almost to

Beaver Creek for a distance about three

miles above Big Tree Creek.
CoiJtijiucii on pane 4^2
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The Indian portrayed on the cover of

this issue is a representative of the Tara-

humara tribe of northwestern Mexico.

The Tarahumaras have long been fa-

mous for their abUity to run great dis-

tances. Individuals are reported to have

run 170 miles wathout stopping and to

have covered 500 miles regularly each

week on a mail route.

Otherwise, the Tarahumaras remain

little known and rarely photographed, for

they keep largely to themselves in the

recesses of the lonely Sierra Madre Moun-

tains. Their culture is simple and their

life a frugal one, combining farming and

hunting. They still weave cloth using

natural dyes, hunt with the bow and

arrow, and poison fish in streams.

George McClellan Bradt, who took this

photograph, visited these remote cave

dwellers in their rugged homeland in

company with his wife.

The story of their recent journey is

given in an illustrated article beginning

on page 392.
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YOUR NEW BOOKS

EDWIN WAY TEALE: DAYS WITHOUT TIME • BIRDS

ANIMAL FACTS AND FALLACIES • GEOLOGY

Physical geology
by Chester R. Longwell,

Adolph Knopf and

Richard F. FUnt

3rd Edition, John Wiley & Sons, $5.00

602 pp., 365 figs.

'"pHE first two editions of this popular

•^ book have played a significant role in

the later development of geological sci-

ence in America, because it is the most

widely adopted elementary college text-

book on general geology. In spite of the

fact that it is written primarily for stu-

dents in the first college geology course,

the new book is more readable and far

more autlioritative than the majority of

so-caUed popular books on geology. The

authors have written for nontechnical

readers, and all science students will want

a copy for their reference libraries.

In 21 lucid chapters and 4 appendices,

the authors tell tlie fascinating story of

physical geology. Introductory chapters

clearly define the scope of geology and

its methods. In subsequent chapters, geo-

logic processes such as weathering and

erosion, and their effects by various agen-

cies, are adequately covered. Other sub-

jects are the erosion- and fomiation of

deposits in tlie sea, the origin and altera-

tion of rocks within the earth, volcanoes,

crustal deformation, mountains, earth-

quakes, the interior of tlie earth, land

forms, and mineral resources.

Some factual material such as descrip-

tions of common minerals and rocks, dis-

cussion of topographic maps, and the

Geological Time Scale are placed in ap-

pendices in order to remove these data

from the body of the text.

Improvement of the illustrations has

received particular attention in the new
edition, because of the special value that

good illustrations play in presenting this

varied subject. A number of new and

effective photographs and several new re-

productions of previously used photo-

graphs, bled at the margins, show mark-

edly finer detail and greater contrast than

in former editions. The striking improve-

ment is due to the increased size of the

pictures, aided by the use of pure white-

coated paper. Numerous shaded diagrams

illustrating topography and geologic

structure utilize improved techniques in

drawing and engraving and create tlie

rarely attained illusion of depth in three

dimensions. The authors and their pub-
lisher are to be congratulated for this fine

book.

Norman D. Newell.

YOUR NEW BOOKS

Animal facts and
fallacies

----- by Osmond P. Breland

Harper & Bros., $3.00

268 pp., 18 drawings

r^ EBUNKING has always been a popu-
'-'^ lar pastime. Recently there has been

a minor deluge of articles in papers, mag-

azines, and books by authors attempting

to destroy some of the more common
misconceptions, fallacies, and superstitions

about our natural world. Interestingly

enough, most of these autliors have not

been professional people of science.

Here, however, is a book on animals

by a zoologist. Dr. Breland, Professor of

Zoology at the University of Texas, has

spent ten years collecting the material for

this work. Museum people will recognize

many of the questions as old famifiar

friends. They are typical of the questions

lay people call upon the museum staff

to answer—tlie kinds of questions curious

children, students, and adults ask about

animals. They are not profound questions,

nor are they necessarily indicative of a

serious scientific interest on the part of

the questioner.

For the most part the form used in

the book is in question and answer form.

Only vertebrates are considered in the

five major divisions of the book—mam-
mals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, and

fishes. In certain instances when consid-

ering comparative material such as life

span, jumping abihty, speed, and height,

charts are inserted for clarity and for easy

comparison. Beyond the simple division

of the book into five sections the mate-

rial does not appear to be organized.

Items are inserted at random, but this is

not necessarily a handicap as there is a

good index. The book is designed for

use as a handy reference rather than to

be read at a single sitting.

A wide variety of matter is included,

ranging from the antics of snakes, bats,

electric eels, elephants, and pelicans to

the subject of how porcupines mate. Pro-

THE NATURE LIBRARY
Seton: Animals 295 pages (4 kinds; Elanchan: Birds

257 pp 124 kinds; Rogers: Trees 291 pp 22( kinds;

Blanchan: Wild Flowers 270 pp 170 kinds; McCurdy:

Garden Flowers 111 pp 400 kinds; Wood: Butterflies
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MORROW junior BOOKS

ilniinal

By GEORGE F. MASON

A different and fascinating world, in

which the nature student uses his

ears instead of his eyes. Explanations

of a cricket's chirp, bird songs, the

high-pitched cry of bats, the fall

argument of katydids. By the author

of Animal Homes, etc. $2.00

By ROBERT M. McCLUNG

Vigorous story of a very real boy,

eagerly interested in living things,

especially butterflies and moths. How
he finds a luna moth, then learns

how and where to lind other butter-

flies and moths and their names, is

rhe subject of this vivid book. $2.50
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This

book was

^ written for

beginners . . . but

even the experts

are reading it

with dehght!

Miking
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AUGUSTUS HAUSMA.X
Professoi- of Zoology,

J\'eio Jersey College foi IVi )/ii n

HERE'S a charming and informal

invitation to a wonderful outdoor
pastime. A famous ornithologist and a

completely enjoyable writer, Dr. Haus-
man covers everything from the necessary

food and equipment to the techniques

of nest-collecting, clues for identifying

birds, habits of flight, "address lists"

for many species, etc.

Bibliography of books on birds and
on other phases of nature encountered

on bird hikes.

25 illustrations by HaroldJ. Minton.

$2.00, at all bookstores

RUTGERS UN/VERS/TV PRESS i

New Brunswick, N.J.

fessor Breland's souices represent some of

the outstanding authorities in the natural

science field, including a number of mem-
bers of the American Museum of Natural

History's scientific stafi:. Clever illustra-

tions by Leo Hersclifield decorate the

book, and a bibliography is also included

for those who wish to delve more deeplv

into natural history.

John R. Saunders.

SiLVA OF NORTH AMERICA
by Charles Sprague Sargent

Peter Smith, 321 Fifth Avenue
New York City, $200

AN offset reprinting of two hundred
* sets, in which the fourteen volumes

are bound in seven, gives one an oppor-

tunity to buy this outstanding work on

North American trees at a very reasonable

price, since the original issues have been

selling for about $500. Sargent was for-

mer director of the Arnold Arboretum of

Harvard. In the 1890's, with the financial

aid of Morris Ketchum Jesup, he assem-

bled the trees now on exliibition in the

Forestry HaU of the American Museum
of Natural History, a collection which

never again can be duplicated due to the

depletion of American forests.

The large engravings of the Silva, illus-

trating in detail virtually all the species

of trees north of Mexico, are perhaps the

finest examples of botanical artistry pro-

duced in this country. Though primarily

for the botanist, the set is a veritable

gold mine for the general reader inter-

ested in the history, distribution, and

usage of trees. Particularly it should form

a good background for the smaller books

now issued for localized areas, such as

the "southern states" or the "northeastern

states"; these are ordinarily illustrated by

photographs and usually lack the fine

diagnostic features of the Sargent illus-

trations.

H. K. SVENSON.

Days without time
------ by Edwin Way Teale

Dodd, Mead & Co., $6.00

283 pp., 144 illusts.

TT has come to a time when another

book by Edwin Way Teale means an-

other milestone in the recordings of the

ever-thrilling facts of Nature—of the com-

mon natural phenomena that occur about

us every day of our Hfe. Most of us are

too busy or too ignorant of what is going

on to observe the struggle for existence

made by the animals and plants that are

present on every city street and in every

back yard. In the suburbs and in the

country, where the fight may be less ardu-

ous, more and more varied kinds of plants

and animals grow and prosper. But if

you read Days Without Time, you will

realize that every living plant and animal

has its enemies, whose object is to feed

upon the prosperous plant or animal and

to prosper themselves even though the

host must die. You will also discover that

insects in particular are of service to

plants and tliat the majority of plants are

dependent upon insects for their very ex-

istence—tlirough pollination of the flowers.

The book is a series of some 29 essays

on natural liistory, and it deals nwstly

with insects. Practically all of the 144 il-

lustrations are of top quaUty; indeed, most

of them are classics in their "field. Many
of the subjects covered are so common-
place that the layman passes them by
without thought of the drama that lies

behind their very existence. Those, for in-

stance, who see the starling as a defacer

of buildings, cars, and streets do not

realize its value in the control of the

Japanese beetle and other related pests.

Teale mentions that 40,000 starlings spend

the night at a bridge near Crant's Tomb.
The George Washington Bridge is visible

from Grant's Tomb, but the Bridge re-

ferred to is tlie viaduct near the west end

of 125th Street. It would have been much
better historically and factually to have

mentioned the name of the bridge. Never-

theless, the book is a record of facts and

experiences presented in a most entertain-

ing way and will be a valuable addition

to any bookshelf.

C. H. CtmRAN.

The hunters
encyclopedia

- - edited by Raymond R. Camp

Stackpole and Heck, Inc., $17.50

The Telegraph Press Bldg., Harrisburg,

Pa.

1152 pp., 753 illusts.

'T~*HIS large volume is the work of over

-*• 50 experts and covers a wide range of

subjects of interest to hunters, many of

wliich are also of equal interest to any

outdoorsman. Almost half the book is de-

voted to detailed information about the

birds and mammals that are either regu-

larly hunted or likely to be noticed by

hunters. The remainder deals with a mul-

titude of subjects ranging from firearms

and hunting dogs to camp craft and pho-

tography.

The foreword on the history of hunting

activities—a brief review of the published

writings on tlie subject and the present

status of hunting in North America—is

very well done. Equally good is the de-

tailed discussion of tlie history of the big

game mammals of the continent and the

probable future of each. Especially no-

table and encouraging in a book written

especially for sportsmen is the emphasis

on habitat preservation as the key to most

of our wildhfe conservation problems.

And tlie recognition that the carrying

capacity of the land and not predators is

the chief factor in determining the game

population of a given area.

The mammals are divided into big

game, small game ( including even prairie

390 NATURAL HISTORY, NOVEMBER, I948



dogs and woodchucks ) , animal predators,

and small mammals, each group being

handled by a diflferent author. The big

crame accounts are well illustrated with

range maps, photographs, diagrams ot

tracks, and methods of measuring trophies.

It is gratifying to find such maligned

predators as the coyote, cougar, and wolf

given recognition as having a value as

game and a place, in controlled numbers,

in our wilder natural ai'eas.

All the ducks, geese, grouse, and doves

are covered in detail, and so are a few

of the rails and shore birds. This entire

group is illustrated in color in a series

of seventeen color plates. It is curious to

find in the accounts of the pheasant, bob-

>vhite, and turkey a continuing faith in

the efficacy of the now tlioroughly dis-

credited technique of attempting to im-

prove hunting by artificially rearing and

stocking these birds—a rat hole down
which the states are unfortunately con-

tinuing to pour millions in game funds,

which the sportsmen should insist be spent

for land acquisition and habitat improve-

ment. A whole section is given to the

hawks and owls. All the important species

are covered and illustrated v^^th photo-

graphs. The accounts of their habits are

excellent and factually correct. They

should help the recent efforts that sports-

men's organizations and naturalists have

been making to bring about a better pub-

lic understanding of these species.

The sections oia firearms, ammunition,

and shooting seem very complete and that

on hunting dogs exceptionally well done.

A great number of lesser topics, includ-

ing falconry, archery, bhnds, boats, and

trophy preparation, receive a few pages

each at the end of the book, which closes

with a state-by-state summary of himting

conditions and regulations and a map of

the major public land units in each.

Ray Camp, of the New York Times, has

done a remarkable job in pulling together

and editing such a vast amount of mate-

rial. This is a book that should long stand

as a monumental work on the subject.

Richard H. Pouch.

Readings in the
physical sciences

- - - by Harlow Shapley, Helen

Wright, and Samuel Rapport

Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., $3.00

501 pp., 4 Olusts.

'"p'HIS volume is correctly titled. It is

just what it pretends to be, a collec-

tion of readings in tlie physical sciences

—and a fascinating collection It is. It is

SEA AND LAND SHELLS
If you are a buyer of this class of invertebrates

send for my Concholojrical Cfiatter which ap-

pears monthly listing choice MoUusca from
every part of the world. Collections tor sale of

any size up to 5000 species. Also books on
Mollusca.

WALTER F. WEBB
2.S15 Second Ave. North. St. Petersburg 6. Fla.

arranged in six groups, namely. Science

and Scientific Method, Astronomy, Ge-
ology, Mathematics, Physics, and Chem-
istry. The high quality of the readings is

assured by the outstanding scholarship

of the editors. The articles are written by

some 50 of our most prominent American

and British scientists. It is seldom that

we find so great a number and variety of

subjects brought together.

In Part One we have an analysis from

Aristotle to Einstein. Among eight or ten

others, the old master in this field, T. H.

Huxley, naturally falls into this section.

In Astronomy we have from Copernicus

and Galileo to Great Britain's Astronomer

Royal, H. Spencer Jones, and Sir Arthur

Eddington. In Geology we find the Scot-

tish geologist and others working on such

problems as Weighing the Earth, X-ray-

ing the Earth, Earthquakes—What are

they?. Age of the Eartli, and the Weather.

In Mathematics we have Poincare and

Bertrand Russell.

In the section on Physics we have New-
ton, Benjamin FrankMn, and Madame
Curie. In Part Six we have our leading

chemists. Altogether the editors have

brought together a most impressive array

of readings, thus performing a distinct

service for the layman who is interested

in science but who would not know where

to turn for such material without great

expenditure of time.

From every point of view, this is an

ideal book of its kind and one for which

many readers will be most grateful.

Clyde Fisher.

Flight into sunshine

Bird Experiences in Florida

by Helen G. Cruickshank

The MacmiUan Go., $5.00

196 pp., 121 illusts.

'npHE author is the wife of the famous
-*- bird photographer Allan D. Cruick-

shank, 121 of whose beautiful pictures

are reproduced in a special section at the

end of the book. Each of the dozen chap-

ters tells in a pleasant, informal fashion

die story of tlreir experiences while study-

ing and photographing some one of

Florida's many colorful avian inhabitants.

Those who are planning a trip to

Florida will find this a helpful guide to

many of the more outstanding wild areas.

Those who are not will find Mrs. Cruick-

shank's colorful account an excellent sub-

stitute.

Most of Florida's best-known birds ap-

pear in these pages, such as the common
brown pelican, the stately Florida crane,

and the strange snakebird, to mention but

a few. Here, also, are tlie answers to tlie

often-asked questions about how bird

photographers carry on their occupation.

As might be expected, it turns out to be

largely a matter of hard work and almost

infinite patience, frequently under the

most trying circumstances.

The author very expertly works into

Continued on page 432

NewBooksforYour

Nature Library

Ant Hill Odyssey

by WILLIAM M. MANN

The widely-traveled Direaor of the Na-

tional Zoo tells of the snakes, head-

hunters, birds, circuses, apes and inserts

that contributed to his liberal education

as a natural scientist. A vivid and hu-

morous autobiography. Illustrated. $3.50

Our Summer
With the Eskimos

by CONSTANCE and

HARMON HELMERICKS

They lived like, and with, the Eskimos

through adventure-packed weeks in al-

most unknown Alaskan wilds. An amaz-

ing factual narrative, as exciting and in-

formative as the authors' WE LIVE IN

THE ARCTIC. Illustrated. $3.50

The Amateur

Naturalist's

Handbook
by VINSON BROWN

A manual of the animals, plants, rocks,

climate, in any part of the United States,

with minutely fascinating instructions

on how to take up the naturalist's trail.

204 illustrations. $3.50

How to Live

in the Woods
by HOMER HALSTED

A complete, absolutely practical, and up-

to-date manual for both beginner and

prarticed camper. A reliable guide and

companion under any camping condi-

tions. With 51 illustrations and dia-

grams. $2.75

at all bookstores

LITTLE, BROWN
& COMPANY
BOSTON 6, MASS.
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>• Portrait of the past: a

young Tarahumara Indian

with long hair, some of it

tucked under his headband

WHO has not at one time or

another wondered how the

American Indian looked and hved

before the coming of the white

man? Who has not wished to turn

back the calendar 300 buried years

or tried to visualize the cliff houses

of Mesa Verde repeopled with their

vanished tenants? Most of us have,

but we dismiss such thoughts as

mere wishful thinking, unaware
that in the mountains of northwest-

ern Mexico, 150 miles south of the

U. S. border, hve members of a

tribe of American Indians who
maintain to this day a culture that

is in many ways aboriginal. They
are the primitive Tarahumaras,

cave-dwelUng inhabitants of the

great, lonely Sierra Madres of the

Mexican state of Chihuahua.

It is estimated that 40,000 of

these mahogany-hued people stiU

hve in an otherwise almost uninhab-

ited and inaccessible area of 17,000

square miles. Ethnologically they

are considered to be one of the ten

Uto-Aztecan tribes forming one

continuous Indian population from

southern Arizona to the Mexican
state of Jahsco. The Pimas and
Papagos of Arizona comprise the

most northern elements; the Yaquis,

Mayos, and Opatas make up the so-

called Sonora-Sinaloa subarea; and
the Tepehuanes, Coras, Huichols,

and Tepecanos form the southern

groups. The Northern Sierra area,

lying roughly between the twenty-

sixth and twenty-ninth parallels of

latitude, a region of lofty coniferous

forests and precipitous canyons,

forms the almost exclusive domain
of the troglodytic, or cave-dweUing,

Tarahumaras.

To see these indigenous Amer-
icans in their native environment,

sandal-footed and half-naked, is

like returning to the seventeenth

century and seeing the Indian

through the eyes of Jesuit padre

and Spanish conquistador as they

met him on their paths of conver-

sion and plunder. For his nominal

acceptance of the white man's

authority and religion rests but

392

The TARAHUMARil
Many have heard of the famous long-distance runners of

northwestern Mexico, but few have visited them in their

primitive rock shelters in the lonely Sierra Madre Mountains

By George McClellan Bpiadt
Photographs by the author

superficially upon the wide, firm

base of his own primitive culture.

Despite three centuries of almost

constant European contact and in-

fluence, the Tarahumara remains a

savage.

One's first ghmpse of a Tarahu-

mara in the flesh is apt to come as

a distinct shock. His bent-knee

gait, staring gaze, and tangled hair

make him look decidedly savage,

almost subhuman—like a fossil come

to life. In fact, there are few sights

more incongruous than a group of

silent, sandaled Tarahumaras tread-

ing single file along the paved side-

walks of Chihuahua's capital city.

The men are barelegged and

breechclouted, their long hair

bound by crimson headbands, and

they are armed with short bows

and long feather-shafted arrows. Be-
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>• Canyon home of the Tara-

humaras. At the base can be seen

two men hoeing their maize.

Their cave homes are beyond

them. Pines line the canyon rim

hind them follow the round-faced

women in voluminous skirts, with

black-haired infants cradled in thick

brown blankets wound over the

shoulders. The Tarahumara is a

human anachronism. He has been

overlooked by progress, ignored by

civilization, and forgotten by time.

Occasionally you can see Tarahu-

maras in the markets of Chihuahua

City, Parral, Santa Barbara, and,

rarely, in Ciudad Juarez across the

river from El Paso. During the cold

winter months they make distant,

protracted trips on foot from their

snow-filled canyons to the lower

and warmer areas of towns and

cities. After the corn, bean, and

squash crop has been harvested,

many Indians bring little bundles

of aromatic medicinal herbs and

bear-grass baskets to sell in the

Mexican pueblos to housewives and

market vendors. With the pittance

they receive they purchase their

few necessities and luxuries—

a

meter of unbleached muslin (man-

(ita), a red bandana, a piquant chili

or two. These weeks-long, hundred-

4a

Wfentieth-century cave c/^ve//ers

(ossilcoiw

a group «'

laiastreaii-

paved side-

apital
*'

atrowS'i

J

^ Irs. Bradt "in the kitchen"

oihe jeep that took them there

One of the more elegant cave

houses. The Tarahumaras have walled

up the front of the cave with logs

to form a cozy retreat, safe from cold,

winter winds, and driving rains
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and-more mile pilgrimages are

made by entire families and are

often the Tarahumara's sole contact

with the white man and his strange

ways. Once in town, they lean

against door jambs and peer mutely

into shops and taverns, attend the

cine without charge, and even poke

their wild heads into open windows

to observe firsthand the home life

of their conquerors.

Unlike the Indians of the Ameri-

can Southwest, who work in silver

and turquoise and are noted for

their baskets and pottery, the Tara-

humaras are not known for their

artistic craftsmanship. Their culture

is an extremely frugal one, and their

few and simple artifacts are lim-

ited to such utilitarian objects as

blankets, ollas (clay vessels), bas-

kets, and bows and arrows. The

single exception is their often ex-

pertly carved violins. They are also

without the complicated social or-

ganizations typical of most North

American Indians, because their

seminomadic existence makes liv-

ing in anything but small family

units virtually impossible. But de-

spite the seeming paucity of note-

worthy cultural traits, the Tara-

humaras have attained a degree of

popular fame by virtue of their al-

most superhuman physical endiu:-

ance.

The word "Tarahumara" may be

freely translated as "foot runner"

and was first apphed to these In-

y A GROUND LOOM in front of one of the caves,

at which an old woman weaves a blanket. In

the basket are roils of dark, natural-colored

wool

dians by Mexicans who reaHzed

that their abiHty to run and walk

tremendous distances was truly

phenomenal. The fleet-footed Tara-

humaras have often been employed

as couriers and porters. One early

traveler, Lt. Frederick Schwatka,

reported a mail run of 500 miles

made weekly by a single runner.

The Indian ran 250 miles from

Chihuahua City to Batopilas in

three days over some of the rough-

est terrain in North America. After

a day's rest, he would return to the

capital in the remaining three. Carl

Lumholtz, exploring the Sierra

Madres in the 1890's, knew a young

Tarahumara who carried a hun-

dred-pound load on his back 110

miles in 70 hours. He tells of others

who were known to have run 170

miles without stopping! With good

reason he called them "the greatest
|

runners in the world."

This amazing ability results not

only from centuries of rugged i

mountainous existence, where an

absence of beasts of burden made
walking and human portage obh-

gatory, but also from the Tarahu-

mara's devotion to his favorite sport

—kickball races. These curious con-

tests are run over a two- to twelve-

mile course and may last from a

few hours to a day and a night. In

addition to running, each contestant

must kick a small pine ball over

the entire distance. While their

pace is steady rather than fast,

Lumholtz witnessed races in which

four miles were covered in thirty

minutes and others in which forty

miles were run in six to eight hours.

So proverbial, in fact, is the Tara-

^sm

A The author's hosts at the canyon of the twentieth-century cave

dwellers: a family of ranchers who upheld the reputation for

gracious hospitality proverbial among the Sierra folk of north-

western Mexico

^ A YOUNG WOMAN shows how corn

is ground on the ancient stone

metate by rubbing the handstone

{niano) back and forth over the dry

kernels
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humara's endurance that Mexicans

love to tell the story, doubtlessly

apocryphal but highly plausible, of

a Tarahumara who was challenged

by an able Mexican runner to a

race between two towns twenty

miles apart. The Indian immediate-

ly accepted and then proceeded to

disconcert the Mexican by guile-

lessly asking, "How many laps?"

My wife and I first became inter-

ested in these Indians soon after we
began teaching in a mining com-

pany school in southern Chihuahua.

During the cool fall months we had

watched them coming into our

town of Santa Barbara—jogging

across the oak-studded hills, walk-

ing the rocky trails single file, and

trotting along the road kicking a

wooden ball before them—and we
wondered how we might make

^ HEY HUNT deer and rabbits with the bow
ir( arrow, although the usual method of

;
hj e remarkable runners is to chase a deer

^1
\i n on foot. This young Tarahumara traded

,
ji{ bow and arrows for a red bandana, some

Vi W leached muslin, and a handful of candy

Indian with white man's bow.

Jack Maxwell, Canadian archer, let

the Tarahumara try his weapon.
Though accustomed to a much
shorter bow, the Indian did well

their acquaintance. Because they

were as shy as wild turkeys and
justifiably suspicious of the white

man, they almost had to be cor-

ralled before they would stop to

talk. We finally hit upon a scheme,

however, which would produce

Tarahumara models for our camera

and still give them an opportunity

to decide for themselves whether

or not they wished our company.

We had at the time several young
Mexican boys employed as hunters

to collect snakes and insects for the

American Museum of Natural His-

tory and to keep our school zoo

stocked with the odd animalitos of

the region. To the hst of desired

specimens we simply added "Tara-

humaras." The hunters were in-

structed to bring to the school any

Indian wilhng to pose for his pic-

ture. He would be shown the zoo

and rewarded with food or money
for his co-operation. This arrange-

ment proved an exceedingly happy
one, for on an average of once a

week all winter long our hunters

led a veritable parade of perplexed

but friendly Tarahumaras to the

school and our camera.

Among our first visitors were two

young Indians, an extremely bash-

ful brother and sister. Although ob-

viously curious, they could not be

induced to enter the school with-

out much encouragement from the

hunters and myself. But once in-

side, they lost much of their timidity

and proceeded to inspect our pets

with interest, exchanging occasional

guttural, monosyllabic comments

about the zoo's inmates and, doubt-

less, the school's. The pupils were

fascinated by the Indian children,

and one asked if she might exhibit

our gentle bull snake to the visitors.

As she removed it from its cage,

the Indian boy asked, "Pica?"

("Does it bite?") Carolyn Lee, the

bull snake's keeper, assured him that

it would not and offered to let him
hold it. But he immediately and em-
phatically refused—a reaction we
had observed in most of our non-

Indian visitors as well. Since Tara-

humaras often dine on rats, mice,

lizards, insect larvae, and even

snakes, their interest in the fauna

of their area is probably dietary

rather than zoological. Perhaps if

Carolyn Lee had offered the snake

as a meal instead of as a pet it might

have met with more approval.

On another occasion the hunters

brought in a young Tarahumara

couple. At fij-st they were the epit-

ome of reticence, but after a little

present of cheese and crackers they

furnished the following personal

information. They had been on the

trail five days and nights, walking

the daylight hours, sleeping away

the others, all the way from their

village of Nonoava far to the north-

west. Their only food was a small

sack of pinole—a finely ground meal

of parched corn, which is mixed

with water and eaten as a kind of

gruel. The young man's name was

Mateo Cruz, the girl's Lijia. As

most Tarahumaras are professed

Catholics, they have replaced their

tribal names with Christian ones.

We also learned that Mateo and

Lijia had just been married. The

gioom appeared considerably more

sophisticated than his wife, prob-

j|n: TARAHUMARAS



A An exceedingly warm "overcoat"

is made by wrapping the dark-brown

Tarahutnara blanket around the body

ably because of previous tiips to

town, and was doubtless showing

his bride "the sights" on this am-

bulatory Tarahumara honeymoon.

Mateo had arrived carrying a

bundle of split bear grass tied up

in a piece of manta. When we asked

him if he were going to weave

baskets, he replied that he did not

know how but that his mujer

(woman) would make them. We
suggested that they spend the day

making the baskets in the shade of

the school building and offered

them a wash tub in which to soak

the grass. In return, Lijia posed for

photographs and showed our pupils

how she manipulated the pliant

Nolina leaves. When her first basket

was finished, she handed it to

Mateo, who bit off the protruding

ends, as neither of them possessed

a knife. To give the still moist bas-

ket its final shape. Lijia placed a

bare foot inside it and pulled and

moulded until it suited her. The

Tarahumaras today make only sin-

A Contrast in costumes: Tarahu-

mara, barelegged and blanketed;

Nancy Urquehart in slacks and fur

coat. Notice similar hairbands, dis-

similar footwear

A Lijia, who with her husband made a fi-

day honeymoon trip to town on foot. It

skirt, blouse, and headdress are of unbleacU

muslin (manta). Her jewelry consists J

strings of glass beads

•<Mrs. Bradt bought this entire nest

of nineteen baskets for five pesos (about

one dollar). The long bundle on the

ground is material for brooms

^i

gle- or double-weave twilled bas-

kets; in preconquest times they

made a coiled variety. The com-

monest ones are of single weave,

called petacas by the Mexicans, al-

ways round and shallow, although

in a number of different sizes. The

rare pinole baskets are of double

weave, deep and bowl-like with a

tightly-fitting circular cover. By the

time classes were over, Lijia had

completed a nest of five baskets.

When we asked how much she

wanted for all five, her husband re-

peated the question to her in Tara-

humaran. Her one-word reply was

translated as "un peso" (20 Ameri-

can cents).

Indians often came in with per-

sonal belongings which were not

for sale but which we wanted for

our collection of Tarahumaran arti-

facts. Blankets were most difficult

to secure, for without his cobija a

Tarahumara would be practically

bare and exceedingly cold. If it

were not for these heavy woolen

blankets, it would be impossible for

even the hardiest Indian to with-

stand the bitter cold of a Sierra

winter. We did succeed in parting

one Tarahumara from his blanket

by trading him one from our own
bed plus a goodly number of pesos.

Violins, however, appeared to be

in a different category—more luxury

than necessity. Before the coming

of the Spaniards, the musical instru-
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meiits of the Tarahumaras were

limited to the drum, rattle, reed

flute, and rasping stick. The violin

represents a post-Hispanic develop-

ment and is now used at the In-

dians' celebrated matachin dances

and tesgiiinadas ( drinking parties )

.

Once a tall Tarahumara appeared

at the school with a violin he had

carved by hand with no other tool

than a penknife. The strings were

of sheep gut, and the bow was

strung with horsehair. Although he

insisted he could not play the in-

stiument, he posed with it for a

photograph.

With the Tarahumaras, bargain-

ing is not so much a matter of price

as of inducing the Indian to relin-

quish the article in question. I

wanted the vioHn and began busi-

ness by asking if he would sell it.

No, he did not want to part with

the violin. I told him I would pay

a good price. Would I pay ten

pesos ( the equivalent of two Amer-

ican dollars)? This seemed to me
a ridiculously low figure for the ex-

pert workmanship and patient

hours that had gone into its con-

struction, but as that was his price I

paid him and received the violin.

He left violinless but obviously

satisfied.

It was not until some time later

that I heard of another Indian vio-

lin transaction. A friend and neigh-

bor once met an Indian with a

violin, asked him the price, and was

told two and one-half pesos (the

exchange was higher in those days,

and inflation was but a word in the

dictionary). Feeling that it would

be unfair to accept such fine work

for so Httle, he offered the Indian

a five-peso note. The Tarahumara

stared at the bill, then at the Ameri-

can, again at the bill, and without

so much as a polite con permiso,

turned on his sandaled heel and

trotted away with the violin

clutched tightly under his arm. A
single word was doubtless repeat-

ing itself in his simple but practical

mind—Zoco, loco, loco! Through the

streets our friend followed the re-

treating Indian, asking again and

again for the violin, but to no avail.

Finally sensing the trouble he called,

"Dos cinquenta." Immediately the

Indian stopped, turned, and held

THE TARAHUMARAS

out a brown palm. CarefuUy the

would-be purchaser counted out

exactly two pesos fifty centavos and

was presented with the instrument.

After a brief interchange of gracias,

adios, and que le vaya bien, the

two parted—the American with the

violin and a lesson in Tarahumara

psychology, the Indian well pleased

with the trade and satisfied that

the white man had regained his

sanity.

The medicinal herbs of the Tara-

humaras are credited with almost

panacean properties by Indians and

Mexicans alike. Implicit faith is

placed in the efficacy of innumer-

able native plants, and every market

displays small baskets of twisted

roots, pieces of rough bark, and

dry fragrant leaves. Aromatic teas

made by boiling or steeping these

miraculous herbs are used to cure

everything from the common cold

to pneumonia. From a visiting Tara-

humara herbalist we learned the

names and cures attributed to some

of the commoner elements of the

Indian pharmacopoeia. About the

old man and his belongings clung

the definite, rather pleasant, her-

baceous aroma that we have come

to consider distinctively Tarahu-

maran. He carried a small bag of

strange woody packets tied with

yucca fibers. We bought specimens

at five centavos a bundle; and after

being paid, he bit into each one,

savored the flavor a moment, and

then told us its name and use. One

was a bunch of thin, dry sticks with

a delicious celery-seed odor. This

was matarique, which is pounded

and boiled to make a hot tea for the

treatment of colds or chewed into

a paste and applied as a poultice

for rheumatism of the knee. Calco-

meca, fibrous and vinelike, was also

for the reuma. Another was the

slim, pungent root called chuchu-

paste, very good for all stomach

troubles. Peonia, podlike and spicy,

was for general aches and pains.

There were others—fe de limon,

hojas de naranja, lecotoco—a mere

fraction of the hundreds of native

plants making up Mexico's materia

medica.

Another visitor was Antonio

Cruz, a fine specimen of Tarahu-

maran manhood, tall, straight, and

muscular, with httle of the timidity

so typical of these Indians. His cos-

tume was the usual manta breech-

clout, red headband, and guaraches

(sandals) cut from old tires, the

treads stiU visible on the soles.

Added to this was a bright shirt of

a patterned red cloth, a cotton

tunic, and a handsome, wide, woven
belt. He spoke Spanish well and

answered our questions willingly.

For seven days he had descended

shadowy canyons and climbed

wooded ranges as he made his way
alone and on foot cross-country

from Baquiachic. Asked if he could

not have borrowed a horse for the

long trip, he replied that he could

have but that on horseback the trip

would have taken much longer—

a

horse must stop to rest! On the trail

Antonio had caught fishes with his

hands and killed rabbits with rocks

to augment his pinole diet. He well

typified the solitary, possessionless

self-sufficiency of the average Tara-

humara. Without weapons or tools

other than bow and arrow, ax and

hoe, or habitation other than cave,

windfall, or rude log hut, and lead-

ing a half-nomadic existence with-

out employment or money, these

Indians manage to exist and multi-

ply in a highly inimical environ-

ment, in spite of the often destruc-

tive influence of the white man's

civilization.

To prolong our visit with Antonio

we invited him to share some

coffee with us. While it was be-

ing prepared I showed him copies

of Life and my collection of In-

dian and wildlife photographs. He
seemed entranced with all he saw,

nodding his head and mumbling

unintelligible words under his

breath whenever he came across a

picture he could comprehend. But

of all the pictures he saw, the one

he liked tlie best was a large ad-

vertisement in color of a pair of

Florsheim shoes. Rubbing his hand

over the advertisement again and

again, he murmured, "Zapatos, zapa-

tos" ("Shoes, shoes"). After the cof-

fee, our obliging guest agreed to

pose in his red shirt and our one

Tarahumara blanket. When he

finally left, he was smiUng and

talking to himself as if trying to

fix in his mind for later telling all
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the odd things he had just seen.

He began his long journey home
carr)dng food and money, a couple

of old army shirts, and several issues

of Life, which are undoubtedly still

going the rounds of smoky Tara-

humaran caves.

By the time spring had returned

to the mountains of Mexico we had

seen, talked to, and photographed

two dozen Tarahumaras. With each

visitor our interest in these Indians

had increased, until we knew we
would not be satisfied until we had

retm-ned their "calls" in person. As

soon as school was over for the

summer, we found ourselves "jeep-

ing" westward on the only road

into the mountains of the Tara-

humaras.

Late the first afternoon we
reached the valley of the Rio Bal-

leza. In the distance we could see

the mighty Sierra Madres rising

range upon forested range into the

turquoise sky. We began climbing

soon after leaving the valley and

A Antonio Cruz was fascinated by the

author's photographic album and recog-

nized some of his friends from the Sierra

> With nothing except an ordinary

penknife, this violinmaker produced

the instrument he holds, but he could

not play it
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by sundown were among junipers

and low pines. Since the road was

becoming progressively narrower

and steeper, we stopped to make
camp before nightfall. In every di-

rection were vistas of indescribable

beauty—the glistening river wind-

ing through green cottonwoods far

below us, tiny clusters of adobe

houses gilded by the setting sun,

the long, dark, rocky mountain

spurs jutting out into the dusty

plain. This was the border of Tara-

humara land—behind us lay the

future, before us the prehistoric

past.

Early the next morning we were

again climbing. The grade was the

steepest we had ever encountered,

and the jeep was kept in compound
most of the time. Only powerful

logging trucks or cars with extra

low gears could hope to maneuver

that awesome road. As it topped

wooded hogbacks and dipped into

grass-filled saddles it was bordered

on one side by pine-clad, cloud-

topped peaks and on the other by

precipitous rocky chasms. All morn-

ing we ascended through a para-

dise of cool woods, between tall

pines and amazing madrona trees

with blood-red trunks. In many
places the ground was covered

with yellow violets, columbine, and

mariposa-hke hlies. We crossed the

Cumbres de Gato divide at about

8500 feet and began a gradual de-

scent into the very heart of the

Sierras.

Midafternoon found us at the
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head of a narrow, grassy canyon

not far from the town of Guacho-

chic. As we began unloading to

make camp for the night, we
noticed a column of smoke rising

from the woods bordering the can-

yon. Thinking it might be the be-

ginning of a forest fire, I went off

to investigate. But it was only an

old Tarahumara burning stumps in

an effort to clear the ground for a

little patch of com. After we had
greeted each other, I asked if he

lived close by and whether there

were other Indians in the area. His

answers were so vague that I had

to give up and asked instead if

there were Mexicans near by. Oh
yes, on down the canyon. I returned

to the jeep, and we drove off to

look for the ranch which must he

below us.

The old man had been correct,

for we were soon stopped by a

log fence, beyond which stood a

low ranch house. While we debated

our next move, two men suddenly

stepped out of the brush along the

fence. As they obviously wanted to

know who we were and what we
wanted, we hastened to explain

that we were schoolteachers collect-

ing snakes and insects for a museum
and looking for cave-dweUing Tara-

humaras to photograph. That is

one thing about Mexico: a doctor,

priest, or teacher is respected and

trusted by the great majority of

Mexicans. They seem to place more

emphasis on how one makes a hv-

ing than on how much one makes.

As there is virtually no law in the

almost unpopulated Sierra, a stran-

ger must expect to have his pres-

ence questioned, and on more than

one occasion we have been thank-

ful we could claim as innocuous a

profession as teaching. After a

round of tequila, one of the men
invited us to spend the night.

The field-stone ranch house was

built around a large patio, and over

the entire estabHshment was a roof

of shingles. We later learned that

all the beams, shingles, and even

the wooden nails were hand-hewn

by the Tarahumaras. We unloaded

our bedrolls and were given a

saddle room to use. By then it was

dark and, as there was no elec-

tricity within a hundred miles, we
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prepared supper by the light of

our gasoHne lantern. Just as we
started to eat, someone from the

kitchen brought us a stack of hot

tortillas and half a fresh cheese.

After our hosts finished supper,

they came to the saddle room to

chat. In our limited Spanish we
told them about ourselves, showed

them magazines in which our photo-

graphs were printed, and explained

about our interest in the Indians.

When we finished, one of the men
told us that in the caves of this very

canyon lived 300 Indios and prom-

ised to take us on a tour of the ac-

cessible caves in the morning. We
had found the Tarahumaras!

We awoke early. The air was

cold, the sky cloudless, and our

canyon still lay in deep shadow,

for the morning sun had only begun

to gild the sentinel-like pines on

top of the western wall. By the

time we were ready to set out, the

entire canyon floor was drenched

in warm sunlight.

Threading our way down the

canyon, we noticed a small patch

of corn growing near the base of

a cliff to our right. Turning off the

trail, we soon found ourselves in

front of our first Tarahumaran

cave. A great overhang formed the

cave proper. Its sloping roof was

black and sooty from decades of

resinous pine fires, its wide entrance

partially blocked by a low post

paling. In front of the cave, at the

edge of the maize patch, was a

large wooden loom. An old Tara-

humara woman sat on the ground

before it, weaving a blanket of dark

wool. Watching her were two In-

dian men. We asked how long she

would need to complete the blanket

and were told about two weeks.

Most Tarahumaran blankets are

brown with two or three white or

yellow stripes, but some are white

with brown stripes. The brown and
white are natural wool colors, the

yellow is made from a local species

of lichen. Almost the entire scene

before us was prehistoric—the

ground loom, the baskets, the men's

breechclouts, the cave, and the

maize were aU in use by these In-

dians before the fateful arrival of

the white man.

Down the rapidly narrowing can-

THE TARAHUMABAS

A When asked his age, this venerable herbalist said, "We do not count

the years." He carried a bundle of pungent herbs, recommended for a

multitude of ills, and peddled them in the local markets
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yon we went—on and on between

gigantic, monolithic boulders, over

fallow-lying cornfields, past the

gaping mouths of old abandoned

caves. Below a towering, pine-

topped cliff we came upon a tiny

milpa (cornfield) in which two

dark-skinned, white-clad figures

were working. Behind them in the

base of the rock wall were their

smoky caves. Here primitive man
and his environment were to be

seen in their true perspective; in-

significant, puny man adapting him-

self to unchanging, dominating

Nature.

Finally, we entered a thick clump

of low pines, and after threading

them for a few moments we

emerged onto a bare, rectangular,

floorlike space. The single wooden

cross in the very center proclaimed

it a Tarahumaran dancing patio, the

Indians' only church, the scene of

alfresco prayers to the gods of the

Sierra. Our host and guide informed

us that today was the day of the

Rain Dance and that by late after-

noon small groups of Tarahumaras

would be dancing and chanting for

the desperately needed rain in front

of every milpa in the entire canyon.

Beyond the sacred dancing floor

were several figures hoeing the

knee-high maize. One was an old

man, naked except for breech-

clout; the others were his wife, his

two sons, and their respective wives
Continued on page 430
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A Snow geese traveling the great Pacific flyway find a welcome spot at Malheur

tiful, still magnificent, with its

mountains and rills, its deserts and
plains, rivers and lakes.

As thousands of birds maneuver
wings against the water and reach

for the sky, the music increases in

cascades of volume. As you Hsten

and watch, the sun becomes clouded

with birds, and you are reminded

of early American tales of times

when passenger pigeons choked the

skies and game of every description

crowded the landscape.

You take a deep, deep breath.

You pinch yourself. You want to

shout, "This is a wonderful land!"

The past years of war, the troubled

atomic present, the bewildering

M^aiheur (Bird J^e^ug^e
This Oregon sanctuary is the home of a million water birds

<Sand-hill
CRANES make the

Malheur Refuge
one of their im-

portant nesting

grounds

By Grace V. Shareutt
Photographs by the Fish and Wildlife Service

Abufflehead flies up from a pond
beating swift wings against

the Oregon sky. In quick succession

a honker, a canvasback, and a mal-

lard rise excitedly from the marshes.

Multiply these and other species by
thousands of their kind, and you

have a fast-action, real-life pictm-e

of Malheur Bird Refuge, home of

a million birds, on a brilliant Octo-

ber morning.

The air is a crescendo of wild

song. Geese (Canadas and snows)

call their indescribable, haunting

cries, indicative of marshes and

winds and wet earthy pungent

scents. Ducks answer from reeds

and rushes. Long-billed curlews,

gulls, and cranes contiibute to the

general, beautifully deafening con-

cert, with scores of red-winged

blackbirds, killdeers, and sandpip-

ers joining with lighter grace notes.

You become dizzy with sound—

a

joyous sound that is like a rhapsody

of music to those who love the out-

of-doors. It seems like unrehearsed

music, in perfect counterpoint, a

song about an America still beau-

A Undrained marshes pro

food and cover for many k>

of wildlife in the Malheur

uge, 20 miles south of BtS
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future—all are momentarily swept

away in this primitive feeling of

birds and sky and water. This has

permanency. This has roots. The

grassroots of earth.

"And," says John ScharfF, mana-

ger of the largest waterfowl refuge

in the world, above the din of

geese, ducks, coots, and shore birds,

"this is just a fraction of the entire

bird population of the refuge."

You can readily believe his state-

ment, considering the small size of

the lake in relation to the entire

175,000 acres of the area managed

primarily for waterfowl by the Fish

and Wildlife Service of the United

States Department of the Interior.

fjTrngrM^SBBvwr '

-,\ ^j' Seattle

[ *^Tacoma

~-~Hu. WASHINGTON IDAHO

::z::;t~y Portland
/

:r;r,:: :J OREGON
\

"^Szf MALHEUR 8";"'

;,;::: 7 REFUGE*
1

'-''::^:-3. Klamath Falls
- ..

:'"::;] calif. neV.
J

1). Visitors are welcome, but
.jjjrie rds must be given first con-

,|,ji#'^^'
"on throughout its 175,000- ,

A Canada geese are nesting in increasing numbers since the Malheur Refuge
was established, 40 years ago. In 1936, the area was enlarged through pur-

chase of the Donner and Blitzen River valley, which feeds Lake Malheur
from the south

For there are miles of dikes and in-

numerable ponds, marshes, and

lakes balanced with sufficient grass-

lands to provide ample food, nest-

ing places, and shelter for the hun-

dreds of thousands of birds seeking

a protected livelihood on this west-

ern bird-airway known as the Pacific

flyway.

Malheur Refuge, located in sage

lands of Oregon's grazing empire

about 35 miles south of the town of

Burns, is only one of a chain of

291 wildlife refuges established

for big game and birds by Uncle

Sam, throughout the United States,

Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico.

These refuges give heartening vin-

dication to the foresight of Theo-

dore Roosevelt and others who
years ago led a solemn program to

save America from complete spoli-

ation by selfish exploiters of our

country's forests, waterways, lands,

and minerals.

Forty years after its establish-

ment, Malheur Refuge is now one

of the most important nesting

grounds of the Canada goose in the

United States. Because of its stra-

tegic location nearly midway in the

great Pacific flyway, it is estimated

that over 6000 geese and almost

100,000 ducks meet the world for

the first time each year and are

raised to maturity in this remote

valley of the Steen Mountains. The

past year's birth rate jumped to

approximately 130,000, with red-

heads and mallards leading the

census figures.

Much of the grasslands of the

270 square miles of the Malheur

area is used for grazing some of

the finest white-faced and Angus

cattle in the West. A question often

posed by wildlife sympathizers is

whether the cattle interfere with

the productivity of the nesting

birds. Mr. Scharff, who is a keen

observer and a student of wildlife

conditions, claims that rank meadow
growth, uncut and ungrazed, af-

fords very limited grazing for geese,

while mowed meadows offer ideal

conditions for the feeding of these

birds. As if to substantiate his

theory, it is a common sight on an

autumn day after the meadows

have been mowed to see hundreds
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of geese and catde grazing con-

tentedly together in the same field.

Upon the grasslands also, sev-

eral thousand sand-hiU cranes en-

joy an abundant Hving. These huge
beige-feathered birds with red skull-

caps and bustled behinds look hke

hang-overs from some distant era.

Many ornithologists and naturalists

travel thousand of miles just to

glimpse them at home in Malheur,

which is said to be one of the most

important nesting grounds of the

sand-hill crane in North America.

Although Malheur has been espe-

cially developed for migratory birds

and waterfowl, other species of

wildlife also find protection here.

At present there are large herds of

antelope and deer, and beaver are

increasing in great numbers along

the Blitzen River.

An experiment in breeding the

rare trumpeter swan is also part of

this refuge's plan. Young swans, or

cygnets, have been transferred from

the Red Rock Lakes Trumpeter

Swan Refuge, in Montana, in the

hope that this waterfowl, once al-

most extinct, may become more

secure.

Visitors are welcome at Malheur

but with the understanding that

they provide their own transporta-

tion. The birds, of course, take first

consideration. No tours are allowed

that will in any manner disturb the

wildlife. Nesting reaches its peak

in June, and chances cannot be

taken with 130,000 baby ducks and
goslings seeing the world for the

first time, not to mention the fledg-

lings of the scores of different kinds

of smaller insectivorous and seed-

eating birds, as well as rails, ibises,

stilts, and willets.

At the southernmost end of the

refuge the settlement of French-

glen, with its country hotel, service

station, and general store, offers

modest but comfortable facilities.

Perhaps to the casual observer

driving along the Oregon highway,

the approach to the home of a mil-

lion water birds may prove disap-

pointing, with its discouraging

miles of bad roads and rather mo-

notonous landscape of sage and

rocks and greasewood. But these

discomfitures, if you call them such,

are the natural barricades protect-

ing the wild residents from human
curiosity. Isolation is paramount.

It is because of this isolation and

tliese natural barricades and the

constant vigilance by the Malheur

staff, that you can hear, on a morn-

ing any time from spring through

late autumn, the wild songs and
cries from a milHon feathered

throats. It is also because of these

protective measures that you are

privileged to witness the enchant-

ment of thousands of birds in vary-

ing colors and shapes and habits,

from the long-legged avocets with

spearlike bills that turn crazily up
instead of down, to the diminutive

marsh wrens caroling insistently

from reeds and rushes like an or-

chestra of zithers.

It is then, when you see and feel

and hear this miracle of wild music,

this saga of the grassroots and skies

and waters, that you feel your

America is basically good and sound

and great. And although the future

is still confused and often dark

with doubts and despair, you can

gain refreshment of mind, new
hope, and a hft of the spirit in the

assurance that places like Malheur

Migratory Bird Refuge are preserv-

ing some of the things that link us

to the eternal scheme of nature.
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A Large colonies of avocets

breed at Lake Malheur

< Antelope and other animals

also find sanctuary in Malheur's

270 square miles.

In these ways, Malheur and

almost 300 other federal wild-

life refuges help to preserve

our natural America against de-

^ structive exploitation
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DOWN TO EARTH
The few who have pleaded and worked for Conservation

have not been heeded by those who would cash in and

clear out. Now our food supply is threatened, and it is

essential for every citizen to know the basic ills and remedies

By C. H. CtmRAN
Curator, Department of Insects and Spiders,

Museum of Natural History

—because it is they who must suffer

as a result of our negUgence. Con-

servation is concerned not only in

preserving what is left of the rich

heritages left by our forefathers

but also with the rebuilding of the

lands and forests and other beauties

of oiu- country.

Few persons realize that the great

prairies over which countless buf-

faloes roamed only a century ago

—grassy plains that later supported

great herds of cattle and sheep and

then, under intensive agriculture,

became knovvTi as the "breadbasket

IT
is unfortunate that so many

people look upon conservation

as an effort to save the last remain-

ing few of some kind of animal or

plant seemingly on the verge of

extinction. One reason why this as-

pect of conservation is so often

brought to the attention of the pub-

lic is that it makes good newspaper

copy. Actually, it represents only

a small (though important) seg-

ment of the field. The full field of

conservation really concerns every

man, woman, and child in America

—and more especially the children

DOWN TO EARTH
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A Fire is a personal problem, because

it can be prevented only by personal vigi-

lance. Fire is a public menace, because it

destroys resources essential to our nation

of the world"—have largely deterio-

rated to a condition not much bet-

ter than that of a desert. The

productive areas have shrunk at an

alarming rate and are still shrink-

ing. This rich region will soon be

so depleted that it will no longer

produce enough grain to provide

bread for the people of the United

States.

The sequence of events leading

to this present condition has been

repeated many times in many lands.

Two thousand years ago the land

of Canaan was "flowing with milk

and honey," but it became a veri-

table desert long before America

was discovered.

There has been much condemna-

tion of the virtual extermination of
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the buffalo. Obviously, there was

terrific slaughter of these grand ani-

mals, almost all of it senseless and

very little of it sporting. The buf-

falo held its own against the In-

dians, who killed only for food and

clothing, but from the first day that

the white man set foot on the

prairies, the buffalo was doomed.

Grazing cattle and the buffalo could

not exist together, and since man
favored the cattle, the outcome was

a foregone conclusion.

While the cattlemen held sway

the prairies held their fertihty. The

short-cropping sheep that were

brought in almost at the same time

as the cattle did some damage, and

there was much antagonism be-

tween the sheepherders and cattle-

men, but the sheep were not so

numerous. Following these came

the wheat farmers, who obtained

great crops from the rich virgin

soils. When the soil became de-

pleted, many of these farmers

moved on to new land, and mixed

farming—cattle, corn, wheat, oats,

rye, and vegetables—replaced the

wheat farmer. These farmers did

fairly well because they fertilized

the soil and because they learned

to rotate crops in order to replace

some depleted elements. But in

huge areas of the prairies there was

little moisture to begin with, and

when the moisture-holding humus

was exhausted or seriously reduced,

the vegetation became so depleted

that the surface soil blew away,

producing the present Dust Bowl.

Around the Dust Bowl is a broad

band with barely enough vegeta-

tion to hold the soil, and outside

Philip Gendreau photo
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this is a marginal farming area. On
these farms a meager and hazard-

ous living can be made. In years

of severe drought there is no crop,

and two or three such years may
add another tract to the Dust Bowl

desert.

The conservation of these mar-

ginal farm lands is a problem of

great concern. It does not matter

what grows on them; there may
be a wide variety of plants, includ-

ing normally unwanted weeds. The

important thing is that the plants

preserve what humus is left and

thus prevent erosion by wind or

rain. The reclamation of these areas

will be a long and tedious process.

Man has destroyed in less than a

century what it took nature hun-

dreds of years to build. But it is

not impossible that man and nature

working together can rehabilitate

these areas in a few hundred years

at most. If special grasses and other

plants can be found to carpet the

soil with green, success is assured.

Conservationists believe that with

proper experimentation and plan-

ning this can be achieved. If man

also learns to retain what has been

rebuilt, the food supply of America

will be virtually assured.

Something of the utmost impor-

tance has already been learned. It

was long known that the seeds of

buffalo grass became fertile only

after passing through the digestive

tract of the buffalo. As a result of

extensive research it is now possible

by chemical treatment to make the

seeds of buffalo grass grow where

there are no buffaloes. Since this

grass resists drought and holds the

soil in place, it is ideal in any pro-

Kcystonc I'inc Co. photo

m
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A Overcropping produced the Dust Bowl,

not just freak weather. The overworked soil

lost its power to support a protective cover.

Result: a land-sore that will continue to

spread unless nature is aided toward recovery

Rich and productive—if not pushed too

far. It is hard to realize that areas in the Dust

Bowl looked as fertile as this a few years ago.

Fertilizer, rotation of crops, and protection

of the exposed topsoil between crops could

have kept it so
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< Contour plowing leaves level

furrows that hold the rain and pre-

vent soil erosion. Planting different

crops in alternate strips also permits

staggered harvesting and avoids ex-

posure of whole hillside to erosion

at one time

^ Aerial photograph showing scien-

tific soil conservation program employ-

ing strip planting, in Clayton County,

Iowa

Ewing Galloway photo

gram for reclaiming the Dust Bowl.

The problem is to produce enough

of it and to induce sulBcient inter-

est to encourage its use on a scale

large enough to produce appreci-

able results.

In our efforts to produce ideal

conditions for living, we often make
changes that carry the very seeds

of our destruction. Almost every-

body agrees that the elimination of

mosquitoes would make things

more comfortable, and the destruc-

tion of certain kinds would elimi-

nate malaria and other diseases.

One phase of mosquito control is

the draining of fresh-water swamps
and ponds. This is one of the sur-

est ways of eliminating breeding

places of many, though not all

kinds, of mosquitoes, but at the

same time it may have a harmful

effect on the whole countryside.

One of the chief requisites for the

maintenance of plant growth is the

proper amount of water in the soil.

Some plants can stand more than

others. Certain swamp and pond
plants need to have their roots con-

tinually saturated. Not all semi-

aquatic plants, including trees, die

when a swamp is drained, but many
kinds are completely eliminated.

The disappearance of the plants

is not the only result of draining

operations. The influence of the

swamp or pond extends far beyond
its visible borders. With the drain-

ing of many swamps it has been
found that adjacent pasture lands

have dried up, so that where we
once had lush grasslands only the

bare soil is now in evidence. The
water that had been conserved in

the swamp to take care of drought

conditions was not there when

Parma photo fr,

needed. In such cases the swamp
must be recreated if pasture land

is to be reclaimed and milk and
beef produced—with mosquitoes

also present!

The fisherman, sportsman, camper,

and farmer are all pestered by mos-

quitoes, black fhes, and other biting

insects. They could all enjoy life

much more without these pests.

But the fisherman, especially, would

suffer if we did not have these or

other insects to take their place.

The basic food of fresh-water fishes

is insects, smaller fishes, and other

small animals. Insects are the most

essential, and mosquito and black

fly larvae constitute an extremely

important part of their diet. The

Herbert C. Lanks photo from Keystone J'iew Co.

A Soil erosion that will spread rapidly unless the exhausted earth is

enriched and protected by suitable growth during its convalescence
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fishes either eat them directly or

depend upon other creatures that

feed upon them—larger insects, tad-

poles, frogs, and other animals.

One does not expect to find fishes

in swamps; few look for them there.

However, many swamps have an

amazingly large fish population.

During spring floods small fishes

may become stranded in swamps. I

have seen five-inch perch living in a

small water hole on the side of a

hill fifty feet from the edge of a

lake. Their only chance of return-

ing to the lake would come with

heavy rains that would produce a

stream.

I do not wish to imply that mos-

quito and black fly control should

be abandoned but merely to point

out that unless any control program

considers every possible angle, it

may do much more harm than good.

And now that we have available sev-

eral very excellent insect repellents

the need for control in fishing areas

is greatly reduced. The farmer has

available several DDT products to

protect his cattle, as well as other

preparations with which to kiU

pests before or after they enter his

home. The cost of personal protec-

tion is small, while animal protec-

tion more than pays for itself by

increased production.

At Bear Mountain and Harriman

State Parks we have clearly demon-

strated that proper spraying of both

open and closed buildings will per-

mit campers to sleep in absolute

comfort. Only two or three swamps
in the control areas have been

partly drained, and a few pools are

sprayed with plain kerosene. No
effort is made to control pests in

vidld areas (the camper must use

repellents when in them), and as a

result there has been no interfer-

ence with the development of plants

and animals in their natural sur-

roundings.

While the Dust Bowl is the best-

known American example of the

destruction of productive land, most

persons do not reahze that there

are hundreds of thousands of acres

of land in other parts of North

America that have been leached of

their fertility. These acres, in the

form of abandoned farms, are mute

reminders of the struggle of the
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early pioneers to make for them-

selves a better hving than could

be found in Einrope or in eastern

areas where the fertility of the land

had been lowered through years of

cropping.

When the lands were first cleared,

the timber furnished a limited in-

come, and the rich surface soil pro-

duced abundant crops. These pio-

neers worked hard to earn a modest
living, and many of them were not

farmers. It is no wonder that, as

the years went by, productivity

decreased and the yield necessary

for subsistence could be increased

only by farming a larger area.

We have no reason to shake our

heads and blame our ancestors.

They worked hard to keep aUve

and save a few dollars a year for

their old age and to provide for

their children. We cannot blame
them for growing the crops that

best provided for their needs-
wheat for themselves, oats for the

livestock, and peas, com, potatoes

for themselves, their pigs, and their

chickens. Each of these crops was
grown on a field that was known
to produce the best results. Un-
fortunately, the main crops—wheat,

oats, rye, and com—all take from

the soil practically the same ele-

ments, but this was not known un-

til late in the nineteenth century.

Only during the past 75 years has

farming become a science, and for

a much shorter time than that has

scientific farming been at all ex-

tensive. Rotation of crops—cereals,

potatoes, and legumes—has done
much to build up or maintain soil

fertility, but it has not been prac-

ticed enough to prevent moderately

fertile farms from becoming border-

line. The automobile and tractor

have not helped to maintain farm

fertihty. The farmer who once

owned two or more horses and one

or more cows may not own a single

draft or milk animal, and fewer

farmers keep pigs. All this results

in an enormous loss of natural fer-

tilizer, and, while the chemical fer-

tilizers furnish many of the ele-

ments needed in plant growth, they

are utterly lacking in the organic

materials that make rich humus.

It may seem that these worn-out

farm lands and the borderline farms

where people can still eke out a

scanty existence (the abandoned
farms of tomorrow) have nothing

to do with conservation. Actually,

they should be the deep concem
of all serious-minded citizens. Ob-
viously, it may be hundreds of years

before these lands can begin to

approach their original fertility.

Before this point can be reached
we must learn about the "trace ele-

ments," those plant foods that occur

in minute quantities in the soil but
are essential for the production of

healthy and maximum crops and
forests.

Reforestation plays an extremely

important part in conservation.

However, it is still beset by many
problems. If the land is left alone

to produce a natural forest growth,

there will follow a succession of

dominant trees, and scientists are

leaming what the sequence vsdll

be in any given region. But when
it is desired to produce revenue in

a long-range program, conifers are

most frequently planted if the land

is suitable. The trees are set out

rather close together on the theory

that each alternate tree will be re-

moved in time. All the trees will

then grow with straight trunks and
with few if any knots, because the

lower branches will be killed by
lack of sunlight. This is both good
theory and good practice, but un-

fortunately in many cases the prac-

tice is not carried out. The result

is that the superabundant grovv^
in a limited area produces spindly

and often unhealthy trees, because

the food supply is insuflBcient when
they get older. In the case of

spruces, balsams, etc., used for

Christmas trees, thinning can be

quite profitable. Trees of a height

of five to fifteen feet can be cut

out over a period of years, resulting

in the more rapid growth of the

remaining ones.

Among the common practices

once used in the clearing of land

was the burning of brush. There

were several different kinds of

brush burning. The rich, black bot-

tom lands in the valleys and many
of the prairie lands of the West
were covered by small trees and

bushes. These were generally cut

in the late summer and fall and
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•< Areas of destructive lum-
bering always stand in stark

contrast to adjacent lands where
effort has been made to conserve

the forests or treat them as a

sustained crop. The exposed mar-

ginal zone is in danger of be-

coming part of the wasteland

^ Guardian of the public trust:

,a ranger in Yellowstone Na-
tional Park. Only as long as our

citizenry holds our national and

state parks sacred can these areas

be effectively protected by their

custodians

burned late in the winter. This

caused little damage to the soil,

since the humus was not burned

out. Where lumbering was prac-

ticed, the slash was often piled on

top of stumps in order to burn them

out. However, where lumber was

tlie sole harvest, the slash was often

left for years and became tinder,

so that when a fire occurred, it

bturned deeply into the soil and fre-

quently ruined the land.

In the great timber belt extend-

ing across Canada many forest

fires were welcomed. This great

area, the largest outcropping of

Precambrian rocks in North Amer-

ica, known as the "Precambrian

shield," contains untold mineral

wealth. The covering of soil in

most parts is very thin, and in many

places the forest trees have a pre-

carious existence. They are mostly

evergreens and now furnish us with

most of our pulp for paper, but

poplars, birches, and willows, none

of any great commercial value,

abound. When these are burned

o£E, the rocks are stripped bare, and

forest fire areas become happy

hunting grounds for prospectors.

Several of Canada's rich mines have

been discovered in the wake of

forest fires.

Burning was used for other pur-

poses, too. The Indians of certain

areas burned over rough ground

because within two or three

years blueberries and huckleberries

sprang up in abundance. The prac-

tice is outlawed, but it probably

continues today. I have known of

several fires set for this purpose by

DOWN TO EARTH

farmers who relied upon the berries

as part of their annual income.

Soil erosion is the greatest enemy

today. Once the forest or other pro-

tective vegetation has been re-

moved, there is nothing to prevent

the soil from washing away or

blowing away during excessive dry

periods. Just how serious this prob-

lem is may be gleaned from the

statement of Representative B. F.

Philip Gendreau photo

Jensen of Iowa, who told a meeting

of the Mississippi Valley Associa-

tion, last January 16, that "about

one-fourth of the nation's crop land

is rapidly being damaged by ero-

sion and that much of it is in danger

of being permanently damaged."

Other speakers at the meeting ex-

pressed the fear that the "Marshall

Plan" is endangered and that the

nation will have diJBBculty in feed-

Continued on page 429
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A Many lifelike figures can be discerned in the intricate carvings

cliffs, making this an unreal world of memorable natural spectacles

Rudolph Hagen, who, through mar-

riage to a woman who was home-

steading a large part of what is

now called Red Rock Canyon, be-

came the owner of most of this un-

usual section of California scenery.

EfiEorts have been made by Kern

County officials to buy the area,

with the thought of its becoming a

National Monument. These at-

tempts, however, have been unsuc-

^ Old mine shafts, derricks,

and miscellaneous equipment

dot the landscape. More than

$16,000,000 in gold has been

taken from the Red Rock

Canyon area. The old stage

1 road winds up a tortuous

I

' trail out of the gully, in the

background at extreme left

cessful, and ownership still remains

with the Hagen family.

While most of the inhabitants

were mining, one woman with con-

siderable initiative had another

plan. In those days it was not known

that most of the springs in the re-

gion were tainted with arsenic.

This woman, reportedly of Spanish

descent, found not far from SulU-

van Spring a good spring whose

< The entrance to the old Span-

ish woman's arsenic spring. With

visions of a wide market for her

"medicinal waters," she had tun-

neled back into the mountain

for some distance to get a good

flow

waters seemed to have a very tonic

effect. As the story is told, she had

dreams of developing the spring

and even of bottling the water and

selling it as a great cure-all for

humanity. She did construct a tun-

nel some distance back into the

cliff, but what happened to the

woman is lost in oblivion. Water

still stands several inches deep from

wall to wall, but no one drinks it.

Carpeting the Hoor of the canyon

in the spring are gay masses of

bright-colored mimulus, lupins, gil-

ias, and innumerable other species

of desert flora. Scattered stands of

the Joshua tree lend the elegance

of their regal blooms, while some

weeks later brilUant "bouquets" of

golden yellow casia enUven the

landscape. Although spring is most

varied in hue, late summer and fall

are gaudy with the bright yellow

of the rabbit brush, which grows

to two or three feet in height.

Not much wildlife is apparent by

day, but innumerable trails and

holes tell of an active night life. A
cute little fellow observable in the

daytime is a miniature antelope

ground squirrel. His white tail

curled over his back reminds one

of a chipmunk, but his stripes run

y From the canyon rim: a dramatic

view of the work of erosion in the Magic

City sector of Red Rock Canyon

i^-<^-K>\=>fd?*

a
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only to his shoulders, not to his

nose, as do those of the chipmunk.

Ravens cawing raucously from the

crags are the most noticeable birds,

but if you camp by the cliffs at

night you may hear the notes of the

saw-whet owls nesting in wind-

swept holes in the rocks.

But the most important thing

about the canyon is not its history

or its flowers and animals. It is the

losing fight its massive, turreted

battlements are holding against the

forces of erosion. Formed of com-

paratively soft conglomerate rock,

the life of these cliffs will be short

geologically. In many places slip-

pages are easily discerned in broken

lines of strata or in masses protrud-

ing beyond the wall and held in

place only by the fallen rubble be-

low. Floodwaters swirl around the

bases of high precipices, wearing

away the foundations, until finally

the weight above forces mighty

walls to drop.

High on the mountainsides, how-

ever, new formations are contin-

ually eroding into view. Thus the

canyon continues to renew its fan-

tastic beauty despite the rapid

forces of destruction. Excluding

Bryce and Grand Canyon, Red
Rock Canyon is one of the greatest

erosion marvels of the West, and

it deserves to be preserved as a

National Monument.

''5?'"*^ -• -3»L~-»f

A In many places one may walk back

amid the colorful formations into carved

niches and caverns. Occasionally an aban-

doned prospector's hole may be found

'^ The play of light and shadow shows
how exquisitely nature has carved the rocks

RED ROCK CANYON



•<The crests of Snares penguins are

yellow, the eyes red, the beaks brown-
red with a pink edging, the backs

and flippers steel-blue, the fronts

white, and the feet pink. These pen-

guins stand about eighteen inches tall

would catch and climb up the cliffy

slope, sometimes they would fall

back into the terrific undertow of

the powerful surge. They would try

again and again until they made a

landing by using their strong feet

and their flippers. Then they wad-

dled off, clean and sleek and sure,

as if they had not taken a beating

that few animals could live through.

They must enjoy the battle, or they

would swim to quieter waters where

they could land in peace.

Gales drove the rain across the

strange forest that covers much of

our island. No branch obstructs

their sweep. Coarse, heavy, but

beautiful leaves lie on one level.

Part II of an article in three installments

THE aeon-long night passed.

At half-past four a Httle light

came in through the door of the

windowless hut. Enough men had

stirred so that Bob and I could

climb over the scrambled legs.

Charlie Fleming, our geologist,

helped me with a good strong hand.

As we stood upright outside. Bob

said excitedly, "Look, the Cove!"

It was a boiling cauldron of break-

ing waves. ".Alert" would have been

dashed to tinder had she stayed.

The long, wdde strands of kelp,

ranging from darkest brown to

golden tan, were churned and

twisted and brushed on and off

jagged rocks as the waves washed

them every which way. It seemed

to emphasize the fact that we ten

were alone on an empt>' island, not

knowing what storms might hold

us there.

Alone? Of course not: Bob and I

sat on a pinnacle of rock above a

raging sea, watching the penguins.

The biggest waves, so big and angry

no human being could survive

them, rolled penguins in by the

score. Sometimes the hardy birds

> The author and her

friends

A Naturalises
Life on a scientific expedition as viewed by the

only woman ever to land on the lonely and unex-

plored Snares Islands, south of New Zealand

By Grace E. Barstow Mxirphy
Photographs by Robert Clshmajj Mubphy
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close-growing, almost as evenly laid

as a man-made roof. This forest is

undulating, smooth-flowing, like the

grass-grown hills above the tree

line back in normal climates. Were
this not so, the gales would tear

the leaves to ribbons, as I have seen

our two great hurricanes do on Long

Island, where gales are not ex-

pected. The trunks, too, have habits

adjusted to the gales, for they

lie half supine along the muddy
ground. If they tried to stand up

straight hke other trees, the weight

of the wind across their tops would

break them down. Penguins march

among them to their rookeries, and

great, sluggish sea lions wallow in

the mud, though they prefer the

few open spaces to the shade of

trees.

When the others finally woke.

Bob and I had our first lesson in

the science of camping in mud. The

A No PROTRUDING BRANCH obstructs the gales that sweep across the undulat-
ing Olearia forest. The new spring leaves are silver-gray, looking like candles
among the older, darker foliage

\i the Suh'Antarctic
'* If the TRUNKS of the daisy trees

were upright, they could not stand

the weight of the gales. The forest

floor is mostly deep, dark mud, into

which all slipped and fell

whole island is deep, oozy mud. It

is under the trees, around each

clump of tussock grass, everywhere.

No one at home ever saw such mud.
It is dark and squashy and sHppery.

We wear high leather or rubber

boots all the time. We slip and fall

in it. Its only good quality is its

softness, which breaks the very fall

it causes.

"South Georgia was never like

this," said Bob. "Of course there

was mud, as there nearly always is

where there are penguins, but there

was plenty of dry ground and plenty

of clear, fresh water."

A \^ X

< Roland and Hugh cut

the heavy fern fronds for

flooring the tents, but the

mud oozed through
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•<The handsome
SKUA is a pirate, fear-

less and ruthless

^ Adult penguins herd the bahis

into nurseries, as hopeful protect! n

against the predatory skua

il'l^^\''^¥L'jii*'::,±^pi'd:JXik\xi%.

The "fresh" water here is ma-

hogany brown and smells so hor-

ribly of penguins and sea lions that

not even the hardiest man would

wash a finger in it.

There was not a level spot for

the tents. We could not set them

up by the landing because of the

sea lion wallows and the gale's

sweep. Above the high grass hum-

mocks rose the forest in a fearful

mass of great trunks and tangled

branches, all moss-covered, reach-

ing out close over the underbrush

of — mud. Big ferns, stumpy things

with long fronds, somewhat soft-

ened the horrible medley of the

massed trees.

The efficient New Zealanders fi-

nally chose the edge of the bush.

Ground was partially leveled. Great,

heavy fern fronds, six feet and more

long, were piled inches deep as

flooring. Four commodious sleep-

ing tents went up near each other.

Our supplies were brought for us

by the others of our party, and in-

cluded thick, white blankets Mr.

Stead provided. Their whiteness

did not last! Bob Falla has a single

tent near Bob's and my big double

one. Mr. Stead and Major Wilson

are reveling in luxury with mat-

tresses on their cots. Roland Stead

and Hugh Richards have settled

into very neat housekeeping. Far-

ther up the hill Charlie Fleming,

Mr. Newcombe, and Mr. Baird have

a large round sleeping tent and a

little tent for their instruments. The

castaways' hut harbors collections.

The mess tent, built by the Major

and the boys, is a work of art. I

am writing at its long table, which
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is flanked by benches. There is a

fireplace at one end for cooking,

the pots hanging on S-hooks. Crates

of food line the sides. We take turns

with the work and are having good,

hearty meals. The warm wood fire

is a blessing.

Each morning we breakfast on

fried muttonbird eggs. Each one is

larger than two hen's eggs. We are

not robbing the birds, for only those

laid deep in the burrows are in-

cubated. During the early part of

the nesting season, the birds can't

always wait, so they lay their eggs

outside, just as babies get born in

taxicabs before reaching the hos-

pital. I have picked up these

doomed eggs on the path to our

tent, for the muttonbird burrows

are everywhere, all over the island.

At dusk, one may stroke the soft

gray of these beautiful petrels as

they squat outside the openings

of their burrows.

This path that I speak of is, of

course, mud. The boys fill it now

and then with fern stumps, which

help till the water finds it can

ooze up almost as well as without

them.

Bob and I did not know the ropes

about flooring, nor did we have

enough bedding. The tent floor was

a bog. We froze in our cots. I told

Roland and Hugh and asked for

some of the big fern fronds to put

under our sleeping bags. Instead

they broke out the castaways' casks,

with the result that under my sleep-

ing bag there are six complete sets

of men's clothing, including heavy

underwear, of the vintage of my
grandparents. The cloth of the suits

is a very gay check. Bob has ex-

tracted some of the castaways' un-

derwear and has put it on. I may
succumb to the same idea if I

shiver much more. Most of this

clothing will be sent later for Eu-

ropean relief—to war castaways. We
also found heavy boots in perfect

condition and an iron teakettle

which would make a Madison Ave-
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nue antique dealer quite covetous.

Mr. Stead has been asking how

I have been standing the mud and

if it was repulsive to me. I told him

I hadn't time to worry over it and

that Bob and I helped each other

dress till we got our boots on and

could stand up in it. The boys gave

us a potato sack which makes a

very good rug.

There is a colony of penguins

between Bob Falla's tent and ours.

They march past our tents all day.

They keep up an endless chatter,

so that at night the din of penguins

and muttonbirds is fearful. The

latter, in their burrows, sound like

millions of crying babies. Some of

the penguins are nursing their big

chicks, which are covered with dark

gray down, making them look as

large as their sleek parents. Nar-

row fhppers that are not feathered

cannot successfully cover chicks,

but the urge to cover them is the

same as with feather-winged birds.

The parent pairs are very affection-

ate, caressing each other with their

flippers and even helping to scratch.

One parent stood quietly with a

flipper touching the breast of its

mate, while the other parent was

actively demonstrative. I am told

the females are the aggressive ones.

Sometimes a chick pushes between

the parents, wanting food, but get-

ting scant attention.

Down beyond the mess tent and

up the hill beyond the hut, a small

colony of penguins has been enact-

ing exactly the same drama Bob
saw in South Georgia long ago.

Three adults, equidistant from each

other, have been guarding twelve

muddy chicks. Newly hatched

chicks win a whole adult apiece,

but older ones hke these are gradu-

ated into nurseries. At this stage,

the parent penguins do not over-

look the advantage of having baby-

sitters.

There is a skua up by the pen-

guins, and I went up to watch the

great, dark, predatory gull. The
skua was hungry. Moreover, she

had two chicks over the rise of the

hill among the rocks, and they are

always hungry.

The handsome bird walked round

the penguin colony. Twelve pen-

guins had herded their offspring in

A naturalist's wife in the sub-antarctic

a tight clump. As the gull ap-

proached, more nonchalant than

she (or he?) probably felt despite

her strength, the penguins stretched

their necks and screamed at her.

They were so excited they turned

now and then to peck at the poor

babies, like cross nursemaids in

Central Park. The skua would walk

up close but be driven back. Three

times, on long, strong wings, she

landed in the middle of the fright-

filled group. She did not get a chick,

though once she filled her bill with

gray down, which she tried to spit

out disgustedly. The chicks are big

now, and their parents did not give

the skua time to get a good grip

to carry one off. When she finally

left, the penguins settled down to

rest, half nodding to each other in

a well-that-is-over way. It is impos-

sible not to dramatize penguins.

One watches the crowds of people

on New York streets and is wearied,

but one never tires of watching

penguins and interpreting their ac-

tions.

The skuas kept up their attack on

my little colony, gradually getting

every chick in it. The parents grew

used to me, so that each day I

walked close to their rain-bedrag-

gled, muddy babies, whose bones

were soon scattered under theii'

parents' eyes. Three disconsolate

adults came to look at the deserted

spot, and now and then a weak at-

tempt has been made to live on it

again. Building nests takes scant

time, for they are depressions in

the mud with a few sticks and

stones.

A scramble over the rocks of sev-

eral headlands brings me to a fa-

vorite spot on a cliff 100 feet above

the sea, where there are penguins

in thousands. They ride in on the

highest, roughest waves of the cliff-

dashing sea. Their main avenue,

which we call Penguins' Broadway,

stretches away over the hills, worn

out of the black rocks. The coast is

the wildest I have ever seen. The

winds blow cold. Unknown cen-

turies of plodding, httle pink feet,

each set carefully down after the

other as would yours or mine be

set on a steep path, have worn this

wide way leading across the open

tussock-covered hill to the rook-

eries. When there is a depression

they jump across, both feet to-

gether, and when there is a slight

elevation they jump up, measuring

the distance accurately. Coming

down such a path or on cliffs is

not quite so easy. They slip and

^ Snares penguins, after taking a beating in the powerful, surging waves,

rest a bit before climbing to their colonies in the madly twisted forest
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slide quite long distances. Some-

times they stop and perch comfort-

ably on level hummocks or rocks.

Sometimes they lie on their stom-

achs on almost perpendicular rock

sides. I watched one high above

me on a hummock, head hidden

behind the flipper. He looked like a

black kitten with whiskers showing,

his dark steel-gray turned darker

by the hght.

The penguins seem to have four

methods of progression: walking,

hopping, swimming like ducks, and
leaping like porpoises in the water.

The hop is faster than their almost

ludicrous walk, for their feet are so

big and their legs so short they can-

not get all of one foot in front of

all of the other foot. As I sit quietly

among them, I can watch all their

habits, even to the flash of their

transparent extra eyelids, which

cross their open eyes every two or

three seconds. When they grow
sleepy, their eyes close or blink.

At other times they are wide open.

A dignified penguin sat solemnly

at my crossed feet the other day.

We seemed to discuss many mat-

ters of interest. Getting restless, I

uncrossed my feet, and my friend

ttuned to leave. As instinctively as

I would speak to you, my reader, I

said:

"Oh, please don't go."

And he turned and stayed.

Beyond where I was sitting, be-

tween my rock and the next prom-

ontory, there is an almost level

ledge, kelp-edged, nearly free of

water at low tide but covered by
a few feet at high tide. Here pen-

guins have a playground. Some
pour into the surf and are swept

out to sea, while others are spun

out of the pounding waves to strug-

gle to dry rocks. One large group

has a game of standing stock-still

on the flat rock ledge waiting for

a rousing roller. When it comes, it

sends thfem tumbling and scurrying.

As it recedes, they cUmb on the

same rock again, awaiting the next.

It is their kind of surfboard-riding.

They play in groups at sea, too.

They roll over in the water to polish

their white shirt fronts and wash
the mud off.

It is fortunate that penguins have

the thick skins I help Bob prepare.
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Their armor against the terrific

buffeting on jagged rocks explains

their survival. The coat of feathers

is thick and deep, and the skin is

tough. Under the skin is a heavy

layer of fat Uke a fibroid mattress.

It is my job to cut this fat off after

the skins are roughed out. With

scissors I cut off the hunks and

partly clean out the skull. It is

back-tiring work without a chair,

yet as I say:

"Seeing a penguin inside out

Is something to write home
about."

As everyone's back aches in our

chairless, comfortless existence, no

one bothers about one's own. Bob
says it is the hardest living he has

ever known anywhere in the world.

There is a new puddle in the tent

at the foot of Bob's cot.

There is never a level spot for

two successive steps, and we all

fall down in the mud so often no

one ever notices it. Penguins fall

forward, for their tails are supports.

Humans fall backward. I took one

backward tumble downhill, getting

my hair full of mud, and there is

no way to wash it. I am restless for

a bath, yet would not cut this ex-

perience short an hour for the sake

of one. Have any pioneers expected

hot baths every day?

The whole place is so damp with

the constant rain that it is hard to

dry the bird skins, much less wet

clothing. The branches of the trees

feel muddy and damp.

Bob Falla told me that the island

lies in the track of moisture-laden

westerly winds that have blown

over a wide expanse of ocean. I

asked him why the warm ocean

current which flows north in the

Tasman Sea does not help. I see it

on the map. He said:

"It would be much worse here

without it. The current is not as

strong as your Gulf Stream, and

the life in it is not so interesting."

The New Zealanders take the

edge off the hard living by their

unfailing courtesy and their thought

not only for Bob and me but for

each other. When I have spoken

of it, they caU it their "training."

That it lasts over into such camp-

life as this shows how genuine and

natural it is. They tell me that our

officers, marines, and GI's were very

courteous and generous.

"Your men taught us Enzedders

to 'say it with flowers and choco-

lates.'
"

"There is your own courtesy

again in your kindly judgments,"

said I.

"Of course, like our own soldiers,

they had their boisterous fun at

times," one said, and again I pointed

out that including "our own sol-

diers" in the statement again proved

their courtesy. So they began to

tease:

"Do you want to take us all home

with you?" Then a stubble-faced,

unkempt, and unwashed gentle-

man took out a cigarette and asked

me, as if we were in evening dress

at a dance in 1910, "May I smoke?"

They are good company and

merry, but their humor is different

from our American brand. The

boys built a pyramid of firewood

which called for a banner on it, I

thought. So I made one, using all

our names in word play:

"Camp of the Trained Mud Tur-

tles: This is a Major job done by

the wit of New Zealanders, inStead

of by Poor Potatoes of Americans.

Newcombers will find that tents

do not Falla down. The Bairds are

comfortable. The Hughs of birds

and trees are so beautiful they keep

everybody Fleming in zeal for Nat-

ural History."

Bob Falla read it and waved to

me merrily. Mr. Newcombe and

Charlie Fleming waved. Hugh said,

"Do you mean the Murphys by

Potatoes?" Nothing else was said,

and it disappeared without an

American jab at going me one bet-

ter.

Yet the difference between the

Enzedders and us will always be

the fact that, whereas Americans

go camping with ten pounds of

coffee, the New Zealanders take

ten pounds of tea. There are no

other differences that matter. New
Zealand and American scientists

match well, living together in the

rain and mud on a stormy rock at

the bottom of the globe.

The third and last installment of this

article will be published in the December

issue of Natural History.
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< The potter wasp, Eumenes fra-

ternus, which produces small jug-

shaped nests and stocks them with

caterpillars for her hungry larvae

By Edwin Way Teale
Photographs by the

^ The jugs, of the potter wasp at-

tached to arbor vitae

PIONEER
POTTER
An insect master craftsman makes man's ancient art look young

SMALL yellowish or grayish ob-

jects, about half an inch in

diameter, shaped like round jugs

and cemented to twigs, are some-

times encountered among bushes

and trees. They are the product of

one of the world's pioneer potters,

a narrow-waisted solitary wasp
known to science as Eumenes fra-

ternus.

Each of these jugs is a little nest

stocked with caterpillars. It is pro-

duced with a little liplike margin

running around an opening near

the top. Through this opening, the

female wasp inserts small caterpil-

lars she has paralyzed with her

PIONEER POTTER

sting. When the jar is well stocked,

she attaches a single egg by means

of a delicate thread to the top of

the interior of the nest and then

seals the opening.

Within, the egg hatches into a

tiny carnivorous larva. It feeds on

the living food that has been stored

up for it, grows, transforms into a

pupa, and emerges as an adult all

within the protection of the ma-

sonry walls of its nest. Only when
it has reached its winged form does

it make its escape. Then it bites

its way out through the side of the

jug, leaving a gaping hole in the

wall, and flies away in search of

nectar and a mate. So narrow-

waisted are these adults that the

abdomen where it joins the thorax,

or mid-body, is hardly thicker than

one of the insect's legs.

The work of the female wasp in

stocking the nest is of great value

to gardeners, fruitgrowers, and

farmers. Cankerworms are a fa-

vorite prey of Eumenes fraternus.

These and immense numbers of

other agricultural pests are de-

stroyed each year by the activity

of these insect potters.
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A The beginning of a twilight that lasts all night:

sunset on the Rockies north of Banff, Alberta, where
there is no true night in late June and early July. The

sun sets late and rises early, and it is never far enough

below the horizon for the land to become really dark.

There are fewer nocturnal animals in the north
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The Twilight Shift
Even in a rocking chair on a well-screened porch you can discover a

new world of nature, in which special organs of sight, hearing, and

scent are attuned to the peculiar conditions of dawn and dusk

By LoRUS
J.
and Margery

J.
Milne

Photographs by the authors

MAN is a prisoner of daylight.

Since prehistoric times he

has striven to burst the bars by

building campfires, lighting can-

dles, or inventing other sources of

artificial illumination. But all of

these are poor substitutes for the

sun, and beyond their glow his foot-

steps falter. The unknown reaches

out to grip his mind in nameless

fears. "Is not the midnight like

Central Africa to most of us?" asked

Thoreau. Few of us, in fact, ever

attempt to explore the night. Yet

the hours of darkness offer fascinat-

ing discoveries, and if a person

trains himself to make the best use

of his eyes, this strange world is

his for the asking.

Outdoor observations usually

brake to a reluctant halt at dusk.

Often the most interesting facts

seem just about to come to hand

when the light fails. Indeed, one of

the best reasons for moving to the

north woods for the summer is that

the days are longer there. Birds that

know no union hours in feeding

broods of hungry young are be-

lieved by many to make their spring

migrations chiefly to take advantage

of the more extended light in north-

ern regions.

The length of a day is an ex-

tremely variable quantity. If twi-

light be added to the actual time

the sun is above the horizon, the

variation is even greater for most

inhabited parts of the earth. Season

and latitude complicate matters.

Thus Charleston, South Carolina,

has 54 minutes more of sunlight on

New Year's Day than does Boston,

Massachusetts. But twilight almost

equalizes things by being about 30

minutes longer at that time of year

in the northern city. At summer

solstice, Boston's day is a whole

^ A GHOST CRAB, active on the beach at night, raises alert eyes on upright

stalks to survey the surrounding scene. If danger threatens, these eyes may be

dropped into protecting grooves on the hard body. Hundreds of these crabs

feed side by side at night in the wet sand of a beach that seems entirely

deserted through the day

hour longer than Charleston's, and

twiUght adds a 70-minute extra

bonus. Night is crowded into less

than four and a quarter hours. Yet

these cities are but ten degrees of

latitude apart (about 700 miles

measured north and south).

At the latitude of Boston, street

lamps are scarcely needed until

nine o'clock standard time in sum-

mer, and twilight lasts until seven

minutes to ten. Along the north

shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence,

A The smooth sand of the beach records

the activities of animals both night and

day. Here the prints of eight sharp-tipped

running legs of a nocturnal ghost crab

{left) cross the hurrying toe marks of a

coastal bird of the sparrow kind. Both

creatures share the same beach but seldom

see each other
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A A TWILIGHT SCENE caught by photoflash

through four feet of water: King Crabs in

Delaware Bay. The smaller male has hooked

its claws to the female's shell and is forc-

ing her to drag him with her until she lays

her eggs in a hollow scooped in the sand.

Sometimes several males are towed

approaching the Labrador bound-

ary, and throughout much of west-

em settled Canada, twilight extends

from sunset to sunrise. There is no

real night at all in late June and

early July. These features impress

the traveler, but they have even

more pronounced efFects on the

kinds of creatures that Uve in vari-

ous parts of the world. In the Arctic,

summer is the warm, sunny season,

when animals depending upon day-

light vision can be up and about.

Night is absent altogether there for

much of the year. Naturally, noc-

turnal creatures would have difiS-

culties, and there are fewer and

fewer of them the farther north one

goes. At the same time, animals liv-

ing in the far north need good vision

for twilight or night unless they can

hibernate.

Man's vision, to be sure, is pro-

vided with enough adaptability

to allow him considerable activity

during twilight or even under the

open stars. Yet so linked to daylight

is his mind that until a few years ago
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he had never bothered to measure

the brightness of the night sky.

Scientists finally accomplished this

in the early 1940's. Avoiding the

Milky Way and the moon, they

were sm-prised to find that the sky

was a dark gray, not a black. Be-

tween the stars was a night illumi-

nation that proved to be almost a

universal constant, with the same

value all over the earth. Then, with

the obvious fact stated in pho-

tometric units, the experts recalled

having awakened under a moon-

less, starlit sky to discover that they

could see a great deal in this dim,

colorless light. After several hours

in the dark, their eyes could recog-

nize the silhouettes of trees against

the sky and even distinguish the

features of distant landscape.

Few animals have better eyes

than man when night operations

are necessary. Ours are large in

comparison with most, and our

pupils open wide like the iris

diaphragms on expensive camera

lenses. In the semidark, the light-

recording retina becomes increas-

ingly sensitive as the minutes pass.

And by making use of cues offered

by the whole field of view, we can

extend our vision into realms of the

night where we suppose cats and

owls alone can see. Actually most of

the many creatures that are abroad

when twilight's glow has gone de-

pend less on eyes and more on scent

and sound to tell them what they

need to know. When the warmth

of the sun is absent and there is no

wind, the night air hangs quietly

close to the ground. Lack of upward

currents enables sound to travel for

greater horizontal distances, and

odors diffuse farther, too. Ears de-

pend more on their own keen abili-

ties when eyes are unable to be of

much help. The lack of competition

between the rival senses makes the

mind more alert in judging noises

in the night.

One of the pleasures of camping

in the wilderness is in wakefully

following the transitions of twiUght.

Even in the tropics, night does not

end with the suddenness that has

been credited to it. Only Kipling

could make the dawn come "up

like thunder outer China 'crost the

Bay!" Nor does night descend again

like a black blanket thrown over

the earth. There is time for the

eyes to become accustomed to the

dark. Pupils open wide in less than

a quarter of an hour, and the retina

approaches its maximum sensitivity

in three times this long.

Darkness appears first in the

woods, spreading through the

thickets and into the valleys. Day
lasts longest in the open pasture

and on the mountain crest. Distant

hills cHp ofi^ the setting sun at a

pace as perceptible as the move-

ment of a clock's minute hand.

White sunbeams, shorn of their

blue by dust and moisture in their

long slanting path through the

earth's atmosphere, spread a red-

dish glow on western hillsides.

Finally, the sky reflects only a bale-

ful greenish Ught, or clouds high

above return a rosy brilliance to the

land below. Throughout the twi-

light, countless creatures recognize

their signal. It tells some to find

places of concealment for the night.

Others it advises that they may now
come forth in relative safety. Most

of their daytime enemies are inac-

tive and becoming blind.

We can think back to many
sounds that are typically part of the

night—the spine-tingling yowl of a

lyiLx in the Canadian wilds, the

snorts of pack horses browsing near

our tent, the unfamiliar identifica-

tion call of "Chuck-Will's Widow"

in an Ozark wood lot, the trilling of

toads along a man-made stream in

a Philadelphia park. Amidst a

boundless orchestra of tree crickets,

we have sat enchanted while a sin-

gle fiddler continued his call for a

deaf mate in spite of the beam of

our flash lamp. Even the click of a

cheese-baited trap is a night sound.

The instrument of death lies wait-

ing but untouched all day and into

twilight. Yet when night has fallen

and the mice come out, the passive

thing springs into action.

Other sounds are as obviously

part of day. The house wren, rest-

ing a moment on the doorway of its

nest, plays through the same nerv-

ous chattering song, over and over.

It rings out again from the bushes

where tlie bird is seeking more and

bigger mouthfuls of long-legged

crane flies. Soon it will be back to
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its young, its head almost hidden

by the brush of insect appendages.

Even this handicap cannot break

the sequence of the song. The whis-

tling wings of mourning doves, the

whirr of a startled pheasant or

grouse, the cheerful chirps of chick-

adees and juncos, and the melody

of the song sparrow are all related

to full daylight, when these seed

and insect eaters can find their tiny

food by sight.

But some sounds are just as char-

acteristic of the twilight time. They

follow through a regular repertoire

at the break and close of day. As

the dim light of approaching dawn

begins to spread across the sky, and

human eyes fail to distinguish

against the brightening background

stars of progressively greater mag-

nitude, the owl's hoot and the musk-

rat's splash vanish with the noises

of the night. A robin tries a lonely

solo. The first notes are hesitant, as

though the bird had almost forgot-

ten the tune or was concerned for

fear the pitch was wrong. Speckle-

chested thrushes begin their arpeg-

gios of harmony. Most of these birds

are wide-awake but have not yet

left their perches since night still

lingers among the undergrowth in

which their food is hiding. Soon

warblers join the growing chorus

and flit about to investigate the

brighter side of tree trunks and ex-

posed leaf surfaces for bugs and

sleepy flies. The robin is no longer

a soloist; many of his brethren add

their full-throated contributions to

the spreading volume of sound. This

twilight time initiates the vigorous

"Cheer" call of the cardinal, the

endless imitations of the catbird

and brown thrasher. But as the sun

appears over the horizon, the noises

die away like conversation at a

dinner table when the main course

is served. The birds are far too busy

eating, breaking the night-long fast

and gathering food for young.

At dusk the cycle of events re-

peats itself, but in the opposite di-

rection. Nor are sounds the only

clues to activities of animals near

by. In complete silence through the

gathering shadows, deer lead their

freckled fawns from leafy shelters

to feeding areas under the open sky.

We recall many evenings when a

few of these graceful creatures

slipped by within a few feet of us.

Others must have waited for com-

plete darkness, for the well-worn

path showed great numbers of fresh

hoof prints each morning. Another

memory is linked to a lonely forest

campside in New Mexico. We were

lehvi-

toy

Jnigk

ay now

HOW LONG IS A DAY at any place, at any time of year?

Everyone knows that the days get longer in summer and

shorter in winter. But the actual length depends upon your lati-

tude. Here is a rapid method for finding the time between sunrise

and sunset in any latitude -from 30 degrees N. to the Pole at

any season.

^OORS OF SUNLIG^^

HOW MUCH TWILIGHT IS THERE?

it begins to get light before the sun actually rises, and real darkness does
not come immediately after sunset. This chart gives you the number of

hours between earliest morning twilight and real darkness after sundown.
It will show you how much longer twilight lasts in high latitudes than in low.

If you want to find the duration of twilight in the morning or evening,

subtract the length of sunlight, as found on the other chart, from the length

of time indicated by this one and divide by two, for twilight is the same
morning and evening.

Astronomical twilight, shown here, lasts as long as the sun is no more than

18 degrees below the horizon.

^Vi ^° °f^ ~ I^'"GA/,

of hovn <rf twiliBhl



preparing late supper by flashlight

when a low dark shape approached
from the clearing. Its sohd sil-

houette and lumbering gait told us

that it was a bear, long before we
shone the hght in its direction. It,

too, passed within a few feet, cling-

ing by habit to a trail that led to

the river. The only concession to

our presence was an occasional

turning of its head to watch us.

Each time it looked our way, the

beam of our flashlight was reflected

back to us as a pair of reddish

eyeshines, set close together hke
the beady eyes of a toyland eflBgy.

But the silent bear was far more
interested than it cared to show.

Each morning the earth around our

tent gave evidence that the big ani-

mal had circled the canvas repeat-

edly during the night, without even

an audible sniff to disturb our sleep.

The transition toward night ac-

tually begins before the sun goes

down. Rabbits become active and
tree frogs commence to voice

their penetrating, whistle-Hke calls.

Cardinals may cease activity as

much as ten minutes before sunset,

and crows settle for the night with

the last rays of the sun. The next

20 minutes end the day for most

of the seed- and insect-eating birds,

though robins and mockingbirds

may continue to sing for as much
as half an hour into twilight. Mos-

quitoes and fireflies appear in num-
bers about fifteen minutes after

sunset, a little before the whip-

A Camouflaged against the bark of a tree all day, this moth waits fur twiligh

with large eyes and odor-sensitive feelers ready to search out night-flowerinj

shrubs that offer nectar. These insects pollinate many kinds of blossoms that ar(.

not open during the day when bees and humingbirds are active

poorwiUs commence their calling,

and bats begin to write crazy pat-

terns in the sky. Nighthawks seldom

leave their roosts until dayhght has

dwindled and their camouflage is

no longer needed. Then they chmb
into the upper air, alternately beat-

ing their long wings to gain altitude

and coasting downward. Their cries

come back to earth at regular in-

tervals that match their undulating

flight—one cry, one pause in flap-

ping wings. Many of them patrol

^ Caverns offer solace from the sunlight for creatures of the twilight. In the

narrow mouth of this Pennsylvania cave, many crepuscular and nocturnal

creatures take refuge for the day. It offers eternal darkness only a short flight

from open air, from days and nights and seasons

a regular beat in the sky. For a

series of evenings we kept tally for

half an hour or more, while one

bird made a seemingly irregular

circuit just fourteen calls in length.

The final call coincided with one

special landmark visible only to the

nighthawk. At this same spot each

time, it took a wing-closed dive,

plummeting earthward hundreds of

feet. Although we could see it no

longer through the trees, the dull

metallic ringing sound told us when

the bird braked its descent with

spread pinions.

The number of animals abroad at

night is often beyond the imagina-

tion of the uninitiated. Only a rook-

ery of nesting sea birds or a living

wave of fiddler crabs on a tropical

beach give the same impression

by day as the abundance and prox-

imity of noctural creatures feeding

side by side. Ghost crabs along the

limit of farthest wave-advance, dip-

ping sensitive nippers into the sand

for minute bits of food, are unbe-

hevably numerous at midnight on

a shore Hue that seems devoid of

hfe all day. W. H. Hudson tells of

entertaining visitors from town

through a demonstration of the

number of near-by animals. After

supper he would take them a little



distance back of the house and al-

low them to stand still a few min-

utes to "feel the silence" of the

pampas. Then he would fire a gun

to frighten the rat-sized viscachas

feeding in the grass. In a few sec-

onds his guests would hear "an ex-

traordinary hullabaloo, a wild out-

cry of hundreds and thousands of

voices from all over the plain for

miles around, voices that seemed

to come from hundreds of different

species of animals so varied they

were, from the deepest booming

sound to the high shrieks and

squeals of shrill-voiced birds." Yet

this uproar came from a single kind

of creature that had waited until

night so that it might feed in peace.

There is all the thrill of living a

detective story when one sits quietly

in the dim light of dusk or dawn
and tries to identify the various

animals that move near at hand.

Little fluttering wraiths give off a

soft muttering whirr as they hover

and dart around a flowering shrub.

In daylight they are sleepy moths,

but in the darkness they take the

place of swift-winged humming-
bu-ds. They tend the flowers and

accomplish pollination for many
kinds that are not open while bees

and birds are active. The sound of

moth wings is very different from

that of the "shard-borne beetle with

his drowsy hum." The chafers have

a rough harshness in their buzzing,

and they blunder into foliage or

tumble clownlike to the ground

when they attempt to settle on a

plant.

Fireflies rest on leaves or blades

of grass and practice pulsing their

abdominal lamps. Others take to

wing and show off the full brilliance

of their greenish lights. Through

the dusk each can be seen to pause

A With eight eyes, this spider ex-

plores the woods at night and

through the twilight times. These

eyes, which are large for spiders, en-

able the creature to see in front, to

the side, and to the rear. Prominent

highlights show the position of the

largest pair. A row of four others are

in front, another pair, behind. Its

enemies include owls, whippoorwills,

and other animals of the evening

>• Through the night, without

benefit of enough light to see by, an

orb-weaving spider stretched the

radial strands of this web and then

made a growing spiral of sticky silk.

An outstretched foot (one of the

eight) kept the spacing between cir-

cuits of the spiral. This web, spar-

kling with minute dewdrops, has

had at least one day's use, as indi-

cated by the many holes

in its slow forwai'd flight, at ahnost

regular intervals. Then from the

vegetation it zooms upward Hke a

helicopter, blazing with luciferin,

only to extinguish the cold lire, de-

scend, and move on. The males,

with far larger eyes than their

mates, are the chief light producers,

the main actors in this nightly bal-

let. But they are not the only lumi-

nescent beetles that make an

appearance in the twilight. One
evening near the McDonald Ob-
servatory in the Davis Mountains

of southwest Texas, we met an un-

familiar member of another insect

family. From the chilly July air we
had taken refuge in the car, with win-

dows closed and dome hght shining

down on maps and notes. Suddenly

two lights appeared, close together

on the windshield in front of us.

The side window showed two more
pairs, and the back window had a

pair, too. These lights were all

around us, always in pairs about

the same distance apart. One of us

got out to investigate and re-

turned with click beetles in both

hands. Like eastern click beetles

or Jacksnappers, these tried hard

to jerk themselves from our grasp,

but all the while their two little

points of luminescent greenish-yel-

low glowed, somewhere amidships

on their bodies, both above and be-

low. As we sat tliere, more were

attracted by the car's cabin hght.

We shut it off for a few minutes.

In the dark, dozens of the creatures

were flitting around, like fireflies

and yet not fireflies, each with its

tiny pair of bright beacons.
Continued on page 430
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FOR centuries, all Chinese peo-

ple have believed in the power

of a Httle root. "Jin-tsan," they call

-*l it. It is at times about the size of a

small parsnip, two to four inches

long, with wrinkles running around

it. Maybe 16 dried wild pieces will

weigh a pound; or perhaps it will

take several hundred pieces to

weigh a pound—wath sales as high

as S400 an ounce. We export to

China about a miUion dollars' worth

of ginseng a year.

A sign enameled green, gold, red,

and blue may greet your eye on a

Chinese street: "Here are sold deer's

horn pills and ginseng." Other signs

on this narrow cobblestone street

bear similar messages, for this is

ginseng street. Within odorous dis-

tance may be sandalwood street,

where shops offer sandalwood fans

and sandalwood incense sticks to

bum in temples. Not far away may
stretch coffin street, where sons and

grandsons come to select fine

wooden coffins to present to fathers

and grandfathers on their sixty-first

birthday, for elderly Chinese like

to feel ready for death.

But ginseng postpones death.

Deer's horn pills may cure epilepsy,

but ginseng, in strengthening and

building Chinese flesh and bone

and spirit, prolongs life.

You enter a doorless opening.
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The lore and romance of one of the world's strangest

million-dollar industries—from the piauresque Man-

churian ginseng hunter, with his birchbark hat and panther

skin, to his American counterpart in our eastern woodlands

By Jennie E. Harms

Here no ginseng or any other item

is on display as in an American
drugstore. The merchant in his

black gown and cloth shoes, his

eyes Like Httle black buttons in his

ivory face under the black skuUcap,

counts up your purchase on an

abacus of wooden balls and wire.

But the ginseng he weighs out for

you looks like the ginseng you
might buy in an American drug-

store, if you happened to find it.

You won't come across it easily,

though, for we ship about 99 per

cent of aU our ginseng to China.

If American ginseng is in this

shop of the deer's horn pills, it must

have taken on magic somewhere in

its shipping. American doctors as-

sign only mildest heahng powers,

if any, to ginseng, including the

Asiatic lands. Chinese doctors, the

most eminent among them, have

added volumes to a Hterature that

was already enormous when King

Solomon wrote his Songs—books ex-

tolhng the virtues of this wrinkled

httle root.

"Oh, well," you might comment,

"the Chinese have queer supersti-

tions about medicine anyway. Con-

sider their behef in tiger's whiskers

—some of their most expensive pills

are of tiger's whiskers, weighed out

Hke so many pellets of gold. They
believe that eating dog's flesh gives

courage. They use asbestos, moths,

snake skins, and oyster shells in their

medicines. Elk hoof cures hysteria.

Powdered rhinoceros horns are for

aU sorts of mahgnant fevers. Doesn't

the crest of their Society of Apothe-

caries have a rhinoceros on it? They

give powdered turkey's tongue to

consumptives. To be sure, they

hke pleasing ingredients—almonds,

orange bark, gentiaiis, chrysanthe-

mums . .

."

rooas as Medicines

One thing to remember is that

the Chinese make little distinction

between medicines and foods. They

eat to steer clear of disease. Their

medicines become stews or soups,

well mixed for flavor and texture.

"Stew me some ginseng. I need

strength," and from the ginseng

root in the cupboard drawer, a

little piece is cut and boiled. A tea-

cupful is drunk as an energy tonic

for the Hving as well as for the

dying.
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The Chinese seem always to have

liked and used ginseng. Their earli-

est writings mention it. Some long-

ago forester, perhaps, while dig-

ging up roots for something to eat,

unearthed the first ginseng to be

found. If this was a kind now most

revered, he must have gazed at it

in wonder. For here, alive and

growing, was a Uttle human figure,

a wrinkled doll with arms and

thighs, the limbs not folded as a

mummy's, but in the twists of ac-

tivity. A growing man-image, no

bigger than his finger—and he had

just dug it up! So he wrapped it

tenderly in a leaf, brought it home,

looked at it, and began to believe

in it.

•Lilcc of M.

The Chinese word for ginseng

means "likeness of man." The herb's

taproot, apt to be forked, means—

so the Chinese befieve-that the

root was created in man's image so

that man would recognize it as be-

ing able to cure his ills. Vigor stored

in the root—vigor revealed in the

sturdy arms and legs—can be im-

parted to him who swallows a Httle

of the root. Roots most nearly like

York Botamcat GardenPhoto fro

^ Ginseng's erect stalk, five leaves, and
icarlet berries make it easy to spot

human bodies—fat little roots with

well-developed arms and thighs-

possess magical powers. A Chinese

feels better just in owning such a

root.

Then the leg and thigh parts can

cure leg and thigh troubles. For

instance, legs grown from a root as

though the root had been running,

can heal a child's lameness. Ginseng

taken as tea or in little red pills

strengthens the lungs and the heart

and the hver, brightens eyesight,

stops indigestion, and helps make

one immune to disease. Formulas

for the small red pills are kept se-

cret in families for generations, and

their sales are enormous. The pills

weighed on scales are balanced

against a bar of silver.

Chewing ginseng imparts endur-

ance. Loubere in 1688 wrote, "He

that hath this root in his mouth will

hold out at labor as long again as

he that hath it not."

Several Chinese doctors who have

studied in America are back in

China studying ginseng, unable to

understand how we value it so

hghtly, whereas to them it has the

highest, most enduring building

power of any tonic knov^m. They

say its action, slow and gentle in

itself, has almost magical effect.

Chinese pubhc speakers take gin-

seng before and after their speak-

ing tours, because it more than

soothes them. Our U. S. Dispensary

says ginseng increases blood pres-

sure and rate of respiration but is

good only as a demulcent. The

Chinese beheve it is too heating

for Americans, who are tempera-

mentally too hot anyway.

A cup of ginseng tea given to a

Chinese on his deathbed is beUeved

to hold off death five days, en-

abhng him to attend to his affairs

and making it possible to move

him to a wooden board on the floor

on which to die, thus preventing

his spirit from inhabiting his bed

forever.

In 1714, Father Jartoux, a mission-

ary in China, pubHshed in The

Philosophical Transactions of the

Royal Society of London, a descrip-

tion of "A Tartarian Plant called

Gin-seng." This article with draw-

ings came to the attention of Father

Lafitau, a missionary among the

STEW ME SOME GINSENG. I NEED STRENGTH.

Iroquois in Quebec, and started

him searching for ginseng in the

Canadian wilds. In two years he
found it growing in Montreal. It

\^'as not exactly the Chinese gin-

seng but an herb so similar that al-

most at once Canadians began sell-

ing the roots to the French at 35^

a pound. Then the French sold

them to China at $3.50 or more a

pound.

Panax quinquefolium, botanists

call American ginseng, allying it

to spikenard and wild sarsaparilla.

Panax schinseng, panax for panacea,

is the Asiatic land. But Chinese

druggists admit that the difference

between the roots is largely imagi-

nary, though they seU Chinese gin-

seng at a higher price when they

know it to be Chinese.

The price for Canadian ginseng

rose to $5.00 a pound. Canadians

and Indians rushed the roots to

market, but they dug up immature

roots, dug them in summer before

seeds had set and before nutriment

had been stored in them, or they

dug the roots up carelessly, injur-

ing some of the appendages. And

the Chinese, with their love for

jade animals, silken gowns, screens

inlaid with tourmaUne and mother-

of-pearl, required quaUty also in

ginseng and rejected these inferior

roots. Trade dropped from $100,000

a year to $6500 and soon ceased

completely.

An early American Inctustry

Meanwhile, New Englanders and

settlers in almost every state east

of the Mississippi and a few states

beyond, were finding ginseng in its

favorite haunts of oak and maple

and beech forests, flourishing in

that wealth of leafmold among few

other undergrowths. It was easy to

spot because of its arrangement of

five leaflets-three about four inches

long, two an inch or so long—all

five splayed out like the fingers of

a hand; because of its erect flower

stalk, a half-foot or more tall from

where the leaf stalks branch; be-

cause of its imnbel of yellowish-

green flowers, a little Hke carrot-

lace flowers; and because of its

scarlet berries in the fall, their

brightness seeming to shout "Gin-

seng!" even at a distance.
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Settlers could kneel down close to

the herb, scrape away dead leaves,

and count the scars at the neck

of the root, one scar for each year

of growth. Then when they dug
up a six-year-old or a seven-year-

old root and shook it free of soil,

there was the thick, soft pale "pars-

nip" vnth its rings of wrinkles and
its frequent arms and thighs.

"Garantoguen," the Iroquois

called ginseng—"man's thighs and
legs separated." They devised a way
to cure the roots to a dry, ivory-

clear translucence.

Daniel Boone GatnercJ ft

"Sang," Americans called it. "Go
look for sang." There was a minor
gold rush for it, the berries sum-
moning from afar like flags. George
Washington wrote in his diary after

a visit to Ohio in 1784, "In passing

over the Mountains, I met num-
bers of Persons and Pack horses

going in with Ginseng." Daniel

Boone in 1788 gathered sang in

Kentucky and took the roots up
the Ohio River to ship to Phila-

delphia.

Roots were about S4^ a pound
in those days; then came a gradual

climb in price until in 1858 we ex-

ported 350,000 pounds to Ghina, at

52(J a pound. By 1891, we had
reached an average of 500,000

pounds a year to Ghina. By 1897,

the recorded price was $4.71 a

pound. Forests back of the Gatskills

extended for 20 miles, and there

whole populations turned out for

the day, locked their houses, took

lunches, and trudged afoot the short

distance into the forest to pick ten

pounds of green roots a day for

New York to export to China.

New York retail stores stocked

ginseng along with their camphor

and pomades. Missourians found

ginseng growing in oak woods and

dried the roots. First they used slow

ovens, but that proved too hot a

method; then they strung up the

roots in kitchens to dry, but that

made them off-color. Then they de-

vised drying boxes, let the roots

dry for a month or six weeks, rubbed

off the fine fibers when these be-

came brittle, trimmed the roots,

smoothed them gently between

their hands till they were bone-dry,
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sHck, and ivory-yellow. They sold

these to local agents or kept them
for home use.

As early as 1710, American colo-

nists had heard from travelers or

discovered for themselves about

ginseng. It became a mildly medici-

nal chewing gum because of its

pecuhar licorice scent and aromatic

flavor. Ghildren were given doses

of one or two teaspoons of pow-
dered root in a little hot water,

sweetened, to encourage appetites

or strengthen digestion. Fainting

daughters drank ginseng steeped

in camomile-flower tea. A decoction

of a fourth or a half cupful two or

three times a day was prescribed

for various ailments.

Dr. Gunn's Family Physician, a

book my mother referred to in tend-

ing the ills of six children, gave gin-

seng its alphabetical place in medi-

cal flora, along with numerous

herbs, wild plants, and barks.

"The root is a mild tonic nervine and

somewhat stimulant and diuretic, and

may be used either in substance, de-

coction, or tincture—most commonly
used as Bitters, along with other articles.

Useful in nervous debility, weak diges-

tion, feeble appetite, as a stomachic

and restorative. Considered a very valu-

able medicine for children; has been
recommended in asthma, and nervous

affections generally."

English shops sold ginseng as

"rinsi," one ounce being worth 40

ounces in silver. We are told that

the first New England ship to sail

for China, the sloop "Harriet," car-

ried ginseng, but the captain traded

it to an English captain for tea.

When the price for Manchurian

ginseng mounted to $400 an ounce,

frenzied gathering of American

roots aU but exterminated ginseng

in many states. Then people in-

vested in cultivating it. Stanton at

Summit Station, New Jersey, in the

early 1880's, seems to have been the

first successful grower. He trans-

planted wild ginseng and later grew

ginseng from seed, giving it moist

leafmold and good drainage, with

morning-glory, bean vines, or lathes

for shade. This delicate herb thrives

only under shade.

Ginseng roots sent to China in

1908 brought over a million dollars

-154,000 pounds of them. In 1921,

20 acres, most of it in New York

and Wisconsin, were under culti-

vation for ginseng. Fair roots sold

around $4.00 a pound, better roots

around $5.00, extra good ones for

more than $6.00. In 1918, Ghina was

paying $9.00 a pound; by 1926, an

average of $19 a pound—and $200

each for roots that were human-
like and of clear color.

Oinseng Cultivation

Yet many who tried to grow gin-

seng failed. They had humus, pot-

ash, and phosphorus in the soil but

also nitrogen. Ginseng does not like

nitrogen. An estimated $1500 an

acre is required to start growing

ginseng. It takes the roots five to

seven years to mature (some au-

thorities say ten), and some seeds

do not germinate until the second

year.

Today's horticultural papers of-

fer ginseng seeds at from 1<5 to 5^

each, one-year-old plants at about

15^ each, three-year-olds, 25^ to

40(S each. Bulletins tell how to grow

ginseng in orchards, gardens, and

woods. But the curing still takes

skill. The Chinese are said to draw

silk threads through the tiny wrin-

Photo by Arthur C. Parso,

A Digging a ginseng root in Pennsyl

vania with the traditional homemade "san;

hook." Only large, mature plants shouli

be removed
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kles to clean them. They wrap the

roots in oil paper and then steam

them in a sort of double boiler.

Then they dry them in an open shed

to a pale clear amber. Korean roots

are reported to be clarified with

honey. An American way is to cure

the roots for a month, then place

them in hot water, brush them, and

steam them. They shrink in dry-

ing. A fresh thirteen-ounce root may

weigh only two or three ounces

dried. The Chinese like short, thick,

spongy roots, light in weight, hght

in color, carefully sorted as to

weight, smoothness, age, and color.

For a while, cultivated ginseng

brought 20 per cent more in price

than the wild. The cultivated roots

usually weigh more, shrink less, are

whiter, more brittle, clearer, and

more translucent.

Now the wild again has prefer-

ence. In 1937, cultivated roots

brought only $4.00 a pound, against

$15 a pound for the wild.

Again, the one big source is the

forests. The New York Department

of Agriculture answered a query by

stating that scarcely anyone in New
York except the herb-fancier now

grows ginseng. I learned from Iowa

that Otranto Station, near the Min-

nesota line, has had a flourishing

ginseng arbor. At one time 500

pounds shipped from there brought

$8500, but internal strife in China

closed the market.

Trappers in Canada and the

United States find ginseng growing

near their traps. They dig up the

roots and bring them to fur dealers

with their pelts. Then the dealers

sell the roots to Chinese agents.

Tnc Stoux in Oriental 1 raac

The International Ginseng Co.

of New York was formed in 1916

for the sole purpose of exporting

American ginseng to the Far East.

They ship usually to Hongkong;

from tliere, the roots are re-exported

to Shanghai, Tientsin, and other

districts. According to them, gin-

seng must be cured within two days

after it is dug. Best are the roots

that have been cured by the Sioux

Indians, who still use their secret

way of making the roots trans-

lucent. Many of the roots the Inter-

national Ginseng Co. ships resem-

ble the human body.

Photos by Arthur C. Parsons

A Ginseng roots just after being dug up. >• Ginseng grows only in

High prices in the Oriental market have

made it worth-while to process the roots

according to time-honored methods, mak-
ing them bone-dry, ivory-yellow, and even

translucent

rich soil in shady places,

principally in hardwood tim-

ber on slopes facing north

or west

These North American roots, plus

roots from North China, Korea, and

Manchuria, still cannot total enough

ginseng for 400 million people who
like to take ginseng constantly as

part of their food in order to pro-

i*.
.^«aJ •

A Man-shaped root of American

ginseng. Its curious shapes have

helped establish the belief that gin-

seng was put on earth to ease a multi-

tude of physical ills

STEW ME SOME GINSENG. I NEED STRENGTH. 427



long their life with its quiet strength.

Moreover, aside from medical uses,

tliey stew ginseng in their leisure

for pleasure—just as they fly kites,

play mah-jongg, drink tea, plant

flowers, and enjoy the crisp resis-

tance of bamboo shoots.

Kaijo, center of the Korean in-

dustry, grows ginseng under leaf-

woven mats, one crop each fourteen

years; that is, the Koreans allow

seven years for the roots to mature

and their let the land he fallow for

another seven years or plant an-

other sort of crop. The court of

Korea formerly paid ginseng roots

as tribute to Chinese rulers, roots

that took 30 years to mature.

In Manchuria, whole famiHes

labor in the ginseng arbors, women
cleaning the roots, men sitting on

floor mats and sorting the roots for

packing.

I ne iMancnurtan Ginseng Hunter

Wild Manchurian ginseng ranks

highest of all. Clarified roots sell

for their weight in gold. The wild

ginseng of Manchuria flowers but

once in seven years, and the deh-

cate rose-pink flowers are said to

be exquisitely beautiful.

But it is not because of the rare

flowers that Manchurian ginseng

seekers make their search a sort of

cult. Travelers who know these

seekers tell us we can always recog-

nize them by their dress, whether in

the market place selling their treas-

ure or off on the hunt. They wear a

tapering birchbark hat, an oilcloth

apron fastened to the belt at the

front, a panther skin hanging from

the belt at the back, and a leather

bag strapped to their shoulders. In

their eyes is a happy childlike look,

expressing a simple, quiet faith.

Under the Manchus, the only

Chinese allowed to enter Man-
churia were seekers of ginseng and

of falcon feathers. Now Chinese

are there by the millions but not

in the forests.

Wild animals move in the thick

dark forests in such numbers as to

make tanneries and leather and fur

stores thrive. These animals frunish

tiger and mink Unings for the bro-

caded silk robes of merchants.

Bandits gather at the fringes of the

forest, bandits with curious courtesy
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and a stiange code. They give their

victims a little red-bordered flag

to carry, as proof that they have

been robbed by one band and

should not be forced to pay tribute

to another.

Unmindful of tigers and of ban-

dits, the ginseng seeker goes deep

into the forest, armed only with

a stick and with behef in his mis-

sion.

An aged man with a stick for

scraping away dead leaves to find

ginseng has Httle defense against

tigers. But tigers and snakes were

appointed by the Creator to guard

ginseng, "the root of life," and will

not harm a man pure of heart.

Moreover, some tigers are trans-

formed ginsengs. The Spirit of the

Mountain watches over true gin-

seng seekers. Poverty and hunger

may have driven the mildest men
into this devout profession, but they

remain true to it for life.

Perhaps the seeker, with his stick

and little bag of provisions, goes

toward a forest growth he marked

last year by tying up a red rag.

Ginseng grew here then but was

not of marketable size. This year

it will be mature. Yes—his heart

ringing Hke a little temple bell—

the rag still shows its red; no other

seeker has found it. He prostrates

himself thankfully before a small

altar he erected of branches and

a rock. Then he turns toward the

waiting herb.

Trie Treasure

It is late autumn. The leaf stalk

has withered. One more scar has

added itself to the root's narrow

neck. With spade and scissors, he

digs and cuts at entangling roots

until he can lift the whole root

gently. He shakes dirt from its tiny

body, its outflung arms and legs,

wraps it in silk, and places it in

his birchbark box. Then he pros-

trates himself again before his quiet

altar, because this finding of gin-

seng proves his cleanness of heart.

Then on to the next ginseng,

the next, his experienced eye quick

to discover where it grows. His

pointed hat rattles the leaves he

stoops under. Its bark and the pan-

ther skin blend with the forest

growth. Unless he is killed by a

tiger or robbed to the point of

starvation, he repeats his search year

after year. AU but tigers and ban-

dits respect him, because he brings

forth these fabulous wares.

Some Chinese think the roots

cry out in pain when torn from the

ground. Few dare tear them forth;

instead, they usually handle them

as gently as if they were babies.

Another behef is that the roots

move underground, if they wish,

to escape being uprooted.

The Market

Lucky Chinese, who sit at inlaid

tables within sound of bird song

over lotus pools, enjoy ginseng daily

in soup. It makes them healthier

and happier. Tens of milhons of

Chinese, less lucky, are too poor to

have tasted tea ever in their lives.

They wear only blue cotton gowns

the year around and need ginseng's

vigor to enable them to work an-

other twelve-hour day.

Buyers in medicine shops ex-

amine the shape, color, and grain

of ginseng roots. They may buy

ham or shark's fins at the same

place, for ginseng is often along-

side foods. But the most expensive

roots are apt to be remote from

any handUng, for each well-forked

root is kept in a httle wooden box

with a glass hd. Looking through

the glass, one views the tiny, clear

treasure lying on cotton, resem-

bling somewhat a pale-amber head-

less doll.

Faintly fragrant ginseng leaves

and ginseng trimmings, tied up in

neat bundles, make tea for fever

convalescents after the fever is

gone.

In ginseng roots exist bitter prin-

ciples, volatile oil, resin, sugar,

mucilage, and starch. However, ac-

cording to American doctors, there

is httle therapeutic power such as

the energy-building magic that has

endeared ginseng to all China.

A Chinese student at one of our

universities points out: "It is per-

haps worth-while for the Western

medical profession to ascertain gin-

seng's effect on the Chinese in

China rather than on Americans,

the reason being that the Chinese

seem to be more receptive to gin-

seng's qualities."
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A
Hawaiian

Fisherman
A graceful art provides

the islanders with mullets

By John Henry Coon

FOR many years the striped mul-

let has been a cherished food

of native Hawaiians. Baked in

leaves of the ti plant, we find them

most appetizing.

The early rulers built fish ponds

in the shallow water close to the

shore. These ponds were walled in

with rock, with grated openings

through which the water from the

sea could run in and out. King

Kamehameha is said to have had

a pond of 600 acres in which the

mullets matured. Runners carried

the freshly caught fish across the

Island of Oahu to his palace.

Living close to the surface, mul-

lets are caught today by the native

fishermen in circular nets, about

fifteen feet in diameter, which are

cast to fall upon the water open to

their full extent, the fish's gills be-

'^

A A REMARKABLE action photograph of David Kaipuawa, taken at the

moment the net left his dexterous hands

coming enmeshed in the net.

To cast the net perfectly requires

as much adroitness as throwing a

lasso. This photograph of David

Kaipuawa of Punaluu, on the north

side of Oahu, is much the best of

the many I took or have seen, be-

cause it depicts so well the twist of

his wrists and hands and his gen-

eral technique in casting.

DOWN TO EARTH
^ Continued from page 407

ing itself by 1960. This estimate is

perhaps a little scary. Many au-

thorities would add another ten

years to the period of self-sufficiency

for the nation.

However, the fact remains that

our soil and forest resources are

being exhausted at an alarming

rate, and we must take steps to save

what we have and to replenish the

soil riches. A program of inteUigent

lumbering and forest conservation

is needed, together with a definite

plan of reforestation. Every effort

A HAWAHAN FISHERMAN

should be made to conserve om"

forest lands and to increase their

area. Our national and state parks

should be held sacred, and there

should be no encroachment by self-

interested people who consider only

their own purses and ignore the

welfare of the nation as a whole.

It is scarcely necessary to men-

tion the need of preserving, if at

all possible, several kinds of animals

and plants that are in danger of ex-

tinction. Some of these are of no

commercial value, but they may
prove to be symbols of a vanishing

American prosperity. At the pres-

ent time, the buffalo is apparently

safe on reservations in western

United States and Canada, but the

trumpeter swan is still in a pre-

carious situation, and the elimina-

tion of any of its breeding places

might mean its end. The giant red-

woods are moderately safe only

because those who admire them are

constantly safeguarding them. Lum-

bering in reserved areas should be

under strict control, and additional

areas of young trees should be set

aside so that records of the growth

of these rehcs of primitive forest

may be kept.
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THE TARAHUMARAS- -TWENTIETH-CENTURY CAVE DWELLERS
Continued from page 399
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and children. The cornfield, the

caves beyond, and the dancing

patio belonged to this tj'pical Tara-

humara family. WTien they came
to greet us, we asked if they had
blankets, baskets, or ollas to sell.

They said they needed ever)iiiing

for their own use, but when we ex-

hibited our stock of red bandanas

and cotton manta, one of the young

men said he had a bow and arrow

to trade. The bow was short, about

four feet long, and made of mul-

berry wood. The arrows were two-

foot lengths of the Common Reed

(Phragmites) , armed with six-inch

wooden points. Altliough deer are

often hunted with this primitive

weapon, the Tarahumaras seem to

prefer running down the animal on

foot for a day or two until it drops

from exhaustion and can be stran-

gled by the pursuer!

By this time we had been gone

seven hours and felt that we should

let our host return to his ranch

chores. But when he saw us begin

to pack up the camera equipment,

he asked if we would not like to

see the Rain Dance. Of course we
would, but we explained that we

had already inconvenienced him

enough, and to wait until late after-

noon for the dance would be too

much of an imposition. Instead of

replying, he addressed a few words

to the Indians and translated their

answer as, "They will perform the

dance now." W-Tiile the Indians

went to the cave for an olla of

water and a wooden rattle, we

loaded film and prepared to photo-

graph a Tarahumara Rain Dance.

The men and women formed two

separate groups along one side of

the sacred patio. The old man
raised his rattle; and \vith the first

dry sound from this ancient in-

strument, he commenced a high,

rhj'thmical chanting and the dance

began. Back and forth across the

dancing floor the two groups half-

walked, half-danced, the women to

one side of the cross and olla, the

bare-headed men to the other.

Above them the brilliant azure

sky was rimmed with great, white,

billow^• thunderheads piling one

upon the other along the horizon.

For half an hour we watched the

dance. The stillness of the summer
afternoon was broken only by the

dry rattling, the wailing chant, the

shuffling footfalls of the Tarahu-

maras as they danced for rain. Al-

though this was mid-June (the

Sierra's rainy season), no rain had

fallen on the dust-dry milpas for

weeks, and there was real need, al-

most desperation, in this dancing

plea for divine help. And the gods

must have been watching and Hs-

tening; for as we took our last pic-

tures and started back up the can-

yon, large drops of rain began ex-

ploding in the deep dust of the

dancing patio. Though we reached

the ranch house comparatively dry,

as we scurried under the shingle

roof, the leaden sky lowered a shin-

ing, opaque curtain of cool rain

between us and the Tarahumaras.

THE TWILIGHT SHIFT Continued from page 423

Sometimes trees gleam even in

the moonlight with similar green

phosphorescence because of num-

berless fireflies clinging to the vege-

tation. Beebe tells of pulling down
a branch of such a tree and count-

ing "twenty-six glowing insects, as

close together as the blossoms on

a Japanese cherry branch. There

were hundreds upon hundreds, all

clustered together in candelabrad

glory . .
." Yet for all their conspicu-

ous ways, these luminous insects

seldom are eaten by bats or spiders

or other carnivorous creatures.

Sometimes toads catch them in such

ntmibers that the unquenched glow

shines through the amphibian's

belly skin and Hghts up the earth

below. But most animals voluntarily

pass them by.

When morning sunUght spreads

across the fields and into the many
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shadowed recesses between the

trees, we see evidence of other night

activities. On spider webs, dew-

drops glitter hke ropes of un-

matched pearls—webs that were

measured off, supplied with strong

radiating cables, and then filled in

witli sticky spirals, all without use

of eyes or hght. Orb weavers, doily

spiders, snare makers of many

Idnds employ the night hours to

prepare their thready traps. They

are active while most of their

enemies are asleep. When birds,

reptiles, and wasps awaken for the

day, tlie spiders rest in some incon-

spicuous spot in contact with the

web and emerge only in brief

rushes to throw a shroud of sticky

silk around some entangled cap-

tive that seems vigorous enough to

escape if left alone.

Even under the midday sun,

many parts of the earth are never

brighter than twilight on the plains.

Under dense masses of tropical

foliage, the jungle floor is dimly lit.

Entrances to caves have a twilight

zone, shared by crepuscular crea-

tures that seek their food outside

when the day is done. And in the

ocean under the brightest sun, twi-

light is only a few dozen feet below

the surface. The water absorbs the

sunHght, taking away the infra-red

and the ultra-violet, then the red,

next the orange and the spectrum

beyond the blue, lastly the yellow-

green. Then all is dark. This zone

brightens to twilight each day, only

to dim out again as the sun sinks

below the horizon. Many kinds of

fishes and lesser creatures select

definite levels in this vertical transi-

tion. Those at the lower levels de-

pend largely on occasional carcasses

that drift downward to them from

the life above. These abyssal fishes

and squids have eyes and light-pro-

ducing spots and streaks along their

sides that often make them far

brighter than fireflies. Some of the

deep-sea shrimps can even liberate

NEED OUTFITTING HELP?
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fitting expeditions to all parts of the world. Our
equipment is fully tested and guaranteed. We can
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bags. etc. Let us help make your nest trip a suc-
"p-xfnl onp WHr*. vm.r nerds to Dept. NH II.
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a Imninous substance into the water

around them, creating a pool of

brilliant Hght that may attract and

at the same time dazzle their

enemies. This seems to be the abys-

sal counterpart of the submarine

smoke screens that the squid and

octopus employ to hide their escape

in the daylit levels of the sea above.

Those who wish to use their eyes

and ears to foUow the change from

day to night or night to day, can

do so without moving from a rock-

ing chair on a well-screened porch.

They can keep their notes while

stretched at length in the shelter of

a tent. Or they can dose themselves

with mosquito repellents, arm their

eyes with flashlights, and seek a

quiet vantage point in the pitch

dark of the forest. Each method has

its advantages. Each wHl uncover a

local and seasonal pattern of Ufa—

a memorandum of the sequence in

which the birds and bugs and beasts

meet their particular portion of the

twenty-four hour day. Few of us

can forego the insistent urge of curi-

osity that demands to know more
of lives of which we usually see such

a momentary part. And the more we
observe, the more we can appreciate

this new information on the transi-

tions in twilight. It extends the sum
of human knowledge in a new di-

rection. Rapidly it adds to our

personal pleasiu'e and allows us a

better understanding of the many
creatures with which we share the

earth.

LN*^
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BABiRUSA="/iog deer"

Isk

Webster!
By Mabel Irene Huggins

*he advertisement-reading public is famihar with "A is for

Aardvark; C is for Cat." In between, we might have inserted "B is for

Babirusa." But what do we really mean when we say "aardvark" and

"babirusa"? Simply, "earth pig" and "hog deer." You will soon see

that there is method in the madness of words.

In the following hsts, can you match the numbered words with their

literal meanings? A score of 17-20 is excellent; 14-16 is good; 10-13

is fair. Below 10, weU, we won't go into that.

1. octopus

2. porpoise

3. halibut

4. muskellunge
5. cormorant

6. petrel

7. quetzal

8. lammergeier

9. cobra de capello

10. chameleon

11. crocodile

12. gopher
13. porcupine

14. dachshund
15. cheetah

16. klipspringer

17. pangolin

18. hippopotamus
19. rhinoceros

20. orangutan

( ) hog fish"

) "great pike"

) "raven of the sea"

) "eight-footed"

) "holy flounder"

( )

) "serpent of the hood"

) "lamb vulture"

little Peter"

) "dwarf lion"

) "tail feather bird"

( ) "spotted"

( ) "gravel worm"

( ) "badger dog"

( ) "honeycomb"

(
) "thorn sivine"

D
( ) "roller"

( ) "nose-horn"

( ) "cliff jumper"

) "wild man"
) "river horse"

to page 432 fo
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CONSERVATION Continued from 386 BOOKS Continued from page 392

Despite many articles and much talk

about its beauty and the need for sa\ing

a good example of this forest type, no

definite steps have yet been taken to save

this unit.

Seen in its proper perspective, this is

only part of a much greater problem:

namely, that of securing the preservation

of at least one good sample of each of

our native American plant communities

in their original, undisturbed state. These

are the only laboratories in which scien-

tists can work out the answers to the many
questions that keep coming up in con-

nection with the management of land

originally occupied by a given type. For

such purposes their preservation is so

essential as to make their setting aside

justifiable regardless of what it may cost

in dollars and cents to do so.

To date, our elected representatives

have not seen fit to direct our government

to undertake such a project, so it con-

tinues to be up to farsighted citizens to

carry the burden. If you are one of these

and are interested in helping with the

acquisition of the Beaver Creek Sugar

Pine stand, as distinct from the South

Calaveras Sequoia Grove, I should enjoy

hearing from you.

RlCHABD H. POUGH, CwatOT,

Conservation and

Use of Natural Resources.

American Museum of Natural History,

New York, N. Y.

her accounts sufiicient material on the

habits, conservation, and present status

of each species to make them excellent

general biographies. Fortunately, the

Cruickshanks do not belong to the "iden-

tify and run" school of naturalists. The
accounts are full of detailed notes on the

daily activities of the birds under observ'a-

tion.

All in all, a book well designed to make
anv naturalist who cannot get away for

a spring vacation in Florida chafe at the

bit.

RlCH.\RD H. POUGH.

It TOOK COURAGE

...----- by Stanley Rogers

HoHday House, S3.00

268 pp., 6 illusts.

/^OURAGE has been defined as that

^^ quality of mind that enables one to

encounter danger and difficulties without

fear, or with firmness. Stanley Rogers has

gathered together a dozen or more true

tales of adventurous discovery. These

stories are not embeUished with the imagi-

nation of the author. There are no the-

atrics involved in their narration. These

well-selected tales stand on their own

merits when it comes to drama and ex-

citement.

Fear is a common enough emotion, and
the hardy souls whose exploits are told

in this book probably felt fear on nimier-

ous occasions, but it is also evident that

these people were resolute and undaunted.

Most of these tales involve mysteries

which were solved—sometimes many years

later by explorers as courageous as the

ones whose mysterious disappearances

prompted the search.

Are there not two tales of courage in

volved in the finding of the Scottish physi-

cian Livingstone by the joumaUst Stanley?

If Sir Franklin who sailed into the Arctic

and then disappeared in his quest for a

northwest passage was courageous, so

were the many explorers who searched for

years to unravel the mystery of FrankMn's

disappearance.

To read this exciting book is to ascend

with Salomon Andree and his intrepid

companion in a frail balloon to attempt

to fly over the North Pole; to go down
hundreds of feet below the ocean's sur-

face with the brave divers of the "Artiglio

II" to recover the "Egypt's" gold. In the

warmth and safety of your home you can

dig for ancient Viking ships, imcover the

Tomb of Tutankhamen, find the lost city

of Troy with Heiruich Schhemann, bring

to light the dinosaur eggs with Andrews
and Granger, and even follow with ad-

venturous scientists on the elusive trails of

radar and penicilHn.

Those who performed these deeds

would probably have denied that they

were courageous, but in the author's own
words we find an attempt to discover the

motivation of the explorer. "It is the un-

certain thrill of discovery that lures the

explorer on—the precious clues to forgot-

ten history, the mysterious past. He is a

treasure hunter without sordid aims."

John R. Saunders.

Ansuierg to Quiz

on page 431

A
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

octopus, "eight-footed"

porpoise, "hog fish"

halibut, "holy floundef
muskellnnge, "great pike"
cormorant, "raven of the sea"

B
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

petrel, "little Peter'

quetzal, "tail feather bird"

lammergeier, "lamb vulture"

cobra de capello,

"serpent of the hood"
chameleon, "dicarf lion"

C
11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

crocodile, "gravel worm"
gopher, "honeycomb"
porcupine, "thorn swine"
dachshund, "badger dog"
cheetah, "spotted"

D
16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

klipspringer. "cliff jumper"
pangolin, "roller"

hippopotamus, "river horse"

rhinoceros, "nose-horn"

orangutan, "ivild man"
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The telephone keeps right on being a

big bargain. Even in these days of higher

prices, a little still buys a lot in a tele-

phone call. Increases in telephone rates

are much less than the increases in the

cost of telephone materials and wages

. . . and far less than the increases in

most other things you buy.

ELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM



LETTERS
Gila Monster

Sms:

My friend insists that the poisonous

Gila monster, because it eats so little and
is so sluggish, has done away with the

need of an opening at the lower end of its

digestive tract. He sa)s that the creature

lives its life without suffering from auto-

intoxication even though it lacks the con-

ventional disposal sjstem. I say that no

vertebrate animal has eliminated the need

of "elimination." Which of us is right?

L. Sprague de Camp.
Lansdowne, Pa.

The foUo^ving ans^ver is given by C. M.
Bogert of the American Museum's Depart-
ment of ReptUes and Amphibians:

Mr. de Camp is, of course, quite cor-

rect in believing that the Gila monster

has an opening at the lower end of its

digestive tract and uses it. The origin

of the notion that the animal lacks this

is obscure, but the yam is wdespread
in the Southwest. In the days when I

worked for the Park Service at Grand
Canvon, I rarely failed to have some lad

in the audience ask me about this after a

lecture. And when I talked at the West
Point summer camp during the war, the

identical question arose; it seems in-

e\'itable.

At Boulder City, the old sheepherder

who ran the ferrs' had circulated the yam
'here, and when I stated that it was not

true, I am sure that I lost face, particu-

larly when I never succeeded in getting

hold of a Gila monster to demonstrate

the obvious fallacy of the story. I'm sure

that the people there thought my knowl-

edge was pure 'Tjook learning," whereas

the sheepherder supposedly had the real

firsthand acquaintance with the beast. If

he did, he certainly wasn't ver\' obser\'ing.

Poisonous Leaves

Sirs:

The article in the September Nattjbai,

History on the Koala by WiUy Ley is

very interesting and enlightening. The
findings in connection with the poison-

ing from certain leaves of the eucalyptus

may be somewhat analogous to that of

the cherry leaves, more particularly wild

cherry leaves, upon cattle. The cherry

does not seem to have any ill effects upon

stock while the tree is growing, but should

the tree be cut or scorched by fire in

the pasture, the leaves will have a very

poisonous effect upon stock.

I note that koalas in captivity are fed

eucalyptus branches, and it might weE
be that many of the trees had been cut

for timber. Perhaps the drying of the

lea\'es causes, as it seems to in cherr)', the

liberation in larger quantities of hydro-

cyanic acid. The young leaves of the

cherry seem to contain more of this

poison than the old leaves . . .

Thomas D. Westfeldt.
Fletcher, N. C.

The foUowng comments are offered by
Henry K. Svenson of the American Mu-
seum's Department of Forestry and Gen-
eral Botany:

It is sometimes said that one does not

remember what he learned in college, but

I recall veri.-' well being told the facts that

Mr. Westfeldt mentions about the wild

cherry. It is true diat the fresh leaves

are not poisonous; the wilted leaves are

decidedly so. This is due to the presence

of a glucoside which breaks dovra, due

to enz\Tne action in the wilting condition,

to glucose, hydrocyanic acid, and sub-

sidiar\^ products. One-fourth pound of

the leaves of voung shoots in the closely

related chokecherrv was determined by
the Nevada Agricultural E.xperiment Sta-

tion to be fatal to sheep; one and one-

half pounds were sufficient to kill a five

hundred-pound cow. The reader can find

references and more information in the

interesting Range Plant Handbook, Super-

intendent of Documents, Washington,

D. C, S2.50.

Other plants, including some grasses,

flax, and wild forms of the Uma bean, mav
produce hydrocyanic acid in dangerous

quantities. As a matter of fact, it seems

to be a fairly common product, known in

at least sixteen plant families and espe-

cially characteristic in seeds of the rose

family, to which the almond, apple, and

peach belong. The native yew ( Taxus

canadensis) is sometimes poisonous to

stock, due to the alkaloid "taxin."

Fiery Serpent
Sms:

Your interesting article regarding the

"Fiery Serpent," and the statement that

the Serpent is not known to occur in the

United States, emphasizes the limited state

of our knowledge regarding the parasitic

helminths of this country. Probably your

writer is familiar with the confused situ-

ation, but for lack of space or other suf-

ficient reasons, he did not care to discuss

the problem in detail.

Dracunculus occurs in the United States.

The internationally known parasitologist.

Dr. A. C. Chandler, reported in the

Contimted on page 476

NOTICE—Readers are encour-
aged to submit their own pho-
tographs of natural history

subjects. Those selected for pub-
lication on these pages will be
paid for at S3.00 each, with full

credit to the photographer. Re-
turn postage must be included.
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
There are many varieties of the Mallow

family found in western North America,

wild cotton being a member of the group.

The more showy ones grow in semiarid

conditions over the foothills, drier moun-
tain slopes, and deserts of the Southwest.

A great many are perennial, drying back

to the root crown each year. Then, as

spring comes, with its warmth and rain,

a number of flower stems, often three

feet in length, shoot up from a single

plant, bearing beautiful blossoms at

spaced intervals along the stalk. The

graceful whiplike stems are never crowded

with flowers; each individual blossom is

short-Hved, and tlie buds open almost

daily in progressive succession and seem

to climb up the stem to the terminal bud.

This habit gives some of the varieties a

long blooming season—oftentimes from

early April until midsummer.

The Pink Mallow (Sidalcea malvae-

flora ) shown on the cover was reproduced

from a Kodachrome photograph taken by

Laurence M. Huey in the Cuyamaca

Mountains, San Diego County, California.
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BIRDS • HENRY DAVID THOREAU • GEOLOGY

PRONGHORN ANTELOPE • LAKE MICHIGAN ISLAND LIFE

Making friends with
BIRDS

by .\rtlnir F. Park

Chatto and Windus, London
Macmillan, New York, $6.00

216 pp., 180 photos

T^HE author of this book is an English
-'- businessman who for many years has

photographed birds as a hobby. Disdain-

ful of such artifices as blinds, he prefers,

as the title of his book suggests, to make

friends with a bird before taking its por-

trait. The best subjects for such an ap-

proach are fovmd among birds busy with

nesting duties or among those made fear-

less by the difficulties of finding a hving

in the winter. Mr. Park has refined his

technique even to the point of giving a

nesting bird a preliminary "interview" to

determine if it is sedate enough to make

further efi^orts promising.

Each of the famihar British species that

the author has photographed is made the

subject of a short chapter in the book.

The text provides an intimate account of

the birds' activities as depicted in the

lavish display of fine photographs. Though

intended for the amateur, the book con-

tains original observations of value. It was

found, for example, that garden slugs

enter the nests of willow warblers for

some imknown reason. Repelled by these

slimy intruders, the birds often abandon

their nests. Another valuable study, that

of a pair of pied flycatchers, reveals an

rmexpected diSerence in the feeding

methods of the two birds. Mr. Park de-

lights in manipulating his camera in a

treetop or on the ledge of a chff. As a

result, there are fine nesting studies of

long-eared owls, European sparrow hawks,

rooks, and ravens—species that do not, as

a rule, lend themselves to the "friendly

approach."

The two concluding chapters on photo-

graphic methods contain a wealth of sug-

gestions on handhng both equipment and

subjects. Complete photographic data are

given for every plate in the book. Making

Friends with Birds will be of interest to

ever)' bird photographer. It also provides

a charming introduction to English bird-

life. Dean Amadon.

SEA AND LAND SHELLS
If you are a buyer of this class of invertebrates

send for my Conchological Chatter which ap-

pears monthly listing choice Mollnsca from
every part of the world. Collections for sale of

any size up to 5000 species. Also books on
Mollnsca.

WALTER F. WEBB
2515 Second Ave. North, St. Petersburg 6. Fla.
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The PRONGHORN ANTE-
LOPE AND ITS .\L\NAGEMENT

by Arthur S. Einarsen

The Wildlife Management Institute,

Washington, D. C, $4.00

232 pp., 70 iUusts.

'TpHIS tieatise fills a long-felt need in

-*- our knowledge of wildlife. It is not

only a book of facts about the pronghom,

but it is fascinating reading and wUl de-

hght everyone interested in wildlife. Mr.

Einarsen's treatment of his subject sets

a precedent in the interpretation of wild-

life research.

The first chapter deals with the pre-

historic history of the pronghom antelope,

its distribution and abundance. Historical

records are enumerated, and the subject

of migration is discussed. Relative to his

field work Mr. Einarsen says, "Few may
feel that winter days of study on the

pronghom range could be pleasant, but

I assure you it was a happy occupation.

The smeU of the sage and the throaty,

high-pitched ka lank of the raven stiU

linger on. How dull will be the world

when isolation is no more and we cannot

watch these wildlings in their natural

habitat. A lifetime cannot be better spent

than to defer this day."

Chapter two contains the main body

of the book and gives a clean and concise

fife history of the pronghom, along vrith

its characteristics and peculiarities. The

structure and formation of the horns, hair,

and hoofs are given in detail. The range

of \'ision, as the author points out, ex-

ceeds that of a horse. A pronghom can

see mo\'ing objects between three and

four miles away. In his records of speed

achieved by the antelope, Mr. Einarsen

shows that the pronghom has no diflB-

culty in accelerating up to 50 miles an

hour and that individuals have been re-

corded as doing 70 miles per hour.

A fist of the various kinds of vegetation

consumed bv the animal is given, \vith

the scientific and common names. The

newborn is traced through fife to old age,

and the pictures of the early development

of the kids are unique.

THE NATURE LIBRARY
Seton: Animals 295 pages 64 liinds; Blanclian: Birds

257 pp 124 kinds; Rogers: Trees 291 pp 226 l(inds;

Blanclian: Wild Flowers 270 pp 170 kinds; McCurdy:

Garden Flowers 311 pp 400 kinds; Wood: Butterflies

286 pp 109 kinds. 48 color plates per book, VA x

SVi in. Price S3.00 each, 6 ». set SI 2.95. Remit-

tance with order, full refund if returned in 5 days.

THE LITERARY MART
8 East 33rd Street, New York 16, N. Y.

The tiiird chapter is entitled "Prong-

hom Antelope in Relation to Ci\'ilization"

and discusses the competition with do-

mestic stock for the open range. The most
serious conflict, the author points out, hasi

been in the use of water. The antelope

has not been accused of using the range!

to a point where domestic cattle arei!

placed at a disadvantage.

The fifth and last chapter is for sports-

men and tells how to hunt the antelope,

with discussion of suitable ranges for

effective shots.

The book is beautifully illustrated with

unique photographs and drawings by
Shirley Briggs.

George G. Goodwin.

Henry david thoreau
by Joseph Wood Krutch

WOliam Sloane Associates, $3.50

298 pp.

"TpHE author of this book teaches in

-*- Columbia University, where he is

Brandes Matthews Professor of Dramatic

'

Literatiure. He has written eight or ten

books, perhaps the best known being his

biography of the EngHsh lexicographer,

Dr. Samuel Johnson. This book on Thoreau

is one of an American Men of Letters

Series, another one of the series being

Edwin Arlington Robinson, by Emery
Neff.

Professor Krutch is a weU-known stu-

dent and admirer of Thoreau without the

hysteria prevalent in some quarters. We
looked upon Canby's Thoreau, pubHshed

nearly ten years ago, as more or less a

definitive biography, but it seems that

students of Thoreau's personality and phi-

losophy feel that the story must be retold

periodically. Anyhow, new books on

Thoreau appear rather frequently. A new

book constitutes a new interpretation,

often a significant one, and we should ex-

pect nothing else.
'

How different our outstanding literary ,

naturalists have been! There is not a great

deal in common among Thoreau and Bur-

roughs and Muir—the first being primarily

a philosopher, tlie second an interpreter

and poet-naturahst, and the third a son

Continued on page 4S9
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Natural History

Book Club
A special invitation to readers of Natural History

The great American Museum of Natural History

invites you to share the pleasures of its exclusive

NATURAL HISTORY BOOK CLUB, and to accept

this handsome enrollment gift. Enjoy the rarest

chapters from the absorbing saga of man—the most

rewarding, life-enriching insight into the wonders

of nature. Among recent tides: "Mariner of the

North," "1-2-3-Infinity," "Animals Alive." You'll

discover books of the utmost charm, distinction, and

lasting interest—books to grace the life and leisure

of the entire family—books to own, read, exhibit,

discuss, and preserve with special pride! YOUR
kind of books! DON'T MISS THEM!

^ICCi THE FINEST COLLECTION OF NATURE WRITING EVER
PACKED INTO ONE RIG ROOK! Boundless fascination for everyone! Over lOO of the

most enthralling nature stories ever written—Over 800 rare pages by 80 of the world's greatest

authors. The breath of the open spaces, the enchantment of Nature in her most dramatic and beguiling

moods are stored here for your permanent enjoyment. A handsome volume, a treasure of timeless,

delightful, rewarding reading, a lifelong friend of a book—YOURS FREE upon enrollment in the

NATURAL HISTORY BOOK CLUB!

Regin this rare and wholly

enchanting experience NOW!

No Fees or Dues

Each month you get the free News Letter

with full descriptions of the Club's recom-

mendation for the month and a choice of

alternative selections!

You take only the books you wish. Average

cost is $3— a considerable saving over book-

store prices! In addition, for every 4 books

purchased, a handsome Bonus Book— also of

your own selection—free!

The American Museum of Natural History

New York 24, N. Y.

Please enroll me as a member of the Natural History Book

Club and send my copy of Nature Lover's Treasury at once

without cost to me!

(please print)

City Zone State..

I agree to purchase a minimum of four books.
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By Helen G. Cruickshank
Photography by ALLAN CRUICKSHANK

The spirited adventure story of

the experiences shared by Helen

Cruickshank and her naturalist

husband on their bird -filming

expedition into the back country

of Florida. Stunning photographs,

natural history and exciting per-

sonal narrative are subtly blended,

creating a work of rare artistic

beauty. 15.00

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY

Livo new hooks by noted naturalists

By ROGER
TORY PETERSON

Birds
Over America
One of America's most distin-

guished ornithologists, author of

the famous Field Guides, has for

years been observing and photo-

graphing birds in every part of the

country. One of the most exciting

bird books of our times. 80 pages

of photos. 16.00

By EDWIN
WAY TEALE

Days
Without Time
Whether he writes about owls and

black gyrfalcons, the battle berween

an osprey and a Canada goose, a

duck that came to dinner, or the

beautiful eyes of a toad, Mr. Teale

makes this splendid new book

endlessly fascinating. 80 pages of

photos. $6.00

At all bookstores • DODD, MEAD & CO. • 432 Fourth Ave., N. Y. 16

of the wilderness, a dweller of the high
mountains and glaciers.

A book on Thoreau should have been
written by a naturalist, and this is the case

here, for Professor Krutch is a naturalist

with more than the ordinary legacy of

wit and learning so necessary in analytical

criticism. This new book is an e.xcellent

analytical study of the life and philosophy

of its subject, a valuable addition to this

HteraUrre. It is a thoroughgoing and seri-

ous piece of work, one that deserves and
will receive wide study.

It seems certain that the work of

Thoreau will never go out of date. There-
fore, every good analytical study of this

classic should be welcome, as this one will

certainly be.

Clyde Fisher.

Birds over America
by Roger Tory Peterson

Dodd, Mead & Co., $6.00

342 pp., 80 iUusts.

Xl /E are familiar with books by Roger
' ' Tory Peterson in which the text is

mainly a supplement to the craft of his

gifted brush and pencil. Now he takes

on a new role, for in this substantial vol-

ume 80 pages are filled with reproductions

of 105 top-notch photographs, all but one
or two (in which the author himself ap-

pears) being his own.
The work is a collection of 25 essays

YOUR NEW BOOKS

that deal informingly with almost count-

less facets of North American birdlore.

In the first, "Birds and I," he tells the

story of how it all began. Then, in a

style that flows as pleasantly as though

it were not laden with significant, and

even weighty, matters, he leads us through

mature and sensitive discussion that an-

swers a large proportion of any bird

lover's questions.

What is the lure of the big Hst on a

red-letter day of migration? How many
individual birds inhabit the United States,

and where are they most concentrated?

How have birds fared since the discovery

of America, and what are the downs and

ups that have harried some to extinction

while spreading a primrose path for

others?

These and similar problems come in

for attention by one of the keenest field

ornithologists of this or any earlier period.

He takes us nearly everywhere in our

broad republic, by night and day, land

and sea, through metropolises no less than

the wilderness, and gives us a wise in-

sight into the variety, temperament, be-

havior, and capabilities of birds.

Among a few slips or errors is the

author's outdated belief that the "global

total of aU known species of animals,

from the mammals down ... to the

minute protozoa, is about one million."

Zoologists have generally accepted the

data of Brues, who concluded in 1946

that the insects alone comprise more tlian

five million species and that they may
number ten million.

R. C. MCTEIPHY.

Animals alive
by Austin H. Clark

D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., $4.00

472 pp., 25 pp. of illusts.

p^R. Clark has long been known in

'—^ both scientific and literary circles for

liis wide interest in many kinds of animals.

In this book he has let his enthusiasm

provide a deHghtful cement for a richness

of information on the usual and the un-

usual in his favorite field. Single-celled

protozoans and giant whales, the parasites,

the predators—all fall neatly into their

accustomed niches as the account un-

folds. The sequence is ecological but the

reverse of the customary, for the land

forms, though more recent, are treated

first, those of fresh water next, and the

wealth of the sea last. This arrangement

brings out the relationships of each to

man and includes careful consideration

of domesticated animals and the food

chains that link all life together.

More than two dozen full pages are

given to clear dravsdngs of interesting

forms. Most of these cite the scientific

names as well as the vernacular, so that

no ambiguity is possible. This practice is

carried out also in the very full index, but
Continued on page 475
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Redwoods in China
The story behind the recent discovery of the only known close relative of the giant red-

woods—a tree thought to have perished from the earth many millions of years ago

THE Fushun coal mines of

Manchuria ha\'e pro\'ided a

remarkably complete record of a

redwood forest of past ages. Buried

in layers of shale which alternate

\\dth seams of coal are many fossil

needles and cones that have been
preser\-ed as imprints in the rocks.

The twigs to which these needles

and cones are attached were shed

from redwood trees that lived in

Manchuria tens of millions of years

ago. Since that time, redwoods

have disappeared from this part of

China. In fact, until recently, we
would have said that they had be-

come extinct over the whole world

except for a narrow strip along the

coast of California and Oregon and

in groves scattered below the west-

em crest of the Sierra Nevada.

In 1944, a disco\'er)' was made
by a Chinese forester in Szechuan

that has profoundly altered oiu-

ideas of the historv- of the redwood
in Asia and over all the northern

hemisphere. When Tsang Wang
came over the hills into the village

of Mo-tao-chi, he was surprised to

see a large tree growing in the val-

ley east of the village. He would
have been still more surprised if he

had known how liis discovery of this

relati\e of the California Redwood
would be received in the world of

science.

Actually, he did not know what

manner of tree he was seeing as he

approached its buttressed base. It

is no wonder that he did not, for

his were the first botanically-

trained eyes ever to \iew the Dawn
Redwood, Meiasequoia glyptostro-

boides. Although Chinese farmers

have Hved in this area for many
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By Ralph W. Chaney
Department of Paleontology,

University of California

centuries, it is so remote from the

more traveled routes across China

that not even the botanical explorers

of the past century had come this

way to see it.

We are told that Wang at first

thought tliis tree might be a water

pine, for in other parts of China

shui-sa, as the tree is known, is gen-

erally applied to the so-called

water pine (or fir), Glyptostrobus

pensilis. Such a mistake would have

been natural, for the general aspect

of the tree and its leaves is similar

to the water pine of southern China.

So Wang collected branches witli

leaves and cones and took them to

his associates at the Division of

Forestrs' in the Ministry of Agri-

culture at Nanking.

A comparison of these specimens

with those of the true water pine

showed marked differences in the

appearance of the cones. The cones

of Metasequoia had a general re-

semblance to those of the Sequoias

of California.

Much puzzled by this strange

combination of characters, the for-

esters took ^Vang's material to the

authority on the tiees of Szechuan,

Professor Wan-chun Cheng of Na-

tional Central University'. Dr. Cheng
at once reahzed that he had never

seen or heard of a tree fike this.

Consultation with Dr. Hsen-hsu Hu
of the Fan Memorial Institute of

Biology confirmed his judgment

that this was a tree new to science.

New species of plants may fre-

quently be found in unex"plored re-

gions, but to find a wholly new
genus was surprising to these Chi-

nese botanists and to botanists

everywhere.

Fortunately Dr. Hu is a paleo-

botanist as well as a botanist. He
had read a paper pubHshed in

Japan during the war, an article that

had recently been sent to Chini

but had not yet been read by

paleobotanists elsewhere in the

world because of interruptions of

communications. In this paper a|

Japanese botanist, Shigeru Mild,

had established a new genus, Meta-

sequoia, for certain fossil redwoods

in Japan. These differed from red

woods of the Sequoia type in that

they shed their leaves seasonally

and bore their cones on long naked

shoots. The leaves that Wang had

brought back from the living tree
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Courtesy of Dr. H. H. Hu

A The famous Dawn Redwood at Mo-tao-chi—sacred to the
local inhabitants as indicated by the shrine at its base, venerated
by science because it represents a holdover from the age of the
dinosaurs

'./^^/
jsuRES ARE NEEDED to protect the

''•';>'i Redwood from extermination in
ited modern homeland in central

The day before the author ar-

^ one of the trees had been felled
' tiber

> Dr. Ralph W. Chaney at the

foot of one of the trees, examining

the twig and cone. The tree at-

tains a height of at least 146 feet

and a diameter of 7 feet

*_

in Szechuan likewise had decidu-

ous leaves, and the cones vi'ere

identical with the fossils described

by Miki. Here, in a sense, was a

fossil that had come to life—a tree

that was thought to have disap-

peared ages ago but was actually

smviving in the hidden valleys of

central China.

These trees were soon found to

be living not only in the valley of

Mo-tao-chi but in other adjacent

valleys across the border in the

Province of Hupeh. Using funds

sent to them by Dr. E. D. Merrill,

of the Arnold Arboretum of Harv-
ard University, who has long been
interested in the trees of China,

Hu and Cheng sent out two assis-

tants to make additional collections.

In 1947, one of these young men,
C. T. Hwa, found in the valley of

Shui-sa-pa, to the south of Mo-tao-

chi, several hundred trees of Meta-

sequoia growing among the rice

paddies or in adjacent ravines. Hwa
brought back an ample supply of

viable seeds, which were sent to

Dr. Merrill, to me, and to others

in the United States. When I re-

ceived a portion of these seeds, the

reality of this new tree so impressed

me that I decided to visit it in its

REDWOODS IN CHINA



> Unlike the Coast Redwood,
the Dawn Redwood sheds its

leaves seasonally. Seeds have

been obtained from this tree and

sent for planting to many parts

of the world

native home. I wanted to see how
it lived and with what other trees

it was associated.

The details of the trip have been
told elsewhere—how Dr. Milton

Silverman, Science Writer for the

San Francisco Chronicle, and I flew

across the Pacific and up the

Yangtse valley to Chungking, how
we took a river boat down to Wan-
Hsien and then walked over the

steep and slippery trails for three

days to Mo-tao-chi and for two days

more to Shui-sa-pa. In March, at

the time of our visit, the trees were
bare of leaves, having shed them
last November. Hanging from their

branches were long catkins bearing

the male cones, and the shorter fe-

male cones were also developing

on the trees. We collected some of

these cones for later study in

America, but our immediate interest

was in the environment of these

close relatives of the California

Redwoods and in the other trees

that were growing with them.

The idea was gradually develop-

ing in my mind that it was fossils

not of Sequoia but of Metasequoia

that I had collected in Manchuria

in 1925, at the end of a season with

the Central Asiatic Expedition in

Mongolia. If that were the case,

perhaps other fossil redwoods I had

found in many other parts of the

world were likewise related to the

newly discovered trees of central

China. The key to our under-

standing of the ancient forests of

the northern hemisphere might be

found not only in the living Coast

Redwood (Sequoia sempervirens)

of Cahfornia but in the groves of

Dawn Redwoods
(
Metasequoia

glyptostroboides) in Szechuan. If

so, it was important to learn as

much as we could about the climate

and topography of the region in
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which these "living fossils" had sur-

vived and to determine whether the

trees now associated with them

were the same sorts of trees as those

living with them in the forests of

the remote past.

These forests of other days made
their first appearance about 100

million years ago, during the Cre-

taceous period, when dinosam"s

were still living. They had become

widespread in high northern lati-

tudes—in Greenland, Spitzbergen,

arctic Siberia, and Alaska—and Hved

on in this region as late as the

Eocene epoch of the Tertiary period

(40-60 million years ago), during

which the mammals became well

estabfished. In addition to Metase-

quoia, which was widespread and

abundant, the common trees of this
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forest were the birch (Betula),

chestnut {Castanea), oak {Quer-

cus), sweet gum {Liquidamhar)

,

beech
(
Fagus

) , and a tree no longer

living in North America and now
confined to Asia, the katsura

(
Cerci-

diphylliim) . This assemblage of

trees belong to what is known as

the Arcto-Tertiary Flora, because it

originated in the Arctic during what
is known as the Tertiary or Ceno-

zoic era. By the end of the Eocene

period these trees were beginning

to migrate southward in North

America and Eurasia, apparently in

response to a trend toward colder

and dryer climate. Of course, indi-

vidual trees cannot move, but it is

well established from the fossil rec-

ords that there was a gradual

southward shift of this forest dur-

ing the ages following the Eocene.

In the Oligocene epoch, some 30

to 40 million years ago, all of these

trees had become established in

Oregon and down into California

REDWOODS IN CHINA

on our side of the Pacific, and in

Manchuria and Japan on tlie Asiatic

side. By Miocene time (an epoch

which lasted down to within about

15 milhon years of the present).

Dawn Redwoods were growing as

far south as Nevada. There is no

record of Metasequoia in California

at this time, but many other mem-
bers of the Arcto-Tertiary Flora

were common there and elsewhere

in the United States, and some of

them, such as the alder and maple,

have survived down to the present.

In China, the only known forest

during the Miocene period (rep-

resented by the Shanwang flora

of Shantung Province) contained

many hardwood members of the

Arcto-Tertiary Flora, but Metase-

quoia has not been reported. How-
ever, it is known to have been living

in Japan during the Miocene and

also in the Pliocene epoch which

followed. Elsewhere in the world,

the Dawn Redwood had largely

< A TREE of ancient lineage in a land
of ancient lore. Its known distribution

is restricted to a section only about 30
miles long

'' It is hoped that the Chinese, with their

love of ancient things, will respect this

most remarkable botanical rarity and aid

its survival

disappeared, for the Phocene was

a time of cool climate with greatly

reduced rainfall. Before the begin-

ning of the Ice Age, following the

Pliocene, Metasequoia had disap-

peared even from Japan. No fossils

of the Dawn Redwood have been

found anywhere in the world in

rocks younger than Pliocene. And
this tree was considered to have

become completely extinct until it

was found living in the interior of

China. Here, and here only, it ap-

pears to have continued to exist for

the past several millions of years,

a "fossil" that has managed to sur-

vive in a world elsewhere unfavor-

able.

Summarizing the evidence of

Metasequoia distribution, we find

that it appeared at high latitudes in

the Cretaceous period, was widely

distributed there in the Eocene,
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had moved soutli and was abundant

in the United States and noi-thern

China in the Ohgocene, was more
scattered in distribution diu-ing tlie

Miocene, and disappeared from the

fossU record on both sides of the

Pacific before or during the Plio-

cene period, ^^'hv has it survived

only in central China after living

so widely around the world in

earUer ages?

This brings us back to the valley

at Shui-sa-pa, where Dawn Red-

woods are H\ing under what appear

to be natural conditions. When I

was there last March, as I say, all

of the hardwoods as well as the

Dawn Redwoods were without

leaves, but I was able to recognize

most of the common trees. Birch,

chestnut, oak, sweet gum, beech,

and katsura were among those Hv-

ing in immediate association, all

typical members of the .\rcto-Ter-

tiary Flora. Their presence here

with Meiasequoia makes these

groves more similar to the ancient

forests of North America and Eu-

rasia than anv I have ever seen. So

it is important to learn as much as

we can about en\dronmental condi-

tions in these valleys of central

China. It will tell us what Man-

churia and Oregon looked like 40

million years ago and will restore

for us the terrain in Greenland and

.\laska as far back as 100 miUion

years ago. Observations on the ex-

isting cHmate in the area now oc-

cupied by Dawn Redwoods \vill

enable us to make some long-range

weather predictions in re\'erse re-

garding tire rains and winds of

Manchuria and Oregon in the days

when Metaseqiioia Hved there and

left behind its leaves and cones to

be preserved as fossils.

Our sta\- last March was too short

to permit other than preHminary

studies. Furthermore, there are no

climatic records from any region

nearer than Chungking, which is

lower in altitude by about 3000 feet.

However, we learned enough about

the climate at Shui-sa-pa, at an alti-

tude of about 4000 feet, to make

some suggestions. Winters are cool

and rainy, with temperatures rarely

falling below freezing but with con-

ditions not well suited to plant

growth. Rainfall is abundant, much
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of it faUing in the srunmer. The
climatic regime of summer rainfall

and of unfavorable winters is now
to be found widelv in north tem-

perate regions, where trees bear

their leaves dm-ing the summer and
shed them in the winter. The de-

ciduous habit of the Dawn Red-

wood and of its hardwood associates

seems to have been developed in

past ages in regions ^\'ith summer-

wet and winter-cool climate. Why,
then, is the Dawn Redwood no

longer widelv distributed as it was

in the past?

No final answer can be given un-

til further studies are made by Chi-

nese botanists. I hope to go back

to central China myself in the near

future, to help further unravel the

mystery- of the nearly world-wide

extinction of the Dawn Redwood
and of its sursdval here in the val-

leys of Szechuan and Hupeh. I can

now make onlv a few suggestions

to help explain the wide differences

between its past and present dis-

tribution. There is probably no

other place in the world outside

of the tropics where a mild, uniform

climate is combined ^^'ith a summer
rainy season. In the southern United

States we do have wet summers
in the region occupied by a close

relative of Metaseqiioia, the swamp
cypress {Taxodium distichum) , but

the winters are cold, with tempera-

tures regularly falling below freez-

ing. In California we have mild

winters in the region occupied by

another close relative of Meiase-

quoia, the Coast Redwood (Sequoia

sempervirens), but the summers are

dry. The same may be said of all

parts of temperate Asia I have

visited; mild winters characterize

regions with drs' summers, while in

places where the summers are wet,

the winters are cold. If it were not

for the ranges of mountains that

surround Mo-tao-chi and Shui-sa-

pa, the winds from North China

\\'ould come down during the vdn-

ter and make these valleys too cold

for the Dawn Redwood. And the

hot sirmmer winds from the north

and west would make them too

dry. These mountains were built

during the Pliocene epoch, when
Metaseqiioia was disappearing from

other parts of the world. They have

preserved in this hmited area the

climate on which the existence of

the Dawn Redwood depends. If

for any reason the climate here were
to change, they would probably

become extinct in these valleys, as

tliey have in all other known parts

of the world.

^Ve cannot control future changes

in chmate, but we may be able to

help pre\ent the immediate extinc-

tion of the Dawn Redwoods from

other causes. This is a region where

fuel and timber are scarce, where

even the land occupied by trees

may be required for agricultm-e.

The dav before we reached Shui-

sa-pa, one of the largest trees had

been cut down to pro\ade timbers

for building a bam. A few weeks

earlier another large tree had been

chopped down, and we formd it

lying on the ground near a \'illage,

being used for fuel. Some immedi-

ate means must be found to protect

at least a few of these ancient trees,

which tell so much of the earth in

past ages.

Word has come from China that

a Metasequoia Conservation Com-
mittee has been organized. It is

headed by W'ong Wen Hao, for-

merh' the Director of the National

Geological Sur\'ey of China, a man

who was a leading statesman dur-

ing the war and has recently been

appointed Premier. The great

scholar Hu Shih, formerly Ambas-

sador to the United States, now
Chancellor of Peking National Uni-

versity, is the Honorary Chairman

of the Committee. Its other mem-

bers include outstanding scientists

and officials of China, as well as

-Anrbassador
J.

Leighton Stuart and

two other Americans. With such

leadership we may hope not only

to save the Dawn Redwood but

also to see the birth in China

of great conser\'ation organizations

hke the Save-the-Redwoods League

and the National Park Ser^^ce of

the United States. Perhaps China

is on the verge of mo^^ng to pre-

serve many areas of scientific and

historical value, of which the groves

of Dawn Redwoods are only one.

If these ancient trees are to survive

into a future epoch of earth history,

immediate steps must be taken to

protect them.
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One of man's oldest and most relished foods

is also a fascinating subject of conversation

IF
vou ask a New Jersey oyster-

man who ate the first oyster,

he will solemnly tell you that the

brave deed was performed by an

.\merican Indian. This particular

Indian, the sea farmer will explain

at length, one day saw a peculiar

looking "stone" in the water. He
reached for it—and snap! The oys-

ter closed its shell on the Red

Man's tempting finger—very hard.

The warrior immediately smashed

open the ovster with his tomahawk,

bruising his fingers in his impetu-

ous haste. Sticking his fingers into

his mouth to alleviate the pain, he

discovered to his surprise and pleas-

ure "the delicious flavor of New
Jersey's finest natural gift to man."

There may be some essence of

truth in this story, though it recalls

to mind the misfortunes of Lamb's

famous character who discovered

the delights of roast pig in a some-

what similar manner. But actually,

people were eating oysters long

before the Red Men made their

way to tlie eastern coast of the

United States—unless the Indians

migrated eastward much earlier

than is now commonly supposed.

The custom of eating oysters has

been popular for a long, long time,

and figures from the oyster indus-

try indicate that in this country,

at least, our appetite for these

extremely nom"ishing bivalves is

steadily increasing. Mounds of oys-

ter shells in the northern part of

Europe testify that prehistoric man
in that part of the world enjoyed

this sea delicacy, and the same sort

of mounds that the Indians left all
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Oyster Boats putting out to

harvest a fresh crop. Cagelikc

dredges scrape up oysters from

the bottom
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along the Atlantic coast prove that

they, too, were avid oyster-eaters.

The Romans were so fond of

oysters that their poets turned out

some fairly creditable lyrics in

praise of them, and for hundreds

of years after the Roman conquest

of Britain, Roman and British fish-

ermen vied with each other as to

whose breed of oysters was the

tastiest. The Romans didn't stop

at just eating the oyster, however.

They had many uses for his home,

as well. They used oyster shells

for medicine and also for cement.

Cuttlefish bones and oyster shells

were reduced to a fine powder and

then used as a cinre for wounds and

ulcers—and even as a tooth powder.

Palladius recommended a cement

compounded from figs, pitch, and

powdered oyster shells for repair-

ing the famous Roman baths.

During the Middle Ages, too,

oysters were in great demand, and

it was in the si?rteenth century that

one of the most famous of all oyster

legends was originated. An English

country parson named Butler con-

tracted—as nearly as we can learn

from existing records—both dys-

pepsia and the gout. Consequently,

his diet was restricted largely to

barley water. Probably through

pique at his enforced dieting, he

issued a solemn warning that oys-

ters are unfit to eat during May,

June, July, and August. In those

days, parsons wielded a great deal

of influence in matters both of the

body and the spirit, so people

heeded the Reverend Mr. Butler.

His false pronouncement spell-

bound the world and continues to

bind it today in the saying that

one shouldn't eat oysters in those

monthes that do not have an "r"

in their names.

The real truth of the matter is

that oysters are good the year

'round, although from May to Sep-

tember fewer are sold because this

happens to be the spawning sea-

son. Conserving oysters during

those months protects the industry

for future seasons. In addition,

oysters are sHghtly less palatable

during the summer months, because

they are either full of spawn ( which

gives them a flat taste) or else

they have recently spawned ( which

makes them thick and stringy).

Contrary to popular belief, how-

ever, oysters are as nutritious out

of the "r" months as in, although

they may not tempt the palate of

the connoisseur at that time.

Oysters are animals belonging

to the "bivalve " division of the great

group known as the mollusks. Oys-

ters are called bivalves, of course,

because all oysters have an upper

and a lower shell hinged together

along one side. When an enemy
approaches—and oysters have many
enemies, chief of which are the

starfish—powerful muscles pull the

shells together. This "shutting up"

is the animal's only means of de-

fense but a very effective one, con-

sidering the hardness of the shell.

Our word for this shellfish—

oyster—has not changed much since

early times. It comes from the

Greek word ostreon because of its

bone, or shell, osteon. The Romans
called it ostrea, and the French took

the word and changed it to oistre.

From there, of course, it was only

a slight jump to the now familiar

oyster.

Oysters have been under culti-

vation longer than any other shell-

fish and longer than any other water

creature. A simple form of oyster

cultivation flourished in China at

a remote date—one authority claims

as early as 30 centuries ago. Cer-

tainly by the year 100 B.C., the

Romans are known to have de-

veloped some kind of oyster cul-

ture.



There are many species of oysters

in the world in the temperate as

well as tropical seas. However, they

seem to do best in the moderately

cool waters of temperate regions.

The oyster of our Atlantic coast

(Ostraea virginica Gmelin) is con-

sidered the finest in the world. This

oyster has been introduced on the

American west coast and in Japan,

but attempts to introduce it in

many other places have proved un-

successful.

Our eastern Atlantic oyster is

extremely prolific. It has been de-

termined that an adult female

oyster wiU discharge from 15 to

114 million eggs at a single spawn-

ing. Since an oyster normally

spawns several times during the

summer, a single female may pro-

duce several hundred million eggs

a season. These eggs are discharged

directly into the sea—as is also the

male sperm—so fertilization is an

extremely haphazard process." Five

or six hours after fertihzation, the

eggs develop into free-swimming

larvae which grow thin bivalve

shells within twenty-four hours.

The newly born oysters are so tiny

that sharp eyesight is needed to

see one without the aid of a lens.

It is claimed that a bottle the size

of a man's httle finger will hold fully

a milHon one-day-old oysters. If all

of these oysters should five to the

age of three years, there would be

some four thousand bushels of the

* Certain kinds are
phroditic), for example
of Europe.

delectable bivalves. Some oysters

live 20 years or so.

Soon after the young oysters de-

velop their bivalve shells, they

settle upon objects in the water

and cement themselves into place.

The young oysters are known as

"spat," and their process of settling

is known among oyster farmers as

a "spatfall." Usually a spatfall takes

place on the flats between high

and low watermarks, although un-

der modern methods of cultivation

much spat is now obtained at a

depth of 30 feet or more. In the

life of an oyster, the setting period

is of prime importance, for should

young oysters find no suitable place

of attachment, they will die. As

many as 15,000 spat have been

known to cement themselves to half

^ The oysters go directly into the plant and are usually shipped out the same day they are gathered
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A Despite efiorts to mechanize it, shucking is still done by

hand. A good shucker can open 600 oysters an hour

Schll flu

A After going through spotless washing tanks, some mucked

oysters are packed in cans. Others are shipped "frozenfresh

a bushel of shells planted under

water.

Spat soon develop adult organs

and also start the process of feed-

ing themselves. This the oyster does

by drawing in water between its

two shells—at an average rate of 25

gallons every 24 hours. From this

constant stream of sea water, the

oyster is able to filter out the micro-

scopic plants and animals that con-

stitute its food. This, of course,

means that the waters in which

oysters develop—under cultivation,

of course—must be certified for

purity by state officials. Also, oys-

ters must have just the correct com-

bination of fresh and salt water if

the very finest flavor is to be

obtained. If, during its eternal feed-

ing process, a grain of sand or

some other irritating object such as

a parasite enters the oyster's home
and cannot be forced out, the

oyster begins to coat the offending

object with the same material with

which it covers the inside of its

shell. In time, this process forms a

pearl.

Today, in the United States, the

commercial farming of oysters is

based on many years of experience.

Methods have been developed to

control and meet unusual situa-

tions caused by climate, storms, and
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enemies. And methods which will

grow a well-conditioned and fla-

vored oyster that satisfies the most

critical taste are under constant

consideration.

Oyster farming is a year-round

activity, starting in the spring with

the clearing of rubbish and foreign

material from the "setting bottoms."

This is usually done by dredging

up the waste material, consisting

of sponges, seaweed, shells, drills,

and starfish. The drills, starfish, and

waste materials are separated from

the shells and desti-oyed on shore,

while the shells are returned to the

bottom to act as "cultch"—sohd

surfaces to which the larvae attach

themselves when setting takes

place.

A few mature oysters are then

planted on the bottom to act as

spawners. These oysters are ob-

served from time to time to de-

termine when they are ripe and

when tlie temperature is high

enough to start their discharge of

spawn. Previous to spawning—or a

little later during the larval free-

floating period—the shells that were

piled on the shore from the previ-

ous marketing season are scattered

over the bottom for cultch, to pro-

vide the clean surfaces for the new
crop to spat.

These shells are planted at the

rate of about 1000 bushels to the

acre and are ideal for this purpose,

because their irregular surfaces in-

duce small eddies around the shells

to provide convenient harbors

where the larvae can attach to the

surfaces and make a home. Fre-

quently, as many as 1000 spat may
be counted on one cultch shell.

Conditions must be favorable

during the reproductive period to

prevent the free-floating larvae from

being completely destroyed, either

by the elements or by their enemies.

Temperature is also an important

factor in larval growth. A warmer

temperature than the spawning

temperature of between 65 and 70

degrees F. shortens the free-swim-

ming period, and a colder tempera-

ture increases it. The larvae are un-

able to develop at much below 65

degrees F. and will die if held here

very long. Severe storms, hea^'y

rainfall, and the many enemies that

love the succulent meat of the ovs-

ter are a constant worry to the

oyster farmer.

As soon as the larvae set and

spat is formed on the cultch shells,

the sea faiTner decides whether to

leave them on the beds through the

winter months or move them to

deeper water where there will be
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better protection from cold and ice

and also from the enemies that lurk

in the setting areas.

Whether they are replanted at

this time or not, about 500 bushels

of voung oysters are apportioned to

an acre of growing bed. They are

left there to grow through the win-

ter and at the end of the following

summer are "thinned out" by trans-

ferring about half of them to other

growing areas. This procedure is

continued again the ne.xt spring or

until the beds are thinned down
to approximately 300,000 oysters to

oysters sooii fatten into plump
"meats." When this conditioning is

completed, the oysters are caught

up for marketing, in all kinds of

weathei'—snow, wind, rain, sleet, or

cahn. If the water is covered with

ice, a channel is kept open to

the marketing beds. These condi-

tions, naturally, represent many
hazards, and so the sea farmer

must have substantial boats com-

pletely equipped for operation and

safety and manned by husky, ex-

perienced crewmen.

Here's how a typical oyster har-

'^ The shell pile is important in the oyster business. Many shells are planted

in the oyster bed to aid the next crop. Others are used in roads and for chicken

feed. These sea gulls use the conveyor as an escalator and cafeteria combined

the acre. The oysters remain on the

transplanted oyster beds until they
are between three and four years

old and have reached a size and
condition for fattening.

Then they are again transferred,

this time to "marketing" beds, lo-

cated mainly in shallow water
where fast-moving currents of water
cany along an abundance of micro-
scopic food particles on which the

THE OYSTER

vest is carried out at the Bluepoints

Company of Long Island, the larg-

est oyster "plant" in the country.

In the pale, predawn light of

early morning, wooden-hulled boats

about 75 feet long chug out from

the plant to the marketing grounds.

The captain gives the signal for a

trial haul, and the crew drops a

large iron-bound dredge over the

ship's side. The steel teeth of the

dredge munch at the soil on the

bottom of the sea and scoop up
oysters, which are pulled back on
board and dumped on the ship's

deck.

A good crew can load a ship by
noon. Then the boats return to the

plant and are unloaded by me-
chanical conveyors which are low-

ered right over each craft. The
machines at the Bluepoints plant

can unload 1200 bushels of oysters

an hour.

The conveyor takes the oysters

right into the plant and to the

shucking department. Of course, a

certain number of oysters are

shipped with their jackets on, but

the rest must be shucked. Shucking

is still done by hand, although sci-

ence has attacked this particular

problem from many angles. There

have been attempts to invent some

mechanical method by which the

delicate oyster meat can be re-

moved automatically from between

its hard, tightly-locked shells. Sci-

entists have even tried to prepare

chemical baths in which oysters

could be soaked and so made to

give up their ti-easures easily. But

so far, no satisfactory method has

been perfected, and the shuckers

at the Bluepoints plant open oysters

by giving them a rapid blow on the

shell with a hammer and then in-

serting a sharp knife and prying

open the shell. A skilled workman
can shuck about 600 oysters an

hour—something like 3 gallons.

Oyster meats are shipped both

in the "fresh-frozen" condition and

packed in cans. The shells leave

the oyster plant on a conveyor, just

as they entered. These shells, of

course, are important to the oyster

farmer since, besides being used as

cultch, large numbers are ground

up and used in the preparation of

chicken feed.

Since sea water is extremely rich

in all kinds of minerals, and since

oysters feed themselves by sti-ain-

ing food out of sea water, they are

exceptionally rich in minerals and

also in vitamins. Indeed, food

chemists claim that oysters form

a more nearly balanced diet than

any other single item of food we
have, with, of course, the exception

of milk.
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A wing span of fourteen inches is reported for

Australia's "Hercules"—mammoth among moths

By F. A. Lord
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PERHAPS even Mr. Ripley's pen
hesitated for a moment and he

wondered whether he'd beheve it

or not himself as he inked in a
picture of a man aiming a shot-

gun at a moth flying above the

jungle. The "big game" hunter was
a naturahst belonging to a scientific

expedition dispatched to Papua sev-

eral years ago by one of the Roths-

childs, and the moth was of a kind
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< A LIFE-SIZE PHOTOGRAPH of a Hercules moth from New Guinea, closely related

to the Australian subspecies which grows even larger. This specimen measures eight

inches in width as mounted or about ten inches with the forewings extended

normally at the sides. (Cosinocera hercules hercules Rothschild; presented to the

American Museum by Frank Johnson)

believed to be the largest in the

world. Scientists have named it

Coscinocera hercules; Australians

call it the Hercules or Atlas moth.

It's no moth to have fluttering

around a candle, for its wing span

commonly ranges from eight to

eleven inches. The record specimen,

which was found near the post

office at the coastal town of Innis-

fail, in Queensland, Australia, meas-

ured fourteen inches from wing

tip to wing tip. The Hercules moth
is a close relative of the well-known

Luna moth, whose genus stands

next to Coscinocera in the classifica-

tion of insects. It has four main

subspecies, from Northern Queens-

land, German New Guinea, Louisiad

Archipelago, and Dutch New
Guinea respectively. The chief dif-

ference among these subspecies is

in the size of the transparent spots

in the wings.

The Hercules needs the humidity

of the tropics, as dry heat hardens

the casing of the eggs to such an

extent that hatching is impossible.

Consequently, it frequents the moist

coastal belt of Australia between

Ingham and Cape York in Queens-

land, and most of New Guinea.

To the male, nature has given

hind wings of comparatively small

area; they taper away sharply to

become almost swallowtail in pat-

tern, giving the impression of

speed. It is different with the fe-

male; her task and responsibility

are greater. Nature has given her

the largest wing span possible, so

that she may carry her heavy load

of 200 or more eggs high about the

jungle as she searches for trees

with foliage that will later feed the

caterpillars that emerge from the

eggs. She favors Pana, Satinwood,

and Bleeding Heart trees, and upon

these she will lay her 200 eggs

within 3 days. (Incidentally, the

Bleeding Heart tree is so called be-

cause of the heart-shaped leaves

that turn blood-red as they are

about to fall.

)

From the time the moth leaves

world's largest moth

the cocoon until it dies, it does not

eat. Its life span is about fourteen

days, although this depends upon
the time it mates. However, once

her eggs are laid, the female soon

dies, and there is something almost

moving in the sight of her weather-

beaten wings torn and frayed like

some wind-tossed piece of crumpled

brown paper. As soon as her tired

body flutters to the ground, the

jungle asserts its merciless law,

and hordes of ravenous ants, which

seemingly spring from nowhere,

quickly devour it.

The eggs are laid on leaves, small

twigs, or on branches of trees, and

they are usually widely dispersed.

In ten to fourteen days tiny cater-

pillars, about a quarter of an inch

long, appear. They have black

heads and hairy white bodies. As

soon as the caterpillars appear,

some eat portions of their shells be-

fore beginning to feed on the leaves

about them.

They spend the next two months

or so in eating and growing, until

they are an inch thick and seven

inches long—unless some hungry

bird or aboriginal discovers them

in the meantime. By now the cater-

pillar is quite a dandy, with a color

scheme that would delight the most

rabid designer of modern neckties.

On a body that ranges from bluish-

green to delicate grey run vivid red

lines. Its legs are purple, and its

black head has changed to green,

striped with two yellow bands. Its

spiracules or breathing holes are

ouriined with red; yellow spikes

protrude from its body; and black

triangles bordered with bright yel-

low have appeared upon its hind

claspers.

The caterpillar, now fully grown,

has reached the restless stage, and

it seeks some suitable leaf in which

to weave a cocoon around itself.

The caterpillar binds the leaf firmly

to a twig with silken thread to pre-

vent the cocoon from being hurled

to the ground by strong winds.

Then it disgorges several miles of

thread, binding the leaf about its

body and in three days encasing

itself in a cigar-shaped cocoon four

to six inches long. Five days later

it changes into a chrysalis. Sur-

prisingly, the period it remains in

that stage before emerging as a

moth may be anything from two
months to two years.

Escaping quickly after its long

imprisonment, the moth hangs

quietly to develop and dry out

its huge wings, which are warm
and golden-brown with tear-shaped

transparent windows. Though males

and females emerge in fairly even

numbers, the males usually appear

first.

Reference books have given scant

space to this gigantic moth of the

tropics, and it has been left to two

enthusiasts to make its unusual Ufe

known. Mr. Joseph Manski, Queens-

land entomologist, has submitted a

valuable account of its life cycle to

the Royal Entomology Society, and

Mr. Len Simpson of Cairns, North

Queensland, has spent nearly two

years painstakingly filming the fas-

cinating life of the Hercules moth

in full color. The film possesses both

dramatic interest and a peculiar

beauty.

Because the moths only emerge

from their cocoons between the

hours of 10 P.M. and 3 a.m.—some

say between 10 p.m. and midnight

—weeks of patient night-watching

were necessary for the camera to

capture the whole story. Whenever

a slight rustling was heard from

one of the many cocoons suspended

under the lights, the camera was

hastily adjusted. This rustling,

which may last five minutes, usually

indicates that the moth is becom-

ing active. But often the weary

cameraman would only find that

it was a false alarm, and while he

was waiting expectantly, moths

from other cocoons would have es-

caped, for emergence takes only a

matter of seconds. Thus it went un-

til he had his pictorial stoiy com-

plete.

When the moths emerge, the

room becomes filled with the fra-

grance of the trees upon which they

fed as caterpillars. This scent sup-

posedly serves the females to at-

tract their mates.
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NEBUCH.IDNEZZAR was a

great homed owl. He and
Belshazzar spent the summer in mv
back yard, occup^'ing a tenement

next to .\nanias, a big red fox.

Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar

certainl}' were good names for sav-

age, lordly owls, and Ananias was
not bad for a slv fox.

Since great horned owls are rare

in the vicinit\' of Hanover, New
Hampshire, I was lucla' to get this

pair. During the wdnter I had heard

the weird calls of some owls as

they hunted in a grove of pines

about a half mile from the ^'illage.

On a moonlight night in midwinter,

I put on my snowshoes and ex-

When Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar were brought to town,

there might have been a difficult feeding problem;

but the parent owl found them and

provided them with meat daily for six months

plored the grove hoping to find a

nesting site, for I had read that

these big birds start to make then-

nests while the snow is still deep
on the ground. I carefully scanned
the tops of the pine trees, but I

found no sign of any nest building.

Late in the spring, however, a

friend of mine discovered the nest

in another sfrove about two miles

away. One young bird had tum-
bled to the ground, and we picked
it up and put it in a bag; but an-

other was in the nest, high up in

the top of a big pine. Since I am
not good at shinning trees, and
since I had read that a great horned
owl can put up a fierce battle for

her young, I persuaded my friend

to climb the tree and get me the

other owlet. This he did without an\'

damage to himself. Although the

big owls did considerable threaten-

ing and scolding, they did not at-

tack. We dumped the other owl
in the bag and carried them both

home.

My new lodgers were comfort-

ably housed in a big cage by the

woodshed door. Although they had
the best of care, were well fed and
ue\er tormented, they remained

utterly savage and untamable to the

end of their stay with me. Ever}'

time I brought them their food

they did their best to burv theii"

cruel talons in my hand. Thev ruf-

fled up their feathers and hissed

and snapped their beaks at every

\-isitor, but toward their near neigh-

bor, Ananias, they showed a spe-

cial animosit)'. This fox loved to

sit on his doorstep, lick his chops,

and gaze across the allevwav. .\11

this offended Nebuchadnezzar; in

fact, it drove him into a towering

<One of the youngsters
swearing at their neighbor,

Ananias

^W (^cce^t^
By Leland Griggs
Phatosraphs by Ihe author
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passion. He snapped his beak with

all his might and in his own lan-

guage made dire tlireats as to what
he intended to do to his tormentor.

I wondered who would win if they

came to a clinch, but, of course, I

never let them do anything more
than swear at each other.

A week after the arrival of the

young owls a very strange thing

happened; an owl we took to be

the babies' mother discovered

them. One morning at daybreak, I

was startled to hear the hoot of an

owl close to the house. I looked out

the window, and there sat a great

horned owl in an ekn tree on the

lawn. She held a rat in her claws.

Soon she flew down to the cage

and gave the rat to the young owls.

From this day on, for nearly six

months, she never once failed to

bring a daily meat ration to the

young owls.

Every evening at dusk, she flew

into town, stopped in a clump of

pines not far from my house, and

called a low, soft hoot. If the young

birds answered her, she flew up

on the roof of my house, usually

ahghting on the chimney. She re-

mained here for a few minutes,

calHng to the little ones below,

and then she flew away and re-

mained away until morning. Just

at daybreak she returned with food,

sometimes making more than one

trip. These morning visits always

produced a rumpus. All young

birds are noisy at feeding time,

and these owls were certainly no

exception. The hoots and screeches

sometimes lasted a half hour.

My neighbors enjoyed the eve-

ning call, and students from my
classes often came and sat on my
porch to witness the performance,

but the early morning racket was

usually greeted with curses from

ovu: end of tovm. I suspect the good

and the bad effects must have been

fairlv balanced; at any rate, no-

bodv asked me to get rid of the

owls.

It is rare for a mother bird to

hunt for her lost young. But it is

also unlikely that another pair of

parents should have found these

birds and undertaken feeding them.

I think it hkely that, as the mother

bird roamed over the countryside,
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she heard her young, for they cer-

tainly kept up quite a squawking

the first few days of their captivity.

By midsummer my owls were as

large as their mother and could

have shifted for themselves if they

had been free; yet tlie old owl never

for a day diminished her careful

attentions! She brought all they

could eat until the first day of Octo-

ber, and then I saw her no more.

Once in a while both parents ap-

peared, but this was rare, and ap-

parently the larger bird, which may
have been the male, never brought

food.

I put a block of wood in front

of the cage for the convenience of

the adult owl while she was serving

meals. She stood on this block and

carved up her birds and animals.

She reserved the brain for her-

self, provided she could crack the

skull. The rest of the meat, in large

chunks, was passed through the

bars of the cage until the voracious

appetites of the young were satis-

fied. Anything left over was

dropped on the ground or stored

on the roof of my house. She not

only abundantly supplied her own
family but also, indirectly, the

foxes that lived next door. In fact,

I could also have had plenty of

game for my own table. Her record

for a single night—three trips—was

a full-grown snowshoe hare plus

two white leghorn hens, a total of

about eight pounds of fresh meat

of good quahty.

For the first month her activities

were mostly limited to the poultry

market. She never bothered with

mere chickens; she always brought

full-grown hens, mostly white ones,

weighing three or four pounds

each. I kept a record of these trans-

actions by marking a cross on the

woodshed door for each hen

brought in. When these marks ran

up to 40, I rubbed them all out.

For obvious reasons, I thought it

might be better not to know too

much about the matter. I got up

early every morning and raked up

the chicken feathers before the

>• Ananias, a big red

fox, loved to gaze across

the alley at the young

owls, licking his chops
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A Bigger than his mother

neighbors began to appear. If b\

chance a passer-by asked too many
questions, I told him that my owls

never killed any chickens and that,

of course, I could not be held re-

sponsible for anything the wild

owls about Hanover were doing

in the way of stealing chickens.

This answer did not always satisfy

the more curious of my nrmierous

visitors. I once promised an espe-

cially irate old lady, who had a

small flock of hens, that I was ready

to pay for any chickens eaten by

my owls, provided the original

owner could prove property. Lucky

for me, no one ever applied.

Later in the spring, when the

suckers were running up Mink

Brook to spawn, old mother owl
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tmned her attention to fishing. One
evening, with a good pair of field

glasses, I had a chance to see how
she managed to catch her fish. She

would run up and down the bank

of the brook in great excitement

until she saw a sucker close to

shore. Then she would plunge into

the water after it, but she usually

missed it, for she seemed afraid

of getting her feet wet. Only once,

while I watched her, did she land

her fish, and she immediately ate

it on the shore of the stream.

Before the sucker run was over,

however, she brought to her young

a half-dozen fishes which seemed

to make a welcome change of diet

for the owlets—as well as affording

relief to the poultry men of the

neighborhood. Great horned owls

are said to be destructive to the

trout at fish hatcheries, and this I

can believe, since penned up small

trout must be much easier to catch

than large, free suckers.

According to the bird books,

great horned owls kill skunks. I

can verify this by eight pieces of

evidence. In the middle of August,

mother owl went into the skunk

business. Every night for seven

nights in succession she brought

in a fat young skunk; on the eighth

night she hauled in what I took to

be the motlier of the young skunks

—a rich find, six pounds of fragrant,

fat meat. Most of this big skunk

she stored away on the ridgepole

of my house against the day when
meat might be scarce. Lying there

in the midsummer sun, this par-

A A SQUIRREL FOR JUNIOR, fresh from the country
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ticular chunk of meat became very

ripe. Any freshly killed skunk has

its own peculiar odor, but a spoiled

skunk exposed on a roof to the hot

sun acquires, in a short time, an

indescribable aroma all its own.

Some of my near neighbors, I am
sure, expressed themselves in rather

diflFerent language. One man told

a friend that he "wished to hell

that damned owl would go back

into the hen business." A man like

myself who has worked in chemi-

cal and biological laboratories is

fortunately able to take a more de-

tached view of odors.

Once in a while a snake was

brought in for breakfast, usually a

small one that could be swallowed

whole. Nebuchadnezzar literally

drank his snake. First the head

slipped down, then, Httle by little,

the body slithered out of sight,

leaving the tip of the tail sticking

out for a few minutes, and then

that, too, slowly disappeared.

Where the snake actually went in

this process was a problem I could

never solve.

All this was a serious biological

experiment on my part to determine

scientifically the habits of the great

horned owl and its place in the

economy of nature. The diet was

a varied one: rabbits, grouse, fishes,

snakes, skunks, house rats, and fly-

ing squirrels. There is no doubt

that this owl is very destructive to

all sorts of bird and animal life.

We should not be inclined to con-

demn it too hastily, however, for

all the carnivores have a part to

play in weeding out the weak and

unfit and so directing the course

of evolution. Albino birds and weak

fishes that cannot make their way
against the stream have no place

in wild nature. In the long run, even

the savage great horned owls play

a wholesome part in nature's

scheme of things.

By the first of September, Nebu-

chadnezzar had developed a voice

—a melodious far-carrying bass-

while his neighbor, Ananias, sang

a good tenor. They combined to

give us many a fine concert during

the bright nights of the harvest

moon. Their songs lulled me to

sleep and reminded me of all my
old happy hunting grounds, but, I

A A YOUNG KING OF THE WOODS. The owls remained sav-

age and untamable until the end of their stay

regret to say, they did not always

have that effect on the folks living

next door. One morning, after an

especially long concert, I overheard

the man of the house remark to his

wife, "We sure had one hell of a

night last night." Sometimes the

old owl happened by during such

a concert, but her raucous voice

usually ruined the harmony. It

proved the bird books to be true—

"The great horned owl can give

out a blood-curdling shriek." The
trio, thus formed, had great carry-

ing power. It could be heard in

Norwich, a village over in Vermont.

The faithful old owl made her

last visit at dayHght on October

first. On that day the hunting sea-

son opened in New Hampshire,

and I suppose she was shot by one

of the numerous hunters that filled

the woods at that time. Since she

had become fearless of man, she

would have fallen an easy mark.

Nebuchadnezzar had outgrown

his welcome, and the citizens of

Hanover were losing their interest

in my biological experiments. I

sent the owls to the zoo in Boston,

where the keeper rechristened them

Daniel Webster and Rufus Choate,

after Dartmouth's most famous

alumni. I never saw them again.
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Strange inseas that keep the ants supplied with drops

of honeydew. Intimate glimpses of the microcosm at

your doorstep, supporting the argument that ants

domesticate many more kinds of animals than man does

By Edwin Way Teaxe
All photographs by the author

HUDDLED together like the

huts of a \illage on the banks

of a jungle stieam, brownish tree

hoppers cluster along the midrib of

a sunflower leaf. Each is less than a

quarter of an inch in length. Be-

neath mv pocket magnif\'ing glass,

one of them expands into a fantastic

insect camel, twin humps rising

steeply above its back. Among these

adults are the smaller, even more

fantastic mTiiphs. Ridges and spines

and knobs adorn their black-and-

green bodies, so they resemble

some creation of the glass blower's

art.

Each year, during the latter days

of summer, these insect clusters ap-

pear beneath the sunflower leaves

of my Insect Garden. The brown-

ish membracids are known to sci-

ence as Entylia sinuata. Touch one

with a fingertip, and it shoots into

the air with an explosive snap be-

fore it unfinrls its tiny wings and

fhes away. The 'Tiopper" part of its

common name has a sound basis.

Unlike camels of the desert, these

insect camels are thirsty creatures.

Thev spend much of their time

with their sharp beaks inserted into

the plant tissues, drinking from the

well of sap that flows continually

beneath their feet. And always

around them the ants are busy.

For, hke the aphids, these particu-

lar tree hoppers give off sweet

honevdew as a by-product of then:

sap drinking. Honeydew has been

termed aptly "the national dish of

the ants." Huber called it "ant

manna." Every creature that pro-

duces it has ants in attendance. If

the plant lice are, as Linnaeus de-

clared, the milk cows of the ants,

the tree hoppers of the sunflower

leaf might well be called their

camels.

These gregarious little creatures

seem almost to have a family life.

The female deposits her eggs in

the plant tissues along the ribs of

the leaf and then remains close by.

Earlv writers on entomology even

The

Ants

thought that*5he "brooded" her eggs

in the manner of a sitting hen.

When the eggs hatch and the

nymphs appear, the adult tree hop-

pers remain with them. Old and

\'0ung live in close association. All

are nourished by the sap of the leaf

on which they dwell.

<Head of a carpenter ant, the kind that

guarded and "milked" the tree hoppers
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AMELS

For more than a week, in late

September, I watched closely the

Life of one small colony of these

insect camels. The cluster consisted

of half a dozen adults and nearly

twice as many nymphs. Beside

them, I almost always saw one black

ant and sometimes two. These ants

A Adults and nymphs of the tree hopper cluster beside the rib on the leaf.

These insects stay together until the nymphs are full-grown

A Close-up photograph of one of the

tree hoppers: Entylia sinuata

belonged to the famihar gallery-

making carpenter species, Campo-

notits pennsylvanicus.

When I swayed the stalk of the

sunflower, gyrating the leaves, the

ant guard paid no attention. This

was something normal; the wind

often swayed the leaves. But when
I snapped the leaf smartly with a

forefinger, the ant went into action

instantly. This was something ab-

normal. Alert for enemies, it rushed

about the leaf, starting and stop-

ping with the suddenness of a fig-

ure in an old-time Keystone com-

edy. At intervals, it hurried back

to the placid, sap-sucking tree hop-

pers, going over them hastily with

its antennae like a shepherd count-

ing his sheep to be sure none is

lost. Similarly, each time I photo-

graphed the leaf, the sudden, blind-

ing stab of light from the photoflash

bulb sent the ant racing about as

if in search of a foe.

During the horns I watched

events on the leaf, no real foe ap-

peared to molest the membracids.

Once when all the black ants were

temporarily away, tiny brown ants

swarmed over the leaf and feasted

on the honeydew. But when I

looked again, only a few minutes

later, a carpenter ant was back on

guard, and the small ants had dis-

appeared. I found one later and

dropped it on the leaf. Its whole

frenzied effort was directed toward
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escape. Perhaps the odor of tlie

bigger ant warned it away. At any

rate, although I placed it directly

among the tree hoppers, where the

coN'eted honevdew was thickest, it

paused not for an instant but scur-

ried off at top speed. I recalled an-

otlier time when I dropped a

carpenter ant on an aphid-infested

weed where nearly a dozen large

red ants were harvesting the honey-

dew. The carpenter ant ran the

gauntlet of these red guards, drop-

ping from leaf to leaf and harried

at each new landing place, until it

reached the ground and escaped.

The tree hoppers of my sunflower

leaf and the aphids of the weed
apparently were considered the

property of the ants in possession.

They were the herds of the posses-

sors—part of the food supply of the

colony.

This property sense of the pas-

toral ants reaches a climax in their

deaUng with the plant lice. Among
the t\\igs of a dogwood tree, you

sometimes see small masses of

earthen material. They are the prod-

uct of the Cremastogaster lineolata

ants. They are httle barns or cattle

sheds built to protect the aphids

massed along the twig witliin. Even

more amazing is the sequence of

e\"ents that insures a steady supply

of aphid-honeydew for Lasius amer-

icanus. These ants have as their cat-

tle the corn-root aphid. In the

autumn, they carefully collect the

tin)' eggs of the aphids and store

them away within the protection

of their nests. When spring comes,

they place the newly-hatched plant

lice on the roots of smartweed or

foxtail grass. Here they obtain sap

until the corn plants are well estab-

lished in the fields. Then the ants

dig up the plant lice, carry them in

their jaws to the corn hiUs, dig

down and place them where they

will be well fed and will produce

honeydew throughout the summer
months. This series of events, ob-

served time after time by research

scientists, enables the Lasius ant of

American cornfields to obtain an

ample supply of honeydew.

More than 100 different kinds of

insects produce this sweet fluid.

Thev range through such diverse

f A CARPENTER ANT of the species Camponotus peniisylvaiiicus guarding a

cluster of tree hoppers on the sunflower leaf

groups as the lantern flies, the jump-

ing plant lice, the scale insects and

mealy bugs, the tree hoppers, the

aphids and the caterpillars of the

lycaenid butterflies, the familiar

"blues" and "azures" of spring and

summer days. No less than 65 spe-

cies of these caterpillars are at-

tended by ants. In northern states,

the ant's chief source of honeydew
is the aphid. In some parts of the

tropics, however, it is the tree hop-

per. Thomas Belt, in Tlie Naturalist

in 'Nicaragua, tells of ants that

guarded membracids against the

attacks of numerous enemies. He
believed, in fact, that several species

of them might have become extinct

but for the protection afforded by

the ants. Because tree hoppers are

abundant only in the tropics, sci-

entists have had less opportunity

to observe their role as honeydew-

producers for the ants than they

have the activity of the northern

aphid. Wilham Morton Wheeler, in

his classic work on the ants, ob-

serves that "the relations of the

ants to the ti-ee hoppers are but

little known."

On my sunflower leaf, the car-

penter ants did more than lick the

honeydew from the surface. They
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A The ant preparing to "milk" one of

the tree hopper nymphs by stroking it with

its elbowed antennae

actually milked the membracids.

Day after day, I watched the guard-

ing ant go over the cluster of

strangely-formed insects. With its

elbowed antennae, it carefully

stroked them, inducing them to give

oflF drops of the sweet glutinous

fluid. It passed from one insect to

the other; it stroked both nymphs
and adults. Sometimes it gave only

a stroke or two. At other times, it

continued the milking process for

half a minute or more. Around the

world, Camponotus ants and others

stroke their cattle with their an-

tennae to milk them.

In the case of aphids, researches

have shown that the plant lice that

are milked in this way suck larger

quantities of sap than those that

are not attended by the ants. In the

course of a single day, one aphid

was observed to give off 48 drops

of honeydew. Sometimes a plant

louse wiil produce drops of sweet

fluid for several different ants in

succession. While the aphids nor-

A The ant milkmaid at work. The tree hoppers often scatter out along

the ribs of the sunflower leaf, drawing into a cluster again later on
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A
A Ant, adult tree hopper, and nymph beside a rib of the leaf

mally shoot the sticky Hquid a little

distance from their bodies, when
they are stroked by the ant milk-

maids they give off the drops slowly.

In fact, some of the aphids that

have been associated with ants for

millions of years have a little circlet

of stiff bristles that conveniently

holds the honeydew drop until the

ant can take it.

Another adaptation that, accord-

ing to Dr. Wheeler, may be a

consequence of the long association

of ants and honeydew-producing

insects is the distensible crop of

the Camponoius ants. Considerable

quantities of honeydew can be

stored in the crops of these ants.

The famous honey ants of the south-

western deserts carry this abiUty to

the extreme. Certain members of

the colony become mere storage

bags, hanging from the ceilings of

the nests with their bodies dis-

tended into honey-filled balls. Such

ants, in former times, were served

as a special dehcacy at wedding

feasts in certain parts of Mexico.

Under nonnal conditions within the

nest, the sweets they contain are

regurgitated and fed to other mem-
bers of the colony during the dry'

season when food is scarce.

This passing of food from one

member of a colony to another on

demand is a characteristic of all

ants. Years ago, an experimenter

tested this by feeding some ants

\\dth honey that had been given a

brilliant color wdth aniline dye.

These ants had transparent ab-

domens that revealed the color of

the food consumed. Before the

day was over, scores of other ants

were running about with their ab-

domens also tinted the same color.

The food originally eaten by the

few had been passed from ant to

ant until many in the colony were

being nourished by the tinted

sweet. The ants are well described

as having a "social stomach."

I noticed oftentimes that when a

second carpenter ant joined the one

on the sunflower leaf beside the

clustered tree hoppers, it would ap-

proach the first insect, thrust its

jaws close, and receive some of the

harvested syrup. The first ant, in-

stead of travehng back to the nest

with the collected honeydew in the

manner of a bee returning to the

hive wdth nectar, was passing the

food on to other ants as they

reached the leaf.

It seemed to me, as I watched the

events taking place on the leaf, that

most of the work of guarding and

milking the herd of membracids
was being done, day after day, by
the same carpenter ant. Was it the

same or did it just look the same?
I daubed it with a bit of white

enamel. It lost its hold and tumbled
into the grass tangle beneath the

sunflower. All that day, the tree

hoppers remained unattended. But
the following morning their guard-

ian was beside them once more.

One side of its inky black abdomen
was gleaming white. It was a

marked insect that could be recog-

nized as far as I could see it.

Nights, when I went to bed, this

insect was on guard. Mornings,

when I got up, it was still there—

sometimes motionless and appar-

ently sound asleep. Did it remain

beside the cluster of tree hoppers

all through the hours of darkness?

Between two and three o'clock one

morning, I crawled from bed to

find out. Houses stood white and

silent in the moonfight. I ran the

beam of my flashlight along the sun-

flower leaf. There was the painted

ant, clinging in place beside its

charges. Occasionally, during the

day, it was refieved by other ants.

It would disappear for an hour,

sometimes for half the day. But, in

the main, the herd of insect camels

seemed to be in charge of the ant I

had marked.

Ants have been protecting and

milking insects that produce honey-

dew for ages. Fossil ants and fossil

aphids have been found together in

Baltic amber millions of years old.

By collecting the honeydew, ants

benefit not only themselves but also

the insects from which they collect

it. The fluid is sticky and, if not re-

moved, would impede the insects

that give it off. Thus the work of

the ants, in tending their varied

herds of cattle, is mutually bene-

ficial.

As for the plants, the ant prob-

ably benefits them by helping to

rid the leaves of a varnish of honey-

dew that would otherwise clog the

pores and hinder respiration. But,

as with most social phenomena, the
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results of this co-operative existence

are not always 100 per cent bene-

ficial to all. A variety of fungi and

other plant diseases can be spread

by the ants visiting the aphids, in-

cluding sugar cane mosaic, plum

fungus, fire blight, and melon wilt.

Other insects—a strange array of

them—are also found in association

with ants. More than 1500 species

of small creatures (fully 1000 of

them are tiny beetles) inhabit the

nests of various ants. Some are

parasitic, some are tolerated board-

ers, some are guests, and some even

seem to have the status of pets.

Most of the latter give off aromatic

secretions of which the ants are

fond. Naturalists have seen these

living sachet bags being carried

about in the jaws of ants. At other

times, they have been seen riding

around on the backs of ants for

hours at a time. One small beetle

that makes its home in anthiUs was

found by a scientist in Europe to

be giving off a secretion containing

pm-e iodine. All told, the number

of creatm^es that may be said to

have been domesticated by the ants

far exceeds the number domesti-

cated by man.

Dming the latter days of Sep-

tember and the early days of Octo-

ber, the cluster of membracids on

the sunflower leaf began to break

lip. All were now adults. They be-

gan to drift apart, to move to other

leaves. I watched the painted ant

toiling laboriously from one tree

hopper to another. The days of

plentiful honeydew were over.

In the first night of heavy frost, all

of the strangely-formed little sap

drinkers of the sunflower leaf

would be numbed into painless

death. A little later, the arrival

of settled cold would send the car-

penter ant into the galleries of its

nest for winter hibernation. How-

ever, hidden in dry plant tissues,

the eggs of the last of the mem-
bracid females would be safe, ready

to produce a new family of these

curious insect camels in the

warmth of the following spring.

THE ANTS CAMELS

A Ant and tree hopper nymphs of various sizes. The eggs laid by the female

tree hoppers hatch at different times, so nymphs in all stages of development

are found on the leaf at the same time

^ One carpenter ant feeding another. This passing of food from one mem-

ber of a colony to another is characteristic of all the ants



X-ray shadowgraphs show that with flowers, beauty is more than skin deep

By Lewis Wayne Walker X-raij Shadowgraphs by C.
J.
Witkowski

AN inquiring mind, medical

training, first-class laboratory

equipment, and an eye for beauty

has enabled Dr. C.
J.
Witkowski to

give his X-ray machine a pleasant

recess from eying the innards of

humans. At the same time, this com-

bination has enabled humans to

view flowers as they have rarely

been viewed before. In reality, these

pictures are shadowgraphs result-

ing from the passage of hght

through plant tissues and thence

onto sensitized film. Texture, con-

sistency, and depth, so different

from flesh and bone, made consid-

erable research necessary before

successful results were obtained.

Dr. Witkowski's machine origi-

nally had a range of between 50,000

and 85,000 volts, a power that was

far too strong for botanical subjects.

So he constructed a special trans-

former to reduce the setup to about

15,000 volts. These weakened rays

successfully penetrated the delicate

petals and leaves but were stopped

by the thicker twigs and branches,

which registered as dark shadows.

Although the results are master-

pieces of beauty, they have little

scientific significance. But in the

future—who knows? Perhaps min-

eral content, such as the iron in the

spinach that is supposed to have

made a man of Popeye, will be dis-

cernable to an X-raying botanist of

tomorrow and thus open up new
fields. At present, these shadow-

graphs may give some debutante

the inspiration for an evening

gown.
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< I I S GRACEFUL
LINES and appealing

ways endear the fairy tern to

r\ all who make its acquaintance

The Fairy Tern

^"^HE fairy tern, known also as

the love tern and the white

tern, is essentially a bird of the

tropical oceans. By reason of its con-

fiding ways and its charming habit

of living out from its chosen haunts

as one approaches, to hover within

a few feet of one's head in an in-

quisitive and apparently friendly

manner, it has endeared itself to

the residents on manv lonely islands

and to many who served their coun-

try in remote parts of the tropical

oceans. Even the rough laborer en-

gaged in construction work gen-

erally accorded this particular bird

his respect and protection.

For the benefit of those not per-

sonally acquainted with this little

gem among oceanic birds, it may
be said that the fairv tern is about

the size of a small dove. Its appear-

ance is exquisitely delicate and gen-

tle, with the long pointed wings

and forked tail well known among
other terns, or sea swallows. With

the exception of a black ring around

the eye and the brownish shafts of

the primaries, its plumage is en-

tirely white; and the bill is black

for three quarters of its length, with

the basal part blue.

This tern extends its range

through the tropical parts of both

THE FAIRY TERN

Puzzling questions concerning a bird that lays its egg

on a branch and catches one fish after another until

its bill is filled with them crosswise

By Thomas M. Blackman
All photographs by the

hemispheres and breeds on numer-

ous small and remote islands, in-

cluding Ascension, Fernando No-

ronha, and South Trinidad in the

Atlantic, the Seychelles and Chagos

Islands in the Indian Ocean, the

small islands of tlae Hawaiian chain,

the Galapagos, Caroline, Marianas,

and numerous islands in the South

Pacific.

The Balanced Egg

Most species of terns lay their

two or three eggs on the ground,

with little or no nest material. This

bird, however, in common with

most other tropical terns, lays only

one egg. And while some other terns

nesting in the tropics choose to

build a very substantial nest among

the branches of trees, the white

tern lays its egg on a bare rock or,

if trees occur in its breeding place,

on the bare branch of a tree or

bush wherever a slight depression

may be found to render its rolling

off less hkely. Often the egg may
be found lodged in a fork of one

of the thinner branches of a bush or

tree, where it may be clearly seen

from beneath. I once found one of

these birds with its egg on the

trunk of a fallen tree, only fifteen

inches from the ground; but a posi-

tion among bushes or in a tree, be-

tween four and fifteen feet from

the ground, is more usual. Where

coconut trees occur, as they do in

many of this bird's haunts, the egg

is said to be sometimes placed on

the midrib of a palm leaf, just

where, in curving over, the rib is

horizontal; or on the top of a

broken-olf stem of a coconut tree

20 or 30 feet from the ground.

Rough winds sometimes occur

during the incubation period, which

at Midway Islands is in March and

April, and there is reason to believe

that many of the eggs are lost. On
two occasions, I saw an egg fall to

the ground simply when the bird
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A The hatching chick must be sure-footed to enter the world
on a precarious perch like this

left it, and at another time the wind
caused an egg to roll more than an

inch down a slightly sloping branch

until its progress was checked by a

projection on the bark. I therefore

resolved to put this matter to the

test. After carefully recording the

positions of 30 of the eggs, I visited

the place next day. After 24 hours

of moderately rough winds, 3 of

the eggs were missing, and a care-

ful search of the ground beneath

disclosed fragments of the shells.

When newly hatched, the young
bird is covered with buff-colored

down and has a black mark above

the eye. With its sharp little claws,

it clings so tenaciously to the place

where it was hatched that it is not

easy to remove it without injury.

The parents feed the young bird

Httle silvery fish about one inch and
a half long, and they sometimes

arrive with the bill loaded from

base to tip with a dozen or more
of these tiny fish held crosswise.

It is perplexing how these birds

and others having a similar habit

are able to catch and hold a num-
ber of fish in this manner and con-
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tinue to catch others without los-

ing what they already have. Sev-

eral v^rriters have discussed this

question, apparently without ar-

riving at any full and satisfactory

explanation.

Careful observation of the white

tern when feeding its young, and
the evidence of the accompanying

photographs taken on Sand Island

at Midway, appear to offer a better

understanding of the way in which

the feat is accomplished.

Photographic Eoidence

Examination of the two pic-

tures at upper right, taken about

fifteen seconds apart, will show that

the young bird is allowed to take

the fish one at a time and that each

one is passed down to the tip of the

bill while all the others remain in

the same position nearer the base

of the bill. The same order pre-

vailed, right up to the end of the

meal, on each occasion when I

witnessed the feeding process. The
third photograph was taken toward

the end of the same meal, when
the young bird had disposed of all

'' A FORK in a branch or only a rough
place on the bark is a nest for the fairy

tern. It is said to lay its egg even on
the midrib of a palm leaf

but four of the fish. One of them
may be seen in the bill of the young
bird, one in the extreme tip of the

parent's bill, and the remaining

two still held at the base. The young
bird was fourteen days old at the

time these photographs were taken.

The photographs show that the

bird has perfect control over each

individual fish and can pass it for-

ward to the tip of the bill while re-

taining in their same positions all

the others higher up. There is no

reason for wonder, therefore, that

after catching each fish, the bird

is able to pack it away safely toward

the base of the bill. This much
seems to be satisfactorily shown by

these photographic records; but be-

yond this we can only resort to

conjectme. It appears obvious that

the fish could not be passed back-

ward and forward in this way with-

out use of the tongue; and it seems

reasonable to suppose that when
the bill is opened to seize another

fish, the bird may be capable of

using its tongue to hold those in

place that are near the tip of the

bill.

The feet of the white tern are less

fully webbed than those of other

terns, and it is seldom seen to

alight on the water. I never saw

these birds fishing in the vicinity
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of their home islands, but they may
frequently be seen from the deck

of a ship when passing these is-

lands, flying singly or in twos and

threes directly toward or from their

homes. This leads one to think that

they make regular excursions to

their fishing grounds a few miles

away. Strange as it may seem, fish-

ermen who see them while on fish-

ing excursions tell us that these

birds catch their fish when the lat-

ter leap out of the water on being

distiubed by the approach of larger

fishes.

Split-Second Timing

After carefully obserxing the per-

fect control that the parent bird

exercises in mo\-ing each fish for-

ward in its bill for the waiting

chick, the feat of holding se\eral

fish in its bill while catching more

has appeared to me less remarkable

than the speed, accuracy of aim,

and perfect timing that must be

necessary to catch the fish in the

air, if such is reallv the case, and

there seems no reason to doubt it.

Close to the islands we some-

times see great shoals of similar

tiny fish swimming in close forma-

tion near the surface of the water

in calm weather. At times, one part

of the shoal after another suddenK-

leaps into the aii- on the approach

of a larger fish, which on two occa-

sions was identified as a small

barracuda ten or twehe inches long.

The sudden leap of so many small

fish causes a tlirashing noise some-

what resembUng that made by

beating the water with a leafy

branch. Due to the suddenness of

the leap and the prolonged dis-

turbance resulting from the delayed

action of partly detached portions

of the shoal in joining the general

moyement, one has great dLfficult\-

in judging either the height or tlie

length of their passage through the

air. Apparently each fish is not out

of the water for more than one

second. They appear to rise only

a few inches and to tra\el a yei\-

few feet before regaining the water.

On those occasions, one gets a good

idea of the speed and accurac}'

needed to catch one of those small

fish in the manner attributed to

the fairy tern.

THE FAIRY TERN

A The beakful of fish are caught singly and fed singly to the young.

The chick has taken the first fish, and the parent is preparing to "hand
it" another from the tip of its bill

A The second fish has now been moyed forward in the bill without

disturbing the others farther back. An agile tongue appears responsible

f Later in the same meal. All of the fish except t^so haye been moved
forward one at a time to the end of the bill. When catching the fish,

the process is apparently reversed. Fish already caught are held in place

by the tongue when the bill is opened to receive another



< "On rare occasions, the

sun shone warmly for a few

moments, and we eased off

our heavy sweaters and coats.

The unexplored sea cave is

roofed with daisy trees"

'' "Fur seals are pugnacious and danger-

ous. Their odor is the worst I know in

wildlife. Kelp edges this seething inlet,

and lichens blanket the rocks"

WE are only a few score miles

from New Zealand and the

ways of civilization, yet in all our

daily living we are a million

leagues away.

Bob uses every davHght moment
of days that slip by too fast, win-

ning his knowledge of these stoi-m-

bound islands so aptly named the

Snares. The discomfort of om" li\-

ing matters somewhat to us both,

but the wondrous opportunity mat-

ters a great deal more.

Something happens e\'ery min-

ute. Just now Charlie Fleming has

brought in a bit of seaweed that

looks Hke a necklace of green crj's-

tal beads, and Mr. Baird is talking

with the mainland o\"er the radio

telephone he himself has set up. It

has been comforting to know that

"Alert" reached safetv from out om-

ogre seas. Captain Black sent "re-

gards to everybody, especially Mrs.

Murphy," indeed a pleasant mes-

sage. Alone with these nine men
on their jobs, encouragement that

perhaps I am carrving my own
weight is not amiss.

Mr. Baird uses his electrical

equipment in more ways than one;

when a sea Hon came too near, he

ran out a wire and gave it the

shock of its Hfe. It has not returned.

The two Bobs came in excitedly

early in our stay here to report

four sea elephants of the South

Georgia land at the head of the

inlet. One of the females looked

as if she were about to have a pup.

We found her later beside our tent
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A Naturalist^s Wife
The culminating episodes in an ordeal of water and

mud. Intimate glimpses of expedition life in a far-off

world that was little known before this group of

scientists visited it

By Grace E. Barstow Murphy
Photographs by Robert Cushma.n Mirphy unless othe

door, and although she is harmless,

her mate is not. Since this discovery,

the men walk up with me after

dark, but no other animals have

come near. I asked Bob Falla if

sea Hons ever came into the tents,

and he said nonchalantly: "Oh,

yes." Bob Murphy found a spot at

the back of the tent where I could

get out if a sea Hon came in at the

front. I said:

"But I'd land in the penguin

rooker)-," a place even deeper in

mud than the rest of our muddy
island.

"You'd not mind that if a sea

lion were coming in."

Sloshing down alone from tlie

tent, I saw a brown duck with its

green wing feathers, walking in a

troop of penguins. Thrilled, I

rushed to the eating tent where tlae

two Bobs were skinning birds, to

tell them of the wonderful duck.

Uninterested, they both remarked:

"Oh, )'es, it has been about for ti.vo

or three days."

Those naturaHsts! They are so

bottled up in their own findings

that thex ha\en't time to share with
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common folk like me. Perhaps a

go-between is needed to pass on

details of this experience.

The duck is the New Zealand

"gray duck," which we will see

wherever we go—the commonest

New Zealand duck.

The collections for our exhibit

are growing. Everyone helps Bob,

besides doing his own work. The
detail and preservation of specimens

must be meticulously carried out in

order to present the Snares first

to the preparators in the Museum
and, through their work, on to the

public. The few skins that comprise

the collection are made up at the

long table in the mess tent. The
picture of the men working at it is

in my thoughts to stay. Bob has

felt very pressed for time, but as

the days pass and the work is

plowed through, he begins to

breathe more easily and to feel that

he can finish. The almost constant

rain makes the essential color pho-

tography very difficult. When the

skv Hghtens, and more rarely, when
the sun shines through a rift even

for a few moments, he rushes for

stills or movies in Kodachrome. He

is probably building far better than

he realizes and will have an excel-

lent and typical series in color to

take home.

While he photographs the colors,

I send them through my pen: Of
the great fern clumps, the thick,

short, gray stumps are hidden by

massed and overhanging dead,

brown, shrivelled fronds. The long

li\'ing fronds are hunter's green.

The newly unfolded ones are hunt-

er's green in the center, with a sug-

gestion of brighter green about the

edges. The curled-up tops of these

are bright brown with a touch of

gold. At the top and middle of the

clump, the still unwound fronds are

brown, witli a hint of green along

the stems as the leaves peek out on

eitlier side of the stringhke cover-

ings.

The tiny-leaved, thick-growing

flat plant that carpets the ground

here and there around the mud-
holes is the shade of fresh apple

leaves in spring. Mosslike lichens,

running from bright green to vel-

lowish, grow in spots and splashes

on the light-tan branches of the

olearia forest, sometimes envelop-

tin the Sub-Antarctic

ing these branches, leaving no gap

whatever. The old leaves of these

trees are the same hunter's green

as the fern fronds. Yet this same
shade is dull in the tree leaves and
shiny in the fern fronds. The new
leaves are a lovely silvery-whitish

gray, a unique thing. On the undu-

lating hills, these soft candle-Hke

lea\'es lend a distinction to the foli-

age, which must be duplicated ex-

actly if the exhibit is to give the

idea of what this forest looks like

in its late November spring.

The mud itself is never black,

even though every one of us calls

it "black mud." It is a very dark

brown, tinging into a shade that

approaches black. To understand

this shade, one needs only to com-

pare the really black plumage of

the tomtit with the mud.

The ti"unks of the trees are tan

witliout yellow, the lichens lending

greenish tinge to even the smallest

branches. No trunks are black, but

some are spattered dark with mud.

The leaves of the olearia are stiff

and hard. The branches are bare

up to each topping tuft of leaves;

they keep their magnolia-like shape

'' "R. C. M. is in his natural habitat with a

lecture audience. He insists they look I

bored. The subject of his discourse is ap-

parently motion-picture photography"

hert A. Falla
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> "This female sea lion, or

it may be a young male, is

smaller and livelier than the

huge bulls, which wallow and

cry all over the island"

unbendingly, giving a wavy ap-

pearance to the hills, like swells

coming over a harbor or small sea.

The muttonbird shrub, or ground-

sel, with its clumps of yellow

daisies, has the same silvery, folded-

leaf candles as the oleaiia, but as

they are smaller, they are less spec-

tacular.

By the boatlanding, the rocks at

low tide look like pig iron. Above,

the gray granite ledges are splashed

on top with white lichens so tight

and flat that I thought at first it

was actually part of the rock itself.

Other lichens are yellow and yel-

low-gold. A bit of grass and of the

fine carpet plant already described

grows on the landing rocks. At the

top of these rocks there are larger

grass clumps.

The specimens of the 26 kinds of

plants on the island have to be

preserved in several different ways

for our museum preparators. Be-

sides tlie color photography, water

colors must be painted. Dried speci-

mens are sewn up in cheesecloth

—one of my jobs—or if too big, are

nailed into crates. Fresh specimens,

also sewn up in cheesecloth, are

packed in cans of formalin, which

will preserve their color. Trunks

and bark and rocks are collected

and are being labeled and packed

with utmost care, with numbered

notes.

Mr. Newcombe listed the plants

for me at breakfast. There are three

trees or shrubs: olearia, groundsel,

and veronica; three ferns; three

grasses, two of which are tussocks;

five sedges and rushes; nine small

herbs like the carpet plant I have

mentioned; and one white-flowered

forget-me-not, plus two he didn't

list. One of the herbs is called Cap-

tain Cook's scurvy grass, because

he fed it to his ailing sailors in New
Zealand.

Birds are the most interesting

part of the collecting. As the Snares

Islands are now a Reserve, per-

mission was asked for taking what

we would need. The Government

gave Bob Falla a list of all that

might be taken. Though there is

no limit on the bandit skuas or

the muttonbirds, we are allowed

twenty-six penguins, three terns,

two tomtits, four silver gulls, and

so on in order down the list. The

work on the skins becomes an im-

portant matter, for nothing may
be wasted. As I write. Bob Falla is

doing a rather decayed silver gull,

while Bob Murphy is working on

a skua. In my tent just now I found

exquisite study skins of Antarctic

terns. I hope a skua will be ex-

hibited with wdngs outspread up-

ward, dropping into a penguin

rookery, with another soaring

above.

As I looked at the silver gulls

and swallow-tailed terns, I asked

why so many birds have red beaks

and feet, like these two kinds.

"I came here to learn why," said

Bob Murphy.

"And I don't know either," said

Bob Falla.

Which remarks brought a story

out of our jolly Mr. Baird. He told

how two scientists were working

over a table of specimens in a little

English inn. They needed to con-

< "This, veronica, one of the 26 kinds

of plant life on our island, is called

speedwell because of its brief blooming.

The leaves are heavy and glossy, grow-

ing in geometric symmetry, and the

flowers are white"



> "We usually stepped from
one wobbly clump of tussock

grass to another to avoid the

deep dark mud between"

suit the Encyclopaedia Britannica,

so asked the butler where it was.

He replied:

"We lack one, gentlemen, but

what is it you wish to know?"

As the men work, they sometimes

look up for an instant, not really

seeing me, of course, in their con-

centration. But I catch the chance

and say: "Tea?"

"Tea," they always answer, as

they go on working. Yet now. Bob
Falla is taking time out to list the

Snares birds for me, as I heat the

brown and uninviting water that

comes out of the drums. Tea or

cocoa or fruit juice is needed in it.

We start with three for tea, but

more men straggle in, and toast and

jam appear, while Bob Falla makes

my list and Bob Murphy is oblivi-

ous to everything but his skua.

There are about the same num-

ber of birds as there are plants.

Generally speaking, there are never

as many varieties in cold as in hot

climates. Yet the fauna and flora

of the large Auckland Islands, a

little farther south, are more varied

than here on our mile-square island.

We have typical sub-antarctic life,

however, which fills the bill exactly

for our museum exhibit.

The penguins are the Snares

Crested, found nowhere else in the

world. Their crest feathers, stiff and

longish, grow out from yellow lines

above their red eyes. Their backs

and flippers are steel-blue, and their

fronts are white. The young are

brownish-gray, without crests. The

heavy beaks are light brown-red.

They are only about eighteen inches

in height.

The muttonbirds, or shearwaters,

flock in millions at dusk. The sky

is filled with them, so that the high-

est-flying ones look Hke the clouds

of gnats over my garden at home

on a damp summer evening. They

come from every point of the com-

pass, flying roundabout, rarely, very

rarely, bumping into each other.

They come nearer and nearer until

throngs of them are close over our

heads. Then they hurtle to their

burrows. Everywhere at our feet

are these beautiful gray petrels.

One may stoop to pat their soft

bodies, but when Roland picked

one up, the bird bit furiously, draw-

ing blood. How each bird knows

its burrow in their honeycomb loca-

tions is one more unsolved mystery.

The next commonest birds in our

cove are the silver gulls and Ant-

arctic terns. They both fish, the

silver gulls making quick strikes at

their prey as they skim the water,

while the terns dive in, wings

folded. The gulls are twice the size

of the terns, a little similar in color,

with white bodies and gray wings.

The gull has a bar of black across

the ends of its wings, and the tern

wears a black cap on its pretty

head.

These birds nest among the rocks

across the cove. "Come on," said

Bob Falla to me, "we are rowing

across to see them."

"I'll be waiting at the landing,"

I answered. I curled up on a rock

with my back against a red water

cask, enjoying rare warm sunshine.

A sea lion came swimming up, stick-

ing her head out at my feet. It is

her landing place, not mine. She

was far from being Hke the slug-

gish things that sleep and cry on

the open hillside. She stared at

me, coming nearer and nearer. I

stood it, then jumped, looking up

A naturalist's wife in the sub-antarctic

to see Bob Falla laugh as he al-

ways laughs at me for objecting to

too close proximity to sea lions.

A few strokes took us across the

cove in which "Alert" had spent

short, dangerous hours. I squirmed

up over broken, rough rocks. A
tern's nest lay in a depression near

a rock's edge. There was one egg

in it. I crept to within six feet of

the lovely mother quietly brooding.

She was a little restless at our

presence and flew off the nest, go-

ing back and forth with her mate

as we came too near. Across a nar-

row bit of water, two parents fed

a tern chick. It was too big to be

downy like the young of so many

sea birds. It had pretty speckled

wings and a white body.

Silver gulls nested above in many

places. Two performed a beautiful

marriage dance, raising and lower-

ing long wings and bowing as in

a stately minuet. The male flew off

and then returned, pleading. His

wife was busy with her eggs and

made it plain she had no time for

love. His desire possessed him. His

long raised wings trembled as he

insisted she receive him. She, like

all women, really wanted him. For

a moment, the four exquisite wings

and bodies blended. Then she

thought better of herself, pecked

him off, and returned sedately to

brood over her eggs. Why need

love stories, when Nature gives us

silver gulls?
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We rowed to the opening of the

cove, with penguins porpoising all

about us.

Of the outstanding birds, the

skua is the fiercest. It lives on other

birds and chicks. The whole island

is covered with well-picked bones.

Its only enemy is its own kind. It

attacks us when we go too near

the nests, diving down at our heads.

We crouch or wave branches to

avoid being hurt.

So when the men handed me a

raw hen's egg and said movies

were to be taken of me feeding it

to a skua near its nest, I said:

"And if I lose my hand?"

"Oh, you won't lose more than

two fingers. It is in the cause of

science."

So there I was, egg in hand, told

to crawl over the rocks and feed it

to the skua, which we assumed to

be the mother, with her two big

chicks beside her—I, who had been

attacked over and over, as had the

men, by angry skuas fearing for

their young.

It was, of course, a major experi-

ence, one of those that balance all

the things one does not write much
of. I crept forward, the egg on my
outstretched fingers, the mother

bird seeing it and opening her beak

widely as if her mouth watered for

the tender morsel she would not

have to work for. Yet she backed

away. I spoke in soothing tones.

She waited. The camera was run-

ning. She was so unsure, yet so

hungry. Her chicks need such a

lot of food. I edged on. She waited.

The men nodded at me, pleased.

With a quick reach of her heavy

bill, she grabbed the egg right off

my fingertips.

So I have new sympathy for mo-
tion picture actors. The picture it-

self is all that counts. The men
practically throw me to the sea

hons so that they will rear and roar

and make good pictures.

The camera trips are always fun.

One day at the Penguins' Broad-

way, Bob Falla gently herded hun-

dreds of penguins up, while I

helped encourage hundreds down,
with Bob Murphy grinding on. The
birds scrambled so fast they fell

over themselves. Those ahead, feel-

ing they had reached safety, would
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sit down and block the way for the

frightened ones behind. Finally, I

sat very still, and the men left. The
birds coming up looked at me. The
birds coming down looked at me.

Then an old one from each group

took courage, passed me slowly,

and the traffic was resumed. Life

at home without penguins looms

drab and empty.

A few moments later, at the foot

of the path, 28 skuas sat in a semi-

circle around me, one walking up
to within 10 feet. The wind ruffled

the soft brown feathers of the one

standing nearest me. The cliffs near

by were marvelous in the sunshine.

Their various shapes, the work of

water, bird, and wind, look like

animals, thrones, prows of ships

with figureheads, the grotesques of

Notre Dame in Paris, and a drunken

sailor lying on his back.

The greatest ornithological ex-

perience here has been Bob Falla's

discovery of nesting Cape pigeons,

the farthest north record ever made.

He landed on wild rocks where no

one, it is thought, has ever been

before.

Though BuUer's albatross will

nest here later, and Royals are to

be seen offshore and over the island,

with various petrels passing by,

the birds I have told of are the

outstanding sea birds of the Snares.

There are three land birds, not

counting many immigrants such as

chafiBnch, wax-eye, starling, song

thrush, blackbird, English sparrow,

hedge spaiTow, redpoll, and gold-

finch.

The Uttle black tomtit is every-

where and is sometimes miscalled

a robin. It is a fluffy, friendly, little

bird, cocking its eye at one just

the way a small puppy does. Its

pretty body is short and plump,

and its black bill is short. It hops

on every hmb, fearless, coming

nearer when one talks to it—

a

truly charming bird Hke a little

chickadee. Tomtits even come into

the tents. Fernbirds hug the ground

in goodly numbers. They are brown
and furtive and mouselike. Both

these birds eat insects off the

muddy sea mammals that wallow

everywhere, fly-covered and ugly.

The snipe, sometimes erroneously

called flightless, living for the most

part on the ground, are as par-

ticular to the island as are the tits

and fernbirds but not as easy to

see. There was great excitement

on Thanksgiving Day when the

men decided that the infinitesimal

body of a snipe that was being

made into a study skin, should be
my Thanksgiving dinner. The word
was broadcast via our radio tele-

phone over all New Zealand. But
I myself felt that a bowlful of rain

water for a thorough washing was
a still better celebration. "Has any-

body had a bath?" "Why bring that

up," make question and answer

which are not welcome.

The few kinds of mammals on

the island are compensated for by
their bulk. Ton-and-a-half sea lions

wallow everywhere, with tears run-

ning down their lazy eyes. These

walrus tears are the only thing in

this bleak spot to remind one of

Alice's Wonderland. They are hide-

ous beasts, like dark brown mag-
gots when lying flat on the ground.

When they raise their heads and

roar, with huge red mouths wide

open, their great shaggy manes give

them a majestic appearance. If

roused, a sea lion could easily kill,

but they are sluggish. Yet I noticed

one or two of the men jump aside

quickly from such beasts in the

path. Fur seals are different, pug-

nacious and dangerous. I held a

day-old baby seal in my arms, with

the men watching the water to see

that the mother did not approach.

She would have killed me. High on

the rocks one time, Hugh threw a

clod at a fur seal. It growled and

grunted furiously. I have never seen

an angrier animal. It had just been

in a fight and was all over deep,

bloody wounds. Other seals were

fighting near by. Two go after each

other with their mouths. Their odor

is unbearable, the worst wildlffe

odor I know. Returning from such

a spot alone, I manage to avoid

the animals by keeping a sharp

lookout. If I sUp flat in mud only

once on a walk lil<:e that, I am lucky.

i
^•"The twisted trees, their

writhing trunks lying along the

ground without the symmetry of

trees, make no rhythm or design

in all the forest"
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Since the discovery of the four

sea elephants, we see them con-

stantly. They play in the current by
the boatlanding, curling up head
and tail in the semicircle they are

famous for and then straightening

out and floating and looking de-

lighted with life. They seem to get

just the pleasure out of playing in

the water that we humans do. They
are definitely curious about us,

often raising their heads out of the

cove to watch us and laugh at us.

Once when I was sitting among
the penguins, I discovered that tlie

biggest of the bull sea elephants

lay asleep just below me. He was
all over sores from fighting, and

flies covered the sores. He gave

deep sighs that shook his big belly.

He kept his tail flippers crossed,

resting in a pool, moving them a

little in his restless sleep. He had

chosen a kind of cradle in the rocks,

lying with head lower than his tail

flippers, dull and heavy. Finally

half awakened by spray from tlie

incoming tide, he humped his body,

pushed with his hind flippers,

jerked across the ledge, and stopped

when the waves left him undis-

turbed, awkward, hideous. But as

he shpped over the ledge into the

sea, the beast became agile, inter-

esting, and lively.

Our twelve days here are draw-

ing to an end. Bob will be working

to the last moment, wishing in spite

of mud that he had twelve weeks

instead of days in which to absorb

the knowledge ready for him on

this island. Enough has been done

and collected so that the Snares

exhibit can be created in New York.

Captain Black has come back.

Bob said to him:

"Welcome to our Island," and he

answered:

"You are welcome to your Is-

land." "Alert" cannot come into the

rough cove today but has found a

lee for anchoring.

I said to Bob : "What news of the

outside world did the Captain

bring?"

"I didn't ask him," said Bob with

emphasis. "There is too much natu-

ral history here to be bothered

with anything else."

Bob Falla said he felt the same

way.

How could they do tlieu- con-

centrated work if they felt any

other way?
Everything is being packed.

Nothing is being wasted as we
waste so much at home. Here all

materials receive their due regard.

Mr. Stead is giving me the mutton-

bird fried egg shovel that he in-

geniously made from a top of a

tin, some wire, and a stick of wood.

Bob Falla gave me the toaster made
of a bit of bent wire on a long wire

handle, ciTide but most efficient.

The mess tent is dingy with smoke

and dirt, but the food suppHes are

still ample.

As I sloshed tlirough the muddy
path just now for the last time, the

penguins climbing up in single file

scampered, and I said out loud:

"You'll have it all back soon, my
darlings," and my mind shot ahead

to the island as it will be presently,

with not a person on it, a dirge for

us and a paean for the birds and

beasts. I sat on the rocks watching

till rain came on.

Walk, walk, hop. Walk a way.

Hop. Stand. Look around. Kiss the

lady. Peck at that half-grown bird

and chase him. Then dive into the
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waves where you are in truth in

your element. The penguins shake

their tails and tremble their flippers

and scratch. They swim in their

rock pool and cleanse themselves as

I hope that I shall be doing to-

morrow. We will take our beating

on "Alert" first. I am to continue on

the next cruise. They had planned

to put me aboard the luxurious

Government yacht "Matai." But

now the Captain, who did not want

a woman along, says: "Forget

'Matai' and stick with us, Mrs.

Murphy." I will, with thanks and

joy. I hear that he has even brought

sheets for me. Such pampering! I

am tired but very happy. I have

learned far more than sub-antarctic

natm^al history.

On the last night, as I lay in my
naiTOw cot, I had a sudden horror

over the wildness of this place. The

twisted trees, their writhing trunks

lying along the ground without the

dignity of trees, make no rhythm

or design in all the forest. Instead,

they make a scrawling dissonance

like a Dante's or a Dore's Hell. One
could imagine them moving to en-

gulf one, with filthy sea hons crawl-

ing on their bellies, adding to the

horror. And over all, a loneHness of

gales and desolation and adjust-

ment to desolation. It would drive

one mad to be left alone in such a

place, in spite of respite of the

friendly little penguins, the soft

beauty of the terns and gulls, the

majestic inspiration of pounding

waves on fantastic rocks below huge

cliffs. The Maoris have a legend of

a maiden condemned to exile alone

on such an island. The night crying

of the sea birds—to her, voices of

the spirits—drove her insane.

The sub-antarctic is for a differ-

ent race of men. It is breathless. It

is magnificent. But it has twisted

me in two and pulled the parts

through a needle's eye. The men I

have spoken to about it say it is

always so, that they feel it, too.

Tomorrow there will be flowers

in the gardens of the tiny town of

Oban on Stewart Island.
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BOOKS Continued from page 439

the text itself employs the common names
of the creatures described. It thus runs

smootlily, and the reader's attention is not

diverted from tlie queer habits, the life

span and dimensions, the uses to which
each kind is put, the many other details

that make this book rich in entertainment

and useful as a reference.

LoRus
J. and Mabgery

J.
Milne.

Island life in lake
michigan

by Robert T. Hatt, Josselyn

Van Tyne, Laurence Stuart,

Clifford H. Pope, and

Arnold Grobman

Cranbrook Institute of Science Bulletin

No. 27, $4.00

179 pp., 43 illusts., 1 map, 15 tables

TV /TAN probably has been fascinated by
-'-'-' islands since he first began to devise

means of getting himself to such isolated

bodies of land. Naturalists have found

islands to be of particular interest not

only because of the strange animals found

on some but because of the Hght that

studies of insular faunas have thrown on

evolutionary processes. Darwin's studies

in the Galapagos nearly a century ago

helped him lay the foundation for his

stimulating theories. These in turn were

implemented by tliose of Wallace, who
had studied distributions in the Malay

Archipelago. Modem notions concerning

the origin of species are, in part, derived

from tlie increasingly adequate researches

dealing with islands and the pecuharities

of their faunas.

It was not a "shot in the dark," there-

fore, when the Cranbrook Institute of

Science, collaborating wdth the University

of Michigan, undertook investigations of

the islands lying off tlie western shore of

the Lower Peninsula of Michigan. The
distributions as well as the habitats of tire

amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals
hving on these islands were studied in-

tensivelj' over an eight-year period, and

the resulting data are summarized and

analyzed in this report.

Among the more important topics dis-

cussed are the means used by the various

animals in gaining access to the islands,

the actions of predators and pests, the

effect of changes wrought by man, and

the varying water level.

The conclusions reached are neither

new nor startling. Nevertheless, the book

reflects the meticulous efforts of com-

petent investigators who have been will-

ing to make a far more extensive analysis

of fresh-water island faunas than is given

in any previously published work. The

book is written in a simple, matter-of-fact

style, with few embellishments beyond

some excellent photographs and an attrac-

YOUR NEW BOOKS

Natural History

RIVERS By Edward Dembitz

Part I. In this test you are given a set of definitions, each with

a set of blank spaces, and a diagram to be filled in. Each definition

is a clue to a word whose letters you are to insert in the blank

spaces preceding the definition.

— — — — — — — A wind named after a tribe of
'4 22 17 10 4 4 6 Indians of Washington and

Oregon

— —
• — — — — — — The latest era of geological

14 9 13 18 3 18 17 4 ,• ^time

— — — — — — An Old World bird having a
22 18 18 5 4 9 slender curved bill

— — — — — — Brightest star in the heavens
8 17 21 17 25 23

— —
• — — — — — American naturalist specializing

20 17 \b 2 7 21 8 ;^ reptiles; died 1942

— — — — — — Sap-sucking insects exploited by
7 I 22 17 20 8 pastoral ants

— — — — — — An extinct species of man
I 15 6 17 13 19

— — — — — Crystalline mineral and gem
^t> \S 5 7 3 stone; 8 on Mohs' hardness scale

— — — _ — — — — American oriental scholar and
24 12 15 7 23 16 15 20 archaeologist ; author of Wistoiy

of Egypt; died 1935

— — — — Any thick wormlike larva, as of
'I 12 25 24 ^ jggj^g

— — — — —• — — Aromatic root, valued in China
II 17 10 23 15 10 19 as a medicine

— — — — Alaskan glacier, named after

2 25 17 12 jinierican naturalist and explorer

Part II- When you have filled in all the letters above, transfer

them to the proper numbers in the boxes in the diagram below.

When the diagram is com-

pleted, you will have a

word maze containing the

names of at leastTWENTY
RIVERS. To find a river,

begin with a letter and

move from space to ad-

joining space in any di-

rection, including diago-

nally, until its name is

spelled out.

Copyright 1948
By Edward Dembitz

THREE PRIZES. The three contestants submitting the largest num.

her of rivers fitting this puzzle will each receive a copy of The Earth's

Grandest Rivers, by Ferdinand C. Lane, an outstanding book soon to be

published by Doubleday and Company.
The Gazetteer in Webster's New International Dictionary (1948) will

determine the eligibility of rivers. One error will disqualify a contestant.

In case of ties, duplicate prizes will be awarded.

Entrees must be received on or before December 20, 1948.

Winners and their scores will be published in Natural History Maga-

azine for February, 1949.

The contest is open to everyone except employees of the American Museum and

Doubleday and Company.

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25
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tive binding. Students of natural history

will find it worth their while, whether

they are interested in the animals them-

selves or in the principles discussed.

C. M. BOGERT.

Climatic accidents in
landscape making

by C. A. Cotton

John Wiley & Sons, S7.00

344 pp., 149 figs., 58 plates

'TpHE geological doctrine of uniformi-
-*- tarianism, which is the theory that

erosion and deposition are taking place

today at the same rate that they have in

the past, has tended to create a mislead-

ing impression that all geologic processes

proceed at a very low tempo. Geologists

and laymen alike come to regard changes

in the earth's topography as the sum of

an infinite number of very minute addi-

tions or subtractions. The casual addition

of a few more miUion years to the age

of the earth with each new method of

calculation tends to emphasize the slow

rate of change, from the geologist's point

of vantage on the reviewing stand. Hence,

we have perhaps erred by going too far,

by creating the impression that all rehef

forms are the result of slow processes. It

was somewhat of a shock to discover that

a very minor volcano could grow 1000

feet high in a few months, or that 300 feet

of lava could pile up in successive flows

in five years.

Those of us who Hve in regions of tem-

perate climate are accustomed to seeing

the soil protected from rapid erosion, so

we are less likely to appreciate the im-

portance of special processes where ex-

tremes of chmate, dryness or cold, ac-

celerate the topographic changes wrought

by degradational forces. Professor Cotton's

second book on geomorphology deals in

detail with abnormal conditions of ero-

sion and their result. Though a textbook

in its treatment, it is, nonetheless, an in-

teresting reference work for travelers who
really wish to understand the derivation

of the land forms they mil encounter in

trips to desert country. The peculiar phe-

nomena of glaciated mountainous regions,

the hanging valleys, the roches moutonees,

the cirques, and the glacier-formed lakes

are also explained. Desert and mountain

scenery is illustrated so that the special

effects will be recognized when they are

next encountered.

The well over 100 photographs and tlie

sketches in the text illustrate the features

described. The casual reader will, as a

matter of fact, find the book more inter-

esting if he starts with the pictures, recog-

nizes in them some feati^-e about which
he has wondered in his ovm travels, and
then apphes himself to the section of well-

indexed reading matter explaining the

derivation of the particular land form.

Only a student would attempt to read

Climatic Accidents from cover to cover,

but anyone wiU be interested in reading

up on famihar land forms, jumping from

one section to another. Just as the most

appreciative section of a traveler's lectxure

audience is largely those people who al-

ready know a place, so will the browser

in this book like best the explanations of

the mesas, the barcanes, and the yardangs

he has seen on his own travels. Professor

Cotton has done an excellent and authori-

tative job with this text, and its appeal

should not be limited to a group of stu-

dents of geomorphology.

F. H. POUGH.

LETTERS Continued from page 434

Journal of Parasitobgtj (vol. 28, p. 255)

that six of nine raccoons from Texas tliat

were examined in the montli of Decem-
ber harbored this worm. Trappers of the

area say that ulcers, presumably for es-

cape of the embryos, are common on the

feet of raccoons caught in January and

February. But human cases rarely or

never occur in the area. Chandler men-
tions only one doubtful human case.

Unquestionably tliis parasite of rac-

coons should be placed in tlie genus Dra-

cunculus, but its specific identity is not

at all certain. Chandler thinks that it

probably represents a distinct species and

accepts tentatively the name D. insignia

(Leidy, 1858). However, Chitwood, who
has reported Guinea worms from raccoons

and mink in Ontario, New York, and
Nebraska beheves the American species

is Dracunculus medinensis of the Old
World. Benbrook found this American

version of the "Fiery Serpent" in the dog,

fox, and mink in Iowa.

Obviously the parasite is wddely dis-

tributed geographically in this country

and is common among raccoons in some

areas and at certain times of the year.

There our knowledge stops.

Is the American Guinea worm the Old

World "Fiery Serpent"? If distinct, is it

PLANNING AN EXPEDITION?
You can save time and expense by harins a single,
reliable headquarters for outfitting. We know the
outfitting business from 56 years' experience. Our
equipment has proved itself worthy. Write us, telling
your needs, and we'll reply promptly. Address
Dept. NH-12.

David T. Abercronibie Co:
311 Broadway New York 7, N. T.

capable of producing disease in man?
Does it seriously affect the health of wild

animals? Scientific inquiry can answer

these questions, but the opportunity to

pursue such investigations is so limited

tliat we may look forward to many years

of "bhssful" ignorance before reasonably

complete answers are available.

Paul D. Hahwood.
Ashland, O.

Dr. Harwood's information is correct.

But because people in the United States

have sanitary drinking habits, there is

practically no chance of a person becom-
ing infected with this parasite, even if

it is D. medinensis, which is not cer-

tain.—Ed.

Sms:

I am English and have the habit of

collecting papers and magazines for a

sanatorium at Colchester. In this way I

came to have one of your issues of Natu-
ral History. It was received with such

interest by all who saw it that I wonder if

anyone who receives the Magazine regu-

larly would let me have the copies to

pass on, or sponsor a subscription which

would be gratefully received by the

patients in this hospital. In any case, let

me thank you for bringing me in contact

with such a lovely and interesting

periodical.

Mrs. W. Brtttain,

("An ordinary housewife").

London, England

Rare African Buttertlies

One of the most striking and colorful

collections of butterflies in history has

been received at the American Museum

of Natural History, it was recently an-

nounced by Dr. Mont A. Cazier, Chair-

man of the Museum's Department of In-

sects and Spiders. The collection, which

numbers some 2000 butterflies from the

remote Nyasaland region of Africa, was

presented to the Museum last week by Mr.

Arthur S. Vemay, naturaHst-explorer and

Trustee of the Museum. At least 30 spe-

cies new to the Museum's collections are

represented in tlie extensive collection,

and further study by Museum entomolo-

gists will probably reveal a number of

entirely new subspecies.

The butterflies were obtained along

with significant collections of mammals
and plants by Mr. Vemay while he was

leading the Vemay-Nyasaland Expedition,

one of the Museum's most recent African

expeditions. Mr. Vemay collected 1500

butterfly specimens and in addition pre-

sented tlie Museum with 480 perfect

specimens already identified by European

experts. This collection was acquired from

Mr. Rodney C. Wood of Nyasaland.

Close to 100 of tlie most interesting

and beautiful of the Nyasaland butterflies

are on special display in the American

Museum's Seventy-seventh Stieet Foyer.

Largest and most spectacular of the but-

terflies on display are the genera Papilio

and Charaxes. The genus Charaxes does

not occur in the New World but is found

in most parts of the tiopic East.

WILD BIRDS ADD n^a/tm TO YOUR GARDEN

AUDUBON FEEDERS KEEP BIRDS
IN FULL VIEW WHILE FEEDING
Feeders with and without squirrel

guards, hanging and on pipe stands.

Wfrte for our foWer
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Palom.\e—Man's Farthest Reach, Nell Mur-

barger, 200-205
Panope generosa: see gooeyduck
Pantophthabnus, 131
Paricutix Has A Birthday', Frederick H.

Pough, 206-208
Partridge, odor during nesting season. 383
Paul, Clifford, Bull Thistle, Mar. Cover Design
Penetbatixg the Pet.^l (photo series), Lewis

W. Walker and C. J. Witkowski, 462-464
Penguins, 415-416
Peruvians, oldest American farmers, 296-303,

334-335
Petrels of Cardonosa, Lewis W. Walker, 224-

225
Pines, Sugar, of Beaver Creek Valley, 92-93;

146, 194; 386, 432
Pink Mallow, Dec. Cover Design, 435
Pioneer Potter, Edwin Way Teale, 417
Pollination, birds and Bowers, 338, 382-383

_
Polynesians, inquirv into the origin of, 264-271.

285-287
Pough, Frederick H., Paricutix H.as A Birth-

day, 206-208
Praying Mantis, 209-212
Problem of Snake Control, The, C. M.

Eogert, 185-188

Quick-Ch-IXGE, Mabel Irene Huggins, 95, 96
Quinine, the procuring of, 8-15, 41

R

Rancho Santa Axa, Nell Murbarger, 258-263
Rat. Allegheny Wood, 28-33
Rat, White-throated Wood, 28-33
Red Datura, April Cover Design, 147
Red Rock Caxyon, Catherine and Dick Free-

man, 408-411
Redwoods ix China, Ralph W. Chaney, 440-

444
Reminiscences of a Cinchona Hunter,

\\'a!ter Henricks Hodge, 41
Return of the Trumpeter, Duane Feather-

stonhaugh, 374-381
Rinald, Frank A., The Archeold Biologicai.

Station. 226-233
Riplev, Dillon, Exploring the Mishmi Hili^,

78-85
Roundworm, parasitic, 368-370; 434

Sahara Canyon, 143-144
Sandstone trees. Trees of Sand, 16-18
Sanford Hall of the Biology of Birds, 248-254
Schroder, Hugo H. : Coots Are Clever, 308-

311; OvTL Quintuplets, 45
"Scorpion" of the Treetops, Romeo Man-

sueti, 213-215. 240
Scott, Glen and Elsa, A Xight-Blooming Cereus,

Jan. Cover Design
Scourge of the Monarch, Edwin Way Teale,

356-359
Sharritt. Grace V., Malheur Bird Refuge,

400-402
Skink, Five-lined. 213-215. 240; 292, 335-336
Snake, and fang in boot, 101, 142
Snake control. 185-188; 244, 287-288

Tarahiunara Indian, Nov. Cover Design, 387
TAR.A.HUMARAS TwEXTIETH-CeNTURY CaVE

Dwellers, The, George McClellan Bradt,
392-399, 430

Tarsier, 44
Teale, Edwin Way

:

The Ants' Camels, 456-461; Butterfly
Botanist, 325; The Milkweed Trap,
152-158; Pioneer Potter, 417; Scourge
of the Monarch, 356-359; Wonder
Eggs of the Insect World, 216-223

Tern, Fairv, 465-467
Thistle, BuU, Mar. Cover Design, 99
Three Turkey House, John Henry Coon, 382
Timeer-Line Trails, Catherine and Dick Free-

man, 104-111
Toad, Why the Homing Toad "Comes Home",

320-324
Tomb of the Wea\'er, Earl H. Morris, 66-71,

91
TRADE-iL^fiKS OF Yesterday's Glaciers, Rich-

ard Foster Flint, 350-355
Tree hopper, 456^61
Trees of Sand, Lewis W. Walker, 16-18
Twilight, a chart for measuring the length of

twilight at any place, at any time of year,

421
Twilight Shift, The, Lorus J. and Margerj'

T. MUne. 41S-423, 430-431
2,4-D, and weed control, 280-285
Two-Thumbed "Teddy Bear," The, Willy Ley,

328-332

Van Name, Willard G., An Impending Forest
Disaster, 92-93

Van Riper, Walker, The Banded Garden
Spider, 72-74

ViREO AND HER Xest OF YousG, A (photo Ser-

ies), Lynwood Chace, 234-235
Voyage of the Raft "Kon-Tiki," Thor Hey-

erdahl, 264-271, 286-287

w
Walker, Lewis W.:

The Biggest Little Sanctuary, 173-175:
"Long-Ears" Family, 117-119; Petrels
OF Cardonosa, 224-225; Trees of Sand,
16-18

Walker, Lewis W. and C. J. Witkowski. Pen-
etrating THE Petal (photo series), 462-464

Wapatki National Monument, 37-41
Wasp, Potter: see Eitmenes fraternus
Watching the Osprey in Lower California,

Karl W. Kenyon, 86-90
Watch that Lincoln Gave, The, Wilmon

!Menard. 64-65
Weed Control with 2,4-D, C. H. Curran,

2S0-2S5
We Go Gooeyducking, Lorus J. and Margery-

J. Milne. 162-167
White-tailed Deer, June Cover Design, 243
Why the Homing Toad "Comes Home,"

Charles M. Bogert, 320-324
William Healey Dall—Alaska Pioneer,

Edward A. Herron, 176-179
Winter Through the Camera's Eye (a photo

series), Tosef Muench, 24-26
Witkowski, 'C. J., and Lewis W. Walker. Pen-

etrating THE Petal (photo series), 462-464
Wonder Eggs of the Insect World, Edwin

Way Teale. 216-223
Woodpecker hole, and fungus growth, 52

_^

Wood Thrush, and window fighting, 52, 53
World's L.\rgest Moth, The, F. A. Lord,

450-451
Worms, Clam, and effect of moon on breeding

habits. 100-101
Wvlie Philip, The Lerner :Marine Labora-

tory, 312-319
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